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TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION
The Final Fifty-two Discourses of the Majjhima occupy this volume
and with them the translation is completed. As the First Fifty and
the Middle Fifty Discourses are each arranged in five Divisions of.
ten Discourses each, so are the Final Fifty-two, the only difference
being that there are here these two extra Discourses.
The " rich variety " of the M. is still so conspicuous in this third
volume that it is impossible in the space of a merely general
Introduction to do it even a fragment of the justice it deserves;
but I can give some in<lications perhaps of the variety by taking the
work more or less Sutta by Sutta and mentioning various points
that seem of outstanding interest to me, although I am aware that
this probably means omitting others the interest of which is equally
outstanding. Each Majjltirna Sutta merits long and intensive
study not only for itself but for the relation it may bear to others.
There arc, besides, several passages in this volume of great difficulty
for a translator. Some are discussed in the notes and a few are
discussed in this Introduction.
Internal evidence found in the Mahaca.Uarisaka (No. 117), the
Mallakammavibltariga (No. 136) and the MahasaJayatanika (No. 149)·
suggests that in none of these Discourses docs the prefix Maharefer to the Discourse as such but rather to the nature of its subject- ·
matter: the Great Forty, the Great Analysis of Deeds, the Great·;
Sixfold Sense-field. It would therefore follow that the title of
Sta. 135, the CuJakammavibltanga, should be translated as the
Discourse on the Lesser Analysis of Deeds (and not the Lesser
Discourse on the Analysis of Deeds) and that this Discourse and the
Malta-kammavibltafiga do not form a pair in the sense indicated in
the Introduction to M.L.S. vol. i. It would also follow that since
the prefix Maha- of the Mahacattiirisaka and the Mahasala,yatanika
Suttas refers to the contents of the Discourses, it would be vain to
search the Pali Canon for Gula- Discourses bearing these titles.
For there is no lesser "forty," and nothing less, equally nothing
more than the " six fields of sense," therefore Discourses dealing
with such matters could not exist. The " forty " are great because
they are associated with the Way; the six fields of sense are great
because the practice of Buddhism is, broadly speaking, for the man
ix

X
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who has all his six senses intact. And this is where the mam
emphasis lies in these Final Fifty-two Suttas. They have none of
the talk on asceticism found among the First Fifty, or of the threefold knowledge which is so recurrent a theme among the Second
Fifty; the senses, their control and the right attitude towards them,
are here the chief thing.
The name of the first of these five Divisions is that of a place,
Devadaha, where the Discourse placed first in it is recorded to have
been given. The second Division likewise takes its name from that
of the Discourse placed first in it, the Anupadasiutta. The third
Division is a.gain named after the first, or the first and second
Discourses it contains. These form a pair of Gula,- and MahiiSuttas, and are disquisitions on the concept of emptiness, sunnatii.
The fourth Division is the one with twelve Discourses. Each
contains a detailed analysis, vibhanga, of various matters briefly
stated in it. 'l'hough the word vibltaitga occurs only in the titles
of the last eight Discourses in tl1is Division and not in tl1e first four,
these four all the same follow the scheme of analysing in some detail
concisely made statements. One cannot say that this scheme is
peculiar to this Division or even to the M.; only that this fourth
Division contains nothing but such analyses and that the word
viblla·nga is not part of the title of any other M. Discourse. A neat
classification of material has been made here and the Division is well
named the Vibhailgavagga, the Division of Analysis. Every
Discourse in the fifth Division is concerned with the six fields of
sense-experience. Exhortations, oviida, on this subject were given
on five separate occasions (Stas. 143-147), and sense-experience also
forms the main topic of Discourse 148, addressed to monks, and of
Nos. 150, 151 and 152. Moreover, Sta. 149, the "Mahasalii,yatanikasutta, is devoted to the same theme. This Division is therefore
suitably named the Salii,yatana, that on the Sixfold Sense-field.
Yet the question arises of why the Salii,yatanavibltafiga-sutta (No. 137,
in the preceding Division) was not included in a Division that deals
so consistently with sense-data and sense-awareness (cf. Sa/iiyatanasarhyuUa, S. iv. 1-204) as <loes the Salii,yatanavagga. One
might reply, in answer to this question, that so great is the number of
Discourses treating of the sense-fields, not only in M. but in many
parts of the Pali Canon besides, that one having the word vibhailga
in its title would fall more naturally into place and be more easily
found in the Division on Analysis than anywhere else. On the
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other hand, there appears to be some confusion over the name of
Sta. 149, for though it is here called the Malzasa'f,iiyatanika, some
MSS. call it the SaJayataruivibhanga which, however, seems to be the
usual title of Sta. 137.

In the First Division, the Devadaltavagga (Sta. 101-110), there is
still pre-occupation with the Jains (Stas. 101, 104) and with the
speculative views of members of other sects (e.g. Sta. 102),1 such as
are also to be found set forth, either in groups or severally, in other·
parts of the M. After this there is little or no further reference to
them. The Paiicattayasutta (No. 102) is the only M. Discourse to
present the whole corpus of tenets of the 62 heretical sects. In ·
this it resembles tl1c Brahma,jiil,a of the D. but is not identical with
it. For, to take one examp]e of the differences between the two, in
a<ldition to the difference in arrangement the Paiicattaya, as is
noticed at MA. iv. 25, speaks of "own body," saHiiya, but the
Braltmajaki does not. Why is this1 MA. replies that it is because
when the Braltmajiil,a was first spoken the Paiicattaya had not yet
been spoken. If this statement can be trusted it provides a valuable
clue to the relative nge of the two Discourses.
Sta. 101 contains two passages noteworthy for their combination
of singularly difficult terms and grammar. At M. ii. 223 there is
the sudden introduction of the word atta, around which controversy
has grown with the centuries. Here it appears to be used in no
more than the ordinary way in which we all speak of" self." It is
unmastered, an-adclha-bhuta, which suggests that the monk still has
to make an effort and strive so as to prevent this self from being .
mastered by anguish, dukkha. And there is too that term of many
meanings, sarhkhii.ra, 2 here in the singular. The ·monk then is said
to comprehend: imassa klw me dukkhanidanassa sarhkhararh padahato ..
sarhkharappadhana virago lwti. I could have translated this as:
"while I am exerting (me padahato) activity (sa.rhkhararh) against this
source of anguish, from the exertion of activity there is detachment
(for me)," that is, according to MA. iv. 11, if he has really attained
arahantship, with the implication that he is not merely pretending
to have done so. That padahati takes the accusative is of course
normal (cf. padhanarh padaltitvana, Budv. IV. 13 lt seq.); but
nidanassa would have to be taken not as a genitive but as a dative
- - - - - - - - - - -·-----·-···· 1

2

Sec M.L.S. ii. Intr., p. xii, xiv ff., xxi J.
Sec M.L.S. i. Intr., p. xxiv.

-

xii
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of purpose: with the purpose of mastering this Eiource of dukklta,
his foe, hence he exerts activity aga·inst it.
We then come, in the same Sta., to the equally difficult passage
(M. ii. 225) when the monk says of himself dukkltaya pana me attanam
padahato. This seems to mean" while exerting my self (me attanam)
against anguish." Here dttkkhaya is the regular neuter dative, as
it is also in the two following expressions: so dukkhaya aUanam
padahati ... ; bhikkliu dukkltaya attanam padalteyya (M. ii. 225).
The Corny. fails to explain why the forceful word atta figures in
these passages. From another angle its appearance must give those
who like to say that the Buddha "denied" atta pause to think. Alla
is not denied here, or anywhere else in the Pali Canon; it is accepted.
Suttas 103 and 104 both have in mind dispute and contention,
not over" mere trifles," but over things that matter: the Way and
the Course. There might be argument about these, stirred up by
monks of unamiable character, especially after the Lord's parinibbana. Recourse to the Vinaya is then necessary, and Sutta 104,
in recapitulating the four legal questions, adhikara1J,a, under which
such disputes should be classified and the seven ways of settling
them, is consequently characterised by strong Vinaya features.
Again, Suttas 103 and 104 both speak of the Lord tea,ching from
his super-knowledge the 37 things belonging to enlightenment,
bodhipakkhiyadhamma, though this compendious word is not itself
used. In Sta. 104 the seven groups of things that together constitute
the 37 bodhipakkhiyadltamma are enumerated instead; and in Sta. 103
there appears to be a reference to them in the word abhidhamma
(M. ii. 239), for this is the meaning MA. iv. 29 ascribes to the
abhidltamma about which two monks might speak differently.
This Sta. speaks of nibbana as an aim, though not one to be realised
so long as monk quarrelled with monk, for contention would preclude
the winning of imperturbability (a1J,anja according to M. spelling), a
topic and an ideal with which Stas. 105 and 106 are largely concerned.
These two Suttas and No. 107 all take up, as does No. 103, the
subject of nibbana. Sta. 105 has the unusual expression sammanibbana, right or perfect nibbana, presumably to distinguish the
nibbana of the followers of the Buddha's sasana from that of those
who were " outside " this.1 Sammanibbana, a. goal not to be won
by those who had beoomc proud and puffed up as a result of their
1 Of. M. i. 4 (M.L.S. i. 5 and n. 11) and Miigandiya.'s statement at M. i. 509
that health is nibbii.na and body is nibbana. (M.L.S. ii. 188).
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being intent on it, was accessible solely to those who refused to
indulge in wrong enjoyment of the senses, recognising that herein
lay a deterrent to their achievement of the goal.
Sta. 106 asks why some monk may· ·attain final or complete
nibbana, parinibbayeyya, but another fail to do so. The attainment
or the failure depends on whether there is grasping or whether there
is not, even grasping after equanimity, upekha; for deathlessness or
the undying, amata, is deliverance of thought without grasping,
anupada cittassa vimoklw (M. ii. 265).
In Sta. 107 nibbana is spoken of as the unchanging goal, niUha,
to be won, if won at all, by a gradual training (cf. Sekhasutta). It
is again driven home that it all depends on the person himselfwhether he attains it or not, for the Teaching is the same for all, 1
and to all who want t.o listen the Way is pointed out by the
Tathagata, the Shower of the Way (M. iii. 6).
This aspect of the Tathagata as Way-Shower 2 recurs in Sta. 108,
a Discourse recording a conversation said to have been held betwee·n
Ananda and the brahman Gopaka-Moggallana after the Lord's
parinibbana. 3 Here the Lord is spoken of not only as one who
showed a Way not shown before, but also as a Knower and Understander of the Way.' In these respects not a single monk resembles
him; his disciples are not Way-showers but Way-followers, not one
of whom was designated either by the Lord or by the Order to be
the -mainstay, arbiter or support, patisara,:,,a, for the others after
his passing. The place of a human successor was taken by Dhamma,
the cause of unity, the reason for it, l,etu samaggiya. So, instead of
any one monk, instead of any one disciple, " Dhamma is our
support" (M. iii. 9), that is after the Lord's parinibbana, a statement
fully according with the injunction: "The Dhamma I have taught
and the Vinaya I have laid down- that 5 after my passing is (to be)
your Teacher" (D. ii. 154). The Lord and his Dhamma are one:
"Who secs Dhamma secs me " (S. iii. 120, Iti. p. 91, etc.). And
the epithet dhammakaya (D. iii. 84), applicable only to the Lord,
and not to arahants, points in this same direction. So Miln. can
say (p. 75) <lhammakayena ... sakka Bhagava nidasseturh, "The
Lord is able to point out by means of the Dhamma-bo<ly " even
1

CJ. 8. iv. 315-316.
CJ. Dhp. 276, akkh<it{1-ro tatluigatci., Tathiigatns are showers (i.e. of the Way).
3 See M.L.8. ii. Intr., p. xxii.
4 As at 8. i. 191.
11 " That," so, meaning I think satthusiisana, the 'f('achcr's instruction, of
which Dhamma, and Vina.ya are the two component parts.
2
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though he himself has " set '' like the sun, has " gone home," and
cannot be said to be either here or there. In this sense the Lord
exists while Dhamma exists and cannot be called extinct-a tenet
developed and made much of in some Mahayana Buddhist Siitras.
Stas. 109 and 110 form a pair of Maha and Gula- Discourses as far
as their titles are concerned, for both (as also Sta. 118) were given
at the timc1 of a full moon and hence arc called the MahapulrJlfJ,amii,
and Oulaput:t.tJ,O,mii, Suttas respectively. But this is all they have in
common. The Maltaput:t.tJ,O,ma is occupied with the five groups of
grasping, with what is a wrong view and what a right view of
these groups, with the satisfaction and peril they contain, and with
the escape from them. On the other hand the Oulaput:t.tJ,O,ma has
nothing to say about grasping. It concentrates on various outstanding characteristics of a good man and a bad man, sappurisa
and asappurisa. Its affinities are therefore more with Sta. 113, the
title of which is Sappurisasutta. But though Stas. 110 and 113
have not a single passage in common, yet since the main topic of
both is the good man, sappurisa, their material is in consequence
more cognate than is that of Stas. 109 and 110.
The first Discourse in the Second Division, the Anupadavagga
(Stas. 111-120), is marked by an inspiring eulogy of Sariputta who
symbolises the perfect disciple, and to this is added his unique
capacity for rolling on the Wheel of Dhamma set rolling by the
Tathagata. This Discourse contains a number of psychological
terms that are more fully expounded in the Dhs.; and for others
reference may be made to the P{,s. Since "Sariputta's special
proficiency was in Abhidhamma," 2 what could be more apt than to
eulogise him in words of a markedly Abhidhamma stamp 1
Sta. 112 sets forth six ways in which a monk's claim to be an
arahant can be scrutinised by other monki:: they may ask him about
things he has seen, heard, sensed or cognised; about the five groups
of grasping; about the six elements; about the six sense-fields; and
about this consciousness-informed body and the phenomena external
to it. In answer to each group of questions the monk who claims
arahantship for himself relates the process by which he reached this
height. It is of course the usual process, found for example in the
Ou!,ahattltapadopamasutta, the /Candaralcasutta and elsewhere, 3 and
1
2
3

M.L.S. i. Intr., p. xii.
D.P.P.N., p. lll6, which gives a short account of how this ca.me a.bout.
See M.L.S. i. 224, n. 3, for some further references.
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could hardly be otherwise for the fruits of the Way are only for the
man or woman who closely follows the Way, "the one sole Way
for the purification of beings" (M. i. 55), and there is very little
latitude.
Sta. 113, as it has been already remarked, should be studied in
conjunction with Sta. llO. Both deal with the good man who, in
effect, is the man-of-naught, na kinci na kuhinci na kenaci, "he is
not aught or anywhere or in anything" (M. iii. 45). Even if he
lack this or that possession, quality or habit he realises all the same
that it is not those possessions, qualities or habits that turn a man
into a good man; and so he makes ·the Course itself the main thing,
so patipadarh yeva antararh karitva, an expression the latter part of
which also occurs at M. iii. 14 in Sta. 108. And if he have not the
desire for the meditative planes he may comfort himself by thinking:
"Lack of desire, atammayata, (for any of these planes) has been_
spoken of by the Lord, for whatever people imagine them to be they
are otherwise,,, So he makes lack of desire itself the main thing,
and he is then able to attain one meditative plane after another.,
until he enters on and abides in the stopping of perceiving and
feeling, the highest and culminating stage in meditation.
In Sta. ll4 a brief utterance attributed to the Lord1 is expounded
at great length by Sariputta in his presence. There then follow
two other sets of brief statements which, though to some extent
expanded by Sariputta, yet lack the detail he lavished on his exposition of the first statement. The Lord, however, corroborates them
all, and we may therefore conclude that they become Buddhavacana,
the authentic Teaching of the Dhamma as taught by the Buddha.
That a disciple should teach this too merely shows that he has well
remembered, well understood and well pondered in his mind what he
has heard.
Sta. 115 contains six different lists of the elements, dhatu: eighteen,
six, another six, a third six, three, and then two; an enumeration of
the six sense-fields; a statement of conditioned genesis or dependent
origination, pa~iccasarnuppada, prefaced by " If this is, that comes
to be " etc.; and then there follows a long list of situations the
occurrence of which is either possible or impossible according to
(karmic) circumstances (cf. A. i. 26 ff.). At the end Ananda was:
given five titles, as he was at the end of the Brahmajiila-suttanta, by
which he might remember this disquisition on Dhamma. The
1

See below, p. 94.
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Discourse is more generally known under the first of these alternative
titles, as is the Brahmajal.a.
Sta. 116 is curiously unlike any other M. Discourse. After telling
how the mountain Isigili came to be so called (and, as is said, it has
always had this name though the names of other mountains round
Rajagaha have changed with the passage of time), this Discourse
proceeds to give, partly in prose and partly in verse, the names of
many paccekabuddhas, in several cases adding some outstanding
attribute. Although short, the Discourse does justice to the names
of these Buddhas who have won enlightenment for themselves but
are unable to teach Dhamma to others. From its very nature this
Discourse, little more than a catalogue, is neither homiletic nor
hortative.
Sta. 117 has the character of an expanded analysis of the short
statement: "I will teach you the ariyan right concentration with
the causal associations and the accompaniments." As on other
occasions also, both the statement and its analysis are attributed to
the Bhagavan. But nowhere in this Sutta does he say he will give
an analysis nor is he asked to do so; he simply explains this
" heading " in greater amplitude. If it be held that Buddhas teach
Dhamma in brief and not in full (MA. v. 60), then the whole of this
Discourse must be regarded as one among the many expansions of
the eightfold Way and its components. This Way was the chief
substance of the first Discourse which the Lord delivered, the
Dhammacakkappavattanasutta (Vin. i. 10). This covers so much of
the Teaching, stated in brief, that many passages in the Nikayas
have the appearance, not of breaking new ground but of extracting
every shade of meaning the Dl1amrrw,cakkappavattana's short
statements may hold, and of elaborating every aspect of them and
every circumstance in which they may bear ·on a monk's life,
thought and behaviour. All through Sta. 117 it is insisted that
right view comes first, or is the forerunner: sammiidiUhi pubbangamii
hoti. Because right view is of the mind and mental in character,
this statement is no contradiction of the opening words of the
Dlip.: " mental states have mind as forerunner," manopubbangamii
dliamma, or of the passage at A. i. 11 which reads ye kooi dhammii
kusala ... sabbe te manopubbangama, "all those mental states that
are skilled have mind as forerunner." Pubbangama therefore
appears to refer to something without which another thing could
not be. So, unless there is right view, there cannot be right concentration; without mind or thought, manas, there can be no mental
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states, dliamma. Other difficult words in this Discourse are
upanisa (sa-upanisa), a word the history of which "has yet to be
written" (PED.), and sa-parikkliara. The Commentaries tend to
equate the former with kararJ,a and 'JXl,COO,ya; and the latter seems to
mean the seven remaining components of the Way all of which
necessarily and inevitably go with right concentration as its
"requisite" (parikklliira) companions. This Discourse, called
a disquisition on Dhamma at M. iii. 77, is given by means of ·
defining the eight components of 8'. learner's course and showing
their ·relation to one another (the eightfold Way). But for an ·
arahant the Way has ten components: the regular eight with the ··
addition of right knowledge and right freedom. 1 All the more does
this show the Way to be but a means to an end, not an end in itself,
and therefore to be discarded (cf. Parable of the Raft9) when the
Way-follower l1as ultimately achieved his goal.
Stas. 118 and 119 are but partial presentations of the Satipatt!tanasutta as given in M. Sta. 10 and D. Sta. 22, although both
contain material not found there. The SatipaUhana, itself a basic
Discourse, can also be regarded as an expansion of the " brief
statement " of the one word sammasati which occurs in the
Dhammacakkappavattanasutta.
Sta. 120 is interesting for its unusual use of samkhara as purpose
or intellectual wish. The word samkliara occurs a number of times
in the M., as a glance at the Indexes to either the ,text or the translations will show, but never again with this sense of forging a
determination for the type of rebirth· desired by deliberately fixing _
one's mind on it. If a man have five other qualities besides this
determination of his: faith, moral habit, learning, renunciation and .
wisdom, i!.nd abides longing to arise among the wealthy of the earth .
or among this class of devas or that, then this is the way and this is
the course that tend to guarantee such an uprising for him. This
Discourse may be compared with M. Sta. 6, the Akankheyya, where
too it is held that a monk's wishes may be fulfilled if he observe
certain practices. Obviously the best kind of arising is the one
mentioned last: the abiding in the freedom of mind and the freedom
through intuitive wisdom that are cankerless. For when the
meditating monk, who is now an arahant, has achieved this freedom
he does not arise anywhere, he arises nowhere, na katthaci un,ajjati
na kuhiiici uppajjati- a phrase which may be set beside that found
1

OJ. below. p.

119.

1

M. i. 134/.
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in Sta. No. U3 (M. iii. 45): the good man na kinci na kuhinci na
kenaci,. Birth is at an end for him.
The third Division is called that on the concept of Emptiness, the
Sunnatavagga (Stas. 121-130). The first two Discourses, a Gulaand Maha- pair, give an excellent picture of what this concept means
in the Pali Canon; and though it may be possible to fill it out from
other passages, never elsewhere, I think, do the Nikayas treat the
subject at such length. The conclusion of Sta. 121 is important:
though one may empty the mind of all disturbing factors, including
the three cankers,1 yet the six sensory fields remain tied to the body
for as long as there is life in it. So that the final act of comprehension during the long discipline in mastering the concept of emptiness
is to understand that " while that (i.e. the living body) is, this
(i.e. the sensory apparatus) is," tam santam idam aUlii, and in regard
to this concept of emptiness this is incomparably the highest
realisation of it.
Sta. 122 describes how a monk can enter on an inward concept of
emptiness in which there are no signs of the phenomenal world,
animitta. Perhaps this should therefore be regarded as a development of the concept of emptiness mentioned in Sta. 121 in which the
sensory fields are regarded as still being in full play. But in Sta. 122
the meditator's mind and senses are so closed to external events
that, until he emerges from his meditation, they present no sign to
him that can call forth any reaction.
If the Isigili Butta (No. 116) is unique in one way among the
M. Discourses, so in another is Sta. 123. This enumerates the
wonderful and marvelJous qualities of the Bodhisatta, mainly in
respect of his nativity. Its affinities are with the Maltavastu2 and
the character of its material is legendary.
Sta. 124 is likewise taken up with wonderful and marvellous
qualities; but with those evinced by Bakkula during the eighty
years he had been a monk. His answers to many of the questions
put to him by Accla Kassapa, an ascetic, contain Vinaya elements
and portray a monk of austere and extremely disciplined life,
although lived at a lower level than that envisaged by Sariputta
when he addressed the monks concerning the uncouth Gulissani
who usually stayed in a forest (M. Sta. 69). According to MA. iv.
1

1

See M.L.S. i. Intr., p . .xxiii.
Sec vol. i, p. 35 of J. J. Jones's translation (S.B.B., vol. 16).
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193 all Bakkula's answers were endorsed by the recensionists1 who,
in a kind of cl10rus nppcn<led to the end of each, applaud each of his
nchievements, which mostly amount to a scrupulous observance of
Vinaya rules, as a wonderful and marvellous quality in him. At the .
conclusion of the Discourse it is stated that he entered on parinibbana which, as other Suttas show (e.g. Nos. 106, 145), was a prerogative of others besides the Tathagata.
Sta. 125 puts forward the customary method of taming oneself:
by morality, guarding the sense-organs, moderation in eating,
vigilance, being mindful an<l clearly conscious, frequenting remote
lodgings and overcoming the five hindrances, after which a monk
may devote himself to developing the four applications of mindfulness and the jhana, etc. It is suggestive of possible methods used
in arranging the M. Suttas that the title of No. 125 is Dantabltiimi,
the Tamed Stage, and that of No. 126 is BMimija, which is a personal
name. That is to say, they may have been placed next to one
another merely on the score of the chance occurrence of a common
clement in their titles. Besides this similarity, they are both
recorded to have been prompted by the questions Prince Jayasena
asked; and both contain striking similes, all different however,
which the Lord tells Jayascna's two interlocutors they should have
produced for his benefit and then he would have had trust in them.
But each objects that this was not possible (M. iii. 131, 144) as these ·
similes had never been heard before, assutapubba. As one of the
six occurs at M. ii. 129 and two others may well be compared with ·
similar similes at M. i. 240, 242, it may be supposed, without pre- ·
judging the relative age of these Discourses, that it was owing to
"chance" or to kamma that neither of Jayasena's interlocutors had
himself heard them before. So much was spoken during the forty
years of the Buddha's ministry, so many similes used, 2 that it would
not have been possible for any one member of the Order to know
everything, as is witnessed to by the special repeaters, bha1J,O,kas, for
the various Nikayas.
As Prince Jayasena appears in Stas. 125, 126, but apparently
nowhere else in the Pali Canon, so does the venerable Anuruddha
- ··- ---·- ·-1

...

- ---- . ---------·-···-- ---- .. -- --- - - - - -

Of. ThagA. iii. 58, which, in referring to ver. 869, 870, aa.ys ime dve giitha
sangitikiirak<i thapesum, " the recensionists established theso two verses."
This Corny. contains other similar statements.
1 See, for example, Indexes to Similes in the 3 vols. of M.L.8., the 5 vols. of
G.8., and the 5 of K.8.; and also "Similes in t.hc Nikiiyas," compiled by
Mrs. Rhys Davids, J.P.T.8. 1007.
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appear in Stas. 127 and 128, though he, it is true, appears in many
another context as well. Sta. 127 is concerned with the freedom of
mind that is widespread, mahaggata cetovimutti. It first defines the
freedom of mind that is ·boundless, appamarJ,ii cetovimutti by the
usual statement of the brahma'Villara formula which includes, besides
the term pharitvii, 1 the terms appama1J,O, and mahaggata also. I have
consistently translated pharitva by "having suffused" or "suffusing," especiii.lly the four quarters, etc., in all occurrences of the
brahma'Vihara formula in these three volumes. When Sta. 127 goes
on to describe what is meant by mahaggata cetovimutti, its first
statement, setting the pattern for those that follow, is: bhikkliu
yavatii ekam rukkhamiiJ,am mahaggatan ti pharit·va adhimuccitva
viliarati. One of the chief difficulties for the translator, met with
also in the similar phrase pharitva adhimuccitva 'Viharati in M.
Sta. 120 (M. iii. 101), is with adliimuccitva and what it refers to.
Another difficulty in Sta. 127 is with the ti in the sentence quoted
above and with the question of what it qualifies. Does it qualify
the whole clause yavata . . . mahaggatam 1 or only the one word
mahaggatam 1
Adhimuccati, a verb with a number of meanings (see PED and
CPD), is perhaps best rendered in the present context, where it
takes the accusative and not the locative case, as to be intent on,
to adhere to, to apply oneself to, to settle or fix one's thoughts on
something and so to pervade this thing with one's thoughts. At
M. iii. 99 ff. I have rendered the expression cittam il,ahati as " fixes
the mind on," thus following the translation of A. iv. 239 at
G.S. iv. 163. Here, too, an identical sequence of expressions occurs,
and in addition there is to be found the phrase hine 'dhimuttam,
"set on low things." On the principle that all different Pali
technical and semi-technical terms should be translated as far as
possible by different English words in an attempt to preserve and
convey the shades of Pali thought, I had to find a translation other
than " set the thoughts or mind on '' for adhimuccati, since this
appears to be quite a good and literal translation of cittam il,aliati.
At Vbh. 273 ff. pharitva i~ explained by adhimuccitva. Thia not
only has the merit of simplicity and brevity, but justifies the
translation of " pervading," for adhimuccitvii, as being nearly
equivalent to " suffusing " for pharitva. After much hesitation I
decided to use this word. It will be found to suit the passages at
M. iii. lOljf. also:" he abides suffusing and pervading" the various
world-systems and the beings that have uprisen there. The whole
1
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process is of course a meditative one as the Commentaries make·
abundantly clear.
Thus, MA. iv. 200 on M. iii. 146 explains the phrase bhikkhu, ·
yavata ... adhimuccitva viharati as "the monk, having covered··
(ottharitva) a place the size (pamat),(l,) of a single root of a tree with
the mental reflex {or image) of a meditational device (kasitianimiUena ), (then) dwells suffusing and pervading a widespread
meditation (jhana) on that mental reflex of the meditational device.
'Widespread' means (mahO{Jgatan ti, or: thinking 'widespread')
there is no ideation (abh.oga-) for him (i.e. the monk); it only refers
to the incidence (pavatti) of widespread meditation ... ' Widespread '
means that the mental reflex of the meditations on the meditational
devices grows, (its) removal comes to be, there is (or follows, hoti)
(its) transcending." Although this Commentarial passage gives no
clear indication whether the ti refers only to mahO{Jgatam or to the
preceding words as well, yet judging by the arrangement of the
terms here for exegetical purposes, I incline to the opinion that ti
refers to the whole phrase yavata ekam rukkliamulam mahO{Jgatam.
In view of the considerations here put forward and with the help .
of some valuable and suggestive remarks Mr. J. J. Jones kindly
sent me, I would rather tentatively propose to translate this perplexing passage as: "a monk, thinking (ti) it (·i.e. meditation, .:
jhana, in which there is freedom of mind) is widespread (maliO{Jgatam)
like as (yavata) a single root of a tree {and so on), dwells suffusing
and pervading it (i.e. that size, being the object of his meditation,
.ihana, which is made possible by the ·mental reflex or image he has
obtained from the kasit),(l, device he used to induce this meditation)."
This is an example of the allusiveness of the Pati texts. It does not
detract from their precision, but only shows it is we who must find
the key to what at one time was probably obvious and well
understood.
Sta. 128 also has a number of difficulties. I have a note on the
word obhasa on p. 202 below. I was not satisfied with " aura "
which has been used as a translation. For this word is either used
in a narrowly theosophical sense of the colour of the light people are
supposed to emit, invisible however to all but the initiated, or it is
taken to mean some such subtle emanation as an odour, a light
breeze, a current of air electrically discharged, or a sensation .
(pathological). But obhasa has none of these meanings here. It is
connected with the appearance of light produced in meditation by •
which objects can be seen by the non-physical deva-vision operating-,
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as it does super- or extra-sensibly. I think light-manifestation or
light-radiation is better. The connotation has also to be differentiated from that of dassana, the appearance, also in meditation, of
objects otherwise perceptible by the senses. These are now" seen,,
by and become visible to the meditator, though no longer through
the medium of his physical eye, whereas the light, obhasa, does no
more than indicate that this more final occurrence may be about to
take place. For as a rule obhasa and dassana do not occur
simultaneously.
The Corny. says nothing about the change at M. iii. 161 from the
hitherto usual obhasai£ c'eva sanjanami dassanai£ ca rupanam to
the new obhiisam Iii kho sanjiinami (na) ca riipani passami. No
doubt these material shapes are also "seen ,, by deva-vision. Yet
, this unheralded change is curious and its significance further confused by the introduction into the context of the term riipanimitta,,
"reflex-image of material shapes,, (M. iii. 161). It is as well to
remember however that this Discourse is not only dealing with a
meditational theme but also with one that is mostly " autobiographical." It refers to an episode in the Bodhisatta's life and
hence to his struggles to win unshakable freedom of mind (see
M. iii. 162). The reflex-image of material shapes he saw though
failing to perceive their light-radiation spurred him on to overcome
this defect. After investigating the possible causes of such a contingency, he came to the conclusion that it was due to the presence
in him of eleven defilements of the mind. To recognise them as
defilements was to eliminate them and to set up in their place a
threefold concentration, or a concentration by a threefold method,
tividhena samadhi,1 by developing which the Bodhisatta established
himself in arahantship. This alone is sufficient to show that this
"autobiographical,, fragment of the Bodhisatta's life refers not, to
an anterior birth but to this last one in which he attained Buddhahood. An arahant, one of unshakable freedom of mind who has
done what was to be done and brought the Brahma-faring to a close,
comprehends that there is no longer again-becoming, punabbltava,
or rebirth for him: " This is my last birth.,, In a word it had not
been possible for the Bodhisatta as such to gain arahant.ship before
as the Buddha he had taught the Way to it. So that the question
arises whether the three words repeatedly recurring in sequence in
- ··---·-··· - - - 1 See notes at p. 207 below; also cf. paiicangika sam<idhi, Thag. 010, and for
this see TJ,a,gA. iii. 72, Paa. BretA., p. 330, n. 4, and Vbh. 334.
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this Discourse (as elsewhere in the M.; see Indexes to the 3 vols. of
M.L.S. under "diligent"): "diligent, ardent, self-resolute,"
appamatta atiiJn pahitatla, constitute one of the four main formulae
of arahantship, even when they are cut off from the two words that
often precede them, eko vilpakaUha, " alone, secluded.,, Or are the
five words of the full formula necessary to express such a state 1
And, if so, do the three when truncated from the full formula., as
here, merely indicate some of the conditions necessary for attaining
arahantship 1
In passing it may be interesting to remark that while Buddhaghosa
usualJy paraphrases paliitatla by pesitatta, e.g. at MA. i. 126, ii. 80
(with the variant reading pesitaci,tta), iii. 107, DA. 363, 684, SA. i.
110, etc., his friend Dhammapiila, e.g. at UdA. 174, TllagA. iii. 90,
says pahitatta ti nibbanarh paeipesitacitta, which appears to mean
"paliitatta means the mind is sent out towards nibbana." Dhammapala, like Buddhaghosa, wrongly derives pal1ita from pahirJ,ati, to .
send, instead of from padahati, to be resolute, strive, exert oneself.
If, as Dhammapala suggests, the object is to win nibbana, this is
not only in general accordance with the whole Teaching, but may .
also contain an allusion both to a striking phrase: padltana1n
padaltitvana, " striving the striving,'' of frequent recurrence in the
Buddhavarhsa with which the praltarJ,am praltitam ma,ya of Mhvu. ii.
238 may be compared,1 and to the striving that the Bodhisatta
realised he would havc to undertake once he had determined to seek
for nibbana: al,am vat' idam kul,aputta.'isa padhanattltikam padltanaya
... so klw aharh ... nibbanam pariye:.amano: " Indeed this does well
for the striving of a young man set on striving ... so I ... seeking
nibbana" (M. i. 167). It is therefore not easy to find justification
for the " purged of scJf " used in Fur. Dial. as a rendering of
. pahitatta. To sec and rea.Iise nibbana is the object and aim of all
these strenuous endeavours; and while it is still the object and aim,
not yet fulfilled, it cannot be said that arahantship has been won.
Endeavour, resolution is still necessary, and it must be self-resolution
because no one can purify another (Dltp. 165) and no one can tread
the Way for another (see M. Stas. 106, 107, 108 and elsewhere).
As there is a point, or points, in common between St.as. 123 and
124, between Stas. 125 and 126 and between Stas. 127 and 128, so
also is there between Stas. 129 and 130. For both of these narrate ··
the horrors of Niraya Hell, the for'iner Rn.ying it is not easy to
1

- - --· - ··----------··---------·-- - - See Mhvu. Translation, J. J. Jones, vol. ii, p. 225.
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describe this Hell in full, so many are its anguishes; .nor, so many
are the anguishes of animal birth, is it easy to describe this in full.
On the other hand, the seven Treasures of a wheel-rolling monarch
are adduced to indicate how many are the happinesses of heaven
beside which even these Treasures pale and wane. Sta. 129 also
has the curious simile of the blind (marine) turtle, a most impressive
fantasy also occurring, with slight differences, at S. iv. 453. It is a
simile used to stress the difficulties that, though almost insuperable,
do not quite hopelessly debar the fool who has been reborn in a
sorrowful way from regaining human status. The props and stays
and guides for walking on the Way taught by the Tathagata do not
exist there. But even so, as recorded in M., but not in S., the
fool, after the passage of an enormously long time, may one day be
born as a man again, though in the most miserable conditions.
Nor would he fare by Dhamma, but in fact against it and so would
pass to a sorrowful state once more when he died. This is a vicious
circle, and it is not suggested that there is any method by which the
fool can break the wheel to which he is so firmly bound. It is
however assumed that he can; but the reason why he can, " if at
all" (in the words of Sta. 129) must be regarded as analogous to
the reason why Devadatta's time in Niraya Hell will eventually
come to an end as the karmic result of some good deed done by him
in a long distant previous birth.
The difficulty of being reborn as a human being finds expression
in other parts of the Pali Canon, for example at A. i. 35: "So few
are the beings reborn among men; more numerous are those beings
born among others than men "; and the Theri Sumedha, in giving
full rein to her eloquence so as to convince her parents and suitor
that it is better to leave the world for the homeless state than live in
it enslaved by sense-desires, adduces the Simile of the Blind Turtle:
" Remember how the parable was told
Of purblind turtle in the Eastern seas,
Or other oceans, once as time goes by
Thrusting his head thro' hole of drifting yokeSo rare as this the chance of human birth"
(Thig. ver. 500,
translated by Mrs. Rhys Davids, Pss. Sist.)
" The difficulty of being a man, as told in the Simile of the Blind
Turtle" is remarked upon at Asl. p. 60. Further, Nagasena referred
to this simile when he was trying to make King Milinda understand
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how vast a span of time had separated all the births in which the
Bodhisatta and Devadatta had met: " And when, sire, you say that
Devadatta and the Bodhisatta kept moving on together (in samsara),
that meeting was not after the lapse of a hundred or a thousand or a
hundred thousand births; it was from time to time at the end of an
immeasurable period. And, sire, the Simile of the Blind Turtle
was delivered by the Lord in order to show the difficulty of acquiring
human status- you should consider the meetings of these two (the
Bod11isatta and Devadatta) in the light of this simile" (Miln. p. 204).
This simile certainly caught the imagination of the compilers of old.
Its" moral" of course is that it is vitally important for the man or
woman who has acquired human status to make every possible
endeavour to fare by Dhamma if he wants to go on being reborn as a·
human being. For only then does he have the opportunity eventually to win the stage where he can make an end of birth and
dying, of coming to be and passing away.
··
Sta. 130, with its five deva-messengers, is another Discourse
without parallel in the M., though there is a similar passage in A.,
but with only three deva-messengers. The man who ignores their
warnings is brought before King Yama and tossed into Niraya Hell
with no hope of escape until he has undergone all its tortures for eons.
He docs not die. He cannot die, or do his karmic time, until his
evil deed wears to its (karmic) end: na tava kalam karoti ya1Ja na tam
papakammam byantilwti, a phrase which occurs in both Sta. 129
and 130 (and qf. M. i. 428). King Yama, realising the fearfulness of
the punishments such a man has to meet, expresses a great longing
for human status so as to hear Dhamma from whatever Lord and
Tathagata would be arisen in the world at that time. For, as
Sta. 129 has already made plain, it is only a human being that can
make an end of being born and dying. In addition, the assumption,
here put into words by King Yama, that the Buddha Gotama is not
the last Buddha who will arise, has an interest of its own.
The Fourth Division, that on Analysis, the Vibhangavagga:
(Stas. 131-142) is markedly consistent in that all its twelve Discourses, except the last, are expansions of statements the Buddha is
said to have made in brief. The last Discourse, No. 142, though it
contains an analysis or enlargement of its topic, has neither a short
statement nor an expansion of this in the style characterising the
others where, at the request of monks and various people who had
failed to grasp properly the full import of the concise statements,
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these were expanded either by the Buddha himself or by his
disciples, twice for example by l\fahii-Kacciina, the most eminent
expounder in full of what had been stated in brief (A. i. 23). These
short statements are constantly referred to by Buddhaghosa as
matikii, headings, summaries, and are in fact a type of compendium.
It is not improbable that he is right in saying that the whole of the
teaching of Dhammn. by Buddhas is in brief and that there is no
extended teaching (see above on Stas. 117, 118, 119). That this is
very likely true of the Dltammacalckappavattanasutta is again borne
out by the analysis of the Middle Course, majjltirna palipada, in
Sta. 139, and of the four ariyan truths in the Saccavibltangasutta,
No. 141. Nor should Bu's remark at AA. ii. 101 pass unnoticed:
sakal,arh pi, !ti tepilakam sarhkltepadesana-vittltaradesa.na ti etth' eva
samkltam gacc/w.ti, " the wl10le of the three Pitakas is reckoned as
an extended teaching of a brief teaching ,, (not, I think: n teaching
in brief and a teaching in full).
If the internal connection between the brief statements contained
in some of these Discourses (e.g. Nos. 137, 139) is not immediately
obvious, it usuaJly becomes clearer as the Discourse in question
develops its analysis of these short utterances. One cannot suppose
and need not suppose these to have been collected together, Discourse
by Discourse, in a haphazard way; on the contrary, it would seem
that they were placed together because they belong together, and if
rightly appreciated will be seen as parts of a whole. They are
indeed a. valuable contribution to the Teaching of a gradual approach
to the goal and a gradual development in self-taming so characteristic of Pali Buddhism. By attending to one thing at a time and
mastering it the aspirant has prepared himself to proceed to the
next. Thus (Sta. 139) the existence of the Middle Course enables a
man or a monk to advance step by step until he himself becomes a
teacher of Dhamma. There is then given what appears to be a
basic theme for the teaching he could give; and finally the circumstances (not vexatiously), the manner (slowly) and the language
(dialect if necessary) he could give it in.
Stas. 131-134 all have the term Bhaddekaratta as part of their
title; and this presents something of a puzzle. MA. v. 1 attempts
an explanation of this word by saying: vipassananuyogasamanniigatta
blwddakassa (v.l. bltaddassa) ekarattassa, "of one who is happy
(fauspicious) for one night because he is possessed of intentness of
insight." Neumann renders the term by "Gliicksaligeinsam,"
lonely blissfulness. But ekatta is loneliness; ekaratta usually means
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" for one night." But the Blladdekaratta Suttas do not appear to
envisage withdrawal from thoughts of the past, future and present
for so little as one night. On the contm.ry, the verses that form the
matika say that the person to be called Maddekaratta is he who
abides ardently and unweariedly day and night, that is, surely, for
some consecutive time lasting longer than'.' one night." I thought
it best to translate only the firs~ part of the baffling compound, and
have rendered bliadda by" auspicious," not in its sense of betokening
success but in that of prosperous, prospering. For the sage who _
comes to be at peace has prospered by not following after the past,
by not desiring the future to be such or so, and by cultivating a right .
attitude to present things. His position is not due to luck, a happy_.
chance or fortune's favours; it is due to his o-wn successful efforts,
determined resolution and shunning of indolence.
Sta. 137 speaks of three satipafPLana. These have nothing at all
to do with the four usual ones (see M. Sta. 10) and seem to contain a
hidden reference to the eighteen special qualities of a Buddha that
are better known to the later literature than to the Pali Canon
(cf. references to Divy. and Mlwu. in the note at p. 263 below).
One would have expected them to allude to the Buddha's indifference
to praise and blame, but the wording of the paRsage hardly bears
this out. These three satipat~liiina are the attitudes a teacher may
adopt, or should adopt, to the reactions of his disciples when they
hear a teaching from him: they may not listen; some may not listen
and some may; or all may listen. In the first case the Tathagata,
the type of supreme teacher, is represented as being neither delighted
nor as experiencing delight, where we would have expected to find
it said of him that he was neither depressed nor experiencinR
depression. But depression appears to assail him in the second
alternative of the second case where some disciples listen, although •
this cannot be assumed for certain and perhaps would be too strange-,
to be assumed at all, in which case textual errors would almost have
to be posited. In the third clause where all the disciples listen, the
Tathagata is said to be delighted. Nevertheless, the main result is
that however the disciples respond the Tathagata remains unmoved,
mindful and clearly conscious. He teaches Dhamma and points
out the Way; it is for his hearers to choose to become Way-followers
or to seek something different.
The last Division, the SaJayatanavagga (Sta. 143-152), that on the
Sixfold Sense-field, appears to take its name from the Discourse
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placed seventh in it, the Mahasa[ayatanika-sutta (~o. 149).
Preceding this are five ovada-discourses and one other, the Olurohakka
(No. 148). The exhortations, oviida, are individually addressed to
various persons. In Sta. 143 it is recorded that Sariputta went to
exhort the dying Anathapil).Qika as he is also recorded to ho.ve gone
to exhort the brahman Dhanaiijani shortly before he died
(M. Sta. 97). Anathapii:iQika became a deva, or devaputta, after
his death, and Dhanaiijani gained the Brahma-world. 1 Sta. 144
was an exhortation given by Sariputta to the monk Channa who
was in such pain that, in spite of Sariputta's protests and offers of
help, he committed suicide. But he incurred no blame for his
action for he did not grasp after another body. 2 He therefore had
no bourn or going, gati, and no future state, abhisamparaya, and
was in fact to be regarded as an arahant. 3 In Sta. 145 the monk
Pui;il).a asked the Lord for an exhortation in brief. Though this
was given to him it was not expounded in full as Pul)l)a was advanced
enough in the Teaching to work out the details for himself in the
solitude he wished to seek for that very purpose. In the first r1.1,iny
season he attained arahantship and later final nibbana, parinibbayi.
So, as he had overpassed rebirth, he was another for whom there
was no bourn or future state. Sta. 146 contains an exhortation to
nuns by the monk Nanda.Im, who was ordered by the Buddha to
instruct.them since it was his turn to do so; but this was in despite
of Mahap~japatl'a plea, t9 the Lord that he himself should instruct
them. Sta. 142 records that the Lord refused to accept the gift
she offered him a,nd entreJi,ted him to accept. She too, like Ananda,
knew or suspected that a gift given to the Buddha was of the greatest
merit; there was not another like it, not even a gift to the Sarhgha.
Nandaka's exhorta,tion took the form of a dialogue in which he put
questions to the nuns about the impermanence of the six sense-fields,
and they answered in a fully informed manner. Sta. 147 records
an exhortation given to Ra.hula by the Lord, also on impermanence,
at the conclusion of which Ra.hula's mind was freed from the cankera
without any grasping remaining.
These five ovada-Discourses are followed by the Discourse on the
Six Sixes, Ohacltakka (No. 148): six internal sense-fields, six external,
six classes of consciousness and so on. These are the brief state1 See above, p. xiii.
See M.L.S. ii. Intr., p. xxix.
Of. the monk Godhlka, S. i. 120 JI., who committed suicide but for whom
there was no more again-becoming for, having rooted out ta?J,ha, craving, he
attained final nihbana, parinibbuto.
1
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ments or headings; they are followed by fuller explanations of the
meanings.
Sta. 149, the Mahiisaf,ii,yatanika, also continues to analyse grasping
after the six sense-fields until the zealous disciple eradicates all
craving for them and obtains instead a right view of what really is,
yathabltiltarh, together with aspiration and endeavour for it, mind-.
fulness of it, and concentration on it. While he is cultivating these
five factors of the Eightfold Way he can explore other aspects of the.
Teaching, such as the 37 things helpful to enlightenment, get rid of.
cmving for becomings, develop meditational calm and insight and
realise the arahant's two extra factors of the Way: knowledge and
freedom. Thus once more in the space of a short Discourse we
find it was normally expected for a man that his progress in selfcontrol and self-development would be gradual, and if he were
resolute then this method of progress would " lead on gradually up
to the Highest" (A. v. 2). Once he had attained a right and
unshakable attitude to the unavoidable impact of sense-data on
their appropriate sense-organs he was well set on the way to
win two distinguishing and transcendental marks of an arahant,
that is, knowledge and freedom: knowledge of these sense-data
as they really are and freedom from reaction to them, because to
like them or dis)ike them has no further meaning for the sage at
peace.
Sta. 150 is on the whole a plea for the recognition of the lofty
nature of those who attempt to secure for themselves detachment
from mental stimuli. Even though they may sometimes lapse
and fare along unevenly, nevertheless their efforts for detachment are more worthy of esteem than are their backslidings of
disapprobation.
Sta. 151, while returning to the concept of emptiness (see Stas. 121,
122), again emphasises that even right things or states of mind such
as the 37 things helpfu) to enlightenment or knowledge and freedom
should be forsaken and relinquished (see Parable of the Raft,
M. i. 134). A monk should be indeed a man-of-naught; only then
is he sufficiently purified to walk for alms. If this appears to be
something of an anti-climax, a whole essay, so abundant is the
material, could easily be devoted to showing that it is not. For
example, one may adduce the answer to the first of the ten Great
Questions (Mahapanha, A. v. 54), also called the Questions for a
Boy (or, Boys, Kumarapanha, Khp. IV.):" All beings are subsisters
by food." If a monk thinks of food he should turn his systematic
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attention to the first of the applications of mindfulness; he shoulcl
realise that it is food that is the cause of the arising of attachment
not yet arisen (K.S. v. 52); and when he has understood that food
is the source of impermanence he should feel disgust for it and turn
away from it- in thought, of course, is to be understood. For all
beings must subsist by food. But a man who has entered on the
Way should keep a proper sense of proportion about this as about
other matters: moderation in eating and grasping after nothing in
the world are part of the well-learnt learner's course designed to
culminate in arahantship.
All this is set out, albeit in other words, in this Discourse. In
addition, the value of giving to the giver of alms is recognised as it is
throughout the Pali Canon (see e.g. M. Sta. 142). And again,
dana, giving, liberality, came at some time to be ranked as the first
of the ten paramita, a word that is usually associated with the later
literature. Nowhere, I think, in the four main Nikayas are the
paramita themselves enumerated so as to form a category. 1 The
taking of sufficient food to support the body, and through it the
mind, which is the Brahma-farer's essential tool in his quest, is not
only accepted as unavoidable by a Teaching that detests selfmortification whether practised through starvation or any other
means; but also the thought of food, if viewed in the right way,
will help both donor and recipient to realise the impermanence of all
conditioned or constructed things.
Sta. 152 might he regarded as a kind of summing up of all that has
been said of the six senses (including naturally that of taste, so
referring to food) during the course of this Division, and in many
other parts of M. and in the remaining Nikayas as well. A monk
learns to have such control over his sense-organs, indriya, which is
equivalent to bringing them to proper development, bltavana, that,
whether he likes, dislikes or both likes and dislikes the senseimpressions that impinge upon his mind, he can stop these with the
utmost rapidity so that there remain only the real 1.1.nd the excellent,
which is here upekha, even-mindedness or equanimity.
The senses indeed are of prime importance. While the difficulty
is to restrain the enjoyment of them, the discipline is to regard them
aright as not mine, not I, not my self, and to turn away from them
with an indifference and even-mindedness that has come to be well
1 pdramippatta at M. ii. 11, 211, iii. 28 is not used in a. sense involving
any of the ten pciramitii.
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established and immovable, in the conviction and the experience
that there is a happiness excelling that derived from the senses
(M. i. 398). The senses are of the here and now; but the real
and the excellent are to be found by means of the unhampered
mind well liberated from reaction to sense-impingement. The·
external world and the disciple's interest in it must shrink in-'
proportion as his internal world and mastery of it grow and come
to maturity. One cannot help feeling that the M. ends on a
fitting note.
If the Teaching is that of an idealist it is also that of a realist, and
it is meant for realists. There is to be no atrophy of the senses, no
atrophy of the mind, no derangement of it by seeking the goal
through such excessive physical hardships as must inevitably lead to
psychopathological states. Victory in the struggle is to be won by
the human being who refuses to be moved or affected by the passing
show, however faint or shadowy it may become as the level of
meditation gradually recedes from its influence. While there is any
trace of sense-reaction remaining, Mara will be there with all his lures
and wiles. The activity of the senses can only be stopped entirely
by transcending it in the deepest meditative stage where "all is still"
(Sn. 902) and where a man's senses are so completely withdrawn
from the external world as to be totally irresponsive to it. This is
true self-conquest, the fruit of self-training and self-taming. The
stopping of perception and feeling indicates that a man, Sariputta.
for example, has attained to mastery and to going beyond:·
paramipatta, in the ariyan moral habit, the ariyan concentration, the
ariyan wisdom and the ariyan freedom (M. iii. 29). "Though one
should conquer a thousand thousand men in battle, he indeed is the
greatest of conquerors who could conquer one self" (Dhp. 103). Of
him it may truly be said katam kara1J,iyam, done is what was to be
done. For now he is endowed with that " highest ariyan wisdom
which is the knowledge · of the complete destruction of anguish.
And that freedom of his, founded on truth, is unshakable. For
that highest ariyan truth . . . is nibbana, beyond all suppositions,
where there is no more coming to birth and ageing and dying "
(M. iii. 245 /.), and hence completely opposed to samsara in which
life is led under the thrall of sense-desires for sense-experience.
While this volume was still in typescript I had the inestimable
advantage of receiving valuable and stimuJating suggestions for its
improvement from my colleague, the late Mr. J. J. Jones, the
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scholarly translator of Maliavastu, 1 a work that contains several
passages similar to ones found in the Nikii.ya.s. As my notes by no
means show the extent of my indebtedness to him, it is all the more
my plea.sure, and duty, to acknowledge here my gratitude for the
great help he so unstintingly gave me.

I. B.

HORNER.

London, 1957.
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1. THE DEVADAHA DIVISION
(Devadalmvagga)

101. DISCOURSE AT DEVADAHA
(Devadahasutta)
[214] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying among .

the Sakyans. A market town of the Sakyans was called Devadaha.1 __.
While he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks."
" Revered One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke thus:
" There are, monks, some recluses and brahmans who speak thus
and are of these views: 'Whatever this individual experiences,
whether pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant, all is
due to what was previously done. Thus by burning up,1 by making
and end of ancient deeds, by the non-doing of new deeds, there is no
overflowing into the future. From there being no overflowing into
the future comes the destruction of deeds; from the destruction of
deeds comes the destruction of anguish; from the destruction of
anguish comes the destruction of feeling; from the destruction of
feeling all anguish will become worn away.' Jains speak thus,
monks. I, monks, speak thus- having approached Jains, I speak
thus:
'Is it true, as is said, reverend Jaine, that you speak thus and .
are of these views: Whatever this individual experiences . . . (as
above) .•. all anguish will become worn away '1 If, monks, these •
Jains on being asked this by me acknowledge it, saying Yea, then -:
I speak thus: ' But do you, reverend J ains, know2 that you yourselves
were in the past, that you were not not 1'
'Not this, your reverence.'
' But do you, reverend J ains, know that you yourselves did this
evil deed in the past, that you did not not do it 1'
' Not this, your reverence.'
'But do you, reverend Jaine, know that you did not do an evil
deed like this or like that 1'
'Not this, your reverence.'
'But do you, reverend Jaine, know that so much anguish is worn
1 Mentioned at 8. iii. 5, iv. 124; Ja. i. 52; BudvA. 274. It was near the
Lumbini Grove, and here the Lord was staying, MA. iv. I.
1
As at M. i. 93; see M.L.B. i. 122.
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away, or that so much anguish is to be worn away, or that when so
much anguish is worn away, all anguish will become worn away?'
(215) 'Not this, your reverence.'
' But do you, reverend J ains, know the getting rid of unskilled
states of mind here and now, the arising of skilled states 1'
'Not this, your reverence.'
'From what you say, reverend Jains, you do not know whether
you yourselves were in the past, or whether you were not not; you
do not know whether in the past you yourselves did this evil deed,
or whether you did not not do it; you do not know whether you did
an evil deed like this or like that; you do not know that so much
anguish is worn away, or that so much anguish is to be worn away,
or that when so much anguish is worn away, all anguish will become
worn away; you do not know the getting rid of unskilled states of
mind here and now, or the arising of skilled states. This being so,
it would not be suitable that the reverend J 9:ins should explain,
saying: "Whatever this individual experiences ... (as above) .•.
all anguish will become worn away." But if you, reverend Jains,
were to know: " We ourselves were in the past, we were not not ";
if you were to know: " We ourselves did this evil .deed in the past,
we did not not do it "; if you were to know: " We did not do an evil
deed like this or like that " ; if you were to know: " So much anguish
is worn away, or so much anguish is to be worn away, or when so
much• anguish is worn away, all anguish will become worn away ";
if you were to know the getting rid of unskilled states of mind here
and now, or the arising of skilled ones-this being so, it would be
suitable that the reverend Jo.ins should explain, saying: "Whatever
this individual experiences, whether pleasant or painful or neither
painful nor pleasant, all that is due to what was previously done.
Thus (216] by burning up, by making an end of ancient deeds, by the
non-doing of new deeds, there is no overflowing into the future.
From there being no overflowing into the future comes the destruction of deeds; from the destruction of deeds comes the destruction
of anguish; from the destruction of anguish comes the destruction
of feeling; from the destruction of feeling all anguish will become
worn away."
Reverend Jaine, it is as if a man were pierced by an arrow that was
thickly smeared with poison. 1 And because he has· felt the arrow
he might experience a feeling that was painful, severe, sharp. His
1

As at M. ii. 266; cf. also M. i. ,20.
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friends and acquaintances, kith and kin might procure a physician
and surgeon. That physician and surgeon might cut round the
opening of his wound with a knife, but on account of cutting round
the opening of the wound with the knife the man might experience
a feeling that was painful, severe, sharp. That physician and surgeon might probe him for the arrow with a (surgeon's) probe,1 but
on account of his being ptobed for the arrow with the (surgeon's)
probe he might also experience a feeling that was painful, severe,
sharp. That physician and surgeon might extract the arrow from
him, but on account of having the arrow extracted he might alsoexperience a feeling that was painful, severe, sharp. The physician
and surgeon might dress the opening of his wound with medicated ·
powder, 2 but on account of having the opening of the wound dressed .:
with medicated powder he might also experience a feeling that was
painful, severe, sharp. After a time when the skin had healed on the
wound he would be well, at ease, independent, his own master, going
wherever he liked. 3 This might occur to him: " Once upon a time
I was pierced by an arrow that was thickly smeared with poison.
And because I felt the arrow I experienced a feeling that was painful,
severe, sharp. My friends and acquaintances, kith and kin procured
a physician and surgeon. That physician and surgeon cut round the
opening of my wound ... on account of having the opening of the
wound dressed with medicated powder I also experienced a feeling
that was painful, severe, sharp. (217] But now that the skin has
healed on the wound I am well, at ease, independent, my own master,
going wherever I like." Even so, reverend J ains, if you were to
know: " We ourselves were in the past, we were not not " ... if you
were to know the getting rid of unskilled states of mind here and
now or the arising of skilled states-this being so, it would be ·
suitable that the l'everend Jaine should explain, saying: "Whatever .
this individual experiences ... is due to what was previously done :.. . . from the destruction of feeling all anguish will become worn
away."
'But as you, reverend Jaine, do not know:" We ourselves were in
the past, we were not not "; nor know: " We ourselves did this evil
deed in the past, we did not not do it " ; nor know: " We did not do
1 esani.
MA. iv. 2: with a probe that is a small stick, aalaka (cf. Miln. 112,
149, perhaps a stick of caustic) or even with a shred of cloth, nanlakava/li.
1 agadangara.
MA. iv. 2 says a. powder, cu~, of myroba.la.ns tho.t was
jhama, hot, burning. Perhaps a hot compress.
a As at M. i. 506.
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an evil deed like this or like that "; nor know: " So much anguish
is worn away, or so much anguish is to be worn away, or when so
much anguish is worn away all anguish will become worn away";
nor know the getting rid of unskilled states of mind here and now,
nor the arising of skilled ones- therefore it would not be suitable
that the reverend Jains should explain, saying: "Whatever this
individual experiences, whether pleasant or painful or neither painful
nor pleasant, all that is due to what was previously done. Thus by
burning up, by making an end of ancient deeds, by the non-doing of
new deeds, there is no overflowing into the future. From there
being no overflowing into the future comes the destruction of deeds;
from the destruction of deeds comes the destruction of anguish; from
the destruction of anguish comes the destruction of feeling; from
the destruction of feeling all anguish will become worn away."'
When this had been said, monks, these Jains spoke to me thus:
[218] 'Your reverence, Na.1;aputta the Jain is all-knowing, allsceing1; he claims all-embracing knowledge-and-vision, saying:
" Whether I am walking or standing still or asleep or awake, knowledge-and-vision is permanently and continuously before me." He
speaks thus: " If there is, reverend Jains, an evil deed that was
formerly done by you, wear it away by this severe austerity. That
which is the non-doing of an evil deed in the future is from control
of body, control of speech, control of thought here, now. Thus by
burning up, by making an end of ancient deeds, by the non-doing of
new deeds, there is no overflowing into the future. From there
being no overflowing into the future comes the destruction of deeds;
from the destruction of deeds comes the destruction of anguish;
from the destruction of anguish comes the destruction of feeling;
from the destruction of feeling all anguish will become worn away."
And because that is approved of by us as well as being pleasing to us,
therefore we are delighted.'
When. this had been said I, monks, spoke thus to those J ains:
'These five conditions here-now, reverend Jains, have a twofold
result. What five 1 Faith, inclination, tradition, consideration of
reasom1, reflection on and approval of some view. 1 These, reverend
Jains, are five conditions here-now that have a twofold result. As
to this, what was the faith that in the past the reverend J a.ins had
in a teacher, what was their inclination, what the tradition, what the
1

1

This paragraph also occurs at M. i. 92-93 (M.L.8. i. 122).
Of. 8. ii. 115, iv. 138; A. i. 189, ii. 191.
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consideration of reasons, what the reflection on and approval of
some view 1' I, monks, speaking thus, beheld no reasoned response1
among the Ja.ins. And again, monks, I spoke to these Jains thus:
' What do you think about this, reverend J ains 1 At a time when
there is severe effort for you, severe striving, do you at that time
experience a feeling that is severe, acute, painful, severe, sharp 1
But at a time when there is no severe effort for you, no severe
striving, do you at tl1at time experience a feeling that is not severe,
acute, painful, severe, sharp 1'
' Reverend Gotama, at a time when there is severe effort for us,
severe striving, at that time we experience a feeling that is severe,
acute, painful, severe, sharp. But at [219] a time when there is no
severe effort for us, no severe striving, at that time we do not experi-·
ence a feeling that is severe . . . sharp.'
'So really it is, reverend Jains: At a time when there is severe,:
effort for you, severe striving, at that time you experience a feeling..that is severe ... sharp. But at a time when there is no severe effort
for you, no severe striving, at that time you do not experience a
feeling that is severe ... sharp. This being so, it would be suitable
that the reverend Jains should explain, saying: "Whatever this
individual experiences, whether pleasant or painful . . . from the
destruction of feeling all anguish will become worn away.'' If, reverend Jains, at a time when there is severe effort for you, severe striving, at that very time there might be a feeling that is acute, painful,
severe, sharp; but at the time w,hen there is no severe effort for you,
no severe striving, at that very time there might (also) be a feeling
that is acute ... sharp- this being so, it would be suitable that the
reverend Jains should explain, saying: "Whatever this individual
experiences, whether pleasant or painful ... from the destruction of
feeling all anguish will become worn away." But inasmuch,
reverend Jains, as at a time when there is severe effort for you,
severe striving, at that time you experience a feeling that is severe, ·
acute, painfu], severe, sharp; but at a time when there is no severe _
effort for you, no severe striving, at that time you do not experience,. a feeling that is severe, acute, painful, severe, sharp-then it is
precisely you yourselves who, while experiencing a feeling that is
acute, painful, severe, sharp, are deceived by ignorance, nescience,
confusion, [220] saying: "Whatever this individual experiences,
1 sahadhammikam viidapariharam; on p. 220 (text) vcidapatihiiram, also a.t
MA. iv. 4.
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whether pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant, a11 that
is due to what was previously done. Thus by burning up, by making
an end of ancient deeds, by the non-doing _of new deeds, there is no
overflowing into the future. From there being no overflowing into
the future comes the destruction of deeds; from the destruction of
deeds cornea the destruction of anguish; from the destruction of
anguish comes the destruction of feeling; from the destruction of
feeling all anguish will become worn away."' Again, monks, I,
i:ipeaking thus, beheld no reasoned response among the Jaina.
And again, monks, I spoke to these Jaina thus: 'What do you
think about this, reverend Jaine 1 Ia it possible to say: "Let that
deed1 which is to be experienced here and now be, through effort
or striving, one to be experienced in a future state (instead) 9 " 1'
'Not this, your reverence.'
' Is it possible to say: " Let that deed which is to be experienced
in a future state be, through effort or striving, one to be experienced
here and now (instead)" 1'
' Not this, your reverence.'
'What clo you think about this, reverend Jaina 1 Ia it possible
to say: "Let that deed which is to be experienced as pleasant be,
through effort or striving, one to be experienced as painful 1 " '
' Not this, your reverence.'
' But is it possible to say: " Let that de~ which is to be experienced
as painful be, through effort or striving, one to be experienced as
pleasant 1" '
'Not this, your reverence.'
'What do you think about this, reverend Jaina 1 Is it poaaib)e
to say: "Let that deed which is to be experienced as thoroughly
ripened8 be, through effort or striving, one to be experienced as not
thoroughly ripened 14" '
- - - - - - - - - - - - -----···· _______ ·---.. ---·- -·M. ii. 220 reads kamma, deed, throughout. MA. iv. 4 supplies vipclkaddyaka, whose fruits are produced: in this very existence.
1 J .e. in a future birth, such as the second or third from this one.
For the
following pairs of questions, see .A. iv. 382.
• I.e. in this birth (attabhdtYJ, individuality). MA. iv. ts says: whatever is
done in youth gives its fruit, vipclka, in youth, middle or old age; if done in
middle age, the fruit is in middle or old age; if done in old age it gives its
fruit then-this is called what is to be experienced here and now,
ditthadhammavedaniya. But whatever gives its fruit within seven days is
called "to be experienced as thoroughly ripened/' paripakkavedan.iya (or, to
be experienced complete). Of. A.A. iv. 175: laddhavipcikavara.
' I.e. some of the effects or fruits overflowing into future births.
.,
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' Not this, your reverence.'
' But is it possible to say: " Let· that deed which is to be experienced as not thoroughly ripened be, through striving or effort, one
to be cxperience<l as thoroughly ripenc<l '' 1'
'Not this, your reverence.'
'What do you think about tl1is, reverend Jains 1 [221] Is it possible to say: "Let that deed which is to .be much experienced he, .·
through effort or striving, one to be little experienced " 1'
'Not this, your reverence.'
'But is it possible to say:" Let that deed which is to be little experienced be, through effort or striving, one to be much experienced " 1'
'Not this, your re.verence.'
'What do you think about this, reverend Jains? Is it possible
to say:" Let that deed which is to be experienced1 be, through effort
or striving, one not to be experienced " ?'
'Not this, your reverence.'
' But is it possible to say: " Let that deed which is not to be
experienced be, through effort or striving, one to be experienced" 1'
' Not this, your reverence.'
'So really it is, reverend Jains: It is not possible to say:" Let that
deed which is to be experienced here and now be, through effort or
striving, one to be experienced in a future state ... Let that deed
which is to be experienced in a future state be, through effort or
striving, one to be experienced here and now ... Let that deed whichis to be experienced as pleasant be . . . experienced as painful. Let
that deed which is to be experienced as painful be ... experienced as ·
pleasant. Let that deed which is to be experienced as thoroughly'.ripened be ... experienced as not thoroughly ripened. Let that deed
which is to be experienced as not thoroughly ripened be ... experienced as thoroughly ripened. Let that deed which is to be much
experienced be ... one to be little experienced. Let that deed which
is to be little experienced be ... one to be much experienced. Let
that deed which is to be experienced be ... one not to be experienced.
Let that deed which is not to be experienced be . . . one to be
experienced." This being so, the effort of the reverend Jains [222]
is fruitless, their striving fruitless.' Monks, J ains speak th us;
monks, the ten reasoned theses of the Jains who speak thus give
occasion for contempt. 2
- - - - - - - -·--· ·- - -- -·---·---·--·--------··-1 vedaniya, explained at MA. iv. 9 ns luwip:Ueakamma, n. deed with a result
or fruit. Of. AA. iv. 176.
1 See M. i. 368 (and M.L.S. ii. 33 for further references).
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If, monks, the pleasure and pa.in which creatures undergo are due
to what was previously done,1 certainly, monks, the Jains were
formerly doers of deeds that were badly done in that they now experience such painful, severe, sharp feelings. If, monks, the pleasure
and pain which creatures undergo are due to creation by an overlord,1 certainly, monks, the Ja.ins were created by an evil overlord in
that they now experience such painful, severe, sharp feelings. If,
monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to
necessary conditions, 2 certainly, monks, the Jains a.re evil of necessity
in that they now experience such painful, severe, sharp feelings. If,
monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to
the species3 (to which they belong), certainly, monks, the Jains are
of an evil species in that they now experience such painful, severe,
sharp feelings. If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures
undergo are due to effort here and now, certainly, monks, the Jains
are of evil effort here and now in that they now experience such painful, severe, sharp feelings. If, monks, the plea.sure and pain which
creatures undergo are due to what was previously done, the Jains
are contemptible; and if the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo is not due to what was previously done the Jaine are contemptible .
If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to
... not due to creation by an overlord, the J ains are contemptible.
If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due
to ... not due to necessary conditions, the Jo.ins are contemptible.
If monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to
. . . not due to necessary conditions, the Jo.ins are contemptible.
If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due
to ... not due to the species (to which they belong), the Jains are
contemptible. If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures
undergo are due to ... not d uc to effort here and now, [223) the J a.ins
are contemptible. Monks, Jains speak thus;· monks, these ten
reasoned theses of the Jaine who speak thus give occasion for contempt. Even so, monks, is fruitless effort, fruitless striving.
And how, monks, is effort fruitful, striving fruitful 1 Herein,
monks, a monk does not let his unmastered self be mastered by
anguish, and he does not cast out rightful happiness and is undefiled
1

Of. A. i. 173.
Of. D. i. 53 for aa'ligatibhiiva, destiny or fate.
• abhijati. MA. iv. 10 interprets as the six species or classes into which
certain heretie&l teachers divided mankind. See M. i. 517, D. i. 53, A. iii. 383.
But apparently used in a Buddhist sense above and at D. iii. 250, Netti. 158.
1
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by1 that happiness. He comprehends thus: ' While I am striving
against the aggregate2 of this source of anguish, 3 from striving against
the aggregate there is detachment for me. But while I am indifferent
to that source of anguish, through (my) developing equanimity there is detaohment for me.' While (a monk) is striving against the·:·
aggregate of this source of anguish, from striving against the
aggregate there is detachment for him- accordingly' he strives
against the aggregate; but while he is indifferent to that source of
anguish, through (his) developing equanimity there is detachment
for him- accordingly he develops equanimity. While he is striving
against the aggregate of that source of anguish, from striving against
the aggregate there is detachment (for him). Even so is that anguish
worn away for him. While he is indifferent to that6 source of
anguish, through (his) developing equanimity there is detachment
for him. Even so is that anguish also worn away for him.
Monks, it is like a man, passionately in love with a woman, his
desire acute, his longing acute. He might see that woman standing
and talking, joking and laughing with another man. What do you
think about this, monks 1 Would it not be that grief, sorro ,
suffering, lamentation and despair did not rise up in that man when
he saw that woman standing and talking, joking and laughing with·
another man 1 "
"Yes, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 It is that that_·.
man is passionately in love with that woman, his desire acute, his
longing acute. [224] Therefore, seeing that woman standing and
... laughing with another man, grief; sorrow, suffering, lamentation
and despair rise up (in him)."
" But then, monks, that man might think thus: ' I am passionately
in love with this woman, my desire acute, my longing acute; grief,
sorrow, suffering, lamentation and despair rise up in me when I see
this woman standing and ... laughing with another man. Suppose
I were to get rid of my desire and attachment for that woman 1 ' So
he may get rid of his desire and attachment for that woman. After
a time he may see that woman standing and ... laughing with another
1 anadhimucchito hoti, with loc. " undefiled " because he does not cling to
the happiness.
1 sa1hkharam padahato ti sampayogam t 1iriya1h karonlassa, MA. iv. 11.
3 MA. iv. 11 says the source of the anguish of the five khandhii is in thirst
or craving, ta~iha.
'tattha, "he strives with the striving of the Way," MA. iv. 12.
1 tassa tasaa. But I think the duplication is an error.
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man. What do you think about this, monks 1 Would it not be
that grief, sorrow, suffering, lamentation and d<•i;pair did not rise
up in that man on seeing that womn.n Rt-n.ncli11~ n.11d t.a.lking, joking
and laughing with that other man ? "
"No, revered sir. What is the r<'n.Rm1 for f.11iH '? It is, reverc<l
sir, that this man is (now) without pn.Rsion fo,· Uin.f; womu.11. Therefore on seeing that woman standing nnd tu.I king, jokin~ and laughing
with another man, grief, sorrow, sum•ri11g, lanu•ntntion and despair
do not rise up (in him)."
" Even so, monks, one does not fot his unnmstered self be mastered
by anguish ... (as above) ... Even so is that anguish worn away for
him; (225] while he is indifferent to that source of anguish, through
(his) developing equanimity there is detachment for him. Even so
is that anguish also worn away for him. Thus, monl<s, is effort
fruitful, is st.riving fruitful.
And again, monks, a monk reflects thus: ' Dwelling aR I please.,
unskilled states grow much, skilled states decline, but while striving
against my self through anguish1 unskilled states decline, skilled
states grow much. Suppose I were to strive against self through
anguish ? ' He strives against self through anguish; striving against
self through anguish his unskilled states decline, skilled states grow
much. After a time he does not strive against self through anguish.
What is the reason for this? Monks, the purpose2 of that monk
who might strive against self through anguish is accomplished,
therefore after a time he does not strive against self through anguish.
Monks, it is like a fletcher who heats and scorches a shaft between
two fire-brands to make it straight and serviceable. But when,
monks, the fletcher's shaft has been heated and scorched between
the two fire-brands and made straight and serviceable, he no longer
heats and scorches the shaft between the two fire-brands to make it
straight and serviceable. What is the reason · for this 1 Monka,
the purpose for which the fletcher might heat and scorch the shaft
between the two fire-brands to make it straight a.nd serviceable is
accomplished; therefore he no longer heats and scorches it between
the two fire-brands to make it straight and serviceable. Even so,
monks, a inonk reflects thus: ' Dwelling as I please, unskilled states
grow much, skilled states decline ... ' After a time he does not
strive against self through anguish. [228] What is the reason for
this 1 It is, monks, that that purpo~e for wl1ich the monk might

---- ·····--·--- ·- ·1

·- ·· --- ·····- ·--··

dukkMya pana me attanam padah.ato.

1

----------

attha, aim, goal, purpose,
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strive against self through anguish is accomplished, therefore he no .:
longer strives against self through anguish. So too, monks, is effort
fruitful, is striving fruitful.
And again, monks, a Tathagata arises here in the world, perfected
one, fully Self-awakened One, endowed with right knowledge and
conduct, well-farer, knower of the worlds ... (as at M.L.S. i. 223-227)
. . . he purifies his mind of doubt.
He, by getting rid of these five hindrances, which are defilements
of the mind and deleterious to intuitive wisdom, aloof from pleasures
of the senses, aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters and abides
in the first meditation, which is accompanied by initial thought and
discursive thought, is born of aloofness antl is rapturous and joyful.
Thus too, monks, is effort fruitful, striving fruitful.
And again, monks, a monk, by allaying initial thought and
discursive thought, his mind subjectively tranquillised and fixed on
one point, enters and abides in the second meditation, which is .
devoid of initial thought and discursive thought, is born of con-..
centration and is rapturous and joyful. Thus too, monks, is effort
fruitful, striving fruitful.
And again, monks, a monk, by the fading out of rapture, dwells.:·
with equanimity, attentive and clearly conscious, and he experiences
in his person that joy of which the ariyans say:' Joyful lives he who
has equanimity and is mindful,' and he enters and abides in the
third meditation. Thus too, monks, is effort fruitful, striving
fruitful.
And again, monks, a monk, by getting rid of joy, by getting rid
of anguish, by the going down of his former pleasures and sorrows,
enters and abides in the fourth meditation, which has neither
anguish nor joy, and which is entirely purified by equanimity and
mindfulness. Thus too, monks, is effort fruitful, striving fruitful.
Thus with mind composed, quite purified . . . (as at M.L.S. i.
228-229) . . . Thus he recollects divers former habitations in all
their mode and detail. Thus too, monks, is effort fruitful, striving
fruitful.
Thus with the mind composed, quite purified ... (as at M.L.S.
i. 229) ... he comprehends that beings are mean, excellent, foul;
fair, in a good bourn, in a bad bourn, according to the consequences
of deeds. Thus too, monks, is effort fruitful, striving fruitful.
(227) Thus with the mind composed, quite purified ... (as at·:
M.L.S. i. 229) ... he comprehends: 'Destroyed is birth, brought to a
close the Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, there is no
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more of being such or so.' Thus too, monks, is effort fruitful,
striving fruitful.
The Tatha.gata speaks thus, monks; ten reasoned theses of a
Tatha.gata who speaks thus, monks, give occasion for praise: 1 if,
monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to
what was previously done, certainly, monks, the Tathagata was
formerly a doer of deeds that were well done in that he now experiences such cankerless pleasant feelings. If, monks, the pleasure and
pain which creatures undergo are due to creation by an overlord,
certainly, monks, the Tatha.gata was created by an auspicious overlord in that he now experiences such cankerless pleasant feelings.
If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due
to necessary conditions, certainly, monks, the Tathagata is lovely of
· necessity in that he now experiences such cankerless pleasant feelings.
If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to
the species (to which they belong), certainly, monks, the Tathagata
is of a lovely species in that he now experiences such cankerless
pleasant feelings. If, monks, the pleasure and pain which creatures
undergo are due to effort here and now, certainly, monks, the
Tatha.gata is of lovely effort here and now in that he now experiences
such cankerless pleasant feelings. If, monks, the pleasure and pain
which .creatures undergo are due to what was previously done, the
Tatha.gata is pr~iseworthy; and if the pleasure and pain which
creatures undergo is not due to what was previously done, the
Tathagata is praiseworthy. If, monks, the pleasure and pain which
creatures undergo are due to ... not due to creation by an overlord,
the Tathagata is praiseworthy. If, monks, the pleasure and pain
which creatures undergo are due to ... not due to necessary conditions, the Tathagata is praiseworthy. If, monks, the pleasure and
pain which creatures undergo are due to ... not due to the species
(to which they belong), the Tatha.gata is praiseworthy. If, monks,
the pleasure and pain which creatures undergo are due to •.. not
due to effort here and now, (228] the Tathagata is praiseworthy.
Monks, the Tathagata speaks thus; monks, these ten reasoned theses
of the Tathagata who speaks thus give occasion for praise."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse at Devadaha:
The First
1

At A. v. 120 a different ten are given.

102. DISCOURSE ON THE THREEFOLD FIVE 1
(Paiicattayasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sa.vatthl in
the Jeta Grove in Anatbapii:uJika's monastery. While he was there
the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered One,"
these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" There are, monks, some recluses and brahmans2 who, conjecturing about the future, 3 speculating about the future, in many a figure
maintain assertions concerning the future.' Some maintain5 that
after dying the self, unimpaired, 6 perceives. 7 Some maintain8 that.
after dying the self, unimpaired, does not perceive. Some maintain9
that after dying the self, unimpaired, neither perceives nor does not.
perceive. They lay down 10 the cutting off, the destruction, the ..
1 This Discourse, an exposition of heretical views, should be read in conjunction with the Brahmajala-BUtlanla (to which the Corny. rcfere) and also
with the Mahtinidana-8uttanta §23 et Beq. (D. Stas. Nos. 1 and 15.)
• MA. iv. 5: recluses because they have gone forth, brahmans by birth;
or, they are called " recluses " and " brahmans " by the world. So
8amarµ,hriiJ,,ma~u'i should be translated either " recluses and bra.hma.ns " or
"brahman recluses." But since the phrase aama~ vti brahma~ vti is found
later in the Sta., I have chosen the former rendering.
3 aparantakappika, or, "supposing there is a. future."
On the two kappaa
of craving, ta1),hti, and views, ditthi, see Nd. I. 112-113. The former is associated with thoughts of" mine," the latter with false views about one's own
body (see below, p. 19), other false views and with ta.king up extreme views.
OJ. D. i. 30 /.
• As at D. i. 30, which adds" on forty-four grounds."
6 In sixteen ways, MA. iv. 16.
For these see D. i. 31.
• aroga, not ill, ha.le, healthy; but MA. iv. 16, DA. 119 give nicca, enduring,
permanent. Rhys Davide, at Dial. i. 44 JJ., translated as "not subject to
decay."
7 saii:iiin, is perceptive, perceiving.
I keep to this rather than to "consciousness" which Rhys Davide uses, because I use "perception" for Banna_
(as one of the khandha) and " consciousness " for vinna~ (also a khandha, etc.)~.
8 In eight ways, MA. iv. 16.
For these see D. i. 32.
·• Aleo in eight ways, MA. iv. 16. For these see D. i. 33.
10 On seven grounds, see D. i. 34-35.
Byhad. Up. II. 4. 12-14 states the
problem of consciousness, vijnana, and the lack of it, in a clear manner.
Of. also Katha Up. I. 1. 20: "there is doubt a.bout a. man who has' departed,'
prete, some saying he is and others that he is not," and see Radhakrishnan,
The Principal Upan'8had8, p. 603.
15
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disappearance1 of the essential being. 2 Or some maintain there is
nibbana here and now. 3 Thus they lay down that after dying the
self, unimpaired, is existent. 4 Or they lay down the cutting off, the
destruction, the disappearance of the essential being. Or some
maintain that there is nibbana here and now. Thus these (theories),
liaving been five become three, having been three become five. This
is the exposition of the three fives.
As to this, monks, those recluses and brahmans who [229] lay
down that after dying the self, unimpaired, perceives-these worthy
recluses and brahmans lay down that after dying the self, perceiving
and unimpaired, has form ;6 or these worthy recluses and brahmans
lay down that after dying the self, perceiving and unimpaired, has
not form ... both has and has not form ... neither has nor has not
form. Or these worthy recluses and brahmans lay down that after
dying the self, perceiving and unimpaired, perceives unity6 • • •
diversity ... the limited7 ••• the immeasurable. But some of these
maintain that this consciousness-device8 when gone beyond is
immeasurable, imperturbable. As to this, monks, the Tathagata
comprehends that there are those recluses and brahmans who lay
down that after dying the self, unimpaired, perceives; and that these
recluses and brahmans either lay down that after dying the self,
perceiving and unimpaired, has form; or these recluses and brahmans
lay down that after dying the self, perceiving and unimpaired, has
not form; or ... both has and has not form; or ... neither has nor
has not form; or . . . perceives unity; or . . . perceives diversity;
or ... perceives the limited; or ... perceives the immeasurable. Or
(he comprehends) which of these (forms of) perception is pointed out
------·--•·· -

1 As at D. i. 34; on seven grounds.
MA. iv. 16, DA. 120 say that theso
thl'ee terms are synonymous, but they gloss vind.8a by adassana and vibhava
by bhai-avigama.
2 As at M. i. 140, where this thesis was wrongly ascribed to Gotama.
3 On five grounds.
See D. i. 36. MA. iv. 17, DA. 121 say that this is the
allaying of anguish in this very existence.
' aantam, i.e. in reference to the three modes of consciousness.
11 See D. i. 31.
• See D. i. 31. MA. iv. 18, DA. 119 appear to refer this to the aamiipatti,
the nine meditative attainments, while " diversity " or multiformity is
incomplete attainment.
7 DA. 119 refers "limited," the small, paritta, and "the immeasurable" to
the kasi~-devices.
8 vifi:iia,µikaait;ia.
See M. ii. 14-16, A. v. 60, where each of the ten
" devices " ·is to be understood in five ways, the fifth way being as
"immeasurable."
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as absolutely pure, the highest, the best, the pre-eminent: [230]
whether perception offine-materiality, 1 perception of immateriality, 2
perception of unity or perception of diversity. Saying, 'There is
no-thing,' 3 some maintain that the plane of no-thing-ness is immeasurable, imperturbable. Knowing that wl1at is constructed 4 is
gross-material, 5 but thnt there is this that is the stopping of the
constructions, 6 the Tathagata, seeing the esca.pe from it, 7 has gone
beyond it.
As to this, monks, those recluses and brahmans who lay down
that after dying the self, unimpaired, does not perceive-these
worthy recluses and brahmans lay down that after dying the self, ·
not perceiving and unimpn.ir<'d, has form ... has not form ...
both has and has not form ... neither has nor has not form. As to .this, monks, some revile tl10sc recluses and hrahmans who lay down ..that after dying the self perceiv<>.s and is unimpaired.. What is
the reason for this 1 They say, 'Perception is nn ill, percept.ion is
an imposthume, perception is a barb; this is the r<>al, this the excellent, that is to say non-perception.' As to this, monks, t.hc Tathagata comprehends that there are those recluses and brahmans who
lay down that after dying the self, unimpaired, docs not perceive;
and that these r<>cluses and brnlmrn.ns C'ither lay <lown that after
dying the self, not perceiving and unimpaired, l1n.s form; or these
recluses aud bralnuans lay down that after <lying the self, not
perceiving and unimpaired, has not form; or .. both has n.nd has
not form; or ... neither has nor has not form. l\Ionks, this situation
does not occur that any recluse or bralunnn could say: 'Apart from
material shape, apart from feeling, apart from perception, apart
from the habitual tendencies, apart from rom~riousness, I will lay
1 This refers to tho fourthjlui11a.
l'f. E.i:pos. i. 216ff.
2 This rcfo1-s to the planes of intinik' iiktisa t\.nd infinite c:onstiousncss,
MA. iv. 18. Cf. Expos. i. 26!) ff.
3 At A. v. 03, according to the p<.•rccption of some beings this is the to1mwst··
perception.
• . MA. iv. lO says that all this - pcrcoption t.og<•tlwr with vi<•wi,- is t·onstructcd and formed by the coming together of condit.ions, pacca.ya.
11 oldrika, material, gross, coarac.
• sanikliiiril, or activities. This is nil>biina, at1c01-ding to MA. iv. J!I. At
8. iv. 217 the stopping of t.lw i1a,hkluini iR spoken of I\K gradual. St•e M. IJ.S. i.
Intr., p. xxiv.
1 I.e. from the compounded.
Ou tho stopping of wha.tiev<•r is the compounded being tha escape from it, S<'l' D. iii. 275, Iii. l'· 01, u.nd rf. Iii. p. 37,
Ud. 80.
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down a coming or a going or a deceasing or an uprising or expansion
or maturity.' 1 Knowing that what is constructed is gross-material,
[231) but that there is this that is the stopping of the constructions,
the Tathagata, seeing the escape from it, has gone beyond it.
As to this, monks, those recluses and brahmans who lay down that
after dying the self, unimpaired, neither perceives nor does not
perceive- these worthy recluses and brahmans lay down that after
dying the self, neither perceiving nor not perceiving and unimpaired,
}1as form ... has not form ... both has and has not form .... neither
has nor has not form. As to this, monks, some revile those recluses
and brahmans who lay down that after dying the self perceives and is
unimpaired, and some also revile those worthy recluses and brahmans
who lay down that after dying the self, unimpaired, does not perceive. What is the reason for this 1 They say, ' Perception is an
ill, an imposthume, a barb; lack of perception is confusion; this is the
real, this the excellent, that is to say neither-perception-nor-notperception.' As to this, monks, the Tathagata comprehends that
there are those recluses and brahmans who lay down that after dying
the self, unimpaired, neither perceives nor does not perceive; and
that these recluses and brahmans lay down that after dying the self,
unimpaired, neither perceiving nor not perceiving, either has form;
or ... has not form; or ... both has and has not form; or ... neither
has nor has not form. Yet whoever are the recluses and brahmans
who lay down the acquiring of this plane merely through the
activities2 of what is to be seen, heard, experienced, cognised-this
is shown, monks, as destructive to acquiring that plane. [232] For
it is not this plane, monks, that is shown to be attainable by attainments which have the constructions present; this plane is shown,
monks, to be attainable by attainments where no constructions
remain. 3 Knowing that what is constructed4 is gross-material, but
that there is this that is the stopping of the constructions, the
Tathagata, seeing the escape from it, has gone. beyond it.
As to this, monks, those recluses and brahmans who lay down the
cutting off, the destruction, the disappearance of the essential beingas to this, monks, some revile those recluses and brahmans who lay
down that after dying the self, unimpaired, perceives; and some also
1

A statement ascribed at MA. iv. 20 to sophists, vita1J4,avadi.
8arhkharamattena, referring to ol<i,rika, the gross or material 8amkhiirii.,
MA. iv. 20. "This plane" is of course that of neither-perception-nor-notperception.
8 This plane is subtle, BUkhuma.
' sankhata.
2
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revile those worthy recluses and brahmans who lay down that after
dying the self, unimpaired, does not perceive; and some also revile
those worthy recluses and brahmans who lay down that after dying
the self, unimpaired, neither perceives nor does not perceive. What
is the reason for this 1 It is that all these worthy recluses and brahmans loftily maintain attachment1 itself, saying: 'We will be such
hereafter, we will be such hereafter.' 2 It is as though a merchant
who bas gone out trading should think, 'I will have this from there,
I will get this from that '-even so methinks these worthy recluses
an<l brahmans are likP. the merchant .when they say, ' We will be
such hereafter, we will be such hereafter.' As to this, monks, the
Tathagata comprehends: Those worthy recluses and brahmans who
lay down the cutting off, the destruction, the disappearance of the
essential being, these, afraid of their own body, loathing their own
body, simply keep running and circling round their own body. Just
as a dog3 that is tied by a leash to a strong post or stake (233] keeps .
running and circling round that post or stake, so do these worthy
recluses and brahmans, afraid of their own body, loathing their own _.
body, simply keep running and circling round their own body. ·-'
Knowing that what is constructed is gross-material, but that there
is this that is the stopping of the constructions, the Tathagata,
seeing the escape from it, has gone beyond it.
·
Whatever recluses and brahmans, monks, conjecturing about the
future, speculating about the future, in many a figure maintain
assertions concerning the future, all maintain precisely these five
positions, 4 or one of them.
There are, monks, some recluses and bmhmans who, conjecturing
about the past, speculating about the past, in many a figure maintain
assertions concerning t.hc past. Some maintain, ' Eternal is self and
the world, 6 this is indeed the trutl1, all else is falsehood.' Some
maintain, 'Not eter~1al is self and the world, 6 this is indeed the
truth, all else is falsehoo<l.' Some maintain, 'Both eternal and not
eternal is self and the world7 • • • falsehood.' Some mn.intain,

- - - - - - - - - - - -·- ----·- ·- ··-··------··· - ·-· . ·-·- ·· ...
cisatti, sticking to, craving.
2
A noble warrior or a brahman, MA. iv. 21.
3
OJ. S. iii. 150.
'ii.yatana, here glossed at MA. iv. 22 by ktira~uini. Now, aftc-r having ·
spoken of the 44 assertions concerning the future, the 18 concerning the past ·
will be spokc-n of (beginning with the next paragraph).
6
OJ. D. i. 13, 43; the views of the Eternalists.
8 The views of the Annihilationists.
7 Tho views of the partial-etcrnalists, see D. i. 17.
1
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'Neither eternal nor not eternal is self and the world1 ••• falsehood.'
Some maintain, 'Having an end is self and the world2 ••• falsehood.'
Some maintain,' Not having an end is self and the world ... falsehood.' Some maintain, 'Both having an end and not having an
end is self and the world ... falsehood.' Some maintain, 'Neither
having an end nor not having an end is self and the world, this is
indeed the truth, all else is falsehood.' ,.Some maintain, ' Perceptive
of unity is self and the world ... falsehood.' Some maintain, ' Perceptive of diversity is self and the world ... falseho<,d,' Some
maintain, ' Perceptive of the limited is self and the world . . .
falsehood.' Some maintain, ' Perceptive of the immeasurabe is self
and the world, this is indeed the truth, all else is falsehood.' Some
maintain, 'Exclusively happy is self and the world3 • • • falsehood.'
Some maintain, ' Exclusively sorrowful is self and the world . . .
(234) . . . falsehood.' Some maintain, 'Happy and sonowful is
self and the world ... falsehood.' Some maintain, 'Not sorrowful
nor happy is self and the world, this is indeed the truth, all else is
falsehood.' Monks, as for those recluses and brahmans who speak
thus and are of this view: ' Eternal is self and the world, this is indeed
the truth, all else is falsehood '-this situation cannot occur that,
apart from faith, apart from inclination, apart from tradition, apart
from consideration of reasons, apart from reflection on and approval
of some view, knowledge will become thoroughly pure for each one,
thoroughly cleansed.' If, monks, knowledge is not thoroughly pure
for each one, not thoroughly cleansed, even that mere fraction of
knowledge that these worthy recluses and brahmans thoroughly
cleanse, even that is pointed out as grasping on the part of these
worthy recluses and brahmans. Knowing that what is constructed
is gross-material, but that there is this that is the stopping of the
constructions, the Tathagata, seeing the escape from it, has gone
beyond it.
Monks, as for those recluses and brahmans who speak thus and are
of this view: 'Not eternal is self and the world ... Both eternal and
not eternal . . . world . . . Neither eternal nor not eternal is self and
the world ... Having an end is self and the world ... Not having an
end ... B~th having and not having an end ... Neither having an
end nor not having an end is self and the world ... Conscious of
1

The views of the "eel-wrigglers," see D. i. 24-27, Pta. i. 155.
3 Cf. M. ii. 36 /.
See D. i. 31.
'Cf. S. ii. 116 where the monk Muslla. knew, a.pa.rt from faith, etc., that
" the stopping of becoming is nibbana," and was classed among tho a.raha.nts.
1
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unity is self and the worl<l ... Conscious of diversity ... Conscious
of the limited ... Conscious of the immeasurable is self and the world .·
... Exclusively happy is self and the world ... Exclusively sorrowful -:
... Happy and sorrowful ... Not sorrowful nor happy is self and the
world, this is indeed the truth, nll else is falsehood '- this situation
cannot occur that, apart from faith, apart from ... reflection on and
approval of some view, knowledge will become thoroughly pure for
each one, thoroughly cleansed. (236] If, monks, knowledge is not
thoroughly pure for each one, not thoroughly cleansed, even that
mere fraction of knowledge that these worthy recluses and brahmans
thoroughly cleanse, even that is pointed out as a grasping on the
part of these worthy recluses and bralnnans. Knowing that what
is constructed is grosf!-material, but that there is this that is the
stopping oft.he constructions, the Tathagata, seeing the escape from
it, has gone beyond it.
In this case ,1 monks, some recluse or brahman by casting out
speculation concerning the past and by casting out speculation
concerning the future, by not throughout fixing his mind on the
fetters of the smses, entering on tlw rapture of aloofness, 2 abides··
therein. He thinks, ' This is the real, this the excellent, that is to
say, entering on the rapture of aloofness I am abiding therein.' But ·.
if that ra.pture of aloofness of his is stopped, 3 from the stopping of the ··
rapture of aloofness sorrow arises; from the stopping of sorrow, the
rapture of aloofness arises. As, monks, the heat of the sun suffuses
whatever t,he shade quits, as the shadr suffuses whatever the heat
of the sun quits, eYen so, monks, from·the stopping of the rapture of
aloofness, sorrow nrisC's; from the stopping of sorrow, the rapture of
aloofness arises. As to t,l1is, monks, the Tat.hagata comprehends:
' This worthy recluse or bmlunn.n, by casting out speculation concerning the past., by casting out speculation concerning the future,
by not throughout fixing his mind on t.he fctt('rs of the senses ...
1

.MA. iv. 26 tmys that up to hero the 02 views have• been handed down in
the Bralmwj<ila: the four <'tcrnalist views, the fom· pn.rtial-etcrnn.list, the four
a.hout "end,, and "no eml," the four ecl-wrigglings, tho two concerned with
"attainment," tho sixteen views on tho "perceiving" person, the eight on
the non-perceiving person, the eight on tho person who neither perceives nor
does not perceive, t.h<' scv<'n n.nnihill\t.ionist viewR, nnd the five vicw_s of
nibbunn. here• and now. Hut in this DiRc·om·se (·i.r . .ill. Sta. 102) views of ·
"own body" a.re also spok<.·n of (R<'<' ahov<', p. 10).
1
pavfrekmh pifhh. The ro.phm.', viii, of t.lw fir8t two jluina in which it is .an element.
3
With the stopping of these two jluina.
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from the stopping of sorrow, the rapture of aloofness arises.' Know•
ing that what is constructed is gross·matcrial, but that there is tl1is
that is the stopping of the constructions, the Tathagata, seeing the
escape from it, has gone beyond it.
But in this case, monks, some recluse or brahman by casting out
speculation concerning the past and by casting out speculation
concerning the future, by not throughout fixing his mind on the
fetters of the senses, by passing beyond the rapture of aloofness,
entering on spiritual happiness,1 abides therein. He thinks, ' This
is the real, this the excellent, that is to say, entering on spiritual
happiness I am abiding therein.' But if that spiritual happiness
of his is stopped, from the stopping of spiritual happiness there arises
the raptur<.' of aloofness; from the stopping of the rapture of aloof•
ness spritual [236) happiness nrises. As, monks, the heat of the sun
suffuses whatever the shade quits, as the shade suffuses whatever
the heat of the sun quits, even so, monks, from the stopping of
spiritual happiness there arises the rapture of aloofness; from the
stopping of the rapture of aloofness spiritual happiness arises. As to
this, monks, the Tathagata comprehends: ' This worthy recluse or
brahman, by casting out speculation ... from the stopping of the
rapture of aloofness spiritual happiness arises.' Knowing tlrn.t what
is constructed is gross-material, but that there is this that is the
stopping of the constructions, the Tathagata, seeing the escape from
it, has gone beyond it.
In this case, monks, some recluse or hrahman by casting out
speculation concerning the past and by casting out speculation
concerning the future, by not fixing his mind throughout on the
fetters of the senses, by passing beyond the rapture of aloofness,
by passing beyond spiritual happiness, entering on feeling that is
neither painful nor pleasant, 2 abides therein. He thinks, ' This is
the real, this the excellent, that is to say, entermg on feeling that is
neither painful nor pleasant I am abiding therein.' But if that
feeling of his that is neither painful nor pleasant is stopped, from the
stopping of the feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant there
arises spiritual happiness; from the stopping of spiritual happiness
there arises a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant. As,
--···----- · -----·-··--- •- ·- •-----------·- -------- --- -1 I.e. the thirdjhana.
The word niriimisa, as the opposite of the" physical,"
is hard to translate here. In some contexts "ghostly" is not too far a.way
from the meaning. Chalmers gives " bliss immaterial ,, ; but I have used
" immaterial " for ar1ipa.
a The fourth jhiina.
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monks, the heat of the sun suffuses whatever the shade quits, as
the shade suffuses whatever the lieat of the sun quits, even so, monks,
from the stopping of feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant there
arises spiritual happiness; from the stopping of spiritual happiness
feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant arises. As to this,
monks, the Tathagata comprehends: TJ1is worthy recluse or brahma.n, hy casting out speculation concerning the past and by casting
out speculation concerning the future, by not throughout attending
to the fetters of the senses, by passing beyond the rapture of aloofness, by passing beyond spiritual happiness, entering on feeling
that is neither painful nor pleasant, abides therein. He thinks,
' This is the real, tl1is the excellent, that is to say, (237] entering on
feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant I am abiding tlierein.'
If tlmt feeling of his that is neither painful nor pleasant is stopped,
from the stopping of the feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant
there arises spiritual happiness; from the stopping of spiritual
happiness feeling th'at is n<>ither painful nor pleasant arises. Knowing that what is constructC'd is gross-material, but that there is this
that is the stopping of tl10 constructions, the Tathagata, seeing the
escape from it, has gone beyond it.
But in this case, monks, some recluse or brahman, by casting out
speculation concerning the past and by casting out speculation ·
concerning the future, by not throughout fixing his mind on the
fetters of the senses, by passing beyond the rapture of aloofness, by
passin~ beyond spiritual happiness, by passing beyond feeling that
is neit.her painful nor pleasant, heholcls, 'Tranquil am I, allayed am
I, without gm spin~ nm I.' As to this, monks, the Tatliagata compr<>hends: This worthy recluse or brn.hmnn ... beholds, ' Tranquil
am I, allayed nm I, without grasping am I '- certainly this venerable
one maintains the very course that is suitable for nibbana. 1 On the
other hand, that worthy recluse or brahman, grasping, either grasps
after speculation concerning tho past2 or, grasping, grasps after
speculation concerning the future 3 or, grasping, grasps after a fetter
of the senses or, grasping, grasps after the rapture of aloofnl'ss or,
grasping, grasps after spiritual happiness or, grasping, grasps after
feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant. And inasmuch ns this
venerable one beholds, ' Tranquil am I, al1ayed am I, without
grnspin~ am I,' this too is shown as a grasping on the part of that
1 Eighteen views.
Cf. S. iv. 133.
Forty-four views which, with the above eighteen, together constitute the._
sixty-two heretical views.
1

3
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worthy recluse or brahman. Knowing that what is constructed is
gross-mater~al, but that there is this that is the stopping of the
constructions, the Tathagata, seeing the escape from it, has gone
beyond it.
But now, monks, this incomparable matchless path to pence1 was
awakened to by the Tatha.gata, that is to say, haYing known the
arising and the setting and the sa tisfoction nnd the peril of the six
fields of sensory impingement and the escape as it really is, there is
deliverance without grasping. 2 And as, monks, this incomparnble
matchless path to peace was awakened to by the Tnthiignta, [238]
that is to say, having known the arising and the setting and the
satisfaction and the peril of the six fields of sensory impingement
and the escape as it really is, t-hcre is deliverance without grnsping."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Threefold FiYe :
The Second

103. DISCOURSE ON "WHAT THEN?"
(Kintisutta)
Tnus have I heard: At one time th<' Lord was staying near Kusinara
in the Wood of the Offerings. 3 While he was there, the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered Onr," these
monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" What then is there for you, monks, in me 1 Is it that the recluse
Gotama teaches dllamma for the sake of robe-material or that the
recluse Gotama teaches dharnma for the sake of almsfood or thu.t the
recluse Gotama teaches dhamrna for the sake of lodgings or that the
·- ·- - -·- - --····- - -·- 1

-·-··- ·---- -

Of. M. i. 163.
2 OJ. A. v. 64; also D. i. 17.
Am,pcida is "without clinging" or grasping,
and therefore without further" fuel" for sa:tils<ira. 1lfA. iv. 28 says that this
elsewhere is nibbiina, but here it is the attainment of th<' fruit of a.rahnntship.
8 Baliharnt_1a, so called because they bring oblations here for creatures.
Mentioned also at A. i. 174, v. 79. Sec G.S. i.- 251, v. 56 for not<-s.
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recluse Goto.ma teaches dltamrna for the sake of success or decline1 in
this or that 1"
"No, Lord; we do not think, 'l'he recluse Gotama teaches dltamma
for the sake of almsfood ... for the sake of success or decline in this
or that."
"Certainly, monks, there is not this for you in me that the recluse
Gotama teaches cl!tmmna for the sake of . . . success or decline in
this or that. So what then is there, monks, for you in 1._e 1"
" It is thus, Lord, in the Lord for us: The Lord, compassionate,
seeking welfare, teaches dltamma out of compassion."
" Certainly, monks, it is thus for you in me: The Lor<.1, compassionate, seeking welfare, teaches dltammr,, out of compassion.
Wherefore, monks, those things taught to you by me out of superknowledge,2 that is to sn.y the four applications of mindfulness, the
four right efforts, the four bases of psychic power, the five controlling
faculties, the five powers, the seven (239) links in a.wakening, the
ariyan eightfold Way--all together, in harmony and without contention you should train yourselves in each and all of these. But
when you, monks, all together, in harmony and without contention
have trained yourselves in these, there might be two monks speaking
differently about Further-dhamma. 3 If it should occur to you concerning this: ' Between these venerable ones there is a difference
as to denotation and a difference as to connotation,' then, approaching that monk whose speech you <leem the more pleasing, you should .
speak thus to him: ' Between the venerable ones there is a difference
as to denotation and a difference as to connotation, on account of
which these venerable ones should know that there is a difference as ..
to denotation and a difference as to connotation. Do not let the
venerable ones fall into contention.' After this, having approached
whatever monk on the other side of the factious monks whose speech
you deem the more pleasing, you should speak thus to him: 'Between the venerable ones there is a difference as to denotation and a
1 iii IJ/tw:,ibha1Y1,.
.JI A. iv. 28 says " <lcpc-nding on th<.• working of good,
pmiiia,, according to U1ii; tt'n.ching, I will experience happiness in this or that
becoming.'' J)A. iii. 1021, AA. iii. 12 give bluiv,ibltam as oil, honey, ghee, etc.;
these would thus tn.kc tho place of tho fourth requisite, medicines for the sick,
which normally would have been expected hen•; sel' Dial. iii. 220, n. 3 and
G.8. ii. 11, n. I. llut at ltA. ii. 256, and other Comys., bltai-a is given as
growth or success, and abliara as failure or decline. At D. iii. 228, A. ii. JO,
248 and lti. p. IO!l these four items are called the production of craving.
a M. ii. 245. Cf. M. ii. 9.
3 abhid/,amma, here meaning the 37 things helpful to awakening, MA. iv. 2!J.
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difference as to connotation, on account of which these venerable
ones should know that there is a difference as to denotation and a
difference as to connotation. Do not let the venerable ones fall
into contention.' In this way what is hard to grasp should be
remembered as hard to grasp; having remembered what is hard to
grasp as hard to grasp, that which is dltamma, that which is discipline
should be spoken.
If it should occur to you concerning this,1 ' Although there is a
difference between these venerable ones as to denotation, there is
agreement as to connotation,' then having approached that monk
whose speech you deem to be the more pleasing, you should speak
to him thus: ' Although these venerable ones differ as to denotation,
there is agreement as to connotation, therefore these venerable ones
should know that although they differ as to denotation, there is
agreement as to connotation. Do not let the venerable ones fall
into contention.' After this, having approached whate\ier monk on
the other side of the factious monks whose speech you deem the
more pleasing, you should speak thus to him: ' Although these
venerable ones differ as to denotation ... Do not let these venerable
ones fall into contention.' (240] In tl1is way what is hard to grasp
should be remembered as hard to grasp; what is easy to grasp should
be remembered as easy to grasp; having remembered w}mt is hard
to grasp as hard to grasp, having remembered what is easy to grasp
as easy to grasp, that which is dllamrna, that which is discipline should
be spoken.
If it should occur to you concerning this, ' Although there is
agreement between these venerable ones as to denotation, there is
difference as to connotation,' then having approached that monk
whose speech you deem to be the more pleasing, you should speak
thus to him: 'Between .the venerable ones there is agreement as to
denotation, there is difference as to connotation, on account of which
these venerable ones should know that there is agreement as to
denotation, difference as to connotation. But this is a mere trifle,
that is to say connotation. Do not let the venerable ones fall into
contention over a mere trifle.' After this, having approached
whatever monk on the other side of the factious monks whose speech
you deem the more pleasing, you should speak thus to him: ' Between
these venerable ones there is agreement as to denotation, there is
difference as to connotation ... Do not let these venerable ones fall
1

tatra, this too refers to the 37 things helpful to a.wakening, MA . iv. 29.
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into contention over a mere trifle.' In this way what is easy to grasp
should be remembered as easy to grasp; what is hard to grasp snould
be remembered as hard to grasp; having remembered what is easy
to grasp as easy to grasp, having remembered what is hard to grasp
as ha.rel to grasp, that which is dltamrna, that which is discipline
should be spoken.
If it should occur to you concerning this: ' Between these venerable ones there is agreement as to denotation and there is agreement
as to connotation,' then having approached that monk whose speech·
you deem the more pleasin~, you should speak thus to him: ' Between the venerable ones t,here is agreement as to denotation ·and
there is agreement as to connotation, on account of which these
venerable ones should know that there is agreement as to denotation
and agreement as to connotation. Do not let the venerable ones
fall into contention.' After this, having approached whatever monk
on the other side of the factious monks whose speech you deem the
more pleasing, you should speak thus to him: ' Between the venerable
ones there is agreement . . . [241] Do not let the venerable ones fall
into contention.' In this way what is easy to grasp should be
remembered as easy to grasp; having remembered what is easy to
grasp as easy to grasp, that which is dltamma, that which is discipline
should be spoken.
And when you, monks, all together, in harmony and without
contention are trained in these, a certain monk might have an offenc<',
might have a transgression. As to this, monks, one should not
hasten with reproof- the individual must be examined. (You may
think): 'There will be no vexation for me nor annoyance for the
other individual; for if the other individual is without wrath, without·
rancour, is of quick view and easy to convince, I have the power to .
raise this individual from unskill and establish him in what is skill.' ..
If it occurs to you thus, monks, it is right to speak. But if you
think, monks, ' There will be no vexation for me but (there will be)
annoyance for the other individual; for though the other individual
is wrathful, rancorous, of slow view (but) easy to convince, I have
the power to raise this individual from unskill and establish him in
what is skill. For this is a mere trifle, that is to say the other
individual's annoyance. And this is of the greater moment, that
I have the power to raise this individual from unskill and establish
him in what is skill.' If it occurs to you thus, monks, it is right to
speak. But if you think, monks: ' There will be vexation for me but
no annoyance for the other individual; for if the other individual is
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without wrath, without rancour, is of quick view though hard to
convince, I have the power to raise this individual from unskill and
establish him in what is skill. For this is a me!e trifle, that is
to say my vexation. And this is of the greater moment, that I have
the power to raise this individual from unskill and establish him in
what is skill.' If it occurs to you tlrns, monks, it is right to speak.
But if you think, monks: ' There will be vexation for me and annoyance for the other individual; yet though the other (242] individual
is wrathful, rancorous, of slow view and hard to convince, I have the
power to raise this individual from unskill and establish him in what
is skill. For this is a mere trifle, that is to say my vexation and the
other individual's annoyance. And this is of the greater moment,
that I liave the power to raise this in<lividua] from unskill and establish him in what is skill.' If it occurs to you thus, monks, it is right
to speak. But if you think, monks: ' There will be vexation for me
and annoyance for the other individual; for the other individual is
wrathfu], rancorous, of slow view and hard to convince, and I have
not the power to raise this individual from unskill and establish him
in what is skill '- equanimity, monks, should not be disdained for
such an individual.
And when you, monks, all together, in harmony and without
contention have trained yourselves in thes~ there might arise between you an activity of speech, 1 an offensive view, malice in
thought, discontent, dissatisfaction. In that case, having approached that monk whom you deem the more easy of the factious
monks to speak to, you should speak to him thus: ' Although, your
reverence, we were trained all together, in harmony and without
contention, there has arisen between us an activity of speech, an
offensive view, malice in thought, discontent, dissatisfaction for
which the Recluse, 2 knowing of it, would blame us.' Answering
aright, monks, the monk would answer thus: ' A]though, your reverence, we were trained all together . . . the Recluse, knowing of it,
would blame us. But without getting rid of thi~ condition,3 your
reverence, could nibbana be realised 1' Answering aright, monks,
the monk would answer thus: ' Without getting rid of this condition,
your :r;everence, nibbana could not be realised.' After this, having
approached whatever monk on the other side of the factious monks
whose speech you deem the more pleasing, you should speak thus
1

1

t'acisamkhcira, speech activity, see Vism. 531, and also cf. A. iii. 350.
8 I.e. of quarrelling.
The Teacher, RO ..MA. iv. 31.
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to him:' Although, your reverence, we were trained all together ... ·.
the Recluse, knowing of it, would blame us.' Answering aright,
monks, the monk would answer thus: ' Although, your reverence, ·:
we were trained all together ... the Recluse, knowing of it, would ..
blame us. But without getting rid of this condition, your reverence,
could nibbana1 be realised 1' Answering aright, monks, the monk
in answcring2 [243] would nuswer thus: ' Without getting rid of this
condit.ion, your reverence, nibbana could not be realised.'
If, monks, others should ask that monk, saying: ',verc these
monks raised up from unskill and established in skill by the venerable
one?' answering aright, monks, the monk would answer thus: 'I,
your reverences, approached the Lord; the Lord taught me his
dhamma; when I had heard that dhamma, I spoke it to those monks;
when those monks had heard that dltarmna they rose up from unskill
and established themselves in what is skill.' An.swering thus,
monks, the monk neither exalts himself nor disparages another, he is
explaining in accordance with dltamma, and no one of his fellow
dhamma-men, of his way of speaking, gives grounds for reproach."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord ha<l said.
Discourse on "What then 1"
The 'fhird

1.04. DISCOURSE A'l1 SA.MAGA.MA
(Samagamasutta)
have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying among the
Sakyans at Samagama. 3 At that time Nataputtu. the Jain had

THUS

- - -··- - - - -

·- - - - - - - -- -- -

Herc however two l\lSS. inc·lude na, reading 11a 11ibbti11a1h. saccltikareyya,
while above in the same pasi:m,gu only one MS. adds na. 'l'n.king it that 11a
should not be there, it seems necessary to tum the sentence into a question;
by so doing it is shown thn.t tho monks were still seeking harmony and
obtaining it.
2 1·y,ikaranui110, added here, is n.l.,scnt n.bov~.
3 The introductory part of this Sta. is the su.me as D. iii. 117-118 (Piiacidika-·
sutlanta). The strifes following Niitaputta'R deu.th a.re also repeated at
D. iii. 210. Another Discourse given by Gotamo. while ho ,, u.i:i Rtaying by tho
lotus-pool nen.r Siimag1ima is recorded at A. iii. 300.
1
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recently died at Pava .. On his death the Jains broke up; splitting
into two, striving, quarrelling, disputing, they lived wounding one
another with the weapons of the tongue, saying: ' You1 do n~t understand this dhamma and discipline, I understand this dltamma and
discipline. How can you understand this d/1,a,mma and discipline 1
You are one who fares wrongly, I a~ one who fares aright. There
is sense in what I say, no sense in what you say; you say at the end
what should be said at the beginning [244] and say at the beginning
what should be said at the end. What you pondered2 so long3 . is
reversed; your words are refuted;' you are shown up. Get away,
think out the argumcnt, 5 or unravel it if you can.' 8 It seems that
death verily stalked among the Jains who were Nataputta's pupils. 7
Even the white-clad householders who were followers of Nataputta
the Jain were disgusted, disaffected, put off8 by the Jains who were
Nataputta's pupils in that the dltamma and discipline were badly
set forth, badly expounded, not leading onwards, not conducing
to peace, expounded by one who was not fully self-awakened, the
foundations wrecked, without an arbiter.
Then Cunda the novice, 9 having kepttherainsatPava, approached
the venerable .A.nanda at Samagama; having approached and greeted
the vernable .A.nanda, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, Cunda the novice spoke
thus to the venerable .A.nanda: "Revered sir, Nataputta the Jain
has recently died at Pava. On his death the Jains broke up, splitting into two ... (as above) the foundations wrecked, without an
arbiter." When this had been said, the venerable .A.nanda spoke
1

OJ. M. ii. 3, D. i. 8, and see notes at Dial. i. 14-15.
avici?;'~• Most contexts have v.l. adhici?;'~•
3
MA. iv. 33 gives cirakdlaaevanavaaena.
'Of. Vin. i. 60, M. ii. 122, 8. i. 160.
6 cara vadappam,okkhaya.
MA. iv. 33 says, "Taking a bag with food, and
approaching this (person) and that, go along seeking further for thinking out
the argument," viidappamokkhatthaya. But DA. i. 91 says, "Go away so as
to free yourself from anger, train yourself having gone here and there."
OJ. cara at Vin. iv. 139, and also see Dial. i. 15, n. 3.
•"Free yourself from the speech that has been refuted by me," MA. iv. 33.
7 Nataputtiyesu, among Nata,s sons, explained at MA. iv. 33 as Nataputta.,s
antevcisika, his (resident) pupils.
8 pativa~rupa, no longer respectful.
• sama?;'uddesa defined by aama~ra at Vin. iv. 139. Conda. was, according
to MA. iv. 36, Sariputta's younger brother, ca.lied "the novice" before he
was ordained. Thag. 141-142 ascribes verses to Ma.ha-Cunda, also said to be
Sariputta.,s younger brother; see Paa. Breth. p. 119, n. 1.
1
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thus to Cunda the novice: " Certainly this, reverend Cunda, is a
subject on which to sec the Lord. Come, reverend Cunda, we will
approach the Lord; having approached; we will tell this matter to
the Lord."
"Yes, revered sir," Cunda the novice answered the venerable
Ananda in assent. Then the venerable Ananda and Cunda the
novice approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the
Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting
down at a respectful distance [245] the venerable Ananda spoke thus
to the Lord: " This novice Cunda, revered sir, speaks thus: ' Revered
sir, Nataputta the Jain has recently died at Pave. ... the foundations
wrecked, without an arbiter.' It occurs to me, revered sir, that
we should take care lest, after the Lord's passing, dispute arises in
the Onlcr- disputc for the woe of the manyfolk, for the grief of the
manyfolk, for the misfortune of the populace, for the woe, the sorrow
of devas ancl mankind." 1
" What do you think about this, Ananda 1 Those things taught
by me to you out of super-knowledge, 2 that is to say the four
applications of mindfulness, the four right efforts, the four bases .
of psychic power, the five controlling faculties, the five powers, the
seven links in awakening, the ariyan eightfold Way-do you,
Ananda, sec even two monks professing differently about these
things 1''3
" Revered sir, those things taught to me by the Lord out of his
super-knowledge, that is to say the four applications of mindfulness
... the ariyan eightfold Way-I do n()t sec even two monks professing differently about tl1csc things. Yet, revered sir, those people
who dwell depcnclcnt on the Lord might, after the Lord's passing,
stir up dispute in the Order concerning either the mode of living or
the Obliga.tious4-this dispute would be for tl1e woe of the manyfolk,
for tl1c grief of the manyfolk, for the misfortune of the populace,
for the sorrow of <ll>t,as and mankind."
- - -·

-

-

- - -

-

· ·

· - ·- - - -

-

·-----· ·
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Last phrase also o.t Vin. ii. 80, D. iii. 240, 8. ii. 266, A. i. IO.
2 As above, p. 25.
·
3 MA. iv. 37 honourably points out that the dispute between two monks··
(recorded in the Koaambakkhandhaka, Vin. i. 352 ff.) grew to such great
proportions that the people split into two factions.
'adhipcitimokkha. MA. iv. 38 gives mther a.n elaborate explanation: a -.
monk who claims a state of further-men falls into o. Piiriijika offence (No. IV);
beginning with this, six rules of training arc laid down in the Po.riviira; with
the exception of these, n.ll tho remaining rules of tmining are ca.lied
adhipatimokklia.
1
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" That dispute which concerns either the mode of living or the
Obligations is a trifle, A.nanda. But, A.nanda, if there should arise
in the Order a dispute either concerning the Way or concerning the
course, this dispute would be for the woe of the manyfolk, the grief
of the manyfolk, the misfortune of the populace, the sorrow of
devas and mankind.
These six are the sources of dispute, 1 A.nanda. What six 1 As to
this, .Ananda, a monk is angry and bears ill-will. .Ananda, whatever
monk is angry and bears ill-will, he lives without deference and
respect towards the Teacher, he lives without deference and respect
~owards dhamma, he lives without deference and respect towards the
Order, and he does not complete the training. .Ananda, whatever
monk lives without deference and respect towards the Teacher,
dhamma and the Order [246] and does not complete the training,
he stirs up dispute in the Order, and that dispute is for the woe of
the manyfolk, the grief of the manyfolk, the misfortune of the populace, the sorrow of devas and mankind. If you, A.nanda, should
perceive a source of dispute like this among yourselves or among
others, you, A.nanda, should strive therein to get rid of precisely
that evil source of disputes. If you, .Ananda, should perceive no
source of dispute like this among yourselves or among others, you,
.Ananda, should therein follow a course so that there be no overflowing into the future of precisely that evil source of disputes. There
is thus the getting rid of that evil source of disputes, there is thus no
overflowing into the future of that evil source of disputes.
And again, .Ananda, a monk is harsh, unmerciful ... he is envious
and grudging . . . he is crafty and deceitful . . . he is of evil desires
and wrong views ... he is infected with worldliness, is obstinate and
stubborn. Whatever monk, .Ananda, is infected with worldliness,
is obstinate and stubborn, he lives without deference and respect
towards the Teacher, he lives without deference and respect towards
dl1amma, he lives without deference and respect towards the Order,
and he does not complete the training. Whatever monk, .Ananda,
lives without deference and respect towards the Teacher, dhamma
and the Order and does not complete the training, he stirs up dispute
in the Order, and that dispute is for the woe of the manyfolk, the
grief of the manyfolk, the misfortune of the populace, the sorrow of
devas and mankind. If you, A.nanda, should perceive a source
of dispute like this ... There is thus the getting rid of that evil source
1

Of. Vin. ii. 89 with the following, and see B.D. v. 118; also D. iii. 246.
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of disputes, [247] there is thus no overflowing into the future of that
evil source of disputes. These, Anand a, arc tllC six sources of dispute.
These four, Ananda, are the legal qucstions. 1 What four 1 A
legal question arising out of disputes, a legal question arising out of
censure, a legal question arising out of offences, a legal question
arising out of obligations. These, .Anancla, are the four legal questions. But these seven (rulcs 2) which n.rc for deciding legal questions
are for the deciding and the settlement of legal questions arising
from time to time: a verdict in the presence of3 may be given, a
verdict of innocence may be given, a verdict of past insanity may
be given, it may be carried out on (his) acknowledgement, (there is)
the decision of the majority, the decision for specific depravity, the
covering up (as) with grass.
And what, Ananda, is the ' verdict in the presence of ' 14 As to ·
this, Anancla, monks dispute, saying: 'It is cllta1nma' or 'It is
not dliarnma,' or' It is clisciplinc' or 'It is not discipline.' 5 Ananda, ·
one and all of these monks should assemble in a complete Order; ··
having assembled, what belongs to dltm1-mz.a6 shoul<l be threshed
out; having threshed out what belongs to dltamma according to how
it corresponds here, so should that legal question be scttlc<l. Thus,
Ananda, is the ' verdict in the presence of '; but here there is the
settlement of a particular type of legal question, namely by the
verdict in the presence of.
And what, Ananda, is the ' decision of the majority ' 17 If these
monks, Ananda, arc not able to settle that legal question in this
residence, then, Anancla, these monks· must go to a residence where
there are more monks, 8 and there one and all must assemble in a complete Order; having assembled, what belongs to dltamma must be
threshed out . . . so should tliat legal question be settled. Thus,
Ananda, is ' the decision of the majority '; but l1ere there is the
settlement of a particular type of legal question, namely by the
decision of the majority.
-- .. -

- - ----·· ···------

adhikara?J.a, or adjudication. The four a,lliikarati,<i arc cixplaincd at
Vin. ii. 88. Seo also Vin. iii. 164, iv. 126, 238.
2 <lhamma at Vfo. iv. 207, but dhamma n.s "rule,, is more or less Vina.ya in ·
usage. OJ. also D. iii. 254, A. iv. 144.
3 On these ways of settling legal questions, see Vin. iv. 207 and B.D. iii. 153/.
for notes and further references.
6 Of. Vin. ii. 88.
4 Sec Vin. ii. 03.
6 dliammanetti.
PED says netti= niyama.
7 Here the usual order is altered.
On yeMuyyasika sec Vin. ii. 03 ff.
8 Even two or three more, MA. iv. •i8.
1
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And what, Ananda, is the 'verdict of innocenc:c '1 1 As to this,
Ananda, monks reprove a monk for a serious offence ljkc this: one
involving defea.t2 or one bordering on defeat, saying: ' Does the
venerab]e one remember having faJlen into a serious offence like this:
one involving defeat or one bordering on defeat 1' If he says: 'I,
your reverences, do not remember having fa1len into a serious offence
like this, either one involving defeat or one bordering on defeat,'
[248] to that monk, Ananda, a verdict of innocence should be given.
Thus, A.nanda, is the ' verdict of innocence '; but here there is the
settlement of a particular type of legal question, namely by the
verdict of innocence.
And what, Ananda, is the ' verdict of past insanity ' 13 As to
this, Ananda, monks reprove a monk for a serious offence like this
... (as above) •.. If he says: 'I, your reverences, do not remember
having fallen into a serious offence like this, either one involving
defeat or one bordering on defeat,' then, denying -this, he is pressed
(by the monks), saying:' Please, venerable one, do find out properly
whether you remember having fallen into a serious offence like this,
either one involving defeat or one bordering on defeat.' If he says:
' I, your reverences, had become crazy and had lost my mental
balance;' while I was crazy, much was perpetrated and said by me
that was not worthy of a recluse. I do not remember that. That
was done by me while I was insane,' to that monk, Ananda, a verdict
of past insanity should be given. Thus, Ananda, is the ' verdict of
past insanity '; but here there is the settlement of a particular type
of )egal question, namely by the verdict of past insanity.
And what, Ananda, is the' carrying out (of a formal act) on the
acknowledgement of (a monk)' 16 As to this, Ananda, a monk
whether reproved or not reproved remembers an offence, reveals it,
discloses it. That monk, Ananda, having approached an older monk,
having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having saluted
the older monk's feet, having sat down on his haunches, raising
his joined palms, should speak thus to him: 'I, revered sir, have
fallen into such and such an offence which I confess.' He speaks
thus: 'Do you see it 1' 'I see it.' 'Will you be restrained in the
future 1' 'I will be restrained.' Thus, Ananda, is the' carrying out
1

8ativinaya. See Vin. i. 325, ii. 79 /., 99 /.; and G.8. i. 85, n. 7,
A piirajika offence.
3
amuP,avinaya. See Vin. ii. 80 /., 100, and cf. Vin. i. 123.
" The words here a.re slightly different from those at Vin. ii. 81. OJ. 8. i. 126.
6 patiiiiiiitakara'IJ.(1,,
See Vin. i. 325, ii. 83.
2
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(of a formal act) on the acknowledgement of a monk'; but here there
is the settlement of a particular type of legal question, namely by the
carrying out (of a formal act) on t,he acknowledgement (of a monk).
[249) And what, Anandn, is the 'decision for specific depravity '1 1
As to this, Annnda, monks reprove a monk for a serious offence like
this, either one involving ,lcfcat or one bordering on defeat, saying:
'Does the venerable one remember having fallen into a serious
offence Jike this, either one involving <lefcu.t or one bordering on
defeat
If he says: ' I, your reverences, do not remember having
fallen into a serious offence like this, eitlier one involving defeat or
one bordering or defeat,' then, <lenying it, he is pressed (by themonks) who say: 'Please, venemble one, do fin<l out properly
whether you remember having fallen into n. serious offence like this,either one involving defeat or one bordering on tlcfca.t.' If he says:""°
'I, your reverences, do not remember having fallen into a serious
offence like this, either one involving <lefoat or one bordering on
defeat; but I remember, your reverences, having fallen into such
and such a slight offence,' then, denying this, he is pressed (by the
monks) who say:' Please, venerable one, do find out properly if you
remember having fallen into a serious offence like this, either one
involving defeat or one bordering on defeat.' If he speaks thus:
'Certainly, your reverences, although I have not been asked, I will
acknowledge having fallen into this slight offence; then how could I,
since I have been asked, not acknowledge having fallen into a serious
offence like this, either one involving defeat or one bordering on
defeat ?' Somcone 2 says to him: ' If you, your reverence, when not
asked, will not acknowledge having fallen into this slight offence,
how will you, when asked whether you have fallen into a serious
offence like this, either one involving defeat or one bordering on
defeat, acknowledge it 1 Please, venerable one, do find out properly"
whether you remember having fallen into a serious offence like this, .
either one involving defeat or one bordering on defeat.' He then..
says: 'I do remember, your reverence, having fallen into a serious ·
offence like this, either one involving defeat or one bordering on
defeat. When I said: I do not remember having fallen into a serious
offence like this, either one involving defeat or one bor<lering on
defeat-I was speaking thus for fun, I spoke in jest.' Thus, Ananda,
is the 'decision for specific depravity'; but here there is the settle-

r

1
1

tassapilpiyyasika. See Vin. ii. 85 /.,A.iv. 347.
so. Chalmers: "the spokesman," Neumann : "jener."
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ment of a particular type of legal question, namely by the decision
for specific depravity.
[250] And what, Ananda, is the 'covering up (as) with grass '1 1
As to this, Ananda, while monks live striving, quarrelling, disputing,
much is perpetrated and spoken that is not worthy of a recluse.
Ananda, one and all of these monks should gather together in a
complete Order; having gathered together, an experienced monk
from one of the factions of monks, rising from his seat, having
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having joined his palms
in salutation, should inform the Order, saying: 'Revere<l sirs, let
the Order listen to me. While we were striving, quarrelling, disputing, much was perpetrated and spoken that was not worthy of a
recluse. If it seems right to the Order, I would confess whatever
is the offence of the venerable ones as well as whatever is my own
offence, both for the sake of the venerable ones and for my own sake,
unless it is a heavy sin, 2 unless it is connected with the Iaity, 3 (so as
to obtain) a covering up (as) with grass.' After that, an experienced
monk from the other faction of monks, rising from his seat . . .
saying: ' Revered sirs, let the Order listen to me . . . unless it iR
connected with the laity, (so as to obtain) a covering up (as) with
grass.' Thus, Ananda, is the 'covering up (as) with grass'; but
here there is the settlement of a particular type of legal question,
namely by the covering up (as) with grass.
Ananda, these six things are to be remembered;' making for
affection, making for respect, they conduce to concord, to lack of
contention, to harmony and unity. What six 1 Herein, .A.nanda,
a monk should offer his fellow Brahma-farers a friendly act of body
both in public and in private. This is a thing to be remembered,
making for affection, making for respect, which conduces to concord,
to lack of contention, to harmony and unity. And again, Ananda,
a monk should offer a friendly act of speech . . . a friendly act of
thought . . . both in public and in private. This too is a thing to
be remembered, making for affection, [251] making for respect . . .
to harmony and unity. And again, Ananda, whatever are those
lawful acquisitions, lawfully acquired, if they be even but what is
put into the ·begging bowl- a monk should be one to enjoy sharing
such acquis.itions, to enjoy them in common with his virtuous fellow
1

tirJ,ai-attharaka. Of. Vin. ii. 86 f.
MA. iv. 50, a parajika or sangh<idiaesa offence.
8 MA. iv. 50 says that this refers to a monk reviling or insulting householders.
'As at M. i. 322.
1
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Braluna-farers. This too is a thing to he rcmembcre<l . . . And
again, Annnda, whatever arc those moral habits that are faultless,
without flaw, spotless, without blemish, freeing, praisc<l by wise
men, untarnished, conducive to concentration-a monk should
dwell unite<l in moral habits 8ttch as these with his fellow Brahmafarcrs, both in public and in private. 'fhis too is a thing to be
remcmbere<l ... And again, Anan<la, whatever view is ariyan, leading
onwards, leading him who acts according to it to the complete .
destruction of anguish- a monk shoul<l dwell unite<l in such a view
as this with his fellow Brahma-farcrs, both in public and in private.
This too is a thing to be remembered; making for affection, making
for respect, it conduces to concord, to la.ck of contention, to harmony
and unity. Auanda, these are the six things ta be remembered,
making for nffcction, making for respect., which conduce to concord,
to lnck of contention, to harmony ancl unity. If you, Ananda,
undertaking these six things to be rememhcrcd should practise them,
would you, Ananda, sec any way of speech, subtle or gross, that you
could not endure 1" 1
"No, revered sir."
" Wherefore, Ananda, undertaking these six things to be remembered, practise them; for a long time it will be for your welfare and
happiness."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord hacl said.
Discourse nt Sii1imgama:
'fhe li'ourth

105. DISCOURSE TO SUNAKKHATTA
(Sunakkhattasutta)

[252] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was stu.ying near
Vesali in the Great Grove in the hall of the Gable<l House. Now at
that time a number of monks declared in the Lord's presence that
they had profound knowledge, saying: "We comprehend that
destroyed is birth, brought to a close the Brahma-faring, done is
1

For tho last sentmcc,

r./.

M. i. 120.
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what was to be done, there is no more of being such or so." Sunakkhatta the son of a Licchavi1 heard that a number of rnonks hacl
declared ... saying: " ... there is no more of being sueh or so."
Then Sunakkhatta the son of a Licchavi approached the Lord;
having approacl1ed and greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distnncc, Sunakkhatta the son of a Licchavi spoke thus to the Lord:
"I have heard, revered sir, that a number of monks declared ...
saying:' ... there is no more of being such or so.' Revered sir, did
those monks who declared in the Lord's presence that they hncl
profound knowledge, saying: 'We comprehend that destroyed is
birth, brought to a close the Brahma-faring, done is what was to be
done, there is no more of being such or so '-did they declare properly
that they had profound knowledge, or were there perhaps some
monks there who, out of over-conceit,2 declared that they had
profound knowledge 1"
" Sunakkhatta, among the monks who in my presence declared
that they had profound knowledge, sn.ying: 'We comprehend that
... there is no more of being such or so,' there were some monks
there who declareµ properly that they had profound knowledgc,
but there were also some monks tl1ere who, out of over-conceit,
declared that they had profound knowledge. As to this,
Sunakkhatta, those monks who declared properly that they had
profound knowledge, for them it is so. But as to those monks,
Sunakkhatta, who, out of over-conceit, declared that they had
profound lmowledge, it occurs to tl1e Tathagata: ' I sl10uld teach
these dhamma.' And so it is in this case, Sunakkhatta, that it
occurs to the Tathiigata: 'I should teach ·these dham.ma.' But
there are moreover some foolish persons here who, having constructed
a question, approach the Tathiigata and ask (him). In this case,
Sunakkhatta, (253] this too occurs to the Tathagata: ' I should teach
these dltamma,' and it does not occur to him (to think) otherwise."
" It is the right time for this, Lord, it is the right time for this,
Well-farer. The monks, having heard from the Lord whatever
dhamma the Lord may teach, will remember it."
" Well then, Sunakkhatta, listen, attend carefuJ1y and I wiJI
speak."
"Yes, revered sir," Sunakkhatta the son of a Liccluwi answered
the Lord in assent. The Lor<l spoke th us:
----·-----·- - - 1

See M. Sta. 12.

2

Cf. A. v. 162 JJ.
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"'l'hcso five, Sunakkhatta, arc the strands of scnsc-plcasurc. 1
What five ? Material shapes cognisablc by the eye, agreeable,
pleasant, liked, enticing, connected with sensual pleasures, alluring;
sounds cognisable by the rm· ... sm(•lls cogni$able by the nose ...
tastes cognisable by the tongue . . . touches cognisable by the
body, ngrceahle, pleasant, liked, enticing, connected with sensual
pleasures, alluring. Tl1ese, Sunakkhatta, are the five strands of
sensc-plensurcs.
But this situation exists, Sunakkhatta, when some individual here
may be set on the material things of the worlcl, 2 and the talk of the
individual who is set on the material things of the world follows a
pattern in accordance with which he reflects and ponders, and Ii~ ·
associates with that man under whom he finds felicity; but when .
there is tn.lk 3 connectccl with imperturbability he docs not listen, ..
does not lend car, docs not arouse his mind to profound knowledge,'
and he docs not associate with that man under whom he does not
find felicity. Sunakklmtta, it is like a man who mny have been
absent a long time from his own village or market town and may sec
a man recently come from that village or market town; he would
ask him about the safety of that village or market town and about
the plentifulness of the food and absence of sickness; that man
might speak to him about the safety of that village . . . [254]
and the absence of sickness. What do you tl1ink about thiH, Sunakkhatta 1 Would not that man listen, lend cnr, arouse his mind
to profound knowledge, and woulcl he not ns:,ocintc with that man
unclcr wl1om he founcl folirit-y ?"
"Yes, reverr.cl ~ir."
" Even so, Sunakkhatta, the situation c•xist:, w)1cn some indhridua.l
here may be set on the material things of the worl<l, and the talk of
the individual who is set on the material things of the world follows .
a pattern in accordance with which he reflects and ponders, and he
associates with that man un<ler whom he finds felicity; ·but when .
there is talk connected with imperturbability he does not listen, ··
does not lend ear, does not arouse his mind to profound knowledge,
and he does not associate with that man under whom he does not
find felicity. He should be spoken of as an individual who is set
on the material things of t.~1c world.

______ _ _____

- - - -- -- --·-·····-· --·-·· · ··-·---··· ___
.,
1 As at M. i. 85, etc.
3 loklimisa; cf. M. i. 12, 166 /.
.,

3 kathaya kacchamiitulya, lit. when talk is bc.-ing talked.
pass. pres. part. of katlrnti, also at A. iii. 181.
'Of. Vin. i. IO; D. i. 230-231.
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But this situation exists, Sunakkhatta, when some individual here
may be set on imperturbability, and the talk of the individual,
Sunakkhatta, who is set on imperturbability follows a pattern in
accordance witl1 which he reflects n.nd ponders, and he associates
with that man under whom he finds felicity; but, when there is talk
connected with the material things of the world he does not listen,
does not lend ear, does not arouse his mind to profound knowledge,
and he docs not associate with that man under whom he docs not
find felicity. Sunakkhatta, as a sere leaf, loos~ne<l from its stalk,
cannot become green again, 1 even so, Sunakkhattn., when the fetter
of the material things of the world is loosened by that individual who
is set on imperturbability he should be spoken of ns an imlividua.l
who is set on imperturbability for he is released from t.lie material
things of the world.
But this situation exists, Sunakkhatta, when some individual here
may be set on no-thing, and the ta]k of the individual, Sunakkhattn.,
who is set on the plane of no-thing follows a pattern in accordance
with which he reflects and ponders, and he associat<'s with that man
under whom [255] he finds felicity; but when there is talk connected
with imperturbability he does not listen, does not 1cnu car, does not
arouse his mind to profound knowledge, and he docs not associate
with that man under whom he does not find felicity. Sunakkhatta,
as a rock that is broken in two cannot become whole again,2 even so,
Sunakkhatta, when the fetter of imperturbability iR broken by that
individual who is set on the plane of no-thing, he shoul<l be spok<'n
of as an individual who is set on the plane of no-tl1ing for he is released from the fetter of imperturbability.
But this situation exists, Sunakkhatta, when some individual here
may be set on the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception,
and the talk of the individual, Sunakkhntta, who is set on the plane
of neither-perception-nor-non-perception follows a pattern in accordance·with which he reflects and ponders, and he associates with that
man under whom he finds felicity; but when there is talk connected
with the plane of no-thing he does not Jisten, docs not lend ear, does
not arouse his mind to profound knowledge, and he does not associate
with that man under whom he does not find felicity. It is like a
man, Sunakkhatta, who .after eating a meal of dainties might throw
away (the remains). What do you think about this, Sunakkhatta?
Would that man have any further desire for that meal 1"
1

Cf. Vin. i. 96, iii. 47.

• CJ. Vin. i. 07.
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"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 1'hat meal,
revered sir, is consicl.ercd to be objectionable."
" Even so Sunn.kkhatta, when that fetter of the plane of nothing is laicl. aside by the inclivicl.ual who is set on the plane of
neitl1er-perception-nor-non-perccption, he shoulcl. be spoken of as
an individual w110 is set on the plane of ncithcr-perception-nornon-perception for he is released from the fetter of the plane of
no-thing.
But this situation exists, Sunakkhatta, when some individual here
may be set on perfect uihbana, 1 and the talk of the individual,
Sunakkhatta, who is set on perfect nibbiina follows a pattern in
accordance with which he reflects and ponders; and he associates
with thnt man under whom he finds felicity; hut when there is talk
connected wjth the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception
[256] he does not listen, cl.oes not lend car, cl.oes not arouse his mind ·
to profound knowledge, and he do<·s not associate with t.hu.t man
undc.•r whom he docs not fincl. felicity. Sunn.kkhn.tt.a., as a palm-tree .·
whose crown has been cut off cannot grow again, even so,
Sunakkhatta, when the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception is cut off for an individual who is set on perfect nibbiina, cut off
at the root, made like a palm-tree that, eradicated, is not liable to
rise up again in the future, he should be spoken of as an individual
who is set on perfect nibbana for he is released from the fetter of the
plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception.
But this situntion exists, Sunakkl1atta, when it occurs to some
monk here that: 'Craving has been called a dart2 hy the Recluse; 3
the virus of ignorance wracks (a man) with <lt!sire, attachment ancl
ill will. 1'1w dart of craving has been got ri<l of by me, drained off
is the virus of ignorance, I am set on perfect nibbana '- he may be
thus proud of his existing goal. He may give himself up to such
things as arc deleterious to one who is set on perfect nibbana: he
may give himself up to deleterious vision of material shapes through
the eye, he may give himself up to deleterious sounds through the .
ear ... to cl.eleterious smells through the nose ... to cl.elcterious tastes
through the tongue ... to deleterious touches through the body ...

- ----·- ··----·- - ---·---- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- aamm<inibbana, an unusual expression on which .MA. iv. on the above
passage makes no comment. It is by no means a. foregone conclusion that
the individual who is intent on it will win it, see below. It is possibly comparable to tho final meditative stage: that where perceiving and feeling are
stopped.
2 Cf. S. i. 1'10.
3 MA. iv. 56, Buddha.sa.marya.
1
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to deleterious mental states through the mind. While he is given
up to deleterious vision of material shapes through the eye ... to
deleterious mental states through the mind, attachment may assail
his t.hought; with his thought assailed by attachment he may come
to death or to pain like unto death. It is as if, Sunakklmtta, a man
were pierced by an arrowl that was thickly smeared with poison; his
friends and acquaintances, kith and kin, might procure a physician
and surgeon; that physician and surgeon might cut round the
opening of his wound with a knife; having cut round the opening of
the wound with the knife, he might probe for the arrow with a
(surgeon's) probe; having probed for the arrow with the (surgeon's)
probe, (257] he might extract the arrow, he might drain off the virus
leaving some behind but thinking none remained, and he might
speak thus: ' My good man, the arrow has been extracted from you,
the virus drained off so that none is left, there is no2 danger for you,
but you should eat only beneficial foods and take care lest, eating
deleterious foods, your wound discharges. And from time to time
you should bathe the wound, from time to time you should anoint
the opening of the wound, but take care lest, bathing the wound
from time to time, anointing the opening of the wound from time to
time, the old blood cakes on the wound. And take care if you are
anxious to go out into the wind and the heat of the sun, for unless
you are careful when you go out into the wind and the heat of the
sun, dust and dirt3 may assail the opening of the wound. But if you,
my good man, take care of the wound, the wound will heal.'
It may occur to him: ' The arrow has been extracted, the virus
drained off so that none remains, and there is no danger for me,'
and so he may eat only deleterious foods, and while doing so his
wound may discharge; and he may not bathe the wound from time
to time nor anoint the opening of the wound from time to time; not
bathing the wound from time to time nor anointing the opening of
the wound from time to time, the old blood may cake on the opening
of the wound; and if he is anxious to go out into the wind and the
heat of the sun, dust and dirt may assail the opening of the wound;
and if he should not take care of the opening of the wound the wound
does not heal. Both because he does precisely the deleterious things
1

salla fo arrow a.s well a.s dart. For this simile, cf. l,f. ii. 216.
Text reads alafi. ca, but MA. iv. 66 reads analafi. ca a.s does M. text nine
lines lower down.
8 rajos-uka.
MA. iv. 66 sa.ye rajo ca mhisukddi. ca sukam. Has suka any
connection with awns of barley or paddy ?
1
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and because, although when the noisome virus wa1-:1 <lminc<l off .some remained, the wound may increase in size. 1 With the wound·.
increased in size lie may come to death or to pain like unto deatheven so, Sunakkhatta, the situation exists when it might occur to
some monk here that,' Craving has been called a dart by the Recluse;
the virus of ignorance wracks (a man) with desire, attachment and illwill. 'l'hat dart of craving has been got ritl of by me, (258] drained
off is the virus of ignorance, I am set on perfect nibbana' . . .
(as above) ... while his thought is assailed by attachment he may
come to death or pain like unto death. For this, Sunakkhatta, is
death in the discipline for an ariyan: wl1en, disavowing the training,
he returns to the secular life; and this, Sunakkhatta, is pain like
unto deat]1 : when he falls into a grievous2 offence.
But this situation exists, Sunakkhattn., when it may occur to
some monk here: ' Craving has been called a c.la.rt by the Recluse;
the virus of ignorance wracks (a man) with desire, attachment and
ill-will. 'l'hat dart of craving has been got rid of by me, drained off
is the virus of ignorance, I am set on perfect nibbana.' Precise)y·
because he is set on perfect nibbana he may not give himsc]f up to
those things which are deleterious to one set on perfect nibbana:
he may not give himself up to cleleterious vision of material shapes··
through the eye, he may not give himself up to ... deleterious
mental states through the mind. Attachment may not assail the
thought of one .not given up to de]eterious vision of material shapes
through the eye ... not given up to deleterious mental states through
the mind; while his [259] thought is not a1-:1sailed by att.achment,
he may not come to death or to pain like unto death. It is as if,
Sunakkhatta, a man were pierced by an arrow that was thickly
smeared with poison; his friends and acquaintances, his kith and
kin might procure a physician an<l surgeon; that physician and
surgeon might cut round the opening of the wound ... and he might
speak thus: 'My good man, the arrow has been extracted from you
•.. (as above) ... but if you, my good man, take care of the wound,
the wound will heal.' It may occur to him: 'The arrow has been
extracted, the virus drained off so that none remains, and there is
no danger for me,' but he may eat only beneficial foods, and while
doing so his wound may not discharge; and he may bathe the wound·
from time to time (and anoint the opening of the wound from time_
putlmttam. MA. iv. 55 explains by mahantab/uitYJ,rh, greatness.
sankilittha usually means tarnished, soiled, corrupt. MA. iv. 55 gives
garuka, serious, weighty,
1
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to time1); since he bathes the wound from time to time and anoints
the opening of the wound from time to time, the old blood will not
cake on the opening of the wound; and if he is not anxious to go out
into the wind. and the heat of the sun, dust and dirt will not assail
the opening of the wound; and if he should take care of the opening
of the wound, the wound heals. Both because he does only the
beneficial things and because the noisome virus is drained off with
none remaining, the wound will close up; when the wound is closed
by the skin he will not come to death or to pa.in like unto deatheven so, Sunakkhatta, the situation exists when it might occur to
some monk here: ' Craving has been called a dart by the Recluse;
[260] ... (as above) ... He may not give himself up to such things as
are deleterious to one set on perfect nibbana: having seen a deleterious
material shape with the eye, he may not give himself up to it; having
heard a deleterious sound with the car, he may not give himself up
to it; he may not give himself up to a deleterious smell through the
nose; he may not give himself up to a deleterious taste through the
tongue; he may not give himself up to a deleterious touch through
the body; he may not give himself up to a deleterious mental state
through the mind. While he is not given up to deleterious vision of
material shapes through the eye . . . while he is not given up to
deleterious mental states through the mind, attachment may not
assail his thought; with his thought not assailed by attachment he
will come neither to death nor to pain like unto death. I have made
this simile, Sunakkhatta, for the sake of clarifying the meaning.
Just this is the meaning here: 'The wound,' Sunakkhatta, is a
synonym for the six inner (sense-) fields. 'The virus,' Sunakkhatta,
is a synonym for ignorance. 'The arrow,' Sunakkhatta, is a
synonym for craving. 'The (surgeon's) probe,' Sunakkhatta, is a
synonym for mindfulness. 'The knife,' Sunakkhatta, is n synonym
for the ariyan wisdom. ' The physician and surgeon,' Sunakkhatta,
is a synonym for the Tathagata, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened
One. Indeed, Sunakkhatta, a monk who restrains himself among
the six fields of (sensory) impingement, thinking: 'Clinging is the
root of anguish,' and having understood it so, is without clinging,
freed by the destruction of clinging. 2 That he should focus his
body on clinging or devote his thought to it, this situation does not
exist. It is as if, Sunakkhatta, there were a bronze goblet, fair and
1

This phrase is omitted in the text, probably in error.

1

OJ. M. i. 454, A. ii. 24.
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fragrant, but chnrge<l with poison; then a man might come along,
anxious to live, anxious not to tlie, anxious for happiness, recoiling ·
from pain. What do you think about this, Sunakklmtta 1 Woul<l
tliat man drink out of this bronze goblet if he knew: 'Having drunk
from this, I will come to <leath or to pain like unto death ' 1"
" No, revered sir."
·
(261] " Even so, Sunakkhatta, that monk who restrains himsdf
among the six fie Ms of (sensory) impingement, thinking: ' Clinging
is the root of anguish,' having understood it so is without clinging,
freed by the destruction of clinging. 1.,lmt he should focus his body
on clinging or devote his tllought to it- this situation docs not exist.
Sunakkhatta, it is like a deadly poisonous snake; and a man might
come along anxious to livc,1 anxious not to die, anxious for happiness, recoiling from pain. What do you think about this,
Sunakkhatta 1 Would that man proffer2 his hand or toe 3 to that
deadly poisonous snake if l1e knew: ' If I am bitten by this, I will
come to death or pain like unto death ' 1"
"No, revered sir."
" Even so, Sunakkhatta, that monk who restrains himself among
the six fields of (sensory) impingement, thinking: 'Clinging is the
root of anguish,' having understood it so is without clinging, freed
by the destruction of clinging. That he should focus his body on _.
clinging or devote his thought to it- t]1is situation docs not exist." ..
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, Sunakkhatta. the son of a
Liccha vi rejoiced in what the Lord lrnd said.
Discourse to Sunakkhatta:
The Fifth
1
3

2 dajjti .
Of. Jrf. i. 315.
miguftl,a is more correctly "thumb," hut this is included under hattlta,

hand.

106. DISCOURSE ON BENEFICIAL

IMPERTURBABILITY
(A1~afijnsappayasutta1 )
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying among the
Kurus. A market town of the Kurus was called Kammassadhamma.
While he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks."
" Revered One,,, these monks answered the Lord in assent. 'l'he
Lord spoke thus:
"Impermanent,2 monks, are pleasures of the senses, hollow, 3
lying,' of the nature of falsehood ;6 this chatter of fools, monks, is
made of illusion. Those pleasures of the senses that are here and
now6 and those pleasures of the senses that are hereafter, 7 and those
[262] perceptions of pleasures of the senses that arc here and now and
those perceptions of pleasures of the senses that arc hereafterboth8 are of Mara's realm; this is Mara's sphere, this is Mara's crop, 9
this is Mara's pasturage.10 Here these evil unskilled intentions11
conduce to covetousness and i11-will and destruction, and these
create a stumbling-block here in the training of an ariyan disciple.
As to this, monks, an ariyan disciple reflects thus: ' Those pleasures
of the senses that are here and now ... create a stumbling-block
here in the training of an ariyan disciple. Suppose I were to abide
with thought that is far-reaching, wide-spread, with a dctermincd12
mind, having overcome the world. 13 For if I abi<lc with my thought
far-reaching, wide-spread, with my mind determined, having over1 This "peculiarity of ... spelling" (ii-~1aiija) with v.ll. is noticed in PElJ,
s.v. anejja; cf. A(. ii. 229, 263.
11 As at A. v. 84.
1 tuccha, empty of the essence of permanence, ofsta.bility, of self, MA. iv. 66.
' musa, which MA. iv. 66 explains by nas8anaka, perishable.
6 m.oghadhamma, v.l. mosadhamma, which is also the reading at A. v. 84
and MA. iv. 66.
• The five strands of..human sense-pleasures, MA. iv. 67.
7 Referring to those that are not " here and now."
8 The sense-pleasures and the perceptions of them, MA. iv. 57.
9 nivapa; cf. Nivapa-sutta, M. Sta. No. 25.
11 manasa; see PED.
10 OJ. S. v. 218 and v. 148-140.
12 Having determined on jhana.
13 The world of the five senses, ..llIA. iv. 58.
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come the world, these that nre unskilled evil intentions: covetousness, ill-will and destruction, will not come to be; and by my getting
rid of these my thought1 will not be limited2 (but) immeasurable, 3
well-developed. ' 4 While he is faring along thus, abiding given over _
to this, his thought is peaceful in its sphere ;5 if he is serene either he
comes to imperturbability now or he is intent on wisdom. 8 At the breaking up of the body after dying this situation exists, that that-.
evolving consciousness7 may accordingly8 reach imperturbabi1ity.
This, monks, is pointed to as the first course in beneficial
imperturbability.
And again, monks, an ariyan disciple reflects thus :9 ' There are
those pleasures of the senses that are here and now and those pleasures
of the senRes that are hel'eafter, and there are those perceptions of
pleasures of the senses that are here and now and those perceptions
of pleasures of the senses that are hereafter, and whatever is material
shape is material shape (consisting of) the four great elementals and
derived from them.' While he is faring along thus, abiding given
over to this, his thougl1t is peaceful in its sphere; if he is serene
either he comes to imperturbability now10 or he is intent on wisdom.
At the breaking up of the body after dying this situation exists,
that that evolving consciousness may accordingly reach imperturbability. This, monks, is pointed to as the second course in beneficial
imperturbability.
[2631 And agn.in, monks, an ariyan disciple reflects thus :11 ' There
1 Jnjhana.
• aparitta. The mind that is small, limited, panuirµi or paritta, has to do
with pleasures of the senses. Cf. A. i. 240, paritto appiit·u.m o appadukkliavihari
. . . aparitto mahatta appamclrµiviliciri.
3
Having to do with the spheres of form (or fine-materiality) and formlessness
(or immateriality).
'aubhavita, having to do with what is transcendental, supermundane.
6 ayatana, which is ara.hantship or the vision of arahantship or the fourth
jhana or access to it, MA. iv. 59. Ayata1ia can also mean performance, doing,

kcirarµi.

• This may lead to arahantship or cultivating the way to it or to the fourth
or third jhana. If he fails to win a.rahantship, then the next sentence applies.
7 samvattanika viii:ii.arµi, or conducive consciousness.
J,J A. iv. 61 says
"that monk tends, arises, because of that consciousness of (good) result."
8 yam.
MA. iv. 61 gives yena kara~, for this reason.
• I.e. when ho has attained the fourth jhana, MA. iv. 62.
16 'l'he imperturbability of the plane of infinite iik<isa, MA. iv. 62.
u I.e. when he has attained the plane of infinite iikilsa, MA. iv. 63. He has
greater wisdom than have tho two former monks.
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are those pleasures of the senses that arc here and now and those
pleasures of the senses that are hereafter, and there are those perceptions of pleasures of the senses that are here and now and those
perception of pleasures of the senses that are hereafter, and there
are those material shapes that are here and now and those materis~.l
shapes that are hereafter, and there are those perceptions of material
shapes that are here and now [and those material shapes that are
hereafter and those perceptions of material shapes that are here and
now1] ancl those perceptions of material shapes that are hereafterboth are impermanent. What is impermanent is not worth rejoicing
over nor worth approval nor worth cleaving to.' While he is faring
along thus, abiding given over to this, his thought is peaceful in its
sphere; if he is serene either he comes to imperturbability now2 or he
is intent on wisdom. At the breaking up of the body after dying this
situation exists, that that evolving consciousness may accordingly
reach imperturbability. This, monks, is pointed to as the tl1ird
course in beneficial imperturbability.
·
And again, monks, an ariyan disciple reflects thus: 3 'There are
those pleasures of the senses that are here and now . . . and those
perceptions of material shapes that are hereafter, and there are those
perceptions of imperturbability- where all those perceptions _are
stopped without remainder, that is the real, that the excellent,' that
is to say the plane of no-thing.' While he is faring along thus,
abiding given over to this, his thought is peaceful in its sphere; if he
is serene either he comes to the plane of no-thing now or he is intent
on wisdom. At the breaking up of the body after dying this situation exists, that that evolving consciousness may accordingly reach
the plane of no-thing. This, monks, is pointed to as the first course
for the beneficial plane of no-thing.
And again, monks, an ariyan disciple, forest-gone or gone to the
root of a tree, re.fleets thus :6 ' Empty6 is this of self or of what belongs
to self. ' 7 While he is faring along thus, abiding given over to this,
his thought is peaceful in its sphere; if he is serene either he comes to
the plane of no-thing now or he is intent on wisdom. At the break1

These two clauses are in Chalmers's te.xt.
In the plane of infinite consciousness.
3 I.e. when he has attained the plane of infinite consciousness, MA. iv. 63.
'As at 1,,/. i. 436, ii. 235, A. iv. 423, v. 8, llO, 320, etc.
6 While he is still at tho piano of infinite consciousness.
• The text's saii:nam should be corrected to suii:nam.
7 Of thoughts of" I" and" mine," th~s the emptiness is twofold, MA. iv. 64.
2
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ing up of the hocly nft,er dyin~ t.his sihrn.tion exist..~, that that evolving
consciousness may accor<lingly reach the pln.ne of no-thing. This,
monks, is pointed to as the second course for the beneficial plane of
no-thing.
And again, monks, an ariyan disciple reflects thus: 1 'I am naught
of anyone anywhere [264] nor is there anywhere aught of mine.' 2
While he is faring along thus, abiding given over to this, his thought ·
is peaceful in its sphere; if Im is serene either he comes to the plane
of no-thing now or he is intent on wisdom. At the breaking up of ..
the body after dying this situation exists, that that evolving con-·.
sciousness may accordingly reach the plane of no-thing. This,
monks, is pointed to as the third course for the beneficial plane of
no-thing.
And again, monks, an ariyan disciple reflects thus: 3 'There are
those pleasures of the senses that arc here and now ... and those
perceptions of material shapes that are hereafter, and there are those
perceptions of imperturbability, and there are those perceptions of
the plane of no-thing-where all those perceptions are stopped without remainder, that is the real, that the excellent, that is to say the
plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception.' While he is faring
along thus, abiding given over to this, his thought is peaceful in its
sphere; if he is serene either he comes to the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception now or he is intent on wisdom.. At the
breaking up of the body after dying this situation exists, that that
evolving consciousness may accordingly reach the plane ,Jf neitherperception-nor-non-perception. This; monks, is pointed to as the
course for the beneficial plane of neither-perception-nor-non- ,
perception."
When this ha<l been said the venerable Ananda spoke thus to the
Lord: " Revered sir, if a monk is here faring along thus and thinks:
' Had it not been it would not be mine; if it be not it will not be
mine ;4 I am getting rid of what is, of what has come to be '-he is
1 While he is still at the plane of infinite consciousness.
But ho is wiser
than the five monks o.lrea.dy referred to.
2 This is the fourth" brahman truth" made known by Got.a.ma. at A. ii. 177.
See also A. i. 206 and cf. Ud. 79, Dhp. 421. The emptiness is here fourfold,
MA. iv. 64-65.
3 I.e. when he has attained the plane of no-thing.
'As a.t 8. iii. 55, 09, 183. MA. iv. 65 explains: had it not been for my past
fivefold circle of deeds (referring to the khandha) this present fivefold circle of
results would not be for me; if this present fivefold cirdl' of effl'cts did not come
to be, there would therefore be no fivefold circle of results for me in the future.
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thus acqumng equanimity.1 Has not this monk, revered sir,
attained final nibba.na 1"
"It may be, Ananda, that some monk here attains final
nibhana. It may be that another monk here does not attain final
nibbana."
" What is the cause, revered sir, what the reason that some monk
here may attain final nibbana, but that some other monk here may
not attain final nibbana 1"2
" As to this, Ananda, if a monk is here faring along thus and thinks:
' Had it not been it would not be mine; if it be not it will not be mine;
I am getting rid of what is, [265) of what has come to be '-he is
thus acquiring equanimity. He rejoices in this equanimity, approves
of it and cleaves to it. While he rejoices in this equanimity, approves
of it and cleaves to it, consciousness is dependent on it, grasping
after it. A monk who has grasping, Ananda, does not attain final
nibbana." 3
"But where,' revered sir, does a monk grasp who is grasping 1"6
"The plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception, Ananda."
"Indeed, revered sir, the monk who is grasping grasps after the
best of graspings. " 8
"That monk who is grasping grasps after the best of graspings,
.Ananda. For this is the best of graspings, Ananda, that is to say
the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception. Ananda, if a
monk is here faring along thus7 and thinks: ' Had it not been it would
not be mine; if it be not it will not be mine; I am getting rid of what
is, of what has come to be '-he is thus acquiring equanimity. He
does not rejoice in that equanimity, does not approve of it or cleave
to it. Not rejoicing in that equanimity, not approving of it or
cleaving to it, consciousness is not dependent on it, not grasping
after it. A monk who is without grasping, Ananda, attains final
nibbana."
" It is wonderful, revered sir, it is marvellous, revered sir. Indeed
it is by means of this and that, 8 revered sir, that the crossing of the
1 OJ. M. iii. 4-6.
Due to insight, vipaaaanii.
Of. S. iv. 168, anupadiyam . .. parinibbiiyati.
'kaham, explained by kattha at MA. iv. 60, both meaning where, where to,
where unto, whither.
6 Grasping after pa#Bandhi, re-linking, re-instatement, MA. iv. 67.
• He tries for re-instatement in the best state.
7 Now speaking of a monk's a.raha.ntship.
• nissaya ni,asaya, on account of this attainment and that, MA. iv. 67.
1
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flood has been pointed out to us by the Lord. 1 But which, revered
sir, is tbe ariyan Deliverance 1"
" As to this, Ananda, an ariyan <lisciplc 2 reflects thus: ' There are
those pleasures of the senses that are here and now and those
pleasures of the senses that arc hereafter, and there are those
perceptions of pleasures of the senses that a~e here and now and
those perceptions of pleasures of the senses that are hereafter, and
there are those material shapes that are here and now and those
material shapes that are hereafter, and there are those perceptions
of material shapes that are here and now and those perceptions of
material shapes that are hereafter, and there are those perceptions
of imperturbability, and there are those perceptions of the plane of
no-thing, and there arc those perceptions of the plane of neither- ·.
perception-nor-non-perception- whatever is ' own body ' this is
'own-body.' 3 But this is deathlessness,' that is to say the deliverance of thought without grasping. 5 So, Ananda, taught by me has
been the course for beneficial imperturbability, taught the course for
the beneficial plane of no-thing, taught the course for the beneficial
plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception, taught by means of
this and that has been the crossing of the flood, taught the ariyan
Deliverance. Whatever, .A.nanda, is to be done from compassion
by a Teacher seeking the welfare of disciples, [266] this has been
done by me out of compassion for you. These, .A.nanda, are the
roots of trees, these are empty places. Meditat.e, Ananda, be not
slothful, be not remorseful later. This is our instruction to you." 6
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on Beneficial Imperturbability:
The Sixth7
1 MA. iv. 67, 68 makes the point that in this Sta. "dry-visioned arahantship " is being spoken of.
1 Again, a "dry-visioned,, ariyan disciple.
3 In the three spheres of kama, riZpa, arupa; beyond these there is no" ownbody," MA. iv. 67.
' MA. iv. 67, " this is the real, this the excellent."
11 Elsewhere called nibbiina (e.g. Vin. v. 164, Pta. ii. 45; cf. A. v. 64).
But
here the arahantship of the" dry-visioned" one is meant, MA. iv. 68.
• As at M. i. 46, etc.
7 Herc ends Chalmers's Majjhima-Nikii.ya, vol. II.

107. DISCOURSE TO GA~AKA-MOGGALLANA
(GaQalmmoggaJlanasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the palace of Migara's mother1 in the Eastern Monastery. Then
the brahman GaQaka-Moggallana approached the Lord; having
approached he exchanged greetings with the Lord; having conversed
in a friendly and courteous way, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, Ga:r;,.aka-Moggalla.na
the brahman spoke thus to the Lord: " Just as, good Gotama, in
this palace of Migara's mother there can be seen a gradual training,
a gradual doing, a gradual practice, 2 that is to say as far as the last
flight of stairs ;3 so too, good Gotama, for these brahmans there can
be seen a gradual training, a gradual doing, a gradual practice, that
is to say in the study (of the Vedas'); so too, good Gotama, for these
archers there can be seen a gradual ... practice, that is to say in
archery; to too, good Gotama, for us whose livelihood is calculation5
there can be seen a gradual training, a gradual doing, a gradual
practice, that is to say in accountancy. For when we get a pupil,
good Gotama, we first of all make him calculate: ' One one, two twos,
three threes, four fours, five fives, six sixes, seven sevens, eight
eights, nine nines, ten tens,' and we, good Gotama, also make him
calculate a hundred. Is it not possible, good Gotama, to lay down
a similar gradual training, gradual doing, gradual practice in respect
of this dltamma and discipline 1"
[2] "It is possible, brahman, to lay down a gradual training, a
gradual doing, a gradual practice in respect of this dltamma and
discipline. Brahman, even as a skilled trainer of horses, 8 having
taken on a beautiful thoroughbred, first of all gets it used to the
training in respect of wearing the bit, then gets it used to further
training-even so, brahman, the Tathagata, having taken on a man
1

A seven-storied palace is not to be built in ono day, MA. iv. 69.
Cf. M. i. 479.
3 yam pauhimii aopiinakalebarii; cf. M. ii. 92, Vin. ii. 128.
'ajjhena,· cf. M. ii. 199. "It is not possible to learn the three Vedas by
heart in one day,»' MA. iv. 69; cf. Jii. v. 10.
6 ga~nd~ see B.D. ii. 176, n. 5.
Above spelt gati,ana.
• Cf. M. i. 446.
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to be tamed, first of all disciplines him thus: ' Come you, monk, be
of moral habit, live controlled by the control of the Obligations,
endowed with (right) behaviour and pasture, seeing peril in the
slightest faults n.n<l, undertaking them, train yourself in the rules of
training.' As soon, bra.hman, as the monk is of moral habit,
controlle<l by the control of the Obligations, endowed with (right)
behaviour and pasture, seeing peril in the slightest faults and,
uncfortaking them, trains himself in the rules of training, the
Tathagata disciplines him further, saying: 'Come you, monk, be
guarded as to the <loors of the sense-organs ;1 having seen a material
shape with the eye do not be entrnnccd with the general appearance,
do not be entranced with the detail. For if one dwells with the
organ of sight uncontrolled, covetousness and dejection, evil unskilled
states of mind, may flow in. So fare along control1ing it, guard the ·
organ of sight, achieve control over the organ of sight. Having··
heard a sound with the car .. . Having smelt a smell with the nose
... Having savoured a taste with the tongue ... Having felt a touch
with the body . . . Having cognised a mental state with the mind,
do not be entranced with the general appearance, do not be entranced
with the detail. For if one dwell with the organ of mind uncontrolled,
covetousness and dejection, evil unskilled states of mind, may flow
in. So fare along controlling it, guard the organ of mind, achieve
control over the organ of mind.'
As soon, brahman, as a monk is guarded as to the doors of the
sense-organs, the Tathagata disciplines him further, saying: ' Come
you, monk, be moderate in eating; you should take food reflecting
carefully, not for fun or indulgence or personal charm or beautification, but taking just enough for maintaining this body and keeping
it going, for keeping it unharmed, for furthering the Brahma-faring,
with the thought: Thus will I crush out an old feeling, and I will
not allow a new feeling to arise, and then there will be for me .
subsistence and blamelessness and abiding in comfort.'
As soon, [3] brahman, as a monk is moderate in eating, the _
Tathagata disciplines him further, saying: 'Come you, monk, dwell ·
intent on vigilance; during the day while pacing up and· down, while
sitting down, cleanse the mind of obstructive mental states; during
the first watch of the night, pacing up and down, sitting down,
cleanse the mind of obstructive mental states; during the middle
watch of the night, lie down on the right side in the lion posture,
1

·cJ.

M. i. 355 ff. for the following.
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foot resting on foot, mindful, clearly conscious, reflecting on the
thought of getting up again; during the last watch of the night, when
you have risen, while pacing up and down, while sitting down, cleanse
the mind of obstructive mental states.'
AB soon, brahman, as a monk is intent on vigilance, the Tathagata
disciplines him further, saying: 1 'Come you, monk, be possessed
of mindfulness and clear consciousness, 2 acting with clear consciousness whether you are approaching or departing, acting with clear
consciousness whether you are looking ahead or looking round,
acting with clear consciousness whether you are bending in or
stretching out (the arms), acting with clear consciousness whether
you are carrying the outer cloak, the bowl or robe, acting with clear
consciousness whether you are eating, drinking, munching, savouring,
acting with clear consciousness whether you are obeying the calls
of nature, acting with clear consciousness whether you are wa.lking,
standing, sitting, asleep, awake, talking or being silent.'
AB soon, brahman, as he is possessed of mindfulness and clear
consciousness, the Tathagata disciplines him further, saying: ' Come
you, monk, choose a remote lodging in a forest, 3 at the root of a tree,
on a mountain slope, in a glen, a hill cave, a cemetery, a woodland
grove, in the open, or on a heap of. straw.' On returning from
alms-gathering after the meal, the monk sits down cross-legged,
holding the back erect, having made mindfulness rise up in front of
him. He, getting rid of covetousness for the world, dwells with a
mind devoid of covetousness, he cleanses the mind of covetousness.
Getting rid of the taint of ill-will, he dwP.Us benevolent in mind;
compassionate and merciful towards all creatures and beings, he
cleanses the mind of the taint of ill-will. Getting rid of sloth and
torpor, he dwells without sloth or torpor; perceiving the light,
mindful and clearly conscious he cleanses the mind of sloth and
torpor. Getting rid of restlessness and worry, he dwells calmly;
the mind inwardly tranquil, he cleanses the mind of restlessness and
worry. Getting rid of doubt, he dwells doubt-crossed; unperplexed
as to the states that are skilled, he cleanses his mind of doubt.
[4] He, by getting rid of these five hindrances, which are defilements of the mind and deleterious to intuitive wisdom, aloof from
pleasures of the senses, aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters
and abides in the first meditation which is accompanied by initial
1

1
3

M. iii. 3 now goes on differently from M. i. 355-356.
CJ. M. iii. 90, 135; D. i. 70; A. ii. 210.
CJ. M. i. 181, eto.
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thought and discursive thought, is born of aloofness and is rapturous
and joyful. By allaying initial thought and discursive thought, his
mind subjectively tranquillised and fixed on one point, he enters
and abides in the second meditation which is devoid of initial thought
and discursive thought, is born of concentration and is rapturous
n.nd joyful. By the fading out of rapture, he dwells with equanimity, ··
attentive and clearly conscious, and experiences in his person thaf
joy of which the ariyans say: 'Joyful lives he who has equanimity
and is mindful,' and he enters and abides in the third meditation.
By getting rid of joy, by getting rid of anguish, by the going down
of his former pleasures and sorrows, he enters and abides in the
fourth meditation which has neither anguish nor joy, and which is
entirely purified by equanimity and mindfulness. Brahman, such
is my instruction for those monks who are learners who, perfection
being not yet attaincd,1 dwell longing for the incomparable security
from the bonds. But as for those monks who are perfected ones,
the cankers destroyed, who have lived the life, done what was to
be done, shed the burden, attained their own goal, the fetters of
becoming utterly destroyed, and who are freed by perfect profound
knowledge- these things conduce both to their abiding in ease here
and now as well as to their mindfulness and clear consciousness."
When this had been said, the brahman Gat;taka-Moggallana spoke
thus to the Lord:
"Now, on being exhorted t]rns and instructed thus by the good
Gotama, do nll the good Gotama's disciples attain the unchanging,
goal2- nibbana, or do some not attain it 1"
cc Some of my disciples, brahman, on being exhorted and instructed
thus by me, attain the unchanging goal- nibbana; some do not
attain it."
cc Wl1at is the cause, good Gotama, what the reason that, since
nibbana does exist, 3 since the way leading to nibbana exists, since the
good Gotama exists as adviser, some of the good Gotama's disciples
on being exhorted thus and instructed thus by the good Gotama,
attain the unchanging goal- nibbana, but some do not attain it 1"
1 appatlamci:nasa, as at 8. i. 121.
"Those who have not attained the fruits,"
MA. iv. 70; who "have not attained o.rahantehip," SA. i. 183. Referring
to the sekhii, learners, or those still undergoing training.
2
accantanit,thii. Accanta can also mean utmost, culminating, supremo.
3
titthat' em nibbanam,· but it possibly means " grant.ed that there is indeed
nibbiina." 'l'his however is unnecessary since the brahman already assumes
there is nibbina, and is here only emphasising (eva) his belief.
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"Well then, brahman, I will question you on this poiut in reply.
As it is pleasing to you, so you may answer me. What do [5] you
think about this, brahman 1 Are you skilled in the way leading to
Rajagaha 1"
"Yes, sir; skilled am l in the way leading to Riijagaha."
" What do you think about this, brahman 1 A man might come
along here wanting to go to Rajagaha; having approached you, he
might speak thus:' I want to go to Rajagaha, sir; show me the way
to this Rajagaha.' You might speak thus to him: 'Yes, my good
man, tl1is road goes to Rajagaha; go along it for a while. When you
have gone along it for a while you will see a village; go along for a
while; when you have gone along for a while you will see a market
town; go along for a while. When you have gone along for a while
you will see Rajagaha with its delightful parks, delightful forests,
delightful fields, delightful ponds.' But although he has been
exhorted and instructP.d thus by you, he might take the wrong road
and go westwards. Then a second man might come along wanting
to go to Rajagaha .. .(as above)... ' ... you will see Raja.gaha with
its delightful ... ponds.' Exhorted and instructed thus by you he
might get to Rajagaha safely. What is the cause, brahman, what
the reason that, since Rajagaha does exist, since the way leading to
Rajagaha exists, since you exist as adviser, the one man, although
being exhorted and instructed thus by you, may take the wrong
road and go westwards while the other may get to Rajagaha safely 1"
[6] " What can I, good Gotama, do in this matter 1 A shower of
the way, good Gotama, am I."
"Even so, brahman, nibbana does exist, the way leading to nibbina exists and I exist as adviser. But while some of my disciples,
on being exhorted and instructed thus by me attain the unchanging
goal-nibbana, some do not attain it. What can I, brahman, do in
this matter 1 A shower of the Way, brahman, is a Tathagata."
When this had been said, the brahman Ga:r;taka-Moggallana spoke
thus to the Lord:
"Good Gotama, as for those persons1 who, in want of a way of
living, have gone forth from home into homelessness without faith,
who are crafty, fraudulent, deceitful, who are unbalanced and puffed
up, who are shifty, scurrilous and of loose talk, the doors of whose
sense-organs are not guarded, who do not know moderation in eating,
who are not intent on vigilance, indifferent to recluseship, not of
1

From here as far as the beginning of the simile, cf. M. i. 32.
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keen respect for the training, who arc ones for abundance, lax, taking_
the lead in backsliding, shirking the burden of seclusion, who arc
indolent, of feeble energy, of confused mindfulness, not clearly con- .
scions, not concentrated but of wandering minds, who are weak in..
wisdom, drivellers- the good Gotama is not in communion with tltem.
But as for those young men of respectable families who have gone
forth from home into homelessness from faith, who are not crafty,
fraudulent or <lcceitful, who are not unbalanced or puffed up, who
arc not shifty, scurrilous or of loose talk, the <loors of whose senseorgans are guarded, who know moderation in eating, who are intent
on vigilance, longing for recluseship, of keen respect for the training,
who are not ones for abundance, not lax, shirking backsliding, taking
the lend in seclusion, who are of stirred up energy, self-resolute, with
mindfulness aroused, clearly conscious, concentrated, their minds
one-pointed, who have wisdom, arc not drivellcrs--the goo<l Gotama
is in communion with tltem. As, good Gotama, black gum is pointed
to as chief of root-scents, 1 as red sandal-wood is pointed to as chief
of pith-scents, as [7] jasmine is pointed to as chief of flower-scent<;-even so is the exhortation of the good Gotama highest among the
teachings of toda.y. 2 Excellent, good Gotama, excellent, good Gota-,
ma. As, good Gotama, one might set upright what had been upset,
or disclose what was covered, or show the way to one who had gone.astray, or bring an oil-lamp into the darkness so that those with:
vision might see material shapes-even so in many a figure is dhamma
made clear by the good Gotama. I am going to the revered Gotama
for refuge and to dliamma and to the Order of monks. May the good
Gotama accept me as a lay-follower going for refuge from today forth
for as long as life lasts."
Discourse to Gal)aka-Moggallana:
The Seventh
Cf. S. iii. 156, v. 44, A. v. 22 a.nd see G.8. v. 17, n. l.
pciramajjadliammesu. Dhamma are things taught (among other meanings) .
.MA. iv. 70 says: the teachings of today, ajjadhammil, mean the teachings of
the six (heretical?) tea.d1ers; n.mong these the word of Goto.ma. is the supreme,
the utmost.
1

2

108. DISCOURSE TO GOPAKA-MOGGALLANA
(Gopakamoggallanasutta)
'fHus have I heard: At one time, not long after the LorJ's parinibbana, the venerable .Ananda1 was staying near Rajagaha in the
Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. Now at that time
King Ajatasattu of Magadha, the son of the lady of Videha, distrusting IGng Pajjota, 2 was having Ra.jagaha strengthened. Then the
venerable Ananda, dressing early in the morning, taking his bowl
and robe, entered Rajagaha for almsfoo<l. Then it occurred to the
venerable Ananda: " It is still too early to walk for alms in Rajagaha.
Suppose that I were to approach the brahman Gopaka-MoggaJlana
and his place of work rs Then the venerable Ananda approached
the brahman Gopaka-Moggallana and his place of work. The
brahman Gopaka-Moggallana saw the venerable Ananda coming in
the distance; seeing him he spoke thus to him: " Let the good Ananda
come, there is a welcome for the good Ananda. It is long since the
good Ananda made this opportunity, that is for coming here. Let
the good Ananda sit down, this seat is made ready." And the
venerable Ananda sat down on the appointed seat. (8] The brahman Gopaka-Moggallana, taking a low seat, sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the brahman Gopaka-Moggallana spoke thus to the venerable Ananda:
" Is there even one monk, Ananda, who is possessed in every way
and in every part of all those things of which the good Gotama,
perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One, was possessed 1"
" There is not even one monk, brahman, who is possessed in every
way and in every part of al1 those things of which the Lord was
possessed, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One. For, brahman,
this Lord was one to make arise a Way that had not arisen (before),
1 ayasmii, venerable, omitted in the text, no doubt in error.
After the
distribution of the relics Ananda was at Riijagaha to go through the recital of
dhamma, MA. iv. 70.
1 This king was a friend of Bimbisara who was killed by his son Ajiitasattu.
At Vin. i. 276 ff. (referred to at MA. iv. 71) Bimbisiira sent his physician,
Jlvaka, to tend Pa.jjota once when he was ill.
3 Outside the city, MA. iv. 71.
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to bring about a Way not brought about (before), to show a Way not
shown (before); he was a knower of the Way, an understander of the ·.
Way, skilled in the Way. But the disciples are now Way-followers
following after him. " 1
But this conversation between the venerable Ananda and the
brahman Gopaka-Mogga1liina was interrupted, for the brahman
Vassakara, 2 the chief minister in Magadha, while inspecting the works
near Rajagaha, approached the venerable Ananda at the brahman
Gopaka-Moggallana's place of work; having approached, he exchanged greetings with the venerable Ananda; having conversed in a
friendly and courteous way, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the brahman Vassakara, the chief minister in Magadha, spoke thus to the venerable
.Ananda: "What now, Ananda, was the talk for which you were
sitting here 1 And what was that talk of yours that was
interrupted 1"
"As to this, brahman, the brahman Gopaka-1\foggalliina said this
to me: ' Is there even one monk, .Ananda, who is possessed in every·
way and in every part of all those things of which the good Gotama, .
perfected one, fu11y Self-Awakened One, was possessed 1' When.;
this had been said, I, brahman, spoke thus to the brahman GopakaMoggallana: ' There is not even one monk . . . [9] . . . But the
disciples are now Way-followers following after him.' This, brahman, was the conversation that was interrupted between the brahman
Gopaka-Moggallana and myself. For then you arrived."
'"Is there, good Ananda, even one ·monk who was designated by
the good Gotama saying: 'After my passing this one wi11 be your
support,3 and to whom you might have recourse now 1"
" There is not even one monk, brahman, who was designated by
the Lord who knew and saw, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One,
saying: 'After my passing this one will be your support,' and to
whom we might have recourse now."
1 CJ. S. i. 191, iii. 66.
The words pacchii samanniigatii a.re not commented
on by MA. here. SA. i. 277 however explains: pathama-gaf.assa Bhagavato
paccha samanugatii, they a.re following after (sam-anugata from sam-anugacchati) the Lord who has gone first. Samannagata is therefore here in its
sense of " followed ,, or " following ,, rather than in its more usual sense of
" possessed of, endowed with." Both these meanings of the word a.re noted
by P.E.D.
1 Cf. Vin. iii. 43, and see B.D. i. 68, n. 1.
3 patisara1J,0,, called at'assaya a.t MA. iv. 72.
I also recommend the word
"mainstay" which J. J. Jones uses in his tra.nsla.tion of the Mhw., vol. iii.
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" But is there eve11 one monk, Ananda, who is agreed upon by the
Order and designated by a number of monks who are cl<lcrs, saying:
' After the Lord's passing this one will be our support,' and to whom
you might have recourse now 1"
" There is not even one monk, brahman, who is agreed upon by
the Order ... and to whom we might have recourse now.''
" But as you are thus without a support, good Ananda, what is the
cause of your unity 1"
"We, brahman, are not without support; we have a support,
brahman. Dliamrna is the support. " 1
" When you were asked: ' Is there even one monk, good A.nanda,
who was designated by the good Gotama, saying: After my passing
this one will be your support, and to whom you might have recourse
now 1' you said: ' There is not even one monk ... to whom we might
have recourse now.' When you were asked: 'Ia there even one
monk, good Ananda, agreed upon by the Order and designated by a
number of monks who are elders, saying: After the Lord's passing
this one will be our support,' and to whom you might have recourse
now 1' you said: ' There is not even one monk ... (10) to whom we
might have recourse now.' When you were asked: 'But as yo.u
are thus without support, good .Ananda, what is the cause of your
unity 1' you said: 'We, brahman, are not without a support; we
have a support, brahman. Dltamma is the support.' Good Ananda,
what meaning is to be ascribed to what has been said 1"
" There is, brahman, a rule of training laid down, an Obligation
appointed for monks by that Lord who knows and sees, perfected
one, fully Self-Awakened One. On every Observance Day we who
live depending on the same field and village each and all gather
together on the same day, and when we have gathered together we
inquire what has happened to each one. While this is being told if
there was an offence, a transgression on th_e part of a monk, we have
him dealt with according to the rule, 2 according to the instruction.
Indeed the revered ones do not deal with us, it is the rule 3 that deals
with us."
"Now is there, good .Ananda, even one monk whom you revere, ·
Of. D. ii. 154.
yathiidhamma. For examples see s.v. "Rule, according to the" in
Indexes to B.D. iv, v.
8 dhamma.
The context here seems to require " rule " in translation,
which only shows the close inner bond of dhamma as teaching and dhamma
a.s rule.
1

1
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reverence, esteem an<l honour an<l on whom, revering and reverencing him, you live in dependence 1''
"There is, brahman, even one monk whom we revere ... and
honour and on whom, revering and reverencing him, we live in
dependence. " 1
" When you were asked: ' Is there even one monk, good Anan<la,
who was designated by the goo<l Gotama ... (as auot•e) [11] ... '
you said: ' There is not even one monk, brahman, who is agreed upon
by the Order and designated by a number of monks who are Elders,
saying: After the Lord's passing this one will be our arbiter, and to
whom we might have recourse now.' When you were asked: 'Now
is there, good Ananda, even one. monk whom you revere, reverence,
esteem, honour and on whom, revering and reverencing him, you
live in dependence 1' you said: ' There is, brahman, even one monk
whom we revere . . . and honour and on whom, revering and ·
reverencing him, we live in dependence.' Good Ananda, what
meaning is to be ascribed to what has been said 1,,
" There are, brahman, ten satisfying things2 that have been pointed ··
out by the Lord who knows and secs, perfected one, fully SelfAwakened One. In whomsoever of us these things exist, him do
we revere, reverence, esteem and honour an<l on him, revering and
reverencing him, do we live in dependence. What are the ten 1
Herein, brahman, a monk is moral, 3 he lives controlled by the control
of the Obligations, endowed with (right) behaviour and pasture,
seeing peril in the slightest faults and, undertaking them, he trains
himself in the rules of training. He· is one who has heard much,
remembers what he has heard, stores up what he has heard; those
things which are lovely at the beginning, lovely in the middle and
lovely at the ending and which, with the meaning and the spirit,
declare the Brahma-faring wholly fulfilled, perfectly purified, such
things are much heard by him, borne in mind, familiarised by speech,
pondered over in the mind, well penetrated by right view. He is
content with the requisites of robe-material, almsfood, lodgings and _
medicines for the sick. He is one who acquires at will, without ·
trouble, without difficulty the four meditations which are of the .
purest mentality, abidings in ease here and now. He experiences.:
the various forms of psychic power; having been one he becomes
manifold, having been manifold he becomes one; manifest or in1
1
3

Cf. J,f, ii. 5.
0/. A. ii. 22-23 for fom· things which make an Elder, thera.
Cf. ~I. i. 355.
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visible he goes unhindered through a wall, a rampart or a mountain as
if through air; he plunges into the ground and shoots up again as if in
water; he walks upon the water without parting it as if on the ground;
[12] sitting cross-legged he travels through the air like a bird on the
wing; with his hand he rubs and strokes this moon and sun although
they are of such mighty power and majesty; and even as far as the
Brahma-world he has power in respect of his person. With the
purified deva-like hearing surpaseing that of men he hears both (kinds
of) sounds~eva-like ones and human ones, whether they be far or
near. He knows intuitively by mind the minds of other beings, of
other individuals so that he comprehends of a mind that is full of
attachment ... aversion ... confusion that it is full of attachment
... aversion ... confusion; or of a mind that is without attachment
. . . without aversion . . . without confusion that it is without
attachment ... aversion ... confusion; or he comprehends of a mind
that is contracted that it is contracted; or he comprehends of a mind
that is distracted that it is distracted; or he comprehends of a mind
that has become great that it has become great; or he comprehends
of a mind that has not become great that it has not become great;
or he comprehends of a mind that has (some other mental state)
superior to it that it has (some other mental state) superior to it;
or he comprehends of a mind that has no (other mental state)
superior to it that it has no (other mental state) superior to it; or he
comprehends of a mind that is composed that it is composed; or he
comprehends of a mind that is not composed that it is not composed;
or he comprehends of a mind that is freed that it is freed; or he
comprehends of a mind that is not freed that it is not freed. He
recollects a variety of former habitations, that is to say one birth,
two births ... he recollects a variety of former habitations. With
the purified cleva-vision surpassing that of men he sees beings as
they pass hence and come to be and he comprehends that the beings
are mean, excellent, fair, foul, in a good bourn, in a bad bourn according to the consequences of deeds. By the destruction of the cankers,
having realised by his own super-knowledge here and now the freedom of mind and the freedom through intuitive wisdom that are
cankerless, entering thereon he abides therein.
These, brahman, are the ten satisfying things that have been
pointed out by the Lord who knows and sees, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One. In whomsoever of us these things exist, him
do we revere, reverence, esteem and honour and on him, revering
and reverencing him, do we live in dependence."
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[13] When this had been said, the brahman Vassakara, the chief
minister in Magadha, spoke thus to General Upananda :1 " What do
you think about this? If it is thus, General, that these good sirs
revere what shoul<l be revered, reverence what should be reverenced,
esteem what shoul<l be esteemed, honour what should be honoured,
then these good sirs most certainly revere what should be revered
... honour what should be honoured. For if these good sirs were not
to revere, reverence, esteem or honour this (monk), then who on earth
could these good sirs revere ... and honour and on whom, revering
and reverencing him, could they live in dependence 1"
Then Vassakara, the chief minister in Magadha, spoke thus to the
venerable Ananda: "But where is the good Ananda staying at _
present?"
" I, brahman, am at present staying in the Bamboo Grove."
" I hope, good Ananda, ·that the Bamboo Grove is pleasant, with -.
little sound, little noise, sheltered from the winds, secluded from
the haunts of men and suitable for solitary meditation 1"
"Most certainly, brahman, t,he Bamboo Grove is pleas~nt, with
little sound, little noise, sheltered from the winds, secluded from
the haunts of men, suitable for solitary meditation as befits a guardian
and warden like yourself.''
"Most certainly, good Ananda, the Bamboo Grove is pleasant,
with little sound, little noise, sheltered from the winds, secluded
from the haunts of men, suitable for solitary meditation as befits
meditators and those disposed to meditation like the revered ones.
The revered ones are both meditators and disposed to meditation.
At one time, good Ananda, the revered Gotama was staying near
Vesali in the Great Wood in the hall of the Gab]cd House. Then I,
good Ananda, approached the revered Gotama in the Great Wood
in the hall of the Gabled House. While he was there the revered
Gotama in many a figure talked a talk on meditation. A meditator·was the revered Gotama and lie was disposed to meditation; and the
revered Gotama praised every (form of) meditation."
"No, brahman, the Lord did not praise every (form of) meditation, ··
nor did the Lord not praise every_(form of) meditation. What kind
[14] of meditation, brahman, did tbe Lord not praise 1 As to this,
brahman, someone dwells with his thought obsessed by attachment
to pleasures of the senses, overcome by attachment to pleasures
1

This may be the sole reference to him in the Pali Ca.non.
"commander-in-chief of the Magadha kingdom," D.P.P.N.

He was
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of the senses, and he does not comprehend as it really is the
escape from the attachment to the pleasures of the senses that
has arisen; he, having made attachment to the pleasures of the
senses the main thing, 1 meditates on it, meditates absorbed, meditates more absorbed, meditates quite absorbed. 2 He dwells with
his thought obsessed by ill-will, overcome by ill-will, and he does not
comprehend as it really is the escape from the ill-will that has arisen;
he, having made ill-will the main thing, meditates on it, meditates
absorbed, meditates more absorbed, meditates quite absorbed. He
dwells with his thought obsessed by sloth and torpor ... by restlessness and worry ... by doubt, overcome by doubt, and he does not
comprehend as it really is the escape from the doubt that has arisen;
he, having made doubt the main thing, meditates on it, meditates
absorbed, meditates more absorbed, meditates quite absorbed. The
Lord does not praise this kind of meditation, brahman.
And what kind of meditation, brahman, does the Lord praise 1
As to this, brahman, a monk, aloof from pleasures of the sense.a,
aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters and abides in the first
meditation which is accompanied by initial thought and discursive
thought, is born of aloofness, and is rapturous and joyful. By
allaying initial and discursive thought, with the mind subjectively
tranquillised and fixed on one point, he enters and abides in the
second meditation which is devoid of initial and discursive thought,
is born of concentration, and is rapturous and joyful ... he enters
and abides in the third meditation and the fourth meditation. The
Lord praises this kind of meditation, brahman."
" Indeed, good Ananda, the good Gotama contemned the meditation that is contemptible, commended that which is commendable.
But now, if you please, good Ananda, we must be going. We are
very busy, there is much to be done."
" You, brahman, do that for which you deem it is now the right
time."
[15] Then Vassakara, the chief minister in Magadha, rejoicing
in what the venerable .A.nanda had said, giving thanks, rising from
his seat departed. Then soon after the brahman Vassakara, the
chief minister in Magadha, had departed, the brahman GopakaMoggallana spoke thus to the venerable Ananda: " The good
Ananda has explained to us what we asked him."
1 antaram karitva; MA. iv. 73: abbhantararh karitva.
See O.P.D., and
cf. M. iii. 38.
1 As at M. i. 334.
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" Did we not say to you, brahman: ' There is not even one monk,
brahman, who is possessed in every way and in every part of all
those things of which the Lord was possessed, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One.' For, brahman, this Lord was one to make
arise a Way that had not arisen (before), to bring about a Way not
brought about (before), to show a Way not shown (before); he was
a knower of the Way, an understander of the Way, skilled in the
Way. But the disciples arc now Way-followers following after
him'?"
Discourse to Gopaka-Moggallana:
The Eighth

109. GREATER DISCOURSE (AT THE TIME) OF

A FULL MOON 1
(Mahapul)t)amasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the palace of Migara's mother in the Eastern Monastery. Now
at that time the Lord was sitting down in the open air on the night
of a full moon on an Observance day, the fifteentl1, 2 surrounded by
an Order of monks. Then a certain monk, rising from his seat,
arranging his upper robe over one shoulder, having saluted the Lord
with joined palms, spoke thus to the Lord: " I, revered sir, would ask._
the Lord about a particular matter if the Lord grants me the
opportunity3 to set forth a question."
"Well then, monk, you, having sat down on your own seat, 4 ask -.
what you d~sire." Then that monk, l1a ving sat down on his own
Heat, spoke thus to the Lord:

As at 8. iii. 100 ff.
The fifteenth day of the lunar month. CJ. S. iii. 100, Vin. i. 104.
3 okiisam karoti; cf. Vin. i. 114, iv. 344.
'MA . iv. 75 /. explains that this monk was the Elder in an Order of sixty
who were staying in a. forest. If he stood, they would stand, thereby showing
disrespect to the Tathagata; but if they sa.t while their teacher was speaking
they would be showing disrespect to him. But if the teacher sat they too
would sit and so, all being tranquil, they would be able to receive the teaching
on dhamma.
65
1

2
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" .Axe there not, revered sir, these five groups of grasping, [18] that
is to say, the group of grasping after material shape, the group of
grasping after feeling, the group of grasping after perception, the
group of grasping after the habitual tendencies, the group of grasping
after consciousness ?"
"These, monk, are the five groups of grasping, that is to say the
group of grasping after material shape ... the group of grasping
after consciousness." ·
"It is good, revered sir," and this monk, having rejoiced in what
the Lord had said, having given thanks, asked the Lord a further
question: " But what, revered sir, is the root of these five groups of
grasping ?"
"These five groups of grasping, monk, have desire for root."
" .Axe just these five groups of grasping the whole of grasping,
revered sir? Or is there grasping apart from these five groups of
grasping ?"
" Indeed, monk, these five groups of grasping arc not the whole of
grasping, and yet there is no grasping apart from the five groups of
grasping. Whatever, monks, is attachment to and desire for the
five groups of grasping, then that is grasping."
"Might it be, revered sir, that there is diversity in the attachment
to and desire for the five groups of grasping?"
"It might be, monk," the Lord said. "It occurs to someone
here, monk: 'May material shape be thus in the distant future,
may feeling ... perception ... the habitual tendencies ... may
consciousness be such in the distant future.' Even so, monk, is
there diversity in the attachment to and desire for the five groups
of grasping."
" But to what extent, revered sir, is there a group-designation for
the groups?"
"Whatever, monk, is material shape, past, future or present,
internal or external, gross or subtle, mean or excellent, or whatever
is far or near, this is the group of material shape. [17] Whatever is
feeling, past, future or present ... Whatever is perception ...
Whatever are the habitual tendencies ... Whatever is consciousness,
past, future or present ... far or near, this is the group of consciousness. To this extent, monk, is there a group-designation for the
groups."
"What is the cause, revered sir, what the reason enabling a
definition to be made of a group of material shapet What is the
cause, what the reason enabling a definition to be made of the group
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of feeling ... the group of perception . . . the group of the habitual
tendencies ... the group of consciousness 1"
" The four great elementals, monk, are the cause, the four great
elementals are the reason enabling a definition to be made of the
group of material shape. (Sensory) impingement1 is the cause,
(sensory) impingement is the reason enabling a definition to be made
of the group of feeling ... the group of perception ... the group of the·· •
habitual tendencies. Name-and-shape is the cause, name-andshape is the reason enabling a definition to be made of the group of.consciousness. " 2
"But how, revered sir, is there (wrong) view as to' own body ' 3 1"
"As to this, monk, an uninstructed average person, taking no
count of the pure ones, unskilled in the dhamma of the pure ones,
untrained in the dltamm,a of the pure ones, taking no count of the
true men, unskilled in the dhamma of the true men, untrained in the
dhamma of the true men, regards material shape as self, or self as
having material shape, or material shape as in self, or self as in
material shape. He regards feeling as self ... perception as self ...
the habitual tendencies as self ... He regards consciousness as self,
or self as having consciousness, [18] or consciousness as in self, or
self as in consciousness. Thus, monk, is there (wrong) view as to
'own body.'"
"But how, revered sir, is there not (wrong) view as to 'own
body' 1"
" As to this, monk, an instructed disciple of the pure ones, taking .
count of the pure ones, skilled in the dhamma of the pure ones, well
trained in the dliamma of the pure ones, taking count of the true .
men, skilled in the dltamma of the true men, well trained in the .
dhamma of the true men, does not regard material shape as self....
He does not regard consciousness as self, nor self as having consciousness, nor consciousness as in self, nor self as in consciousness.
Thus, monk, is there not (wrong) view as to' own body.'"
" And what, revered sir, is the satisfaction in material shape, what
the peril, what is the escape from it 1 What is the satisfaction in
feeling . . . in perception . . . in the habitual tendencies . . . in
consciousness, what the peril, what is the escape from it 1"
1 phasaa.
MA. iv. 78 says that if one is impinged upon then one feels,
perceives, wills.
2
Cf. D. ii. 62-63 where name-and-shape and consciousness a.re mutually
dependent. Here re-linking consciousness is meant, MA. iv. 78.
3
Of. M. i. 300.
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":Monk, whatever happiness and bliss arise on account of material
shape, this constitutes the satisfaction in ~aterial shape. Whatever
impermanence, suffering, liability to change are in material shape,
this constitutes the peril in material shape. Whatever the control
of attachment to and desire for material shape, the getting rid of
the attachment and desire, this constitutes the escape from material
shape. Monk, whatever happiness and bliss arise on account of
feeling ... perception ... the habitual tendencies ... consciousness,
this constitutes the satisfaction in consciousness. Whatever impermanence, suffering, liability to change are in consciousness, this
constitutes the peril in consciousness. Whatever the control of
attachment to and desire for consciousness, the getting rid of the
attachment and desire, this constitutes the escape from consciousness.,,
" But, revered sir, (for a man) knowing what, seeing what, are
there no latent conceits that 'I am the doer, mine is the doer' in
regard to this consciousness-informed body and all the phenomena
external to it 1"
"Whatever, monk, is material shape, past, future or present,
internal or external, gross or subtle, mean [19] or excellent, or whatever is far or near, he, thinking of all this material shape as 'This
is not mine, this am I not, this is not my self,' sees it thus as it really
is by means of perfect wisdom. Whatever is feeling1 . . . perception
... the habitual tendencies ... whatever is consciousness, past, future
or present . . . he, thinking of all this consciousness as ' This is not
mine, this am I not, this is not my self,' sees it thus as it really is by
means of perfect wisdom. Monk, (for a man) knowing thus, seeing
thus, there are no latent conceits that 'I am the doer, mine is the
doer' in regard to this consciousness-informed body."
Then a reasoning arose in the mind of a certain monk thus: " It is
said, sir,2 that.material shape is not self, feeling is not self, perception
is not self, the habitual tendencies are not self, consciousness is not
self. Then what self do deeds affect that are done by not-self 1"3
Then the Lord, knowing by mind the reasoning in the mind of this
monk, addressed tl1e monks, saying: " This situation exists, monks,
1

vedanil, feeling, is omitted in the text, no doubt in error.
iti kira bho. This looks like a case where a monk, in thought, applies bho
to himself. Or else he is thinking (as translated at KS. iii. 88) "so then you
1

say."
3 " In what self do these results appear ? Speaking thus, he fell into the
view of eterna.lism," MA. iv. 79.
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when some foolish man here, not knowing, ignorant, with his mincl
in the grip of craving, may deem to go beyond1 the Teacher's instruction thus: ' It is said, sir, that material shape is not self ... consciousness is not self. Then what self do deeds affect that are done ·.
by not-self 1' You, monks, have been trained by me (to look for)
conditions2 now here, now there, in these things and in those. What .
do you think about this, monks ? Is material shape permanent or ·
impermanent ?"
"Impermanent, revered sir."
" But is what is impermanent painful or is it pleasant ?"
" Painful, revered sir."
"And is it right to regard that which is impermanent, suffering,
liable to change, as, ' This is mine, this am I, this is my self' f'
"No, revered sir."
" What clo you think about this, monks ? Is feeling ... perception ... arc the habitual tendencies ... is consciousness permanent
or impermanent?"
" Impermanent, revered sir."
[20] "But is what is impermanent painful or is it pleasant?"
" Painful, revered sir."
" And is it right to regard that which is impermanent, suffering,
liable to change, as' This is mine, this am I, this is my self' 1"
"No, revered sir."
" Wherefore, monks, whatever is material shape, past, future or
present, internal ... thinking of all this material shape as 'This is ..
not mine, this am I not, this is not my·self,' he should see it thus as it
really is by means of perfect wisdom. Whatever is feeling . . .
whatever is perception ... whatever are the habitual tendencies ...
whatever is consciousness, past, future or present, internal ... thinking of all this consciousness as ' This is not mine, this am I not, this
is not my self,' he should see it thus as it really is by means of perfect
wisdom. Seeing it thus, monks, the instructed disciple of the pure
ones turns away from material shape, he turns away from feeling,
turns away from perception, turns away from the habitual tendencies,
turns away from consciousness; turning away he is detached; ·b y his
detachment he is freed; in freedom there is the knowledge that he is
freed and he comprehends: Destroyed is birth, brought to a close
1 atidhifrati; cf. M. iii. 230, 8. iii. 103, iv. 230, lti. p. 43, Ud. 64.
Explained
at UdA. 352. It means to by-pass, dovin.tc from, outstrip, run alwad of," go
one better than," "improve upon."
2 paticca-vinita, trained in conditions.
S. iii. 104 reads pa#pucchii vinita.
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the Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, there is no more of
being such or so."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what the
Lord had said.
And while this exposition was being spoken the minds of as many
as sixty monks1 were freed from the cankers with no grasping
(remaining).
Greater Discourse (at the Time) of a Full Moon:
The Ninth

110. LESSER DISCOURSE (AT THE TIME) OF

A FULL MOON
(Cii}apurmamasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the palace of Migara's mother in the Eastern Monastery. Now
at that time the Lord [21] was sitting down in the open air on the
night of a full moon on an Observance day, the fifteenth, surrounded
by an Order of monks. Then the Lord, having looked round the
Order of monks which, as he did so, became quite silent, addressed
the monks, saying:
"Now, monks, could a bad man2 know of a bad man: .' This
worthy is a bad man' 1"
"No, revered sir."
" It is good, monks. This is impossible, monks, it cannot come to
pass that a bad man could know of a bad man: ' This worthy is a bad
1 Those referred to in MA. on this Sta. as having lived m th~ forest learning
meditation under a teacher who, not satisfied with their progreBB, brought
them to the Lord and himself questioned Hirn. MA. iv. 79 says that they
had meditated on the usual subjects of meditation but now, mastering a new
one and not moving from their croBB-legged positions, they attained nraha.ntship on the very sea.ts oli which they were sitting.
1 aaappurisa, called papapurisa at MA. iv. 79; not a "true" man, not
following" our" dhamma and discipline. See A. ii. 179 where the brahman
Vassaka.ra (mentioned in M. Sta. 108) put some of these same questions to the
Lord.
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man.' But, monks, could a bad man know of a good man: 'This
worthy is a good man' 1"
" No, revered sir."
" It is good, monks. This too·is impossible, monks, it cannot come
to pass that a bad man could know of a good man: ' This worthy
is a good man.' A bad man, monks, is possessed of bad states of
mind, he consort.a with bad men, he thinks as do bad men, he advises
as do bad men, he speaks as do bad men, he acts as do bad men, he
has the views of bad men, he gives a gift as do bad men. And how,
monks, is a bad man possessed of bad states of mind 1 As to this,
monks, a bad man is lacking in faith, he has no shame, no fear of
blame, he has heard little, he is lazy, he is of muddled mindfulness,
he is weak in wisdom- it is thus, monks, that a bad man is possessed
of bad states of mind.
And how, monks, does a bad man consort with bad men 1 As to
this, monks, those recluses and brahmans who are lacking in faith, .have no shame, no fear of blame, who have heard little, who are lazy, ..
of muddled mindfulness, weak in wisdom- these are the friends and
companions of that bad man. It is thus, monks, that a bad man
consorts with bad men.
And how, monks, does a bad man think as do bad men 1 As to
this, monks, a bad man is set on self-torment, he is set on the torment
of others, he is set on the torment of both- it is thus, monks, that o.
bad man thinks as do bad men.
And how, monks, does a bad man advise as do bad men 1 As to
this, monks, a bad man advises the torment of self and he advises
the torment of others [22] and he atf vises the torment of both-it is
thus, monks, that a bad man advises as do bad men.
And how, monks, does a bad man speak as do bad men 1 As to
this, monks, a bad man is of lying speech, slanderous speech, harsh
speech, a gossip- it is thus, monks, that a bad man speaks as do
bad men.
And how, monks, docs a bad man act as do bad men 1 As to this,
monks, a bad man is one to make onslaught on creatures, to take
what has not been given, to enjoy himself wrongly among the se.nse- -pleasures- it is thus, monks that a bad man acts as do bad men.
And how, monks, does a bad man have the views of bad men 1 As
to this, monks, a bad man is of these views: ' There is no {result of)
gift, there is no {result of) offering, there is no {result of) sacrifice;
there is no fruit or ripening of deeds well done or ill done; there is not
this world, there is not a world beyond; there is no (benefit from
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serving) mother, no (benefit from serving) father; there are no
spontaneously arising beings; there are not in the world recluses
and brahmans who are faring rightly, proceeding rightly, and who
proclaim this world and the world beyond, having realised them by
their own super-knowledge.' It is thus, monks, that a bad man has
the views of bad men.
And how, monks, does a bad man give a gift as do bad men 1 As
to this, monks, a bad man gives a gift disrespectful1y, 1 he gives a
gift not with his own hand, he gives a gift without due consideration, 2
he gives a gift of what is not wanted, 3 he gives a gift regardless of the
future.' It is thus, monks, that a bad man gives a gift as do bad
men.
:Monks, that bad man, thus possessed of bad states of mind, who
thus consorts with bad men, thinks thus as do bad men, advises
thus as do bad men, speaks thus as do bad men, acts thus as do bad
men, who thus has the views of bad men, who thus gives a gift as
do bad men, on the breaking up of the body after dying arises in
some bourn of bad men. And what~ monks, is a hourn of bad men ?
It is Niraya hell or animal birth.
Now, monks, could a good man know of a good man: ' This worthy
is a good man'?"
[23] "Yes, revered sir."
" It is good, monks. This situation occurs, monks, that a good
man could know of a good man: 'This worthy is a good man.' But,
monks, could a good man know of a bad man: ' This worthy is a bad
man' 1"
" Yes, revered sir."
"It is good, monks. This situation also occurs, monks, that a
good man could know of a bad man: ' This worthy is a bad man.'
A good man, monks, is posser,aed of good states of mind, he consorts
with good men, he thinks as do good men, he advises as do good men,
he speaks as do good men, he acts as do good men, he has the views
of good men, he gives a gift as do good men. And how, monks, is a
1 CJ. D. ii. 356, A. iii. 171 for these improper ways of giving a. gift.
Disrespectfully means both towards the gift and the recipient.
1 I.e. either of the gift or the recipient; acittikatvd danam deti.
1 apaviddha, not wanted, neglected, rejected (as useJess).
MA. iv. 81 says
that wanting to throw it n.wo.y, he gives it as though he were flinging a snake
on to an ant-hill.
' andgamanaditfhika, i.e. not thinking to whom will tho fruit of the gift
return (AA. iii. 291); or, hoping it will return to himself (MA. iv. 81).
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good man possessed of good states of mind 1 As to this, monks, a
good man has faith, he has shame and fear of blame, he has heard
much, he is of stirred up energy, he has mindfulness aroused, he has •
wisdom-it is thus, monks, that a good man is possessed of good
states of mind.
And lww, monks, docs a good man consort with good men 1 As
to this, monks, those recluses and brahmans who have faith, shame,
fear of blame, who have heard much, are of stirred up energy, whose
mindfulness is aroused, who have wisdom-these are the friends and
companions of that good man. It is thus, monb, that a good man
consorts with good men.
An<l how, monks, does a good man think as do good men 1 As to
this, monks, a good man is neither set on self-torment, nor on the
torment of others nor on the torment of both- it is thus, monks,
that a good man thinks as do good men.
And how, monks, docs a good ·man advise as do good men 1 As
to this, monks, a good man advises neither self-torment nor the
torment of others nor the torment of both- it is thus, monks, that a
goo<l man advises as do good men.
Anu how, monks, does a good man speak as do good men 1 As to
this, monks, a good man refrains from lying speech, from slanderous
speech, from harsh speech, he refrains from gossiping-it is thus, ·
monks, that a good man speaks as do good men.
And how, monks, does a good man act as do good men 1 As to
this, monks, a good man refrains from onslaught on creatures, from
taking what has not been given, [24) from enjoying himself wrongly
among the sense-pleasures- it is thus, monks, that a good man acts
as do good men.
And how, monks, does a good man have the views of good men 1
As to this, monks, a good man is of these views: ' There is (result of)
gift, there is (result of) offering, there is (result of) sacrifice; there is
fruit and ripening of deeds well done or ill done; there is this world,
there is a world beyond; there is (benefit from serving) mother,
there is (benefit from serving) father; there are spontaneously
arising beings; there are in the world recluses and brahmans who
are faring rightly, proceeding rightly and who proclaim this world
and the world beyond having realised them by their own superknowledge. It is thus, monks, that a good man has the views of
good men.
And how, monks, does a good man give a gift as do good men 1.
As to this, monks, a good man gives a gift respectfully, he gives a
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gift with his own hand, 1 he gives a gift with due consideration, he
gives a gift that is pure, he gives a gift with regard to the future. 2
It is thus, monks, that a good man gives a gift as do good men.
Monks, that good man, thus possessed of good states of mind, who
thus consorts with good men, thinks thus as do good men, advises
thus as do good men, speaks thus as do good men, acts thus as do
good men, who thus has the views of good men, who thus gives a
gift as do good men, on the breaking up of the body after dying arises
in some bourn of good men. And what, monks, is. a bourn of good
men 1 It is deva-greatness3 or human greatness."'
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Lesser Discourse (at the time) of a Full Moon:
The Tenth
Devadaha Division :
The First
This clause is omitted in the text, probably in error.
• He gives having faith in the deed and its ripening, AA. iii. 291.
1 mahattatii; MA. iv. 81 says that this means the devae of the six sensuous
realms (for these cf. VbA. 417).
• MA. iv. 81, success in (or, attainment of), &ampatti, the three skills,
kusalani, perhaps referring to skill in the three ways of body, speech and
thought; or to skill due to the absence of attachment, hatred and confusion ( ?).
1

II. THE DIVISION OF THE UNINTERRUPTED
(Anupada vagga)

111.

DISCOURSE ON THE UNINTERRUPTED
(Anupadasutta1)

[25] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Savatthi in the ,Jeta Grove in Anathapil)Qika's monastery. While
he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks."
" Revered One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke thus:
" Proficient, 2 monks, is Se.riputta ; of great wisdom, 3 monks, is
Sariputta; of wide wisdom,' monks, is Sariputta; of bright wisdom, 6
monks, is Sariputta; of swift wisdom, 8 monks, is Sariputta; of acute
wisdom, 7 monks, is Sariputta; of piercing wisdom, 8 monks, is
Sariputta. For half a month, monks, Sariputta had uninterrupted
1

anupada is continuous, or uninterrupted, " the next step following."
parµJ,ita, clever or wise. For this and the following words for wisdom
(spoken to Siiriputta) see 8. i. 191. MA. iv. 82 says he was skilled in the
dhatu, the ayatana, dependent origination and in causal occasion and what is
not causal occasion (Jl,,a,nafhana, or, the possible and the impossible), with which
cf. M. iii. 62.
3
·mahapaniia. CJ. Pta. ii. 190, MA. iv. 83 which enumerate various kinds ,
of " great wisdom," such as in the moral habits, concentration, freedom, the .;·
knowledge and vision of freedom, the causal occasion and what is not, attainments in the great abidings, the ariyan truths, the 37 things helpful to enlightenment, the fruitsofrecluseship, the super-knowledges and the great incomparable
nibbiina. Seo also A. ii. 67.
'puthupanna. Cf. PJa. ii. 191, MA. iv. 83, the same as mahapaniia but
with some additions. See also A. i. 131, ii. 67.
6 haaupaniia.
Cf. 8. v. 376, PJ8. ii. 199. The word Mau would appear
from MA. iv. 84 and PJ8. to be connected with contentment and rapture in
fulfilling the Bila, the control of the sense-organs, moderation· in eating,
vigilance, and the body of moral ha.bits, concentration, wisdom and freedom.
Cf. hasati, to be glad. Basa also found in Dhs., e.g. §9, 86, etc., in definition
of piti, rapture.
• javanapaniia. Of. 8. v. 370-377, P/8. ii. 200. MA. iv. 84: he hastens
quickly (in knowing) that all the khandhii a.re impermanent, suffering, not-self.
1 tikkhapaniia.
Cf. M. i. 11, D. iii. 126 and also see A. i. 45. MA. iv. 85:
he quickly cuts through the defilements, and gets rid of evil unskilled states of
mind, attachment, a.version and confusion, etc., that have arisen,
8
nibbedhikapaniia; cf. Pia, ii. 201 ff., and for references see P.E.D. All
these forms of wisdom a.re mentioned at 8. i. 63 (a.gain of Siiriputta) and at·
Ja. iv. 136. See K.8. i. 88, n. 1.
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insight into things.1 Thia, monks, is due to . Sariputta's uninterrupted insight into things: as to this, monks, Sariputta, aloof from
pleasures of the senses, aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters
on and abides in the first meditation which is accompanied by initial
thought and discursive thought, is born of aloofness, and is rapturous
and joyful. And those things which belong to the first meditation:
initial thought2 and sustained thought2 and rapture2 and joy2 and
one-pointedness of mind,2 impingement,3 feeling, 3 perception,3 will, 3
thought, 3 desire, determination, energy,' mindfulness, 6 equanimity,8
attention, 7 are uninterruptedly set up8 by him; known to him these
things arise, known they persist, known they disappear. He
comprehends thus: 'Thus indeed things that have not been in me
come to be; having been they pass away.' He, not feeling attracted9
by these things, not feeling repelled, 10 independent, 11 not infatuated, 12 freed, 13 released,1' dwells with a mind that is unconfined. 16
He comprehends: ' There is a further escape. ' 18 There is zealous
practice for him concerning that.
And again, monks, Siiriputta, by allaying initial and discursive
thought, with his mind subjectively tranquillised and fixed on one
point, [26] enters on and abides in the second meditation which is
devoid of initial thougl1t and discursive thought, is born of concentration, and is rapturous and joyful. And those things which belong to
the second meditation: inward tranquillity and rapture and joy and
one-pointedness of mind, impingement, feeling . . . equanimity,
attention, are uninterruptedly set up by him; known to him these
1 Sariputta. then gained arahantship in a fortnight, MA. iv. 86; also
MA. iii. 203, DA. 418, DhA. i. 97.
1 See Dh8. 7-11, 84-88, 283-287, 371-375.
For an extremely valuable
discussion of these and many of the following terms see Bud. P81Jch. Ethics,
especially the notes on p. 5-18.
a See Dhs. 2-6, 278-282, 366-370.
' See Dh8. 13.
6 Dh8. 332.
• Dha. 153.
1 Dh8. 1334.
8 anupadavavatthita.
• anupaya. The following sequence of terms occurs also at M . iii. 30.
10 anapaya.
11 anisaita, i.e. of oraving and wrong views, MA. iv. 89.
11 apati'baddha, i.e. by attachment and desire.
11 vippamutta, i.e. from attachment to sense-pleasures.
u visamyutta, i.e. from the four yokes or all the defilements, MA. iv. 89.
16 vimariyddikatena cetaaii; cf. S. iii. 31.
Unconfined because of what it has
eliminated.
18 Of. M. i. 38, and see M.L.S. i. 48, n. 7.
But here it means, not nibbiina,
but the next excellent attainment.
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things . . . disappear. He comprehends . . . ' There is a further
escape.' There is zealous practice for him concerning that.
And again, monks, Sariputta, by the fading out of rapture, dwells
with equanimity, is mindful and clearly conscious, and he experiences
in his person that joy of which the ariyans say:' Joyful lives he who .
has equanimity and is mindful,' and he enters on and abides in the .
third meditation. And those things which belong to the third _.
meditation: equanimity and joy and mindfulness and clear con- ..sciousness ... equanimity, attention, are uninterruptedly set up by
him; known to him these things ... disappear. He comprehends
... 'There is a further escape.' There is zealous practice for him
concerning that.
And again, monks, Sariputta, by getting rid of joy, by getting rid
of anguish, by the going down of his former pleasures and sorrows,
enters on and abides in the fourth meditation which has neither
anguish nor joy, and which is entirely purified by equanimity and
mindfulness. And those things which belong to the fourth meditation: equanimity, feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant ...1
impassivity of mind, 2 purification by mindfulness, one-pointedness
of mind, and impingement, feeling, perception, will, thought, desire,
determination, energy, mindfulness, equanimity, attention, are
uninterruptedly set up by him; known to him these things arise,
known they persist, [27] known they disappear. He comprehends
... 'There is a further escape.' There is zealous practice for him
concerning that.
And again, monks, Sariputta, by passing quite beyond perceptions ·
of material shapes, by the going down of perceptions of sensory •:
reactions, by not attending to perceptions of variety, thinking:
' Ether is unending,' enters on and abides in the plane of infinite
ether. -And those things which belong to the plane of infinite ether:
perception in the plane of infinite ether and one-pointedness of mind
and impingement, feeling ... equanimity, attention, are uninterruptedly set up by him; known to him these things ... disappear.
1 The textual reading, passi vedana, is unintelligible to me.
Neumann
appears to give" Reinheit." The Corny. is silent.
1 ceuuo aniibhogo, impassivity of thought, lack of mental interest, lack of
ideation, lack of inclination. See Pt8. Con,tr., p. 221, n. 4 on abhoga; and see
Viam. 164, quoted at MA. iv. 90 to show that cela8o abhogo, which was present
in the thirdj/adna, is absent in the fourth. CJ. also Vbh. 307, quoted Kvu. 425,
paw vinna~ anabhoga; and MA. ii. 63 anavaUano anabhogo. B.H.S.D.
under anabkoga suggests "effortless" (adj.) and "Non-effort, impassivity"
(subst.); seo also s.v. abhoga.
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He comprehends ... 'There is a further escape.' There JS zealous
practice for him concerning that.
And again, monks, Sariputta, by passing quite beyond the plane
of infinite ether, thinking, 'Consciousness is unending,' enters on
and abides in the plane of infinite consciousness. And those things
which belon·g to the plane of infinite consciousness: perception in the
plane of infinite consciousness and one-pointedness of mind and
impingement, feeling ... equanimity, attention, are uninterruptedly
set up by him; known to him these things ... disappear. He comprehends ... ' There is a further escape.' There is zealous practice
for him concerning that.
[28] And again, monks, Sariputta, by passing quite beyond the
plane of infinite consciousness, thinking: 'There is not anything,'
enters on and abides in the plane of no-thing. And those things
which belong to the plane of no-thing: perception in the plane of
no-thing and one-pointedness of mind and impingement, feeling
... equanimity, attention, are uninterruptedly set up by him,; known
to him these things ... disappear. He comprehends ... ' There is a
further escape.' There is zealous practice for him concerning that.
And again, monks, Sariputta, by passing quite beyond the plane
of no-thing, enters on and abides in the plane of neither-perceptionnor-non-perception. l\findful, he emerges from that attainment.
When he has emerged, mindful, from that attainment he regards
those things that are past, stopped, changed as: ' Thus indeed things
that have not been in me come to be; having been they pass away.'
He, not feeling attracted by these things, not feeling repelled, independent, not infatuated, freed, released, dwells with a mind that
is unconfined. He comprehends: ' There is a further escape.' There
is zealous practice for him concerning that.
And again, monks, Sariputta, by passing quite beyond the plane
of neither-perception-nor-non-perception, enters on and abides in the
stopping of perception and feeling. And having seen by means of
intuitive wisdom, his cankers are utterly destroyed. Mindful, he
emerges from t~at attainment. When he has emerged, mindful,
from that attainment he regards those things that are past, stopped,
changed as: ' Th us indeed things that have not been in me come to be;
having been they pass away.' He, not feeling attracted by these
things, not feeling repelled, independent, not infatuated, freed,
released, dwells with a mind that is unconfined. He comprehends:
'There is no further escape.' '11here is no zealous practice for him
concer~ing that.
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Monks, if anyone speaking.rightly could say of a man: 'He has
attained to mastery, he has attained to going beyond1 in the ariyan
moral habit; he has attained to mastery, [29] he has attained to going
beyond in the ariyan concentration; he has attained to mastery,
he has attained to going beyond in the ariyan wisdom; he has attained
to mastery, he has attained to going beyond in the ariyan freedom '
- speaking rightly he could say of Sariputta: ' He has attained to
mastery, he has attained to going beyond in the ariyan moral habit; ·
he has attained to mastery, he has attained to going beyond in ... ,
the ariyan freedom.'
Monks, if anyone speaking rightly could say of a man: ' He is the
Lord's own son, born of his mouth, born of dhamma, formed by
dhamima, an heir to dhamma, not an heir to material things 'speaking rightly he could say of Sariputta: 'He is the Lord's own
son, born of his mouth, born of dhamm,a, formed by dhamma, an
heir to dharnma, not an heir to material things.'
Sariputta, monks, rolls on rightly the incomparable wheel of
dliamma set rolling by the Tathagata."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Uninterrupted:
The First

112. DISCOURSE ON THE SIXFOLD CLEANSING

(Chabbisodhanasutta)
THUS havc I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sa vatthi in
the Jeta Grove in Anathapi.r;u;lika's monastery. While he was there
the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered One,"
these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
"Monks, a monk here declares profound knowledge, saying:
' Destroyed is birth, brought to a close the Brahma-faring, done is
1 paramippatt.a. Parami, excellence, perfection, accomplishment, going
beyond. MA. iv. 91 gives nipphattipatta, attained accomplishment, completion, perfection.
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what was to be done, there is no more of being such or so: Monks,
the words of this monk are to be neither rejoiced in nor protested
against.1 Without (your) rejoicing or protesting, the question
might be asked: " Your reverence, these four modes of statement2
have been rightly pointed out by that Lord who knows ancl sees,
perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One. What four 1 That which
when seen is spoken of as seen, that which when heard is spoken of as
heard, that which when sensed is spoken of as sensed, [30] that
which when cognised is spoken of as cognieed. 3 Your reverence,
these four modes of statement have been rightly pointed out by that
Lord who knows and sees, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One.
But knowing what, seeing what in respect of these four modes of
statement can your reverence say that his mind is freed from the
cankers with no grasping (remaining) 1' Monks, the explanation of
the monk in whom the cankers are destroyed, who has lived the life,
done what was to be done, laid down the burden, attained his own
welfare, in whom the fetters of becoming are utterly destroyed and
who is freed by right profound knowledge, would be in accordance
with dhamrna were he to say: 'I, your reverences, not feeling
attracted' to things seen ... heard ... sensed ... cognised, not
feeling repelled by them, independent, not infatuated, freed, released,
dwell with a mind that is unconfined. So, your reverences, as I
know thus, see thus in respect of these four modes of statement, I can
say that my mind is freed from the cankers with no grasping
(remaining).' Monks, that monk's words should be rejoiced in and
approved of by the monks, saying: 'It is good.' When they have
rejoiced in and approved of his words, saying,' It is good,' a further
question might be asked :6
'Your reverence, these five groups of grasping have been rightly
pointed out by that Lord who knows and sees, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One. What five? That is to say, the group of
grasping after material shape, the group of grasping after feeling,
the group of grasping after perception, the group of grasping after
the habitual tendencies, the group of grasping after consciousness.
Your reverence, these five groups of grasping have been rightly
1

Or, "neither approved of nor s~omed." OJ. M. iii. 207, D. ii. 124.
voh.ara.
3 On di#ha 8'Uta muta viniiata see B.D. ii. 166, n. 3; and cf. Vin. iv. 2, A. ii.
246, iv. 307, D. iii. 232, Vbh. 376.
'" Attracted, repelled, independent," etc., as at M. iii. 25.
1 That is, if the monks a.re not satisfied with his e.xpla.na.tion.
1
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pointed out by that Lord who knows and secs, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One. But knowing what, seeing what in respect of
these five groups of grasping ·can your reverence say that his mind is
freed from the cankers with no grasping (remaining) 1' Monks, the
explanation of the monk in whom the cankers are destroyed, who has
lived the life . . . and who is freed by right profound knowledge,
would be in accordance with dltamma were he to say: 'I, your
reverences, having known that material shape ... feeling ... perception . . . the habitual tendencies . . . consciousness is of little
strength, fading away,1 comfortless; [31] by the destruction, fading
away, stopping, giving up and casting out of grasping after and
hankering after2 material shape ... feeling ... perception ..• the .
habitual tendencies . . . consciousness which are mental dogmas, ·
biases and tendencies, 3 I comprehend that my mind is freed. So,
your reverences, as I know thus, see thus in respect of these five
groups of grasping, I can say that my mind is freed from the cankers
with no grasping (remaining).' Monks, that monk's words should
be rejoiced in and approved of by the monks, saying: 'It is good.'
When they have rejoiced in and approved of his words, saying:
' It is good,' a further question might be asked:
' Your reverence, tbese six elements have been rightly pointed out
by that Lord who knows and sees, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened
One. What six 1 The element of extension, the element of cohesion, the element of radiation, the element of motion,' the element
of sp~ce, 6 the element of consciousness.8 Your reverence, these six
1 tJir4ga, explained at MA. iv. 92 as tJigacchanaaabhava, "of the nature to
disappear."
1 upayupadana, a synonym for wrong views and craving, MA. iv. 02.
3 Of. S. ii. 17, iii. 10.
• The first four as in M. Sta. I. On the five see M. i. 423 /.; and on the six _,
see M. iii. 62,240, D. iii. 247, S. ii. 248, A. i. 176, Vbh. 82Jf., and cf. VbhA. 55•.
6 akiuladJiiUu, or possibly the element of the intangible.
.Akii8a is explained ·
as asamphuf,{ha, not filled with, not contacted (or untouched). O.P.D.,
s.v. a-aamphuf,a, gives" not filled (with: instr.)"; cf. Asl. 325-326 which says
it is impossible to plough, out or break cikasa, sky, space, ether. See Dhs. 638:
akiiso • . . aaamphuf,Jham ootilhi maJuiJ>hilteAi, not filled with the four great
elementals. Buel. Paych. Ethics, p. 194, notes 1, 2, refers to M. i. 423 and
points out that akaaadhatu appears to occur as a fifth element there. See
Miln. 271 where of akiisa and nibbana it is said that neither is born of deeds,
cause or the creative power of nature. The question of " space " is discussed
by A. B. Keith in Boo. PhiW8ophy, pp. 168-169.
• viif:iiiinµul,hatu, called at MA. iv. 93 = VbhA. 55 tJijanadMtu, element of
discrimination.
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elements have been rightly pointed out by that Lord who !mows and
sees, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One. But knowing what,
seeing what in respect of these six elements can your reverence say
that his mind is freed from the cankers with no grasping (remaining)1'
Monks, the explanation of that monk in whom the cankers are
destroyed, who has lived the life ... and who is freed by right
profound knowledge would be in accordance with dhamma were he
to say: . ' I, your reverences, went to the element of extension as
not-se]f and to self as not dependent on the element of extension
... went-to the element of cohesion ... radiation ... motion ...
space . . . consciousness as not-self and to self as not dependent on
the element of consciousness; by the destruction, fading away,
stopping, giving up and casting out of grasping after and hankering
after these things which are dependent on the element of extension
. . . cohesion . . . radiation . . . motion . . . space . . . consciousness
which are mental dogmas, biases and tendencies, I comprehend that
my mind is freed. So, your reverences, as I know thus, see thus
in respect of these six elements, I can say that my mind is freed
from the cankers with no grasping (remaining).' Monks, that
monk's words (32] should be rejoiced in and approved of by the
monks, saying: 'It is good.' When they have rejoiced in and approved of his words, saying: ' It is good,' a further question might
be asked:
' Your reverence, these six internal and external (sense-)fields
. have been rightly pointed out by that Lord who knows and sees,
perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One. What six 1 The eye as
well as material shapes, the ear as we11 as sounds, the nose as well
as smells, the tongue as well as tastes, tl1e body as well as tactile
objects, the mind as well as mental states. Your reverence, these
six internal and external (sense-)fields have been rightly pointed
out by that Lord who knows and sees, perfected one, fully SelfAwakened One. But knowing what, seeing what in respect of these
six internal and external (sense-)fields can your reverence say that
his mind is freed from the cankers with no grasping (remaining) 1'
Monks, the explanation of that monk in whom the cankers are destroyed, who has lived the life, done what was to be done, laid down
the burden, attained l1is own welfare, in whom the fetters of becoming are utterly destroyed and who is freed by right profound knowledge, would be in accordance with dltamma were he to say: 'Your
reverences, whatever is desire, whatever is attachment, whatever
is delight, whatever is craving for eye, material shape, visual con-
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sciousness and for things cognisable through visual consciousness, 1
by the destruction, fading away, stopping, giving up and casting out
of grasping after and hankering after these things which are mental
dogmas, biases and tendencies, I comprehend that my mind is freed.
Your reverences, so it is with the car, sounds, auditory consciousness
... the nose, smells, olfactory consciousnrss ... the tongue, tastes,
gustatory consciousness ... the body, tactile objects, bodily consciousness ... the mind, mental states, mental consciousness, with
mental states cognisable through mental consciousness. So, your
reverences, as I know thus, see tlms in respect of these six internalexternal (sense-)fields, I can say that my mind is freed from the
cankers with no grasping (remaining).' Monks, that monk's words
should be rejoiced in and approved of by the monks, saying: 'It is
good.' When they have rejoiced in and approved of his words,
saying:' It is good,' a further question might be asked:
' But knowing what, seeing what in respect of this consciousnessinformed body and all external phenomena can your reverence say
that his tendency to pride that " I am the doer, mine is the doer ,, .
is properly extirpated 1' (33] Monks, the explanation of that monk
in whom the cankers are destroyed, who has lived the life, done what
was to be done, laid down the burden, attained his own welfare, in
whom the fetters of becoming are utterly destroyed and who is
freed by right profound knowledge, would be in accordance with
dltamma were he to say: 'Formerly, your reverences, when I was a
householder, I was ignorant. The Tathagata or a disciple of the
Tatliagata taught me clhamma. When I lmd heard that dhamma
I gained faith in the Tathagata; being possessed of that faith I had
gained in him, I reflected thus: " The household life is confined and
dusty, 2 going forth is in the open; it is not easy for one who lives
in a house to fare the Brahma-faring wholly fulfilled, wholly pure,
polished like a conch-shell. Suppose now that I, having cut off my
hair and beard, having put on saffron robes, should go forth from
home into l10melessness 1" So I, your reverences, after a time, ·
getting rid of my wealth, whether small or great, getting rid of my
circle of relations, whether small or great, having cut off my hair and
beard, having put on saffron robes, went forth from home into
homelessness. I, being gone forth thus, endowed with the training ·
and the way of living of monks, abandoning onslaught on creatures,
1 Whether past, future or present, MA. iv. 03 ff. where reference is also
ma.de to the OhannoviidasuUa (M. Sta.. 144).
2 For the following passage cf. M. i. 170 //. (M.L.S. i. 224 ff.).
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abstained from onslaught on creatures; tho stick laid aside, the
sword laid aside, I lived scrupulous, kindly, friendly and compassionate towards all living things and creatures. Abandoning the taking
of what had not been given, I abstained from taking what had not
been given; taking (only) what was given, waiting for what was given,
without stealing I lived with self become pure. Abandoning unchastity, I was one that was chaste, keeping remote (from unchastity), refraining from dealings with women. Abandoning lying
speech, I was one who abstained from lying speech, I was a truthspeaker, a bondsman to truth, trustworthy, dependable, no deceiver
of the world. Abandoning ~la.ndcrous speech, I abstained from
slanderous spN•ch; having heard something here I was not one to
repeat it elsewhere for causing variance among these (people); or,
having heard something elsewhere I was not one to repeat it here for
causing variance among these (people). In this way · I was a
reconciler of those who were at variance and one who combined
those who were friends. Concord was my pleasure, concord my
delight, concord my joy, concord the motive of my speech. Abandoning harsh speech, I abstained from harsh speech. Whatever
speech was gentle, pleasing to the ear, [34] affectionate, going to the
heart, urbane, pleasant to the manyfolk, agreeable to the many folk
- I _was one who uttered speech like _that. Abandoning frivolous
chatter, I abstained from frivolous chatter. I was a speaker at the
right time, a speaker of fact, a speaker on the goal, a speaker on
dhamma, a speaker on discipline, I spoke words that were worth
treasuring, with opportune similes, purposeful, connected with the
goal. I abstained from destruction to seed-growth and vegetablegrowth. I was one who ate one meal a day, desisting at night,
refraining from eating at a wrong time. I abstained from watching
shows of dancing, singing and music. I abstained from using garlands, scents, unguents, adornments, finery. I abstained from using
high beds, large beds . . . from accepting gold and silver . . . from
accepting raw grain ... raw meat ... women and girls ... women
slaves and men slaves ... goats and sheep ... fowl and swine ...
elephants, cows, horses, mares ... fields and sites ... I was one that
abstained from the practice of sending or going on messages. I
abstained from buying and selling ... from cheating with weights,
bronzes and measures. I abstained from the crooked ways of
bribery, fraud and deceit ... from maiming, murdering, manacling,
highway robbery. I was contented with the robes for protecting
my body, with the almsfood for sustaining my stomach. Wherever
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I went I took these things with me as I went. As a bird on the wing
takes its wings with it wherever it flies, even so did I, your reverences,
contented witli the robes for protecting my body and with the almsfood for sustaining my stomach, take these things with me wherever
I went. I, possessed of this body of ariyo.n moral habit, inwardly
experienced the bliss of blamelessness.
If I saw a material shape with the eye I was not entranced by the ·
general appearance, I was not entranced by the detail. If I dwelt
with this orga.n of sight uncontrolled, covetousness and dejection,
evil unskilled states, might flo~ in. So I fared along controlling it,
(35] I guarded the organ of sight, I achieved control over the organ '
of sight. If I heard a sound with the car ... If I smelt a smell with
the nose ... If I savoured a taste with the tongue ... If I felt a touch
with the body ... If I cognised a mental state with the mind I was
not entranced by the general appearance, I was not entranced by
the detail ... I achieved control over the organ of mind. I, possessed
of this ariyan control over the sense-organs, inwardly experienced
the bliss of being "unaffected." 1
Whether I was setting out or returning, I was one who comported
myself properly; whether I was looking down or looking round ...
bending back or stretching out (my arm) ... carrying my outer
cloak, bowl or robe ... munching, drinking, eating, savouring ...
obeying the calls of nature ... walking, standing, sitting, asleep,
awake, talking or silent, I was one who comported myself properly.
Possessed of this ariyan body of moral habit and possessed of this.
ariyan control over the sense-organs and possessed of this ariyan
mindfulness and clear consciousness, I chose a remote lodging in a
forest, at the root of a tree, on a mountain slope, in a wilderness,
a hill-cave, a cemetery, a forest haunt, in the open or on a heap of.
straw. Returning from alms-gathering after the meal, I sat down
cross-legged, holding the back erect, having made mindfulness rise
up in front of me. By getting rid of covetousness for the world,
I dwelt with a mind devoid of coveting, I purified the mind of coveting. By getting rid of the taint of ill-will, I dwelt benevolent in
mind; and compassionate for the welfare of all creatures and beings,
I purified the mind of the taint of ill-will. By getting rid of sloth
and torpor, I dwelt devoid of sloth and torpor; perceiving the light,
mindful and clearly conscious, I purified the mind of sloth and
torpor. By getting rid of restlessness and worry, I dwelt calmly,
1

See note at M.L.S. ii. 11 (on M. i. 346).
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t.he mind subjectively tranquillised, I purified the mind of restlessness and worry. By getting rid of doubt, I dwelt doubt-crossed,
unperplcxed as to the states that are skilled, I purified the mind
of doubt.
(36) By getting rid of these five hindrances---dcfilements of the
mind and weakening to intuitive wisdom-aloof from pleasures of
the senses, aloof from unskilled states of mind, I entered on and abided
in the first meditation which is ... joyful. By allaying initial thought
and discursive thought ... I entered on and abided in the second
meditation which is . . . joyful. By the fading out of rapture, I
dwelt with equanimity ... and I entered on and abided in the third
meditation. By getting rid of joy and by getting rid of anguish
. . . I entered on and abided in the fourth meditation which . . .
is entirely purified by equanimity and mindfulness.
Thus with the mind composed, quite purified, quite clarified,
without blemish, without defilement, grown soft and workable,
stable, immovable, I directed my mind to the knowledge of the
destruction of the cankers. 1 I understood as it really is: This is
anguish . . . this the arising of anguish . . . this the stopping of
anguisl1 . . . this the course leading to the stopping of anguish. I
understood as it really is: These are the cankers ... this is the arising
of the cankers ... this the stopping of the cankers ... this the course
leading to the stopping of the cankers. When I knew and saw this
thus, my mind was freed from the canker of the sense-pleasures and
my mind was freed from the canker of becoming and my mind was
freed from the canker of ignorance. In freedom the knowledge came
to be that I was freed and I comprehended: Destroyed is birth,
brought to a close the Bralnna-faring, done is what was to be done,
there is no more of being such or so. So, your reverences, as I know
-------·- ·--··- ------Bu. at MA. iv. 94 is rather bard put to it to explain the six ways of
cleansing, and says the name of this Discourse is also Ekat•isajjakasutta, the
Discourse on Adhering to one (thing). Here the six to be purified a.re the four
statements, the five groups, the six clements, the six intcr1ml-external sonsefields, one's own consciousness-informed body, and that of others. But Theras
living overseas reduce the consciousness-informed body of oneself and of
others to one (category) and speak of the six parts together with the four kinds
of nutriment. But these six parts: Of what, how then, when, where ha.v<> you
possession, which defilements have· you destroyed, how many things have
you acquired ?-shou]d be corrected by tho V inaya exegesis.
Bu. also says, loc. cit., that (ormer habitations and dei-a-like vision were not
spoken of because monks do not ask about a mundane state but only about a
supermundane one.
1
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thus, see thus, in respect of this consciousness-informed body and all
external phenomena, I can say that my tendency to pride that" l
am the doer, mine is the doer" has been properly extirpated.'
Monks, that monk's words should be rejoiced in and approved of.by the monks, saying: 'It is good,' When they have rejoiced in···
and approved of his words, saying: ' It is good,' he should be informed thus: 'It is a gain for you, your reverence, [37] it is well
gotten by you, your reverence, that we see a Brahma-farer in one
such as is the venerable one.'"
·
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Sixfold Cleansing:
The Second

113. DISCOURSE ON THE GOOD MAN
(Sappurisasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi'
in. the Jeta Grove in Anathaph,u;lika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus: " I will teach you, monks, dltamma of good men and dkamma
of bad men. Listen to it, pay careful attention and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke thus:
" And what, monks, is dhamma of good men 1 As to this, monks,
a bad man has gone forth from a high family .1 He reflects thUB:
'I have gone forth from tl1is high family; but these other monks
have not gone forth from a high family.' Because he belongs to
a high family he exalts himself, disparages the others. This, monks,
is dkamma of a bad man. But a good man, monks, reflects thUB:
'It is not because of one's belonging to a high family that things of
1 MA. iv. 98, a, khattiya. (noble warrior) family or a, bra.hma.n family.
Of. Vin. iv. 6 where distinguished birth, ukka#Mjati, is assigned to these two.
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greed, things of aversion, things of confusion go to destruction.
For even if one be not gone forth from a high family, one may still
fare along in complete accordance with <ll,amma, may fare along
correctly, [38] may be a farer ·according to clharmna, and therefore
be one to be honoured and commended.' He, having made the
course itself the main thing, 1 neither exalts l>imself for belonging to
a high family nor disparages others. This, monks, is dhamma of a
good man.
And again, monks, a bad man has gone forth from a great family 2
... (to be set out at length in the way given below3 ) • • • has gone
forth from a very rich family . . . has gone forth from an eminent
family. He reflects thus: ' I l1ave gone ·forth from an eminent family;
but these other monks have not gone forth from an eminent family.'
Because of his eminence he exalts himself, disparages the others.
This too, monks, is dhamma of a bad man. But a good man, monks,
reflects thus: 'It is not because of one's eminence that things of
greed, things of aversion, things of confusion go to destruction.
For even if one be not gone forth from an eminent fami]y, one
may still fare along in complete accordance with dl,amma, may
fare along correctly, may be a farer according to dhamma, and
therefore be one to be honoured and commended.' He, having
made the course itself the main thing, neither exalts himself for
his eminence nor disparages others. This too, monks, is dhamma of
a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man is well-known, famous. He reflects
thus: ' I am well-known, famous, but these other monks are little
known, of no esteem.' 4 Because of his being well-known he exalts
himself, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dhamma of a
bad man. But a good man reflects thus: ' It is not because of one's
being well-known that things of gr~ed, aversion, confusion go to
destruction. For even if one be not well-known, famous, one may
still fare along in complete accordance with dhamma . . . honoured
and commended.' He, having made the course itself the main
thing, neither exalts himself for being well-known nor disparages
others. Thia too, monks, is dliamma of a good man.
(39] And again, monks, a bad man acquires the requisites of robematerial, almsfood, lodgings and medicines for the sick. He reflects
ao pa4ipa,dam yeva antaram karitva, cf. M. iii. 14.
A noble, bra.hma.n or merchant family, MA. iv. 98.
8
I.e. "above,, to us who use a printed book instead of a palm-leaf MS.
' OJ. M. i. 192.
1
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thus: ' I am an acquirer of the requisites of . . . medicines for the .
sick, but these other monks are not acquirers of the requisites of. .
. . . medicines for the sick.' Because of these acquisitions he exalts
himself, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dhamma of a
bad man. But a good man reflects thus: 'It is not through one's
acquisition that things of greed, aversion, confusion go to destruction. For even if one be not an acquirer of the requisites of . . .
medicines for the sick, one may still fare along in complete accord•
ance with dlta-mma . . . honoured and commended.' ... This too,
monks, is dltamma of a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man is one who has heard much. He
reflects thus: ' I am one who has heard much, but these other monks
have not heard much.' Because of his having heard much he exalts
himself and disparages the others. This too monks, is dhamma of a
bad man. But a good man reflects thus: ' It is not through one's
hearing much that things of greed ... go to destruction. For even
if one has not heard much, one may still fare along . .. commended.'
... This too, monks, is dhamma of a good man.
And again monks a bad man is expert in Vina.ya. He reflects
thus:' I am expert in Vinaya, but these other monks are not expert .in Vinaya.' Because of his being expert in Vinaya he exalts himself,:
disparages the others. This too, monks, is dltamma of a bad man.
But a good man reflects thus: 'It is not through one's being expert
in Vina.ya that things of greed . . . [40] ... go to destruction. For
even if one be not expert in Vinaya, one may still fare along ...
commended.' ... This too, monks, is dhamma of a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man is a speaker on dltamma . • . he
exalts himself, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dhamma
of a bad man. But a good man reflects thus: 'It is not through
one's being a speaker on dhamma •.. even if one is not a speaker on
dltamma, one may still fare along ... commended.' . . . This too,
monks is dhamma of a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man is a forest-dwellcr 1 ••• a wearer of
robes taken from the dust-heap (41] ... a beggar for alms ... one
who stays at the root of a tree ... [42] ... in a cemetery ... in the
open air ... one who remains in a sitting posture ... who sits on the
seat offered ... who eats once (a day). He reflects thus: ' I eat once
(a day only), but these other monks eat not once (a day only).'
1 Here a.re mentioned nine out of the thirteen dhiUanga, or ascetic practices,
for which see Vism. 61 If.
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Because of his eating once (a day only) he exalts himself, disparages
the others. This too, monks, is dhamma of a bad man. But a good
man reflects thus: 'It is not through one's eating once (a day only)
that things of greed go to destruction, that things of aversion go
to destruction, that things of confusion go to destruction. For
even if one be not one that eats once (a day only), one may still
fare along in complete accordance with dltarnma, may fare along
correctly, may be a farer according to d!tamma, and therefore
be one to be honoured and commended., He, having made the
course itself the main thing, neither exalts himself for eating once
(a day only) nor disparages others. This too, monks, is dliamma of
a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man, aloof from pleasures of the senses,
aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters on and abides in the first
meditation which is accompanied by initial thought and discursive
thought, is born of aloofness, and is rapturous and joyful. He
reflects thus: ' I am an acquirer of the attainment of the first meditation, but these other monks are not acquirers of the attainment of
the first meditation.' He exalts himself for that attainment of the
first meditation, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dhamma
of a bad man. But a good man, monks, reflects thus: ' Lack of
desire1 even for the attainment of the first meditation has been
spoken of by the Lord; for whatever they imagine it to be, it is
otherwise.' He, [43) having made lack of desire itself the main
thing, neither exalts himself on account of that attainment of the
first meditation nor disparages others. This too, monks, is dhamma
of a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man, by allaying initial thought and
discursive thought, with the mind subjectively tranquillised and
fixed on one point, enters on and abides in the second meditation
which is devoid of initial thought and discursive thought, is born
of concentration, and is rapturous and joyful ... enters on and abides
in the third meditation . . . the fourth meditati'>n. He reflects
thus ... He exalts himself for that attainment of the fourth meditation, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dkamma of a bad
man. But a good man reflects thus: 'Lack of desire even for the
attainment of the fourth meditation has been spoken of by the Lord;
for whatever they imagine it .to be, it is otherwise.' He, having
1 atammayata. This is nitta1J,hatii, while tammayatii is ta?J,hii, MA. iv. 90.
Of. M. i. 310, iii. 220, A. i. 150, iii. 444.
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made lack of desire itself the main thing, neither exalts himself on
account of that attainment of the fourth meditation nor disparages
others. This too, monks, is dltamnia of a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man, by passing quite beyond perceptions
of material shape, by the going down of perceptions of sensory
reactions, by not paying attention to perceptions of variety, thinking:' Ether is unending,' enters on and abides in the plane of infinite
ether . . . He exalts himself for this attainment of the plane of
infinite ether, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dltamma of
a bad man. But a good man reflects thus: ' Lack of desh-e even for
the plane of infinite ether has been spoken of by the Lord; for
whatever they imagine it to be, it is otherwise.' He, having made
lack of desire itself the main thing, neither exalts himself on account
of that attainment of the plane of infinite ether nor disparages others.
This too, monks, is dlwmnia of a good man.
And again, monks, a bad man, by passing quite beyond the plane
of infinite ether, thinking: 'Consciousness is unending,' enters on
and abides in the plane of infinite consciousness ... [44] ... by ·
passing quite beyond the plane of infinite consciousness, thinking: ·.
'There is not anything,' enters on and abides in the plane of no-thing
... by passing quite beyond the plane of no-thing, enters on and
abides in the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception. He
reflects thus: ' I am an acquirer of the plane of neither-perceptionnor-non-perception, but these other monks are not acquirers of the
plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception.' Because of this
atta1nment of the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception he
exalts himself, disparages the others. This too, monks, is dhamma
of a bad man. But a good man reflects thus, monks: ' Lack of
desire even for the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception
has been spoken of by the Lord; for whatever they imagine it to be,
it is otherwise.' He, having made lack of desire itself the main
thing, neither exalts himself on account of that attainment of.the
plane of neitl1er-pcrception-nor-non-perception nor disparages others.
This too, monks, is dltatmna of a good man.
[45] And again, monks, a good man, by passing quite beyond the ·
plane of neit,her-pcrception-nor-non-perception, enters on and abides _
in the stopping of perception and fecling; -and when he has seen by ..means of wisdom his cankers are caused to be destroyed. 1 And,
1 parikklwylipcnti instead of tho more usual parikkhirJ,<l honti.
MA. iv. 99
speaks of this person as a, non-returner. 1.'his attainment of stopping is noi
for the ordinary person, puthujjanaasa aii n'atthi.
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monks, this monk does not imagine he1 is aught or anywhere or in
anything." 2.
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Good Man:
The Third

114. DISCOURSE ON WHAT IS TO BE FOLLOWED

AND WHAT IS NOT TO BE FOLLOWED
(Sevitabba-asevitabbaautta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord waa staying near Savatthl
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil)<;lika'a monastery. While he was
there, the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus: " I will teach you a disquisition on dliamma regarding what ia
to be followed and what is not to be followed. Listen to it, pay
careful attention, and I will speak." '' Yes, revered air," these
monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" I, monks, say that bodily conduct is of two kinds, one of which
is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there
is this disparity in bodily conduct. And I, monks, aay that vocal
conduct ... mental conduct is of two kinds, one of which is to be
followed and the other which ia not to be followed; and there is this
disparity in vocal conduct ... mental conduct. And I, monks, say
that the arising of thought is of two kinda, one of which is to be
followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there is this
disparity [48] in the arising of thought. And I, monks, aay that the
assumption of perception . . . the assumption of views . . . the
assumption of individuality3 is of two kinds; one of which is to be
1

puggala supplied by MA. iv. 99-100.
kind na kuhiiici na kenaci maiiiiati. Of. M. iii. 103, na katthaci na
kuhiiici.
• attabhavapatiliibha, as at S. ii. 266, iii. 144; A. ii. 169; Vin. ii. 186; see
a na

P.T.O. for further references.
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followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there is
this disparity in the assumption of perception . . . the assumption
of views ... the assumption of individuality."
When this had been said, the venerable Sariputta spoke thus to the
Lord: "I, revered sir, thus understand this to be the meaning in
full of what was spoken of by the Lord in brief, but of which the
meaning was not explained in full; 'I, monks, say that bodily conduct is of two kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other
which is not to be followed; and there is this disparity in bodily
conduct.' This was said by the Lord. In reference to what was it
said 1 Revered sir, if a certain kind of bodily conduct is followed
and unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled states of mind
decrease, this kind of bodily conduct is not to be followed. Revered
sir, if a certain kind of bodily conduct is followed and unskilled
states of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow much, this kind
of bodily conduct is to be followed.
And what kind of bodily conduct, revered sir, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind grow much in him, skilled states of
mind decrease 1 As to this,1 revered sir, someone makes onslaught
on creatures, he is cruel, bloody-handed, intent on injuring and
killing, without mercy to Ii ving creatures. He is a taker of what is
not given; whatever property of another in village or jungle is not
given to him he takes by theft. He is a wrong-goer in regard to
pleasures of the senses; he has intercourse with (girls) protected by
the mother, protected by the father . . . the parents . . . a brother
.. ; a sister ... relations, (gir]s) who have a husband, and whose
use involves punishments, and even with those adorned with the
garlands of betrothal. If this kind of [47) bodily conduct is followed,
revered sir, unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled states of
mind decrease.
And what kind of bodily conduct, revered sir, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, skilled states of mind ·
grow much 1 As to this, revered sir, someone, abandoning onslaught on creatures, is restrained from onslaught on creatures; the
stick laid aside, the sword laid aside, he lives scrupulous, merciful, ·.
kindly and compassionate to all living creatures. Abandoning
taking what is not given, he is restrained from taking what is not
given; he does not take by theft any property of another in village
or jungle that is not given to him. Abandoning wrong-gofog in
1

For a great deal of the following cf. M. i. 286 ff.
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regard to pleasures of the senses, he is restrained from wrong-doing
in regard to pleasures of the senses; he does not have intercourse
with (girls) who are protected by the mother ... nor even with those
adorned with the garlands of betrothal. If this kind of bodily
conduct is followed, revered sir, unskilled states of mind decrease,
skilled states of mind grow much. When the Lord said: ' I, monks,
say that bodily conduct is of two kinds, one of which is to be followed
and the other which is not to be followed; and there is this disparity
in bodily conduct,' it was said in reference to this.
' I, monks, say that vocal conduct is of two kinds, one of which is
to be followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there
is this disparity in vocal conduct.' This was said by the Lord. In
reference to what was it said 1 Revered sir, if a certain kind of vocal
conduct is followed and unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled
states of mind decrease, this kind of vocal conduct is not to be
followed. Revered sir, if a certain kind of vocal conduct is followed
and unskilled states of mind decrease, skiiled states of mind grow
much, this kind of vocal conduct is to be followed.
And what kind of vocal conduct, revered sir, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind grow much in him, skilled states of
mind decrease 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is of lying speech;
[48) when he is cited and questioned as a witness before a council or
a company or amid his relations or amid a guild or a royal family,
and is told: ' Now, my good man, say what you know,' although he
does not know, he says,' I know,' and although he knows, he says,
't do not know'; although he has not seen, he says, 'I saw,' and
although he has seen, he says, 'I did not see.' Thus his speech
becomes intentional lying either for his own sake or for that of
another or for the sake of some material gain or other. And he is
a slanderer; having heard something at one place, he makes it known
elsewhere for causing variance among those people; or having heard
something elsewhere he makes it known among .these people .for
causing variance among them. In this way he sows discord among
those who were in harmony or foments those who are at variance.
Discord is his pleasure, his delight, his joy, the motive of his speech.
And he is one of harsh speech. Whatever speech is rough, hard,
severe on others, abusive of others, bordering on wrath, not conducive to concentration, such speech ~loes he utter. And he is a
frivolous chatterer, one who speaks at a wrong time, not in accordance with fact, one who speaks about what is not the goal, about
non-dhamma, about non-discipline. He utters speech that is not
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worth treasuring; owing to its being at the wrong time it is incongruous, has no purpose, is not connected with the goal. If this kind
of vocal conduct is followed, revered sir, unskilled states of mind
grow much, skilled states of mind decrease.
And what kind of vocal conduct, revered sir, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, skilled states of mind
grow much 1 As to this, revered sir, someone, abandoning lying
speech is restrained from lying speech. When he is cited and
questioned as a witness before a council or company or amid his
relations or amid a guild or a royal family, and is told: ' Now, my
good man, say what you know,' if he does not know he says,' I do ·
not know,' and if he knows he says, 'I know'; if he has not seen,
he says, 'I did not see,' and if he has seen, he says, (49] 'I saw.' ·
Thus his speech is not intentional lying either for his own sake or for •:
that of another or for the sake of some material gain or other.
Abandoning slanderous speech, he is restrained from slanderous
speech. Having heard something at one place, he is not one to
repeat it elsewhere for causing _variance among those people; or
having heard something elsewhere he is not one to repeat it among
these people for causing variance among them. In this way he is
a reconciler of those who are at variance and one who combines
those who arc friends. Concord is his pleasure, his delight, his joy,
the motive of his speech. Abandoning harsh speech, he is restrained
from harsh speech. Whatever speech is gentle, pleasing to the ear,
affectionate, going to the heart, urbane, pleasant to the manyfol.k,
agreeable to the manyfolk-such speech does he utter. Abandoning
frivolous chatter, he is restrained from frivolous chatter. He is one
that speaks at a right time, in accordance with fact, about the goal,
about dkamma, about discipline. He utters speech that is worth
treasuring, with opportune similes, purposeful, connected with the
goal. If this kind of vocal conduct is followed, revered sir, unskilled
states of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow much. When
the Lord said: ' I, monks, say that vocal conduct is of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there is this disparity in vocal conduct,' it was said in
reference to this.
' I, monks, say that mental conduct is of two kinds, one of which
is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there
is this disparity in mental conduct.' This was said by the Lord.
In reference to what was it said 1 Revered sir, if a certain kind of
mental conduct is followed and unskilled states of mind grow much,
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skilled states of mind decrease, this kind of mental conduct is not
to be followed. Revered sir, if a certain kind of mental conduct is
followed and unski1led states of mind decrease, skilled. states of
mind grow much, this kind of mental conduct is to be followed.
And what kind of mental conduct, revered air, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind grow much in him, skiJled states of
mind decrease 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is covetous; he
covets that which is the property of another, thinking: '0 might
that which is the other's be mine '; he is malevolent in thought,
corrupt [60] in mind and purpose, and thinks: ' Let these beings be
killed or slaughtered or annihilated or destroyed, or may they not
exist at all.' If this kind of mental conduct is followed, revered sir,
unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled ate.tea of mind decrease.
And what kind of mental conduct, revered air, does a man fol1ow
that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, skilled states of mind
grow much 1 As to this, revered air, someone is not covetous; he
does not covet that which is the property of another, thinking:
' 0 might that which ia the other's be mine '; he is not malevolent
in thought, not corrupt in mind and purpose, but thinks: ' Let these
beings, free from enmity, peaceable, secure and happy, look after
self.' If this kind of mental conduct is followed, revered sir,
unslolled states of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow much.
When the Lord said: ' I, monks, say that mental conduct is of two
kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed; and there is this disparity in mental conduct,' it was said
in reference to this.
' I, monks, say that the arising of thought. is of two kinds, one of
which is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed;
and there is this disparity in the arising of thought.' This was said
by the Lord. In reference to what was it said 1 Revered sir, if a
certain kind of arising of thought is followed and ... unskilled states
of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow much, this kind of
arising of thought is to be fo1lowed.
And what kind of arising of thought, revered sir, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind grow much in him, skilled states of
mind decrease 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is covetous and
lives with his thought given over to covetousness; he is malevolent
and lives with his thought given over to malevolence; he is harmful
and lives with his thought given over to harmfulness. If this kind
of arising of thought is followed, revered sir, unskilled states of mind
grow much, skilled states of mind decrease.
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And what kind of arising of thought, revered sir, does a man follow
that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, [51) skilled states of
mind grow much 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is not covetous
and does not live with his thought given over to covetousness; he
is not malevolent . . . he is not harmful and does not live with his
thought given over to harmfulness. If this kind of arising of thought
is fo1lowed, revered sir, unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled
states of mind grow much. When the Lord said: ' I, monks, say
that the arising of thought is of two kinds, one of which is to be
followed and the other which is not to be followed ; and there is this·
disparity in the arising of thought,' it was said in reference to this.
' I, monks, say that the assumption of perception is of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed; and there is this disparity in the assumption of perception.'This was said by the Lord. In reference to what was it said 1
Revered sir, if a certain kind of assumption of perception is followed
and ... unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow
much, this kind of assumption of perception is to be followed.
And what kind of assumption of perception, revered sir, does a
man follow that unskilled states of mind grow much in him, skilled
states of mind decrease 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is covetous
and lives with his perception given over to covetousness; he is
malevolent and lives with his perception given over to malevolence;
he is harmful and lives with his perception given over to harmfulness.
If this kind of assumption of perception is followed, revered air,
unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled states of mind decrease.
And what kind of assumption of perception, revered air, does a man
follow that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, skilled stated
of mind grow much 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is not covetous
and does not live with his perception given over to covetousness;
he is not malevolent ... he is not harmful and does not live with
his perception given over to harmfulness. If this kind of assumption
of perception is followed, revered sir, unskilled states of mind ·
decrease, skilled states of mind grow much. When the Lord said:
' I, monks, say that the assumption of perception is of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there is this disparity in the assumption of perception,'
it was said in reference to this.
[52] ' I, monks, say that the assumption of views is of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed; and there is this disparity in the assumption of views.'
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This was said by the Lord. In reference to what was it said 1
Revered sir, if a certain kind of assumption of views is fol1owed and
. . . unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow
much, this kind of assumption of views is to be followed.
And what kind of assumption of views, revered sir, does a man
follow that unekilled states of mind grow much in him, skilled states
of mind decrease 1 AB to this, revered sir, someone is of this view:
' There is no (result of) gift, 1 there is no (result of) offering, there is no
(result of) sacrifice; there is no fruit or ripening of deeds well done
or ill done; there is not this world, there is not a world beyond;
there is no (benefit from serving) mother, no (benefit from serving)
father; there are no spontaneously arising beings; there are not in
the world recluses and brahmans who are faring rig4tly, proceeding
rightly, and who proclaim this world and the world beyond, having
realised them by their own super-knowledge.' If this kind of
assumption of views is followed, revered sir, unskilled states of
mind grow much, skilled states of mind decrease.
And what kind of assumption of views, revered sir, does a man follow that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, skilled states of
mind grow much 1 As to this, revered sir, someone is of this view:
'There is (result of) gift ... there are in the world recluses and brahmans ... who proclaim this world and the world beyond, having
realised them by their own super-knowledge.' If this kind of
assumption of views is followed, revered sir, unskilled states of mind
decrease, skilled states of mind grow much. When the Lord said:
' I, monks, say that the assumption of views is of two kinds ... and
there is this disparity in the assumption o.f views,' it was said in
reference to this.
' I, monks, say that the assumption of individuality is of two
kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed; and there is this disparity in the assumption of individuality.' This was said by the Lord. In reference to what was it said 1
Revered sir, if a certain kind of [63] assumption C'f individuality is
followed and ... unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled states of
mind grow much, this kind of assumption of individuality is to be
followed.
And what kind of assumption of individuality, revered sir, does
a man follow that unskilled states of mind grow much in him, skilled
states of mind decrease 1 If there is assumption of an individuality
1

As at M. iii. 22, eto.
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that is harmful, 1 revered air, because of the uncompleted state of
production, 2 unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled states of
mind decrease.
And what kind of assumption of individuality, revered air, does
a man follow that unskilled states of mind decrease in him, skilled
states of mind grow much 1 If there is assumption of an individu-.
ality that is harmleBS, 3 revered sir, because of the completed state •
of production, unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled states of .mind grow much. When the Lord said: ' I, monks, say that the -:
assumption of individuality is of two kinds, one of which is to be
followed and the other which is not to be followed ; and there is this
disparity in the assumption of individuality,' it was said in reference
to this. I, revered sir, thus understand this to be the meaning in
full of what was spoken of by the Lord in brief, but of which the
meaning was not explained in full."
" It is good, Sariputta, it is good. It is good that you, Siriputta,
thus understand this to be the meaning in full of what was spoken
of by me in brief, but of which the meaning was not explained in full.
'I, monks, say that bodily conduct is of two kinds, ·one of which
is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed; and there
is this disparity in bodily conduct.' This was said by me. In
reference to what was it said 1 Siriputta, if a certain kind of bodily
conduct is followed and unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled
states of mind decrease, this kind of bodily conduct is not to be
followed ... (as above, from, bodily conduct to assumption of individuality, witli the necessary cltangeiJ of Sariputta for revered one
and said by me for said by the Lord ... [54] ... [66] ... When I .·
said: ' I, monks, say that the assumption of individuality is of two.· ·
kinda, one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed; and there is this disparity in the assumption of individuality,' it was said in reference to this. Thus, Sariputta, should
be understood in full the meaning of what was spoken of by me in
brief.
1 MA. iv. 100 equates savyiipajjha with sadukkha, and avyapajjha with
aduklcka.
1 abhinibbattayato (11.l. abhinibbattaasa yato) apariniUhit.abMvaya.
MA. iv.

100 says that in this individuality an average man is unable to bring becoming
to completion; so, from the time of his re-linking, paliaandhi, unskilled states
grow, skilled ones decline, and he produces, abhinibbatteti, an individuality
attended by dukkha.
8 Sa.id of the four types of persons: stream-attainers and so on.
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And I, Sa.riputta, say that material shape cognisable through the
eye is of two kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other which
is not to be fo1lowed. And I, Sariputta, say that sound cognisable
through the ear ... smell cognisable through the nose . ·.. taste
cognisable through the tongue ... tactile objects cognisable through
the body ... mental states cognisable through the mind are of two
kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed.''
When this had been said, the venerable Sii.riputta spoke· thus to
the Lord: "I, revered sir, tlms understand this to be the meaning in
full of what was spoken of by the Lord in brief, but of which the
meaning was not explained in full: ' I, Sariputta, say that material
shape cognisable through the eye is of two kinds, [56) one of which
is to be folJowed and the other which is not to be followed.' This was
said by the Lord. In reference to what was it said 1 Revered sir,
if a certain material shape cognisable through the eye i'3 followed
and unskilled states of mind grow much, skilled Btates of mind decrease, this kind of material shape cognisable through the eye is not
to be followed. But if, revered sir, a certain kind of material shape
cognisable through the eye is followed and unskilled states of mind
decrease, skilled states of mind grow much, this kind of material
shape cognisable through the eye is to be followed. When the
· Lord said: ' I, Sariputta, say that material shape cognisable through
the eye is of two kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other
which is not to be followed,' it was said in reference to this.
(Repeat for sound .. .. smell ... (57) ... taste ... tactile objects
states of mind) ... [58) ... When the Lord said: ' And I, Sariputta,
say that mental states cognisable through the.mind are of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed,' it was said in reference to this. I, revered sir, thus
understand this to be the meaning in full of what was spoken of by
the Lord in brief, but of which the meaning was not explained in
full."
" It is good, Sariputta, it is good. It is good that you, Sa.riputta,
thus understand this to be the meaning in full of what was spoken
of by me in brief, but of which the meaning was not explained in
full . . . (Repeat the above from material shape to mental states
.cognisable through the mind) ... When I said: ' I, Sariputta, say
that mental states cognisable through the mind are of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed,' it was said in reference to this. Thus, Sariputta, should
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be understood in fu)l the meaning of what was spoken of by me in
brief.
And I, Sariputta, say that robe-material is of two kinds, one of
which is to be followed and the other which is not to be followed.
And I, Sa.riputta, say that almsfood ... lodgings ... a village ...
a market town ... a town ... a country district ... a ·person is
of two kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other which is
not to be followed."
[59] When this had been said, the venerable Sariputta spoke thus
to the Lord: " I, revered sir, thus understand this to be the meaning
in full of what was spoken of by the Lord in brief, but of which the
meaning was not explained in full: ' And I, Sariputta, say that
robe-material ... almsfood ... lodgings ... a village ... a market
town ... a town ... a country district ... a person is of two kinds,
one of which is to be followed and the other which is not to be
followed.' This was said by the Lord. In reference to what was it
said 1 Revered sir, if a certain kind of robe-material ... ·almsfood
. . . lodgings . . . village . . . market town . . . town . . . country
district ... person is followed and unskiJled states of mind grow
much, skilled states of mind decrease, that almsfood ... person is not
to be followed. But if, revered sir, a certain kind of robe-material
. . . person is followed and unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled
states of mind grow much, that almsfood ... person is to be followed.
When the Lord said: ' And I, Sariputta, say that robe-material ...
a person is of two kinds, one of which is to be followed and the other
which is not to be followed,' it was ·said in reference to this. I,
revered sir, thus understand this to be the meaning in full of what
was spoken of by the Lord in brief, but of which the meaning was
not explained in full."
"It is good, Sa.riputta, it is good. It is good that you, Sariputta,
thus understand this to be the meaning in full of what was spoken
of by me in brief, but of which the meaning was not explained in full.
' And I, Sii.riputta say that robe-material ... [80] ... almsfood
. . . lodgings . . . a village . . . market town . . . town . . . country
district . . . a person is of two kinda, one of which is to be followed
and the other which is not to be followed.' This was said by me.
In reference to what was it said 1 Sariputta, if a certain kind of
robe-material ... person is followed and unskilled states of mind
grow much, skilled states of mind decrease, that kind of robematerial ... person is not to be followed. But if, Sariputta, a certain
kind of robe-material ... person is followed and unskilled states of
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mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow much, that robe-material
. . . person is to be followed. This that was said by me, Sariputta,
was said in reference to this. Thus, Sariputta, should be understood
in full the meaning of what was spoken of by me in brief.
And, Sariputta, if all nobles ... all brahmans ... all merchants ...
all workers could thus understand the meaning in full of this that
was spoken of by me in brief, for a long time it would be for their
welfare and happiness. And, Sariputta, if the world with the devas,
with the Maras and Brahmas, and if the generations of recluses and
brahmans, devas and men could thus understand the meaning in full
of this that was spoken of by me in brief, for a long time it would
be for their welfare and happiness."
(61] Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Sariputta
rejoiced in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on What is To Be Followed
and What is Not To Be Fo11owed:
The Fourth

115. DISCOURSE ·ON THE MANIFOLD ELEMENTS
(Bahudhatukasutta)
THUS have I heard: 1 At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in AnathapiQ(Jika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying," Monks." "Revered
One," those monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus:
" Whatever fears arise, monks, all arise for the fool, not the wise
man. Whatever troubles2 arise, all arise for the fool, not the wise
man. Whatever misfortunes arise, all arise for the fool, not the
wise man. Monks, as a spark of fire 8 from a house thatched with
rushes or·a house thatched with grass sets fire to gabled houses that
1
1

As at A. i. 101 to cc Wherefore " at end of next paragraph.
upaddava, distresses; cc states of absent-mindedness," O.P.D.; MA. iy. 102,

anekaggatakiira.
• aggimuk!«J above and at A. i. 101; v.l. -muua.
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are smeared inside and out, protected from the wind, with bolts .
that are fastened, windows that are closed,1 even so, monks, what-.;ever fears ... troubles ... misfortunes arise, all arise for the fool, not
the wise man. Thus, monks, it is the fool who is beset by fear, the
wise man is not beset by fear; the fool has trouble, the wise man does
not have trouble; the fool has misfortune, the wise man does not
have misfortune. Monks, there is not fear, trouble, misfortune for
the wise man. Wherefore, monks, thinking, ' Investigating, we will
become wise,' this is how you must train yourselves, monks."
(62] When this had been said, the venerable Ananda spoke thus
to the Lord: " What is the stage at which it suffices to say, revered
sir: 'Investigating, the monk is wise' 1"
" Ananda, as soon as a monk is skilled in the elements and skilled
in the (sense-)fields and skilled in conditioned genesis and skilled in
the possible and the impossible, 2 it is at this stage, Ananda, that it
suffices to say, 'Investigating, the monk is wise.' "
" But, revered sir, at what stage does it suffice to say, ' The monk
is skilled in the elements ' f'
" There are these eighteen elements, 8 Ananda: the element of
eye, the element of material shape, the element of visual conscioUB- ·
ness; the element of ear, the element of sound, the element of auditory-consciousness; the element of nose, the element of smell, the element
of olfactory consciousness; the element of tongue, the element of
taste, the element of gustatory consciousness; the element of body,
the element of touch, the element of bodily consciousness; the element
of mind, the element of mental states, the element of mental
consciousness. When, Ananda, he knows and sees these eighteen
elements, it is at this stage that it suffices to say, ' The monk is
skilled in the elements.'"
"Might there be another way also, revered sir, according to which
it suffices to say,' The monk is skilled in the elements' 1"
" There might be, Ananda. There are these six elements, Ananda:
the element of extension, the element of cohesion, the element of
radiation, the element of mobility,' the element of space, the
element of consciousness. 6 When, Ananda, he knows and sees
1

See M. i. 76, ii. 8 for this description.

1

IMniiffhd:na, the causally possible and causally impossible.

• Vbh. 90. On the elements, dhatu, see Viam. 484 ff.
• In the text vayodl,atu stands before tejodMtu. I have transposed them ..
above so as to secure the usual sequence.
6

As at M. iii. 31.
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these six elements, it is at this stage that it suffices to say, 'The
monk is skilled in the elements.' "
"Might there be another way also, revered sir, according to which
it suffices to say, 'The monk is skilled in the elements' 1"
"There might be, Ananda. There are these six elements,
A.nanda: the element of happiness, the element of anguish, the
element of gladness, the element of sorrowing, the element of
equanimity, the element of ignorance. 1 When, .A.nanda, he knows
and sees these six elements, it is at this stage that it suffices to say,
'The monk is skilled in the elements.'"
"Might there ho another way also, revered sir, according to which
it suffices to say, 'The monk is skilled in the elements' 1"
" There might be, Ananda. There are these six elements, A.nanda:
the element of sensuous pleasures, the element of renunciation, the
element of malice, the element of non-malice, [63]. the element of
harming, the element of non-harming. 2 When, Ananda, he knows
and sees these six elements, it is at this stage that it suffices to say,
' The monk is skilled in the elements.' "
"Might there be another way also, revered sir, according to which
it suffices to say, 'The monk is skilled in the elements' 1"
" There might be, Ananda. There are these three elements,
Ananda: the element of sensuous pleasures, the element of finemateriality, the element of non-materia.lity. 3 When, Ananda, he
knows and sees these three elements, it is at this stage that it
suffices to say,: The monk is skilled in the elements.'"
"Might there be another way, revered sir, according to which it
suffices to say, ' The monk is skilled in the elements ' 1"
'' There might be, Ananda. There are these two elements,
Ananda: the element that is constructed' and the element that is
unconstructed. When, Ananda, he knows and sees these two
elements, it is at this stage that it suffices to say, ' The monk is
skilled in the elements.' "
"At what stage, revered sir, does it suffice to say, 'The monk is
skilled in the (sense-)fields ' 1"
" These six (sense-)fi.elds, A.nanda, a.re internal-external: the eye
1

Vbh. 85.
OJ. these six at D. iii. 215, A. iii. 447, S. ii. 151, Vbl1,. 86.
3 As at D. iii. 215, lti. 45.
' This pair also at D. iii. 274. The " constructed, 0 aamkhata, is a. synonym
for the five khan.aha; the "unconstructed" is a, synonym for nibbana,
MA. iv. 106. See a.lso Vbh. 72-73, 80, 421.
1
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as well as material shape; the ear as well as sound; the nose as well
as smell; the tongue as well as taste; the body as well as touch ; the
mind as well as mental states. When, Ananda, he knows and sees
these six internal-external (sense-)fields, it is at this stage that it
suffices to say, 'Tl1e monk is skilled in the (sense-)fielda.'"
"And at what stage, revered air, does it suffice to say,' The monk
is skilled in conditioned genesis' 1"
" As to this, Ananda, a monk knows thus: ' If this is, that comes
to be; from the arising of this, that arises; if this is not, that does
not come to be; from the stopping of this, that is stopped. That
is to say: Conditioned by ignorance are the (karma-)formations;1
conditioned by the (karma-)formations is consciousness; conditioned
by consciousness is name-and-shape; conditioned by name-and-shape
is the field of the six (senses); conditioned by the field of the six
(senses) is (sensory) impingement; conditioned by (sensory) impingement is feeling; conditioned by feeling is era ving; conditioned by
craving is grasping; conditioned by grasping [64] is becoming;
conditioned by becoming is birth; conditioned by birth there come
into being old age and dying, grief, sorrow, suffering, lamentation
and despair. Thus is the origin of this whole mass of anguish. But
from the utter fading away and stopping of this very ignorance is
the stopping of the (karma-)formations; from the stopping of the .
(karma-)formations is the stopping of consciousness; from the . .
stopping of consciousness is the stopplng of name-and-shape; from ·
the stopping of name-and-shape is the stopping of the field of the
six (senses); from the stopping of the· field of the six (senses) is the
stopping of (sensory) impingement; from the stopping of (sensory)
impingement is the stopping of feeling; from the stopping of feeling
is the stopping of cra~ing; from the stopping of craving is the
stopping of grasping; from the stopping of grasping is the stopping
of becoming; from the stopping of becoming is the stopping of birth;
from the stopping of birth, old age and dying, grief, sorrow~ suffering,
lamentation and despair are stopped. Thus is the stopping of this
whole mass of angujsh.' It is at that stage, Ananda, that it suffices
to say, 'The monk is skilled in conditioned genesis.'"
"And at what stage, revered sir, does it suffice to say,' The monk
is skilled in the possible and the impossible' 1"
" As to this, Ananda, a monk comprehends: ' It is impo1:1sible,
it cannot come to pass2 that a man possessed of (right) view should
1

See M .L,S, i, xxiv; and t/. M. i. 262-264.

1

As at A. i, 26JJ.
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go to any construction1 as permanent-tlris situation does not
occur.' He comprehends: 'But this situation occurs when an
average man might go to some construction as permanent-this
situation occurs.' He comprehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot
come to pass that a man possessed of (right) view should go to any
construction as happy- this situation does not occur. He comprehends: 'But this situation occurs when an average man might
go to some construction as happy- this situation occurs.' He
comprehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot come to pass that a man
possessed of (right) view should go to any dhamma as self-this
situation does not occur.' He comprehends: ' But this situation
occurs when an average man might go to some dhamma as self-this
situation occurs.' He comprehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot
come to pass that a man possessed of (right) view should deprive
bis mother of life-this situation does not occur.' He comprehends:
'But'this situation occurs when an average man might deprive his
mother of life- this situation occurs.' He comprehends: 'It is
impossible, it cannot come to pass that [65] a man poBSessed of
(right) view should deprive his father of life ... should deprive one
perfected of life ... but this situation occurs when an average man
might deprive his father . . . one perfected of life- this situation
occurs.' He comprehends: 'It is impossible, it cannot come to
pass that a man possessed of (right) view should, with murderous
intent, draw a Tathagata's blood- this situation does not occur.'
He comprehends: 'But this situation occurs when an average man
might, with murderous intent, draw a Tathigata's blood-this
situation occurs.' He comprehends: 'It is impossible, it cannot
come to pass that a man possessed of (right) view should cause a
schism in the Order . • . should proclaim another Teacher-this
situation does not occur.' He comprehends: 'But this situation
occurs when an average man might ca.use a schism in the Order ...
might proclaim another Teacher- this situation occurs.' He com1 Perhaps meaning here a " construction," a " compounded thing " or a
"conditioned thing," See above, p. 106; also M.L.S. i. Intr., p. xxiv /.
SankMra and dhamma just below go together at Dhp. 277-279, the former with
anicca and dukkha (aabbe sankMra anicca .• · . dukkM) and · the latter with
anatta (sabbe dhamma anatta). As a category, dhamma is wider than aankMra,
for it includes the uncompounded nibbii.na. Thie is anatta, but it is neither
impermanent nor painful; on the contrary it is permanent and blissful.
Everything else is impermanent and painful as well as being anaua. The
force of dhamma in this context and this sense is therefore to imply and include
nibbina.
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prehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot come to pass that in one
world-system two perfected ones who are Fully Self-Awakened Ones
should arise simultaneously-this situation does not occur.' He
comprehends: 'But this situation occurs when in one world-system
one perfected one who is a Fully Self-Awakened One might arisethis situation occurs.' He comprehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot ·
come to pass that in one world-system two wheel-turning kings·
should arise simultaneously . . . but this situation occurs when in
one world-system one wheel-turning king might arise-this situation
occurs.' He comprehends:' It is impossible, it cannot come to pass
that a woman who is a perfected one could be a Fully Self-Awakened
One ... but the situation occurs when a man who is a perfected one
could be a Ful1y Self-Awakened One-this situation occurs.' He
comprehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot come to pass that a woman
should be a wheel-turning king ... but a man could be a wheelturning king-this situation occurs.' He comprehends: 'It is
impossible, it cannot come to pass that a woman could be a Sakka
[66] ... a Mara ... a Brahma ... but this situation occurs when a
man might be a Sakka . . . a Mara . . . a Brahma-this situation
occurs.' He comprehends: ' It is impo~ible, it cannot come to pass
that from wrong conduct in body ... speech ... thought there could
result a fruit that was agreeable, pleasant, liked ... but the situation
occurs when from wrong conduct in body ... speech ... thought
there might result a fruit that was disagreeable, unpleasant, not
liked- this situation occurs.' He comprehends: 'It is impossible,
it cannot come to pass that from right conduct in body ... speech
... thought there might result a fruit that was disagreeable, unpleasant, not liked . . . but the situation occurs when from right
conduct in body ... speech ... thought there might result a fruit
that was agreeable, pleasant, liked-this situation occurs.' He
comprehends: ' It is impossible, it cannot come to pass that one who
is addicted to wrong conduct in body ... [87] ... speech .... thought
should, from that source, from that condition arise, on the breaking
up of the body after dying, in a good bourn, a heaven world ... but
this situation occurs when one who is addicted to wrong conduct in
body . . . speech . . . thought might, from that source, from that
condition arise, on the breaking up of the body after dying, in the
sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the downfall, Niraya Hell-this situation occurs.' He comprehends:' It is impossible, it cannot come to
pass that one who is addicted to right conduct in body ... speech
... thought should, from that source, from that condition arise, on
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the breaking up of the body after dying, in the sorrowful ways, a bad
bourn, the downfall, Niraya Hell- this situation does not occur.'
He comprehends: ' But this situation occurs when one who is
addicted to right conduct in body ... speech ... thought might,
from that source, from that condition arise, on the breaking up of
the body after dying, in a good bourn, a heaven world- this situation occurs.' It is at this stage, .Ananda, that it suffices to say:
'The monk is skilled in the possible and the impossible.'"
When this had·been said the venerable Ananda spoke thus to the
Lord: "It is wonderful, revered sir, it is marvellous, reve1·ed sir.
What, revered sir, is the name of this disquisition on dhamma 1"
" Wherefore do you, .Ananda, remember this disquisition on
dhamma as the Manifold Elements, and remember it as the Fourfold
Circle,1 and remember it as the Mirror of Dhamma, and remember it
as the Drum of Deathlessness, and remember it as the Incomparable
Victory in the Battle. " 2
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable .Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Manifold Elements:
The Fifth

116. DISCOURSE AT ISIGILI
(Isigilisutta)
[68] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Rajagaha on Isigili mountain. While he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered One," these
monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" Do not you, monks, see this Vebhii.ra3 mountain r'
" Yes, revered sir."
1 Referring to the elements, (sense- )fields, conditioned genesis, and the
poeeible and impoeeible, MA. iv. 126.
1 Of. D. i. 46 where Ananda is also given five titles by which he might
remember the disquisition on dhamma (the Brahmajiila8UUanta), and where
the fifth title is the ea.me as the fifth given above: Anutta.ro Sarhgamavijayo.
8 This and the four following names of mountains a.re the names of those
surrounding Ra.jagaha; cf. SnA. 382.
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"There was another designation, monks, of this Vebhara mountain, another name. Do not you, monks, see this Pa:r.u;lava·
mountain 1"
"Yes, revered sir."
"There was another designation, monks, of this Pa:r:u;lava mountain, another name. Do not you, monks, see this Vepulla
mountain 1"
"Yes, revered sir."
" There was another designation, monks, of this Vepulla mountain, 1 another name. Do not you, monka, see this Gijjhakuta
mountain 1"2
"Yes, revered sir."
" There was another designation, monks; of this Gijjhakiita,
mountain, another name. Do not you, monks, see this Isigili
mountain 1"
" Yes, revered sir."
"This has always been the designation, monks, this always the
name of •this Isigili mountain. Once upon a time, monks, five
hundred paccekabuddhas3 dwelt for a long time on this Isigili
mountain. They were seen as they were entering this mountain,.
but once they had entered they were not seen. People seeing this,
spoke thus: 'This mountain swallows these seers" (isi gik,,t,i) ;' so
did Isigili receive the very designation Isigili. I will point out to
you, monks, the names of the paccekabuddhas; I will relate, ,
monks, the names of the paccekabuddhas; I will tell, [89] monks,
the names of the paccekabuddhas. Listen, attend carefully and
I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent.
'fhe Lord spoke thus:
"Arittha,6 monks, was a paccekabuddha who lived in this Isigili
mountain for a long time. Uparittha8 ••• Tagarasikhin7 ••• Yasassin8 . . . Sudassana9 ••• Piyadassin ... Gandhara ... Ph;u;lola ...
1

1 This is" Mount Vulture-Peak.,,
See 8. ii. 190-193.
Those who win enlightenment by themselves without the a.id of a. t.ea.cher;
but they cannot preach dhamma to others.
'MA. iv. 127 says that when these sages returned from their a.lmsround the
mountain would open like a. huge pair of doors, and when they had entered it
they stayed there and were to be seen no more.
5 These thirteen names a.re to be found in D.P.P.N., with legends when they_
exist. I therefore give only a. few references.
7 Ud. 50; UdA. 291; S. i. 92; Ja. iii. 299.
• Thag. 910.
9 Thag. 910.
1 ThagA. i. 93; Ap. ii. 451.
1
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Upisa.bha ... Nitha ... Ta.the. ... Sutavi ... Bhivitatta, monks,
was a paccekabuddha who lived in this Isigili mountain for a long
time.
Those essences of beings,1 unaffiicted, 2 without longing, who
individually have come to right enlightenment-Listen to me as I am relating the names of these barbless8
incomparable men:
Arittha, Uparittha, Tagarasikhin, Yasassin and Sudassana,
Piyadassin the enlightened,
Gandhara, Pi1.1c;lola and Upisabha, Nltha, Tatha, Sutava,
Bhivitatta,
(70) Sumbha, Subha, Methula and Atthama, Athassumegha,
Anigha, Sudatha
Are paccekabuddhas whose conduits for becoming are destroyed;
Hiilgii and Hinga of great majesty,
·
The two sages Jilin,' and Atthaka, then Kosa.la the awakened
one, then Subahu,
Upanemi, this Nemi, this Santacitta, truthful, real, stainless
and wise;
Kala,, Upaka.Ja, Vijita and Jita and .Ailga and Panga and
Gutijjita;
Passin renounced cleaving to the root of anguish, Aparajita
defeated Mara's might;
Sattha, Pavatti, Sarabhanga, Lomahamaa, Uccangamaya,
Asita, Anisava,
Manomaya, and Bandhuma the cutter away of pride, Tadidhimutta, and Ketuma the stainless;
Keturilbaraga and Mitanga, Ariya, then Accuta, Accutagima,
Byimaka,
Sumangala, Dabbila, Supatitthito, Asayha, Khemabhirata and
Sora.ta,
Durannaya, Sarilgha, and then Ujjaya, and then the sage Sayha
of sublime courage ;6
1 MA. iv. 129, "having spoken the names of the thirteen paocekabuddhas,
now pointing out the names of those others who are the essences of beings .•. ,,
Satlaaara, essences of beings, means: who have become the essences of beings,
aauanam &arabMUa.
• anigha=niddukkha, MA. iv. 129.
8 vi&alla; cf. 8. i. 180; Bn. 17, 86, 367.
'Cii!a- and Mahi-Jalin, MA. iv. 129.
1 anomanikkhama; D. iii. 156, MA. iv. 129 rea.d -nikkama, called viriyatta
at MA.
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.Ananda, Nanda, Upananda (making) twelve,1 Bharadvija
bearing his last body,
Bodhi, Mahana.ma, then too the other Bharadvija, hair-created,
beautiful,
Tissa, Upatissa, Upasidarin, the cutters away of the bonds of
becoming, and Sidarin, the cutter away of craving;
The buddha2 called Mangala, attachment-gone, Usabha who cut
away the ensnaring root of ill;
Upa1,1ita who attained the peaceful path, Uposatha, Sundara.,
Saccanima.,
Jeta, Jayanta, Paduma, Uppala and Padumuttara, Rakkhita and Pabbata;
·
[71] Minatthaddha, Sobhita, Vitaraga and the buddha2 Kal)ha,
well freed in mindThese and others3 are paccekabuddhas of great majesty, their
conduits for becoming destroyed.
Praise all these immeasurable great seers who have attained
final nibba.na."
Discourse at Isigili:
The Sixth

117. DISCOURSE PERTAINING TO THE

GREAT FORTY
(Mahacn.ttirisakasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sivatthi
in the Jcta Grove in Anathapi1,1c;lika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus: " I wiJl teach you, monks, the ariyan' right concentra.Four .Ananda.s, four Nanda.sand four Upana.nda.s, MA. iv. 129.
I.e. pacccka.buddha..
3 Among the five hundred pa.ccekabuddha.s, two and three and ten and
twelve ha.ve the sa.mc name such a.s .Ana.nda., etc.; these a.nd others a.re not
spoken of separately here, MA. iv. 130.
4 MA. iv. 130 says that the meaning of ariyan is flawless, supcrmundane.
1

2
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tion1 with the causal associations, 2 with the accompaniments. 3
Listen to it, attend carefully ahd I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent.
The Lord spoke thus:
" And what, monks, is the ariyan right concentration with the
causal associations, with the accompaniments 1 It is right view,
right purpose, right speech, right action, right mode of livelihood,
right endeavour, right mindfulness. Whatever one-pointedness of
mind, monks, is accompanied by these seven components, this,
monks, is called the ariyan right concentration with the camml
associations and the accompaniments.
As to this, monks, right view comes first.' And how, monks, does
right view come first 1 If one comprehends that wrong view is
wrong view and comprehends that right view is right view, that is
his right view. 5 And what, monks, is wrong view 1 ' There is no
(result of) gift, 6 no (result of) offering, no (result of) sacrifice; there
is no fruit or ripening of deeds well done or ill done; there is not
this world, there is not a world beyond; there is no (benefit from
serving) mother or father; there are no beings of spontaneous
uprising; [72] there are not in the world recluses and brahmans who
are faring rightly, proceeding rightly, and who proclaim this world
and the world beyond having realised them by their own superknowledge.' This, monks, 1s a wrong view.
And what, monks, is right view 1 Now, I, monks, say that right
view is twofold. There is, monks, the right view that has cankers,
that is on the side of merit, that ripens unto cleaving (to new
1 Cf. D. ii. 216 /. for tho following.
Right concentration is concentration on
the Way, MA. iv. 130.
2 sa-upanisii.
Cf. S. ii. 20 ff. " Tho history of this word lin.s yet to Lo
written," P.E.D. s.v. upanisii.. MA. iv. 130 gives it the meaning of paccaya.,
condition.
a saparikkhara, with the requisites, called s<.i-parivara at MA. iv. 130, "with
the surroundings," concomitants.
'puhbangama, it is the fore-goer, purecarika, MA. iv. 131. Right view is
twofold: that of insight, vipassanii, and that of the Way. The former examines
the three kinds of activities (sankhara: of body, speech and thought) in respect
of impermanence, etc. But tho latter a.rises at the end of the examination
while rooting out and allaying the stage that has been attained, MA. iv. 130.
At MA. iv. 135 it is said, " In this Discourse there are five kinds of right view:
through insight, of specific kamma (cf. Dks. 1366, Vbh. 328, MA. v. 10), of the
Way, of the fruits, through reflection on."
5 This is right view through insight, MA. iv. 135.
• As at M. i. 287, etc.
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Lirth). 1 There is, monks, the right view that is ariyan, cankerless,
supermundane, a component of the Way. And what, monks, is the
right view that has cankers, that is on the side of merit, that ripens
unto cleaving (to new birth) 1 'There is (result of) gift ... offering
... sacrifice; there is fruit and ripening of deeds well done or ill done;
there is this world, there is a world beyond; t.here is (benefit from
serving) mother and father; there arc spontaneously arising beings;
there arc in the world recluses and brahmans ... who proclaim this
world and the world beyond having realised them by their own
super-knowledge. ' 2 This, monks, is a right view that has cankers,
is on the side of merit, that ripens unto cleaving (to new birth).
And what, monks is the right view that is ariyan, cankerless,
supermundane, a component of the Way 1 Whatever, monks, is
wisdom, the cardinal faculty of wisdom, 3 the power of wisdom,' the
component of enlightenment that is investigation into things, 6 the
right view that is a component of the Way in one who, by developing
the ariyan Wny, is of ariyan thought, cankerless thought, conversant
with the ariyan Way6-··tl1is, monks, is a right view that is ariyan,
cankerless, supermundane, a component of the Way.
Whoever makes endeavour for the riddance of wrong view, for ·t he
attainment of right view, that is his right endeavour. l\lindfu],
he gets rid of wrong view; mindful, entering on right view, he abides
in it. This is his right mindfulness. Thus these three things
circle round and follow after right view, that is to say: right view,
right endeavour, right mindfulness.
As to this, monks, right view comes first. An<l how, monks, does
right view come first 1 If one comprehends that wrong purpose
is wrong purpose and comprehends that right purpose is right pur- .
pose, that is his [73] right view. And what, monks, is wrong purpose 1 Purpose for sense-pleasures, purpose for ill-will, purpose
for harming. This, monks, is wrong purpose. And what, monks,
is right purpose 1 Now 1, monks, say thn.t right purpose is twofold. ·
1

upadliit:epakka.
This is tho right view of specific kamma. (see p. 114, n. 4 above), MA.
iv. 135, J'M. 328, VbltA. 415.
3 paiiiiindriya, seo S. v. 200.
" CJ. MA. iv. 131: one does not tremble on account of ignorance.
6 MA. iv. 132 says that having attained the factor of enlightenment one
investigates the four truths.
• ariyamaggassa sanut:ngit10, also o.t J,f. iii. 73. O.P.D. says this is a wrong
rending. A variant here and the reading at M. iii. U, 75 is ariyamaggasam.angi,w. Cf. l'ug. p. 10, 73: 1naggasam.a1igino: tho~e on the four Ways.
1
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There ia, monks, the right purpose that has cankers, is on the side of
merit, and ripens unto cleaving (to new birth). There is, monks,
the right purpose that is ariyan, cankerless, supermundane, a factor
of the Way. And what, monks, ia the right purpose that has
cankers, is on the side of merit, and ripens unto cleaving 1 Purpose
for renunciation, purpose for non-ill-will, purpose for non-harming.
This, monks, is right purpose that ... ripens unto cleaving.
And what, monks, is the right purpose that is ariyan, cankerless,
supermundane, a component 9f the Way 1 Whatever, monks, is
reasoning, 1 initial thought, 2 purpose, an activity of speech through
the complete focussing3 and application of the mind in one who, by
developing the ariyan Way, is of ariyan thought, of cankerless
thought, and is conversant with the ariyan Way-this, monks, is
right purpose that is ariyan, cankerless, supermundane, a component
of the Way.
Whoever makes endeavour for the riddance of wrong purpose, for
the attainment of right purpose, that is his right endeavour. Mindful, he gets rid of wrong purpgae; mindful, entering on right purpose
he abides in it. That is his right mindfulness. Thus these tlm•e
things circle round and follow after right purpose, that is to say:
right view, right endeavour, right mindfulness.
As to this, monks, right view comes first. And how, monks, docs
right view come first 1 If one comprehends that wrong speech is
wrong speech and comprehends that right speech is right speech,
that is his right view. And wlmt, monks, is wrong speech 1 Lying,
slanderous speech, harsh speech, gossiping. This, monks, is wrong
speech. And what, monks, is right speech 1 Now, I, monks, say
that right speech is twofold. There is, monks, the right speech that
has cankers, is on the side of merit, that ripens unto cleaving (to new
birth). There is, (74] monks, the right speech that is ariyan,
cankerless, supermundane, a component of the Way. And what,
monks, is the right speech that ... ripens unto cleaving (to new
birth) 1 Abstaining from lying, abstaining from 1danderous speech
... harsh speech ... goBBiping. This, monks, is the right speech
that has cankers, is on the side of merit, that ripens unto cleaving
(to new birth).
And what, monks, is the right speech that is ariyan, cankerlcss,
supermundane, a component of the Way 1 Whatever, monks, is
1

takka.

3

OJ. Dka. 7.

2

vitakka.

Of. M. i. 301, vitakkavicara vaciBamkharo.
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from1

abstention from, refraining from, avoidance of, restraint
the
four ways of bad conduct in speech2 in one who, by developing the
ariyan Way is of ariyan thought, of cankerless thought, and is
conversant with the Way- this, monks, is right speech that is ariyan,
cankerless, supermundane, a component of the Way.
Who~ver makes endeavour for the riddance of wrong speech, for
the attainment of right speech, that is his right endeavour. Mindful,
he gets rid of wrong speech; mindful, entering on right speech, he
abides in it. That is his right mindfulness. Thus these three things
circle round and follow after right speech, that is to say: right view,
right endeavour, right mindfulness.
As to this, monks, right view comes first. And how, monks, does
right view come first 1 If one comprehends that wrong action is
wrong action and comprehencls that right action is right action, that
is his right view." And what, monks, i8 wrong action 1 Onslaught
on creatures, taking what has not been given, wrong enjoyment
among the sense-pleasurcs. 2 This, monks, is wrong action. And
what, monks, is right action 1 Now, I, monks, say that right action
is twofold. There is, monks, the right action that has cankers, is
on the side of merit, that ripens unto cleaving (to new birth).
There is, monks, the right action that is ariyan, cankerlcss, supermundane, a component of the Way. And what, monks, is the right
action that ... ripens unto cleaving (to new birth) 1 It is, monks,
abstaining from onslaught on creatures, abstaining from taking
what has not been given, abstaining from wrong enjoyment among
the sense-pleasures. This, monks, is the right action that has
cankers, is on the side of merit, and ripens unto cleaving.
And what, monks, is the right action that is ariyan, cankerless,
supermundane, a component of the way 1 Whatever, monks, is
abstention from, refraining from, avoidance of, restraint from the
three ways of bad conduct in body2 in one who, by developing the
ariyan Way is of ariyan thought, of cankerless thought, and is
conversant with the Way- this, monks, is right action [75) that is
ariyan, cankerless, supermundane, a component of the Way.
·whoever makes endeavour for the riddance of wrong action, for
the attainment ofright action, that is his right endeavour. Mindful,
he gets rid of wrong action; mindful, entering on right action, he
abides in it. That is his right mindfulness. Thus these ~hree things
1 Tho four words of this sequence occur also at 1Jl1s. 200, Nd. II. 462 in
connection with right speech.
1 See M. i. 28G.
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circle round and follow after right action, that is to say: right view,
right endeavour, right mindfulness.
As to this, monks, right view comes first. And how, monks, does
right view come first 1 If one comprehends that wrong mode of
livelihood is wrong mode of livelihood and comprehends that right
mode of livelihood is right mode of livelihood, that is his right view.
And what, monks, is wrong mode oflivelihood 1 Trickery, 1 cajolery, 2
insinuating, 3 dissembling,' rapacity for gain upon gain. 5 This,
monks, is wrong mode of livelihood. And what, m_onks, is right
mode of livelihood 1 Now, I, monks, say that right mode of
livelihood is twofold. There is, monks, the right mode of livelihood
that has cankers, is on the side of merit, that ripens unto cleaving
(to new birth). There is, monks, the right mode of livelihood that is
ariyan, cankerless, supermundanc, a component of the Way. And
what, monks, is the right mode of livelihood that ... ripens unto
cleaving (to new birth) ? Herein, monks, an ariyan disciple, by
getting rid of wrong mode of livelihood, earns his living by right mode
of livelihood. This, monks, is right mode of livelihood that has
cankers, is on the side of merit, and ripens unto cleaving.
And what, monks, is the right mode of livelihood that is ariyan,
1 Cf. D. i. 8, Vism. 6 ff. for these five words.
The first, lcul,ami, means
according to MA. iv. 134, DA. 91, that these people trick (deceive or delude,
l"'llhayanti) the world and astonish it with three kinds of tricks. · 'l'hc•sc arc
referred to at Ja. iv. 207. These five words also occur a.t A. iii. 111, and the
actions (trickery, etc.) are explained at Vbh. 352 f., Vism. 23; r.f. VbhA. 471.
On kuhanii and lapanci cf. the phrases janalcuhanalflm ja11alapa11alfha at
M. i. 465, A. ii. 26, Jti. pp. 28, 20.
1 lapana.
Cf. ViBm. 26f.; also Iti. §09= A. i. 165, 168. Lapaka, translated
at Dial. i. 15 "droners out (of holy words for pay)"; at G.S. iii. 88 "ranter";
at Min.Anth. ii. 186 (lapita-liipa) "mere mutterings"; at Path Purity i. 27
"boasters." I follow G.S. ii. 28 and Min.Anth. ii. 136.
MA. iv. 134:
"they cajole for the sake of gains and honour."
3
nemittakatii; cf. nimittikatci at Vin. i. 254 where, if a, monk hints or
insinuates that he wants ka,thina cloth, then it cannot be said to be properly
made. Dial. i. 16 translates 11.emittik<i as diviners with note that these arc
interpreters of signs and omens. This it may easily mean. But in the above
context the whole stress is on deceitful ways, unspecified, of ohtnining gains
and honours.
'nippesikqta. I follow translation at G.S. iii. 88. For nippesik<t Dial. i. 16
gives exorcists, and P.E.D. juggler. But I see no need to be so definite.
MA. iv. 134 says: nippeso silam etesan ti nippesikii, tesam bhcivo nippesikatii.
AA. iii. 273 says: nippesiko ti 11.ippirhsanakaHuiya aamanndgalo.
6 Cf. definition of liibha at Vin. iii. 260, iv. 154, 156: the requisites, even a
lump of chunam, a toothpick and unwoven thread.
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cankerless, supermunclane, a component of the Way 1 Whatever,
monks, is abswntion from, refraining from, avoidance of, restraint
from . wrong mode of livelibood in one who, by developing the
ariyan Way is of ariyan thought, of cankerless thought, and is
conversant with the Way1 - this, monks, is right mode of livelihood
that is ariyan, cankerless, supcrmundane, a component of the
Way.
Whoever makes endeavour for the riddance of wrong mode of .·
livelihood, for the attainment of right mode of livelihood, that is his
right endeavour. Mindful, he gets rid of wrong mode of livelihood;
mindful, entering on right mode of livelihood, he abides in it. This
is his right mindfulness. Thus these three things circle round and
follow after right mo<le of livelihood, that is to say: right view, right
endeavour, right mindfulness.
As to this, monks, right view comes first. And how, monks, docs
right view come first 1 [76] Right purpose, monks, proceeds2 from
right view ;3 right speech proceeds from right purpose; right action
proceeds from riglJt speech; right mode of livelihood proceeds from
right action; right endeavour proceeds from right mode of livelihood;
right mindfulness proceeds from right endeavour; right concentration proceeds from right mindfulness; right knowledge proceeds'
from right concentration; right freedom proceeds from right knowledge. In this way, monks, the learner's course is possessed of
eight components, the perfected one's of ten components.
As to this, monks, right view comes first. And how, monks, does
right view come first 1 Wrong view; monks, is worn away in one .
of right view ;5 and those various evil unskilled things that arise .conditioned by wrong view are worn away in him; and various
skilled things conditioned by right view come to development and
fulfilment. Wrong purpose, monks, is worn away in one of right
purpose; and those vnrious evil unskilled things that arise conditioned
1

Cf. Dlts. 301.

2

pahoti, rf. D. ii. 217.

a sammiidif,thissa.,· .M A. iv. 134 explains this as meaning "of the man,
ptt(l(lalassa, who is established in the right view of the Way." So the meaning

may bo moro lik>mlly: "pro<"<'<ids for one of right view," etc. MA. iv. 135
says thn.t here" right view of the Way and right view of the fruits" are both
IJl•ing spoken of; sec above, p. 114, n. 4.
4 .JfA. iv. 135 says here "right view through reflection on" is being
spoken of.
5 MA. iv. 135 says thn.t t-he rep<'atcrs of the r<'maining Kiknyae say the
"fruit" is being spoken of, but the M. rcpea.k>re say tho "Way" is being
spoken of in the ten items to be worn a.way.
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by wrong purpose are worn away in him; and various skilled things
conditioned by right purpose come to development and fulfilment.
Wrong speech, monks, is worn away in one of right speech ...
Wrong action, monks, is worn away in one of right action ... Wrong
mode of livelihood, monks, is worn away in one of right mode of
livelihood ... [77] ... Wrong endeavour, monks, is worn away in
one of right endeavour ... Wrong mindfulness, monks, is worn away
in one of right mindfulness . . . Wrong concentration, monks, is
worn away in one of right concentration ... Wrong knowledge,
monks, is worn away in one of right knowledge ... Wrong freedom,
monks, is worn away in one of right freedom; and those various evil
unskilled things that arise conditioned by wrong freedom are worn
away in him; and various skilled things conditioned by right freedom
come to development and fulfilment. So, monks, there are twenty
(components) on the side of skill,1 twenty on the side of unskill.
The disquisition on dltamma pertaining to the Great Forty that has
been rolled on is not to be rolled back by a recluse or brahman or a
deva or a Mara or a Brahma or by anyone in the world. Monks,
whatever recluse or brahman should think that this disquisition on
dhamma pertaining to the Great Forty should be censured, should
be scorned, ten ways of speaking from the standpoint of dham,ma2
give grounds for censuring him here and now: 3 if the worthy one
censures right view then those recluses and brahmans who are of
wrong view are the worthies to be honoured, the worthies to be
extolled; if the worthy one censures right thought [78] then those
recluses and brahmans who are of wrong thought are the worthies
to be honoured, to be extolled; if the worthy one censures right
sp~ech ... right action ... right mode oflivelihood ... right endeavour
... right mindfulness ... right concentration ... right knowledge ...
right freedom, then those recluses and brahmans who are of wrong
speech ... freedom are the worthies to be honoured, to be extolled.
Monks, whatever recluse or brahman should think that this disquisition on cll,amma pertaining to the Great Forty should he censured, should be scorned, these ten ways of speaking from the
standpoint of dhamma give grounds for censuring him here and now.
Monks, even those who were the people of Ukkala' and the Vassas
1 MA. iv. 135: ten beginning with right view and ten come under'' various
skilled things conditioned by right view."
2
vaddnuvada; cf. A. iii. 4. Reading at M. ii. 127 is vaddnupcitci.
3 OJ. A. iii. 4; also A. i. 161, S. ii. 33, 36, iii. 6, etc.
' MA. iv. 136, "dwellers in the country of Okkala,,, Ukkala at Vin. i. 4.
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and Bhaiiiias,1 deniers of cause, deniers of the effecting (by cause),
affirmers of' There is not ,2-even these would think that the disquisition on dhamma pertaining to the Great Forty should not be
censured, should not be scorned. What is the reason for this 1
The fear of blame, of attack and reproach."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse pertaining to the Great Forty:
The Seventh

118. DISCOURSE ON MINDFULNESS WHEN

BREATHING IN AND OUT
(.A.napiuasatisutta)
Tnus have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sivatthi
in the Eastern Monastery in the palace of Migii.ra's mother, together
with a number of well known elders and disciples: the venerable ·
Siriputta,3 the venerable Moggallina the Great, the venerable •
Kassapa the Great, the venerable Kacciyana the Great, the venerab]e KoW1ita the Great, the venerable Kappina the Great,' the
venerable Cun<la the Great, the vernable [79] Anuruddha, the venerable Revata, the venerable Ananda. and with other well known elders
and disciples. At that time the monks who were elders exhorted
and instructed newly ordained monks. · Some monks who were
elders exhorted and instructed ten monks, and some monks who
were elders exhorted and instructed twenty . . . thirty . . . forty
monks. And these newly ordained monks, while being exhorted
MA. iv. 130, "two peoples."
]!'or these same three types of views attribut-cd to these same three peoples,
see A. ii. 31, 8. iii. 73, Kvu. 141; also K.8. iii. 63, n. 3; G.S. ii. 10; Pta. Contr.
p. 95, n. 2.
3
Cf. other lists of thera.s at Vin. i. 364/., ii. 15/., iv. 66, and see B.D. ii. 245
for references.
' Mentioned also at Vin. i. 105.
1

2
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and instructed by the monks who were elders, were aware of excellent
successive attainment. 1
Now at that time on an Observance day, the fifteenth, on the
night of the full moon after the "Invitation " 2 the Lord was Ritting
down in the open air surrounded by an Order of monks. Then the
Lord, having looked round at the Order of monks which bad become
quite silent, addressed the monks, saying: "I am satisfied,3 monks,
with this course, I am satisfied in mind, monks, with this course.
Wherefore do you, monks, stir up energy to a still greater degree for
attaining the unattained, for winning what is not yet won, for
realising the unreaJised. Now I will wait4 here in Savatthi itself
for Komudi, (the festival in) the fourth month." 6 Monks who
lived in the country heard that the Lord had said that he would
wait there in Savatthi itself for Komudi, (the festival in) the fourth
month. And these monks who Jived in the country resorted to
Savatthi to see the Lord. 6 And those monks who were elders were
exhorting and instructing the newly ordained monks still more.
Some monks who were elders were exhorting and instructing ten
newly ordained monks and some monks who were eltlcrs were
exhorting and instructing twenty ... thirty ... forty newly ordained
monks. And these newly ordained monks, while being exhorted
and instructed by tbe monks who were elders, [80] were aware of
excellent successive attainment.
Now at that time on an Observance day, tlie fifteenth, on the night
of the full moon at (the time of) Komucli, (a festival in) the fourth
month, the Lord was sitting down in the open air surrounded by an
Orderofmonks. Then the Lord, having looked round at the Order of
monks which had become quite silent, addressed the monks, saying:
"This assembly, 7 monks, is without idle words, this assembly,
monks, has no idle words, it is established on the pure pith. Monks,
an Order of monks such as this company is a company worthy of
veneration, of honour, of gifts, of salutation with joined palms,
1 During meditation on the "devices," MA. iv. 137.
Of. D. i. 233,
A~ iv. 47, S. v. 154.
1 A mona.stio ceremony held at the end of the mins. See Vin. i. 100, ii. 32;
B.D. i. 283, 292, ii. 153, n. 2.
3
araddha, explained by tut{ha at MA. iv. 137.
'MA. iv. 137 reads ilgameaaami; text dgamiaaiimi.
6 Komudim ciitumiiainim, cf. B.D. ii. 157, n. 3.
MA. iv. 137 says it is
called komudi because of the existence of white lotuses, and ciit·utniisini because
it is at the conclusion of the four months of the rains.
7 CJ. A. ii. 183.
• After the full moon of Kattika.
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(with the thought): ' It is an incomparable field of merit for the·
world.' Monks, an Order of monks such as this company is a
company to which if a little is given it becomes much, if much is ,_
given it becomes more. Monks, an Order of monks such as this
company is a company that is hard to see in the world. Monka,
in order to see an Order of monks such as is this company, it is
fitting to go many a yojana with one's foodbag on one's shoulder. 1
Such, monks, is this Order of monks; such, monks, is this company.
Monks, there are monks in this Order of monks who are perfected
ones, their cankers dest,royed, who have lived the life, done what was
to be done, laid clown the burden, attained their own goal, whose
fetters of becoming are utterly destroyed, and who are freed by
right profound knowledge. There are, monks, such monks in this
Order of monks. Monks, there are monks in this Order of monks in
whom the five fetters binding to the lower (shore) are utterly destroyed, who are of spontaneous uprising, attainers of nibbana.
there, not liable to return from that world. · 'fhere are, monks,
such monks in this Order of monks. Mon.ks, there are monks in
this Order of monks in whom the three fetters are utterly destroyed,
in whom attachment, aversion and confusion are reduced; they are
once-returners who, having come back once to this world, [81] will
make an end of anguish. There are, monks, such monks in this .Order of monks. Monks, there are monks in this Order of monks in
whom the three fetters are utterly destroyed; they are streamn.ttainers, not liable to the downfall, but assured, bound for awakening. There are, monks, such monks in this Order of monks. Monks,
there are monks in this Order of monks who live intent on the practice of the (mind-)development of the four applications of mindfulness. There are, monks, such monks in this Order of monks.
Monks, there are monks in this Order of monks who live intent on
the practice of the (mind-)development of the four right effort.a
. . . of the four bases of psychic power . . . of the five controlling
faculties ... of the five powers ... of the seven links in awakening.
There arc, monks, such monks in this Order of monks. Monks,
there arc monks in this Order of monks who Ii ve intent on the
practice of the (mind-)development of the ariyan eightfold Way.
There are, monks, such monks in this Order of monks. Monks,
there are monks in this Order of monks who live intent on the
-------- - - -------- ····- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - 1 putoserui,pi.
MA. iv. 130 also gives another reading, putaiisena. Seo '
G.S. ii. 102, n. I.
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practice of the (mind-)development that is
(82]
... compassion ... sympathetic joy ... equanimity. There are,
monks, such monks in this Order of monks. Monks, there are monks
in this Order of monks who live intent on the practice of the (mind-)
development that is on the foul 2 • • • intent on the practice of the
(mind-)development t,hat is perception of impermanence. There
are, monks, such monks in this Order of monks. Monks, there are
monks in this Order of monks who live intent on the practice of the
(mind-)development that is mindfulness on in-breathing and outbreathing.
Mindfulness of in-breathing and out-breathing, monks, if developed
and made much of, is of great fruit, of great advantage. Mindfulness of in-breathing and out-breathing, monks, if developed and
made much of, brings to fulfilment the four applications of mindfulness; the four applications of mindfulness, if developed and made
much of, bring to fulfilment the seven links in awakening; the seven
links in awakening, if developed and made much of, bring to fulfilment freedom through knowledge. 3
And how, monks, is mindfulness of in-breathing and out-breathing
developed 1 How is it made much of 1 How is it of great fruit,
of great advantage 1 Herein, monks, a monk' who is forest-gone
or gone to the root of a tree or gone to an empty place, sits down
cross-legged, holding his back erect, arousing mindfulness in front
of him. Mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes out. Whether
he is breathing in a long (breath) he comprehends, 'I am breathing
in a long (breath) '; or whether he is breathing out a long (breath)
he comprehends, ' I am breathing out a long (breath) '; or whether
he is breathing in a short (breath) he comprehends, ' I am breathing
in a short (breath) '; or whether he is breathing out a short (breath)
he comprehends, ' I am breathing out a short (breath).' He trains
himself, thinking, 'I will breathe in experiencing the whole body.' 6
He trains himself, thinking, 'I will breathe out experiencing the
whole body.' He trains himself, thinking, 'I will breathe in
tranquillising the activity of body.' He trains himself, thinking, 'I
will breathe out tranquillising the activity of body.' He trains
friendliness 1 . . .

For this and the following cf. M. i. 424 /.
The reference is probably to the cemetery meditations.
3 vijjavimutti, as at S. v. 28, 335.
See also Pts. ii. 243, SA. iii. 275.
' · For the following see M. Sta. 10; also M. i. 425, A. v. Ill, ancl
A napiincuamyutta (S. v. 311).
6 I.e. the breath-body.
1

1
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himself, thinking, ' I will breathe in . . . breathe out experiencing··
rapture.' He trains himself, thinking, ' I will breathe in ... breathe
out experiencing joy.' (83) He trains himself, thinking, 'I will
breathe in . . . breathe out experiencing the activity of thought
... tranquillising the activity of thought ... experiencing thought
. . . rejoicing in thought . . . concentrating thought . . • freeing
thought.' He trains himself, thinking, 'I will breathe in .. .
breathe out beholding impermanence ... beholding detachment .. .
beholding stopping ... beholding casting away.' Monks, mindfulness of in-breathing and out-breathing when developed thus, made
much of thus, is of great fruit, of great advantage.
And how, monks, when mindfulness of in-breathing and outbreathing is developed, how when it is made much of, does it bring
the four applications of mindfulness to fulfilment 1 At the time,
monks, when a monk breathing in ... breathing out a long (breath)
... a short (breath) comprehends, ' I am breathing in ... breathing
out a long (breath) ... a short (breath) '; when he trains himself,·
thinking, ' I will breathe in ... breathe out experiencing the whole
body ... tranquillising the activity of body,' at that time, monks, .
the monk is faring along contemplating the body in the body, ·
ardent, clearly conscious (of it), mindful (of it) so as to control the
covetousness and dejection in the world. I say, monks, that of
bodies1 this is one, that is to say breathing-in and breathing-out. 9
Wherefore, 3 monks, at the time when a monk is faring along
contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly conscious (of it),
mindful (of it) so as to control the covetousness and dejection in the
world, at that time, monks, (84) the monk trains himself, thinking,
'I will breathe in experiencing rapture' . . . I will breathe out
experiencing rapture ... I will breathe in ... breathe out experiencing joy ... I will breathe in ... breathe out experiencing the activity .
of thought ... I will breatl1e in ... breathe out tranquillising the
activity of thought '; at that time, monks, the monk is faring along
contemplating the feelings in the feelings, ardent, clearly conscious
1 kayesu. MA. iv. 140, among the four bodies of extension and so on, this is
one (a1i1ialara), I say it is the body of mobility (vayokaya). Or, the body that
is material shape consists of twenty-five eta.sees of rupa (mentioned at
Dha. §586): r·uptiyatanatn .•. pe .•• kabili1ikaro tlhii.ro. Of these, breathing is
a body because it is included in the field of touch.
2 aaaaaapassasa here.
3 He either beholds that the body of mobility is one of the four bodies, or
tha.t breathing is one of the twenty-five classes of material shape.
'On the experience of rapture being two-fold see Vism. 287, and PJa. i. 187.
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(of them), mindful (of them) so as to control the covetousness and
dejection in the world. I say, monks, that of feelings tl1is is one, 1
that is to say proper attention to breathing-in and breathing-out.
Wherefore, monks, at the time when a monk is faring along contemplating the feelings in the feelings, ardent, clearly conscious
(of them), mindful (of them) so as to control the covetousness and
dejection in the world, at that time, monks, the monk trains himself,
thinking, ' I will breathe in . . . breathe out experiencing thought
... breathe in ... breathe out rejoicing in thought ... breathe in
... breathe out concentrating thought ... breathe in ... breathe out
freeing thought '; at that time, monks, the monk is faring along
contemplating the mind in the mind, ardent, clearly conscious (of it),
mindful (of it) so as to control the covetousness and dejection in the
world. I, monks, say that the (mind-)developmcnt that is mindfulness of in-breathing and out-breathing is not for one of muddled
mindfulness, not for one not clearly conscious. Wherefore, monks,
when a monk is faring along contemplating the mind in the mind,
ardent, clearly conscious (of it), mindful (of it) so as to control the
covetousness and dejection in the world, at that time, monks, the
monk trains himself, thinking, ' I wiJI breathe in . . . breathe out
beholding impermanence . . . beholding detachment . . . beholding
stopping ... beholding casting away '; at that time, monks, the monk
is faring along contemplating mental states in mental states, ardent,
clearly conscious (of them), mindful (of them) so as to control the
covetousness and dejection in the world. He, by getting rid of 2
that which is covetousness and dejectiou, 3 (85) having seen it hy
means of wisdom,' is one who looks on with proper care. 6 Wherefore, monks, at this time a monk is faring along contemplating the
mental states in. the mental states, ardent, clearly conscious (of
them), mindful (of them) so as to control the covetousness and
dejection in the world.
1

It is a certain feeling of pleasantness among the three kinds of feeling,

MA. iv. 140.
a By contemplating impermanence, he gets rid of the perception of permanence; getting rid of is a form of knowledge, 1ici~.
3 The hindrance of sensual desire is covetousness; the hindrance of ill-will
is shown by dejection.

' After the knowledge of getting rid of, there is insight into what constitutes
impermanence, detachment, stopping and casting away.
6 ajjhupekkhitar, perhaps meaning with mastery, so that he looks at the
objects of thought or meditation, ciramma~, or at sense-impressions unmoved
by them and indifferent to them, MA. iv. 142. Cf. S. v. 69, etc.
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Monks, mindfulness of in-breathing and out-breathing when
developed thus, made much of thus, brings to fulfilment the four
applications of mindfulness.
And how, monks, when the four applications of mindfulness have
been developed, how when they have been made much of, do they
bring to fulfilment the seven links in awakening 1 At the time,
monks, when a monk is faring along contemplating the body in the
body, ardent, clearly conscious (of it), mindful (of it) so as to control
the covetousness and dejection in the world, at that time unmuddled mindfulness is aroused in him. At the time, monks, when
unmuddled mindfulness is aroused in the monk, at that time the
link in awakening that is mindfulness is stirred up in the monk;
at that time the monk develops the link in awakening that is
mindfulness; at that time the link in awakening that is mindfulness
comes to fulfilment of development in the monk. He, faring along
mindful thus, examines, inquires into, brings this thing forward for .
investigation by means of wisdom. At the time, monks, when a ..·
monk, faring along mindful thus, examines, inquires into, brings
this thing forward for in vcstigation by means of wisdom, at that
time the link in awakening that is investigation into things is stirred
up in the monk; at that time the monk develops the link in awakening that is investigation into things; at that time the link in awakening that is investigation into things comes to fulfilment of development in the monk. While he is examining, inquiring into, bringing
this thing forward for investigation by means of wisdom, unsluggish
energy is stirred up in him. At the time, monks, when unsluggish
energy is stirred up in a monk who is examining, inquiring into,
.bringing this thing forward for investigation by means of wisdom,
at that time the link in awakening that is energy is stirred up in the
monk; at that time the monk develops the link in awakening that is
energy; at that time the link in awakening that is energy comes to
fulfilment of development in that monk. When he has stirred up
energy unsullied rapture arises. At the time, monks, when unsullied
rapture arises in the monk of stirred up energy, [86] at that time the
link in awakening that is rapture is stirred up in the monk; at that
time the monk develops the link in awakening that is rapture; at that ·
time the link in awakening that is rapture comes to fulfiJment of
development in the monk. The body of one whose mind is rapturous
is tranquillised and thought is tranquillised. At the time, monks,
when both the body of a monk whose mind is rapturous is tranquillised and thought is tranquillised, at that time the link in awakening
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that is tranquillity is stirred up in the monk; at that time the
monk develops the link in awakening that is tranquillity; at that
time the link in awakening that is tranquillity comes to fulfilment
of development in the monk. The thought of one whose body is
tranquil and at ease is concentrated. At the time, monks, when
thought is concentrated in a monk whose body is tranquil and at
ease, at that time the link in awakening that is concentration is
stirred up in the monk; at that time the monk develops the link in
awakening that is concentration; at that time the link in awakening
that is concentration comes to fulfilment of development in the
monk. He is one who looks on with proper care at the thought
concentrated thus. At the time, monks, when a monk looks on
with proper care at the thought concentrated thus, at that time the
link in awakening that is equanimity is stirred up in the monk;
at that time the monk develops the link in awakening that is
equanimity; at. that time the link in awakening that is equanimity
comes to fulfilment of development in the monk.
At the time, monks, when a_monk is faring along contemplating
the feelings in the feelings . . . the mind in the mind . . . mental
states in mental states, ardent, clearly conscious (of them), mindful
(of them) so as to control the covetousness and dejection in the world,
at that time unmuddled mindfulness is aroused in him ... (as above)
... [87] ... at that time the link in awakening that is equanimity
comes to fulfilment of development in the monk.
Monks, the four applications of mindfulness, when developed thus,
made much of thus, bring to fulfilment the seven links awakening.
[88] And how, monks, when the seven links in awakening are
developed, how when they are made much of, do they bring to
fulfilment freedom through knowledge 1 Herein,1 monks, a monk
develops the link in awakening that is mindfulness and is dependent
on aloofness, 2 dependent on detachment, dependent on cessation,
ending in abandoning; 3 he develops the link in awakening that is
investigation into things ... the link in awakening that is energy

in

1

Of. M. iii. 275. .
MA. iv. 144 says that in this Discourse mindfulness on breathing, which is
worldy, brings to fulfilment the applications of mindfulness which a.re worldly;
these bring to fulfilment the seven links in awakening which are worldly; and
these bring to fulfilment the supermundane nibbana and fruit of freedom
through knowledge.
1 ooaaaggaparitµi.mi, maturing (or, mature) (paritµi.min) in relinquishing,
letting go of, abandoning, ejecting (ooaaagga). This abandonment is two-fold:
of the defilements and to the mind's leap into nibbina, see BA. i. 159, P/a. i. 194.
1
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... the link in awakening that is rapture ... the link in awakening
thnt is tranquillity ... the link in awakening that is concentration
... the link in awakening that is equanimity and is dependent on
aloofness, dependent on detachment, dependent on cessation, ending
in abandoning. Monks, when the seven links in awakening are
developed thus, are made much of thus, they bring to fulfilment
freedom through knowledge."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord bad said.
Discourse on Mindfulness when Breathing In and Out:
The Eighth

119. DISCOURSE ON MINDFULNESS OF BODY1
(Kayagatisatisutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthl
in the Jeta Grove in Anithapii;1<;1ika's monastery. Then when a
number of monks had returned from the alms-gathering after the
meal and were sitting down gathered together in an assembly hall,
there arose this conversation: "It is ·marveJlous, revered sirs, it is
wonderful, revered sirs, that mindfulness of body2 when developed
and made much of is of great fruit, of great advantage, as was said
by the Lord who knows, who sees, the perfected one, the fully
Self-Awakened One." But this conversation between these monks
was interrupted. For the Lord, emerging from solitary meditation·
towards evening, approached the assembly hall; having approached,
he sat down on the ·seat made ready. As he was sitting down, the
Lord addressed the monks, saying: " What were you talking about'
here, monks, as you were sitting down 1 And what was your conversation that was interrupted 1"
[89] "As to this, revered sir, when we had returned from the almsgathering after our meal and were sitting down gathered ~gether
1 Like Discourse No. 118, No. 119 is a.gain only a sectional presentation of
the Satipa#hdna Sutta (M. Sta. 10). See also A. i. 43 and Vbh. 226.
1 'fhis includes both samatha and vipa.,sana, MA. iv. 144.
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in the assembly hall this conversation arose: ' It is marvellous,
revered sirs, it is wonderful, revered sirs, that mindfulness of body
when developed and made much of is of great fruit, of great advantage, as was said by the Lord ... fully Self-Awakened One.'
This, revered sir, was our conversation that was interrupted, for then
the Lord arrived."
" And how, monks, when mindfulness of body has been developed,
how when it has been made much of, is it of great fruit, of great
advantage 1 As to this, monks, a monk1 who is forest-gone or gone
to the root of a tree or gone to an empty place, sits down cross-legged,
holding his back erect, arousing mindfulness in front of him. Mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes out. Whether he is breathing
in ... breathing out a long (breath) ... a short (breath), he comprehends, ' I am breathing in . . . out a long (breath) . . . a short
(breath).' He trains himself thinking, 'I will breathe in ... out
experiencing the whole body.' He trains himself, thinking, 'I will
breathe in ... out tranquillising the activity of body.' 'Vhile he is
thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute, those memories and aspiro.tions1
that are worldly3 are got rid of; by getting rid of them the mind
itself is inwardly settled, calmed, focussed, concentrated. Thus,
monks, does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, when a monk is walking' he comprehends, ' I
am walking '; or when he is standing still he comprehends, ' I am
standing still ' ; or when he is sitting down he comprehends, ' I am
sitting down '; or when he is lying down he comprehends, ' I am
lying down.' So that however his body is disposed he comprehends
that it is like that. While he is thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute
... the mind itself is inwardly settled, calmed, focussed, concentrated.
Thus too, monks, does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
(90] And again, monks, a monk, when he is setting out or returning
is one acting in a clearly conscious way; when he is looking in front
or looking around ... when he has bent in or stretched out (his arm)
... when he is carrying his outer cloak, bowl and robe ... when he is
eating, drinking, chewing, tasting ... when he is obeying the calls
of nature ... when he is walking, standing, sitting, asleep, awake,
talking, silent, he is one acting in a clearly conscious way. While he
Of. the following with M. i. 50 ff.
80,rasamkappa, a.sat M. i. 453, iii. 132, s. iv. 76, 190.
8 gtl&asita, belonging to a householder, thus thoughts, etc., belonging to
the five kinds of sensual pleasures.
' Of. M. i. 56.
1

1
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is thus diligent, arc.lent, self-resolute . . . Thus too, monks, does a
monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, a monk reflects precisely on this body itself,
encased as it is in akin and full of various impurities, from the soles
of the feet up and from the crown of the head down, that: ' There is
connected with this body hair of the head, hair of the body, nails,
teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, marrow, kidneys, heart, liver,
membranes, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery, stomach, excrement, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, fat, tears, serum, saliva, mucus,
synovic fluid, urine.'
Monks, it is as if there were a double mouthed provision bag that
was full of various kinds of grain such as hill-paddy, paddy, kidney
beans, peas, sesamum, rice; and a keen-eyed man, pouring them
out, might reflect: ' That's hill-paddy, that's paddy, that's kidney
beans, that's peas, that's sesamum, that's rice.' Even so, monks,
does a monk reflect precisely on this body itself, encased as it is in;
skin and full of various impurities, from the soles of the feet up and
from the crown of the head down, that: ' There is connected with
this body hair of the head ... urine.' While he is thus diligent,
ardent, self-resolute . . . Thus too, monks, does a monk develop
mindfulness of body.
[91] And again, monks, a monk re.fleets on this body itself according to how it is placed or disposed in respect of the elements, thinking:
' In this body there is the element of extension . . . of cohesion . . .
of radiation ... of motion.' Monks, it is as if a skilled cattle-butcher
or his apprentice, having slaughtered a cow, might sit at the crossroads displaying its carcase. Even so, monks, does a monk reflect
on this body itself according to how it is placed or disposed in respect
of the elements, thinking: ' In this body there is the element of
extension ... of cohesion ... of radiation ... of motion.' While
he is thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute ... Thus too, monks, does·
a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, it is as if a monk might see, thrown aside in a
cemetery a body that had been dead for one day or for two days or
for three days, swollen, discoloured, decomposing; so he focuses ori:
this body itself, thinking: ' This body too is of a similar nature, a
similar constitution, it has not got past that (state of things).'
While he is thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute ... Thus too, monks,
does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, it is as if a monk might see thrown aside in a
cemetery a body which was being devoured by crows or ravens or
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vultures or wild dogs or jackals or by various small creatures; so
he focusses on this body itself, thinking: ' This body too is of a
similar nature, a similar constitution, it has not got past that
(state _o f things).' While he is thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute ...
Thus too, monks, does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
(92] And ~gain, monks, it is as if a monk might see thrown aside
in a cemetery a body which was a skeleton but with (some) flesh and
blood, sinew-bound ... a skeleton, which was fleshless but bloodbespattered, sinew-bound . . . a skeleton which was without flesh
or blood, sinew-bound; or the bones scattered here and there, no
longer held together: here a bone of the hand, there a foot-bone,
here a leg-bone, there a rib, here a hip-bone, there a back-bone, here
the skull; so he focusses on this body itself, thinking: ' This body too
is of a similar nature, a similar constitution, it has not got past this
(state of things).' While he is thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute
... Thus too, monks, does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, it is as if a monk might see thrown aside in a
cemetery a body the bones of which were white and something like
sea-shells ... a heap of dried up bones more than a year old ... the
bones gone rotten and reduced to powder; so he focusses on this
body itself, thinking: ' This body too is of a similar nature, a similar
constitution, it has not got past this (state of things).' While he is
thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute, those memories and aspirations
that are worldly are got rid of; by getting rid of them the mind is
inwardly settled, calmed, focussed, concentrated. Thus too, monks,
does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, a monk, aloof from pleasures of the senses, 1
aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters on and abides in the first
meditation which is accompanied by initial thought and discursive
thought, is born of aloofness, and is rapturous and joyful. He
drenches, saturates, permeates, suffuses this very body with the
rapture and joy that are born of aloofness; there is no part of his
whole body that is not suffused with the rapture and joy that arc
born of aloofness. Monks, as a skilled bath-attendant or his
apprentice, having sprinkled bath-powder into a bronze vesse],
might knead it while repeatedly sprinkling1 it with water until the
ball of lather had taken up moisture, was drenched with moisture,
suffused with moisture inside and out, but without any oozing.
1

-----·-··-·

As at M. i. 276-278.
• paripphosakam paripphosakam, as at M. i. 276, ii. 15, iii. 140, D. i. 74

SeeP.E.D.
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E,;en so, monks, does a monk drench, saturate, permeate, suffuse this
very body with the rapture and joy that are born of aloofness; [93]
there is no part of his whole body that is not suffused with the rapture
and joy that are born of aloofness. While he is thus diligent, ardent,
se]f-resolute ... Tlms too does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, a monk, by allaying initial thoug]1t and discursive thought, with the mind subjectively tranquillised and fixed
on one point, enters on and abides in the second meditation which is
devoid of initial thought and discursive thought, is born of concentration and is rapturous and joyful. He drenches, saturates, ..
permeates, suffuses this very body with the rapture and joy that are
born of concentration; there is no part of his whole body that is not
suffused with the rapture and joy that are born of concentration.
Monks, it is like a pool of water with water welling up within it,
but which has no inlet for water from the eastern . . . western . . .
northern . . . or southern side, and even if the god does not send
down showers upon it from time to time, yet the current of cool
water having welled up from that pool will drench, saturate, permeate, suffuse that pool with cool water. Even so, monks, does a
monk drench, saturate, permeate, suffuse this very body with the
rapture and joy that arc born of concentration; there is no part of
his whole body that is not suffused with the rapture and joy that are
born of concentration. While he is thus diligent, ardent, selfresolute ... Thus too does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, a monk, by the fading out of rapture, dwells
with equanimity, attentive and clearly conscious and experiences
in his person that joy of which the ariyans say:' Joyful lives he who
has equanimity and is mindful,' and he enters on and abides in the _,
third meditation. He drenches, ·saturates, permeates, suffuses this·•
very body with the joy that has no rapture; there is no part of his
whole body that is not suffused with the joy that he.a no rapture.
As in a pond of white ... or red ... or blue lotuses, some white ...
or red ... or blue lotuses are born in the water, grow up in the water,
never rising above the surface but flourishing beneath it [94] and
from their roots to their tips are drenched, saturated, permeated,
suffused by cool water; even so, monks, does a monk drench, saturate, permeate, suffuse this very body with the joy that has no rapture;
there is no part of his whole body that is not suffused wi~h the joy
that has no rapture. While he is thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute
... Thus too does a monk develop mindfulness of body.
And again, monks, a monk, by getting rid of joy and by getting
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rid of anguish, by the going down of his former pleasures and sorrows,
enters on and abides in the fourth meditation which has neither
anguish nor joy, and which is entirely purified by equanimity and
mindfulness. He, having suffused this very body with a mind that
is utterly pure, utterly clean, comes to be sitting down; there is no
part of his whole body that is not suffused by a mind that is utterly
pure, utterly clean. Monks, it is as if a man might be sitting down
who had cJothed himself including his head with a white cloth; there
would be no part of his whole body not covered by the white cloth.
Even so, monks, a monk, having suffused this very body with a mind
that is utterly pure, utterly clean, comes to be sitting down; there
is no part of this whole body that is not suffused by a mind that
is utterly pure, utterly clean. While he is thus diligent, ardent,
self-resolute, those memories and aspirations that are worldly are
got rid of; by getting rid of them the mind i~elf is inwardly settled,
calmed, focussed, concentrated. Thus too, monks, does a monk
develop mindfulness of body. 1
Monks, those skilled states that are connected with knowledge2
are in anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been developed and
made much of. As, monks, those streams that flow down to the
ocean are in anyone in whom the great ocean has been suffused by
thought, 3 even so, monks, those skilled states that are connected
with knowledge are in anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been
developed and made much of. Monks, Mara gains access to whatever monk there is in whom mindfulness of body has not been developed, not been made much of. Monks, it is as though a man were
to throw a heavy round stone into a mound of moist clay. What
do you think, monks 1 Would that heavy round stone gain access
to' that mound of moist clay 1"
1

The parallel passage at M. i. 276-278 ends here.
For this pa.888,ge cf. A. i. 43. The " skilled states that are connected with
knowledge," dhamma i-ijjablui.giya, a.re given as six at A. iii. 334: perception of
impermanence, perception of the anguish in impermanence, perception of
non-self in anguish, perception of getting rid of, perception of detachment,
perception of stopping. But MA. iv. 145 says that here the knowledge of
insight, psychic power ma.de by mind, the six super-knowledges are connected
with knowledge.
a By deva-vision, MA. iv. 145.
' Although the English may suffer from the use of this strange expression,
and although some such phrase as " makes an impression on " would sound
more natural here, it yet seems that by translating labhati otdram all through
this passage by "gains access to" (and this is precisely what is meant in the
1
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" Yes, revered sir."
(95] "Even so, monks, Mara gains access to, Mara gets a chance

over anyone in whom mindfulness of body has not been developed,
not made much of. Monka, it is as though there were a dry sapless
stick, 1 and a man were to come along bringing an upper piece of
fire-stick, thinking: ' I will light a fire, I will get heat., What do
you think, monks 1 Could that man, bringing an upper piece of
fire-stick and rubbing that dry sapless stick (with it), light a fire,
could he get heat 1"
"Yes, revered sir."
"Even so, monks, Mara gains access to, Mara g<.>ts a chance over
anyone in whom mindfulness of body has not been developed, not
been made much of. Monks, it is as though a water-pot were standing void and empty on it.q support, and a man were to come along
bringing a load of water. . What do you think, monks 1 Would
that man get a chance to unload the water 1''
"Yes, revered sir."
" Even so, monks, Mara gains access to, Mara gets a chance over
anyone in whom mindfulness of body bas not been developed, not
been made much of. (But), monks, Mara does not gain access to,
Mara does not get a chance over anyone in whom mindfulness of
body has been developed and made much of. Monks, it is as _though
a man were to throw a light ball of thread against a door-panel2 made
entirely from heartwood. What do you think, monks 1 Would
that light ball of thread gain access to a door-panel made entirely
from heartwood r'
·
"No, revered air."
" Even so, monks, Mara docs not gain access to, Mara does not
get a chance over anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been
developed and made much of. It is as though, monks, there were
a wet sappy stick, 3 and a man were to come along bringing an upper
piece of fire-stick, thinking: 'I will light a fire, I will get heat.'
What [96] do you think, monks 1 Could that man, bringing an
upper piece of fire-stick and rubbing that wet sappy stick (with it),
light a fire, could he get heat 1"
ca.so of Mara.), tho Pali sequence of thought and argument is better preserved
and convoyed.
1 Of. M. i. 242.
1 aggafaphalaka, the boa.rd and bolt.
MA. iv. 146 says ka1:iita, the panel of
a. door.
3 Of. M. i. 240.
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"No, revered sir."
" Even 'so, monks, Mara does not gain access to, Mara does not
get a chance over anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been
developed and made much of. Monks, it is as though1 a full watcrpot, brimming with water so that a crow could drink from it, were
placed in a support, and a man were to come along bringing a load
of water. What do you think, monks 1 Would that man get a
chance to unload the water 1"
"No, revered sir."
" Even so, monks, Mara does not gain access to, Mara does not
get a chance over anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been
developed and made much of. Anyone, monks, in whom mindfulness
of body has been developed and made much of, turns his min<l to
this or that realisation through super-knowledge of a thing that may
be realised through super-knowledge and achieves ability as a
witness now here, now there, whatever may be the plane. 2 Monks,
it is as though a full water-pot, brimming with water so that a crow
could drink from it, were placed in a support and a strong man were
to rock it from side to side-would the water spill 1"
" Yes, revered sir."
" Even so, monks, anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been
developed and made much of, turns his mind to this or that realisation through super-lmowledge of a thing that may be realised through
super-knowledge and achieves ability as a witness now here, now
there, whatever may be the plane. Monks, it is as though3 there
were a tank on a level stretch of ground, its four sides strengthened
with dykes, full and brimming with water so that a crow could
drink from it, and a strong man were to loosen a dyke at this side or
that-would the water spill 1"
[97] " Yes, revered sir."
" Even so, monks, anyone in whom mindfulness of body has been
developed and made much of, turns his mind to this or that realisation through super-knowledge of a thing that may be realised
through super-knowledge and achieves ability as a witness now here,
now there, whatever may be the plane. Monks, it is as though'
1

OJ. A. iii. 27.
tatra tatr' eva aakkhibkavyatam piipurµiti sati sati iiyatane. OJ. M. i. 494,
A. i. 255-258, iii. 17-19, 27; quoted at Asl. 141. At MA. iv. 146 iiyatana ie
explained by kii~, in its turn explained by abhiiina. Therefore now one,
now another of the high meditative planes, ciyatana, is suggested.
a As at A. iii. 28.
'As at M. i. 124, A. iii. 28, 8. iv. 176.
2
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at a cross-roads on level ground a chariot were standing harnessed
with thoroughbreds, the goad hanging ready; and a skilled groom, ·.
a charioteer of horses to be tamed, having mounted it, having taken
the reins in his left hand, the goad in his right, were to drive up and
down as he liked; even so, monks, anyone whomsoever in whom
mindfulness of body has been developed and made much of, turns
his mind to this and that realisation through super-knowledge of
a thing that may be realised through super-knowledge and achieves
ability as a witness now here, now there, whatever may be the plane.
Monks, these ten advantages are to be expected from pursuing
mindfulness of body, developing it, making much of it, making it a
vehicle, making it a foundation, practising it, increasing it, and fully
undertaking it. 1 What ten 1 He is one who overcomes dislike and
liking, 2 and dislike (and liking) do not overcome him; he fa.res along
constantly conquering any dislike (and liking) that have arisen.
He is one who overcomes fear and dread, 3 and fear and dread do not
overcome him; and he fares along constantly conquering any fear
and dread that have arisen. He is one who bears' cold, heat, hunger,
thirst, the touch of gadfly, mosquito, wind and sun, creeping things,
ways of speech that are irksome, unwelcome; he is of a character
to bear bodily feelings which, arising, are painful, acute, sharp,
shooting, disagreeable, miserable, deadly. [98] He is one who at
will, 6 without trouble, without difficulty, acquires the four meditations that are of the purest mentality, abidings in ease here and now.
He experiences the various forms of psychic power: having been
one he is manifold; having been mahifold he is one; manifest or
invisible he goes unhindered through a wall, a rampart, a mountain
as if through air; he plunges into the ground and shoots up again as
if in water; he walks upon the water without parting it as if on the
ground; sitting cross-legged he travels through the air like a bird on
the wing; with his hand he rubs and strokes this moon and sun

- - - - -·- - - --- --·- ··---- - --· .. ... ·---·· ········· - - - - 1

OJ. S. iv. 200; also D. ii. 103, A. iv. 290, Ud. 62.
As at M. i. 33, A. v. 132. Aratiratiaaho: Neumann, vol. iii, p. 214 proposes
to rea.d here arati-r-atisaho, hoca.use M. text proceeds: ,i.a ca tam aratim sahati,
uppanna1h amtim aMibkuyya. But it would seem better to follow A . v. 132
which reads: aratiratiaalio asaa,n 1,a ca ,nam aratirati aaheyya, uppannam
aratiratim aMibkuyya. Here " dislike a.nd liking ,, a.re kept throughout, a.nd
moreover this pa.ir ha.la.noes tho next: " fear and dread."
3 As a.t M. i. 33, A. v. 132.
'Of. M. i. 10 where these a.re ca.nkerR to be got rid of by endurance; cf. a.ls~
A. iii. 380, v. 132.
6 As a.t M. i. 33, which see a.lso for the l'ema.inder of tho a.hove pa.ssa.ge.
1
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although they are of such mighty power and majesty; and even as
far as the 'Brahma-world he lias power in respect of his person. By
the purified deva-like hearing which surpasses that of men he hears
both (kinds of) sounds-deva-like ones and human ones, whether
they be far or near. He comprehends by mind the minds of other
beings, of other individuals, so that he comprehends of a mind that
is full of attachment ... aversion ... confusion, that it is full of
attachment ... aversion ... confusion; or of a mind that is without
attachment ... a version ... confusion, that it is without attachment
... aversion ... confusion; or he comprehends of a mind that is
contracted that it is contracted, or of a mind that is distracted that
it is distracted; or of a mind that has become great that it has
become great, or of a mind that has not become great that it has
not become great; or of a mind with (some other mental state)
superior to it that it has (some other mental state) superior to it,
or of a mind that has no (other mental state) superior to it that it
has no (other mental state) superior to it; or of a mind that is composed that it is composed, or of a mind that is not composed that it is
not composed; or of a mind that is freed that it is freed, or of a
mind that is not freed that it is not freed. He recollects manifold
former habitations, that is to say one [99) birth and two births and
... Thus he recollects (his) former habitations in all their modes
and detail. With the purified deva-vision surpassing that of men
he beholds beings as they pass hence and come to be; he comprehends that beings are mean, excellent, fair, foul, in a good bourn,
in a bad bourn according to the consequences of deeds. By the
destruction of the cankers, having realised here and now by his own
super-knowledge the freedom of mind and the freedom through
intuitive wisdom that are cankerless, entering thereon, he abides
· therein. Monks, these ten advantages are to be expected from
pursuing mindfulness of body, developing it, making much of it,
making it a vehicle, making it a foundation, practising it, increasing
it and fully undertaking it."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on Mindfulness of Body:
The Ninth

120. DISCOURSE ON UPRISING BY MEANS

OF ASPIRA'l'ION 1
(Samkharuppattisutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sivatthl
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil}.Qika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus:
" I will teach you, monks, uprising through aspiration. Listen to
it, pay careful attention and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent.
The Lord spoke thus:
"Herein, monks, a monk is endowed with faith, he is endowed
with moral habit, he is endowed with learning, he is endowed with
relinquishment, he is endowed with wisdom. It occurs to him: ' 0
that at the breaking up of the body after dying I might arise in .
companionship with rich nobles.' He fixes his mind on this, he
resolves his mind on this, he develops his mind for this. 2 [100] These
aspirations and abidings3 of his, developed thus, made much of thus, .
conduce to uprising there. This, monks, is the way, this the course
that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom. ·
It occurs to him: ' 0 that at the breaking up of the body after dying
I might arise in companionship with rich brahmans . . . with rich
householders.' He fixes his mind on this ... This, monks, is the way,
this the course that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Four Great Regent Devas are long~lived, beautiful,
1 Sankhii.ra is not here carrying any of its more usual senses, but has tho
meaning of purposeful intellection; see P.E.D. s.v. Bankhara. This is recognised at MA. iv. 146 which explains by patthanii., aiming at, wishing, aspiration.
This is one thing while II the five things beginning with faith,, a.re another.
Both a.re ncceBBary to assure the bourn, gati.
2 Cf. A. iv. 239 for this sequence and for the following })&~sage; but it enumerates fewer classes of devas than docs this Discourse.
a Reading vihara with MA. iv. 146 and ono textual v.l., as against text's ·

viMro.
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abounding in happiness. It occurs to him: ' 0 that . . . I might
arise in companionship with the Four Great Regent Devas.' He
fixes his mind on this ... This, monks, is the way, this the course
that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Devas of the Thirty-Three . . . the Yama Devas
... the Devas of Delight . . . the Devas who delight in creating . . .
the Devas who have power over the creations of others are longlived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. It occurs to him: ' 0 that
... I might arise in companionship with the Devas who have power
over the creations of others.' He fixes his mind on this ... This,
monks, is the way, this the course that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith [101] .. . with
wisdom. He hears that the Brahma of a thoUBand-world-system is
long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. Monks, a Brahma
of a thousand-world-system dwells suffusing and pervading (in
meditation)1 the system of the thousand worlds ;1 and he dwells too
suffusing and pervading (in meditation) those beings that have uprisen there. It is as though, monks, a man with vision had taken
some emblic myrobalan8 in his hand and were to gaze at it; even so,
monks, does a Brahma of a thousand-world-system dwell suffusing
and pervading (in meditation) the system of the thousand worlds;
and he dwells too suffusing and pervading (in meditation) those
beings that have uprisen there. It occurs to him:' 'O that ... I
might arise in companionship with a Brahma of a thoUBand-worldsystem.' He fixes his mind on this ... This, monks, is the way, this
the course that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Brahma of a two-thousand ... three-thousand ...
four-thoUBand ... five-thousand-world-system is long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. Monks, a Brahma of a five-thousandworld-system dwells suffusing and pervading (in meditation) the
1

On pharitva adhimuccitva see Intr., p. xx.
Of. A. i. 228; D. i. 46; DA. i. 301.
1 amatµJa (not in P.E.D.) explained by amalaka, the usual word for emblic
myrobalan, at MA. iv. 147. Childers and Monier-Williams give tho castor-oil
plant however for am<Jlfµ/a. In either case it seems likely that the seeds are
being referred to rather than the plants themselves. Pa.Ii knows eratJ4,a
(Skrt. also erarµJa) for castor-oil plant, Bicin'U8 communis. Among the
Indian vernacular names for this a.re amanakkam and amadam, George Watt,
Commercial Products of India, London, 1908, p. 916.
' I.e. the monk.
1
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system of the five-thousand worlds. And he dwells too suffusing
and pervading (in meditation) those beings that have upriseu there.
It is as though, monks, a man with vision had taken five cmblic
myrobalans in his hand and were to gaze at them; even so, monks,
docs a Brahma of a five-thousaw.l-world-systcm dwell suffusing and
pervading (in meditation) the sy1:1tcm of the five-thousand wodds;
and he dwells too suffusing and pervading (in meditation) those
beings that have uprisen there. It occurs to him: ' 0 that ... I
might arise in companionship with a Brahma of n. five-thousandworld-system.' He fixes his mind on that ... 'fhis, monks, is the·
way, this the course that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Brahma of a ten-thousand-world-system is
long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. Monks, a Brahma ·
of a ten-thousand-world-sy1:1tem [102] dwells suffusing and pervading
(in meditation) the system of the ten-thousand worlds; and he dwells
too suffusing and pervading (in meditation) those beings that have
uprisen there. Monks, it is like a lovely beryl gem1 of the finest
water, superbly cut with eight facets, which shines and gleams when
laid on a pale cloth; even so, monks, docs a Brahma of a tenthousand-world-systcm dwell suffusing and pervading (in meditation) the system of the ten-thousand worlds; and he dwells too
suffusing and pervading (in meditation) those beings that have
uprisen there. It occurs to him: ' 0 that . . . I might arise in
companionship with a Bra.luna of a ten-thousand-world-system.' He
fixes his mind on that ... This, monks, is the way, this the course
that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Brahma of a hundred-thousand-world-system is·
long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. Monks, a Brahma
of o. hundred-thousand-world-system dwells suffusing and pervading
(in meditation) the system of the hundred-thousand worlds; and he
dwells too suffusing and pervading (in meditation) the beings that ·
have uprisen there. Monks, as an ornament2 of river-gold,3 most
1

1

As at M. ii. 17; D. i. 76, ii. 13; S. i. 05, etc.

nekkha; with v.l. nikklta. Of. 8. i. 05; A. i. 181, ii. 8, 29; Dltp. 230; DhA.
239 and see G.S. ii. 8, n. 2. At .lJIA. iv. 147 a nikkha is spoken of as worth five
auva~~, and at VvA. 104 as fifteen suvati,~. 'fhe value may have changed
according to the locality.
8 jambonada.
According to .MA. iv. 147 and SA. i. 125 this is produced by
the leaves of great jam.bu-trees; they fall into the rivers on whose banks the
trees grow and gradually reach tho sea.
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skilfully wrought in the crucible of a clever goldsmith, shines and
glows and gleams when laid on a pale cloth; even so, monks, does
a Brahma of a hundred-thousand-world-system dweJl suffusing and
pervading (in meditation) the system of the hundred-thousand
worlds; and he dwells too suffusing and pervading (in meditation)
the beings that have uprisen there. It occurs to him: 'O that ...
I might arise in companionship with a Brahma of a hundredthousand-world-system.' He fixes his mind on that ... This, monks,
is the way, this the course that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Devas of Splendour ... of limited Splendour ...
of boundless Splendour . . . of Light . . . of limited Light . . . of
boundless Light . . . the Radiant Devas are long-lived, beautiful,
abounding in happiness. It occurs to him . . . that conduces to
uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Devas of Lustre ... of limited Lustre ... of boundless Lustre ... the Lustrous Devas are long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. It occurs to him ... that conduces to uprising
there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... [103] ...
with wisdom. He hears that the Vehapphala Devas ... the Aviha
Devas ... the Atappa Devas ... tbe Sudassi Devas ... the Akaninha
Devas are long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. It occurs
to him ... that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith ... with wisdom.
He hears that the Devas that have reached the plane of infinite
akasa are long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. It occurs
to him ... that conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith, he is endowed
with moral habit, he is endowed with learning, he is endowed with
relinquishment, he is endowed with wisdom. He hears that the
Devas that have reached the plane of infinite cons'Jiousness ... the
Devas that have reached the plane of no-thing ... the Devas that
have reached the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception are
long-lived, beautiful, abounding in happiness. It occurs to him:
' 0 that at the breaking up of the body after dying I might arise in
companionship with the Devas that have reached the plane of
neither-perception-nor-non-perception.' He fixes his mind on this,
he resolves his mind on this, he develops his mind for this. These
aspirations and abidings of his, developed thus, made much of thus,
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conduce to uprising there. This, monks, is the way, this the course
that, conduces to uprising there.
And again, monks, a monk is endowed with faith, moral habit,
learning, relinquishment and wisdom. It occurs to him: ' 0 that
by the destruction of the cankers, having realised here and now by
my own super-knowledge the freedom of mind and the freedom ·
through intuitive wisdom that are cankerless, entering thereon,
I might abide therein.' He, by the destruction of the cankers,
having here and now realised through his own super-knowledge the ,
freedom of mind and the freedom through intuitive wisdom that ar~
cankerless, entering thereon, abides therein. This monk uprises
not anywhere, monks, he uprises nowhere." 1
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on Uprising by means of Aspiration:
The Tenth
Division of the Uninterrupted:
The Second
1 na kattliaci uppajjati na kuhiiici uppajjati.
Of. M. iii. 45 where it ie aleo
ea.id of an a.ra.hant na ki1ici na kuhiiici na kenaci maiiiiati.

III. THE DIVISION ON EMPTINESS
(Suiliiatavagga)

J 21 LESSER DISCOURSE ON EMPTINESS
(Cii}asnfifiatasutta)

[104] THUS l1avc I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Savatthl in the Eastern monastery in the palace of Migara'e mother.
Then the venerable Ananda, emerging from solitary meditation.
towards evening, approached the Lord; having approached and
greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was
sitt.ing down at a respectful distance, the venerable Ananda spoke
thus to the Lord:
"At one time, revered sir, the Lord was staying among the
Sakyans. Nagaraka is the ·name of a market town of the Sakyans.
And while I was there, revered sir, face to face with the Lord I
heard, face to face I learnt: 'I, Ananda, th.rough abiding in (the
concept of) emptiness, am now abiding in the fulness thereof.' 1 I
hope that I heard this properly, revered sir, learnt it properly,
attended to it properly and understood it properly 1"
" Certainly, Ananda, you heard this properly, learnt it properly,
attended to it properly and understood it properly. Formerly I,
A.nanda, as well as now, through abiding in (the concept of) emptiness, abide in the fulness thereof. Ai3 this palace of Migii.ra's mother
is empty of elephants, cows, horses and mares, empty of gold and
silver, empty of assemblages of men and women, and there is only
this thats-is not emptiness, that is to say the solitude1 grounded on
the Order of monks ;3 even so, Ananda, a monk, not attending to the·
perception of village, not attending to the perception of human
beings, attends to eolitude grounded on the perception of forest.'
His mind is satisfied with, 5 pleased with, set on and freed in8 the
1

OJ. M. iii. 294, Vin. ii. 304. See Pts. Oontr., p. 142, n. 4 and Bud. Psych.

Ethics, p. 01, n. 2.
• ekaua is also unity, oneness. MA. iv. 151 explains by ekabMt~.
bhikkhU8arhgham paticca ekaUam.
' He attends to one (particular) forest, thinking, " this is the forest, this a
tree, this an incline, this a thicket," MA. iv. 151. OJ. A. iii. 343, araniiasanifam yeva manasikarissati ekattam; and Thag. 110, arannasani£im.
6 pakkhandati, porho.ps "leaps forward," gloBBed at MA. iv. 151 by otarati,
goes down into. OJ. M. i. 186 for this sequence of terms, also Miln. 326.
• vimuccati throughout the text, adhimuccati in the Corny.
3
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perception of forest. He comprehends thus: ' The disturbances
there might be resulting from the perception of village do not exist
here; the disturbances there might be 1·esulting from the perception
of human beings do not exist here. There is only this degree of
disturbance, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception of
forest.' He comprehends, ' This perceiving is empty of the perception of village.' He comprehends, 'This perceiving is empty of
the perception of human beings. And there is only this that is not
emptiness, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception of
forest.' He regards that which is not there as empty of it. [105]
But in regard to what remains there he comprehends, ' That being,
this is.' Thus, Ananda, this comes to be for him a true, not a mistaken, utterly purified realisation of (the concept of} emptiness.1
And again, Ananda, a monk, not attending to the perception of
l1uman beings, not attending to the perception of forest, attends to
solitude grounded on the perception of earth. Ananda, it is like a
bull's hide well stretched on a hundred pegs, its virtue gone. Even
so, Ananda, a monk, not attending to anything on this earth: dry
land and swamps, 2 rivers and marshes, 3 (plants} bearing stakes and
thorns, hills and plains, attends to solitude grounded on the perception of earth. His mind is satisfied with, pleased with, set on and freed
in the perception of earth. He comprehends thus: ' The disturbances
there might be resulting from the perception of human beings do
not exist here; the disturbances there might be resulting from the
perception of forest do not exist here. There is only this degree of
disturbance, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception of
earth.' He comprehends, ' This perceiving is empty of the perception of human beings; this perceiving is empty of the perception of
forest. And there is only this that is not emptiness, that is to say
solitude grounded on the perception of earth.' He regn.rds that
which is not-there as empty of it. But in regard to what remains
there he comprehends, ' That being, this is.' Thus, Ananda, this
too comes to be for him a true, not mistaken, and utterly purified
realisation of (the concept of) emptiness.
And again, Ananda, a monk, not attending to the perception of
forest, not attending to the perception of earth, attends to solitude
grounded on the perception of the plane of infinite akasa. His
mind is satisfied with, pleased with, set on and freed in the perception
1

auiiiiatavalckanti.

• uk/ci1Javi/ci1Ja as at A. i. 35; MA. iv. 153 says the dry parts and the swamps.
• As at A. i. 35.
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of the plane of infinite akasa. He comprehends thus: ' The disturbances there might be resulting from the perception of forest do
not exist here; the disturbances there might be [106] resulting from
the perception of earth do not exist here. There is only this degree
of disturbance, t.hat is to say solitude grounded on (the perception
of1) the plane of infinite akasa.' He comprehends, ' This perceiving
is empty of the perception of forest.' He comprehends, ' This
perceiving is empty of the perception of earth. And there is only
this that is not emptiness, that is to say the solitude grounded on
the perception of the plane of infinite akasa.' He regards that which
is not there as empty of it. But in regard to what remains there he
comprehends, 'That being, this is.' Thus, Ananda, -this too comes ·
to be for him a true ... realisation of (the concept of) emptiness.
And again, Ananda, o, monk, not attending to the perception of
earth, not attending to the perception of the plane of infinite akasa,
attends to solitude grounded on (the perception of1 ) the plane of ·
infinite consciousness. His mind is satisfied with ... and freed in
the perception of the plane of infinite consciousness. He comprehends thus: ' The disturbances there might be resulting from
the perception of earth . . . from the perception of the plane of
infinite akasa do not exist here. There is only this degree of
disturbance, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception of
the plane of infinite consciousness.' He comprehends, ' This perceiving is empty of the perception of earth ... empty of the perception of the plane of infinite akasa. And there is only this that is
not emptiness, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception
of the plane of infinite consciousness.' He regards that which is
not there as empty of it. But in regard to what remains he comprehends, 'That being, this is.' Thus, Ananda, this too comes to
be for him a true ... realisation of (the concept of) emptiness.
And again, Ananda, a monk, not attending to the perception or"
the plane of infinite akasa, not attending to the perception of the ·
plane of infinite consciousness, attends to solitude grounded on the
perception of the plane of no-thing. His mind is satisfied with . . . .
and freed in the perception of the plane of no-thing. He comprehends thus: ' The disturbances there might be resulting from
the perception of the plane of infinite akasa ... from the perception
of the plane of infinite consciousness do not exist here. There is
only this degree of disturbance, that is to say solitude grounded on
1

Omitted in the text, but needed for t,he sake of consistency.
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the perception of the plane of no-thing.' He comprehends, 'This
perceiving is empty of the perception of the plane of infinite akasa.'
[107] He comprehends, ' This perceiving is empty of the perception
of the plane of infinite consciousness. And there is only this that
is not emptiness, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception
of the plane of no-t~ing.' He regards that which is not there as
empty of it. But in regard to what remains there he comprehends,
' That being, this is.' Thus, Ananda, this too comes to be for him a
true ... realisation of (the concept of} emptiness.
And again, Ananda, a monk, not attending to the perception of
the plane of infinite consciousness, not attending to the perception
of the plane of no-thing, attends to solitude grounded on the perception of the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception. His
mind is pleased with ... and freed in the perception of the plane of
neither-perception-nor-non-perception. He comprehends thus: ' The
disturbances there might be resu]ting from the perception of the
plane of infinite consciousness . . . resulting from the perception of
the plane of no-thing do not exist here. There is only this degree
of disturbance, that is to say solitude grounded on the perception
of the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception.' He comprehends, ' This perceiving is empty of the perception of the plane of
infinite consciousness ... of the perception of the plane of no-thing.
And there is only this that is emptiness, that is to say solitude
grounded on the perception of the plane of neither-perception-nornon-perception.' He regards that which is not there as empty of it.
But in regard to what remains there he comprehends, 'That being,
this is.' Thus, Ananda, this too comes to be for him a true . . .
realisation of (the concept of} emptiness.
And again, Ananda, a monk, not attending to the perception of the
plane of no-thing, not attending to the perception of the plane of
neither-perception-nor-non-perception, attends to solitude grounded
on the concentration of mind that is signless.1 His mind is satisfied
with . . . and freed in the concentration of mind that is signless.
He comprehends thus: ' The disturbances there might be resulting
from the perception of the plane of no-thing ... from the perception
of the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception do not exist
here. There is only this degree of disturbance, that is to say the
six sensory fields that, conditioned by life, are grounded on this
1 The concentration of mind in insight, vipassaniicittaaamddhi, MA. iv. 153,
which also says that ae it is without a permanent sign it is called " signlees,,,

animitta.
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body itself. [108) He comprehends: ' This perceiving is empty of
the plane of no-thing ... empty of the perception of the plane of
neither-perception-nor-non-perception. And there is only this
that is not emptiness, that is to say the six sensory fields that, ·
conditioned by life, are grounded on this body itself.' He regards
that which is not there as empty of it. But in regard to what
remains there he comprehends,' That being, this is.' Thus, Ammda, ·
this too comes to be for him a true, not mistaken, utterly purified ·
realisation of (the concept of) emptiness.
And again, .A.nanda, a monk, not attending to the perception of
the plane of no-thing, not attending to the perception of the plane
of neither-perception-nor-non-perception, attends to solitude
grounded on the concentration of mind that is signless.1 His mind
is satisfied with, pleased with, set on and freed in the concentration of mind that is signless. He comprehends thus, ' This concentration of mind that is signless ia effected and thought out. 1
But whatever is effected and thought out, that is impermanent, it is
liable to stopping.' When he knows this thus, sees this thus, his
mind is freed from the canker of sense-pleasures and his mind is
freed from the canker of becoming and his mind is freed from the
canker of ignorance. In freedom is the knowledge that he is freed
and he comprehends: ' Destroyed is birth, brought "to a close the .
Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, there is no more of
being such or so.' He comprehends thus: 'The disturbances there
might be resulting from the canker of sense-pleasures clo not exist .
here; the disturbances there might be resulting from the canker of ~becoming do not exist here; the disturbances there might be resulting
from the canker of ignorance do not exist here. And there is only
this degree of disturbance, that is to say the six sensory fields that,
conditioned by life, are grounded on this body itself.' He comprehends: 'This perceiving is empty of the canker of sense-pleasures.'
He comprehends: ' This perceiving is empty of the canker of becoming.' He comprehends: ' This perceiving is empty of the canker
of ignorance. And there is only this that is not emptiness, that is
to say the six sensory fields that, conditioned by life, are grounded
on this body itself.' He regards that which is not there as empty
of it. But in regard to what remains he comprehends: ' That being,
1 MA. iv. 154 sa.ys that animitta is spoken of again in order to show-vipaasanaya pa#vipassanarh, tho insight that is complementary to (? pa#-) insight,
or a reflex of it.
2

CJ. Jf. i. 350, iii. 244, S. ii. 65, A. v. 343.
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this is.' Thus, Ananda, this [109] comes to be for him a true, not
mistaken, utterly purified and incomparably highest realisation of
(the concept of) emptiness.
And those recluses or brabmans, A.nanda, who in the distant past,
entering on the utterly· purified and incomparably highest (concept
of) emptiness, abided therein-all these, entering on precisely this
utterly purified and incomparably highest (concept of) emptiness,
abided therein. And those recluseft or brahmans, Ananda, who in
the distant future, entering on the utterly purified and incomparably
highest (concept of) emptiness, will abide therein- all these, entering
on precisely this utterly purified and incomparably highest (concept
of) emptiness, will abide therein. And those recluses or brahmans,
Ananda, who at present, entering on the utterly purified and
incomparably highest (concept of) emptiness, are abiding in it-all these, entering on precisely this utterly purified and incomparably
highest (concept of) emptiness, are abiding therein. Wherefore,
.A.nanda, thinking: ' Entering on the utterly purified and incomparably highest (concept of) emptiness, I will abide therein '- this
is how you must train yourself, A.nanda.''
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Lesser Discourse on Emptiness:
The First

122. GREATER DISCOURSE ON EMPTINESS
(Mahii.suiiiiatasutto.)
Tnus ho.ve I heard: At one time the Lorq was staying among the
Sakyans near Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's park.1 Then the Lord,
having dressed early in the morning, taking his bowl and robe entered
Kapilavatthu for almsfood. When he had walked in Kapilavatthu
for almsfood and was returning from the almsgathering after the
meal, he approached the dwelling-place of the Sakyo.n Ka}akhe1

See M.L.S. i. 110.
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maka1 for the day-sojourn. Now at that time many lodgings2 were _
prepared in the dwelling-place of KaJakhemaka the Sakyan. The
Lord saw these many [110] lodgings prepared in the dwelling-place
of Ku.}akhemaka the Sakyan, and when the Lord had seen them it
occurred to him: " Many lodgings are prepared in the dwe1ling-place
of Ka}akhemaka the Sakyan. Are many monks staying here 1"
Now at that time the venerable Ananda together with many
monks was making up robe-material in the dwelling-place of Ghate,ya
the Sakyan.3 Then the Lord, emerging from solitary meditation
towards evening, approached the dwelling-place of Ghate,ya the
_Sakyan; having approached, he sat down on a seat that was ready.
While he was sitting down the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda,
saying:" Many lodgings, Ananda, are prepared in the dwelling-place
of Ka.Jakhcmaka the Sakyan. Are many monks staying there 1"
"Many lodgings, revered sir, are prepared in the dwelling-place
of Ka.Jakhemaka the Sakyan; many monks arc staying there. It is
our time, revered air, for making up robe-material."
" Ananda, a monk does not shine' who delights in his own group, 5
is delighted by his own group, is intent on delight in his own group, 8
who delights in some other group, is delighted by some other group, .
is rejoiced by some other group. Indeed, Ananda, the situation
does not exist when a monk, delighting in his own group, delighted
by his own group, intent on delight in his own group, delighting in
some other group, delighted by some other group, rejoicing in some
other group, can be one who acquires at will, without trouble,
without difficulty, that which is the happiness ofrenunciation,7 the
happiness of aloofness, 8 the happiness of calm, 9 the happiness of
self-awakening. 10 But, Ananda, the situation exists when it 1s
Khema.ka. was his name; his complexion was dark, kala, MA. iv. 155.
Of various kinds: beds, sea.ts, ma.tLresses, squatting mo.ts, straw ma.ts,
strips of hide, grass, leaves, branches, all placed touching one another, for this
is where groups of monks were staying, MA. iv. 155.
3
Like the dwelling-place of Ka!a.khema.ka., Gha.tii.ya.'s wa.e also built in
Nigrodha.'s park (or, mona.etery), MA. iv. 157.
'In the Buddha's teaching, MA. iv. 158.
6
sa·mga~ika is explained as a coming together of one's own company, while
a. group, garµ,,, is a. coming together of various persons, MA. iv. 158. It is
only the monk who delights in solitude who " shines."
7 Of the senee-plea.euree, MA. iv. 158. .
• As a.t lJ. ii. 78.
8 From the senee-plea.eures.
• This conduces to allaying attachment, a.version and confusion.
10 This conduces to the goal of awakening to the wa.y(s).
1

2
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expected of a monk who d welJs alone, remote from a group, that he
will be one who acquires at will, without trouble, without difficulty,
that which is the happiness of renunciation, the happiness of aloofness, the happiness of calm, the happiness of self-awakening.
Indeed, Ananda, the situation does not exist when a monk, delighting in his own group ... rejoicing in some other group, entering
on the freedom of mind that is temporal and plcasing1 or on that
which is not temporal and is unshakable, 2 will abide in it. But,
Ananda, the situation exists when it is expected of a monk who
dwells alone, remote from a group, that, entering on the freedom
of mind that is temporal and pleasing (111] or on that which is not
temporal and is unshakable, he will abide in it. I, Ananda, do not
behold one material shape3 wherein is delight, ·wherein is content,
but that from its changing and becoming otherwise there will not
arise grief, sorrow, suffering, lamentation and despair.
But this abiding, Ananda, has been fully awakened to by the
Tathagata, that is to say, by not attending to any signs,' the entering
on and abiding& in an inward (concept of) emptiness. 8 And if,
.Ananda, while the Tathagata is abiding in this abiding there are
monks, nuns, men and women lay followers, kings and kings'
ministers, leaders and disciples of other sects who approach him,
then, Ananda, the Tathagata with his whole mind tending to
aloofness, leaning to aloofness, inclining to aloofness, remote,
delighting in renunciation, bringing to an end all the things on which
the cankers are founded, speaks there7 as one intent only on inspiring
them. 8 Wherefore, .Ananda, if a monk should desire: ' Entering on
1

aamayikii kanta cetovimutt·i. At the time the mind is concentrated there is
freedom from the defilements. MA. iv. 168, quoting Pts. ii. 40 says that this
temporal (or temporary) deliverance consists in the attainments of the four
jMnaand the four plan3s of immateriality. · See M. i. 106/., and M .L.S. i. 243.
• aBamayikii alcuppa cet.ovimutti. This is freedom from the defilements and
has not to do with things of time. So it is freedom that is immovable, supermunda.ne. It consists of the four ariya.n Ways and the four fruits of recluseship, MA. iv. 169, quoting Pµ,. ii. 40 which adds nibbana.
• rilpa, called sarira, body, at MA. iv. 169.
4
nimitta, signs of the phenomenal world.
6

tJiharitum, with v.U. viharatam, viharati.

• As though a.lone, even though sitting in the midst of a company.
7 In the midst of that company, MA. iv. 160.

• aii:naclatthu uyyojaniyapaliaamyuttam yei,a katham katta hoti; also at
A. iv. 233. This is a. passage of great difficulty, partly because of the two
meanings of uyyojeti: (1) to incite, instigate, (2) to dismiss. MA. iv. 160,
reading u1111ojanikapatiaamyuttam, says that, in saying, " Go a.way, you," the
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an inward (concept of) emptiness, may I dwell therein,' that monk, :
Ananda, should steady, calm, make one-pointed and concentratc1
his mind precisely on what is inward.
And how, Ananda, does a monk steady, calm, make one-pointed
and concentrate his mind precisely on what is inward? As to this,
A.nanda, a monk, aloof from pleasures of the senses, aloof from
unskilled states of kind, entering on it abides in the first mediation
... the second ... the third ... the fourth meditation. Even so,
Ananda, does a monk steady, calm, make one-pointed and concentrate his mind precisely on what is inward.
(112] He attends to an inward (concept of) emptiness. While he
is attending to the inward (concept of} emptiness, his mind is not
satisfied with, not pleased with, not set on, not freed in the inward
(concept of} emptiness. This being so, .A.nanda, the monk comprehends thus: 'While I was attending to an inward (concept of}
emptiness my mind was not satisfied with ... not freed in the inward
(concept of) emptiness.' So he is clearly conscioua in regard to it.
He attends to an external (concept of) emptiness. 2 He attends to
an inward and to an external (concept of) emptiness. 3 He attends
to imperturbability.' While he is attending to imperturbability his
<'xpression is thus connected with words of dismissal, uyyojanikena vacanena. .
And it proceeds: When the Lord had arisen after lying down after a meal . . • ·
he attained the attainment of the fruit(e). At that time the company
assembled to hear dhamma. The Lord ... taught dhamma, and without letting
pass the right time (to hear it), ho vivekaninnena cittena parisam uyyojeti.
This could mean either: with his mind tending to aloofness he dismissed the
company; or: with his mind tending to aloofness he inspired the company.
E. M. Ha.re at G.S. iv. 158 renders the phrase as: "entirely confines his talk
to the subject of going apart." It is possible that uyyojeti should be understood in both its meanings: that the Lord incited the company to seek aloofness
for themselves and also dismissed them in order that they might do so. If we
were to take uyyojeti only as "to diE,miss," this would imply a. certain selfishness on the Lord•s part, and the AA. (iv. 122) is apparently against this:
tesam 11,paUh<i:M{lamanakam yeva ti attho, the meaning is going to their service
(i.e. helping them).
1 OJ. M. i. 116, A. ii. 94.
1 To the five khandha of another (person), MA. iv. 161.
3 Sometimes to the one and sometimes to the other, MA. iv. 161.
Of. the
internal and external contempla.tion of the body at M. i. 56 (M.L.8. i. 72 and .
see there n. 4).
'iinaiija. OJ. M. ii. 229, Vin. iii. 4. "Thinking, I will become freed both
ways;• he attends to the attainment of immateriality and imperturba.bility,
iinaja-arupaaamapatti, MA. iv. 161. VinA. 157 glosses by acala, unshaking,
steady.
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mind is not satisfied with ... not freed in imperturbability. This
being so, Ananda, the monk comprehends thus: ' While I was
attending to imperturbability my mind was not satisfied with . . .
not freed in imP.erturbability.' So he is clearly conscious in regard
to it. A.nanda, that inonk should steady, calm, make one-pointed
and concentrate his mind precisely on what is inward in that earlicr1
sign of concentration itself. He attends to the inward (concept of)
emptiness. While he is attending to the inward (concept of)
emptiness, his mind is satisfied with, pleased with, set on and freed
in the inward (concept of) emptiness. This being so, A.nanda, the
monk comprehends thus: ' While I was attending to an inward
(concept of) emptiness my mind was not satisfied with . . . not
freed in the inward (concept of) emptiness.' So he is clearly conscious in regard to it. He attends to an external (concept of)
emptiness. He attends to an inward and to an external (concept of)
emptiness. He attends to imperturbability. While he is attending
to imperturbability his mind is satisfied with, pleased with, set on
and freed in imperturbability. This being so, .A.nanda, the monk
comprehends thus: ' While I was attending to imperturbability my
mind was satisfied with, pleased with, set on and freed in imperturbability.' So he is clearly conscious in regard to it.
If, Ananda, while this monk is abiding in this abiding, 2 he turns
his mind to pacing up and down, then he paces up and down,
thinking: ' While I am pacing up and down thus, no covetousness
or dejection~vil unskilled states- (113] will flow in.' So he is
clearly conscious in regard to it. 3 If, Ananda, while this monk is
abiding in this a.biding, he turns his mind to standing . . . to sitting
down ... to lying down, then he lies down, thinking: ' While I am
lying down, no covetousness or dejection~vil unskilled stateswill flow in.' So he is clearly conscio.us in regard to it. If, A.nanda,
while this monk is abiding in this abiding, he turns his mind to
speaking, then he thinks: ' I will not talk that kind of talk which
is low, of the village, of the ordinary folk, unariyan, not connected
with the goal, which does not conduce to turning away from nor to
detachment nor to stopping nor to calm nor to super-knowledge
1 The text reads :parimaamim. P.E.D. and Geiger, Pali Lit. u. Sprache §19,
say that :parima is equivalent to :parama. But MA. iv. 161 reads purimaamim,
and I follow this. I think the meaning is that the monk should make another
attempt to enter and a.bide in the inward concept of emptiness.
1 An abiding in calm and insight, MA. iv. 162.
8 That is, to this kamma,Uhana, or exercise in meditation, MA. iv. 162.
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nor to self-awakening nor to nibbana- that is to say talk of kings,
talk of thieves, talk of great ministers, talk of armies, talk of fears,
talk of battles, talk of food·, talk of drink, talk of clothes, talk
of beds, talk of garlands, talk of scents, talk of relations, talk of
vehicles, talk of villages, talk of market towns, talk of towns, talk
of the country, talk of women, talk of valiant men,1 talk of streets,
talk of wells, talk of those departed before, talk of diversity, speculation about the world, speculation about the sea, talk on becoming
or not becoming such or so.' So he is clearly conscious in regard
to it. But, Ananda, in regard to that talk which is austere,2 a help
to opening up the mind and which conduces to complete turning
away from, to detachment, stopping, calm, super-knowledge, selfawakening and nibbiina, that is to say talk about wanting little, talk
about contentment, talk about aloofness, talk about ungregariousness, talk about putting forth energy, talk about moral habit, talk
about concentration, talk about intuitive wisdom, talk about
freedom, talk about the knowledge and vision of freedom-he
thinks: ' I will talk talk like this.' So he is clearly conscious in
regard to it.
If, Ananda, while this monk is abiding in this abiding [114] he
turns his mind to thought,3 he thinks: 'I will not think those kinds
of thought which are low, of the village, of the ordinary folk,
unariyan, not connected with the goal and which do not conduce
to turning away from nor to detachment nor to stopping nor to
calm nor to super-knowledge nor to self-awakening nor to nibbana,
that is to say thoughts of sense-pleasures, thoughts of malevolence,
thoughts of harming.' So he is clearly conscious in regard to it.
But, Ananda, in regard to those thoughts which are ariyan, leading
forward, which lead forward the thinker (of them) to the complete
destruction of anguish,' that is to say thoughts of renunciation,
thoughts of non-malevolence, thoughts ·of harmlessness-he thinks:
'I will think thoughts like these.' So he is clearly conscious in
regard to them.
1

Here reading surakatha. See notes on these kinds of talk at B.D.

iii. 82.

As at Ua. 36, A. iii. 117, iv. 352, v. 67; quoted at MA. i. 97
mmkka.
'niyyanti (niyyati) t,a,kkarassa sammdd,ukkhalclcl&ayaya is stock, e.g. at
M. i. 68, 81, 322. It is suggested that in the a.hove p8,888,ge kara, normally
"doing,, (i.e. in taklcarassa, of one doing thus), would be better rendered as
" thinker.,,
2

s
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.Ananda, there are tl,cse five strands of sense-pleasures. 1 What
five 1 Material shapes cognisablc by the eye, agreeable, pleasant,
liked, enticing, connected with sensual pleasure, alluring. Sounds
cognisablc by the car . . . Smells cognisablc by the nose . . . Tastes
cognisable by the tongue . . . Touches cognisable by the body,
agreeable, pleasant, liked, enticing, connected with sensual pleasure,
alluring. These, .Ananda, are the five strands of sense-pleasures.
Wherefore a monk should constantly reflect in his own mind: ' Does
there arise in my mind any dealing with this or that field of the five
strands of sense-pleasures 1' If, Ananda, while the monk is reflecting he comprehends thus: ' There does arise in my mind some dealing
with this or that field of the five strands of sense-pleasures ,- this
being so, .Ananda, the monk comprehends thus: ' That which is my
desire and attachment to the five strands of sense-pleasures has not
been got rid of.' So he is clearly conscious in regard to it. But if,
.Ananda, while the monk is reflecting he comprehends thus: 'No
dealing arises in my mind with this or that field of the five strands
of sense-pleasures ,-this being so, Ananda, the monk comprehends
thus:' That which was my desire and attachment to the five strands
of sense-pleasures has been got rid of by me. ' 2 So he is clearly
conscious in regard to it.
And, Ananda, there are these five groups of grasping. Wherefore
they should be forsaken by a monk who realises (their) rise and fall,
with the thought: ' This is material shape, this the arising of material
shape, this the setting of material shape; this is feeling, this [116]
the arising of feeling, this the setting of feeling; this is perception
... these are the habitual tendencies ... this is consciousness, this the
arising of consciousness, this the setting of consciousness.' While
he is abiding realising the rise and fall of these five groups of grasping,
whatever among these five group_s of grasping was his bias towards
" I am/' that is got rid of. This being so, A.nanda, the monk
comprehends thus: 'Whatever among these five groups of grasping
was my bias towards "I am," that has been got rid of by me.,
So he is clearly conscious in regard to it. These states, Ananda,
concerned solely with what is skilled,3 are ariyan, supermundane,
beyond the range of the Malign One.
1

I

As at M. i. 85, etc.

me is not in the text at the corresponding passage above.

8 lcusalayatika; MA. iv. 163 says kuaalato agata, derived from what is
skilled; but the sense of the exegesis and of the v.ll. seems to be" leading on
(step by step) to what is skilled!'
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What do you think about this, Ammda 1 From his beholding
what reason does a disciple regard it as fit that, even though he is
being repulsed,1 he should follow after a teacher 1"
·
"Things for us, 2 revered sir, are rooted in the Lord, have the Lord
for conduit, the Lord for arbiter. It were good indeed, revered sir,
if this speech of the Lord's were explained; having heard it from the
Lord, the monks would remember it."
" Ananda, it is not fit that a disciple should follow after a teacher
if it is for the sake of an exposition of the Discourses that are in
prose and in prose and verse. 3 What is the reason for this 1 It is
that for a long time, Ananda, these things have been heard, borne in
mind, repeated out loud, pondered over in the mind, well comprehended by (right) understanding.' But, Ananda, that talk which is
austere, a help to opening up the mind and which conduces to
complete turning away from, to detachment, stopping, calm, superknowledge, self-awakening and nibbana, that is to say talk about
wanting little, talk about contentment, talk about aloofness, talk
about ungregariousness, talk about putting forth energy, talk about
moral habit, talk about concentration, talk about intuitive wisdom,
talk about freedom, talk about the knowledge and vision of freedom-it is fit, Ananda, that a disciple, even though being repulsed,
should follow after a teacher for the sake of talk like this.
This being so, 6 Ananda, there is affliction for teachers; this being
so, there is affliction for pupils; this being so, there is affliction for .
Brahma-farers.
And how, Ananda, is there affliction for teachers 1 AB to this,
Ananda, some teacher8 chooses a secluded lodging in a forest, at the
1

The reading above, and again below, is payujjamii:no, passive present
participle of payuiijati, to harness, yoke, employ. I have ta.ken it however as
panujjamiino a.a at M. i. 108.
1 CJ. M. i. 310.
3 Of the nine divisions into which the Teaching was classified only the first
two a.re mentioned here, autta and geyya. The word veyyakara,:u:z,, " exposition," which also occurs in the above passage, is not being used there with the
special sense of the third division of the Teaching, "the Expositions," but in
a general and untcchnica.l sense.
• AB at M. i. 213.
6 evam sante.
While some disciples a.re living a.lone, the matter (connected
with the ten topics of talk) does not prosper; therefore, to show the peril,
adinava, besetting solitude, he said evam aante, which means: being in solitude
thus, evam ekibhdve sante, MA. iv. 164-166.
8 MA. iv. 165, an outside teacher who is a ford-maker, i.e. the leader of an
" heretical " sect.
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root of a tree, on a mountain slope, in a wilderness, a hill-cave, a
cemetery, [118] a forest-haunt, in the open air or on a heap of straw.
While he is 'living remote like this brahman householders crowd in
on him and townsfolk as well as countryfolk. When the brahman
householders, the townsfolk and the countryfolk crowd in on him he
becomes infatuated, 1 he falls in love,1 he becomes envious, he reverts
to abundance. This, A.nanda, is called the afflicted teacher. Because of the teacher's affliction evil unskilled states that are connected
with the defilements, with again-becoming, that are fearful, and the
results of which are anguish, leading to birth, ageing and dying in
the future, 2 strike at him. In this way, Ananda, is there affliction
for teachers.
And how, Ananda, is there affliction for pupils 1 AB to this,
.Ananda,·a teacher's pupil, imitating3 the teacher's aloofness, chooses
a secluded lodging in a forest, at the root of a tree . . . in the open
air or on a heap of straw. While he is living remote like this
brahman householders crowd in on him ... he reverts to abundance.
This, .Ananda, is called the afflicted pupil. Because of the pupil's
affliction evil unskilled states ... leading to birth, ageing and dying
in the future, strike at him. In this way, .Ananda, is there affliction
for pupils.
And how, .Ananda, is there affliction for Brahma-farers 1 As to
this, .Ananda, a Tathagata arises in the world, perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One, endowed with knowledge and right conduct,
well-farer, knower of the world(s), incomparable charioteer of men
to be tamed, teacher of devas and men, an Awakened One, a Lord.
He chooses a secluded lodging in a forest, at the root of a tree, on a
mountain slope, in a wilderness, a hill-cave, a cemetery, a foresthaunt, in the open air or on a heap of straw. While he is living
remote like this brahman householders crowd in on him and townsfolk as well as countryfolk. When the brahman householders, the
townsfoik and the countryfolk crowd in on him he does not become
infatuated, he does not fall in love, he does not be0ome envious, he
does not revert to abundance.
[117] But a disciple of this Teacher,
applying himself to this Teacher's aloofness, cultivating' it, chooses
1 Text reads mucchati kamayati; but Siam. version and MA. iv. 165 read
muccham nikdmayati. The latter explains: mucchanatar;,J,am pattheti pavatteti,
which seems to mean: he longs for and sets going the craving for infatuation,
i.e. for falling in love, a meaning which lcameti (kamayati) bears at e.g. M. ii. 40.
1 Of. M. i. 280.
a anubrilhayamano.
'vivekam anuyuUo brllAayamano. Of. M. Sta. 6, "the cultivator of empty
places."
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a remote lodging in a forest ... in the open air or on a heap of straw.
While he is living remote like this brahman householders crowd in
on him and townsfolk as well as countryfolk. When the brahman
householders, the townsfolk and the countryfolk crowd in on him he
becomes infatuated, faUs in love, becomes envious and reverts to
abundance.
This, Ananda, is called the afflicted Brahma-farer.
Because of the Brahma-farer's affli.ction evil unskilled states connected with the defilements, with again-becoming, that are fearful
. and the results of which are anguish, leading to birth, ageing and
dying in the future, strike at him. In this way, .Ananda, is there
affliction for Brahma-farers. But, Ananda, this affliction ofBrahmafarers is more ill in result,1 more terrible in result that either the
affliction of teachers or the affliction of pupils; and moreover it conduces to the Downfall. 2
Wherefore, A.nanda, conduct yourselves towards me with friendliness, not with hostility; and for a long time that will be for your
welfare and happiness. And how, A.nanda, do disciples conduct ,
themselves towards a teacher with hostility, not with friendliness 1
As to this, Ananda, the teacher, compassionate, teaches dhamma to
disciples, seeking their welfare, out of compassion, saying: 'This is
for your welfare, this is for your happiness.' But his disciples do
not listen, do not lend ear, do not prepare their minds for profound
knowledge but, turning aside, they move away from the teacher's instruction. Even so, Ana.nda, do a teacher's disciples conduct themselves towards him with hostility, not with friendliness.
And how, A.nanda, do disciples conduct themselves towards a
teacher with friendliness, not with hostility 1 As to this, A.nanda,
the teacher, compassionate, teaches dliamma to disciples, seeking
their welfare, out of compassion, saying: 'This is for your welfare,
this is for your happiness.' And his disciples listen, lend ear, 3
prepare their minds for profound knowledge and, not turning aside,
they do not' move away from the teacher's instruction. Even so, ·
A.nanda, do a teacher's disciples conduct themselves towards him
with friendliness, not with hostility. Wherefore, (118] Ananda,
conduct yourselves towards me with friendliness, not with hostility;
1 Those_who have gone forth in this Dispensation, sasana, should be a.hie
to attain the four ways, the four fruits and nibbana. but, failing of the instruction, sasana, they fail of these nine strands of the supermunda.ne.

s. ii. 128.
The na of the text should be omitted as it is in some MSS.
' The ca should read na ca as in one MS. version.
a OJ.

3
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for a long time that will be for your welfare and happiness. And I,
.lnanda, will not proceed with you as does a potter with an unbaked
(vessel), not fully dry. 1 I will speak, Ananda, constn.ntly reproving, 2
constantly cleansing. 3 That which is the pith will stand fast."'
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable .Ana.nda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Greater Discourse on Emptiness:
Tl1e Second
1

amake amakamatte.

MA. iv. 166 says amake is apakkhe, and amakamatte

ti amake niiti8ukkhe bhajane, " a.n unbaked vessel, not quite dry." " The
potter gently takes these vessels in both he.nds, saying: ' Do not break ';
but I will not proceed with you as the potter proceeds." I do not see the
full force of this simile; therefore my translation must remain very tentative.
But I believe it means that whereas the potter gives, e.nd can give, his vessels
one chance only, the Tca.chcr is undefeated by any initial failure there may be,
and proceeds undeterred with the expectation of final success on the pa.rt of
his pupil.
1 niggayha niggayha.
MA. iv. 166 says, "having exhorted once, I will not
be silent; constantly reproving (niggahetva niggahetva) again and again I
will exhort, I will instruct." Of. niggayhavddin at Dhp. 76; and see DhA. ii.
108 which quotes the above passage.
8 pavayha pavayha as at M. i. 442, 443.
From pavahati, to cause to be
carried away, to remove (stains), hence to cleanse: of faults or taints, dosa, as
at MA. iv. 166 which also says: as a potter, having removed, pavahetva
(v.l. pajahitva) the cracked and broken vessels (reading with Siam. edn.
bhinnachinnabhlijanani) from among those that have been baked, takes the
well baked ones, tapping (i.e. testing) thom again and again. So too I, having
repeatedly removed (stains from you), will again and again exhort and
instruct (you).
' yo saro so lhassati: " while you are being exhorted thus by me that which is
the pith of the ways and the fruits will persist," MA. iv. 167. Sara is the
heartwood, pith, core. It is no doubt meant that this will persist and endure
(like well baked vessels) when all the mistakes and errors that dog a. learner's
path have been cleared a.way and removed (like the era.eked and broken vessels
from among those that have been well baked).

123. DISCOURSE ON WONDERFUL AND

MARVELLOUS QUALITIES
(Acchariyabbhutadhammasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sa.vatthi .
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapi~<;lika's monastery. Then this con-'
versation arose among a number of monks who, having returned
from the alms-gathering after the meal, were seated gathered
together in an assembly hall: " Wonderful, 1 your reverences,
marvellous, your reverences, arc the great psychic power and the
great majesty of the Tatha.gata inasmuch as he should know2 of
former Awakened Ones3 who have attained nibbana with the
impediments' cut off, the whirligig cut through, 6 the rolling on
finished 6 and all anguish spent, 7 that these Lords were of such a
family and that these Lords were of such a name and ..• such a clan
and ... such moral habit and ... such mental habits8 and ... such
intuitive wisdom and . . . such an abiding9 and that these Lords
were of such freedom. " 10
1

OJ. the whole of this Discourse with D. Sta. 14; and see Dial. ii. 8/f. for notes.
janiaaati. D. ii. 8 reads anusaariaaati, (will), should recollect.
3
Cf. 8. iv. 52.
'papaiica, i.e. to progress a.long the Way. Given at.MA. iv. 167, DA. ii. 425
as "craving, pride, false views: these three defilements (kileaa)."
6
chinna1;at1tma. Vatuma, from root vrt, to revolve, turn round, referring
to the cycle, circle, revolution (on, or of, the wheel of aamacira). MA. iv. 167,'
DA. ii. 425 say, "here the whirligig is called the rolling on of skilled and
unskilled deeds."
8
A synonym for the former phrase, DA. ii. 425 adding that the rolling on of
n.ll deeds is finished.
7
As to results or effects in the future.
8
Here dhamma is the middle term of the triad usually appearing as Bila
samiidhi paiiiiil. MA. iv. 167-168 says that here evam-dhammil means the
mental states, dltammri, that are allied to aamcidlli, concentration, a, concentration concerned (both) with what is worldly and what is supermundane,
DA. ii. 426 adds that the meaning is concentration on the Wa.y(s) and concentration on the fruits.
9
MA. iv. 168 and DA. ii. 426 say that these Lords were a.hiders in the
attainment of stopping, i.e. the stopping of knowing and feeling. This is
the ninth and culminating plane of the meditative process.
1 Five kinds of freedom given at MA. iv. 108, DA. ii. 426: freed by eliminat163
2

°
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When this had been eaid, the venerable .Ananda spoke thus to
these monks: " Indeed, your reverences, Tathagatas are wonderful
and possessed of wonderfu] qualities; indeed, your reverences,
Tathagatas are marve1lous and possessed of marvellous qualities."
[119] And this was the conversation of these monks that was
interrupted. Then the Lord, emerging from solitary meditation
towards evening, approached the assembly halJ; having approached,
he sat down on the appointed seat. As he was sitting down, the
Lord addressed the monks, saying:" What, monks, were you tallcing
about just now 1 What was your conversation that was interrupted 1"
"Revered sir, when we had returned from the alms-gathering
after the meal and were seated gathered together in the assembly
hall, this conversation arose among us: ' Wonderful, your reverences,
marvellous, your reverences . . . and that these Lords were of such
freedom.' When this had been said, revered sir, the venerable
.Ananda spoke thus to us: ' Indeed, your reverences, Tathagatas
are wonderful ... and possessed of marvellous qualities.' This was
our conversation, revered sir, that was interrupted. And then the
Lord arrived."
Then the Lord addressed the venerable .Ananda, saying:" Wherefore, .Ananda, deliver1 at greater length the Tathigata's wonderful
and marvellous qualities."
"Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard this, face
to face have I learnt: 'The Bodhisatta arose in the Tusita group2
mindful and clearly conscious, .Ananda.' And inasmuch, revered
sir, as the Bodhisatta arose in the Tusita group mindful and clearly
conscious, I regard this as a wonder, a marve11ous quality of the
Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard this, face to
face have I learnt: 'The Bodhisatta remained in the Tusita group
mindful and clearly conscious, Ananda.' And inasmuch, revered sir,
as the Bodhisatta remained in the Tusita group mjndful and clearly
conscious, I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of
the Lord's.
ing (the hindrances); freed for certain; freed by cutting off (the defilements);
freed by the subsiding of the defilements; the freedom of escape (which is
nibbana.). They are freed in respect of these five freedoms.
1 MA. iv. 168, "Since you ea.y that Ta.thiiga.ta.e a.re wonderful, eo let there
occur to you," palibhantu, i.e. deliver, speak forth, speak out.
1 I.e. of deva.,.
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Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard t11is, face
to face have I learnt:' The Bodhisatta remained in the Tusita group
for as long as his life-span lasted, 1 Ananda.' And inasmuch, revered
sir, as the Bodhisatta remained in the Tusita group for as long as his
life-span lasted, I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality
of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard this, face to
face have I learnt: ' The Bodhisatta, deceasing from the Tusita
group mindful and clearly conscious, entered his mother's womb,
Ananda.' And inasmuch, [120] revered sir, as the Bodhisatta,
deceasing from the Tusita group mindful and clearly conscious,
entered his mother's womb, I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous
quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard this, face to
face have I heard: ' When, Ananda, the Bodhisatta, having deceased
from the Tusita group, entered his mother's womb, thenanillimitable
glorious radiance, surpassing even the deva-majesty of devas,
appeared in the world with its devas, its Maras, its Brahmas, among·
the generations with recluses and brahmans, devas and men. And
even in those spaces between the worlds,1 gloomy, 3 baseless,' regions
of blackness plunged in blackness, where the moon and the sun,
powerful and majestic though they are, cannot make their light
prevail5-even there there appeared the illimitable glorious radiance,
surpassing even the deva-majesty of devas. And those beings who
had uprisen there8 recognised one another by means of this radiance,
and they thought: " Indeed there are ·other beings who are uprising
here." And this ten-thousand-world-Rystem quaked, trembled and
shook, and there appeared there the illimitable glorious radiance
1

Owing to his having fulfilled all the piirami, excellences or "goings
beyond,,, there being no gift he had not given, no aila he had not observed,
MA. iv. 170.
1 lokantarika, which appear to be Niraya Hells, see MA. iv. 177, Ja. i. 76,
VbhA. 4. With this passage c/. A. ii. 130, D. ii. 12, 8. v. 454, and Mlwu. i. 35,
and see notes at Mhw. Transln. (J, J. Jones), vol. i. p. 35 which I have largely
followed.
a agkii, meaning dark. MA. iv. 177 explains by niccatJiffl#cl: perpetually
concealed (i.e. from the light).
• a.,arhwtci, explained at MA. iv. 177 as ht,f,{Mpi appati#kii, "not supported
from below."
1 iibhaya nanubhonti. MA. iv. 178 says: aUano pabhiiya nappahonti, they
are unable with their own light.
•Ina great Niraya Hell, MA. iv. 178.
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surpassing even the deva-majesty of devas.' And inasmuch, revered
sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the
Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have ·l learnt: ' When, .Ananda, the Bodhisatta is entering his
mother's womb, four devas1 approach so as to guard the four
quarters, saying:" Do not let a human being or a non-human being
or anyone whatever annoy the Bodhisatta or the Bodhisatta's
mother."' And inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard this too as a
wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: 'When, .Ananda, the Bodhisatta is entering his
mother's womb, the Bodhisatta's mother is virtuous through her
own nature, restrained from onslaught on creatures, restrained from
taking what has not been given, restrained from wrong enjoyment
of pleasures of the senses, restrained from lying speech, restrained
from the occasions of slothfulness resulting from (drinking) strong
intoxicants.' 9 And inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard this too as a
wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's.
(121] Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard,
face to face have I learnt: ' When, .Ananda, the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, no desire connected with the strands of
sensual pleasures arises in the Bodhisatta's mother towards men,
and the Bodhisatta's mother is not to be transgressed against by
any man of infatuated thoughts.' And inasmuch, revered sir, ...
I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: ' When, .A.nanda, the Bodhisatta is entering his
mother's womb, the Bodhisatta's mother is enjoying the five strands
of sensual pleasures and she diverts herself, endowed with and
possessed of the five strands of sensual pleasures.' And inasmuch,
revered sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality
of the Lord's.
Face to face with the. Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: ' When the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's
womb, no ailment whatever arises in the Bodhisatta's mother; the
Bodhisatta's mother iR at case, her body not tired; and within her
1 devaputta: the four Great Kings (of tho quarters), MA. iv. 179.
They
wanted to ward off pisacas and yakkhas and terrifying non-human beings in
case they frightened the mother.
2 Cf. Mhvu. i. 145.
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womb the Bodhisatta's mother sees the Bodhisatta, complete in all
his limbs, his sense-organs perfect. 1 As, Ananda, an emerald jewel2
of lovely water and weH cut into eight facets might be strung on a
thread.. . . :. a deep green or yellow or red or white or an orange-coloured
thread, and as a man with vision, having taken it in his hand, might
reflect: " This is an emerald jewel of lovely water, it is well cut into
eight facets and strung on a thread- a deep green ... or an orangecoloured thread "; even so, Ananda, when the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb ... the Bodhisatta's mother sees the Bodhisatta, complete in all his limbs, his sense-organs perfect.' And
inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous
quality of the Lord's.
[122] Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to
face have I learnt: 'Ananda, the Bodhisatta's mother dies seven
days after the Bodhisatta is born and arises in the Tusita group.'
And inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a
marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: ' While, Ananda, other women carry the child in
their womb for nine or ten months3 before they give birth, the Bodhisatta's mother docs not give birth to the Bodhisatta in this way.
The Bodhisatta's mother carries the Bodhisatta in her womb for
exactly ten months before she gives birth.' And inasmuch, revered
sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the
Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: 'While, Ananda, other women give birth sitting or
lying down, the Bodhisatta's mother does not give birth to the
Bodhisatta in this way: the Bodhisatta's mother gives birth to the
Bodhisatt&. while she is standing.'' And inasmuch, revered sir,
... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
1 abhinindriya, see P.E.D.
He was sitting cross-legged, facing East, like
a teacher of dhamma on a dhamma-sea.t, MA. iv. 181. But cf. Mhvu. i. 144
where Bodhisatta.s are said to stand in their mothers' womb. It is interesting
to find the following simile occurring there too, but in rather a different form.
1 See also D. ii. 13, M. ii. 17.
3 MA. iv. 182 says this is to be understood as meaning children born after
seven or eight or eleven or twelve months. All live except the eight months'
child (reading at MA. iv. 182 should be atthamaaajaw na jivati as at DA. ii.
437), but the seven months' child cannot stand heat or cold.
' Cf. Mhvu.. i. 217.
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have I learnt: 'When, .A.nanda, the Bodhisatta is issuing from his
mother's womb, devas receive him :first, men afterwards.' And
inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous
quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: 'When, .A.nanda, the Bodhisatta is issuing from his
mother's womb, the Bodhisatta does not at once touch the earth;
the four devas, having received him, place him in front of his mother,
saying: "Rejoice, lady, mighty is the son that is born to you." ' 1
And inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a
marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: ' When, Ananda, the Bodhisatta is issuing from his
mother's womb, he issues quite stainless, undefiled by watery
matter, undefiled by mucus, undefiled by blood, undefiled [123]
by any impurity, pure and unstained. .A.nanda, it is as when a jewel
is laid on Benarcs muslin, neither does the jewel stain the Benares
muslin nor does the Benares muslin stain the jewel. What is the
reason for this 1 It is due to the purity of both. Even so, Ananda,
when the Bodhisatta is issuing from his mother's womb, he issues
quite stainless ... pure and unstained.' And inasmuch, revered sir,
... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: 'When, Ananda, the Bodhisatta is issuing from his
mother's womb, two streams of water appear from the sky, 2 the one
cool, the other warm, wherewith they·perform a water-libation for
the Bodhisatta and his mother.' And inasmuch, revered sir, ...
I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: ' The moment, .A.nanda, the Bodhisatta has come to
birth, standing on even feet and facing north, he takes seven strides, 3
and while a white sunshade is being held over him, he scans all the
quarters' and utters as with the voice of a bull :5 " I am chief in the
world, I am best in the world, I am eldest in the world. This is the
last birth, there is not now again-becoming."' And inasmuch,
1

Of. Mhvu. i. 149-150.
Of. Mhw. i. 220-222. According to MA. iv. 184= DA. ii. 438, as these
streams of water were not needed to wash away any defilements, the warm one
was for playing in and the cool one for drinking.
8
Of. Mhw. i. 221.
' See J a. i. 53.
1 MA. iv. 185, DA. ii. 439 say asabhin ti uttamam.
1
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revered sir, ... I regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality
of the Lord's.
Face to face with the Lord, revered sir, have I heard, face to face
have I learnt: ' When, Ananda, the Bodhisatta was issuing from
his mother's womb, then an illimitable glorious radiance, surpassing
even the deva-majesty of devas, appeared in the world with its devas,
its Maras, its Brahmas, among the generations with recluses and
brahmans, devas and men. And even in those spaces between the
worlds, gloomy, baseless, regions of blackness plunged in blackness,
where the moon and the sun, powerful and majestic ~hough they be,
cannot make their light prevail- [124] even there there appeared the
illimitable glorious radiance, surpassing even the deva-majesty of
devas. And those beings who had uprisen there recognised one
another by means of this radiance, and they thought: " Indeed
there are other beings who are uprising here." And this tenthousand-world-system quaked, trembled and shook, and there
appeared there the illimitable glorious radiance surpassing even the
deva-majesty of devas.' And inasmuch, revered sir, ... I regard
this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's."
cc Wherefore do you, .A.nanda, regard this too as a wonder, a
marvellous quality of the Tathagata's: As to this, Ananda, the feelings that arise in the Tathagata are known; known they persist;
known they go to destruction; perceptions are known; the thoughts
that arise are known; known they persist; known they go to destruction. So do you, A.nanda, regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous
quality of the Tathagata's."
cc Inasmuch, revered sir, as the feelings that arise in the Lord are
known; known they persist; known they go to destruction ;1 perceptions are known; thoughts that arise are known; known they persist;
known they go to destruction- I regard this too, revered sir, as a
wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's."
'rhus epoke the venerable .A.nanda. The Teacher approved.
Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what the venerable .A.nanda had
said.
Discourse on Wonderful and Marvellous Qualities:
The Third
- - - - - - - - - ·····- ·-

- --

Buddhas have nothing not ca.pu,ble of (being known by) insight, therefore
knowing the three mark.a, tilakllar_,a, they get rid of them, MA. iv. 190.
1

124. DISCOURSE BY BAKKULA
(Bakkulasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the venerable Bakkula1 was staying
near Ra.jagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place.
Then Kassapa the Unclothed2 (wanderer) 3 who had formerly been
a friend of the venerable Bakkula when he was a householder, [125]
approached the venerable Bakkula; having approached and exchanged greetings of courtesy and friendliness with the venerable
Bakkula he sat down at a respectful distance. As Kassapa the
Unclothed was sitting down at a respectful distance, he spoke thus
to the venerable Bakkula:
"How long is it since you, reverend Bakkula, went forth 1"
"It must be eighty years, friend, since I went forth."
" And how many times during these eighty years ha vc you,
reverend Bakkula, indulged in sexual intercourse 1"
" Friend Kassa.pa, you should not question me thus: ' And how
many times during these eighty years have you, reverend Bakkula,
indulged in sexual intercourse 1' But you could question me thus,
friend Kassapa: ' And how many times during these eighty years,
reverend Bakkula, did perceptions of sensual pleasure rise in
you t'"
"And how many times during these eighty years, reverend
Bakkula, did perceptions of sensual pleasure rise in you 1"
"During the eighty years that I have gone forth, friend Kassa.pa,
1 Ba.kkula. means " two families," dvakkula, dvikkula, for according to
MA. iv. 190 ff. the king judged him to belong to bis own mother and to the
councillor's wife who had cherished him after he had been found, unhurt,
inside a. fish that was caught in a river; cf. ThagA. ii. 87 ff., AA. i. 304 ff.
See the explanation of bakkula (as a word, not a proper name) at J.P.T.8.
1886, p;,. 94 fl. At A. i. 25 Bakkula. is called tho monk foremost in good
health. This gives rise to a dilemma at Miln. 215 /. Verses are ascribed to
him at Thag. 225-227.
1 Acela-Kassapa, an ascetic.
At the end of the Kas8apa-Sihaniida-suttanta,
D. i. 161 ff., he is saicl to have undergone a four months' probation (usual for
members of other sects joining the Buddhist Order of monks) and then to have
gained arahantship.
a DA. ii. 349 calls him a paribbiijaka.
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I am not aware of (any) perception of sensual pleasure rising
in me."
(" Inasmuch as for eighty years the venerable Bakkula is not
aware of (any) perception of sensual pleasure rising in him-we .
regard this as a wonder, a marvellous quality in the venerable
Bakkula."1)
" During the eighty years that I have gone forth, your reverence, 2
I am not aware of (any) perception of malevolence or (any) percep- .
tion of harming rising in me.,,
(" Inasmuch as for eighty years the venemble Bakkula is not
aware of (any) perception of malevolence or (any) perception of
harming rising in him- we regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous
quality in the venerable Bakkula.")
"During the eighty years that I have gone forth, your reverence,
I am not aware of (any) thought of sensual pleasure, (any) thought
of malevolence or (any) thought of harming rising in me."
(" Inasmuch as for eighty years ... a marvellous quality in the
venerable Bakkula.")
[126] " During the eighty years that I have gone forth, your
reverence, I am not aware of having accepted householder's robematerial. " 3
(" Inasmuch as that for eighty years ... ")
" During the eighty years that I have gone forth, your reverence,
I am not aware of having cut out robe-material with a knife."'
(" Inasmuch as for eighty years ... ")
"During the eighty years that I have gone forth, your reverence,
I am not aware of having sewn robe-material with a needle." 6
(" Inasmuch as that for eighty years ... ")
"During the eighty years that I have gone forth, your reverence,
I am not aware of having dyed robe-material with dye." 6
(" Inasmuch as for eighty years ... ")
1 According to MA. iv. 193 all these portions, beginning here were spoken
by the Elders who made the recension of Dhamma.
1 avuso, whereas formerly (with one exception) he had said itvuso Ka.ssapa.
3 This layman's gift (of robe-material) is the easy way to obtain it, the
difficult or ascetic way, dhutanga, being to collect rags from the refuse-heaps.
Of. M. i. 31, A. iii. 301 /., Vin. iii. 172. At MA. iv. 103 this kind ofrobemateria.l is ea.id to be for the rains-residence.
'MA. iv. 193 explains satthena by pipphalikena, with scissors(?). Of. pipphalaka at DA. i. 70.
6 Needles allowed to be used by monks at Vin. ii. 115.
• Rules for dyeing by monks a.re gi.ven at Vin. i. 286.
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"During the eighty years ... I am not aware of having sewn robematerial on a. ~/iina-frame. " 1
(" Inasmuch as that for eighty years ... ")
" During the eighty yea1·s . . . I am not a ware of having hecn
occupied with making up the robe-material of fellow Brahma-farers
... of having accepted an invitation2 ••• I am not aware of a thought
having ever arisen such as this: ' 0 that someone might invite me.' "
(" Inasmuch as that for eighty years . . . ")
" During the eighty years ... I am not aware of having sat down
amid the houses3 ••• of having eaten amid the houses ... of having
observed in detail the characteristics of women-kind ... of having
taught dliamma to women, even a verse of four feet' ... of having
approached nuns' quarters6 • • • I am not aware of having taught
dliamma to nuns ... to probationers6 ••• to female novices."
(" Inasmuch as that for eighty years ... ")
" During the eighty years ... I am not aware of having let (anyone) go forth ... of having ordained (anyone) ... of having given
guidance7 • • • of having had a novice to attend me8 • • • of having
bathed in a bathroom9 ••• of having bathed with chunam9 ••• of
having had fellow Brahma-farers massage my limbs ... I am not
1 Allowed at Vin. ii. 116 where regulations for the use of this kathina arc
given. See B.D. v. 158 ff. MA. iv. 103 here asks how the thera got hiH
robes if he did not accept material from bouseholders and did not cut out or
sew robe-material; and it answers that he was well known in two towns and
tha.t the people made and dyed the robe-material for him and then hung it out,
while he wa.s ha.thing. He then clothed himself. So he got things as easily as
cUd the thera Nigrodha. from Asoka.
2
I.e. to a. meal.
3 .JJ,f A. iv. 194-195 sa.ys that in the Mahd.sakuludayiautta (M. Sta.. 77,
MA. iii. 240) "amid the houses,, means from the vil1age post, but here it
means from the nimbodakapatanatthdna. Tho thera simply went up to the
doors of the houses with hie almebowl and the people filled this with foods of
va.rioue flavours.
• At Vin. iv. 21 monks are prohibited to teach dhamma to women in more
than five or six sentences. MA. iv. 195 ea.ye that the there. did not do this
oven though it wa.s allowable, and although practically all the theras who
depended on families did so.
6
Although it was allowable to go if asked by a.n ill nun (Vin. iv. 57, Pac. 23),
the them did not do this.
• Always women; defined at Vin. iv. 332.
7 nisaayam deta; rules for giving guidance are laid down at Vin. i. 60 ff.
8 See Vin. i. 62 ff.
• Procedure for bathing in a bathroom and using ohuna.m is laid down at
Vin. i. 47.
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aware that (any) (127] illness has ever arisen even for an instant1 •••
of having carried medicine, even bits from the yellow myrobalan
tree2 ••• of havii1g reclined against a reclining board 3 ••• of having
lain down to sleep ... of having gone for the rains to a lodging near
a village." 4
(" Inasmuch as that for eighty years the venerable Bakkula is not
a ware of having gone for the rains to a lodging near a village-we
regard this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality in the venerable
Bakkula.")
" For exactly seven days 5 I, your reverence, (still) having defilements,6 ate the country's almsfood; 7 then on the eighth day profound
knowledge arose." 8
(" Inasmuch as that for exactly seven days the venerable Bakkula,
(still) having defilements, ate the country's almsfood and then on the
eighth day profound knowledge arose (in him)-we regard this too
as a wonder, a marvellous quality in the venerable Bakkula.")
"May I, reverend Bakkula, receive the going forth in this dhamma .
and discipline, may I receive ordination."
And Kassapa the Unclothed received the going forth in this
dlw,mma and discipline, he received ordination. 9 Not long after
he had been ordained, living alone, aloof, diligent, ardent, selfresolute, the venerable Kassa.pa having soon attained here and now
1 gadd·1ihanamatta1ii, explained a.t MA. iv. 196 and SA. ii. 224 as the time it
would take to get one drop of milk by pulling a cow's teat. 'l'ho w01·d occurs
at S. ii. 264 but in another connection. That the thera was free from illness
is said to be due to the deeds of healing done by him under the former Buddhas,
Pa.dumuttara. and Ka.ssapa.
1 haritakikhar,,,<la.
Monks allowed to .eat the fruits of this treo when they
were ill, Vin. i. 201. Of. also Vin. i. 206.
3 When he was sleeping ho therefore maintained tho sitting posture (one of
the dlmtanga a.nd called nesajjika), as the next also shows. Reclining boards
allowed at Vin. ii. 175.
6
' Of. M. i. 31.
As at S. ii. 221.
8 sa?J(,.
MA. iv. 196, reading sara~ ( = sa+ra~, desire or fault), explains
by sa-kilesa. SA. ii. 109 reads sci-rµ, ti sa-kileso, sa-it1,o (with a debt) hutt1{1,. I
think Bakkula means to point to tho suddenness with which aiiiia, profound
knowJcdgo or gnosis, arises and thus wipes out the debt, to the past and to
past kamma. He is now free of this, being an arahant. See a-ra~ in ·
M. Sta. 130.
7 'l'he gifts of those with faith; cf. Dhp. 308.
8 Ho was therefore no longer just a thera; he was also an ara.hant: na thero
allan araha ti aha, MA. iv. 106.
•MA.iv. 196 explains that though the there. (Bakkula) did not himeelflet
go forth or ordain, he got this done by other monks.
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through his own super-knowledge that incomparable goal of the
Brahma-faring for the sake of which young men of family rightly
go forth from home into homelessness, entering on it, abided in it.
And he knew: "Destroyed is birth, brought to a close the Brahmafaring, done is what was to be done, there is no more of being such
or so." And the venerable Kassapa was one of the perfected ones.
Then after a time the venerable Bakkula took his key and going
from dwelling-place to dwelling-place, spoke thus: "Let the venerable ones come forward, let the venerable ones come forward, today
I will attain fina1 nibbii.na." 1
(" Inasmuch as the venerable Bakkula took nis key and going from
dwelling-place to dwelling-place, spoke thus: ' Let the venerable
ones come forward, let the venerab]e ones come forward, today I will
attain final nibbana '- we regard this too as n wonder, a marvellous
quality in the venerable Bakkula. ")
[128] Then the venerable Bakkula, as he was sitting in the midst
of the Order of monks, 11 attained final nibbana.
(" Inasmuch as that the venerable Bakkula, as he was sitting in
the midst of the Order of monks, attained final nibbana- we regard
this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality in the venerable
Bakkula.")
Discourse by Bakkula3
The Fourth
1

ajja me parinibbi.inath bhavi8aati.
He did not want his body to bo a burden to any other monk after his
parinibbi.ina so he entered into the condition of heat, tejodhatu; a. flame sprang
from his body, and his skin, flesh and blood burnt liko ghec and were destroyed,
MA. iv. 196.
3 Also called Bakkulatheracchariyabbliulasulta and Bakkulassa acchariyabbhutasuttanta. MA. iv. 197 says idam pana BUttam dutiyasangahe
aangahUam, "this Discourse was included in the second collection (or recension)." It will be noted that there is no mention of the Buddha. in this
Discourse.
1

125. DISCOURSE ON THE "TAMED STAGE"
. (Dantabhiimisutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Rajagaha
in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. Now at that
t,ime the novice1 Aciravata was staying in the Forest Hut. 2 Then
Prince Jayasena, 3 who was always pacing up and down, always
roaming about on foot, 4 approached the novice Aciravata; having
approached he exchanged greetings with the novice Aciravata; .
having exchanged greetings of friendliness and courtesy, he sat down
at a respectful distance. While he was sitting down at a respectful
distance, Prince Jayasena spoke thus to the novice Aciravata:
"I have heard, good Aggivessana, 6 that if a monk is abiding here
diligent, ardent, self-resolute, he may attain one-pointedness of
mind."
" That is so, prince; that is so, prince. A monk, abiding here
diligent, ardent, self-resolute, may attain one-pointedness of mind."1
"It were good if the reverend Aggivessana were to teach me
dltamma as he has heard it, as he has mastered it."
" I, prince, am not able to teach you d}iamma as I have heard it,
as I have mastered it. Now, if I were to teach you dhamma as I
have heard it, as I have mastered it, and if you could not understand
the meaning of what I said, that would be a weariness to me, that
would be a vexation to me." 7
[129] " Let the reverend Aggivessana teach me dliamma as he has
heard it, as he has mastered it. Perhaps I could understand the
meaning of what the good Aggivessana says."
"If I were to teach you dltamma, prince, as I have heard it, as Ihave mastered it, and if you were to understand the meaning of
1

aamarJ,uddesa, defined at Vin. iv. 139, 140 by scima~a.

A hut in a. secluded part of the Bamboo Grove for the use of monks who
wanted to practise striving, padhiina; MA. iv. 197.
a A son of Bimbisiira.
• Stock phrase, as e.g. at M. i. 108.
11 For note on this name, see M.L.S. i. 280, n. 6.
• " Fa.ring along thus, he attains an attainment, aamapatti, he attains
jhtina; I have heard this," MA. iv. 197.
7 Acirava.ta here uses the words a.scribed to Gotama when he was first
b~sita.ting whether to teach dhamma, Vin. i. 5.
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what I say, that would be good; if you should not understand the
meaning of what I say, you must remain as you are ;1 you must not
question me further on the matter."
" Let the reverend Aggivessana teach me dhamma as he has heard
it, as he has mastered it. If I understand the meaning of what the
good Aggivessana says, that will be good; if I do not understand the
meaning of what the good Aggivessana says, I will remain as I am;
I will not question the revered2 Aggivessana further on the matter."
Then the novice Aciravata taught dhamma to Prince Jayasena as
he had heard it, as he had mastered it. When this had been said,
Prince Jayasena spoke thus to the novice Aciravata:
"This is impossible, good Aggivessana, it cannot come to pass
that a monk, abiding diligent, ardent, self-resolute should attain
one-pointedness of mind." Then Prince Jayasena, having declared
to the novice Aciravata that this was impossib]e and could not come
to pass, rising from his seat, departed.
And soon after Prince J ayascna had departed, the novice Acira vata
approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord,
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at
a respectful distance, the novice Aciravata told the Lord the whole
of the conversation he had had with Prince Jayasena as far as it had
gone. When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to the novice
Aciravata:
"What is the good ofthat, 3 Aggivessana 1 That Prince Jayascna,
living as he does in the midst of sense-pleasures, enjoying sensepleasures, being consumed by thoughts of sense-pleasures, burning
with the fever of sense-pleasures, eager in the search for sensepleasures, [130] should know or see' or attain or realise that which
can be known by renunciation, seen by renunciation, attained by
renunciation, realised by renunciatiop-such a situation does not
exist. It is as if, 6 Aggivessana, among elephants or horses or oxen
to be tamed, two elephants, two horses or two oxen are well tamed,
well trained, and two arc not k ..med, not trained. What do you
·-·· ···-·· ·-· ·----·---·- ••·-·-- -·--- ·- ·~ ·--··-- -

You must simply remain in your own state of not understanding,,,
MA. iv. 197.
2 Jaya.sena in addressing Acirava.ta uses the epithets bho, bhavam and now
bhavantarh.
3
Tam kut' ettha labbha.
• I suggest emending the Pali reading at M. iii. 130 from dakkhati t1<i sae,chi
vti kari88ati to dakkhati vti pciputi,i8sati t1ti sae,chikarissali tlti, thus ha.lancing the
modes by which renunciation can be apprehended, given in the ea.me sentence.
1 As at M. ii. 120.
1 "
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think about this, Aggivessana 1 Would those two elephants or
horses or oxen that were to be tamed and that were well tamed,
well trained-would these on being tamed reach tamed capacity,
would they, being tamed, attain a tamed stage 1"
" Yes, revered sir."
" But those two elephants or horses or oxen that were to be
tamed but that were neither tamed nor trained-would these, not
being tamed, reach tamed capacity, and would they, not being tamed,
attain a tamed stage as do the two elephants or horses or oxen to be
tamed that were well tamed, well trained 1"
"No, revered sir."
"Even so, Aggivessana, that Prince Jayasena, living as he does
in the midst of sense-pleasures ... should know or see or attain or
realise that which can be known ... realised by renunciation-such
a situation does not exi.bt. It is as if, Aggivessana, there were a.
great mountain slope near a village or a market-town which two
friends, coming hand in hand from that village or market-town might
approach; having approached the mountain slope one friend might
remain at the foot while the other might climb to the top. Then the
friend standing at the foot of the mountain slope might speak thus
to the one standing on the top: ' My dear, what do you see as you
stand on the top of the mountain-slope 1' He might reply: ' As I
stand on the top of the mountain-slope I, my dear, see delightful
parks, delightful woods, delightfu] stretches of level ground, delightful ponds.' But theothermightspeakthus: 'This is impossible,
it [131] cannot come to pass, my dear, that, as you stand on the top
of the mountain slope, you should see delightful . . . ponds.' Then
the friend who had been standing on the top of the mountain slope,
having come down to the foot and taken his friend by the arm, making
his climb to the top of the mountain slope and giving him a moment
in which to regain his breath, might speak to him thus: 'Now, my
dear, what is it that you see as you stand on the top of the mountain
slope 1' He might speak thus: 'I, my dear, as I stand on the top
of the mountain slope see delightful parks . . . delightful ponds.' ·
He might speak thus: 'Just now, my dear, we understood you to
say: This is impossible, it cannot come to pass that, as you stand on
the top of the mountain slope, you should see delightful . . . ponds.
But now we understand you to say: 'I, my dear, as I stand on the
top of the mountain slope see delightful parks ... delightful ponds.'
He might speak thus: ' That was because I, my dear, hemmed in by
this great mountain slope, could not see what was to be seen.'
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Even so but to a still greater degree, Aggivessana, is Prince Jayasena hemmed in, blocked, obstructed, enveloped by this mass of
ignorance. Indeed, that Prince Jayasena, living as he does in the
midst of sense-pleasures, enjoying sense-pleasures, being consumed
by thoughts of sense-pleasures, burning with the fever of sensepleasures, eager in the search for sense-pleasures, should know or sec
or attain or realise that which can be known . . . seen . . . attained
... realised by renunciation-such a situation does not exist. Had
these two similes1 occurred to you, Aggivessana, for Prince Jayasena,
Prince Jayasena naturally1 would have trusted you and, having
trust, would have acted in the manner of one having trust in you.''
"But how could these two similes for Prince Jayasena have
occurred to me, revered sir, seeing that they are spontaneous, that
is to say to the Lord, and had never been heard before 1"3
[182] " As, AggiveBBana, a noble anointed king addreBSea an elephant hunter saying:' You, good elephant hunter, mount the king's
elephant and go into an elephant forest. When you see a forest
elephant, tie him to the neck of the king's elephant.' And, Aggivesaana, the elephant hunter, having answered,' Yea, sire,' in assent to
the noble anointed king, mounts the king's elephant ... ties him to
the neck of the king's elephant. So the king's elephant brings him
out into the open; and to this extent, Aggi vessana, the forest elephant
gets out into the open. But, Aggivessana, the forest elephant has
this longing, that is to say for the elephant forest. But in regard
to him the elephant hunter tells the noble anointed king that the
forest elephant has got out into the open. The noble anointed
king then addresses an elephant tamer, saying: 'Come you, good
elephant tamer, tame the forest elephant by subduing his forest
ways, by subduing his forest memories and aspirations and by
subduing his distress, his fretting and fever for the forest, by making
him pleased with the villages and by accustoming him to human
ways.'
And, Aggivessana, the elephant tamer, having answered 'Yes,
sire,' in assent to the noble anointed king, driving a great post into
the ground ties the forest elephant to it by his neck so as to subdue
his forest ways ... and accustom him to human ways. Then the
elephant tamer addresses him with sµch words as are gentle, pleasing
--·------···-----1
1

Of. the four similes for Ja.yasena at M. iii. 144.

anaccl,ariyam, not wonderful, appearing naturally or spontaneously.
• On anaccl,ariya pubbe aaautapubba aeyyat.Mpi Bhagavantam see O.P.D.,
s. v. anaccl,ariya.
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to the ear, affectionate, going to the heart, urbane, pleasant to the
manyfolk, liked by the manyfolk. And, Aggivessana, the forest
elephant, on being addressed with words that are gentle ... liked by
the manyfolk, [133] listens, lends ear and bends his mind to learning.
Next the elephant tamer supplies him with grass-fodder and water.
When, Aggivessana, the forest elephant has accepted the grass-fodder
and water from the elephant tamer, it occurs to the elephant tamer:
' The king's elephant will now live.' Then the elephant tamer makes
him do1 a further task, saying: 'Take up, 9 put down.' When,
Aggivessana, the king's elephant js obedient to the elephant tamer
and acts on his instructions to take up and put down, then the
elephant tamer makes him do a further task, saying: 'Advance,
retreat' ... a further task, saying: 'Get up, sit down.' When,_
Aggivessana, the king's elephant is obedient to the elephant tamer
and acts on his instructions to get up and sit down, then the elephant
tamer makes him do a further task, known as ' standing your
ground ' 3 : he ties a shield to the great beast's trunk; a man holding
a lance is sitting on his neck, and men holding lances are standing·
surrounding him on all sides; and the elephant tamer, holding a
lance with a long shaft, is standing in front. While he is doing the
task of ' standing your ground ' he does not move a fore-leg nor
does he move a hind-leg, nor does he move the forepart of his body,
nor does he move the hindpart of his body, nor does he move his
head, nor does he move an ear, nor does he move a tusk, nor does he
move his tail, nor does he move his trunk. A Icing's elephant is
one who endures' blows of sword, axe, arrow, hatchet, 6 and the
resounding din of drum and kettle-drum, conch and tam-tam, he is
(like) purified gold purged of all its dross and impurities, 8 fit for a
king, 7 a royal possession and reckoned as a kingly attribute.
[134] Even so, Aggi vessana, does a Tatha.gata arise here in the
1

Reading with one MS. version kiireti instead of text's karoti.

iidissa. See P.E.D. s.v. It is an imperative in some correspondence with
iidii:na of next line but one. Under adiyati P.E.D. says" imper. adiya M. iii.
133 (so read for iidisaa ?)."
3 anejja-kdra,:w,.
P.E.D. says "trick of immovability, i.e. pretending to'
1

be dead (done by an elephant, but see differently Morrie, J.P.T.8. 1886,·
p.154)."
"See also definition of ranno nago khamo at A. ii. 117.
6 parasatt1.tppaharo:narh, poesibly a misreading for paraauppaluira; but
pharasu- at A. ii. 117, and elsewhere, but parasu also at S. v. 441, Ja. iii. 179.
• nihitaninnitakasava; cf. A. i. 254.
7 Of. A. i. 244, 284, ii. 113, 170.
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world, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One . . . (as in vol. i.
p.179, U. 2-20=M.L.S. vol. i,pp. 223-224) ... goes forth from home
into homelessness. To this extent, Aggivessana, the ariyan disciple
gets out into the open. But, Aggivessana, devas and mankind have
this longing, that is to say for the five strands of sense-pleasures.
The Tathagata disciplines him further, saying:' Come you, monk, be
moral, 1 live controlled by the control of the Obligations, possessed
of (right) behaviour and pasture, seeing danger in the sJightest
faults; undertaking them, train yourse]f in the rules of training.'
And when, Aggivessana, the ariyan disciple is moral, lives controlled by the control . . . undertaking them, trains himself in the
rules of training, then the Tathagata disciplines him further, saying:
' Come you, monk, be guarded as to the doors of the sense-organs.
Having seen a material shape with the eye be not entranced by the
genera.i appearance, be not entranced by the detail. For if you
dwell with the organ of sight uncontrolled, covetousness and dejection, evil unskilled states of mind, might flow in. So fare along
for its control, guard the orga.n of sight, achieve control over the
organ of sight. Having heard a sound with the ear . . . Having
smelt a smeH with the nose ... Having savoured a taste with the
tongue ... Having felt a touch with the body ... Having cognised
a mental state with the mind, be not entranced by the general
appearance, be not entranced by the detail. For if you dwell with
the organ of mind uncontrolled, covetousness and dejection, evil
unskilled states of mind, might flow in. So fare along for its control,
guard the organ of mind, achieve control over the organ of mind.'
And when, Aggivessana, the ariyan disciple is guarded as to the
doors of the sense-organs, then the Tathagata disciplines him further,
saying: 'Come you, monk, be moderate in eating. You should
take food reflecting carefully, not for fun or indulgence or personal
charm or beautification, but just enough for maintaining this body
and keeping it going, for keeping it unharmed, for furthering the
Brahma-faring, with the thought: Thus am I crushing out an old
feeling, and I will not allow a new feeling to arise, and then there will
be for me subsistence and blamelessness and abiding in comfort.'
When, (135] Aggivessana, the ariyan disciple is moderate in
eating, then the Tathagata disciplines him further, saying: 'Come
you, monk, abide intent on vigilance. During the day, while pacing
up and down, while sitting down, cleanse the mind of obstructive
1

l!.,or following passage see also M. i. 354-366 (M.L.S. ii. 20 /.).
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mental states; during the first watch of the night while pacing up .and down, while sitting down, cleanse the mind of obstructive mental
states; during the middle watch of the night you should Jie down
on your right side in the lion-posture, foot resting on foot, mindful,
clearly conscious, reflecting on the thought of getting up again;
during the last watch of the night when you have risen and are pacing
up and down or sitting down, you should cleanse the mind of
obstructive mental states.'
And when, Aggivessana, the ariyan disciple is intent on vigilance,
then the Tathagata disciplines him further, saying: 'Come you,
monk, be possessed of mindfulness and clear consciousness. Be one
who acts with clear consciousness whether you are setting out or
returning1 . . • looking down or looking around ... bending back or
stretching out (the arm) ... carrying the outer cloak, the bowl, the
robe ... munching, drinking, eating, savouring ... obeying the calls
of nature . . . walking, standing, sitting, asleep, awake, talking,
silent.'
And when, Aggivessana, the ariyan disciple is possessed of mindfulness and clear consciousness, then the Tathagata disciplines him
further, saying: 'Come you, monk, choose a remote lodging in a
forest, at the root of a tree, on a mountain slope, in a wilderness,
a hill-cave, a cemetery, a forest haunt, in the open or on a heap of
straw.' He chooses a remote lodging in a forest ... or on a heap
of straw. Returning from alms-gathering after the meal, he sits
down cross-legged, holding the back erect, having made mindfulness
rise up.in front of him. He, by getting rid of coveting for the world,
dwells with a mind devoid of coveting, he purifies the mind of
coveting. By getting rid of the taint of ill-will he dwells benevolent
in mind, compassionate for the welfare of all creatures and beings,
he purifies the mind of the taint of ill-will. By getting rid of sloth
and torpor, he dwells devoid of sloth and torpor; perceiving the
light, mindful, clearly conscious, he purifies the mind of sloth and
torpor. By getting rid ofrestlessness and worry, he dwells calmly;
the mind subjecti ·~·ely tranquillised, he purifies the mind of restlessness and worry. [136] By getting rid of doubt, he dwells doubtcrossed, unperplexed as to the states that are skilled, he purifies
the mind of doubt. He, by getting rid of these five hindrances
which are defilements of the mind and weakening to intuitive .wisdom, dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly
1

Ae far as the simile cf. M. i. 274-275 (M.L.B. i. 328-329).
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conscious (of it), mindful (of it) so as to control the covetousness
and dejection in the world. He fares along contemplating the
feelings ... the mind ... the mental states in mental states, ardent,
clearly conscious (of them), mindful (of them) so as to control the
covetousness and dejection in the world.
As, Aggivessana, an elephant tamer, driving a great post into the
ground, ties a forest elephant to it by his neck so as to subdue his
forest ways, so as to subdue his forest aspirations, and so as to
subdue his distress, his fretting and fever for the forest, so as to
make him pleased with villages and accustom him to human wayseven so, Aggivessana, these four applications of mindfulness are
ties of the mind so as to subdue the ways of householders and to
subdue the aspirations of householders and to subdue the distress,
the fretting and fever of householders; they are for leading to the
right path, for realising nibbina. 1
The Tathigata then disciplines him further, saying: 'Come you,
monk, fare along contemplating the body in the body, but do not
apply yourself to a train of thought connected with the body; fare
along contemplating the feelings in the feelings . . . the mind in the
mind ... mental states in mental states, but do not apply yourself
to a train of thought connected with mental states.' He, by
allaying initial thought and discursive thought, with the mind
subjectively tranquillised and fixed on one point, enters on and
abides in the second meditation which is devoid of initial and discursive thought, is born of concentration and is rapturous and joyful;
he enters on and abides in the third meditation.
Then with the mind com~sed thus ... (as in vol. i. 22-23=M.L.S.
i. 28-29. Also vol. i. 347-348=M.L.S. ii. 12jf.) ... done is what was
to be done, there is no more or being such or so.
That monk is able to endure heat, cold, hunger, thirst, the touch
of mosquitoes, gadflies, wind, sun and creeping things, abusive
language and unwelcome modes ·of speech; he has grown to bear
b~ly feelings which as they arise [187] are painful, acute, sharp,
severe, wretched, miserable, deadly. Purged of all the dross and
impurities of attachment, aversion and confusion, he is worthy of
oblations, offerings, respect and homage, an unsurpassed field for
merit in the world.
If, Aggivessana, a king's elephant dies in old age, untamed,
untrained, the king's old elephant that has died is reckoned as one
1

OJ. M. i. 56, and see not.es at M.L.8. i. 71.
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that has died untamed. And so, Aggivessana, of a king's elephant
that is middle aged. And too, Aggivessana, if a king:s elephant dies
young, untamed, untrained, the king's young elephant that has died
is reckoned as one that has died untamed. Even so, Aggivessana,
if a monk who is an elder dies with the cankers not destroyed, the
monk who is an elder that has died is reckoned as one that has died
untamed. And so, Aggivessana, of a monk of middle standing. And too, Aggivessana, if a newly ordained monk dies with the cankers
not destroyed, the newly ordained monk that has died is reckoned
as one that has died untamed. If, Aggivessana, a king's elephant
dies in old age, well tamed, well trained, the king's old elephant that .
has died is reckoned as one that has died tamed. And so, Aggivessana, of a king's elephant that is middle aged. And too, Aggivessana,
if a king's elephant dies young, well tamed, well trained, the king's
young elephant that has died is reckoned as one that has died
tamed. Even so, Aggivessana, if a monk who is an elder dies with
the cankers destroyed, the monk who is an elder that has died is
reckoned as one that has died tamed. And so, Aggivessana, of a
monk of middle standing. And too, Aggivessana, if a newly ordained monk dies with the cankers destroyed, tlie newly ordained
monk that has died is reckoned as one that has died tamed."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the novice Aciravata rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on the " Tamed Stage "
The Fifth

126. DISCOURSE TO BHUMIJA
(Bh iimijasutta)
[138] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place.
Then the venerable Bhumija,1 having dressed early in the morning,
taking his bowl and robe, approached Prince Jayasena's abode;
1 Uncle of Ja.ya.sena., MA. iv. 199. He entered the Order with his friends
Sa.mbhuta (Sltavaniya.), Jeyya.sena, and Abhirldha.na, TMf!A. i. 47.
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having approached, he sat down on the appointed seat. And
Prince Jayasena approached the venerable Bhiimija; having approached, he exchanged greetings with the venerable Bhiimija;
having conversed in a friendly and courteous way, he sat down at a
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance,
Prince Jayasena spoke thus to the venerable Bhiimija:
" There are, good Bhiimija, some recluses and brahmans who
speak thus and are of these views: ' If one fares the Brahma-faring
with an expectation,1 one is incapable of obtaining the fruit. And
if one fares the Brahma-faring without an expectation, one is incapable of obtaining the fruit. And if one fares the Brahma-faring
both with an expectation and without,~ one is incapable of obtaining
the fruit. And if one fares the Brahma-faring neither with an
expectation nor without, one is incapable of obtaining the fruit.'
What does the good Bhiimija's teacher say about this, what does he
point out 1"
·
"I have not heard this face to face with the Lord, Prince, nor
have I learnt it face to face. But the situation exists that the Lord
might explain it thus: If, with an expectation, one fares the Brahmafaring inattentively, one is incapable of obtaining the fruit. And if,
without an expectation ... both with an expectation and without
... neither with an expectation nor without, one fares the Brahmafaring inattentively, one is incapable of obtaining the fruit. But if,
with an expectation, one fares the Brahma-faring attentively ...
[189] .. ·. without an expectation . . . both with an expectation and
without ... neither with an expectation nor without, one fares the
Brahma-faring attentively, one is capable of obtaining the fruit.
I have not heard this face to face with the Lord, Prince, I have not
learnt it face to face. But the situation exists that the Lord might"'
explain it thus."
" If the good Bhiimija's teacher speaks thus, points out thus, it
seems to me that the good Bhiimija's teacher stands head and
shoulders above3 all ordinary recluses and brahmans." Then Prince
Jayasena offered the venerable Bhiimija his own (dish of) rice cooked
in milk.
Then the venerable Bhiimija, returning from alms-gathering after
1 asan r,e pi karitvci, ha.ving ma.de ·a. longing, hope or expectation.
The
word dsci occurs at e.g. Vin. i. 260.
1 At times the one, at times the other, MA. iv. 199.
a muddkanam iihacca ti#haJi, stands striking the head, or pressing it down,
therefore above it.
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the meal, approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down
at a respectful distance, the venerable Bhiimija spoke thus to the
Lord:
"Now, revered sir, I, having dressed early in the morning1 • • •
' . . . stands head and shoulders above all ordinary recluses and
brahmans.' I hope, revered sir, that when questioned thus and
answering thus, I was asserting (fairly) what the Lord affirms, that I
was not misrepresenting the Lord with what is not fact, but was .
explaining a dltamma that conforms to dltamma and that no fellow
dhamma-man, a holder of (my) views, comes to a position incurring
blame 1" 2
[140) "Indeed, Bhiimija, when questioned thus and answering
thus, you were asserting (fairly) what 13 affirm, you were not misrepresenting me with what is not fact, you were explaining a dliamma
that conforms to dliarnma and no fellow dliarnma-man, a holder of
(your) views, comes to a position incurring blame.
If, Bhiimija, those recluses or brahmans who are of wrong view,
wrong aspiration, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong mode of
livelihood, wrong endeavour, wrong mindfulness, wrong concentration, fare the Brahma-faring with an expectation, they are incapable
of obtaining the fruit. And if they fare the Brahma-faring without
an expectation they are incapable of obtaining the fruit. And if
they fare the Brahma-faring both with an expectation and without
... nejther with an expectation nor without, they are incapable of
obtaining the fruit. What is the reason for this? This is not the
method,' Bhiimija, for obtaining the fruit.
Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of oil, seeking for ·
oil, looking about for oil who, having heaped sand into a trough,
should press it while sprinkling it continuously with water. Even
though he had an expectation, he would be incapable of obtaining
oil by heaping sand into a trough and pressing it while sprinkling
it continuously with water. And even though he were without an
expectation . . . were both with an expectation and without . . .
were neither with an expectation nor without, he would be incapable
of obtaining oil by heaping sand into a trough and pressing it while
sprinkling it continuously with water. What is the reason for this ?
1

1
3

4

Bhiimija. repeats the whole of bis conversation with Ja.yasena.
As at Vin. i. 234.
I follow the v.l. me instead of text's Bha.gavato.
ayoni h'esa. CJ. S. i. 203, ayonim pa#nissajja.
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This is not the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining oil. In the same
way, Bhiimija, if those recluses or brahmans who are of wrong view
... wrong concentration, fare the Brahma-faring with an expectation
... without an expectation ... both with an expectation and without
... neither with an expectation nor without, they are incapable of
obtaini~g the fruit. [141] What is the reason for this 1 This is not
the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining the fruit.
Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of milk, seeking
for milk, looking about for milk, who should pull a young cow by the
horn. Even though he had an expectation, he would be incapable
of obtaining milk by pulling the young cow by the horn. And even
though he were witl10ut an expectation ... were both with an expectation and without . . . were neither with an expectation nor
without, he would be incapable of obtaining milk by pulling a young
cow by the horn. What is the reason for tliis 1 This is not the
method, Bhiimija, for obtaining milk. In the same way, Bhiimija,
if those recluses or brahmans who are of wrong view ... they are
incapable of obtaining the fruit. What is the reason for this 1
This is not the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining the fruit.
Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of butter, seeking
for butter, looking about for butter who, having sprinkled water
into a jar, should swirl it round with a churning-stick. 1 Even though
he had an expectation, he would be incapable of obtaining butter
by sprinkling water into a jar and swirling it round with a churningstick. And even though he were without an expectation ... were
both with an expectation and without, were neither with an expectation nor without, he would be incapable of obtaining butter by
sprinkling water into a jar and swirling it round with a churningstick. What is the reason for this 1 This is not the method, Bhu-·
mija, for obtaining butter. In the same way, Bhiimija, if those
recluses or brahmans who are of wrong view ... they are incapable
of obtaining the fruit. What is the reason for this 1 This is not
the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining the fruit.
1 matthena aviiijeyya.
In the simile of pulling the young cow by the horn
we get visa1Jlllo aviiijeyya. But the preci,m meaning of civiiijati in these
similes is obscure. In this one it seems to mean to twirl, to churn. Matthena
should perhaps read matthakena, top, summit. Or has some confusion with
the verb mathati, to stir, crept in (cf. abhimattheyya in the next simile) ? Or
should the reading be manfhe-na, with a. churning-stick? I have adopted
tentatively this la.st alternative as it makes here, and in the "favourable "
simile below, the greater a.mount of sense.
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Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of fire, seeking
for fire, looking about for fire who, bringing an upper piece of firestick, should rub a wet sappy stick (with it). 1 [142] Even though
he had an expectation, he would be incapable of obtaining fire by
bringing an upper piece of fire-stick and rubbing a wet sappy stick
(with it). And even though he were without an expectation ... were
both with an expectation and without . . . were neither with an .
expectation nor without, he would be incapable of obtaining a fire
by bringing an upper piece of fire-stick and rubbing a wet sappy
stick (with it). What is the reason for this? This is not the
method, Bhiimija, for obtaining fire. In the same way, Bhiimija,
if those recluses or brahmans who are of wrong view ... are incapable
of obtaining the fruit. What is the reason for this ? This is not the
method, Bhiimija, for obtaining the fruit.
But if, Bhiimija, those recluses or brahmans who are of right view,
right aspiration, right speech, right action, right mode of livelihood,
right endeavour, right mindfulness, right concentration, fare the
Brahma-faring with an expectation, they are capable of obtaining
the fruit. And if they fare the Brahma-faring without an expectation, they are capable of obtaining the fruit. And if they fare the
Brahma-faring both with an expectation and without ... neither
with an expectation nor without, they are capable of obtaining the
fruit. What is the reason for this 1 This is the method, Bhiimija,
for obtaining the fruit.
Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of oil, seeking
for oil, looking about for oil who, having heaped oil-seeds into a
trough, should press them while sprinkling them continuously with
water. If he had an expectation, he would be capable of obtaining
oil by heaping oil-seeds into a trough and pressing them while
sprinkling them continuously with water. What is the reason for
·this? This is the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining oil. And if he
were without an expectation ... were botl1 with an expectation and
without ... w<!re neither with an expectation nor without, he would
be capable of obtaining oil by heaping oil-seeds into a trough and
pressing them while sprinkling them continuously with water.
What is the reason for this ? This is the method, Bhiimija, for
obtaining oil. In the same way, Bhiimjia, if those recluses or brahmans who are of right view . . . right concentration, fare the
Brahma-faring with an expectation, [143] they are capable of
1

Of. M. i. 240.
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obtaining the fruit. And if they fare the Brahma-faring without an
expectation ... both with an expectation and without ... neither
with an expectation nor without, they are capable of obtaining the
fruit. What is the reason for this 1 This is the method, Bhiimija,
for obtaining the fruit.
Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of milk, seeking
for milk, looking about for milk, who should pull a young cow by the
teat. If he had an expectation he would be capable of obtaining
milk by pulling the young cow by the teat. And if he were without
an expectation ... were both with an expectation and without ...
were neither with an expectation nor without he would be capable
of obtaining milk by pulling the young cow by the teat. What is
the reason for this 1 This is the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining
milk. In the same way, Bhumija, if those recluses or brahmans
who are of right view ... fare the Brahma-faring with an expectation ... without an expectation ... both with an expectation and
without ... neither with an expectation nor without, they are capable
of obtaining the fruit. What is the reason for this 1 This is the
method, Bhiimija, for obtaining the fruit.
Bhiimija, it is like a man walking about in need of butter, seeking
for butter, looking about for butter who, having sprinkled curds
into a jar, should swirl them around with a churning-stick. If he
had an expectation he would be capable of obtaining butter by
sprinkling curds into a jar and swirling them around with a churningstick. And if he were without an expectation ... were both with
an expectation and without ... were neither with an expectation nor
without, he would be capable of obtaining butter by sprinkling curds
into a jar and swirling them around with a churning-stick. What is
the reason for this 1 This is the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining
butter. In the same way, Bhiimija, if those recluses or brahmans
who are of right view ... fare the Brahma-faring without an expectation . . . both with an expectation and without . . . neither with an
expectation nor without, they are capable
obtaining the fruit.
What is the reason for this 1 This is the method, Bhiimija, for
obtaining the fruit.
Bhumija, it is like a man walking about in need of fire, seeking for
fire, looking about for fire who, bringing an upper piece of fire-stick,
should rub a dry sapless stick (with it). 1 And if he had an expectation he would be capable of obtaining fire by bringing an upper piece

of
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of fire-stick and rubbing a dry sapless stick (with it). 1 And if he
were without an expectation, he would be capable of obtaining fire
by bringing an upper piece of fire-stick and rubbing a dry sapless
stick (with it). [144] And if he were both with an expectation and
without ... were neither with an expectation nor without, he would ·
be capable of obtaining fire by bringing an upper piece of fire-stick
and rubbing a dry sapless stick (with it). What is the reason for
this? This is the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining fire. In the
same way, Bhiimija, if those recluses or brahmans who are of right
view . . . right concentration fare the Brahma-faring with an
expectation, they are capable of obtaining the fruit. And if they
fare the Brahma-faring without an expectation, they are capable
of obtaining the fruit. And if they fare the Brahma-faring both
with an expectation and without, they are capable of obtaining the
fruit. And if they fare the Brahma-faring neither with an expectation nor without, they are capable of obtaining the fruit. What is
the reason for this ? This is the method, Bhiimija, for obtaining the
fruit.
If, Bhiimija, these four similes2 had occurred to you for Prince
Jayasena, Prince Jayasena would naturally have trusted you and,
having trust, would have acted in the manner of one having trust
in you."
"But how could these four similes for Prince Jayasena have
occurred to me, revered sir, seeing that they are spontaneous, that
is to s~y to the Lord, and had never been heard before 1"3
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Bhiimija rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse to Bhiimija:
The Sixth
1 Thie phrase, from " And if," missed out in the text, is needed both for the
balance of these expectation clauses and for that of this favourable fire-simile
with the unfavourable one, no less than for that of the construction of a.II the
simile-para.graphs.
2 Cf. M. iii. 131 (two similes).
3 This is a very curious ending to a Discourse, and seoms little more than an
absent-minded repetition of M. iii. 131.

127. DISCOURSE WITH ANURUDDHA
(Anuruddhasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapir,u;l ika's monastery. Then the
carpenter Fivetools1 addressed a certain man, saying: "Come you,
my good man, approach the venerable Anuruddha; having approached him, in my name [145] salute the venerable Anuruddha's
feet with your head and speak thus: ' Fivctools the carpenter, revered
sir, salutes the venerable Anuruddha's feet with his head and speaks
thus: Revered sir, may the venerable Anuruddha and three others2
consent to a meal with Fivetools the carpenter on the morrow; and,
revered sir, may the venerable Anuruddha arrive punctually as
Fivetools the carpenter is very busy and has much to do that is to
be done for the king.' "
And the man, having answered "Yes, sir," in assent to Fivetoola
the carpenter, approached the venerable Anuruddha; having
approached and greeted the venerable Anuruddha, he sat <lown at a
respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance
this man spoke thus to the venerable Anuruddha:
" Fivetools the carpenter salutes ttie venerable Anuruddha's feet
with his head and speaks thus:
'Revered sir, may the venerable Anuruddha and three others
consent to a meal with Fivetools the carpenter on the morrow; and,
revered sir, may the venerable Anuruddha arrive punctually as
Fivetools the carpenter is very busy and has much to do that is to
be done for the king.' " The venerable Anuruddha consented by
becoming silent.
Then the venerable Anuruddha, towards the end of that night,
having dressed in the early morning, taking his bowl and robe
approached the abode ofFivetools the carpenter; having approached,
he sat down on the appointed seat. Then Fivetools_the carpenter
with his own hand served and satisfied the venerable Anuruddha
with sumptuous food, solid• and soft. And when the venerable
Anuruddha had eaten and had withdrawn his hand from the bowl,
1

Paiicakanga. See M. i. 386.
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Fivetools the carpenter, taking a low seat, sat down at a respectful
distance. As Fivetools the carpenter was sitting down at a respectful distance, he spoke thus to the venerable Anuruddha:
"Now, revered sir, monks who are elders, have approached me
and spoken thus: ' Householder, develop boundless1 freedom of
mind.' Some elders spoke thus:' Householder, develop widespread2
freedom of mind.' Revered sir, as to boundless freedom of mind and
widespread freedom of mind- arc these states different in connotation as well as [146] different in denotation, or are they identical in
connotation and different only in denotation 1"3
"Well then, householder, speak forth what occurs to you about
this; from doing so it will become clear to you."
"Revered sir, it occurs to me thus: That which is boundless
freedom of mind and that which is widespread freedom of mindthese states arc identical in connotation, differing only in denotation."
'' Householder, as to that which is boundless freedom of mind and
that which is wisespread freedom of mind- these states are different
in connotation as well as different in denotation. Wherefore,
householder, this should be understood according to the method
whereby these states are different in connotation as well as different
in denotation.
And what, householder, is boundless freedom of mind 1 As to
this, householder, a monk abides, having suffused the first quarter
with a mind of friendliness, likewise the second, likewise the third,
likewise the fourth; just so above, below, across; he abides, having
suffused the whole world everywhere and in every way with a mind
of friendliness that is far-reaching, widespread, immeasurable,
without enmity, without malevolence. He abides, having suffused·
the first quarter with a mind of compassion ... with a mind of sympathetic joy ... with a mind of equanimity ... far-reaching, widespread, immeasurable, without enmity, without malevolence. This,
householder, is called boundless freedom of mind.
And what, householder, is widespread freedom of mind 1 As to
this, householder, a monk, thinking (meditation) is widespread like
as a single root of a tree, dwells suffusing and pervading (that size
in meditation). 4 This, householder, is called the freedom of mind
Defined at M. i. 297. Appamii,:,,a is" boundless" or" immeasurable."
Mahaggata. This and appamil,:,,a a.re two words regularly connected
with the brahmavihara.
4 On phat·itvd adliimuccitva see Intr., p. xx.
3 Cf. M . i. 297.
1
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that is widespread. As to this, householder, a monk, t11inking
(meditation) is widespread like as two or three roots of a tree ...
like as one village-field ... (147] ... like as two or tlnee village-fields
. . . like as one kingdoni ... like as two or three kingdoms, dwells
suffusingandpervading(thatsizein meditation). This, householder,
is called the freedom of mind that is widespread. As to this, householder, a monk, thinking (meditation) is widespread like as the seagirt earth, abides suffusing and pervading (that size in meditation).
This, householder, is called the freedom of mind that is widespread.
Wherefore, householder, this should be understood according to
the method whereby these states are different in connotation as well
as different in denotation.
These, householder, are four uprisings into a (new) becoming.
What four 1 As to this, householder, someone, thinking of limited
light, abides suffusing and pervading (it in meditation); at the
breaking up of the body after dying he arises in companionship with
the Devas of limited Light. As to this, householder, someone,
thinking of boundless light, 1 abides suffusing and pervading (it in
meditation); at the breaking up of the body after dying he arises
in companionship with the Devas of boundless Light. As to this,
householder, someone, thinking of tarnished Light, abides suffusing
and pervading (it in meditation); at the breaking up of the body
after dying he arises in companionship with the Devas of tarnished
Light. As to this, householder, someone, thinking of pure light,
abides suffusing and pervading (it in meditation); at the breaking
up of the body after <lying he arises in companionship with the
Devas of pure Light. These, householder, are four uprisings into
a (new) becoming.
There is a time, householder, when those that are devatas gather
together; when they are gathered together a difference in colour2
can be seen but not a difference in light. It is as though, householder, a man should take several oil-lamps into a house; when they
are being taken into the house a difference in flame would be discernible but not a difference in light. Even so, householder, at the time
when those that are devatas gather together, (148] when they are
gathering together a difference in colour can be seen but not a difference in light. There is a time, householder, when those that are
Text's reading appamdrµi ti should be appama'fJ,<ihha ti, for which there is
comments.rial support as well as the gaining of the necessary textual
consistency.
1 Of their bodies, aarira, MA. iv. 201.
1
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devatas go away from there; when they are going away from there
not only can a difference in colour be seen but also a difference in
light. It is as though, householder, a man should take out those
several oil-lamps from that house; when these are being taken out
from there not only would a difference in flame be discernible but
also a difference in light. Even so, householder, there is a time
when those that are devatas go away from there; when they are going
away from there not only can a difference in colour be seen but also
a difference in light. Householder, this does not occur to those
devatas: 'This is permanent or steadfast or eternal for us.' Moreover, wherever it may be that these devads are dwelling it is there
that these devatas enjoy themselves. As, householder, it does not
occur to flies as they are being borne along on a pingo1 or basket:
'This is permanent or steadfast or eternal for us,' and as, moreover,
wherever it may be that those flies are living it is there that these
flies enjoy themselves; in the same way, householder, it does not
occur to those devatas: ' This is perman('nt or steadfast or eternal for
us,' and, moreover, wherever it may be that those devatas are dwelling it is there that these devatas enjoy themselves."
When this had been said, the venerable Abhiya Kaccana 2 spoke
thus to the venerable Anuruddha: " It is good, revered Anuruddha, ·
but I have something further to ask on this matter. Are those that
are Devas of Light, revered sir, all of limited Light or are there some
devatas of boundless Light 1"
" According to circumstances,3 reverend Kaccana, some devatas
there are of limited Light but other devatas there are of boundless
Light."
"What. is the cause, revered Anuruddha, what the reason that,
although these dcvatas have uprisen into a single class of devatas,
there are [149] some devatas there of limited Light and other
clevatas there of boundless Light 1"
" Well then, reverend Kaccana, on ·this matter I will ask you a
question in return. As it pleases you so you m~y answer it. What
do you think about this, reverend Kaccana 1 This that the n.:onk,
when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as a single root of.
1

l•,or carrying conjey, rice, oil, butter, fish, meat, MA. iv. 202.
A variant reading calls him Sabhiya Kaccana; this is adopted by D.P.P.N.
(s.v. Sabhiya 3). There is a. Sabhiya Kaccana at S. iv. 401 /. See also
K.S. iv. p. 292, n. 3.
8
tadangena; explained at MA. iv. 202 as taasa bhavupapattiya angena,
according to the character of their uprising in a. (new) becoming.
2
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a tree, abides suffUBing and pervading (that size in meditation); and
this that the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like
as two or three roots of a tree, abides suffusing and pervading (that
sfae)-of these two developments of mind1 which is the more
widespread 1"
" This that the monk, revered sir, when thinking (meditation)
is widespread like as two 01· three roots of a tree, abides suffusing
and pervading (that size)-this of these two developments of mind
is the more widespread.''
"What do you think about this, reverend Kaccana 1 This that
the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as two or
three roots of a tree, abides suffusing and pervading (that size in
meditation); and this that the monk, when thinking (meditation)
is widespread like as a single village-field, abides suffusing and
pervading (that size)-of these two developments of mind which is
the more widespread 1"
"This that the monk, revered sir, when thinking (meditation)
is widespread like as a single village-field, abides suffusing and
pervading (that size)-this of these two developments of mind is the
more widespread.''
" What do you think about this, reverend Kaccana 1 This that
the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as a single
village-field, abides suffusing and pervading (that size in meditation);
and this that the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread
like as two or three village-fields, abides suffUBing and pervading
(that size)-of these two developments of mind which is the more
widespread 1''
"This that the monk, revered sir, when thinking (meditation) is
widespread like as two or three village-fields, abides suffusing and
pervading (that size in meditation)-this of these two developments
of mind is the more widespread."
"What do you think about this, reverend Kaccana 1 This that
the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as two or
three village-fields, [150] abides suffUBing and pervading (that size
in meditation); and this that the monk, when thinking (meditation)
is widespread like as a single kingdom, abides suffusing and pervading (that size in meditation)-of these two developments of mind
which is the more widespread 1"
"This that the monk, revered sir, when thinking (meditation) is
1

cittalihava.nanam.
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widespread like as a single kingdom, abides suffusing and pervading
(that size)-this of these two developments of mind is the more
widespread."
"What do you think about this, reverend Kaccana 1 This that
the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as a single
kingdom, abides suffusing and pervading (that size in meditation);
and this that the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread
like as two or three kingdoms, abides suffusing and pervading (that
size in meditation)-of these two developments of mind which is the
more widespread 1''
"This that the monk, revered sir, when thinking (meditation)
is widespread like as two or three kingdoms, abides suffusing and
pervading (that size)- this of these two developments of mind is the
more widespread.''
"What do you think about this, reverend Kaccana 1 This that
the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as two or
three kingdoms, abides suffusing and pervading (that size in meditation); and this that the monk, when thinking (meditation) is widespread like as the sea-girt earth, abides suffusing and pervading
(that size in meditation)-of these two developments of mind which
is the more widespread?"
"This that the monk, revered sir, when thinking (meditation)
is widespread like as the sea-girt earth, abides suffusing- and pervading (that size)-this of these two developments of mind is the
more widespread.''
"This is the cause, reverend Kaccana, this is the reason that, although these devatiis have uprisen into a single class of d,evatas, there .
are some devatas there of limited Light and other d,evatas there of
boundless Light."
"It is good, revered Anuruddha, but I have something further to
ask on this matter. Are those that1 are Devas of Light, revered sir,
all of tarnished Light, or are there some d,evatas there of pure Light 1''
[161] " According to circumstances, revered Kaccana, some
devatas there are of tarnished Light but other d,evatiis there are of
pure Light."
" What is the cause, revered Anuruddha, what the reason that,
although these d,evatas have uprisen into a single class of d,evatas,
there are some d,evatiis there of tarnished Light and other devatas
there of pure Light 1"
1

The yavata of the text should read ya ta as on text p. 148.
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" Well then, reverend Kacca.na, I will make a simile for you. For
it is by a simile that some intelligent man here understands the
meaning of what is said. It is as though, reverend Kaccana, the
oil of a burning oil-lamp is foul and the wick is foul. Because of the
foulness of the oil and the foulness of the wick, (the lamp) burns but
dimly. Even so, reverend Kaccana, some monk here, thinking of
tarnished light, abides suffusing and pervading (it in meditation);
his bodily unchastity1 is not properly suppressed, his sloth and torpor are not properly removed, and his restlessness and worry are not
properly disciplined. 2 Because his bodily unchastity is not properly
suppressed, and because his sloth and torpor are not properly
removed, and because his restlessness and worry are not properly
disciplined, he burns3 but dimly. At the breaking up of the body
after dying he arises in companionship with the Devas of tarnished
Light. It is as though, reverend Kaccana, the oil of a burning oillamp is pure and the wick is pure. Because of the purity of the oil
and the purity of the wick, (the lamp) does not burn but dimly.
Even so, reverend Kaccana, some monk here, thinking of pure light,
abides suffusing and pervading (it in meditation); his bodily unchastity is properly suppreBBed, and his sloth and torpor are properly
removed, and his restlessness and worry are properly disciplined.
Because his bodily unchastity is properly suppressed, and because
his sloth and torpor are properly removed, and because his restlessness and worry are properly disciplined, he does not burn but dimly.
At the breaking up of the body after dying he arises in companionship
with the Devas of pure Light. [152] This, reverend Kaccana, is the
cause, this the reason that, although these devatas have uprisen into
a single class of devatas, there are some devatas there of tarnished
Light, and other devatas there of pure Light."
When this had been said, the venerable Abhiya Kaccana spoke
thus to the venerable Anuruddha: " It is good, revered Anuruddha.
1

kiiyadutthulla; called kiiydlasiyiihkiivo at MA. iv. 202, "physical laziness."
Restlessness and worry, and sloth and torpor are two of the five hindrances
barring a man's attainment of the jkiina. I suspect that kiiyadu!,thulla is here
in place of the more usual kiimacchanda, desire for sense-pleasures, the first of
these five hindrances.
8 The verb jhayati means both to burn and to meditate; but the former is
from the Skrt. k~iiyati and the latter from dhyayati. It seems however that
MA. iv. 202 interprets jkiiyati (the monk's "burning" or meditation) by
ja'/ati, to burn, to shine. This only shows that meditation, jhana, is a state of
mental incandescence, a burning up of what is to be got rid of, a consuming of
it, so that the pure light can shine forth.
1
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Revered sir, the venerable Anuruddha did not speak thus: 'Thus
have I heard' or' It ought to be so.' 1 On the contrary, revered sir,
the venerable Anuruddha merely said that these devatas are such and
those devatas are thus. Revered sir, it occurs fu me thus: The
venerable Anuruddha must certainly have lived previously and talked
previously and held converse previously with these devatas."
"This speech of yours, reverend Kaccana, comes close and challenges me to a statement ;2 and I, moreover, will answer you. For
a long time have I, reverend Kacciina, lived previously with these
devatas and talked previously to them and held converse previously
with them.'' 3
When this had been said, the venerable Abhiya Kaccana spoke
thus to Fivetools the carpenter: "It is a gain for you, householder,
it is well gotten by you, householder, that you got rid of the doubt
you had and also obtained a chance to hear this disquisition on
dhamma."
Discourse with Anuruddha:
The Seventh

128. DISCOURSE ON DEFILEMENTS
(Upakkilesasutta)
THUS have I heard:' At one time the Lord was staying near Kosambi
in Ghosita's monastery. Now at that time the monks of Kosambi, .
who were disputatious, quarrelsome and contentious, lived wounding
one another with the weapons of the tongue. 6 Then a certain monk
approached the Lord; [153] having approached and greeted the Lord,
he stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a respectful
1

et:am arahati bhaviturh.
asajja upaniyaviicii bhasita, as at A. i. 172; see note at G.8. i. 156.
• MA. iv. 202 says that, fulfilling the excellences (paramiyo), having gone
forth in the going forth of sages, having practised the attainments, after 300
existences, he attained the Brahma-world.
' Cf. Vin. i. 341, 349 JI., and see notes at B.D. iv. 488 /. and 498 JI.
1 This is the same a.a the opening of the Kosambiyasutta (M. Sta.. 48).
3
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distance, this monk spoke thus to the Lord: " Revered sir, the monks
of Kosambi, who are disputatious, quarrelsome and contentious,
live wounding one another with the weapons of the tongue. It
would be good, revered sir, if the Lord out of compassion were to
approach these monks." The Lord consented by becoming silent.
Then the Lord approached those monks and having approached, he
spoke thus to those monks: "Enough, monks; no disputes, no
quarrels, no contention, no argument."
When this had been said, a certain monk1 spoke thus to the Lord :
"Revered sir, let the Lord, the Dhamma-master, wait; revered sir,
let the Lord, untroubled, abide intent on abiding in ease here
and now, 2 for it is we who will be (held) accountable for this
dispute, quarrel, contention and argument." And a second time
... And a third time the Lord spoke thus to those monks: " Enough,
monks; no ... argument." And a third time did that monk speak
thus to the Lord: "Revered sir, let the Lord, the Dhamma-master
wait ... for it is we who will be (held) accountable for this dispute,
quarrel, contention and argument."
Then the Lord, 3 having dressed early in the morning, taking his
bowl and robe, entered Kosambi for almsfood. Having walked in
Kosambi for almsfood and returning from the alms-gathering after
the meal, he packed away his lodging and, taking his bowl and robe,
spoke these verses as he was standing:

[154] "When all in chorus bawl, none feels a fool,
nor though the Order is divided, thinks otherwise.
With wandering wits the wiseacres range all the field of talk;
with mouths agape to full extent, what leads them on they
know not.
They who (in thought) belabour this: That man
has me abused, has hurt, has worsted me,
has me despoiled: in these wrath's not allayed.
They who do not belabour this: That man
has me abused, has hurt, has worsted me,
has me despoiled: in them is wrath allayed.
1

1
8

Ca.lied at Vin. i. 341 "one who spoke what was not-dhamma."
Sne M.L.S. ii. Intr., p. xxvii JJ.
As at Vin. i. 349 JJ. See B.D. iv. 498 JJ. for notes.
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Nay, not by wrath are wrathful moods allayed here (and) at
any time,
but by not-wrath are they allayed: this is an (ageless) endless
rule.
Some others don't discern that here we straitened are (in life,
in time),
but those who do discern, thereby their quarrels are allayed.
Ruffians who maim and kill, steal cattle, steeds,
and wealth, who plunder realms- for these is concord.
Why should there not be for you 1
If one find friend with whom to fare
Rapt in the well-abiding, apt,
surmounting dangers one and all,
with joy fare with him mindfully.

Finding none apt with whom to fare,
none in the well-abiding rapt,
as rajah quits the conquered realm,
fare lonely as bull-elephant in elephant-jungle.
Better the faring of one alone
than companionship with the foolish;
fare lonely, unconcerned, working no evil,
as bull-elephant in elephant-jungle."
Then the Lord, having spoken these verses as he was standing,
approached Balakalol)akara village. Now at that [155] time the
venerable Bhagu was staying in Biilakalol)akara village. Then the
venerable Bhagu saw the Lord coming from afar; seeing him, he
made ready a seat and water for the feet. The Lord sat down on the
seat made ready, and as he was sitting down he bathed his feet.
Then the venerable Bhagu, having greeted the Lord, sat down at a
respectful distance. The Lord spoke thus to the venerable Bhagu
as he was sitting down at a respectful distance: " I hope, monk,
things are going well with you, I hope you are keeping going, I hope
you are not short of almsfood."
" Things are going well with me, Lord, I am keeping going, Lord,
and I, revered sir, am not short of almsfood." Then the Lord,·
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having delighted, rejoiced, roused, gladdened the venerable Bhagu
with talk on dltamma, rising from his seat, approached the Eastern
Bamboo Grove.
Now at that time 1 the venerable Anuruddha and the venerable
Nandiya and the venerable Kimbila were staying in the Eastern
Bamboo Grove. The keeper of the grove saw the Lord coming in
the distance, and seeing him he spoke thus to the Lord: " Do not,
recluse, enter this grove; there are three young men of family stayihg
here desiring Self; do not cause them discomfort." But the venerable Anuruddha heard the keeper of the grove conferring with the
Lord; on hearing him, he spoke thus to the keeper of the grove:
"Do not, good grove-keeper, impede tl1e Lord. It is our Teacher,
the Lord, who is arriving." Then the venerable Anuruddha
approached the venerable Nandiya and the venerable Kimbila, and
having approached he spoke thus to the venerable Nandiya and
the venerable Kimbila: " Go forward, venerable ·ones, go forward,
venerable ones, our Teacher, the Lord, is arriving."
Then the venerable Anuruddha and the venerable Nandiya and
the venerable Kimbila, went out to meet the Lord. One received
his bowl and robe, one made ready a seat, one set out water for the
feet. Then the Lord sat down on the seat made ready; as he was
sitting down the Lord bathed his feet. Then these venerable ones,
having greeted the Lord, sat down at a respectful distance. As the
venerable Anuruddha was sitting down at a respectful distance, the
Lord spoke thus:
"I hope things are going well with you, Anuruddhas, 2 I hope you
are keeping going, I hope you are not short of almsfood 1"
(156] " Things are going well with us, Lord, we are keeping going,
Lord, and, revered sir, we are not short of almsfood."
" I hope that you, Anuruddhas, are living all together on friendly
terms and harmoniously, as milk and water blend, regarding one
another with the eye of affection 1"
" Yes, certainly, revered sir, we are living all together on friendly
terms and harmoniously, as milk and water blend, regarding one
another with the eye of affection."
" And how is it that you, Anuruddhas, are living all together ...
regarding one another with the eye of affection 1"
" As to this, revered sir, it occurred to me: ' Indeed it is a gain for
1 From here also at M. i. 205 ff.
See M.L.S. i. 257 ff. for notes.
' The plural, Anuruddhii, is used in place of the names of the three separate
monks.
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me, indeed it is well gotten by me, that I am living with such fellow
Brahma-farers.' On account of this, revered sir, for these venerable
ones friendliness as to acts of body ... acts of speech ... acts of
thought, whether openly or in private, has risen up in me. Because
of this, revered sir, it occurred to me: 'Now, suppose that I, having ·
surrendered my own mind, should live only according to the mind of·
these venerable ones 1' So I, revered sir, having surrendered my own
mind, am living only according to the mind of these venerable ones.
Revered sir, we have divers bodies, but assuredly only one mind."
And the venerable Nandiya and the venerable Kimbila too spoke
thus to the Lord: " As to this, revered sir ... Revered sir, we have
divers bodies, but assuredly only one mind."
"Thus it is that we, revered sir, are living all together on friendly
terms and harmoniously, as milk and water blend, regarding one
another with the eye of affection."
"Good, it is good, Anuruddhas. But I hope that you, Anuruddhas, are living diligent, ardent, self-resolute 1''
[157] " Yes, certainly, revered sir, we are living diligent, ardent,
self-resolute."
" And how is it that you, Anuruddhas, are living diligent, ardent,
self-resolute 1"
"As to this, revered sir, whoever of us returns first from (going to)
a village for almsfood makes ready a seat, sets out water for drinking
and water for washing (the feet), and sets out a refuse-bowl. Who- .
ever returns last from (going to) a village for almsfood, if there are
the remains of a meal and ifhe so desires, he eats them; ifhe does not
desire to do so, he throws them out where there are no crops, or he
drops them into water where there are no living creatures; he puts
up the seat, he puts away the water for drinking and the water for
washing, he puts away the refuse-bowl, he sweeps the refectory.
Whoever sees a vessel for drinking-water or a vessel for washingwater or a vessel (for water) for rinsing after evacuation, void and
empty, he sets out (water). If it is impossible for him (to do this)
by a movement of his hand, having invited a companion to help us by
signalling (to him) with the hand, we set out (the water); but we
do not, revered sir, for such a reason, break into speech. And then
we, revered sir, once in every five nights sit down together for talk
on dhamma. It is thus, revered sir, that we are living diligent,
ardent, self-resolute. " 1
1

Vin. i. 352 goes on differently from here.
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"Good, it is good, Anuruddl1as. But have you, Anuruddhas,
while living thus diligent, ardent, self-resolute, attained states of
further-men, the excellent knowledge and insight befitting the
ariyans, an abiding in comfort 1"1
·" As to this, we, revered sir, while living diligent, ardent, selfresolute, perceive the light-manifestation2 as well as the appcarance3
of material shapes.' But soon the light-manifestation vanishes for
us as well as the appearance of material shapes; and we do not
understand the reaRon. " 6
" But the reason should be understood by you, Anuruddhas. I,
too, Anuruddhas, before the Self-Awakening while I was yet the
Bodhisatta, not fully awakened, perceived the light-manifestation
as well as the appearance of material shapes. But soon the lightmanifestation [158] vanished for me as well as the appearance of
material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to me: ' Now what is
the cause, what the reason that the light-manifestation vanishes for
me as well as the appearance of material shapes 1' Anuruddhas, this
occurred to me: ' Doubt has arisen in me; and because there was
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --·- - - - · - - --··--·-----·--M. i. 207 goes on differently from here.
2 obhasa.
See Intr., p. xxi; P.T.O. s.v. obhasa for further references; and a.Jim
A. iv. 302 where obhasa occurs and is translated at G.S. iv. 201 by E. M. Hare
as "aura.s," and he quotes the Comy.: "rays known to the clairvoyant."
The " clairvoyant " must be understood as one who, in meditation, has won
the knowledge of deva-vision; it is with this that he cc sees," cf. MA. iv. 207:
dibbacakkhuna rupadassanaii ca saiijiinama. Nyanatiloka, in Bud. Dicty.,
ea.ye, e.v. obhasa, cc Effulgence of light, Aura appearing at times during deep
Insight (vipassanii) may become a' defilement of insight,' vipassanupakkilesa."
Obhasa is a difficult word for a translator and its meaning or meanings, for
these seem to vary from context to ·context, need further investigation.
cc Effulgence of light " is perhaps rather too strong, and " aura " can hardly be
accepted as the right rendering. Nor will "light" do for, though light is
implied, there is the definite and important word iiwka. This and obhasa
occur in the ea.me passage at D. i. 220 and certainly appear to have different
meanings. At M. iii. 120 I have translated obhiisa in a context that has
nothing to do with meditation as cc radiance," that is cc effulgence of light,"
and for the a.hove I tentatively suggest light-manifestation or light-radiation;
see under avabhasa in the Skrt. lexicons. According to MA. iv. 207 the
obhiisa in this pa.seage is preparatory, parikammobhasa.
• dassana, appearance, showing.
'Thie appears to mean they a.re perceived extra-sensibly for MA. iv. 207
says" We perceive the appearance of material shapes through deva-vision . ..
seeing a variety of material shapes through deva-vision," and the whole pa.BBage
points to processes in meditation.
1 nimitta.
1
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doubt, concentration fell away
me; when concentration falls
away, the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance
of material shapes. So I will act in such a way that doubt will not
arise in me again.' So I, Anuruddhas, living diligent, ardent,
self-resolute, perceived the light-manifestation as well as the appearance of material shapes. But soon the light-manifestation vanished
for me as well as the appearance of material shapes. Anuruddhas,
this occurred to me:' Now, what is the cause, what the reason that.
the light-manifestation vanishes for me as well as the appearance
of 11'.J.aterial shapes 1' Anuruddhas, this occurred to me: 'Lack of
proper attention2 has arisen in me; and because there was lack of
proper attention, concentration fell away from me; when concentration falls away, the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the
appearance of material shapes. So I will act in such a way that
doubt will not arise in me again nor lack of proper attention.' So I,
Anuruddhas ... material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to me:
' Sloth and torpor has arisen in me; and because there was sloth and
torpor, concentration fell away from me; when concentration falls
away, the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance
of material shapes. So I will act in such a way that doubt will not
arise in me again, nor lack or proper attention nor sloth and torpor.'
So I, Anuruddhas . .. material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred
to me: ' Consternation has arisen in me; and because there was
consternation, concentration fell away from me; when concentration
falls away, the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance
of material shapes.' Anuruddhas, it is as though a man were going
along a high road and murderers should jump out at him from both-·
sides; consternation would arise in him from such a source. 3 Even
so, Anuruddhas, did consternation arise in me; and because there
was consternation, concentration fell away from me; when concentration falls away, the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the
appearance of material shapes. So I thought: 'I will act [159]
in such a way that doubt will not arise in me again, nor lack of ·
1 According to MA. iv. 207 this is parikammasamiidhi, preparatory concentration. Oavi, which I have here rendered as" fell a.way/' is the aorist of
cavati, a verb used regularly for the passing, deceasing or falling from one
existence (to be reborn in another). Above however it is clearly not being
used in this special sense.
a amanasikara.
8 I follow the v.l.'s tato nidanam in preference to the text's ttbhatonidanam,
from both sources, perhaps thinking of the two murderers.
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proper attention nor sloth and torpor nor consternation.' So I,
Anuruddhas ... material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to me:
' Elation1 has arisen in me; and because there was elation ... the
light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of material
shapes.' Anuruddhas, it is as though a man who was seeking for
one opening to (some hidden) treasure were to come at one and the
same time on five openings to the treasure ;2 from that source elation
would arise in him. Even so, Anuruddhas, elation arose in me; and
because there was elation, concentration fell away from me;_when
concentration falls away, the light-manifestation vanishes as wel1
as the appearance of material shapes. So I thought: ' I will act
in such a way that doubt will not arise in me again, nor lack of proper
attention nor sloth and torpor nor consternation nor elation.' So I,
Anuruddhas, . . . material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to
me: 'Distress has arisen in me; and be.cause there was distress ...
the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of material
shapes. So I will act in such a way that doubt will not arise in me
again, nor lack of proper attention nor sloth and torpor nor consternation nor elation nor distress.' So I, Anuruddhas, ... material
shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to me: ' Too much energy3 has
arisen in me; and because there was too much energy, concentration
fell away from me; when concentration falls away, the lightmanifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of material shapes.'
Anuruddhas, it is as though a man were to take such a tight grip
of a quail that it died then and there. Even so, Anuruddhas, did
too much energy arise in me; and because there was too much
energy ... the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance
of material shapes. So I thought: 'I will act in such a way that
doubt will not arise in me again, nor lack of proper attention nor
sloth and torpor nor consternation nor elation nor distress nor too
much energy.' So I, Anuruddhas, ... material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to me: 'Too feeble an energy [160] has arisen in
me; and because there was too feeble an energy . . . the lightmanifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of material shapes
' Anuruddhas, it is as though a man were to take such a loose
1 ubbiUa, pleasurable excitement.
The word appears to occur only here in
the Pali canon, although ubbillavitaUa occurs at M. i. 140 and a few other
passages.
1 CJ. M. i. 362.
1 On too much and too little energy, see the Parable of the Lute, Vin. i. 182,
A. iii. 375.
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grip of a quail that it could fly up out of his hand. Even so,
Anuruddhas, did too feeble an energy arise in me; and . . . the
light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of material
shapes. So I thought: 'I will act in such a way that doubt will not
arise in me again, nor ... too much energy nor too feeble an energy.'
So I, Anuruddhas, ... material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred
to me: 'Longing1 has arisen in me; and because there was longing
... the light-manifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of
material shapes. So I will act in such a way that doubt will not
arise in me again, nor ... too feeble an energy nor longing.' So I, .
Anuruddhas ... material shapes. Anuruddhas, this occurred to me:
' Perception of diversity has arisen in me; and because there was
perception of diversity ... the light-manifestation vanishes as well as
the appearance of material shapes. So I will act in such a way that
doubt will not arise in me again, nor ... longing nor perception of
diversity.' So I, Anuruddhas, living diligent, ardent, self-resolute,
perceived the light-manifestation as well as the appearance of
material shapes. But soon the light-manifestation vanished for me
as well as the appearance of material shapes. Anuruddhas, this
occurred to me: ' Now, what is the cause, what the reason that the
light-manifestation vanishes for me as well as the appearance of
material shapes 1' Anuruddhas, this occurred to me: 'A state of
being too intent on material shapes has arisen in me; and because
there was a state of being too intent on material shapes, concentration fell away from me; when concentration falls away, the lightmanifestation vanishes as well as the appearance of material shapes.
So I will act in such a way that doubt will not arise in me again,
nor ... perception of diversity nor the state of being too intent on
material shapes.'
So I, Anuruddhas, knowing that doubt is a defilement of the min~, 2
got rid of the defilement of the mind that is doubt. Knowing that
lack of proper attention is a defilement of the mind, I got rid of the
defilement of the mind that is lack of proper attention. Knowing
that sloth and torpor is a defilement of the mind ... that consternation is a defilement of the mind ... that elation is a defilement of the
mind ... that distress is a defilement of the mind ... that too much
1 abhijappa, explained at MA. iv. 208 by ta'IJ,hii,, a.rising when one has ma.de
the light, aloka, increase as far as the confines of the deva-world and has seen a
company of devaa. The word also occurs at Dha. 1059, Vbh. 361.
a None of these states appears as a. defilement of the mind, citla8sa upalckilesa,
at M. i. 36.
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energy is a defilement of the mind ... that too feeble an energy is a
defilement of the mind ... that longing is a defilement of the mind
... that perception of diversity is a defilement of the mind, I got rid
of the defilement of the mind that is perception of diversity. Knowing that the state of being too intent on material shapes [161] is a
defilement of the mind, I got rid of the defilement of the mind that is
the state of being too intent on material shapes.
So I, Anuruddhas, living diligent, ardent, self-resolute, perceived
the light-manifestation but did not see material shapes; then for a
whole night and a whole day and a whole night and day I saw
material shapes but did not perceive the light-manifestation.
Concerning this, Anuruddhas, it occurred to me: 'Now, what is
the cause, what the reason that I perceived the light-manifestation
but did not see material shapes; and then for a whole night and a
whole day and a whole night and day I saw material shapes but did
not perceive the light-manifestation ?' Concerning this, Anuruddhas, it occurred to me: ' It was at the time when I, not paying proper
attention to the reflex-image of material shapes, 1 was paying
attention to the reflex-image of the light-manifestation that I
perceived the light-manifestation but did not see material shapes.
But it was at the time when I, not paying proper attention to the
reflex-image of the light-manifestation, was paying attention to the
reflex-image of material shapes that, for a whole night and a whole
day and a whole night and day, I saw material shapes but did not
perceive the light-manifestation.'
So I, Anuruddhas, living diligent, ardent, self-resolute, both
perceived a.limited light-manifestation 2 and saw a limited (number
of) material ehapes; and for a whole night and a whole day and a
whole nigl1t and day I perceived a boundless light-manifestation
and saw a boundless (number of) material shapes. Concerning this,
it occurred to me, Anuruddhas: 'Now, what is the cause, what the
reason that I both perceive a limited light-manifestation and see a
limited (number of) material shapes as well as for a whole night and a
whole day and a whole night and day perceive a boundless lightmanifestation and see a boundless (number of) material shapes?'
Concerning this, it occurred to me, Anuruddhas: ' At the time when
concentration is limited my vision is limited, so with limited vision
1 rupanimitta.
Probably nimitta is here the reflex-image which, by means of
certain exercises in concentration, appears as if seen by the eye.
1 paritta obhasa, explained at MA. iv. 209 as parittakammat/,hane obhasarh,
light-manifestation in regard to a limited object of medita.tional exercise.
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I both perceive a limited light-manifestation and see a limited
(number of) material shapes. But at the time when my concentration is not limited my· vision is boundless, so with boundless vision
for a whole night and a whole day and a whole night and day I both
perceive a boundless light-manifestation and see a boundless (number
of) material ehapes.'
When [162] I knew, Anuruddhas, that doubt was a defilement
of the mind, the defilement of the mind that is doubt was got rid of.
When I knew that lack of proper attention was a defilement of the,
mind, the defilement of the mind that is lack of proper attention
was got rid of. When I knew that sloth and torpor ... consternation
... elation ... distress ... too much energy ... too feeble an energy
... longing ... perception of diversity was a defilement of the mind,
the defilement of the mind that is perception of diversity was got
rid of. When I knew that the state of being too intent on material
shapes was a defilement of the mind, the defilement of the mind that
is the state of being too intent on material shapes was got rid of.
Concerning this, it occurred to me, Anuruddhas: ' Those that were
defilements of my mind are got rid of by me. Truly now I am developing concentration by three modes.' 1 So I, Anuruddhas,
developed the concentration that has initial thought and discursive
thought; and I developed the concentration that is without initial
thought and has only discursive thought ;2 and I developed the
concentration that is without initial thought and without discursive
thought. And I developed the concentration that has rapture ;3 and
1 These are usually taken to be the first three of the following modes of
concentration, samiidhi. At Kvu. 413 it is agreed that these three (forms of)
samiidhi were spoken of by the Lord: e.g. at D. iii. 219, above (M. iii. 162),'
8. iv. 360, A. iv. 300 which last is identical with M. iii. 162 and appears to
speak of seven forms of samiidhi. At 8. iv. 360, 362-363 the three forms,
among a number of other attainments, a.re called the Wa.y leading to the
Uncompounded. See also A. iv. 440 ff., Miln. 337, Vism. 95; and Pts. Cvntr.
p. 239, n. 1, Bud. Psych. Ethics, p. 62, n. 1, Comp. p. 85; and also A. i. 299, n. 2.
2
This has reference to the fivefold system of jhiina, obtained by successive
instead of simultaneous elimination of vitakka and viciira. This happens in the
second jhana, but the "three (forms of) samiidhi in jhana occur both in the
(more usual) fourfold system of jhana as well as in the fivefold," MA. iv. 209.
3
sappitika. This belongs to the second and thirdjhcinas, MA. iv. 209, but
according to AA. ii. 153 it is the happiness, sukha, of the first and second
jluinas. This, and the three succeeding forms of concentration a.re also
mentioned at A. iv. 300 /., while at A. i. 91 they form two of the various forms
of happiness, dve sukhdni: the happiness without rapture being chief over that
with rapture, and the happiness of even-mindedness or equanimity being chief
over the happiness of delight, sata.
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I developed the concentration that is without rapture ;1 and I
developed the concentration that is accompanied by delight ;2 and
I developed the concentration that is accompanied by equanimity. 3
When, Anuruddhas, there was developed in me the concentration
that has initial and discursive thought, when there was developed
the concentration that is without initial thought and has only discursive thought, when there was developed the concentration that
is without initial thought and without discursive thought, and when
there was developed the concentration that has rapture, and when
there was developed the concentration that is without rapture,
and when there was developed the concentration that is accompanied
by delight, and when there was developed the concentration that
is accompanied by equanimity, then the knowledge and vision arose
in me: Unshakable is freedom of mind for me, this is the last birth,
there is not now again-becoming."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Anuruddha
rejoiced in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on Defilements:
The Eighth
1 The aamadhi of the third and fourthjhanaa, MA. iv. 209; the sukha of these
at AA. ii. 153.
1 aata; again belonging to the third and fourth jhanaa, MA. iv. 209; but
AA. ii. 153 discriminates, saying aatasukha is happiness among the three
jhanaa, while upekhasukha is the happiness of the fourth jhana. At Vism. 85
aukha takes the place of aiita.
3 upekha.
MA. iv. 209 says" this belongs to tho fourth jhana in the fourfold system, and to tho fifth in the fivefold system.. But when did the Lord
develop this threefold samadhi? During the last watch (of the night) when
ho was sitting at the root of the great Bo-tree. His first Way is connected
with the first jhana, his second, third and fourth Ways with the second, third
and fourth jhanaa. In the fivefold system there is no way of the fifth jhana."
Are the three modes of aamadhi really ( l) that connected with initial and
discursive thought, (2) that connocted with rapture, (3) that connected with
delight and equanimity? (Or are they ta.ken to be so in this Discourse?)
On this point see the numbered classification of aamiidhi at V ism. 85. See also
above, Intr., p. xxii.

129. DISCOURSE ON FOOLS AND THE WISE
(Balapa1,1{Jitasutta)

[163] 'l'Hus have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapit;l.<;lika's monastery. While
he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks."
"Revered One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke thus:
" Monks, these are the three marks of a fool, 1 signs of a fool,
stamps of a fool. What three 1 As to this, monks, a fool is one
thinking wrong thoughts, 2 speaking wrong words,3 a doer of deeds
wrongly done.' If, monks, a fool were not one thinking wrong ·
thoughts, speaking wrong words, and a doer of deeds wrongly done,
how could the wise know of him: This fine fellow is a fool, not a true
man 1 It is because, monks, a fool is one thinking wrong thoughts
... and a doer of deeds wrongly done, that the wise know of him:
This fine fellow is a fool, not a true man.
Monks, he who is a fool experiences a threefold anguish and dejection here and now. If, monks, a fool is sitting down in an assembly
room or by a carriage-road or at a cross-roads and if the people there
held appropriate suitable talk about him and if, monks, the fool
were one who made onslaught on creatures, were a taker of what had
not been given, one who behaved wrongly in regard to sensepleasures, a liar, and one given up to occasions for sloth consequent
upon (drinking) arrack, toddy and strong liquor, and if, monks, it
then occurs to that fool: ' These people are holding an appropriate.
suitable talk about me, for these states exist in me and I engage in5
these states,' this, monks, is the first (kind of) anguish and dejection
that the fool experiences here and now.
And again, monks, a fool sees kings who, having arrested a thief, .
an evil-doer, are meting out various punishments :6 [164] they lash
This description of a fool also occurs at A. i. 102.
Thoughts connected with covetousness, malevolence a.nd wrong views,
MA. iv. 210.
8 Lying words a.nd so on.
' Making onslaught on creatures and so on.
6 sandissami, or to agree to, live conformably with, connive at.
o As at M. i. 87. See M.L.S. i. 115 for further references.
1

2
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him with whips and they lash him with canes and they lash him with
(birch) rods, and they cut off his hand ... his foot ... his hand and
foot ... his ear ... his nose ... his ear and nose, and they give him
the' gruel-pot' punishment ... the' shell-tonsure' punishment .. .
'Rahu's mouth' ... the' fire-garland' ... the' flaming hand' .. .
the ' hay-twist ' ... the ' bark-dress ' ... the ' antelope ' ... ' fleshhooking ' ... the ' disc-slice ' ... the ' pickling process ' ... ' circling
the pin' ... and they give him the' straw-mattress,' and they spray
him with burning oil, give him as food to the dogs, impale him alive
on stakes, and they decapitate him with a sword. Thereupon, monks,
it occurs to the fool: ' Because of such and such evil deeds kings,
having arrested a thief, an evil-doer, mete out various punishments:
they lash him with whips ... and they decapitate him with a sword.
But these states exist in me and I engage in these states. So if
kings should know about me, they might have me arrested too, and
mete out various punishments: they might lash me with whips and
they might lash me with canes ... and they might decapitate (me)
with a sword.' This, monks, is the second (kind' of) anguish and
dejection that the fool experiences here and now.
And again, monks, while a fool is on a chair or bed or lying on the
ground, at such a time those ·evil deeds that he has formerly wrongly
done by body, speech and thought rest on him, lie on him, settle on
him. 1 Monks, as at eventide the shadows of the great mountain
peaks rest, lie and settle on the earth, so, monks, do these evil deeds
that the fool has formerly wrongly done by body, speech and thought
rest, lie and settle on him as he is on a chair or bed or lying on the
ground. [165] Thereupon, monks, it occurs thus to the fool: ' Indeed what is lovely ha~ not been done by me, 2 what is skilled has
not been done, no refuge against fearful (consequences )3 has been
made, evil has been done, cruelty has been done, violence has been
done. Insofar as there is a bourn for those who have not done
what is lovely, have not done what is skilled, have not made a refuge
against fearful (consequences), who have done evil, cruelty and
violence, to that bourn I am going hereafter.' He grieves, mourns,
laments, beats his breast, wails and falls into disillusionment. This,
1 olambanti ajjholambanti abhippalambanti.
The second of these words
occurs at S. iii. 137 and is translated at K.S. iii. 116 by "overhangs" which
suits the context there.
1 With this passage cf. A. ii. 174, Iti. p. 25.
3 bhirutta:rµz; cf. lti. p. 25, Vin. iii. 72.
See B.D. i. 124, n. l; VinA. 436,
AA. iii. 161.
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monks, is the third (kind of) anguish and dejection that the fool
experiences here and now.
He, monks,1 who is a fool, having fared wrongly in body, having
fared wrongly in speech, having fared wrongly in thought, at the
breaking up of the body after dying arises in the sorrowful ways, the
bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell. Anyone, monks, speaking
rightly of him would say he is thoroughly undesirable, thoroughly
disagreeable, thoroughly unpleasant, as in speaking rightly of
Niraya Hell he would say it is thoroughly undesirable, thoroughly
disagreeable, thoroughly unpleasant. Aa to this, monks, even a
simile is not easy, so many are the anguishes of Niraya Hell."
When this had been said, a certain monk spoke thus to the Lord:
" But is it possible to make a simile for me, revered sir 1"
" It is possible, monk," the Lord sai<l. " It is as though, monk,
men ~houkl nrrrst a thief, an evil-doer, and bring him before the
king, with the words: ' This, sire, is a thief, an evil-doer to you.
Decree for him whatever punishment you wish,' and the king should ,
speak thus concerning him: ' Go along, good sirs, stab 2 this man early
in the morning with n hundred spears.' And early in the morning
they woul<l stab him with a hundred spears. Then at midday the
king would speak thus: ' My good fellows, how is that man 1' ' He
is still alive, sire.' Then the king would speak thus concerning him:
' Go along, good sirs, stab this man at midday with a hundred spears.'
And at mi<l<lay they would stab him with a hundred spears. Then
towards evening the king would speak thus: ' My good fellows, how
is that man 1' 'He is still alive, sire.' Then the king would
speak thus concerning him: ' Go along, good sirs, stab this man
towards evening with a hundred spears.' And towards evening
[166) they would stab him with a. hundred spears. What do you
think about this, monks, would not that man, while he was being
stabbed with three hundred spears, from that source experience
anguish and dejection 1"
·
" That man, revered sir, being stabbed with only one spear from
that source would experience anguish and dejection. How much
more then3 with three hundred spears 1"
,

___ ___

1

I think bhikkh1t here should read bhikkliave as on text p. 171.
2
hanatha cannot mean kill or destroy here, as in what follows, although they
might stab or strike, haneyyurii, the thief, they do not manage to kill him at
once. The idea of to stab or to thrust at is borne out at MA. iv. 211 which
explains as "having pic1·ced (where the spear) comes out, so that on each
occasion two blows fall."
3
ko pana vii.do, who (can) say?
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Then the Lord, having picked up a small stone, the size of his
hand, addressed the monks, saying: " What do you think about this,
monks 1 Now, which is the greater, this small stone, the size of
my hand, that I have picked up, or the Himalaya,1 lord of
mountains 1"
"This small stone, revered sir, that the Lord picked up, the size
of his hand, is insignificant; compared with the Himalaya, lord of
mountains, it does not count, it does not amount even to an
infinitesimal fraction (of it), it cannot even be compared (with it)." 2
" Even so, monks, that anguish and dejection that that man
experiences while he is being stabbed with three hundred spears,
compared with the anguish of Niraya Hell does not count, it does
not amount even to an infinitesimal fraction (of it), it cannot even be
compared (with it). Monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell subject
him to what is called the fivefold pinion. 3 They drive a red-hot
iron stake through each hand and each foot and a red-hot iron stake
through the middle of his breast. Thereat he feels feelings that are
painful, sharp, severe. But he does not do his time4 until he makes
an end of that evil deed.
Then the guardians of Niraya Hell lay him down and plane him
with adzes. Thereat he feels feelings that are painful, sharp, severe.
But he does not do his time until he makes an end of that evil deed.
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell place him feet up and
head down and plane him with razors. Thereat ...
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell bind him to a chariot
and drive him up and down over ground that is burning, aflame,
ablaze. [167) 'fhereat ...
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell push him up and down
a great mountain slope of glowing cinders, burning, aflame, ablaze.
Thereat ...
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell take him, feet up and
head down, and plunge him into a glowing brazen cauldron, burning,
aflame, ablaze. There he is boiled and rises to the surface with the
Rima.vii.
a Cf. S. ii. 263, v. 457; Ud. 23.
Mentioned at Jii. i. 174. The following description of Niraya is also
found at M. iii. 183, A. i. 141-142.
4 na ca tdva kalam karoti yuva na tam piipam kammam byantihoti.
The
meaning is that he must do enough karmic time to work off the evil effects of
evil deeds. So long as kiilam karoti is translated as " dies " a wrong impression
is created. One may die and die again and again (marati) before one finishes
one's karmic time for the effects of a deed may still be active in the next or
subsequent" births."
1

3
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scum. Boiling there and rising to the surface with the scum, he
comes up once and goes down once and once he goes across. Thereat
he feels feelings that are painful, sharp, severe. But he does not
do his time until he makes an end of that evil deed.
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell toss him into the Great
Niraya Hell. Now, monks, this Great Niraya HelJl (is so described):
Four-cornered and with four gates, 2
It is divided into equal portions,
Encircled by an iron wall, with a roof of iron above;
I ts incandescent floor is made of glowing iron;
All round it stands a hundred yojanas squar~. 3

In many a disquisition could I, monks, talk a talk about Niraya
Hell, but it is not easy to describe in full, 4 monks, so many are the
anguishes of Niraya Hell.
There are, monks, animals, breathing creatures that are grasseaters. These eat moist and dry grasses, chewing them with their
teeth. And which, monks, are the animals, the breathing creatures,
that arc grass-eaters ? Horses, cattle, asses, sheep, deer, and
whatever other animals, breathing creatures there are that are
grass-eaters. Monks, that fool who formerly enjoyed tastes here,
having done evil deeds here, at the breaking up of the body after
dying arises in companionship with those beings that are grasseaters.
There are, monks, animals, breathing creatures that are dungeaters. Having smelt the smell of dung from afar they run up,
thinking: ' We will eat here, we wiII cat here.' Monks, it is like
brahmans who run up at the smell of a sacrifice, thinking: ' We will
cat here, we will eat here '--0ven so, monks, there are animals,
breathing creatures that are duug-caters. These having smelt [168]
the smell of dung from afar run up, thinking: 'We will eat here, we
will eat here.' And which, monks arc the animals, the breathing
creatures that are dung-eaters ? Cocks, swine, <logs, jackals, and
whatever other animals, breathing creatures there are that are
dung-eaters. Monks, that fool who formerly enjoyed tastes here,

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -·
1

At MA. iv. 234, AA. ii. 232 l\fahiiniraya is rallrd Avrei.
Of. Vin. ii. 203: ai·icinira.ya ratudviira.
3
MA. iv. 234 says this Avici is 100 yojanas in length and 100 in width. The .
ground and the roof are bronze, and each wall is UO yojanas. Cf. Mhiiu. i. 0.
The last line is quoted at DltA. i. 127.
'Even if one talked for a hundred or a thousand years, .M A. iv. 213.
11
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having done evil deeds here. at the breaking up of the body after
dying arises in companionship with those beings that are dung-eaters.
There are, monks, animals, breathing creatures that are born in
the dark, grow old in the dark and die in the dark. And which,
monks, are the animals, the breathing creatures that are born,
grow old and die in the dark 1 Beetles, maggots, earth-worms and
whatever other animals, breathing creatures there are that are born,
grow old and die in the dark. Monks, that fool who formerly enjoyed tastes here ... after dying arises in companionship with those
beings that are born, grow old and die in the dark.
There are, monks, animals, breathing creatures that are born in
water, grow old in water, die in water. And which, monks, arc the
animals, the breathing creatures that are born, grow old and die in
water 1 Fishes, turtles, crocodiles and whatever other animals,
breathing creatures there are that are born, grow old and die in
water. Monks, that fool who formerly enjoyed tastes here ... after
dying arises in companionship with those beings that are born, grow
old and die in water.
There are, monks, animals, breathing creatures that are born in
filth, grow old in filth, die in filth. And which, monks, arc the
animals, the breathing creatures that are born, grow old and die in
filth 1 Those beings, monks, that are born in rotting fish or that
grow old in rotting fish or that die in rotting fish; or in rotting
carcases; or in rotting rice; or in a pool at the entrance to a village;
or that are born in a dirty pool near a village ... or that die in a
dirty pool near a village. Monks, that (169] fool who formerly
enjoyed tastes here, having done evil deeds here, at the breaking up
of the body after dying arises in companionship with those beings
that are born in filth, grow old in filth, die in filth.
In many a disquisition could I, monks, talk a talk about animal
birth, but it is not easy to describe in full, monks, so many are the
anguishes of animal birth.
Monks, it is like a man who might throw a yoke with one hole1
into t.he sea. An easterly wind might take it westwards, a westerly
wind might take it eastwards, a northerly wind might take it southwards, a southerly wind might take it northwards. There might be
ekacchiga{a yuga. This simile is referred to at 'l'hig. 500, whero the device
is called yugacchida. It is also to be found at S. v. 466 where the wording is not
quite the same as above. Also referred to at M iln. 204, Asl. 60. (]higgafa is
a perforated device for archers t q shoot their arrows through. CJ. tii.[achiggafa
at S. v. 453.
1
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a blind turtle there who came to the surface once in a hundred years.
What do you think about this, monks 1 Could that blind turtle·
push his neck through that one hole in the yoke 1"
"If at all,1 revered sir, th.en only once in a very long while."
" Sooner or later, monks, could the blind turtle push his neck
through the one hole in the yoke; more difficult than that, do I say,
monks, is human status once again for the fool who has gone to the
Downfall. What is the cause of that 1 Monks, there is no dhammafaring there, no even-faring, no doing of what is skilled, no doing
of what is good. Monks, there is devouring of one another there and
feeding on the weak. 2 Monks, if some time or other once in a very
long while that fool came to human status (again), he would be born ·
into those families that are low :3 a family of low caste or a family
of hunters or a family of bamboo-plaiters or a family of cartwrights
or a family of refuse-scavcngers, 4 in such a family as is needy,
without enough to drink or to eat, where a covering for the back is
with difficulty obtained. Moreover, he would be ill-favoured, ugly,
dwarfish, sickly, blind or deformed or lame or paralysed; he would
be unable to get food, drink, [170] clothes, vehicles, garlands,
scents and perfumes, bed, dwelling, and lights; he would fare wrongly
in body, wrongly in speech, wrongly in thought. Because he had
fared wrongly in body, speech and thought, at the breaking up of
the body after dying he would arise in the sorrowful ways, a bad
bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell.
Monks, it is as though a gambler at the very first losing throw (at
dice) were to lose his son, his wife and all his property and, further,
were to undergo imprisonment himself. Insignificant, monks, is
that losing throw by which the gambler at the very first losing throw
were to lose his son, his wife and all his property and, further, were
to undergo imprisonment himself. Greater than this is the losing
throw by which the fool, having fared wrongly in body, wrongly in
speech, wrongly in thought, at the breaking up of the body after
dying arises in the sorrowful ways, the bad bourn, the Downfall,
Niraya Hell. This, monks, is the fool's condition, completed in its
entirety. 6
2 dubbal,amiirikii, with v.l. dubbal,akhtidika.
ya<l•,: nii.rza.
Cf. A. i. 107.
4 These five kinds of low birth occur at M. ii. 152, 183, Vin. iv. 6, S. i. 93,
A. i. 107, ii. 85, PwJ. 51.
6 MA. iv. 214-: the fool, having completed the three wrong ways .(of acting,
speaking and thinking), is reborn in Niraya.. Because of " maturing " there
1

3
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These, monks, are the three marks of a wise man, signs of a wise
man, stamps of a wise man. What three 1 AB to this, monks, a wise
man is one thinking right thoughts, speaking right words, and a doer
of deeds rightly done. If, monks, a wise man were not one thinking
right thoughts, speaking right words, a doer of deeds rightly done,
how could the wise know of him: This worthy man is a wise man,
a true man 1 It is because, monks, a wise man is one thinking right
thoughts ... and a doer of deeds rightly done that the wise know of
him: This worthy man is a wise man, a true man.
Monks, he who is a wise man experiences a threefold happiness
and joy here and now. If, monks, the wise man is sitting down in an
assembly room or by a carriage road or at a cross-roads and the
people there held appropriate suitable talk about him, and if, monks,
the wise man abstained from onslaught on creatures, from taking
what had not been given, from wrong behaviour in regard to the
sense-pleasures, [171] from lying, from occasions for sloth consequent
upon (drinking) arrack, toddy and strong liquor, and if, monks, it
thereupon occurred to the wise man: ' These people are holding an
appropriate suitable talk about me; these states exist in me and I
engage in these states '-- this, monks, is the first (kind of) happiness
and joy that the wise man experiences here and now.
And again, monks, a wise man sees kings who having arrested a
thief, an evil-doer, are meting out various punishments: they lash
him with whips ... (as on p. 164 of vol. iii) ... and they decapitate
him with a sword. Thereupon, monks, it occurs to the wise man:
' Because of such and such evil deeds kings, having arrested a thief,
an evil-doer, mete out various punishments: they lash him with whips
. . . they decapitate him with a sword. But these states do not
exist in me and I do not engage in these states.' This, monks, is the
second (kind of) happiness and joy that the wise man experiences
here and now.
And again, monks, while a wise man is on a chair or bed or lying
on the ground, at such a time those lovely deeds that he has formerly
rightly done by body, speech and thought rest on him, lie on him,
settle on him. Monks, as at eventide the shadows of the great
mountain peaks rest, lie and settle on the earth, so, monks, do those
lovely deeds that the wise man has formerly rig11tly done by body,
he comes to human status, being reborn in one of the five low families; then
having again completed the three wrong ways of behaving he is reborn in
Niraya. This is the whole complete biilabhumi* stage, level, condition,
position or situation of a fool.
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speech and thought rest, lie and settle on him as he is on a chair or
bed or lying on the ground. Thereupon, monks, it occurs to the
wise man: ' Indeed what is evil has not been done by me, cruelty has
not been done, violence has not been done, what is lovely has been
done, what is skilled has been done, a refuge against fearful (consequences) has been found. Insofar as there is a bourn for those who
have not done evil, cruelty or violence, who have done what is lovely,
what is skilled, and who have found a refuge against fearful (consequences), to that bourn I am going hereafter.' He does not grieve,
mourn, lament, beat his breast, wail or fall into disillusionment. ·
This, monks, is the third (kind of) happiness and joy that the wise
man experiences here and nmv.
He, monks, who is a wise man, having fared rightly in body,
speech and thought, (172] at the breaking up of the body after dying
arises in a good bourn, a heaven world. Anyone, monks, speaking
rightly of him would say: ' Thoroughly desirable, thoroughly agreeable, thoroughly pJeasant,' as in speaking rightly of heaven he would
say: ' Thoroughly desirable, thoroughly agreeable, thoroughly
pleasant.' As to this, monks, even a simile is not easy, so many
are the happinesses of heaven."
When this had been said, a certain monk spoke thus to the Lord:
" But is it possible, revered sir, to make a simile 1"1
"It is possible, monk," the Lord said. "It is as though, monk,
a wheel-rolling king, 2 endowed with seven Treasures and four
efficacies, 3 should experience happiness and joy from that source.
From what seven 1
As to this, monk, when a noble anointed king has bathed his head
on an Observance day, the fifteenth, and has gone for the Observance .
to an upper storey of his palace, there then appears the deva-like
Treasure of the Wheel with its nave, its tyres and all its thousand
spokes complete. On seeing it, this occurs to the noble anointed
lung:' I have heard this, that if a noble anointed king has bathed his
head on an Observance day, the fifteenth, and has gone for the
Observance to an upper storey of his palace, and there then appears
me, for me, as on text p. 165 is omitted here.
From here to the top of text p. 177 occurs also at D. ii. 174-178. See
notes at Dial. ii. pp. 202 ff.
3 iddhi.
As will be seen in the context below" there is nothing supernatural
about these Iddhis" (Dial. ii. 208, n. 2). They are attributes or endowments,
capabilities, competences or prerogatives adding to the efficacy, potency or
dignity of a king.
1

1
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the ckva-like Treasure of the Wheel with its nave, its tyres, and all
its thousand spokes complete, he becomes a wheel-rolling king.
May I then be a wheel-rolling king.' Then, monks,1 the noble
anointed king rising from his seat, taking a ceremonial water jar
in his left hand, with his right sprinkles (water) over2 the Treasure of
the Wheel, saying: 'May the honoured Treasure of the Wheel roll
on, may the honoured Treasure of the Wheel be all-conquering.'
Then, monks, the Treasure of the Wheel rolls on towards the eastern
quarter and after it (goes) the wheel-rolling king togetl1er with a
fourfold army. And wherever, monks, the Treasure of the Wheel
stops, there the wheel-rolling king settles down together with the
fourfold army. And, [173) monks, rival kings in the eastern quarter,
having approached thr wheel-rolling king, speak thus: 'Come, sire,
you are welcome, sire, (all is) yours, sire, instruct (us), flirc.' The
wheel-rolling king speaks thus: ' Breathing things sliould not be
killed, what has not been given should not be taken, wrong enjoyment of sense-pleasures should not be indulged in, lies should not be
told, strong drink should not be drunk, and you should eat in
moderation.' 3 And, monks, those rival kings of the eastern quarter
become vassals of the wheel-rolling king. And then, monks, the
Treasure of the Wheel, plunging into the eastern sea and rising out
(of it again), rolls on to the southern quarter ... plunging into the
southern sea and rising out (of it again), rolls on to the western
quarter ... plunging into the western sea and rising out (of it again),
rolls on to the northern quarter and after it (goes) the wheel-rolling
king together with the fourfold army. And wherever, monks, the
Treasure of the Wheel stops, there the wheel-rolling king settles
down together with the fourfold army. And, monks, rival kings in
the northern quarter, having approached the wheel-rolling king,
speak thus: 'Come, sire, you are welcome, sire, (all is) yours, sire,
instruct (us), sire.' The wheel-rolling king speaks thus: 'Breathing
things should not be killed . . . and you should eat in moderation.'
And, monks, those rival kings of the northern quarter become vassals
of the wheel-rolling king. And then, monk8, when the Treasure of
the Wheel has conquered all the sea-girt earth, returning to that
royal city itself, it stands as if fixed by the axle' to the gateway of
the wheel-rolling king's palace, adorning the gateway of the wheelNotice the change from bhikkhu to bhikkliave.
abbhukkirati. See P.E.D. s.v.
• yathdbhuttaii ca bhuiijat/uJ; see P.E.D. s.v. bhutta.
•CJ.A. i. 112.
1

1
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rolling king's palace. So, monks, does the Treasure of the Wheel
appear to the wheel-rolling king.
And again, monks, the Treasure of the Elephant appears to the
wheel-rolling king; it is all white, seven-fold firm, going through the
sky by psychic potency, an elephant-king named Uposatha. 1 On
seeing him the wheel-rolling king is pleased at heart and thinks:
' Glorious indeed is an elephant-vehicle, if he will submit to taming.'
Then, monks, [174) that Treasure of an Elephant, like a fine thoroughbred elephant long since well tamed, submits to taming then and
there. Once upon a time, monks, the wheel-rolling king, while
testing that very Treasure of an Elephant, mounted it early one
morning and it passed over the sea-girt earth and returned to that
royal city itself in time for the morning meal. So, monks, does the
Treasure of the Elephant appear to the wheel-rolling king.
And again, monks, the Treasure of the Horse appears to the wheelrolling king; it is all white, with a head (as black as) a crow's, a
dark mane, going through the sky by psychic potency, a king of
horses named Valaha. 2 On seeing him the wheel-rolling king is
pleased at heart and thinks: ' Glorious indeed is a horse-vehicle, if he
will submit to taming.' Then, monks, ... (a.s abooe, reading horse
for elephant) ... So, monks, does the Treasure of the Horse appear
to the wheel-rolling king.
And again, monks, the Treasure of the Jewel3 appears to the wheelrolling king. It is an emerald jewel, of purest water, well cut into
eight facets. And the light of that Treasure of the Jewel, monks, ·
is shed all round for a yojana. Once upon a time, monks, the wheelrolling king, in order to test that very Treasure of the Jewel, arrayed
the fourfold army, raised aloft the jewel on the top of a standard and
went out into the dense darkness of the night. And, monks, the
villagers all around set about their daily work by its effulgence,
thinking it to be day. So, monks, does the Treasure of the Jewel
appear to the wheel-rolling king.
And again, monks, the Treasure of the Woman appears to the
wheel-rolling king. She is lovely, good to look upon, charming,
endowed with the greatest beauty of complexion; not too tall, not
too short, fl 75] not too thin, not too stout, not too dark, not too
1 Cf. Ja. iv. 232.
The Comys. name two tribes of elephants from which the
Elephant Treasure comes to a wheel-rolling king; if from the Upo~atha tribe
he is the eldest of the tribe, if from the Cha.dda.nta the youngest. See
D.P.P.N.
3 This comes from Vcpulla. l\fountain, Jft. iv. 232, etc.
2 See J<i. iv. 232.
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fair; surpassing human beauty, though she has not attained devalike beauty. And the touch of the body of this Treasure of the
Woman is such, monks, that it is like that of a tuft of cotton or a
tuft of thistle-down. And, monks, the limbs of this Treasure of
the Woman are warm when (the weather) is cool and cool when it is
warm. The perfume of sandal-wood is wafted from the body of this
Treasure of the Woman, monks; from her mouth is wafted the perfume of lotuses. And this Treasure of the Wo!Jlan, monks, is one
to get up earlier than the wheel-rolling king and retire later to rest,
an obedient servant carrying out his pleasure, speaking affably. 1
And, monks, that Treasure of the Woman is never unfaithful to the
wheel-rolling king even in thought, how then could she be physically 1
So, monks, does the Treasure of the Woman appear to the wheelrolling king.
And again, monks, the Treasure of the Householder2 appears to
the wheel-rolling king. As a result of kamma he has deva-like
vision by which he sees treasure wheth~r it has an owner or not.
Approaching the wheel-rolling king, he speaks thus: ' Be you
untroubled, sire, I will deal with your wealth as wealth should be
dealt with.' Once upon a time, monks, the wheel-rolling Iring,
in order to test this Treasure of the Householder, embarked in a
boat, pushed out into the middle of the stream of the river Ganges,
and spoke thus to the Treasure of the Householder: 'I have need,
householder, of gold coins and gold.' 'Well then, your majesty,
let the boat come in to one of the banks.' 'It is just here, householder, that I have need of gold coins and gold.' Then, monks, that
Treasure of the Householder, touching the water with both his hands,
drew up a jar full of gold coins and gold and spoke thus to the
wheel-rolling king: ' Is this enough, your majesty, have I done
enough, your majesty, is the service enough, your majesty 1' The
wheel-rolling king spoke thus: ' It is enough, householder, you have
done enough, householder, the service is enough, householder.' So,
monks, does the Treasure of the Householder appear to the wheelrolling king.
And again, monks, the Treasure of the Adviser3 appears to the
wheel-rolling king. [176] He is clever, experienced, wise; he is pro1

As at M. ii. 84.

n. 3 gives interesting reasons for t,ranslating gahapati here as
Treasurer but, while hoping I will not "convey a wrong impression,, of his
functions, I incline more to tho usual rendering of" household&,,,
'He is as the king's eldest son, MA. iv. 229.
a Dial. ii. 206,
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ficient in procuring what should be procured for the wheel-rolling
king, in removing what should be removed, in retaining what should
be retained. 1 Having approached the wheel-rolling king, he speaks
thus: ' Be you untroubled, sire, I will instruct (you).' So, monks,
does the Treasure of the Adviser appear to the wheel-rolling king.
The wheel-rolling king, monks, is endowed with these seven
Treasures.
And with what four efficacies 12 As to this, monks, a wheelrolling king is lovely, good to look upon, charming, endowed with
the greatest beauty of complexion surpassing other men's. Monks,
a wheel-rolling king is endowed with this first efficacy.
And again, monks, a wheel-rolling king is of long life, living long,
surpassing other men. Monks, a wheel-rolling king is endowed with
this second efficacy.
And again, monks, a wheel-rolling king has little illness, does not
ail, is possessed of a good digestion that is neither too cold nor too
hot,3 surpassing other men's. Monks, a wheel-rolling king is endowed with this third efficacy.
And again, monks, a wheel-rolling Icing is dear to brahmans and
householders and beloved by them. As, monks, fathers are dear
to and beloved by their children, so, monks, is a wheel-rolling king
dear to and beloved by bralunaus and householders. And, monks,
brahmans and householders are dear to and beloved by the wheelrolling king. As, monks, children are dear to and beloved by their
father, so, monks, are brahmans and householders dear to and beloved
by the wheel-rolling king. Once upon a time, monks, a wheelrolling king went out to a pleasure ground with a fourfold army.
Then, monks, brahmans and householders, approaching the wheelrolling king, spoke thus: ' Go on slowly, sire, that we may look on
you for longer.' And, monks, the wheel-rolling king addressed the
charioteer, 8aying: [177] 'Drive on slowly, charioteer, that I may
look on the brahmans and householders for longer.' Monks, a
whecl-roJling king is endowed with this fourth efficacy.
...

1

·-----·- ·· · ·--· ------- ··· ····--·- - - - -··

·--·- - - - - - - - - -- - -

The meaning of these three words in this passage: upa,thapeturh (D. ii. 177
upay<ipelmh}, apay<ipetu1n and tliapetu:rii, is doubtful. In the absence of help
from the Comys., they might also be rendered to appoint, dismiss and retain
such a person as should be appointed to, dismissed from or retained in the
king's service.
1 There seems to be a sentence missing here, the equivalent of which occurs
a.t D. ii. 177.
3
Sa.id of Ra.ttha.pala at M. ii. 67.
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Monks, a wheel-rolling king is endowed with these four efficacies.
What do you think about this, monks 1 Does not a wheel-rolling
king, endowed with these seven Treasures and these four efficacies,
experience happiness and joy from that source 1"
"A wheel-rolling king, revered sir, if possessed of only one
Treasure would experience happiness and joy from that source.
How much more then from seven Treasures and four efficacies 1''
Then the Lord, having picked up a small stone the size of his hand,
addressed the monks, saying: " What do you think about this,
monks 1 Now which is the greater, this small stone, the size of
my hand, that I have picked up, or the Himalaya., lord of
mountains 1"
"This small stone, revered sir, that the Lord has picked up, the
size of his hand, is insignificant; compared with the Himalaya,
lord of mountains, it does not count, it does not amount even
to an infinitesimal fraction (of it), it cannot even be compared
(with it)."
" Even so, monks, that happiness and joy that the wheel-rolling
king experiences from the seven Treasures and the four efficacies,
compared with deva-like happiness does not count, it does not amount
to an infinitesimal fraction (of it), it cannot even be compared (with
it). Monks, if sometime or other once in a very long while that
wise man came to human status, he would be born into one of those
families that are high: a family of rich nobles or a family of rich brahmans or a family of rich householders, in such a family as is well-todo, of great possessions, of great resources, with abundant gold and
silver, abundant means, abundant wealth in grains. Moreover, he
would be lovely, good to look upon, charming, endowed with the
greatest beauty of complexion; he would be able to get food, drink,
clothes, vehicles, garlands, scents and perfumes, bed, dwelling and
· lights; he would fare rightly in body, rightly in speech, rightly in
thought. Because [178] he had fared rightly in body, speech and
thought, at the breaking up of the body after dying he would arise
in a good bourn, a heaven world.
Monks, it is as though a gambler at the very first winning throw
(at dice) were to win a great mass of possessions. Insignificant,
monks is that winning throw by which the gambler at the very first
winning throw were to win a great mass of possessions. Greater
than this is the winning throw by which the wise man, having
fared rightly in body, rightly in speech, rightly in thought, at
the breaking up of the body after dying arises in a good bourn, the
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heaven world. This, monks, is the wise man's condition completed
in its entirety."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said. ·
Discourse on Fools and the Wise:
The Ninth

130. DISCOURSE ON THE DEVA-MESSENGERS1
(Devacl iitasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil.l<Jika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus:
" Monks, it is as if there were two houses with doors 2 and a man
with vision standing there between them might see people entering
a house and leaving it and going back and forth and walking across.
Even so do I, monks, with the purified deva-vision surpassing that
of men see beings as they arc passing hence, as they are coming to
be, and see 3 that beings arc mean, excellent, comely, ugly, wellgoing, ill-going according to the consequences of deeds, (and I
think): 'Indeed these worthy beings, who are endowed with right
conduct in body, speech and thought, who are not scoffers at the
ariyans, are of right view, incurring kamma consequent on right
view, at the breaking up of the body after dying are arising in a good
bourn, a heaven world. Or these worthy beings, who arc endowed
with right conduct in body, speech and thought, [179] who are not
scoffers at the ariyans, arc of right view, incurring kamma consequent
on right view, at the breaking up of the body after dying are arising
among men. Indeed these worthy beings, who arc endowed with
1 Referred to at MA. ii. 422 with special reference to the explanation of
Nim.ya.
1 Simile as at M. i. 279, ii. 21.
1 Again pas.<Jrimi, but other contexts mostly read pajanami.
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wrong conduct in body, speech and thought, who are scoffers at
the ariyans, are of false view, incurring kamma consequent on
wrong view, at the breaking up of the body after dying are arising
in the realm of the departed. Or these worthy beings, who are
endowed with wrong conduct ... incurring kamma consequent on
wrong view, at the breaking up of the body after dying are arising
in an animal womb. Or these worthy beings, endowed with wrong
conduct ... are arising in the sorrowful ways, the bad bourn, the
Downfall, Niraya Hell.'
Monks, 1 the guardians of Niraya Hell, having seized that person
by both arms, present him to King Yama, saying: 'This man, sire,
has no respect for his mother, no respect for his father, 2 he does not
honour recluses, he does not honour brahmans, he does not pay due
respect to the elders of the family. Let your majesty decree a
punishment for him.'
Then, monks, King Yama cross-questions him, questions him
closely and speaks to him concerning the first deva-messenger, saying:
' My good man, did you not see the first deva-messenger who appeared
among men 1' He speaks thus: 'I did not see him, revered sir.'
So, monks, King Yama speaks to him thus: ' My good man, did you
not see among men a young baby boy lying on his back, fallen
prostrate among his own excrements 1' He speaks thus: 'I saw
him, revered sir.' King Yama, monks, speaks thus to him: 'My
good man, although you are sensible and grown up, did it not occur
to you: I too am liable to birth, I have not outstripped birth; come,
I (shall) do what is lovely in body, speech and thought '1 He speaks
thus: 'I was not able to, revered sir, I was indolent, 3 revered sir.'
King Yama, monks, speaks to him thus: ' If it was because of indolence, my good man, that you did not do what was lovely in
body, speech and thought, they will undoubtedly do unto you,
my good man, in accordance with that indolence. For this that is
an evil deed is yours; it was not done by mother, it was not done by
father, (180] it was not done by brother, it was not done by sister,
it was not done by friends and acquaintances, it was not done by
kith and kin, it was not done by recluses and brahmans, it was not
done by devatas. This evil deed was done by you; it is you yourself
that will experience its ripening.'
1 Jlrom here onwards cf. A. i. 138 ff., where however there are only three
deva-messengers.
1 Omitted in Chalmers' M. text, but found at A. i. 138, D. iii. 72.
1 Or, heedless.
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King Yama, monks, having cross-questioned him, questioned him
closely and spoken to him concerning the first deva-messenger, then
cross-questions him, questions him closely and speaks to him concerning the second deva-messenger, saying:' My good man, did you
not see the second deva-messenger who appeared among men 1'
He speaks thus: ' I did not see him, revered sir.' King Yama, monks,
speaks thus to him: 'My good man, did you not see among men a
woman or a man eighty or ninety or a hundred years old, aged,
crooked as a rafter, bent, leaning on a stick, going along palsied,
miserable, youth gone, teeth broken, hair thinned, skin wrinkled,
stumbling along, the limbs discoloured 1' He speaks thus: ' I saw
this, revered sir.' King Yama, monks, speaks thus:' My good man,
although you are sensible and grown up, did it not occur to you: I
too am liable to old age, I have not outstripped old age; come, I
(shall) do what is lovely in body, speech and thought '1 He speaks
thus: 'I was not able to, revered sir, I was indolent, revered sir.'
King Yama, monks, speaks to him thus: ' If it was because of indolence, my good man, that you did not do what was lovely in body,
speech and thought ... This evil deed was done by you; it is you··
yourself that will experience its ripening.'
King Yama, monks, having cross-questioned him, questioned
him closely and spoken to him concerning the second devamessenger, then cross-questions him, questions him closely and
speaks to him concerning the third deva-messenger, saying: [181]
'My good man, did you not see the third deva-messenger who
appeared among men 1' He speaks thus: ' I did not see him, revered
sir.' King Yama, monks, speaks to him thus:' My good man, did
you not see among men a woman or a man afflicted with illness,
suffering, grievously ill, fallen prostrate among his own excrements,
(only) rising with (the help of) others, (only) getting to bed w.ith
(the help of) others 1' He speaks thus: 'I saw this, revered sir.'
King Yama, monks, speaks to him thus: 'My good man, although
you are sensible and grown up, did it not occur to you: I too am
liable to illnese, I have not outstripped illness; come, I (shall) do
what is lovely in body, speech and thought '1 He speaks thus:
'I was not able to, revered sir, I-was indolent, revered sir.' King .
Ya.ma, monks, speaks to thim thus: ' If it was because of indolence,
my good man, that you did not do what was lovely in body, speech
and thought . . . This evil deed was done by you; it is you yourself
that will experience its ripening.'
King Ya.ma, monks, having cross-questioned him, questioned him
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closely and spoken to him concerning the third deva-messenger,
then cross-questions him, questions him closely and speaks to him
concerning the fourth deva-messenger, saying: 'My good man, did
you not see the fourth deva-messenger who appeared among men 1'
He speaks thus: 'I did not see him, revered sir.' King Yama,
monks, speaks to him thus:' My good man, did you not see among
men kings who, having arrested a thief, an evil-doer, were subjecting
him to various punishments: they lashed him with whips and they
lashed him with canefl and they lashed him with (birch) rods . . .
(as at text vol. iii. p. 164) ... and they decapitated him with a sword 1'
He speaks thus: 'I saw this, revered sir.' King Yama, monks,
speaks to him thus: 'My good man, although you are sensible ·and
grown up, did it not occur to you: Indeed those who do evil deeds are
subjected to various punishments like these here and now, and what
about [182] hereafter 1 Come, I (shall) do what is lovely in body,
speech and thought '1 He speaks thus:' I was not able to, revered
sir, I was indolent, revered sir.' King Yama, monks, speaks to him
thus: ' If it was because of indolence, my good man, that you did not
do what was lovely in body, speech and thought ... This evil deed
was done by you; it is you yourself that will experience its ripening.'
King Yama, monks, having cross-questioned him, questioned him
closely and spoken to him concerning the fourth deva-messenger,
then cross-questions him, questions him closely and speaks to him
concerning the fifth deva-messenger, saying: 'My good man, did
you not see the fifth deva-mcssenger who appeared among men 1'
He speaks thus: ' I did not see him, revered sir.' King Yama, monks,
speaks to him thus: 'My good man, did you not see among men a
woman or a man dead for one, two or three days, swollen, discoloured,
decomposing 1' He speaks thus: ' I saw this, revered sir.' King
Yama, monks, speaks to him thus: 'My good man, although you
are sensible and grown up, did it not occur to you: I too am liable
to death, I have not outstripped death; come, I (shall) do what is
lovely in body, speech and thought '1 He speaks thus: 'I was not
able to, revered sir, I was indolent, revered sir.' King Yama,
monks, speaks to him thus: ' If it was because of indolence, my good
man, that you did not do what is lovely in body, speech and thought,
they will undoubtedly do unto you, my good man, in accordance
with that indolence. For this that is an evil deed is yours; it was
not done by mother, it was not done by father, it was not done by
brother, it was not done by sister, it was not done by friends and
acquaintances, it was not done by kith and kin, it was not done by
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recluses and brahmans, it was not <lone by devatas. 'l'his evil deed ,
was done by you; it is you yourself that will experience its ripening.'
King Yama, monks, having cross-questioned him, questioned him
closely and spoken to him concerning the fifth deva-messenger, was
silent.
MonkR, the guardians of Niraya Hell (183] subject him to what is
called the fivefold pinion: 1 they drive a red-hot iron stake through
each hand and foot and a red-hot iron stake through the middle
of his breast ...
Four-cornered and with four gates,.
It is divided into equal portions,
Encircled by an iron wall, with a roof of iron above;
Its incandescent floor is made of glowing iron;
All round it stan<ls a hundred yojanas square.
The flames that leap up by the eastern wall of this Great Niraya
Hell, monks, arc hurled agaiust the western wall; the flames that
leap up by the western wall [184) are hurled against the eastern wall;
the flames that leap up by the northern wall are hurled against the
southern wall; the flames that leap up by the southern wall are hurled ,
against the northern wall; the flames that leap up from below are
hurled above; the flames that leap up from above are hurled below.
Thereat he feels feelings that are painful, sharp, severe. But he
does not do his time until he makes an end of that evil <leed. 2
Monks, there comes a time once in a very long while when the
eastern gateway of this Great Nim.ya Hell is opened. He rushes
there swiftly and spee<lily; while he is rushing swiftly and speedily
his skin burns and his hide burns and his flesh burns and his tendons
burn and his eyes 3 arc filled with smoke- such is his plight. 4 And
though he has attained much, 5 the gateway is nevertheless closed
1 This description of Niraya Hell, down to the end of the verso, occurs also
at M. iii. 166-167.
2
See above, p. 212, n. 4.
3
I propose reading akkhini inRtcacl of wxt 's a/~hi.-ni; cf. DhA. i. 425, akkhini
me dhii:mayanti.
' ubbltatarh tiidisarh eva hoti, such is his pulling out (or pulling back). But
a.s yet he is unable to pull out quickly enough. 'l'he next time the ea.stern
gateway is opened he goes out by it.
6
bahusam'j)Q,tla. MA. iv. 235, after saying that he has attained many
hundred thousand years in Avici but that it takes him all this time to work off'
the ripening of his evil deed, then describes the crucifixion of Devadatta. in the
midst of the six fires of Avici, a name that appears to mean there is no interval
in (or suspension of) anguish.
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against him. Thereat he feels feelings that are painful, sharp,
severe. But he does not do his time until he makes an end of that
evil deed.
Monks, there comes a time once in a very long while when the
western gateway . .. the northern gateway ... the southern gateway
of this Great Niraya Hell is opened. He rushes there swiftly and
speedily; while he is rushing swiftly and speedily his skin burns
. . . the gateway is nevertheless closed against him. Thereat he
feels feelings that are painful, sharp, severe. But he does not do
his time until he makes and end of that evil deed.
Monks, there comes a time once in a very long while when the
eastern gateway of this Great Niraya Hell is opened. He rushes
there swiftly and speedily ... such is his plight. He issues forth
by this gateway.
But, monks, adjacent to this Great Niraya Hell [185] is the Great
Filth Hell. 1 He falls into it. And, monks, in that Filth Hell
needle-mouthed creatures cut away his skin; having cut away his
skin they cut away his hide; having cut away his hide they cut
away his flesh; having cut away his flesh they cut away his tendons;
having cut away his tendons they cut away his boneR; having cut
away his bones they devour the marrow of the bones. Thereat
he feels feelings that are painful, sharp, severe. But he does not
do his time until he makes an end of that evil deed.
And, monks, adjacent to this Filth Hell is the great Ember Hell. 2
He falls into it. Thereat he feels feelings that are painful, sharp,
severe. But he does not do his time until he makes an end of that
evil deed.
And, monks, adjacent to that Ember Hell is the great Forest of
Silk-Cotton Trees3 towering a yojana high with prickles a fingerbreadth long, burning, aflame, ablaze. They make him climb up
and they make him climb down. Thereat he feels feelings . . .
But he does not do his time until he makes an end of that evil deed.
And, monks, adjacent to that Forest of Silk-Cotton Trees is the
great Sword-leafed Forest." He enters it. Its leaves, stirred by
the wind, cut off his hands and cut off his feet and cut off his hands
and feet ... ears ... nose and cut off his ears and nose. Thereat
1 Giithaniraya, mentioned also at VvA. 226.
See D.P.P.N. for all these
Hells.
2 Kukku}a.niraya..
At Mhw. i. 6 it is said that the people here run a.bout
in flames.
3
Simbalavana.
' ARipatta.va.na..
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he feels feelings that are painful, sharp, severe. But he does not do
his time until he makes and end of that evil deed.
And, monks, adjacent to that Sword-leafed Forest is the great
River of Caustic Water. 1 He falls into it. There he is carried
with the steam and he is carried against the stream and he is carried
with and against the stream. 2 Thereat he feels feelings that are
painful, sharp, severe. But he does not do his time until he makes
an end of that evil deed.
Monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell haul him out3 with a fish-hook,
[186] set him on dry ground and speak thus to him:' My good man,
what do you want 1' He speaks thus:' I am hungry, revered sirs.'
Monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell, opening his mouth with a
glowing iron spike, burning, aflame, ablaze, then push into his
mouth a glowing copper pellet, burning, aflame, ablaze. It burns ··
his lips and it burns his mouth and it burns his throat and it burns
his chest and it passes out below taking with it his bowels and
intestines. Thereat he feels feelings ... But he does not do his
time until he makes an end of that evil deed.
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell speak thus to him:
'My good man, what do you want 1' He speaks thus:' I am thirsty,
revered sirs.' Monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell, opening his
mouth with a glowing iron spike, burning, aflame, ablaze, sprinkle
glowing copper and bronze into his mouth, burning, aflame, ablaze.
It burns his lips and it burns his mouth and it burns his throat and
it burns his chest and it passes out below taking with it his bowels
and intestines. Thereat he feels feelings that arc painful, sharp,
severe. But he does not do his time until he makes an end of that
evil deed.
Then, monks, the guardians of Niraya Hell push him back again
into the Great Niraya Hell.
Once upon a time, monks, it occurred to King Yama: ' Those that
do evil deeds in the world are subjected to a variety of punishments
like these. 0 that I might acquire human status and that a
1 Kharodaka nadr.
Called at MA. iv. 237 the river Vetarai;iI. Mhvu. i. 7
also implies that this river, Vaitarai:ii, is near the Sword-leafed Forest,
Asipatravana, which there is apparently a" secondary hell" (the meaning of
which mn.y more properly be Kumbha). For 'lttsada-niraya as meaning
"sccondn.ry hell" (sixteen attached to cnch of the eight hells), ~ee .Mht'U,
1'rans., vol. i, p. 6, n. 1.
2 Ho does not get across-to the safety of the Further Shore.
a CJ. Mh1tU. i. 7-8.
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Tathagata might arise in the world, a perfected one, a fully SelfAwakened One, and that I might wait on that Lord, and that that
Lord might teach me dhamma, and that I might understand that
Lord's dhamma.'
What I am talking about, monks, I have heard from no other
recluse or brahman; and moreover what I am talking about is
known only by me myself, seen by myself, discerned by myself."
[187] Thus spoke the Lord. When the Well-farer had said this,
the Teacher further spoke thus:
" If young men, warned by deva-messcngers, are indolent,
For a long time they grieve- men going to lowly assemblies.
But those who here are truly men, when warned by devamessengers
Are never indolent in the ariyan dhamma;
Seeing peril in grasping, in the origin of birth and dying,
They are freed without grasping through the destruction of
birth and dying.
These, attaining security, happy, here and now perfectly
allayed,1
Outstripping all hatred and fear, pass beyond all anguish."

Discourse on the Deva-Messengers:
The Tenth
Division on Emptiness:
The Third
1 abhinibbuta.
A. iii. 311.

This verse also occurs at A. i. 142, and the la.st four lines at"

IV. THE DIVISION ON ANALYSIS
(Vibhangavagga)

J 31.

DISCOURSE ON THE AUSPICIOUS 1
(Bhaddekarattasutta)

Tttus have I hcar<l: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in AnathapiQ(Jilm's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus: " I will teach you, monks, the exposition and the analysis of
the Auspicious. Listen to it, pay careful attention and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent. 1'he
Lord spoke thus:
" The past2 should not be followed after, 3 the future not desired.
What is past is got rid of and the future has not come.
But whoever has vision4 now here, now there, of a present
thing, 6
Knowing that it is immovable, unshakable, 6 let him cultivate it.
Swelter at the task7 this very day. Who knows whether he will
<lie tomorrow ?
There is no bargaining with the great hosts of Death.
Thus abiding ardently, unwearied day and night,
He indeed is ' Auspicious ' calle<l, described as a sage at peace."
[188] And how, monks, does one follow after the past ? He
·-··-- -··-·----- ---·-·· - ·--· ----·-- --- - - This title is hard to translate. MA. v. l connects the word bhaddekaratta
with being endowed with intentness on vi1>assana, insight gained in meditation.
Sec Intr., p. xxvi. This is the Vagga that has 12 Discourses. If it were
thought desirable to reduce them to the normal 10, this DiscourRe, spoken by
the Lord, would rank as one, and the next three, spoken by disciples, would
have to be counted together as another single Discourse.
2
The five khandltas in the past, MA. v. 1. These verscR are also at Netti.
149, Ap. p. 506.
3 niinvdgameyya, which MA. v. I explains as nilnugae,cheyya, to follow after.
The meaning of anvagameti appears to be to cause to come back, i.e. to recall,
because of eraving and wrong view.
4 vipassati, that is, in meditation.
6
Realising that it is impermanent and so on.
• By attachment and so on.
7 ajj' eva kie,ca1h iitapparh; cf. Dhp. 276.
This line and the next are quoted
at UdA. 89, DhA. iii. 430.
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thinks: 'Such was my material shape in the distant past' and finds 1
delight therein. He thinks: ' Such was my feeling ... my perception
... such were my habitual tendencies ... such was my consciousness
in the distant past' and finds delight therein. Even so, monks,
does one follow after the past.
And how, monks, does one not follow after the past ? He thinks:
' Such was my material shape in the distant past ' but docs not find
delight therein. He thinks: ' Such was my feeling ... my perception
... my habitual tendencies ... my consciousness in the distant past '
but does not find delight therein. Even so, monks, does one not
follow after the past.
And how, monks, does one desire the future ? He thinks: ' May
my material shape ... feeling ... perception ... habitual tendencies
... consciousness be thus in the distant future' and finds delight
therein. Even so, monks, does one desire the future.
And how, monks, does one not desire the future 1 He thinks:
'May my material shape ... feeling ... perception ... habitual
tendencies ... consciousness be thus in the distant future ' but does
not find delight therein. Even so, monks, does one not desire the
future.
And how, monks, is one drawn away among present things 12
As to this, monks, an uninstructed ordinary person, taking no count
of the pure ones, unskilled in the dhamma of the pure ones, untrained
in the dhamma of the pure ones, taking no count of the true men,
unskilled in the ilhamma of the true men, untrained in the dhamma
of the true men, regards material shape as self or self as having
material shape or material shape as in self or self as in material
shape; or he regards feeling ... perception ... the habitual tendencies
. . . consciousness [189] as self or self as having consciousness or
consciousness as in self or self as in consciousness. Even so, monks,
is one drawn away among present things.
And how, monks, is one not drawn away among present things 1
As to this, monks, an instructed disciple of the pure ones, taking
count of the pure ones, skilled in the dhamma of the pure ones,
trained in the dhamma of the pure ones, taking count of the true
men, skilled in the dhamma of the true men, trained in the dhamma
-- ·--· .. ·-···--·--- ·- - -sama:nvcineti, continues to ta.kc, explained by anupavatteti, to keep moving
on after, at MA. v. 3.
1 paccuppannesu dhammesu samhirati.
Samhirati is to be drawn into or to
be caught; also to be drawn a.way by craving and false view from developing
insight or vision, vipassanii, MA. v. 2.
- -- - - ·--------·- •-·---- -·• ·- -··- ·-- ·- - ·- -··1
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of the true men, does not regard material shape as self or self as
having material shape or material shape as in self or self as in
material shape; and he does not regard feeling ... perception ... the
habitual tendencies . . . consciousness as self or self as having consciousness or consciousness as in self or self as in consciousness.
Even so, monks, is one not drawn away among present things.
The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
(... as above ... )
He indeed is 'Auspicious' called, described as a sage at peace.
When I said: ' I will teach you, monks, the exposition and the
analysis of the Auspicious,' it was said in reference to this.,,
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what the
Lord had said.
Discourse on the Auspicious:
The First

132. A.NANDA'S DISCOURSE ON 'l'HE

AUSPICIOUS
(Ananda.bhaddekarattasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapii:i<;J.ika's monastery. Now at that
time the venerable Ananda gladdened, roused, incited and delighted
the monks with talk on dhamma in an assembly hall; [190] and he
spoke the exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious. Then the
Lord, emerging from solitary meditation towards evening, approached that assembly hall; having approached, he sat down on
the seat made ready. As he was sitting down, the Lord addressed
the monks, saying: "Now, who, monks, gladdened, roused, incited,
and delighted the monks with talk on dhamma in the assembly hall 1
And did he speak the exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious 1"
"The venerable Ananda, revered sir, gladdened ... delighted the
monks with talk on dhamma in the assembly hall; and he spoke the
exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious."
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Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda, saying: "But
how is it that you, .A.nanda, gladdened, roused, incited and delighted
the monks with talk on dhamma ?1 Did you speak the exposition
and the analysis of the Auspicious ?"
" I, revered sir, gladdened . . . delighted the monks with talk on
dhamma thus. I spoke the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious:
'The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
. . . (as in the f ore,goi'fl{J Discourse) . . .
He indeed is " Auspicious " called, described as a sage at peace.'
And how, your reverences, does one follow after the past ? He
thinks that he was of such a material shape ... such feeling ... such
perception ... such habitual tendencies . . . such consciousness in
the distant past, and finds delight therein ... (as in the fore,goi'fl{J
Discourse) ... Even so, your reverences, is one not drawn away
among present things.

[191] 'The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
. . . (as in the f ore,goi'fl{J Discourse) . . .
He indeed is "Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.'
It was thus, revered sir, that I gladdened, roused, incited, delighted
the monks with talk on dhamma and spoke the exposition and
analysis of the Auspicious."
"It is good, Ananda, it is good; it is good that you, .A.nanda,
gladdened ... delighted the monks with talk on dhamma an<l spoke
the exposition and analysis of the Auspicious:
'The past should not be followed after, the future not desired. 2
He indeed is "Auspicious " called, described as a sage at peace.'
And how, Ananda, does one follow after the past? ... Even so,
Ananda, does one follow after the past. And how, Ananda, does
one not follow after the past ? .•. Even so, Ananda, does one not
follow after the past. And how, .A.nanda, does one desire the
future? ... Even so, .A.nanda, does one desire the future. And how,
.A.nanda, does one not desire the future 1 . . . Even so, Ananda,
does one not desire the future. And how, .Ananda, is one drawn
1

See p. 245, n . 3 below.
The whole of Discourse No. 131 from the first line of the verse to the last
line of its second occurrence is here supposed to be repeated.
1
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away among present things 1 ... Even so, .A.nanda, is one drawn
away among present things. And how, .A.nan_da, is one not drawn
away among present things 1 ... Even so, .A.nanda, is one not drawn
away among present things.
'The past should not be followed after, the future not desired .
. . . (as in the foregoing Discourse) ...
He indeed is" Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.'"
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable .A.nanda rejoiced··
in what the Lord had said .
.A.nanda's Discourse on the Auspicious:
The Second

133. MAHAKACCANA'S DISCOURSE ON THE

AUSPICIOUS
(Mahakaccanabhaddekarattasutta)

[192] Taus have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Rajagaha in the Tapoda monastery. 1 'fhen the venerable
Samiddhi, 2 getting up when the night was waning, went to the .
Tapoda (lake) to bathe his limbs. When he had bathed his limbs .
in the Tapoda (lake) and had come out (of the water), he stood in ·
one robe drying his limbs. Then, when the night was far spent,3
a certain deva illumining with his radiant beauty the whole of the
Tapoda, 4 approached the venerable Samiddhi and, having approached, stood at one side. While he was standing at one side, this
deva spoke thus to the venerable Samiddhi:
1 So called because it faced the Tapoda lake.
At MA. v. 4 this is called
"hot," tatta. OJ. SA. i. 38, VinA. ii. 512 and see B.D. i. 188, n. 1, 274, n. 6,
K.S. i. 14, n. 5. See also S. i. 8 where likewise a. devatii spoke to Samiddhi at
this place.
2 See M. Sta. 136.
At Thag. 46 a verse is ascribed to him. See Paa. Breth.,
p. 51, n. 3.
8
For notes on words in this passage see M.L.S. i. 183.
' Probably both the lake and the monastery.
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" Do you, monk, remember the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious 1"
" I, friend, 1 do not remember the exposition and the analysis of
the Auspicious. But do you, friend, remember the exposition and
the analysis of the Auspicious 1"
" I too,. monk, do not remember either the exposition or the
analysis of the Auspicious. But do you, monk, remember the
verses of the Auspicious 1"
" I, friend, do not remember the verses of the Auspicious. But
do you, friend, remember the verses of the Auspicious 1"
" I too, monk, do not remember the verses of the Auspicious.
But do you, monk, learn the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious; do you, monk, master the exposition and the analysis
of the Auspicious; do you, monk, remember the exposition and the
analysis of the Auspicious. For the exposition and the analysis
of the Auspicious, monk, are connected with the goal, they are
fundamental to the Brahma-faring.''
Thus spoke this deva; having said this, he disappeared then and
there. Then the venerable Samiddhi towards the end of that night
approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord,
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
respectful distance, the venerable Samiddhi spoke thus to the Lord:
"Now I, revered sir, when the night was waning went to the
Tapoda (lake) to bathe my limbs. [193] When I had bathed my
limbs in the Tapoda (lake) and had come out (of the water), I stood
in one robe while drying my limbs. Then, revered sir, when the
night was far spent a certain deva ... (as above) ' ... fundamental
to the Brahma-faring.' Thus spoke this deva, revered sir. Having
said this, he disappeared then and there. It were good, revered sir, ·
if the Lord would teach me the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious.''
" Well then, monk, listen and attend carefully and I will speak."
" Yes, revered sir," the venerable Samiddhi answered the Lord
in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
"The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
... (as in Discourse No. 131) ...
He indeed is' Auspicious' called, described as a sage at peace."
Thus spoke the Lord. When he had said this, 2 the Well-farer rose
1

dvuso.

2

Cf. M. i. 110 ff.
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from his seat and entered a dwelling-place. Soon after the Lord
had gone, it occurred to those monks: " Your reverences, the Lord,
having recited this exposition to us in brief, but not having explained
the meaning in full, rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
' The past should not be followed after, the future not desired .
. . . (as in Discourse No. 131) ...
He indeed is "Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.'
Now, who can explain the meaning in full of this exposition that was
recited in brief by the Lord but the meaning of which was not
explained in full ?" (194] Then it occurred to these monks: " Now
the venerable Kaccana the Great is both praised by the Teacher and·.
revered by intelligent fellow-Brahma-farers; and the venerable
Kaccana the Great is able to explain in full the meaning of this
exposition that was recited in brief by the Lord but the meaning of
which was not explained in full. Suppose we were to approach the
venerable Kaccana the Great, and having approached, were to
question him on this meaning?"
Then these monks approached the venerable Kaccana the Great;
having approached, they exchanged greetings with him, and when
they had conversed in a friendly and courteous way, they sat down
at a respectful distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful
distance, these monks spoke thus to the venerable Kaccana the
Great:
"Reverend Kaccana, the Lord, having recited this exposition to
us in brief but not having explained its meaning in full, rose from
his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
' The past should not be followed after, the future not desired .
. . . (as in Discourse No. 131) ...
He indeed is" Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.i.
Soon after the Lord had departed, it occurred to us, reverend
Kaccana: 'Your reverences, the Lord, having recited this exposition
to us in brief, but not having explained the meaning in full, rose
from his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
The past should not be followed after, the future not desired .
. . . (as in Discourse No. 131) ...
He indeed is" Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.
Now, who can explain the meaning in full of this exposition that was
recited in brief by the Lord but the meaning of which was not ex-
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plained in full 1' Then, reverend Kaccana, it occurred to us:' Now
the venerable Kaccana the Great is both praised by the Teacher
... Suppose we were ... to question him on this meaning.' May the
venerable Kaccana the Great explain it."
" Your reverences, as a man walking about aiming at the pith,
searching for the pith, looking about for the pith of a great, stable
and pithy tree, [195] might pass by the root, pass by the trunk,
thinking that the pith was to be looked for in the branches and
foliage--even so is this performance of the venerable ones, for
(although) you had the Teacher face to face, yet you have ignored
that Lord and judge that it is I who should be questioned on this
meaning. But, your reverences, the Lord knows what should be
known, sees what should be seen, he has become vision, become
knowledge, become dhamma, become Brahma, he is the propounder,
the expounder, the bringer of the goal, the giver of the Deathless,
dhamma-lord, Tathagata. This was the time when you should have
questioned the Lord on this meaning so that you might have understood what the Lord explained to you."
" Undoubtedly, reverend Kaccana, the Lord knows what should
be known ... This was the time when we should have questioned the
Lord on this meaning so that we might have understood what the
Lord explained to us. But the venerable Kaccana the Great is
both praised by the Teacher and revered by intelligent fellow
Brahma-farers; and the venerable Kaccana the Great is able to
explain in full the meaning of this exposition that was recited in
brief by the Lord but the meaning of which was not explained in full.
May the venerable Kaccana explain it, without finding it troublesome."
"Well then, your reverences, listen, pay careful attention and I
will speak.''
" Yes, your reverence," these monks answered the venerable
Kaccana the Great in assent. The venerable Kaccana the Great
spoke thus:
" In regard to that exposition, your reverences, that the Lord
recited in brief but the meaning of which he had not explained in
full when he rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
'The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
He indeed is" Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.'
Of this exposition that was recited by the Lord in brief but the
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meaning of which he did not explain in full, I, your reverences,
understand the meaning in full thus:
And how, your reverences, does one follow after the past 1 He
thinks: (196] ' Such was my vision1 in the distant past, such were
material shapes,' and his consciousness2 is bound fast there by desire
and attachment; because his consciousness is bound fast by desire
and attachment, he delights in it ;3 delighting in it he follows after
the past. He thinks: ' Such was my ear in the distant past, such
were sounds ... Such was my nose in the distant past, such were
smells . . . Such was my tongue in the distant past, such were
flavours ... Such was my body in the distant past, such were tactile
objects ... Such was my mind in the distant past, such were mental
states,' and his consciousness is bound fast there by desire and
attachment; because his consciousness is bound fast by desire and ·
attachment, he delights in it; delighting in it, he follows after the
past. It is thus, your reverences, that one follows after the past.
And how, your reverences, does one not follow after the past 1
He thinks: ' Such was my vision in the distant past, such were
material shapes ' but without his consciousness being bound fast
there by desire and attachment; because his consciousness is not
bound fast by desire and attachment, he does not delight in it;
not delighting in it, he does not follow after the past. He thinks:
' Such was my ear in the distant past, such were sounds . . . Such
was my nose in the distant past, such were smells ... Such was my
tongue in the distant past, such were flavours ... Such was my body
in the distant past, such were tactile objects ... Such was my mind in
the distant past, such were mental states ' but without his consciousness being bound fast there by desire and attachment; because his
consciousness is not bound fast by desire and attachment, he does not
delight in it; not delighting in it, he does not follow after the past.
It is thus, your reverences, that one does not follow after the past.
And how, your reverences, does one desire the future 1 He
thinks: ' May my vision be such in the distant future, material
1 MA. v. 5-6 explains that in the two preceding Discourses and in the following one the headings (matika) and the analysis were made in respect of the
five khandha; but hero the headings refer to the 12 (sense-)fields (ayatana),
i.e. the six sensory organs and their six (appropriate) sense-data.
2
MA. v. 6 reads with a Burmese edn. nikanti viiinatµ1,, consciousness that is
desire, craving, longing for.
3
I.e. in" vision," etc. Of. 8. iv. 13 /., where one rejoices in the six sense.
fields.
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shapes such ' and bends his thought to the acquisition of what is
not (yet) acquired; because he so bends his thought, he delights
in that; delighting in that, he desires the future. He thinks: 'May
my ear ... sounds ... nose ... smells ... tongue ... flavours ...
body ... tactile objects .. . May my mind be such in the distant
future, [197) mental states such ' and bends his thought to the
acquisition of what is not (yet) acquired; because he so bends his
thought, he delights in that; delighting in that, he desires the future.
It is thus, your reverences, that one desires the future.
And how, your reverences, does one not desire the future? He
thinks: 'May my vision be such in the distant future, material
shapes such ' but does not bend his thought to the acquisition of
what is not (yet) acquired; because he does not so bend his thought,
he does not delight in that; not delighting in that, he does not desire
the future. He thinks:' May my ear ... may my mind be such in
the distant future, mental states such ' ·but does not bend his
thought to the acquisition of what is not (yet) acquired; because he
does not so bend his thought, he does not delight in that; not
delighting in that, he does not desire the future. It is thus, your
reverences, that one does not desire the future.
And how, your reverences, is one drawn away among present
things 1 If, your reverences, there are at this present time1 both
vision and material shapes 2 to which his consciousness is bound fast
by desire and attachment at this same present time, 3 (then) because
his consciousness is bound fast by desire and attachment, he delights
in them;' delighting in them, he is drawn away among present
things. If, your reverences, there are at this present time both ear
and sounds ... nose and smells ... tongue and flavours ... body and
tactile objects ... mind and mental states to which his consciousness
is bound fast by desire and attachment at this same present time,
(then) because his consciousness is bound fast by desire and attachment, he delights in them; delighting in them, he is drawn away
among present things. It is thus, your reverences, that one is
drawn away among present things.
1

etam paccuppannam.
It would appear that" vision and material shapes,, form a pair, expressed
by the word ubhayam. Attachment, etc., is to this (pair), tasmim. So with
the ear and sounds, eto.
3
yet'O, paccuppanne.
6 I.e. ·desire and attachment, but expressed by tam, again referring to the
pair=both.
1
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And how, your reverences, is one not drawn away among present
things 1 If, your reverences, there are at this present time both
vision and material shapes to which his consciousness is not bound
fast by desire and attachment at this same present time, (then)
because his consciousness is not bound fast by desire and attachment,
he does not delight in them; not delighting in them he is not drawn
away among present things. If, your reverences, there are at this
present time both ear and sounds . . . nose and smells ... tongue
and flavours ... body and tactile objects ... mind and mental
states1 to which his [198] consciousness is not bound fast by desire··
and attachment at this same present time, (then) because his consciousness is not bound fast by desire and attachment, he does not
delight in them; not delighting in them, he is not drawn away
among present things. It is thus, your reverences, that one is not
drawn away among present things.
In regard to that exposition, your reverences, that the Lord recited .
in brief but the meaning of which he had not explained in full when
.he rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
' 'l'he past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
He indeed is" Auspicious,, called, described as a sage at peace.'
Of this exposition that was recited by the Lord in brief but the meaning of which he did not explain in full, I, your reverences, understand
the meaning in full thus. Rut if yo-J, venerable ones, so desire,
having approached the Lord, you can question him as to the meaning,
so that as the Lord explains it to you so you may understand it."
Then these monks, delighting and rejoicing in what the venerable
Kaccana the Great had said, rising from their seats, approached the
Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord, they sat down at a
respectful distance. As they were sitting down at a respectful
distance, these monks spoke thus to the Lord:
"Revered sir, the Lord, having recited this exposition to us in
brief, rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place before he had
explained the meaning in full:
The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
He indeed is ' Auspicious , called, described as a sage at peace.
- ---- -· -- - - -- - ·----------- - - - 1 Quoted a.t Aal. 420.
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And, revered sir, not long after the Lord had departed, it occurred
to us: ' Your reverences, the Lord, having recited this exposition
to us in brief, but not having explained the meaning in full, rose from
his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
He indeed is" Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.

[199] Now, who can explain the meaning in full of this exposition
that was recited in brief by the Lord but the meaning of which was
not explained in full 1' Then it occurred to us, revered sir, 'Now,
your reverences, the venerable Kaccana the Great is both praised
by the Teacher ... Suppose we were ... to question him on this
meaning 1' Then we, revered sir, approached the venerable Kaccana
the Great, and having approached we questioned the venerable
Kaccana the Great on this meaning. The meaning of these (words),
revered sir, was explained to us by the venerable Kaccana the Great
by these methods, by these sentences, by these words."
"Learned, monks, is Kaccana the Great, of great wisdom, monks,
is Kaccana the Great. For if you, monks, had questioned me as to
this meaning, I too would have explained it precisely as it was
explained by Kaccana the Great. Indeed, this is the exact meaning
of that, and thus should you remember it."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Mahakaccana's Discourse on the Auspicious:
The Third

134. LOMASAKANGIYA'S DISCOURSE ON THE

AUSPICIOUS
(Lomaso.kangiya bhaddekarattasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapir_l.(Jika's monastery. Now at that
time the venerable Lomasakangiya1 was staying among the Sakyans
near Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's park. Then, when the night
was far spent, the deva2 Candana, illumining with his radiant beauty
the whole of Nigrodha's park, approached the venerable Lomasakai1giya; and having approached, he stood at one side. As he was
standing at one side the deva Candana spoke thus to the venerable
Lomasakangiya:
" Do you, monk, remember the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious 1"
(200) " I, friend, do not remember the exposition and the analysis
of the Auspicious. But do you, friend, remember the exposition
and the analysis of the Auspicious ?"
" I too, monk, do not remember either the exposition or the analysis
of the Auspicious. But do you, monk, remember the verses of the
Auspicious ?"
" I, friend, do not remember the verses of the Auspicious. But
do you·, friend, remember the verses of the Auspicious?"
"I, monk, remember the verse8 of the Auspicious."
" But how is it3 that you, friend, remember the verses of the
Auspicious?"
1 MA . v. 6 says this Eider's name was Anga, but as he had only a. little down
on his body he was known n.s Lomasakangiya. His verse is n.t Thag. 27, and
the story of how in a former life he wanted to recite the Bhaddekaratta occurs
at ThagA. i. 89 /. See Ap. ii. 504 /., where the story, both of the past and the
present, differs in various details.
2 det'<lputta.
As such ho was known by the same name, Candana, as he had
had as a rich upiisaka in the time of the Buddha. Ka.ssapa., MA. v. 7. See
M.L.S. i. 183.
3
yathiikatha,h dhiiresi. This might also be translated a~" do you remember
according to what had been said," i.-e. do you remember the verses on the
Auspicious according to how they were spoken ? It would, indeed, be
important to know tho verses exactly as they had been spoken for, as the
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"At this one time, monk, the Lord was staying among
Devas of the Thirty-Three at the root of the Coral Tree on
ornamental stone. 1 While he was there the Lord spoke the
position and the analysis of the Auspicious to the Devas of
Thirty-Three:

the
the
exthe

'The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.
What is past is got rid of and the future has not come.
But whoever has vision now here, now there, of a present
thing,
Knowing that it is immovable, unshakable, let him cultivate it.
Swelter at the task this very day. Who knows whether he will
die tomorrow 1
There is no bargaining with the great hosts of Death.
Thus abiding ardently, unwearied day and night,
He indeed is" Auspicious" called, described as a sage at peace.'
Thus it is that I, monk, remember the verses of the Auspicious.
Do you, monk, learn 2 the exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious; do you, monk, master3 the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious; do you, monk, remember4 the exposition and the analysis
of the Auspicious. The exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious,
monk, are connected with the goal, they are fundamental to the
Brahma-faring.''
Thus spoke the deva Candana; having said this, he disappeared
then and there. Then the venerable Lomasakailgiya towards the
end of that night, having packed away his lodging, set out on tour
for Savatthi, taking his bowl and robe. [201] Walking on t'our, he
gradually approached SavatthI, the Jeta Grove, Anathapi1;uµka's
monastery and the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord,
he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a
sequel states, they a.re connected with the goal. The above rendering may
be justified however since the following sentences appear to be an answer
to a question in such a form. OJ. yathakatham aandaaaesi, etc., at M. iii. 190
above.
1 parµf,ukambalasilii, usually the name of Sakka's throne.
Parµf,ukambala
is a light red woollen blanket, in this case the colour of a heap of jayaaumara
(Victory's joy) flowers. According to MA. v. 7 the Buddha went to the
a.bode of the Thirty-Three seven yea.rs after the Enlightenment and after he
had performed the twin miracle, and stayed there for a year.
2 Sitting down in silence while hearing it means "he learns," MA. v. 8.
8 Rehearsing it out loud means " he masters it."
' Speaking it to others means " he remembers it."
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respectful distance the venerable Lomasakailgiya spoke thus to the
Lord:
"At this one time, revered sir, I was staying among the Sakyans
near Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's park. Then, revered sir, when the
night was far spent a certain deva, illumining with his radiant beauty
the whole of Nigrodha's park, approached me and, having
approached, stood at one side. As he was standing at one side,
revered sir, that deva spoke to me thus: 'Do you, monk, remember
the exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious 1' When this had
been said I, revered sir, spoke thus to that deva: ' I, friend, do not
remember the exposition and the analysis of the Auspicious. But
do you, friend, remember the exposition and the analysis of the
Auspicious 1' ' I too, monk ... The exposition and the analysis of
the Auspicious, monk, arc connected with the goal, they are funda-·
mental to the Brahma-faring.' This deva said this, revered sir,
and having said this he disappeared then and there. It were good,
revered sir, if the Lord were to teach me the exposition and the
analysis of the Auspicious."
" But do you, monk, know this deva 1"
"I, revered sir, do not know that deva."
" This deva, monk, is called Candana. The deva Candana, monk,
having applied himself, having attended, and having concentrated
all his mind, listened to dhamma with ready ears. 1 Well then, do
you, monk, listen, attend carefully and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," the venerable Lomasakailgiya answered the
Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
"The past should not be followed after, the future not desired .
. . . (as above) ...
He indeed is 'Auspicious' called, described as a sage at peace.
And how, monk, does one follow after the past ? He thinks:
' Such was my material shape in the distant past ... such was my
feeling . . . perception . . . habitual tendencies . . . such was my·
consciousness in the distant past' and finds delight therein. Even
so, monk, does one follow after the past.
[202] And how, monk, does one not follow after the past 1 . . •
And how, monk, does one desire the future 1 ... (as in Discourse
No. 131) ... Even so, monk, is one not drawn away among present
things.
1

As at M. i. 326, which see for further references.
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The past should not be followed after, the future not desired.

He indeed is 'Auspicious' called, described as a sage at peace."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted the venerable Lomasakarigiya
rejoiced in what the Lord had said.
Lomasakarigiya's Discourse on the Auspicious:
The Fourth

135. DISCOURSE ON THE LESSER ANALYSIS

OF DEEDS
(Cu}akammavibharigasutta)1
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Sa.vatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Ana.thapi1.1«:Jika's monastery. Then the brahman youth Subha, Todeyya's son, 2 approached the Lord; having
approached, he exchanged greetings with the Lord; having conversed
in a friendly and courteous way, he sat down at a respectful distance.
As he was sitting down at a respectful distance the brahman youth
Subha, Todeyya's son, spoke thus to the Lord:
"Now, good Gotama, what is the cause, what the reason that
1 Called at MA. v. 8, 15 Sublwsutta, the latter passage saying that it is also
ca.lied Cullakammavibha'ligasutta. There is a. Subhasutta at M. Sta. 99 and
D. Sta. 10. See S. Levi, Mah<ikarmaviblw:nga, etc., Paris, 1932, for an interesting dissertation on the Karmavibhangaa, and also Mrs. Rhys Davida,
Wayfarer's Word.s, vol. iii, p. 1093 (reprinted from J.R.A.S., 1934). That the
prefix Gula, here qualifies kammavibha'liga (and not sutta) must be understood on the analogy of Maha- in the next Discourse which, from internal
evidence, is not a description of autta but of kammavibhanga; ace below, p.
254, n. 1.
2 Todeyya was Paaenadi'a brahman priest.
He was very rich and very
mean. Born as a dog in his own house, he barked at the Buddha when he
was visiting Subha. The Buddha recognised him and identified him to the
unwilling Subha by getting the dog to find some treasure he had hidden as
a man.
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lowness and excellence are to be seen among human beings while they
are in human form 11 For, good Gotama, human beings of short
life-span are to be seen and those of long life-span; those of many
and those of few illnesses; those who are ugly, those who are
beautiful; those who are of little account, those of great account;
those who are poor, those who are wealthy; those who are of
lowly families, those of high families ;2 those who are weak in
wisdom, [203] those who are full of wisdom. Now what, good
Gotama, is the cause, what the reason that lowness and excellence
are to be seen among human beings while they are in human
form?"
"Deeds3 are one's own, brahman youth, beings are heirs to deeds, 4
deeds are matrix, deeds are kin, deeds are arbiters. 5 Deed divides
beings, that is to say by lowness and excellence."
" I do not understand the meaning in full of that which was
spoken by the good Gotama in brief and the meaning of which was
not explained in full. It were well if the good-Gotama were so to
teach me dhamma that I should understand the meaning in full of
that which was spoken by the good Gotama in brief but the meaning
of which was not explained in full."
"Well then, brahman youth, listen, attend carefully and I will
speak."
"Yes, sir," the brahman youth Subha, Todeyya's son, answered
the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" Brahman youth, here some woman or man is one that makes
onslaught on creatures, is cruel, bloody-handed, intent on injuring
and killing, and without mercy to living creatures. 8 Because of that ·
1

manussanam yeva satam manussabhiUanam. This of course assumes that
human beings need not always be in human form, and this appears to have
been the case with Todeyya. It seems clear that some distinction between
the two words is to be ma.de although in the sequel only human beings are
dealt with. Pa.Ii is precise where we perhaps cannot be. Another word to
be considered in this connection is manussaviggaha, ta.king up form as a
human being, see Vin. iii. 73 where this word is defined, and Vin. iv. 214
= 269, where the compound tiracchanagata-rnanussaviggaha appears to be a
man who has ta.ken up animal form.
2 Defined at Vin. iv. 6.
3
Cf. A. iii. 72, 186, v. 288, Miln. 65. Kamma, here translated as deed or
deeds, is equally the compelling force of kamma as inescapable recompense:
one arises according to what one does, yam karoti tena upapajjati, M. i. 390.
11
As at M. i. 390.
6
kammapa/,isaraf}Q; cf. dhammapa#saraf}Q at M. iii. 9.
• As at M. i. 286.
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deed, accomplished thus, firmly held1 thus, he, at the breaking up
of the body after dying arises in the sorrowful ways, the bad bourn,
the Downfall, Niraya Hell. But if, at the breaking up of the body
after dying he does not arise in the sorrowful ways, the bad bourn,
the Downfall, Niraya Hell, but comes to human status, then wherever
he is born (in a new existence) he is of a short life-span. This course
is conducive to shortness of life-span, brahman youth, that is to say
making onslaught on creatures, being cruel, bloody-handed, intent
on injuring and killing, and without mercy to living creatures.
But, brahman youth, here some woman or man, by getting rid
of onslaught on creatures is one who abstains from onslaught on
creatures; the stick laid aside, the sword laid aside, he lives
scrupulous, merciful, kindly and compassionate to all living creatures.
Because of that deed, accomplished thus, firmly held thus, at the
breaking up of the body after dying he arises in a good bourn, a
heaven world. But if, at the breaking up of the body after dying he
does not arise in a good bourn, a heaven world, but comes to human
status, then wherever he is born (in a new existence) he is of a long
life-span. This course is conducive to length of life-span, brahman
youth, that is to say, if one, by getting rid of onslaught on creatures,
[204] abstains from onslaught on creatures, (and with) the stick laid
aside, the sword laid aside, lives scrupulous, merciful, kindly and
compassionate to all living creatures.
Brahman youth, here some woman or man is by nature harmful
to creatures with his hand or with a clod of earth or with a stick or
with a sword. . Because of that deed, accomplished thus, firmly
held thus, he, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises in
the sorrowful ways, the bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell.
But if, at the breaking up of the body after dying he does not arise
in .. ·. Niraya Hell but comes to human status, then wherever he is
born (in a new existence) he has. many illnesses. This course is
conducive to many illnesses, brahman youth, that is to say being by
nature harmful to creatures with his hand ... or with a sword.
But, brahman youth, here some woman or man is not by nature
harmful to creatures with his hand or with a clod of earth or with a
stick or with a sword. Because of that deed, accomplished thus
... he arises in ... a heaven world ... he has few illnesses. This
1 samadit},~W, explained at MA. v. 11 by
gahita and paramaf,tha, which
may mean that the deed and its effect had been taken and acquired in a
previous birth. The word, together with aamatta, "accomplished,,, also
occurs at M. iii. 214.
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course is conducive to few illnesses, brahman youth, that is to say
not being by nature harmful to creatures with his hand ... or with
a sword.
Brahman youth, here some woman or man is wrathful; turbulent
on being spoken to even about a trifle, he takes offence, gets angry, ·
disagrees, resists, and evinces anger, hatred and resentment. 1 ·
Because of that deed, accomplished thus ... he arises in the sorrowful
ways ... is ugly. This course is conducive to ugliness, brahman
youth, that is to say being wrathful ... and evincing ... resentment.
But, brahman youth, here some woman or man is not wrathful;
not turbulent on being spoken to even about a large matter, he takes
no offence, does not get angry, does not disagree, resist or evince
anger, hatred and resentment. Because of that deed, accomplished
thus . . . he arises in a good bourn . . . is lovely. 2 This course is
conducive to loveliness, brahman youth, that is to say not being
wrathful ... not evincing ... resentment.
Brahman youth, here some woman or man is jealous-minded; he is
jealous, revengeful3 and harbours jealousy on account of others'
gains, honour, fame and the marks of respect and reverence paid to
them. Because of that deed, accomplished thus ... he arises in
the sorrowful ways ... is of little account. This course is conducive
to being of little account, brahman youth, that is to say being
jealous-minded ... of respect and reverence paid to them.
[205] But, brahman youth, here some woman or man is not
jealous-minded; he is not jealous or revengeful nor does he harbour·
jealousy on account of others' gains, honour, fame and the marks
of respect and reverence paid to them. Because of that deed . . .
he arises in a good bourn .. . is of great account. This course is
conducive to being of great account, brahman youth, that is to say
not being jealous-minded ... of respect and reverence paid to them.
Brahman youth, here some woman or man is not a giver' to recluse
or brahman of drink, food, clothing, vehicle, garlands, scents, unguents, bed, lodging, light. Because of that deed . . . he arises in
the sorrowful ways ... is poor. This course is conducive to poverty,
As at A. i. 126-127. OJ. also A. ii. 203 ff.
pasiidika here instead of va~tzavant as earlier.
3
upadussati. So Childers. MA. v. 14 says that because of his jealousy,
being censorious he does wrong (dussati, or is corrupted). It is possible that
the three verbs dussati padussati upadussati denote a gradual intensification
similar to, e.g., jhayanti pajjhayanti nijjhayanti apajjhayanti at M. i. 334.
'Because he is stingy.
1

2
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brahman youth, that is to say not being a giver ... of bed, lodging,
light.
But, brahman youth, here some woman or man is a giver to recluse
or brahman of drink, food ... bed, lodging, light. Because of that
deed ... he arises in a good bourn ... is wealthy. This course is
conducive to wealth, brahman youth, that is to say being a giver
. . . of bed, lodging, light.
Brahman youth, here some woman or man is callous and proud;
he does not greet one who should be greeted, does not stand up for
one who should be stood up for, he does not give a seat to one meriting a seat, he does not make room1 for one meriting room, he does
not respect, revere, reverence, honour one who should be respected,
revered, reverenced, honoured. Because of that deed ... he arises
in the sorrowful ways . . . is of a lowly family. This course is
conducive to being in a lowly family, brahman youth, that is to
say being one who ... does not honour one who should be ...
honoured.
But, brahman youth, here some woman or man is not callous or
proud; he greets one who should be greeted . . . honours one who
should be . . . honoured. Because of that deed ... he arises in the
good bourn ... in a high family. This course is conducive to being
in a high family, brahman youth, that is to say being one who ...
honours one who should be honoured .
Brahman youth, here some woman or a man, having approached
a recluse or a brahman, is not one that asks: 'What, revered sir, is
skill? What is unskill? What is blameable? What unblameable 1 What should be practised 1 What not practised 1
What, being done by me, is for long for my woe and anguish 1 Or
what, being done by me, is for long for my welfare and happiness 1'
Because of this deed ... he arises in the sorrowful ways ... is weak
in wisdom. This course is conducive to being weak in wisdom,
brahman youth, that is to say ... not being one who asks: ' ... Or
what, being done by me, is for long for my welfare and happiness 1'
[206] But, brahman youth, here some woman or man, having
approached a recluse or brahman, is one that asks: ' What, revered
sir, is skill ? ... Or what, being done by me, is for long for my welfare
and happiness ?' Because of that deed ... he arises in a good bourn
... is of great wisdom. Thia course is conducive to great wisdom,
1

maggam deti, to make room or space for, to let pass, to give way; cf. Vin.

ii. 221.
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brahman youth, that is to say ... being one who asks: ' ... Or what,
being done by me, is for long for my welfare and happiness 1'
So, brahman youth, the course conducive to a short iife-span
leads to shortness of life-span; the course conducive to a long lifespan leads to length of life-span; the course conducive to many
illnesses leads to having many illnesses; the course conducive to few
illnesses leads to having few illnesses; the course conducive to being
ugly leads to ugliness; the course conducive to being lovely leads
to loveliness; the course conducive to being of small account leads
to smallness of account; the course conducive to being of great
account leads to greatness of account; the course conducive to being
poor, leads to poverty; the course conducive to being wealthy leads
to wealth; the course conducive to being of lowly family leads to
being in a lowly family; the course conducive to being of high
family leads to being in a high family; the course conducive to being
weak in wisdom leads to weakness of wisdom; the course conducive
to being of great wisdom leads to greatness in wisdom.
Deeds are one's own, brahman youth, beings are heirs to deeds,
deeds are the matrix, deeds the kin, deeds the arbiters. Deed
divides beings, that is to say by lowness and excellence."
When this had been said, the brahman youth Subha, Todeyya's
son, spoke thus to the Lord: " It is excellent, good Gotama, it is.
excellent, good Gotama. It is as if, good Gotama, one might set
upright or ... bring an oil-lamp into the darkness so that those with
vision might see material shapes; even so, in many a figure has
dhamma been made clear by the good Gotama. I am going to the
revered Gotama for refuge and to dhamma and to the Order of
monks. May the revered Gotama accept me as a lay-follower going
for refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts."
Discourse on the Lesser Analysis of Deeds:
The Fifth

136. DISCOURSE ON THE GREATER ANALYSIS

OF DEEDS1
(Mahakammavibhangasutta)
[207] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. Now
at that time the venerable Samiddhi2 ·was staying in a little forest
hut. Then the wanderer Potali's son, who was always pacing up
and down, always roaming about on foot, approached the venerable
Samiddhi; having approached, he exchanged greetings with the
venerable Samiddhi, and having conversed in a friendly and
courteous way he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was
sitting down at a respectful distance, the wanderer Potali's son spoke
thus to the venerable Samiddhi:
" Reverend Samiddhi, from the recluse Gotama's own mouth
have I heard, from his own mouth have I learnt that deed of body
is foolish, 3 deed of speech is foolish, only deed of mind is truth;'
and that there is that attainment on attaining which one experiences
nothing. " 6
" Do not, friend Potali's son, speak thus; do not, friend Potali's
son, speak thus. Do not misrepresent the Lord; for neither is
misrepresentation of the Lord good nor would the Lord speak
thus: Deed of body is foolish ... only deed of mind is truth; (or
say) there is that attainment on attaining which one experiences
nothing."
"How long have you been gone forth, reverend Samiddhi 1"
" Not long, friend, three years."
1 Because the word mahakammavibhanga occurs in this Discourse the prefix
maha must be taken to qualify kammavibhanga and not suUa; see M.L.8.,
vol. i, Intr. p. xiii.
2 Mentioned in M. Sta. 133.
3
mogha, empty, vain, useless; called at MA. v. 15 tuccha aphala, empty,
fruitless; also opposed to sacc.a at D. i. 187, M. ii. 169, etc.
'sac.ca, explained at MA. v. 15 as latha bMUa, real, fa.ct; the Corny also
refers to the Upali-suUa (M. Sta. 56) where it is said that deed of mind is the
more blameable ... deed of body and deed of speech are not like it.
6
Referred by MA. v. 16 to the P<>Uhapada-suUa (D. Sta. 9): kathan nu kho
abhisanna-nirodho lwti, D. i. 180.
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"Now, why should we speak to monks who are Elders when even ·.
a newly ordained monk thinks that the Teacher should be defended
thus 1 Reverend Samiddhi, when one has intentionally done a deed
by body, speech or thought, what does one experience 1"
" When one has intentionally done a deed by body, speech or
thought, friend Potali's son, one experiences anguish."
Then the wanderer Potali's son, neither rejoicing in nor protesting
against what the venerable Samiddhi had said, rose from his seat
and departed without rejoicing, without protesting. Not long after
the wanderer Potali's son had departed, the venerable Samiddhi
approached the venerable Ananda; [208] having approached, he
exchanged greetings with the venerable Ananda, and having conversed in a friendly and courteous way, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance, the
venerable Samiddhi told the venerable A.nanda the whole of the
conversation he had had with the wanderer Potali's son as far as it
had gone. When this had been said, the venerable .A.nanda spoke
thus to the venerable Samiddhi:
" This, reverend Samiddhi, is a subject of conversation that should
be told to the Lord. Wait, reverend Samiddhi, until we can
approach the Lord; when we have approached the Lord we should
tell him this matter; as the Lord explains it to us, so should we
remember it."
" Yes, your reverence," the venerable Samiddhi answered the
venerable Ananda in assent. Then the venerable A.nanda and the
venerable Samiddhi approached the Lord; having approached and
greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. AB he
was sitting down at a respectful distance, the venerable A.nanda
told the Lord tho whole of the conversation the venerable Samiddhi
had had with the wanderer Potali's son as far as it had gone. When
this liad been said the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Ananda:
" But I, Ananda, do not even recognise the wanderer Potali's
son's premise, how then (can I recognise) a conversation like this 1
The question of the wanderer Potali's son was given a one-sided
answer by the foolish man Samiddhi (although) it needed a discriminating explanation."
When this had been said the venerable Udayin1 spoke thus to the
Lord: "But if this, revered sir, were the meaning of what the-.
1 LiiJ-Udiiyin.
MA. v. 16. See D.P.P.N., "an elder who possessed the
knack of saying the wrong thing.,,
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venerable Samiddhi said, (then) whatever one experiences is
anguish." 1
Then the Lord addressed the venerable Ananda, saying: "Now,
do you, Ananda, see this foolish man Udayin's (wrong) approach 12
I, Ananda, knew that this foolish man Udayin, opening up (this
question) now, would open it up to no purpose. 3 Ananda, the
wanderer Potali's son really asked about the three feelings. If, 4
Ananda, this foolish man Samiddhi [209] had explained thus when
he was questioned thus by the wanderer Potali's son: ' When, friend
Potali's son, one has intentionally done a deed by body, speech or
thought for experiencing pleasure . . . pain . . . neither pain nor
pleasure, he experiences pleasure, pain, neither pain nor pleasure
respectively,' explaining thus, Ananda, the foolish man Samiddhi
would have explained properly to the wanderer Potali's son. And
moreover, Ananda, there are foolish and inexperienced wanderers
who are members of other sects who would find out about the
Tathagata's great analysis of deeds6 if you, Ananda, would listen
while the Tathagata is classifying6 the great analysis of deeds."
"It is the time for this, Lord, it is the time for this, Well-farer, that
the Lord should classify the great analysis of deeds. When the
monks have heard the Lord, they will remember."
"Well then, Ananda, listen, attend carefully, and I will speak."
1 dukkhasmim, explained at MA. v. 16 as aabbam dukkham, i.e. the anguish
of rolling on, of the defilements and of the samkhiira .
2 ummagga, with v.1.
ummanga is explained at MA. v. 16 as paiiiia
ummaggam; cf. SnA. 60 ummaggo paiiiia pavuccati. In the context it would
seem that ummanga, emergence " of a desire for knowledge lea.ding to question. ing " is the better reading. See G.S. ii. 184, n. 5.
3 ummujjamano ayoniso ummujjiasati, wanting to speak he stretches out
his neck, moves his jaws and twitches his face, he is not able to sit still. The
Lord saw all this and did not come to know a.bout it either through deva-vision
or reasoning of mind or omniscience, MA. v. 16-17. Again, see G.S. ii. 184,
n. 6 and the connection noted there that has been made between ummujja
and Skrt. unmiiijita; and for unmiiija, unmiiijita one may now consult
B.H.S.D.: " opening, as of the mouth."
' Thie sentence is quoted at Asl. 88 as belonging to a Discourse in which
kamma is thought of as volition, or intentional. The wanderer's name is given
as Piita.liputta..
6
mahiikammavibhatiga, the term which appears to give this Discourse its
name.
8 bhajanlassa, apparently from bhajati, to follow, associate with.
Vibhajati
is to dissect, divide, classify, and is the word Ananda uses (immediately
below) in his response.
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"Yes, revered sir," the venerable Ananda answered the Lord in
assent. The Lord spoke thus:
"There are these four (types of) persons, Ananda, existing in the
world. 1 What four 1 Some individual here, Ananda, is one who
makes onslaught on creatures, takes what has not been given,
wrongly enjoys pleasures of the senses, is a liar, of slanderous speech,
of harsh speech, a gossip, covetous, malevolent in mind, and of
false view. At the breaking up of the body after dying he arises
in the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell.
Some individual here, Ananda, is one who makes onslaught on
creatures ... (as above) . . . is of false view. At the breaking
up of the body after dying he arises in a good bourn, a heaven
world.
But some individual here, Ananda, refrains from onslaught on
creatures, refrains from taking what has not been given, refrains
from wrong enjoyment of the sense-pleasures, refrains from lying,
refrains from slanderous speech, (210] refrains from harsh speech, ..
refrains from gossip, is not covetous, not malevolent in mind, and is
of right view. At the breaking up of the body after dying he arises
in a good bourn, a heaven world.
Some individual here, Ananda, refrains from onslaught on creatures
... (as above) ... is of right view. At the breaking up of the body
after dying he arises in the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall,
Niraya Hell.
This is a case, 2 Ananda, where some recluse or brahman, as a result
of ardour, as a result of striving, as a result of application, as a result
of diligence, as a result of right mental work, 3 attains such concentration of mind that while the mind is concentrated he sees with the
purified deva-like vision surpassing that of men some individual here
who made onslaught on creatures, took what had not been given,
wrongly enjoyed sense-pleasures, was a liar, of slanderous speech,
of harsh speech, a gossip, covetous, malevolent in mind, and of
false view- and he-sees that at the breaking up of the body after
dying he has arisen in the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall,
Niraya Hell. He speaks thus: ' Indeed there are evil Leeds, there is
1 .MA. v. 18 says that these four are maW·<i (hen.dings, summaries) set out
so as to detail the knowledge of the great analysis of deeds, but they are not
themselves the classification of such knowledge.
2 As at D. i. 13.
a MA. v. 18 sn.y1:1 that these five (ardour to right mental work) are names for
energy.
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fruition of wrong faring. And the individual I saw here making
onslaught on creatures, taking what had not been given ... who was
of slanderous speech ... of false view, I now see at the breaking up
of the body after dying arisen in the sorrowful ways ... Niraya
Hell.' He speaks thus:' Indeed everyone who makes onslaught on
creatures ... and is of false view, at the breaking up of the body after
dying arises in the sorrowful ways ... Niraya Hell. Those who
know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge of those that know
otherwise.' In this way he obstinately holds to and adheres to 1
that which he has known by himself, seen by himself, discerned by
himself as ' This alone is the truth, all else is falsehood.'
But there is this case, Ananda, when some recluse or brahman,
[211] as a result of ardour, striving, application, diligence and right
mental work ... sees ... some individual here who made onslaught
on creatures ... of false view, and sees that at the breaking up of the
body after dying he has arisen in a good bourn, a heaven world.
He speaks thus: ' Indeed there are no evil deeds, no fruition of wrong
faring. And the individual I saw here making onslaught on
creatures, taking what had not been given ... of false view, I now
see at the breaking up of the body after dying arisen in a good bourn,
a heaven world.' He speaks thus: 'Indeed everyone who makes
onslaught on creatures ... of false view, at the breaking up of the
body after dying arises in a good bourn, a heaven world. Those
who know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge of those that
know otherwise.' In this way he obstinately holds to and adheres to
that which he has known, seen and discerned by himself as 'This
alone is the truth, all else is falsehood.'
This is a case, Ananda, where some recluse or brahman, as a
result of ardour, as a result of striving, as a result of application, as a ·
result of diligence, as a result of right mental work ... sees ... some
individual here who was restrained from making onslaught on
creatures, restrained from taking what had not been given, from
wrong enjoyment of sense-pleasures, from lying, from slanderous
speech, harsh speech, gossipping, who was not covetous, who was
benevolent in mind and of right view, and sees that at the breaking
up of the body after dying he has arisen in a good bourn, a heaven
world. He speaks thus: ' Indeed there are lovely deeds; there is
fruitionofrightfaring. And the individual that I saw here restrained
from making onslaught on creatures ... of right view, I now see at
1

As at M. i. 130, 257, 498.
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the breaking up of the bo<ly after dying arisen in a good bourn, a
heaven world.' He speaks thus:' Indeed everyone who is restrained
from making onslaught on creatures ... of right view, at the breaking
up of the body after dying arises in a good bourn, a heaven world.
Those who know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge of
those that know otherwise.' In this way he obstinately holds to
and adheres to that which he has known, seen and discerned by himself as' This alone is the truth, all else is falsehood.'
But there is this case, Ananda, when some recluse or brahman, as a
result of ardour . . . [212] secs . . . some individual here who was
restrained from making onslaught on creatures ... of right view, and
sees that at the breaking up of the body after dying he has arisen
in the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell.
He speaks thus: ' Indeed there are no lovely deeds, there is no fruition
of right faring. And the individual that I saw here restrained from
making onslaught on creatures ... of right view, I now see at the
breaking up of the body after dying arisen in the sorrowful ways, .
a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell.' He speaks thus:' Indeed
everyone who is restrained from making onslaught on creatures ...
of right view, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises in
the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell. Those
who know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge of those that
know otherwise.' In this way he obstinately holds to and adheres
to that which he has known, seen and discerned by himself as ' This
alone is the truth, all else is fals<'hood.'
As to this, Ananda, whatever recluse or brahman speaks thus:
' Indeed there are evil deeds, there is fruition of wrong faring 'this I allow to him. And if he speaks thus: ' The individual that I
saw here making onslaught on creatures, taking what had not been
given ... offo.lse view, I now see at the breaking up of the body after
<lying arisen in the sorrowful ways ... Niraya Hell '-this too I
allow to him. But if he speaks thus: ' Everyone who makes onslaught on creatures, takes what has not been given ... and is of
false view, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises in the
sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell' -this I do
not allow to him. And if he speaks thus: 'Those who know thus ·
know rightly. False is the knowledge of those that know otherwise '
- neither do I allow this to him. And whoever obstinately holds to
and adheres to that which he has known by himself, seen by himself,
discerned by himself as' This alone is the truth, all else is falsehood'
- neither do I allow this to him. What is the cause of this 1 The
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Tathagata's knowledge of the great analysis of deeds is otherwise,
Ananda.
AB to this, .Ananda, whatever recluse or brahman speaks thus:
' Indeed there are no evil deeds, there is no fruition of wrong faring '
- this I do not allow to him. And ifhe speaks thus:' The individual
that I saw here making onslaught on creatures, taking what ha<l not
been given ... of false view, I now see at the breaking up of the body
after dying arisen in a good bourn, a heaven world '- this I allow to
him. But if he speaks thus: ' Everyone who makes onslaught on
creatures, takes what has not been given ... is of false view, at the
breaking up of the body after dying arises in a good bourn, a heaven
world '- [213] this I do not allow to him. And if he speaks thus:
' Those who know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge of
those that know otherwise '- neither do I allow this to him. An<l
whoever obstinately holds to and adheres to that which he has
known, seen and discerned by himself as ' This alone is the truth,
all else in falsehood '- neither do I allow this to him. What is the
cause of this ? The Tathagata's knowledge of the great analysis of
deeds is otherwise, Ananda.
AB to this, Ananda, whatever recluse or brahman speaks thus:
' Indeed there are lovely deeds, there is fruition of right faring 'I allow this to him. And if he speaks thus: ' The individual that I
saw here restrained from making onslaught on creatures, restrained
from taking what had not been given ... of right view, I now see at
the breaking up of the body after dying arisen in a good bourn, a
heaven world '- this too I allow to him. But if he speaks thus:
' Everyone who is restrained from making onslaugl!t on creatures,
is restrained from taking what has not been given ... is of right view,
at the breaking up of the body after dying arises in a good bourn,
a heaven world '-this I do not allow to him. And if he speaks
thus: ' 'fhosc who know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge
of those that know otherwise '--neither <lo I allow this to him. And
whoever obstinately holds to and adheres to that which he has
known, seen and discerned by himself as ' This alone is the truth,
all else is falsehood '- neither do I allow this to him. What is the
cause of this? The Tathagata's knowledge of the great analysis
of deeds is otherwise, Ananda.
As to this, Ananda, whatever recluse or brahman speaks thus :
' Indeed there are no lovely deeds, there is no fruition of right
faring '-this I do not allow to him. But if he speaks thus: ' The
individual that I saw here restrained from making onslaught on
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creatures, restrained from taking what had not been given ... of
right view, I now see at the breaking up of the body after dying
arisen in the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya
Hell '-this I allow to him. But if he speaks thus: ' Everyone who is
restrained from making onslaught on creatures, restrained from
taking what had not been given ... of right view, at the breaking up
of the body after dying arises in the sorrowful ways ... Niraya Hell '
-this I do not allow to him. And if he speaks thus: [214) ' Those
who know thus know rightly. False is the knowledge of those that
know otherwise '-neither do I allow this to him. And whoever
obstinately holds to and adheres to that which he has known, seen
and discerned for himself as ' This alone is the truth, all else is
falsehood '- neither do I allow this to him. What is the cause of'
this ? The Tathagata's knowledge of the great analysis of deeds
is otherwise, Ananda.
As to this, Ananda, whatever individual there is who makes
onslaught on creatures, takes what has not been given ... is of false
view and who, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises in
the sorrowful ways ... Niraya Hell~ither an evil deed to be experienced as anguish was done by him earlier, or an evil deed to be
experienced as anguish was done by him later, or at the time of
dying a false view was adopted and firmly held by him; because of
this, at the breaking up of the body after dying he arises in the
sorrowful ways, a bad bourn, the Downfall, Niraya Hell. And he
who made onslaught on creatures here, took what had not been
given ... was of false view undergoes its fruition which arises here
and now or in another mode.
As to this, Ananda, whatever individual there is who makes
onslaught on creatures, takes what has not been given . . . is of
false view and who, at the breaking up of the body after dying arises
in a good bourn, a. heaven world~ither a lovely deed to be .
experienced as happiness was done by him earlier, or a lovely deed
to be experienced as happiness was done by him later, or at the
time of dying a right view was adopted and firmly held by him;
because of this, at the breaking up of the body after dying he arises
in a good bourn, a heaven world. Ifhe1 made onslaught on creatures
here, took what had not been given ... and was of false view, he
undergoes its fruition which arises here and now or in another mode.
As to this, Anan<la, whatever individual there is who is restrained
1
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from making onslaught on creatures, is restrained from taking what
has not been given ... is of right view and who, at the breaking up
of the body after dying, arises in a good bourn, a heaven worldeither a lovely deed to be experienced as happiness was done by
him earlier, or a lovely deed to be experienced as happiness was
done by him later, or at the time of dying a right view was adopted
and firmly held by him; because of this, on the breaking up of the
body after dying he arises in a good bourn, a heaven world. And
he who was restrained from making onslaught on creatures here,
[215] was restrained from taking what had not been given ... and
was of right view undergoes its fruition which arises either here and
now or in another mode.
As to this, Ananda, whatever individual there is who is restrained
from making onslaught on creatures, is restrained from taking what
has not been given ... is of right view and who, at the breaking up
of the body after dying, arises in the sorrowful ways, a bad bourn,
the Downfall, Niraya Hell-either an evil deed to be experienced
as anguish was done by him earlier, or an evil deed to be experienced
as anguish was done by him later, or at the time of dying a false
view was adopted and firmly held by him; because of this, on the
breaking up of the body after dying he arises in the sorrowful ways
... Niraya Hell. And he who was restrained from making onslaught
on creatures here, was restrained from taking what had not been
given ... and was of right view undergoes its fruition which arises
either here and now or in another mode.
So, Ananda, there is the deed that is inoperative, 1 apparently
inoperative ;2 there is the deed that is inoperative, apparently
operative; there is the deed that is both operative and apparently
operative; there is the deed that is operative, apparently inoperative."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Greater Analysis of Dcc<ls:
The Sixth
1
2

atthi kammam abhabbam (one vrrsion reading n'atthi).
abhabbiibhrisa.

137. DISCOURSE ON THE ANALYSIS OF THE

SIXFOLD (SENSE-)FIELD
(Sala yatanavibhai1gasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in AnathapiQ9ika's monastery. While he was
there the Lor<l addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus: " I will teach you, monks, the analysis of the sixfold (sense-)
field. Listen to it, attend carefully and I will speak." "Yes,
reverc<l sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord
spoke thus:
[216] " Six internal sense-fiel<ls arc to be known. Six external
sense-fields are to be known. Six classes of consciousness are to be.
known. Six classes of (sense-)impingement are to be known.
Eighteen mental ranges1 are to be known. Thirty-six modes for
creatures 2 are to be known. Wherefore, because of this get rid of
thi~. 3 There are three arousings of mindfulness4 each of which
1 manopavicii.rci.
MA. v. 21 says mana.ssa upaviciirii., discriminations or
applications, ranges or spheres of the mind or mental activity. See B.H.S.D.
2 sattapad<i.
MA. v. 21 calls this the tracks, ways, lots, padii., of creatures
rooted in mtta, tho whirligig of becoming (eighteen modes) and vii'atta
(eighteen modes).
3
tatr' idam niss<lya idarh pajahatlia. All these brief expositions, statements
or headings (mfitika) arc explained during the course of this Sutt!\.
' These three sat.-ipatthcina have nothing to do with the four usual ones, a.sis
clear from the analysis below, p. 269. They are, more precisely, civeti,ika
(special, exceptional) satipat,hiina of a Buddha, his oven-mindedness, samacittatii, when his audience listens, does not listen, or partly both. See B.H.S.D. .
under <lvcti,ika and smrty-upasthcina. At Divy. 182, 268, we get: tribhir
iiveti,ikai"I,,, smrtyupasthanair; and at Divy. 126 tribhi"I,,, smrtyupasthiinair.
CJ. the eighteen special, peculiar attributes of a Buddha, iit.'eti,ika Buddha~
dharma, enumerated a.t Mht1u. i. 160. And cf. e.g. Saw,siihasrika ix. 1449-1450
(translated at Buddhist Te,xts through the Ages, p. 145) where among the·
attributes is included " his mindfulness never fails ,, and " there is no falling.
off in mindfulness," nasti smrtihani"I,,,, although this, from the context, almost
certainly refers not to the three, but to the four arousings of mindfulness.
Pali has no such list, although eighteen Buddhadhamma are referred to a.t
Miln. 105, 285, UdA. 87. Apart from the above Discourse, I know of no
other pa.ssa.ge in the Pa.Ii canon that expounds these three satipalJhana.
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an ariyan practises and, practising which, is an ariyan who is a
teacher fit to instruct a group. 1 Of trainers2 he is called the incomparable charioteer of men to be tamed.
This is the exposition3 of the analysis of the sixfold sense-field:
When it is said, 'Six internal sense-fields' are to be known,' in
reference t-0 what is it said 1 To the sense-field of eye, the sensefield · of ear, the sense-field of nose, the sense-field of tongue, the
sense-field of body, the sense-field of mind. When it is said,
' Six internal sense-fields are to be known,' it is said in reference to
this.
When it is said, 'Six external sense-fields are to be known,' in
reference to what is it said 1 To the sense-field of material shape,
the sense-field of sound, the sense-field of smell, the sense-field of
taste, the sense-field of touch, the sense-field of mental states. When
it is said, 'Six external sense-fields are to be known,' it is said in
reference to this.
When it is said, 'Six classes of consciousness are to be known,' in
reference to what is it said 1 To visual consciousness, auditory
consciousness, olfactory consciousness, gustatory consciousness,
tactile consciousness, mental consciousness. When it is said, ' Six
classes of consciousness are to be known,' it is said in reference to
this.
When it is said, ' Six classes of (sense-)impingement6 are to be
known,' in reference to what is it said 1 To visual impact, auditory
impact, olfactory impact, gustatory impact, tactile impact, mental
impact. When it is said, ' Six classes of (sense-)impingement are
to be known,' it is said in reference to this.
1 tayo satipa#hii:na yad ariyo sevati yad ariyo sevamano sattka ga1Jll,m
anUBilBitum arahati. The two occurrences of yad in this sentence ha.ve the
effect of referring not to these three satipatthana a.s a whole or unit but to
whichever one of them is called forth by the circumstances: of the disciples
listening, not listening, or some listening a.nd some not; see previous note.
Also see the gloss of yad ariyo at MA. v. 27 : yad ariyo ti ye satipat,hiine ariyo
sammasambuddho aevati. Tattha tisu thanesu thapento satipatthane sevati ti
veditabbo: " which an a.riyan " means those arousinge of mindfulness which an
ariyan who is a fully self-awakened one practises. Hero it is to be understood
that, setting up mindfulness in the three (sets of) circumstances, he practises
the arousings of mindfulness.
2 yoggacariya, a.sat M. i. 124, iii. 97.
3 tuldua, called at MA. v. 21 matikil/,hapanam, the establishment or statement of the headings.
4 For this and the next three headings cf. D. iii. 243, eto.
6 OJ. the "six feelings" at 8. iv. 232.
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When it is said, 'Eighteen mental ranges1 are to be known,' in_
reference to what is it said 1 Having seen a material shape with the._
eye2 one ranges over3 the material shape that gives rise to joy,
ranges over the material shape that gives rise to sorrow, ranges
over the material shape that gives rise to equanimity. Having
heard a sound with the ear ... Having smelt a smell with the
nose ... Having tasted a flavour with the tongue ... [217) Having
felt a touch with the body ... Having cognised a mental state with
the mind one ranges over the mental state that gives rise to joy,
ranges over the mental state that gives rise to sorrow, ranges over
the mental state that gives rise to equanimity. In this way there
are six ranges for joy, six ranges for sorrow, six ranges for equanimity.
When it is said,' Eighteen mental ranges are to be known,' it is said
in reference to this.
When it is said, ' Thirty-six modes for creatures• are to be known,'
in reference to what is it said 1 The six joys connected with worldly
life, the six joys connected with renunciation; the six sorrows
connected with worldly life, the six sorrows connected with renunciation; the six equanimities connected with worldly life, the
six equanimities connected with renunciation.
Herein what are the six joys connected with worldly life 1 There-is the joy that arises either from attaining and from beholding the
attainment of material shapes cognisable through the eye, pleasant,
agreeable, liked, delightful, connected with the material things of
the world; or from remembering that what was formerly attained is
past, arrested, altered. Joy such as this is called joy connected with
worldly life. There is the joy that arises either from attaining and
from beholding the attainment of sounds cognisable through the
ear ... of smells cognisable through the nose ... of flavours cognisable
through the tongue .. . of touches cognisable through the body ...
of mental states cognisable through the mind, pleasant, agreeable,
liked, delightful, connected with the material things of the world;
or from remembering that what was formerly attained is past,
arrested, altered. Joy such as this is called joy connected with
worldly life. 6 These are the six joys connecred with worldly life.
Herein what are the six joys connected with renunciation 1 When
1 Of. M. iii. 239 /. for cha scnnanassupavicarci cha domanasBilpavicarci cha
upekhilpavicara, also recorded at D. iii. 244 /., Vbh. 381. Of. the "eighteen
feelings " at S. iv. 232.
3 upavicarati.
1 With visual consoiousnese, MA. v. 22; cf. VbhA. 608.
11 Of. Vism. 319.
4 Of. the" thirty-six feelings" at S. iv. 232.
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one has known the impermanency of material shapes themselves,
their alteration, disappearance1 and arrest, and thinks, ' Formerly
as well as now all these material shapes are impermanent, painful,
liable to alteration,' from seeing this thus as it really is by means of
1,erfect wisdom, joy arises. Joy such as this is called joy connected
with renunciation. When one has known the impermanency of
sounds themselves ... of smells themselves ... of flavours themselves
. . . of touches themselves . . . of mental states [218] themselves,
their alteration, disappearance and arrest, and thinks, 'Formerly
as well as now all these mental states are impermanent, painful,
liable to alteration,' from seeing this thus as it really is by means of
perfect wisdom, joy arises. Joy such as this is called joy connected
with renunciation. These are the six joys connected with
renunciation.
Herein what are the six sorrows connected with worldly life ?
There is the sorrow that arises either from not attaining and from
beholding the non-attainment of material shapes cognisable through
the eye, pleasant, agreeable, liked, delightful, connected with the
material things of the world; or from remembering that what was
formerly not attained is past, arrested, altered. Sorrow such as
this is called sorrow connected with worldly life. There is the sorrow
that arises either from not attaining and from beholding the nonattainment of sounds cognisable through the ear . . . of smells
cognisable through the nose ... of flavours cognisable through the
tongue ... of touches cognisable through the body ... of mental
states cognisable through the mind, pleasant, agreeable, liked,
delightful, connected with the material things of the world; or from
remembering that what was formerly not attained is past, arrested,
altered. Sorrow such as this is called sorrow connected with
worldly life. 2 These are the six sorrows connected with worldly life.
Herein what are the six sorrows connected with renunciation ?
When one has know the impermanency of material shapes themselves,
their alteration, disappearance and arrest, and thinks, ' Formerly
as well as now all these material shapes are impermanent, painful,
liable to alteration,' from seeing this thus as it really is by means
of perfect wisdom, he evinces a desire for the incomparable Deliverances,3 thinking,' When can I, entering on abide in that plane which
the ariyans, now entering on, are abiding in ?' Thus, from evincing
1
2

3

viraga, explained at MA. v. 22 by vigacchanena viragam.
Cf. Vism. 319.
M A. v. 23 says incomparable deliverance is called arahantship.
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a desire for the incomparable Deliverances sorrow arises as a result
of the desire. Sorro'Y such as this is called sorrow connected with
renunciation. When one has known the impermanency of sounds
themselves ... of smells themselves ... of flavours themselves ...
of touches themselves ... of mental states themselves, their altera-_
tion, disappearance, arrest, and thinks, ' Formerly as well as now
these mental states are impermanent, painful, liable to alteration,'
[219] from seeing this thus as it really is by means of perfect wisdom,
he evinces a desire for the incomparable Delive.rances, thinking,
' When can I, entering on abide in that plane which the ariyans,
now entering on, are abiding in 1' Thus from his evincing a desire
for the incomparable Deliverances sorrow arises as a result of the
desire. Sorrow such as this is called sorrow connected with renunciation. These are the six sorrows connected with renunciation.
Herein what are the six equanimities connected with worldly life 1
When a foolish, errant, average person has seen a material shape with
the eye, there arises the equanimity of an uninstructed average person who has not conquered (his defilements), 1 who has not conquered
fruition, 2 who does not see the peril3-equanimity such as this does
not go further than material shape. Therefore this is called
equanimity connected with worldly life. 4 When a foolish average
person has heard a sound with the car . . . smelt a smell with the
nose ... tasted a flavour with the tongue ... felt a touch with the
body ... cognised a mental state with the mind, there arises the-.
equanimity of an uninstructed average person who has not conquered
(his defilements), who has not conquered fruition, who does not see
the peril-equanimity such as this does not go further than mental
state. Therefore this is called equanimity connected with worldly
life. These are the six equanimities connected with worldly life.
Herein what are the six equanimities connected with renunciation 1
When one has known the impermanency of material shapes themselves ... of sounds themselves ... of smells themselves ... of
anodhijina, ono who has not conquered the whole extent (odhi, or, to the
limit) of the kilesas, therefore one whose cankers arc not destroyed, MA. v. 24.
Cf. Vbh. 246.
2 at-' ipakajina.
MA. v. 24 says, similarly one whose cankers are not destroyed. Jl'or a conqueror of fruition is called one whose cankers a.re destroyed
because he has conquered iiyatim 1Jip<ikarh, the fruition (of deeds done here or .
in former births) to their (full) stretch.
3 adi-nam, which, often connected with sense pleasures, is at MA. v. 24
connected with misfortune or distress, upaddam.
'It is the equanimity of not knowing, MA. v. 24.
1
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flavours themselves ... of touches themselves ... of mental stares
themselves, their alteration, disappearance and arrest, and thinks,
' Former]y as well as now all these mental states are impermanent,
painful, liable to alteration,' from seeing this thus as it really is by
means of perfect wisdom, equanimity arises. Equanimity such as
this goes further than mental state. Therefore it is called equanimity connected with renunciation. These are the six equanimities
connected with renunciation. When it is said, 'Thirty-six modes
for creatures are to be known,' it is said in reference to this.
(220] Herein when it is said, ' Wherefore, because of this get rid
of this ' in reference to what is it said ? Herein, monks, because of1
and by means of1 these six joys connected with renunciation, get
rid of and transcend those six joys connected with worldly life.
Thus is the getting rid of these, thus is their transcending. 2 Herein,
monks, because of and by means of these six sorrows connected
with renunciation, get rid of and transcend those six sorrows
connected with worldly life. Thus is the getting rid of these, thus
is their transcending. Herein, monks, because of and by means
of these six equanimities connected with renunciation, get rid of
and transcend those six equanimities connected with worldly life.
Thus is the getting rid of these, thus is their transcending. Herein,
monks, because of and by means of these six joys connected with
renunciation, get rid of and transcend those six sorrows connected
with renunciation. Thus is the getting rid of these, thus is their
transcending. Herein, monks, because of and by means of these
six equanimities connected with renunciation, get rid of and transcend those six joys connected with renunciation. Thus is the getting
rid of these, thus is their transcending.
There is, monks, equanimity in face of multiformity, connected ·
with multiformity; there is equanimity in face of uniformity,
connected with uniformity. 3 And what, monks, is equanimity in
face of multiformity, connected with multiformity ? It is, monks,
equanimity among material shapes, among sounds, smells, flavours,
touches. This, monks, is equanimity in face of multiformity,
connected with multiformity. And what, monks, is equanimity in
face of uniformity, connected with uniformity? It is, monks,
equanimity connected with the plane of infinite ether, connected
with the plane of infinite consciousness, connected witl1 the plane
1
2

tan, nisaaya tan, agamma.
Of. M. i. 446.

Of. KlvpA. 229 agamma ti niaaaya.
3 Of. M. i. 364-367.
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of no-thing, connected with the plane of neither-perception-nor-nonperception. This, monks, is equanimity in face of uniformity,
connected with uniformity. Herein, monks, because of and by
means of this equanimity in face of uniformity, connected with
uniformity, get rid of and transcend that equanimity in face of
multiformity, connected with multiformity. Thus is the getting
rid of it, thus is its transcending. Because of lack of desire, 1
monks, by means of lack of desire, get rid of and transcend that.
equanimity in face of uniformity, connected with uniformity. Thus
is the getting rid of it, thus is its transcending. [221] When it is
said, ' Wherefore because of this get rid of this,' it is said in reference
to this.
When it is said, 'There are three arousings of mindfulness each
of which an ariyan practises and, practising which, is an ariyan who
is a teacher fit to instruct a group,' in reference to what is it said 1
As to this, 2 monks, a teacher teaches dhamnia to disciples, compassionate, seeking their welfare, out of compassion, saying: ' This is for
your welfare, this is for your happiness.' But his disciples do not
listen, do not lend ear, do not prepare their minds for profound
knowledge and, turning aside, move away from the teacher's
instruction. Herein, monks, the Tathagata is neither delighted nor
does he experience delight, hut dwells untroubled, 3 mindful and
clearly conscious. This, monks, is the first arousing of mindfulness
that the ariyan practises and, practising it, is an ariyan who is a
teacher fit to instruct a group.
And again, monks, a teacher teaches dltamma to disciples ...
saying:' This is for your welfare, this is for your happiness.' Some··
of his disciples do not listen, do not lend ear, ·do not prepare their
minds for profound knowledge and, turning aside, move away from
the teacher's instruction. But some disciples listen, lend ear,
prepare their minds for profound knowledge and, not turning aside,
do not move away from the teacher's instruction. Herein, monks,
the Tathagata is neither delighted nor does he experience delight
and neither is he depressed nor does he experience depression.
Having ousted both delight and depression, he dwells with
equanimity, mindful and clearly conscious. This, monks, is the
second arousing of mindfulness that the ariyan practises and,
practising it, is an ariyan who is a teacher fit to instruct a group.
1
3

atammayata as at M. iii. 42.

2 Of. M. iii. 117.
anava88tda; here, not overflowing with repulsion, pa,tigha, MA. v. 27.
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And again, monks, a teacher teaches dhamtna to disciples ..•
saying; 'This is for your welfare, this is for your happiness.' His
disciples listen, lend ear, prepare their minds for profound knowledge
and, not turning aside, do not move from the teacher's instruction.
Herein, monks, the Tathagata is delighted and he experiences
delight but he dwells untroubled, 1 mindful and clearly conscious.
This, monks, is the third arousing of mindfulness that the ariyan
practises and, practising it, is an ariyan who is a teacher fit to
instruct a group. [222] When it is said: ' There are three arousings
of mindfulness each of which an ariyan practises and, practising
which, is an ariyan who is a teacher fit to instruct a group,' it is said
in reference to this.
When it is said, ' Of trainers he is called the incomparable charioteer of men to be tamed,' in reference to what is it said 1 When,
monks, an elephant to be tamed is driven2 by the elephant-tamer
it runs in one direction only-to the east or west or north or south.
When, monks, a horse to be tamed ... a bull to be tamed is driven
by the horse-tamer or the tamer of bulls it runs in one direction
only-to the east or west or north or south. When, monks, a man
to be tamed is driven by the Tathagata, perfected one, fully SelfAwakened One he courses3 to eight quarters:' Being in the finematerial sphere, he sees material shapes; this is the first quarter.
Not perceiving material shape internally he sees external material
shapes; this is the second quarter. By thinking of the Fair, he is
intent on it; this is the third quarter. By passing quite beyond
perceptions of material shape, by sinking perceptions of sensory
reactions, by not attending to perceptions of variety, and thinking,
'Ether is unending,' entering on the plane of infinite ether he abides
in it; this is the fourth quarter. By passing quite beyond the plane
· ·· - · ------ - - -----------Herc, not overflowing with raga, attachment.
2 sdrita, pa.st participle both of sdreti, causative of sarati, to go, to run, to
move along, to flow; and of sarati, to call to mind, to remember. Cf. sdreyya
at M. i. 124, explained by MA. ii. 98 as uj-uku1h peseyya, should send (him)
forth straight; but MA. v. 27 explains silrita by damita, tamed.
3 vidhiivati, to run about, to roam, to rove; dhilmti being to run, to run
quickly. Here vidhavati is used of the mind only; for the man sits down
cross-legged·, does not twist his body round for no matter which quarter he is
facing (in the physical sense, E, W, N, S), he attains these eight attainments:
the Deliverances at the same time as the" quarters," MA. v. 28; and naturally,
since they appear to be the same as one another.
'These quarters or directions arc the same as the eight Deliverances as
given, e.g. at M. ii. 12, and which a.re to be (mentally) developed.

- - - ----·- -- ---••·•1
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of infinite ether, thinking, 'Consciousness is unending,' entering on
the plane of infinite consciousness, he abides in it; this is the fifth
quarter. By passing quite beyond the plane of infinite consciousness, thinking, ' There is not anything,, entering on the plane of
no-thing, he abides in it; this is the sixth quarter. By passing
quite beyond the plane of no-thing, entering on the plane of
neither-pereception-nor-non-perception, he abides in it; this is the
seventh quarter. By passing quite beyond the plane of neitherperception-nor-non-perception, entering on the stopping of perception and feeling, he abides in it; this is the eighth quarter. When,
monks, a man to be tamed is driven by the Tathiigata, perfected.
one, fully Self-Awakened One, he courses to these eight quarters.
When it is said, ' Of trainers he is called the incomparable charioteer
of men to be tamed,' it is said in reference to this."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Analysis of the Sixfold (Sense-)Field:
The Seventh

138. DISCOURSE ON AN EXPOSITION AND

ANALYSIS
(Uddesa vibhangasutta )1
[223] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in AniithapiQ.Q.ika,s monastery. While
he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks."
'' Revered One,,' these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke thus: " I will teach you, monks, an exposition and (its)
analysis. Listen to it, attend carefully, and I will speak." " Yes,
revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord
spoke thus:
1 MA. v. 28 says uddesaii ca vibhangaii ca miitikaii ca vibhajanaii cci ti.
So
uddesa is the statement of the headings (matikci) which will be analysed in this .
Discourse.
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" Monks, a monk should so investigate1 (things) that, as he
investigates, his consciousness of what is external be undistracted,
not diffused, and of what is internal be unslackened so that it2 may
not be disturbed by grasping; monks, if consciousness of what is
external be undistracted, not diffused, of what is internal be unslackened, then, for him who i8 (thus) undisturbed by graspjng there
is in the future no origin or rise of birth, old age and dying or of
anguish." Thus spoke the Lord. When he had said this, the
Well-farer rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place. Soon
after the Lord had gone, it occurred to these monks: " Your
reverences, the Lord, recited this exposition to us in brief: ' Monks,
a monk should so investigate (things) that ... there is in the future
no origin or rise of birth, old age and dying or of anguish.' But
without having explained the meaning in full he rose from his seat
and entered a dwelling-place. Now, who can -explain the meaning
in full of this exposition which was recited in brief by the Lord but
the meaning of which he did not explain in full 1" Then it occurred
to these monks: " Now, the venerable Kaccana the Great is both
praised by the Teacher and revered by intelligent Brahma-farers ... 3
[224, 225] . .. May the venerable Kaccana explain it without finding
it troublesome."
"Well then, your reverences, listen, pay carefuf attention and I
will speak."
" Yes, your reverence," these monks answered the venerable
Kaccana the Great in assent. The venerable Kaccana the Great
spoke thus:
"In regard to that exposition, your reverences, which was recited
in brief by the Lord but the meaning of which he had not explained
in full when he rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place:
'Monks, a monk should so investigate (things) that ... there is in
the future no origin or rise of birth, old age and dying and of
anguish '---0f this exposition which was recited in brief by the Lord
but the ·meaning of which he did not explain in full, I, your reverences,
understand the meaning in full thus:
And what, your reverences, is called distracted, diffused consciousness of what is external 1 If, your reverences, after a monk
has seen a material shape with the eye, his consciousness runs after
signs of material shape, is tied by satisfaction in signs of material
1 upaparikkheyya, should weigh, measure, explore, mark out, MA. v. 28.
Of. lti., ·p. 94, where this" heading" also occurs.
3 As at M. iii. 194-195.
2 Consciousness, MA. v. 28.
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shapes, is bound to satisfaction in signs of material shapes, is fettered
by the fetter of satisfaction in the fligns of material shapes, then the
consciousness of what is external is said to be distracted and diffused.
If, having heard a sound with the ear ... having smelt a smell with
the nose ... having tasted a flavour with the tongue ... having felt
a touch with the body ... having cognised a mental state with the
mind, his consciousness runs after signs of mental states . . . is
fettered by the fetter of satisfaction in mental states, then the
consciousness of what is external is said to be distracted and
diffused. It is thus, your reverences, that consciousness of what is
external is called distracted and diffused.
And what, your reverences, is called undistracted, undiffused
consciousness of what is external 1 If, your reverences, after a .
monk has seen a material shape with the eye, his consciousness
does not run after signs of material shape, i~ not tied by satisfaction
in signs of material shape, is not bound to satisfaction in signs of
material shapes, is not fettered by the fetter of satisfaction in the
signs of material shapes, then the consciousness of what is external
is said to be undistracted and undiffused. [226] If, having heard
a sound with the ear ... having cognised a mental state with the
mind, his consciousness does not run after signs of mental states, is
not tied by satisfaction in signs of mental states, is not bound to
satisfaction in signs of mental states, is not fettered by the fetter of
satisfaction in the signs of mental states, then the consciousness of
what is external is said to be undistracted and undiffused. It is
thus, your reverences, that consciousness of what is external is
called undistracted and undiffused.
And what, your reverences, is called slackened thought in regard
to what is internal 1 As to this, your reverences, a monk, aloof
from pleasures of the senses, aloof from unskilled states of mind,
entering into abides in the first meditation which is accompanied·
by initial thought and discursive thought, is born of aloofness~·
and is rapturous and joyful. If his consciousness runs after the
rapture and joy that are born of aloofness, if it is tied by ... bound
to ... fettered by the fetter of satisfaction in the rapture and joy
that are born of aloofness, then his thought is called slackened in
regard to what is internal.
And again, your reverences, a monk, by allaying initial thought
and discursive thought, with the mind subjectively tranquillised
and fixed on one point, enters into and abides in the second meditation which is devoid of initial thought and discursive thought, is
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born of concentration, and is rapturous and joyful. If his consciousness runs after the rapture and joy that are born of concentration, if it is tied by . . . bound to . . . fettered by the fetter of
satisfaction in the rapture and joy that are born of concentration,
then his thought is called slackened in regard to what is internal.
And again, your reverences, a monk, by the fading out of rapture
abides with equanimity, mindful and clearly conscious and experiences in his person that joy of which the ariyans say: 'Joyful lives
he who has equanimity and is mindful,' entering into the third
meditation, he abides in it. If his consciousness runs after the joy
of equanimity, 1 if it is tied by ... bound to ... fettered by the fetter
of satisfactjon in the joy of equanimity, then his thought is called
slackened in regard to what is internal.
And again, your reverences, a monk, by getting rid of joy, by
getting rid of anguish, by the going down of his former pleasures
and sorrows, entering into abides in the fourth meditation which
has neither anguish nor joy, and which is entirely purified by equanimity and mindfulness. If his consciousness runs after what is
neither-anguish-nor-joy, if it is tied by ... bound to ... fettered by
the fetter of satisfaction in what is neither-anguish-nor-joy, then
his thought is called slackened in regard to what is internal. It is
thus, your reverences, that thought is called slackened in regard to
what is internal.
[227) And what, your reverences, is called unslackened thought in
regard to what is internal 1 As to this, your reverences, a monk,
aloof from pleasures of the senses ... abides in the first _meditation
which is ... rapturous and joyful. If his consciousness does not
run after the rapture and joy that are born of aloofness, if it is not
tied by ... not bound to ... not fettered by the fetter of satisfaction
in the rapture and joy that are born of aloofness, then his thought is
called unslackened in regard to what is internal.
And again, your reverences, a monk, by allaying initial thought
and discursive thought ... abides in the second meditation which is
... rapturous and joyful. If his consciousness does not run after
the rapture and joy that are born of concentration, if it is not tied
by ... not bound to ... not fettered by the fetter of satisfaction in
the rapture and joy that are born of concentration, then his thought
is called unslackened in regard to what is internal.
1 Text here reads upekhanusari; but I think it necessary to insert aukha
into this compound as in the negative clause below: upekhasukhanusari.
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And again, your reverences, a monk, by the fading out of rapture
... entering into the third meditation, abides in it. If his consciousness does not run after the joy of equanimity, if it is not tied by ...
not bound to ... not fettered by the fetter of satisfaction in the joy
of equanimity, then his thought is called unslackened in regard to
what is internal.
And again, your reverences, a monk, by getting rid of joy, by
getting rid of anguish ... abides in the fourth meditation which
has neither anguish nor joy, and which is entirely purified by
equanimity and mindfulness. If his consciousness does not run after
what is neither-anguish-nor-joy, if it is not tied by ... not bound to
. . . not fettered by the fetter of satisfaction in what is neitheranguish-nor-joy, then his thought is called unslackened in regard
to what is intemal. It is thus, your reverences, that thought is
called unslackened in regard to what is internal.
And what, your reverences, is being disturbed by grasping P AP,-.
to this, your reverences, an uninstructed average person, taking
no count of the pure ones, unskilled in the dhamma of the pure ones,
untrained in the dhamrna of the pure ones, taking no count of the
true men, unskilled in the dliamma of the true men, untrained in the
dliarnma of the true men, regards material shape as self or self as
having material shape or material shape as in self or self as in
material shape. His material shape alters and becomes otherwise;
with the alteration and otherwisencss in his material shape, his
consciousness is occupied with the alteration in the material shape ;2
there is disturbance for him born of his occupation with the alteration in the material shape; mental objects, arising, persist in obsessing
his thought; because of this obsession of his thought he is afraid
and annoyed and full of longing3 and he is disturbed by grasping. 4
[228] He regards feeling ... perception ... the habitual tendencies
... consciousness as self or self as having consciousness or consciousness as in self or self as in consciousness. His consciousness
alters and becomes otherwise; with the alteration and otherwiseness
- - - - - - - - - --- - For the rest of Mahii-Kacciina's explanation, cf. 8. iii. 15 ff.
In Chalmers' text a sentence is hero inserted, presumably in error as it has
no counterpart in the repetitions below or in the 8. version: tassa rupam
vipari,:u'imanuparivatti vi1iiia1Jll,m hoti should therefore be deleted.
3
upeklmvti of Chalmers' text should probably read, with 8. apekhava.
MA. v. 30, reading apekkhava, explains by salayo sapiho, with plea.sure and
affection.
'anupadaya. 1'he reading at 8. iii. 16, which I follow, is upadaya.
1

2
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in his consciousness, his consciousness is occupied with the alteration in his consciousness; mental objects, arising, persist in obsessing
his thought; because of this obsession of his thought he is afraid and
annoyed and full of longing and he is disturbed by grasping. This,
your reverences, is what is being disturbed by grasping.
And what, your reverences, is not being disturbed by grasping 1
As to this, your reverences, an instructed disciple of the ariyans,
taking count of the pure ones, skilled in the dhamma of the pure
ones, well trained in the dhamma of the pure ones, taking count of
the true men, skilled in the dhamma of the true men, well trained in
the dhamma of the true men, does not regard material shape as self
or self as having material shape or material shape as in self or self
as in material shape. His material shape alters and becomes
otherwise; but with the alteration and otherwiseness in his material
shape, his consciousness is not occupied with the alteration in his
material shape; no disturbance for him is born of his occupation with
· the alteration in the material shape; mental objects, arising, do not
persist in obsessing his thought; because of this non-obsession of his
thought he is neither afraid nor annoyed or full of longing and he is
not disturbed by grasping. He does not regard feeling ... perception ... the habitual tendencies ... consciousness as self or self as
having consciousness or consciousness as in self or self as in consciousness. His consciousness alters and becomes otherwise; wi.th
the alteration and otherwiseness in his consciousness, his consciousness is not occupied with the alteration in his conscioUBness; no
disturbance for him is born of his occupation with the alteration in
his consciousness; mental objects, arising, do not persist in obsessing
his thought; because of this non-obsession of his thought he is
neither afraid nor annoyed or full of longing and he is not disturbed
by grasping. This ,your reverences, is what is not being disturbed
by grasping.
In regard to that exposition, your reverences, which the Lord
recited in brief but the meaning of which he had not explained in full
when he rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place: 'Monks,
a monk should so investigate (things) that ... there is in the future
no origin or rise of birth, old age and dying and of anguish '-of this
exposition which was recited by the Lord in brief but the meaning
of which he did not explain in full; I, your reverences [229] understand the meaning in full thus. But if you, venerable ones, so desire,
you can approach the Lord and question him as to the meaning so
that as the Lord explains it to you so may you understand it."
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Then these monks ... (as at M. iii. 198-199, above, p. 243, re,ading
Monks, a monk should so investigate (things) that ... there is in
the future no origin or rise of birth, old age and dying and of anguish
inste,ad of The past should not be followed after, the future not desired . . . He is indeed ' Auspicious , called, described as a sage at
peace) ...
" Learned, monks, is Kaccana the Great, of great wisdom, monks,
is Kaccana the Great. For if you, monks, had questioned me as to
this meaning, I too would have explained it precisely as it was
explained by Kaccana the Great. Indeed, this is the exact meaning
of that, and thus should you remember it."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on an Exposition and Analysis:
The Eighth

139. DISCOURSE ON THE ANALYSIS OF

THE UNDEFILED 1
(Aral)avibha11ga.sutta)
[230] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil).Qika,s monastery. While
he was there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks,,>
" Revered One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke thus: " I will teach you, monks, the analysis of the
undefiled. Listen carefully to it, pay attention and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The
Lord spoke th us:
1
Aratw might also be translated as peace and saratw as disturbance: the
peace that comes from absence of the defilements and the disturbance due
to their presence. At MA. v. 32 it is said that aratw means free from passion ·.
or the defilements, kilesa; cf. AA. i. 220, SA. i. 101, nikkilesa. At Vbh. 19 /.
the khandha of feeling is twofold, saratw and aratw, Saratw = sa+ratw,
concomitant with war, stain or defilement. See B.H.S.D. under ara?J,a and
rati,a. At A. i. 24 Subhiiti is chief of a.hiders in non-defilement or peace,
referred to at MA. v. 31 /.
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"You should not be intent on the happiness of sense-pleasures
which is low, of the vi11ager, of the average person, unariyan, not
connected with the goal; nor should you be intent on the practice
of self-mortification .which is sorrowful, unariyan, not connected
with the goal. Not approaching either of these two dead-ends,
t.here is the Middle Course awakened to by the Tathagata, making
for vision, making for knowledge, and conducing to calm, superknowledge, self-awakening and nibbiina. One should know approval
and one should know disapproval, and having known approval,
having known disapproval, one should neither approve nor disapprove-one should simply teach dhamma. One should know
how to judge what happiness is; having known how to judge what
happiness is, one should be intent on inward happiness. One should
not utter a secret speech ;1 face to face (with a man) one should not
tell (him) a vexatious thing. 2 One should speak quite slowly, not
hurriedly. One should not affect the dialect of the countryside,
one should not deviate from recognised parlance. This is the
exposition of the analysis of the undefiled.
When it is said, ' You should not be intent on the happiness of
sense-pleasures ... nor should you be intent on the practice of selfmortification which is sorrowful, unariyan, not connected with the
goal,' in reference to what is it said ? Whatever is happiness in
association with sense-pleasures and intentness on a joy that is low,
of the villager, of the average man, unariyan, not connected with the
goal- this is a thing that has anguish, 3 annoyance, trouble and fret;
it is a wrong course. But whatever is happiness in association with
sense-pleasures but not intentness on a joy [231] that is low, of the
villager ... not connected with tl1e goal-this is a thing without
anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; it is the right course. Whatever
is intentness on self-mortification which is sorrowful, unariyan, not
connected with the goal-this is a thing that has anguish, annoyance,
trouble and fret; it is a wrong course. But whatever is nonintentness on self-mortification which is sorrowful, unariyan, not
connected with the goal-this is a thing without anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; it is the right course. When it is said, ' You
should not he intent on the happiness of sense-pleasures ... nor
One should not defame, i.e. carry tales to another person.
khirµi,, explained at MA. v. 30 as akirJ,rµi,, confused, troubled, and as
kilil,tha, soiled. It means that one should not say what is detrimental,
annoying or improper.
3 That is, as to its ripening and as to the defilements, MA. v. 31.
1

2
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should you be intent on the practice of self-mortification which is
sorrowful, unariyan, not connected with the goal,' it is said in reference to this.
When it is said,' Not approaching either of these two dead-ends,
there is the Middle Course awakened to by the Tathigata, making
for vision, making for knowledge, that conduces to calm, superknowledge, self-awakening and nibbana,' in reference to what is it
said 1 It is the ariyan Eightfold Way itself, that is to say: right
view, right aspiration, right speech, right action, right mode of
livelihood, right endeavour, right mindfulness, right concentration.-.
When it is said, 'Not approaching either of these two dead-ends,
there is the Middle Course ... that conduces to ... nibbana,' it is
said in reference to this.
When it is said,' One should know approval and one should know
disapproval, and having known approval, having known disapproval,
one should neither approve nor disapprove-one should simply
teach dhamma,' in reference to what is it said 1
And what, monks, is approval and what is disapproval but not
the teaching of dhamma- 1 He disapproves of some (people) here,
saying: 'All those who find happiness in association with sensepleasures and are intent on a joy that is low, of the villager, of the
average man, unariyan, not connected with the goal, have anguish,
annoyance, trouble and fret; they are faring along wrongly.' He
approves of some (people) here, saying: ' All those who find happiness
in association with sense-pleasures but are not intent on a joy that
is low ... not connected with the goal, are without anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; they are faring along rightly.' He disapproves
of some (people) here, saying: 'All those who are intent on the ·
practice of self-mortification, which is sorrowful, unaryian, not··
connected with the goal, [232] have anguish, annoyance, trouble and
fret; they are faring along wrongly.' He approves of some (people)
here, saying: 'All those who are not intent on the practice of selfmortification, which is sorrowful, unariyan, not connected with the
goal, are without anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; they are faring
along rightly.' He disapproves of some (people) here, saying: 'All
those in whom the fetter of becom.ing1 is not got rid of have anguish,
annoyance, troble and fret; they are faring along wrongly.' He
approves of some (people) here, saying:' All those in whom the fetter
------------•· -- - · - -- -- - -- - - · - - - - - - - -- 1 That is, thirst, ta?J,hii, MA. v. 31 which also says that when Subhiiti was
teaching dhamma he was not interested in the differences among individuals
but simply la.id down, "This is a. wrong course, this the right one."
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of becoming1 is got rid of are without anguish, annoyance, trouble
or fret; they are faring along rightly.' This, monks, is what is
approval and disapproval but not the teaching of dltamma.
And what, monks, is neither approval nor disapproval, but the
teaching of dltamma 1 He does not speak thus: ' All those who
find happiness in association with sense-pleasures and are intent
on a joy that is low, of the villager, of the average man, unariyan,
not connected with the goal, have anguish, annoyance, trouble and
fret; they are faring along wrongly.' He simply teaches dhamma,
saying: ' Intentness is a thing that has anguish, annoyance, trou hie
and fret; it is a wrong course.' He does not speak thus: ' All those
who find happiness in association with sense-pleasures but are not
intent on a joy that is low ... not connected with the goal, are without
anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; they are faring along rightly.'
He simply teaches dllamma, saying: 'Non-intentness is a thing that
is without anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; it is the right course.'
He does not speak thus: ' All those who are intent on the practice
of self-mortification which is sorrowful, unariyan, not connected
with the goal, have anguish, annoyance, trouble and fret; they are
faring along wrongly.' He simply teaches dltamma, saying: ' Intentness is a thing that has anguish . . . fret; it is a wrong course.' He
does not speak thus: ' All those who are not intent on the practice
of self-mortification ... are without anguish ... fret; they are faring
along rightly.' He simply teaches dhamma, saying:' Non-intentness
is a thing that is without anguish . . . fret; it is the right course.'
He does not speak thus: ' All those in whom the fetter of becoming
is not got rid of have anguish, annoyance, trouble and fret; they are
faring along wrongly.' [233] He simply teaches dhamma, saying:
' While the fetter of becoming is not got rid of, becoming is not got ·
rid of.' He does not speak thus: ' All those in whom the fetter of
becoming is got rid of are without anguish . . . fret; they are faring
along rightly.' He simply teaches dhamma, saying: 'If the fetter
of becoming is got rid of, becoming is got rid of.' This, monks, is
what is neither approval nor disapproval, but the teaching of
dhamma. When it is said: ' One should know approval and one
should know disapproval, and having known approval, having
known disapproval, one should neither approve nor disapproveone should simply teach dhamma,' it is said in reference to this.
·---··- - -·1

mhhava here.
para.graph.

--- - --- -·-- --·- - -

It should perhaps read bhava as at the end of the next
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When it is said: ' One should know how to judge what happiness is;
having known how to judge what happiness is, one should be intent
on inward happiness,' in reference to what is it said 1 These :five,
monks, are the strands of sense-pleasures. What :five 1 Material
shapes cognisable by the eye ... sounds cognisable by the ear .. .
smells cognisable by the nose ... tastes cognisable by the tongue .. .
touches cognisable by the body, agreeable, pleasant, liked, enticing, ·
connected with sensual pleasure, alluring. These, monks, are the ·.
five strands of sense-pleasures. Whatever happiness or joy, monks,
arises in consequence of these five strands of sense-pleasures is said
to be a happiness of sense-pleasures, a vile happiness, the happiness
of an average person, an unariyan happiness. I say of this happiness
that it is not to be pursued, developed or made much of-it is to be
feared. AB to this, monks, a monk, aloof from pleasures of the
senses, aloof from unskilled states of mind, enters on and abides in
the first meditation . . . the second . . . the third . . . the fourth
meditation. This is said to be the happiness of renunciation, the
happiness of aloofness, the happiness of tranquillity, the happiness
of self-awakening. I say of this happiness that it is to be pursued,
developed and made much of-it is not to be feared. [234] When
it is said: ' One should know how to judge what happiness is; having
known how to judge what happiness is, one should be intent on
inward happiness,' it is said in reference to this.
When it is said: ' One should not utter a secret speech; face to face
(with a man) one should not tell (him) a vexatious thing,' in
reference to what is it said 1 AB to this, monks, knowing a secret .
speech is not fact, untrue, not connected with the goal, one should
not, if possible, utter that secret speech; and if, knowing that secret
speech is fact, true, but not connected with the goal, he should train
himself not to speak it. But if one knows that secret speech is fact,
true, and connected with the goal, then he will know the right time
to speak that secret speech to that (other person). AB to this,
monks, knowing a vexatious speech (made) face to face (with a man)
is not fact, untrue, not connected with the goal, one should not, if
possible, utter that vexatious speech face to face (with a man); and
if, knowing that vexatious speech (made) face to face (with a man)
is fact, true, but not connected with the goal, he should train l1imself
not to speak it. But if one knows that vexatious speech (made)
face to face (with a man) is fact, true, and connected with the goal,
then he will know the right time to speak that vexatious speech face
to face with that (other person). When it is said: ' One should not
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utter a secret speech; face to face (with a man) one should not tell
(him) a vexatious thing,' it is said in reference to this.
When it is said: ' One should speak quite slowly, not hurriedly,'
in reference to what is it said 1 As to this, monks, if one speak
hurriedly the body tires and thought suffers and the sound suffers
and the throat is affected; the speech of one in a hurry is not clear
or comprehensible. As to this, monks, if one speak slowly the body
does not tire and thought does not suffer and the sound does not
suffer and the throat is not affected; the speech of one not in a hurry
is clear and comprehensible. When it is said: ' One should speak
quite slowly, not hurriedly,' it is said in reference to this.
When it is said: ' One should not affect the dialect of the countryside, one should not deviate from recognised parlance,' in reference
to what is it said 1 And what, monks, is affectation of the dialect
of the countryside and what is departure from recognised parlance 1
In this case, monks, in different districts they know (the different
words): Pati1 [235] ... Patta ... Vittha ... Sarava ... Dhiiropa
... Po:r:ia ... Pisila. Thus as they know the word as this or that in
these various districts so does a person, obstinately clinging to it
and adhering to it, explain: ' This indeed is the truth, all else is
falsehood. ' 2 Thus, monks, is affectation of the dialect of the
countryside and departure from recognised parlance. And what,
monks, is non-affectation of the dialect of the countryside and nondeparture from recognised parlance 1 In this case, monks, in
different districts they know (the different words): Pa.ti ... Patta
... Po:r:ia ... Pisila, yet although they know the word as this or that
in these various districts a person does not cling to it but explains:
' These venerable ones definitely express it thus.' Thus, monks,
is non-affectation of the dialect of the countryside and non-departure
from recognised parlance. When it is said : ' One should not affect
the dialect of the countryside, one should not deviate from recognised
parlance,' it is said in reference to this.
Wherefore, monks, whatever is happiness in association with
sense-pleasures and intentness on a joy that is low, of the villager,
of the average man, not connected with the goal, this is a thing that
has anguish, annoyance, trouble and fret; it is a wrong course.
Therefore this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, whatever is
This and the following six words are all words for " bowl."
As this phrase is of fairly frequent occurrence in M. and I have throughout
translated it thus, I leave it thus here. Here however it clearly means:
This is the true word, every other word is false.
1

2
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happiness in association with sense-pleasures but non-intentness
on a joy that is low . . . this is a thing without anguish . . . fret;
it is a right course. Therefore this thing is undefiled. Wherefore,
monks, whatever is intentness on self-mortification which is sorrowful, unariyan, not connected with the goal, this is a thing that has -.
anguish ... fret; it is a wrong course. Therefore this thing is defiled.
Wherefore, monks, whatever is non-intentness on the practice of
self-mortification which is sorrowful, unariyan, not connected with
the goal, this is a thing without anguish ... fret; it is the right course.
(236] Therefore this thing is undefiled. Wherefore, monks, that
Middle Course awakened to by the Tathagata, making for vision,
making for knowledge, and conducive to calm, super-knowledge,
self-awakening and nibbana, this is a thing without anguish ...
fret; it is the right course. Therefore this thing is undefiled. Wherefore, monks, whatever is approval and disapproval and not the teaching of dhamma, this is a thing that has anguish ... fret; it is a wrong
course. Therefore this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, whatever is neither approval nor disapproval but is the teaching of
dhamma, this is a thing without anguish ... fret; it is the right course.
Therefore this thing is undefiled. Wherefore, monks, that happiness
in sense-pleasures, a vile happiness, the happiness of an average
person, an unariyan happiness, this is a thing that has anguish ...
fret; it is a wrong course. Therefore this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, that happiness in renunciation, the happiness of'
aloofness, the happiness of tranquillity, the happiness of selfawakening, this is a thing without anguish ... fret; it is the right
course. Therefore this thing is undefiled. Wherefore, monks, that
secret speech that is not fact, untrue, not connected with the goal,
this is a thing that has anguish . . . fret; it is a wrong course.
Therefore this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, that secret
speech that is fact, true, but not connected with the goal, this is a
thing that has anguish ... fret; it is a wrong course. Therefore this
thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, that secret speech that is fact,
true, and connected with the goal, this is a thing without anguish
. . . fret; it is the right course. Therefore this thing is undefiled.
Wherefore, monks, that vexatious speech (made) face to face (with
a man) that is not fact, untrue, not connected with the goal, this is
a thing that has anguish ... fret; it is a wrong course. Therefore
this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, that vexatious speech
(made) face to face (with a man) that is fact, true, but not connected ·
with the goal, this too is a thing that has anguish ... fret; it is a _
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wrong course. Therefore this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks,
that [237] vexatious speech (made) face to face (with a man) that
is fact, true, and connected with the goal, this is a thing without
anguish . . . fret; it is the right course. Therefore this thing is
undefiled. Wherefore, monks, that which is spoken by one in a
hurry, this is a thing that has anguish ... fret; it is a wrong course.
Therefore this thing is defiled. Wherefore, monks, that which is
spoken by one not in a hurry, this is a thing without anguish ...
fret; it is the right course. Therefore this thing is undefiled.
Wherefore, monks, affectation of the dialect of the countryside and
departure from recognised parlance, this is a thing that has anguish
. . . fret; it is a wrong course. Therefore this thing is defiled.
Wherefore, monks, non-affectation of the dialect of the countryside
and non-departure from recognised parlance, this is a thing without
anguish, annoyance, trouble or fret; it is the right course. Therefore
this thing is undefiled.
Wherefore, monks, this is how you must train yourselves: ' I will
know the defiled thing and I will know the undefiled thing, and
knowing the defiled thing and knowing the undefiled thing, I will
fare along the undefiled course.' Thus, monks, must you train
yourselves. But Subhfiti,1 monks, the young man of family, is
(already 1) faring along the undefiled course."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Analysis of the Undefiled:
The Ninth

·- - - - - - .
1

MA. v. 32 })Oints out that he was among the Etad Aggas on two counts;
and that when he went for alms with Siiriputta, Siiriputta stood at the doors
of the houses attaining nirodha (the final meditative stage) while Subhiiti
attained mettajhiina, the meditation on friendliness. Cf. AA. i. 220,
ThagA. i. 20, UdA. 348. See also B.H.S.D. under ara,:ia where Edgerton
very tentatively puts the question of whether ara,:ia wns not originally an
adjective with a fem . noun: samapatti or maitri, Pali metta.

140. DISCOURSE ON THE ANALYSIS OF

THE ELEMENTS
(Dhatuvibhangasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord, walking on tour among the
people of Magadha, arrived at Ra.jagaha and approached the potter
Bhaggava;1 having approached, he spoke thus to Bhaggava the
potter: "If it is not inconvenient to you, Bhaggava, I would spend
one night in your dwelling."
" It is not convenient to me, revered sir. For there is here one
gone forth who came before you to stay. But if he allow it, do stay,
revered sir, according to your pleasure."
[238] At that time there was a young man of family called
Pukkusa.ti 2 who had gone forth from home into homelessness through
faith in the Lord. He it was that had arrived first at that potter's
dwelling. Then the Lord approached the venerable Pukkusati;
having approached, he spoke thus to the venerable Pukkusati:
" If it is not inconvenient to you, monk, I will spend a night in the·.
dwelling."
"Spacious, 3 friend, 4 is the potter's dwelling; let the venerable
one stay according to his pleasure."
Then the Lord, having entered the potter's dwelling and laid down
a spreading of grass to one side, sat down cross-legged, keeping his
back erect and arousing mindfulness in front of him. And the
Lord passed much of that night sitting down. And the venerable
Pukkusati too spent much of that night sitting down. Then it
occurred to the Lord: " This young man of respectable family
certainly comports himself pleasantly. Suppose I were to question
him 1" And the Lord spoke thus to the venerable Pukkusati:
"On account of whom have you, monk, gone forth 1 Who is
your teacher? Whose dhamma do you profess 1"
"There is, friend, the recluse Gotama, son of the Sakyans, gone
1 Here Bhagga.va. seems to be the potter's personal name.
See M.L.8. ii. 248 .
( = M . ii. 52).
2 MA. v. 33 ff. gives a long history of this monk; see D.P.P.N.
3
urunda, which perhaps should be uruddha, giving space for (breathing) ..
MA. v. 47 explains by vivitla, isolated, secluded, and asambiidha, not crowded. ·
4 avuao.
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forth from the Sakyan clan; concerning this Lord Gotama a lovely
reputation has gone abroad thus: He is indeed Lord, perfected one,
fully Self-Awakened One, endowed with (right) conduct and
knowledge, well-farer, knower of the world(s), matchless charioteer
of men to be tamed, teacher of devas and mankind, the Awakened
One, the Lord. On account of this Lord have I gone forth, and this
Lord is my teacher; I profess this Lord's dltamma."
"But where, monk, is this Lord, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened
One, staying now 1"
" There is a town called Savatthi, friend, in the northern districts;
this Lord, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One is now staying
there."
"Have you, monk, ever seen this Lord 1 If you saw him would
you know him 1"
[239] "No, friend, I have never seen this Lord, so I would not
know him if I saw him."
Then it occurred to the Lord: " This young man of respectable
family has gone forth on account of me. Suppose I were to teach
him dltamma 1" And the Lord addressed the venerable Pukkusati,
saying: " I will teach you dhamma, monk; listen carefully, pay attention and I will speak."
"Yes, friend," the venerable Pukkusati answered the Lord in
assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" Monk, this man has six elements, six fields of (sense-)impingement, eighteen mental ranges,1 four resolves. 2 Where there is
stability, conceit and boasting do not continue in existence, and
when they do not continue in existence the sage is said to be at
peace. He 3 should not be slothful in wisdom, he should guard the
truth, cultivate relinquishment, 4 and train himself for peace itself. 5
This is the exposition of the analysis of the six elements:
1 As at M. iii. 216.
The first three of these headings are also stated and
analysed at A. i. 175, but the four ariyan truths a.re given there in place of the
four resolves.
. 2 D. iii. 229.
3 Perhaps referring to the "man,,, purisa, of the first heading in this para.graph .
' ciiga, the giving up of, abandoning or forsaking all the defilements,
MA. v. 52; all tho clingings, M. iii. 245.
6 It is, I think a question whether the -order of these la.st two headings should
not be reversed to tally with the order of the analysis below which appears to
be the more logical sequence. But the commentarial exegesis, MA. v. 51 f. is
against this, for it takes the headings as they stand above.
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Monk, when it is said: ' This man has six elements,' in reference
to what is it said 1 To the element of extension, the liquid element,
the element of radiation, of motion, of akasa, of consciousness.
Monk, when it is said, 'This mu.n has six elements,' it is said in reference to tl1is.
Monk, when it is said, ' This man has six fields of (sense-)impingemcnt,' in reference to what is it said 1 To the field of visual impingement, of auditory ... olfactory ... gustatory ... tactile ...
mental impingement. Monk, when it is said, ' This man ... ', it is
said in reference to this.
Monk, when it is said, ' This man has eighteen mental ranges,' in
reference to what is it said 1 Having seen a material shape with the
eye ... [240] ... cognised a mental state with the mind, one ranges
over the mental state that gives rise to joy, ranges over the mental
state that gives rise to sorrow, ranges over the mental state that
gives rise to equanimity. Thus there are six ranges for joy, six for
sorrow, six for equanimity. Monk, when it is said, ' This man has
eighteen mental ranges,' it is said in reference to this.
.
Monk, when it is said, 'This man has four resolves,' in reference··
to what is it said 1 To the resolve for wisdom, the resolve for truth,
the resolve for relinquishment, the resolve for calm. Monk, when
it is said ... it is said in reference to this.
Monk, when it is said: ' He should not be slothful in wisdom, he
should guard the truth, cultivate relinquishment and train himself
for peace itself,' in reference to what is it said 1 And how, monk,
is one not slothful in wisdom 1
There ·are these six elements: the element of extension, the liquid
element, the element of radiation, of motion, of akasa, of consciousness. And what, monk, is the element of extension 11 The element
of extension may be internal, it may be external. And what, monk,
is the internal element of extension 1 Whatever is hard, solid,
is internal, referable to an individual and derived therefrom, that
is to say: the hair of the head, the hair of the body, nails, teeth,
skin, flesh, sinews, bones, marrow of the bones, kidneys, heart,
liver, pleura, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery, stomach, excrement, or whatever other thing is hard, solid, is internal, referable .to an individual or derived therefrom- this, monk, is called the -.
in~ rnal element of extension. Whatever is the internal element of
1 Down to the element ofspa.cc, sec M. I. 421 ff.
M.L.S. i. 231 _ff. for notes.

Sec n.l~o M. i. 185 ff. and
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extension and whatever is the external clement of extension, just
these are the element of extension. By means of perfect intuitive
wisdom this should be seen as it really is, thus: This is not mine,
this am I not, this is not my self. Having seen this thus as it really
is by means of perfect intuitive wisdom, he disregards the element
of extension, he cleanses his mind of the element of extension.
And what, monk, is the Jiquid element 1 The liquid element may
be internal, [241) it may be external. And what, monk, is the internal liquid element 1 Whatever is liquid, fluid, is interna],
referable to an individual and derived therefrom, that is to say:
bile, phlegm, pus, bloo<l, sweat, fat, tears, serum, saliva, mucui::,
synovial fluid, urine or whatever other thing is liquid, fluid, is
internal, referable to an individual and derived therefrom, this,
monk, is called the internal liquid element. Whatever is an internal
liquid element and whatever is an external liquid clement, just these
are the liquid element. By means of perfect intuitive wisdom ...
he cleanses his mind of the liquid element.
And what, monk, is the element of radiation 1 The element of
radiation may be internal, it may be external. And what, monk,
is the internal element of radiation 1 Whatever is heat, warmth,
is internal, referable to an individual and derived therefrom, such as
that by which one is vitalised and that by which one is consumed,
an<l that by which one is burnt up, and that which one has munched,
drunk, eaten and tasted which is properly transformed (in digestion),
orwhatever other thing is heat, warmth, is internal, referable to an individual or derived therefrom, this, monk, is called the internal element
of radiation. Whatever is an internal ... external element of radiation, just these are the element of radiation. By means of perfect
intuitive wisdom ... he cleanses his mind of the element of radiation.
And what, monk, is the element of motion 1 The element of
motion may be internal, it may be external. And what, monk, is
the internal element of motion 1 Whatever is motion, wind, is
internal, referable to an individual and derived therefrom, such as
winds going upwards, winds going downwards, winds in the abdomen, winds in the belly, winds that shoot across the several limbs,
in-breathing, out-breathing, or whatever other thing is motion,
wind, is internal, referable to an individual and derived therefrom,
this, monk, is called the internal element of motion. Whatever is
an internal ... external element of motion, just these arc the element
of motion. By means of perfect intuitive wisdom ... he cleanses
his mind of the element of motion.
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And what~ monk, is the element of space 1 The element of space
may be internal, it may be external. And what, monk, is the internal [242] element of space 1 Whatever is space, spacious, is
internal, referable to an individual and derived therefrom, such as
the auditory and nasal orifices, the door of the mouth and that by
which one swallows what is munched, drunk, eaten and tasted, and
where this remains, and where it passes out (of the body) lower down,
or whatever other thing is space, spacious, is internal, referable to
an individual and derived therefrom, this, monk, is called the internal clement of space. Whatever is an internal element of space
and whatever is an external element of space, just these are ;ihe
clement of space. By means of perfect intuitive wisdom this should
be seen as it really is, thus: This is not mine, this am I not, this is
not my self. Having seen this thus as it really is by means of perfect
intuitive wisdom, he disregards the element of space, he cleanses
his mind of the element of space.
And when the consciousness that remains is quite pure, quite
clean, he knows something by means of that consciousness: he discriminates pleasure and he discriminates pain and he discriminates
what is neither painful nor pleasant. If, monk, because of impingement there arises an experience of pleasure it is a pleasant feeling.
He, experiencing that pleasant feeling, comprehends that he is
experiencing a pleasant feeling. On the cessation of the impingement whence comes that experience of pleasure he comprehends:
' The pleasant feeling arisen on account of an impingement experienced as a complemental1 pleasant experience is stopped, is allayed.'
If, monk, because of impingement there arises an experience of
pain ... an experience of what is neither painful nor pleasant it is
a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant. He, experiencing
that feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant, comprehends that
he is experiencing a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant. On
the cessation of the impingement whence comes that experience of ·
what is neither painful nor pleasant he comprehends: ' The feeling
that is neither painful nor pleasant arisen on account of an impingement experienced as a complemental experience that is neither
painful nor pleasant is stopped, is allayed.'
Monk, it is like the heat obtained, the light produced from the
contact and friction of two sticks; when these two sticks are separated
their complemental heat is stopped, is allayed. Even so, monk,
1

tajja, as at M. i. 190. 8. iv. 215, Dhs. 3-6.
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(243] does a pleasant feeling arise on account of the impingement of
an experience of pleasure ... a painful feeling ... a feeling that is
neither painful nor pleasant. He ... comprehends ... 'The feeling
that is neither painful nor pleasant arisen on account of an impingement experienced as a complemental experience that is neither painful nor pleasant is stopped, it is allayed.'
And further, the equanimity that remains is quite pure, quite
cleansed, soft and pliable and resplendent. Monk, it is like a skilled
goldsmith or a goldsmith's apprentice preparing a furnace; when he
has prepared the furnace he lights the smelting-pot; when he has
lit the smelting-pot he takes up the gold with tongs and places it
in the smelting-pot; and then from time to time he blows on it,
from time to time he sprinkles wat~r over it, and from time to time
he looks at it carefully- that gold becomes clear, pure, cleansed,
(the impurities) removed, free from dross, soft and pliable and
resplendent so that whatever kind of ornament one requires, a ring
or earring or necklace or golden garland, it is suitable for that
purpose. Even so, monk, the equanimity that then remains is
quite pure, quite cleansed, soft and pliable and resplendent.
He comprehends thus: ' If I should focus this equanimity, purified
thus, cleansed thus, on the plane of infinite ether and should develop
my thought in accordance with that, then would this equanimity,
supported by this, nourished by this, stand firm in me for a very
long time. If I should focus this equanimity . . . on the plane of
infinite consciousness ... (244) . . . on the plane of no-thing ... on
the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception and should
develop my thought in accordance with that, then would this
equanimity, supported by this, nourished by this, stand firm in me
for a very long time.'
He comprehends thus: ' If I should focus this equanimity, purified
thus, cleansed thus, on the plane of infinite ether ... on the plane of
infinite consciousness ... on the plane of no-thing . .. on the plane
of neither-perception-nor-non-perception and should develop my
thought in accordance with that, this1 is constructed. ' 2 He therefore
1 "This," etarh, appears to refer to" life-span," ii.yu, so MA. v. 65: "however much this life-span is of 20,000 kappas ... it is not permanent or eternal,
it is temporary, liable to deceasing, falling, breaking up and shattering; it is
dogged by birth, bestrewn by disease, struck down by death; it is founded on
anguish, with no authority, no refuge. . . . All these perils a.re spoken of by
the one phrase: this is constructed," Bankhatam etarh.
2 .,ankhatam etarh.
The meaning probably is that, however much one applies
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neither constructs nor thinks out1 for becoming or for de-becoming. 2
Not constructing, not thinking out for becoming or for de-becoming,
lie grasps after nothing in the world; not grasping, he is not troubled,
being untroubled he himself is individually attained to nibbana,
and he comprehends: ' Destroyed is birth, brought to a close the
Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, there is no more of
being such or so.' If he experiences a pleasant feeling ... a painful
feeling ... a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant, he comprehends that it is impermanent ... not to be cleaved to ... not an
object of enjoyment. If he experiences a pleasant . . . painful .
feeling ... a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant, then detached
from it he experiences it. Experiencing a feeling that is limited by
the body, 3 he comprehends that he is experiencing a feeling that is ··
limited by the body. [245] Experiencing a feeling that is limited by
the life-principle he comprehends that he is experiencing a feeling
that is limited by the life-principle. He comprehends that on the
breaking up of the body after the life-principle has come to an end all
enjoyable experiences here will become cool. 4
equanimity to the various meditative planes and develops thought according
to them, still this life-span remains. It is therefore a construction: satikhara
(and hence impermanent, cf. M. i. 336, sablxisankharesu anicciinupassino,
translated at M .L.B. i. 400 as: beholding the impermanence of all constructions; and cf. Dlip. 277 sabbe sankhara aniccii, impermanent are all the constructions), or it is a construct, sankhata; or it is constructed, sankhata.
The underlying idea is one of activity (see M.L.8. i., Intr., p . .xxv), a karmic
"effecting" or bringing about, which, in this context above, is a result of
the decision tho meditator has just taken to focus his equanimity and develop
his thought. But, as he immediately perceives, this will only lead to the
constructing of new effects in the future. So he stills his mind in order to
bring no new constructs into existence. Therefore, following his realisation
that sail.khatam etatii, he seeks to go no further with such mental activity as
will bear future karmic fruit and n'eva abhisankharoti ndbhisaiicetayati, neither
constructs nor thinks out. At M. i. 350 the bhikkhu comprehends of each _
jhiina, of each brahmavihara and of each of the first three meditative planes
that it is "effected" (or constructed or produced-by past mental activity)
and thought out (or planned) and is therefore impermanent (and all that this
entails). So that here a.gain it is implied, as above, that the realisation and
comprehension of such impermanence is a stepping-stone to further progress
on the Way, whereas the lack of realisation is a hindrance or obstacle to such
progrese.
1 Now speaking from tho height of arahantship.
2
bhava and vibliava are called growth and decline respectively; they are
said to be connected with eternalism and annihilationism, again respectively.
3 D. i. 46, ii. 128, 8. ii. 83, A. ii. 108.
4 s1tibhavissanti.
Tho term sitibhilta, become cool, is often combined with
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Monk, as an oil-lamp burns on account of the oil and on account
of the wick but goes out1 from lack of fuel if the oil and the wick
come to an end and no others are brought, even so, monk, experiencing a feeling that is limited by the body ... limited by the lifeprinciple, he comprehends that he is experiencing a feeling limited
by the body ... limited by the life-principle. He comprehends
that on the breaking up of the body after the life-principle has come
to an end all enjoyable experiences here will become cool.
Therefore a monk, endowed thus, is endowed with this highest
resolve for wisdom. For this, monk, is the highest ariyan wisdom,
that is to say the knowledge of the complete destruction of anguish.
That freedom of his, founded on truth, is unshakable. For that
which is liable to falsity, monk, is falsehood; that truth which is not
liable to falsity is nibbana. Therefore, endowed thus, a monk is
endowed with this highest resolve for truth. For this, monk, is
the highest ariyan truth, that is to say nibbana that is not liable to
falsity. Verily, his former 2 foolish clingings3 are ended and done
with. · These arc got rid of by him, cut off at t,he root, made like a
palm-tree stump that can come to no future growth. Therefore,
endowed thus, a monk is endowed with this highest resolve for
relinquishment. For this, monk, is the highest ariyan relinquishment, that is to say the casting away of all clingings. His former
foolish covetousness was passionate desire. This is got rid of by
him, cut off at the root, made like a palm-tree stump that can come
to no future growth. His former foolish hostility was malevolence
and corruption. This is got rid of by him, cut off at the root, made
like a palm-tree stump that can come to no future growth. His
former foolish ignorance was confusion and corruption. This is
got rid of by him, cut off at the root, [246) made like a palm-tree·
stump that can come to no future growth. Therefore, endowed
thus, a monk is endowed with this highest resolve for calm. For
this, monk, is the highest ariyan calm, that is to say the calm in
regard to attachment, hatred and confusion. When it is said, ' One
nibbuta, gone out, extinguished. For nibbuta see P.E.D. Tho fires of
raga dosa and moha no longer burn in one who is nibbuta sitibltii.ta; it is in
respect of these that a man is extinguished and cooled.
1 nibbiiyati.
Cf. '1.'hig. 116 padipasa' eva nibbanam: the going out of the
]amp.
2 Referring to the time when he was a puthujjana, an ordinary average
person.
3 To the khandha, to the defilements, to the "activities" (abhisankhiirii)
and to the five strands of sensual pleasure, MA. v. 60.
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should not be slothful is wisdom, he should guard the truth, cultivate
relinquishment and train himself for peace itself,' it is said in reference to this.
Monk, when it is said, ' Where there is stability, conceit and
boasting do not continue in existence, and when they do not
continue in existence the sage is said to be at peace,' in reference to
what is it said 1 ' I am,' monk, this is a supposition. ' This am I '
. . . ' I will be ' . . . ' I will not be ' ... ' I will be possessed of form '
. . . ' ! will be incorporeal ' . . . ' I will be possessed of perception '
... 'I will not be possessed of perception' ... 'I will be possessed··
of neither perception nor non-perception,' this is a supposition. A
supposition, monk, is an ill, a suppo~ition is an imposthume, a
supposition is a barb. Monk, when he has gone beyond all suppositions the sage is said to be at peace. But, monk, a sage who is at
peace is not born, docs not age, is not agitated, does not envy. As
there is nothing by which he can be born, how, monk, not being
born could he age ? Not ageing, how could he die ? Not dying,
how could he be agitated 1 Not being agitated, how could he envy ?
When it is said: ' Where there is stability, conceit and boasting do
not continue in existence, and when they do not continue in existence
the sage is said to be at peace,' it is said in reference to this.
Do you, monk, remember my analysis in brief1 of the six elements."
Then the venerable Pukkusati thought: " Indeed it is the Teacher
that has come to me; indeed it is the Well-farer that has come to me;
indeed it is the Fully Self-Awakened One that has come to me," and
rising from his seat, arranging his robe over one shoulder and bowing
his head to the Lord's feet, he spoke thus to the Lord:
"A transgression, revered sir, has overcome me2 in that foolish,
errant and [247] unskilled as I was, I supposed the Lord could be··
addressed with the epithet 'friend.' Revered sir, may the Lord
acknowledge my transgression as a transgression for the sake of
restraint in the future."
"Indeed, monk, a transgression overcame you in that ... you
1
Bu. here says, MA. v. 60, that tho whole teaching of Dhamma by the
Buddhas is " in brief ,, ; there is no extended teaching. Even the whole of
the Patthnnakathii. is in brief. Among the four types of persons (reference
appears to be to A. ii. 135, Pug. 41), beginning with the one who could understand Dhamma in a condensed form (ugghiititaii:nu), Pukkusiiti was a
vipacitanii:ii (i.e. a "diffuse-learner," to whom Dhamma had to be explained
in detnil). It was because of this that the Lord spoke the Dhiituvibhar\gasutta..
2
The wording is stock, only the transgression, accaya, varies in the different
contexts. See P. T.C. under accaya.
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supposed I could be addressed with the epithet 'friend.' But if you,
monk, seeing this transgression as a transgression, confess it according to the rule, we acknowledge it for you. For this is growth,
monk, in the discipline for an ariyan, that whoever, seeing a
transgression as a transgression, confesses it according to rule, he
comes to restraint in the future."
"Revered sir, may I receive ordination in the Lord's presence 1"
"But are you, monk, complete as to bowl and robe 1"
"Revered sir, I am not complete as to bowl and robe."
" Monk, Tathagatas do not ordain anyone not complete as to
bowl and robe."
Then the venerable Pukkusati, having rejoiced in what the Lord
had said, having given thanks for it, rising from his seat greeted
the Lord and, keeping his right side towards him, departed in order
to search for a bowl and robe. But while he was touring· about in
search of a bowl and robe a cow swerved1 and deprived him of life.
Then a number of monks approached the Lord; having approached,
having greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance.
As they were sitting down at a respectful distance, these monks spoke
thus to the Lord: ' That young man of family, Pukkusati, revered
sir, whom the Lord exhorted with an exhortation in brief, has died. 2
What is his bourn, what his future state 1"
"Clever, 3 monk, was Pukkusati, the young man of family; he
followed after dhamma according to the various parts of dhamma,
and lie did not annoy me with questionings about dhamma. Monks,
Pukkusati, the young man of family, by the complete destruction
of the five fetters binding to this lower (shore), is of spontaneous
uprising, one who attains nibbana there, not liable to return from
that world."
Discourse on the Analysis of the Elements:
.
The Tenth
1 bhant,agavi, a swerving or staggering cow.
rushing after her wandering young calf.
2 kiilam karoti, has done his (karmic) time.
3
Cf. M. ii. 146 for this paragraph.

MA. v. 62 explains she was

141. DISCOURSE ON THE ANALYSIS OF

THE TRUTHS
(Sacca vibhangasutta)
[248] THUS h&ve I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near

Benares in the deer-park at Isipatana. While he was there the
Lord addressed the monks, Raying: "Monks." "Revered One,"
these monks answered the Lord in assent. 'l'he Lord spoke thus:
" The matchless Wheel of dhamma set rolling by the Tathagata,
the perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One in the deer-park at
Isipatana near Benares cannot be rolled back by a recluse or brahman
or deva or Mara or Brahma or by anyone in the world. That is to
say, it was a proclamation of the four ariyan truths, a teaching,
laying down, establishing, opening up, analysing, and making of
them plain. Of what four? It was a proclamation, a teaching,
laying down, establishing, opening up, analysing and making plain
of the ariyan truth of anguish ... of the ariyan truth of the arising
of anguish . . . of the ariyan t.ruth of the stopping of anguish . . ..
of the ariyan truth of the course leading to the stopping of anguish. ·
The matchless Wheel of dltamma, monks, set rol1ing by the Tathagata
... in the deer-park at Isipatana near Benares cannot be rolled back
by a recluse ... or anyone in the world. That is to say, it was a
proclamation of the four ariyan truths ... a making of them plain.
Monks, follow Sariputta and Moggallana; monks, associate with
Sariputta and Moggallana; they are wise monks who are helpers1
to Brahma-farers. Monks, like a mother, so is Sariputta; like a
child's foster-mother, so is Moggallana. Sariputta, monks, trains
(one) in the fruit of stream-attainment, Moggallana in the highest
1
anuggcihaka. At 8. iii. 5, v. 102 Sariputta alone is so spoken of; translated
at K.S. as "patron." SA. ii. 256 instances two forms of help, anuggaha,
help with material things and help with Dhamma. At Vin. iv. 325 "should
neither help," n'em anugganheyya, is defined to mean:" should neither herself
help (her pupil) with the recitation, interrogation, exhortation and instruction." This therefore must be regarded as help with Dhamma. It also
appears that when anuggaiihii.ti is used in relation to the attitude of a more
experienced member of the Order to a less experienced one, it carries a technical or semi-technical sense. See P.T.O. under anugganhiiti for further·
references.
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goal.1 Sariputta, monks, is able to proclaim, teach, lay down,
establish, open up, analyse and make plain the four ariyan truths
in full." 2 Thus spoke the Lord; and having said this, the Well-farer
rose from his seat and entered a dwelling-place.
[249] Soon after the Lord had departed the venerable Sariputta
addressed the monks who were there, saying: "Reverend monks."
"Your reverence," these monks answered the venerable Sariputta
in assent. The venerable Sariputta spoke thus:
" Your reverences, the matchless Wheel of dhamma set rolling by
the Tathagata, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One in the deerpark at Isipatana near Benares cannot be rolled back ... It was a
proclamation, a teaching, laying down, establishing, opening up,
ana1ysing and making plain of the ariyan truth of anguish ... of
the ariyan trutl1 of the course leading to the stopping of anguish.
And what, your reverences, is the ariyan truth of anguish P
Birth is anguish and ageing is anguish and dying is anguish; and
grief, sorrow, suffering, misery and despair are anguish. And not
getting what one desires, that too is anguish. In brief, the five
groups of grasping are anguish.
And what, your reverences, is birth 1 It is the conception, the
production, the descent,' the rebirth, 5 the coming forth of various
beings in the various classes of beings, the appearance of the groups
(of grasping), the acquiring of the sense-bases. This, your reverences,
is called birth.
And what, your reverences, is old age 1 It is the old age, decrepitude, broken teeth, greying hair, wrinkly skin, the dwindling of the
life-span, the collapse of the sense-organs of the various beings in
the various classes of beings. This, your reverences, is called old
age.
And what, your reverences, is dying 1 It is the falling away, the
passing away, the breaking up, the disappearance, the death and
1
uttamattha, i.e. a.ra.ha.ntship. It seems that Sariputta expends himself on
newly ordained monks rather than on those he knows to be on the higher
ways.
2
This is Sariputta.'s aspect as Dhamma.senii.pati, Captain or General of
Dha.mma., next to the Buddha. in power to roll on the Dha.mma.-wheel.
3
The remainder of this Discourse is found in the M ahiisatipatthiinasuttanta
(D. Sta.. 22) from D. ii. 305-313, i.e. to the end of the ariya.n truth of the course
lea.ding to the stopping of anguish. The first portion of the D's MahiisatipatJhanasuttanta is found in M. Sta. 10, the Satipatthanasutta. See M.L.S. i,
Jntr., p. xiv. Also cf. M. i. 49 f., S. ii. 3.
6 nibbatti, not at M. i. 49.
'I.e. into a. womb.
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dying, the action of time, the breaking up of the groups (of grasping),
the laying down of the body. This, your reverences, is called dying.
And what, your reverences, is grief 1 It, your reverences, is
the grief, sorrow, sorrowfulness, the inward grief, the inner pain of
one visited by some kind of calamity or other, smitten by some kind
of ill or other. It is the crying, the wailing, [250] the act of crying,.,
the act of wailing, the state of crying, the state of wailing of one
visited by some calamity or other, smitten by some kind of ill or
other. This, your reverences, is called sorrow.
And what, your reverences, is suffering 1 It, your reverences, is
physical suffering, physical disagreeableness arising from an impingement on the body and experienced as suffering, as disagreeableness.
This, your reverences, is called suffering.
And what, your reverences, is misery 1 It, your reverences, is
mental suffering, 1 mental disagreeableness arising from an impingement on the mind and experienced as suffering, as disagreeableness.
This, your reverences, is called misery.
And what, your reverences, is despair 1 It, your reverences, is
despondency, despair, the state of despondency, the state of despair
of one visited by some calamity or other, smitten by some kind of ill
or other. This, your reverences, is called despair.
And what, your reverences is meant by ' not getting what one
desires, that too is anguish ' 1 Your reverences, a wish like this
arises in creatures liable to birth: ' 0 might we be not liable to birth
and birth not come to us.' But this is not to be had for the wishing.··
So ' not getting what one desires, that too is anguish.' Your
reverences, a wish like this arises in creatures liable to ageing ...
to disease ... to dying ... in creatures liable to grief, sorrow, suffering, misery and despair: ' 0 might we not be liable to grief, sorrow,
suffering, misery and despair, and grief, sorrow, suffering, misery
and despair not come to us.' But this is not to be had for the wishing. So' not getting what one desires, that too is anguish.'
And what, in brief, your reverences, are the five groups of grasping
that are anguish 1 These are: the group of grasping after material
shape, the group of grasping after feeling ... after perception ...
after the habitual tendencies ... after consciousness. Your reverences, these ase called in brief the five groups of grasping that are
anguish.
1 cetaaikam dukkham is omitted, probably in error, in Chalmers' text, but
occurs a.t D. ii. 306.
·
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Your reverences, this is called the ariyan truth of anguish.
And what, your reverences, is the ariyan truth of the arising of
anguish 1 Whatever craving is connected with again-becoming,
accompanied by delight and attachment, finding delight in this and
that, namely the craving for sense-pleasures, the craving for becoming, [251] the craving for annihilation- this, your reverences,
is called the ariyan truth of the arising of anguish.
And what, your reverences, is the ariyan truth of the stopping of
anguish 1 Whatever is the stopping, with no attachment remaining,
of that self-same eraving, the relinquishment of it~ casting aside of it,
release from it, independence of it, this, your reverences, is called
the ariyan truth of the stopping of anguish.
And what, your reverences, is the ariyan truth of the course
leading to the stopping of anguish 1 It is this ariyan Eightfold Way
itself, that is to say: right view, right aspiration, right speech, right
action, right mode of livelihood, right endeavour, right mindfulness,
right concentration.
And what, your reverences, is right view 1 Whatever, your
reverences, is knowledge of anguish, knowledge of the arising of
anguish, knowledge of the stopping of anguish, knowledge of the
course leading to the stopping of anguish- this, your reverences, is
called right view.
And what, your reverences, is right aspiration 1 Aspiration for
renunciation, aspiration for non-malevolence, aspiration for harmlessness- this, your reverences, is called right aspiration.
And what, your reverences, is right speech 1 Refraining from
lying speech, refraining from slanderous speech, refraining from
harsh speech, refraining from gossip, this, your reverences, is called
right speech.
And what, your reverences, ;s right action 1 Refraining from
onslaught on creatures, refraining from taking what bas not been
given, refraining from going wrongly among the sense-pleasures,
this, your reverences, is called right action.
And what, your reverences, is right mode of live]ihood 1 As to
this, your reverences, a disciple of the ariyans, getting rid of a wrong
mode of livelihood, makes his living by a right mode of livelihood.
This, your reverences, is called right mode of livelihood.
And what, your reverences, is right endeavour 1 As to this, your
reverences, a monk generates desire, endeavours, stirs up energy,
exerts his mind and strives for the non-arising of evil unskilled states
that have not arisen ... for the getting rid of evil unskilled states
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that have arisen ... [252] for the arising of skilled states that have
not arisen ... for the maintenance, preservation, increase, maturity,
development and completion of skilled states that have arisen. This,
your reverences, is called right endeavour.
And what, your reverences, is right mindfulness 1 As to this,
your reverences, a monk fares along contemplating the body in the
body . . . the feelings in the feelings . . . the mind in the mind . ·. . ·
the mental states in the mental states, ardent, clearly conscious
(of them), mindful (of them) so as to control the covetousness and
dejection in the world. This, your reverences, is called right
mindfulness.
And what, your reverences, is right concentration 1 As to this,
your reverences, a monk, aloof from pleasures of the senses, aloof
from unskilled states of mind, enters on and abides in the first
meditation which is _accompanied by initial thought and discursive
thought, is born of aloofness, and is rapturous and joyful. By
allaying initial thought and discursive thought, with the mind
subjectively tranquillised and fixed on one point, he enters on and
abides in the second meditation which is devoid of intial thought and
discursive thought, is born of concentration, and is rapturous and
joyful. By the fading out of rapture ... he enters on and abides in
the third meditation ... the fourth meditation. This, your reverences, is called right concentration.
This, your reverences, is called the ariyan truth of the course
leading to the stopping of anguish.
Your reverences, the matchless Wheel of dltamma set rolling by the
Tathagata, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One in the deer-park
at Isipatana near Benares cannot be rolled back by a recluse or·
brahman or deva or Mara or Brahma or by anyone in the world.
That is to say, it was a proclamation, a teaching, laying down,
establishing, opening up, analysing, and making plain of these four
ariyan truths."
Thus spoke the venerable Sariputta. Delighted, these monks
rejoiced in what the venerable Sariputta had said.
Discourse on the Analysis of the Truths:
The Eleventh

142. DISCOURSE ON THE ANALYSIS OF

OFFERINGS
(Dakkhi:Q.avibhangasutta)
[253] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying among
the Sakyans in Nigrodha's monastery near Kapilavatthu . . Then
Mabapaja.pati1 the Gotamid, 2 bringing a pair of new cloths, 3
approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord,
she sat down at a respectful distance. As she was sitting down at a
respectful distance, Mahapaja.pati the Gotamid spoke thus to the
Lord: " Revered sir, this pair of new cloths has been cut out by me
and woven by me specially for the Lord; revered sir, may the Lord
out of compassion accept it from me."
When this had been said, the Lord spoke thus to Maha.pa;japati
the Gotamid:
" Give it to the Order,' Gotami. Jf you give it to the Order I will
be honoured and the Order too." And a second time . . . And a
third time6 did the Lord speak thus to Maha.paja.pati the Gotamid:
"Give it to the Order, Gotami. If you give it to the Order I will
be honoured and the Order too."
When this had been said, the venerable Ananda spoke thus to the
Lord:
1 At A. i. 25 called foremost of nuns of long experience.
Her verses are at
Thig. 157-162. The younger sister of Mahiimii.yii., Gotama's mother, she
attained ara.hantehip soon after her ordination, ThigA. 141. The story of
her ordination, with a number of Sakyan ladies, is given at Vin. ii. 253,
A. iv. 274.
2 Her family name.
3 MA . v. 66 explains she thought that as she had not given Gota.ma. anything, not even cakes or fruit, in the 29 yea.rs he had led a. household life she
would now give him an outer cloak and a robe, but- only what was ma.de by
hand would satisfy her. But aiimam viiyitam, according to MA. v. 66, does
not mean woven by her own hand, but that every day, surrounded by a group
of foster-mothers, she went to the weaving place for women artisans and,
taking the movable pa.rt of her loom, worked there.
' As at M iln. 240, though there she was giving cloths for the rains.
11 She was much disappointed; but Gotama, according to MA. v. 67, was
acting out of compassion, for what is given to an Order is of great fruit, and a
gift given both to him and the Order will twice arouse the three thoughts
connected with giving.
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" Revered sir, let the Lord accept the Gotamid Mahapajapati's
new pair of cloths. 1 Revered sir, Mahapajapati the Gotamid has
been of much service to the Lord. 2 She is his maternal aunt,
the one who brought him up, 3 who looked after him' and gave him
milk, for when the Lord's own mother passed away she suckled him. 6
And, revered sir, the Lord has been of much service to Mahapaja.pati
the Gotamid. Revered sir, it is due to the Lord that Mahapajapati
the Gotamid has gone to the Awakened One for refuge, has gone to
dhamma for refuge, has gone to the Order for refuge. Revered sir,.
it is due to the Lord, that Mahapajapati the Gotamid refrains from
onslaught on creat,ures, refrains from taking what has not been given,
refrains from going wrongly among the sense-pleasures, refrains
from lying speech, refrains from occasions of sloth induced by
intoxicants. Revered sir, it is due to the Lord that Mahapajapati
the Gotamid is possessed of unwavering confidence in the Awakened
One, is possessed of unwavering confidence in dltamma, is possessed
of unwavering confidence in the Order, [254] is possessed of the moral
habits pleasing to the ariyans. Revered sir, it is due to the Lord
that Mahapajapati is not doubtful about anguish, is not doubtful
about the origin of anguish, is not doubtful about the stopping of
anguish, is not doubtful about the course leading to the stopping of
anguish. So, revered sir, the Lord has been of much service to
Mahapajapati the Gotamid."
"That is so, Ananda, that is so, Ananda. And if it is due to a
person 6 that some (other) person7 goes to the Awakened One for
refuge, to dltamma for refuge, to the Order for refuge, I say of this
person, Ananda, that there is no proper requital in regard to that
person, that is to say as regards greeting, rising up for, saluting with
joined palms, doing what is suitable (to do for him), and as regards
procuring him gifts of the requisites of robes, almsfood, lodgings
and medicines for the sick. If it is due to a person that some
(other) person refrains from onslaught on creatures, from taking what
1

Ananda knew there was no gift higher than one made to the Teacher.
This description of Mahiipajiipati (except for the word bahupakara, of
much service) is also ascribed to .Ananda at Vin. ii. 289.
:i Making him do things with his hands and feet.
4 Who, two or three times a day, washed him and gave him to eat and to
drink, MA. v. 60.
6
In preference to her own son, Nanda, whom she gave to foster-mothers.
'A teacher, iicariya. The behaviour of pupils and teachers towards one
another is given at Vin. i. 44 ff.
7
A pupil, antevasika, .MA. v. 70.
2
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has not been given, from going wrongly among sense-pleasures,
from lying speech, from occasions of sloth induced by intoxicants,
I say of this person, .Ananda, that there is no proper requital in
regard to that person, that is to say as regards greeting ... medicines
for the sick. If it is due to a person that some (other) person is
possessed of unwavering confidence in the Awakened One, dhamma
and the Order and of the moral habits pleasing to the ariyans, I say
of this person, Ananda, that there is no proper requital in regard to
that person, that is to say as regards greeting ... medicines for_
the sick. If it is due to a person that some (other) person is not
doubtful about anguish, its origin, its stopping and the colll'se leading
to its stopping, I say of this person, .Ananda, that there is no proper
requital in regard to that person, that is to say as regards greeting
. . . medicines for the sick.
Now, .Ananda, there are these foUI'teen offerings graded as to
individuals. 1 One gives a gift to a Tathagata., perfected one, fully
Self-Awakened One-this is the first offering graded as to individuals.
One gives a gift to one enlightened for and by himself alone2-this is
the second offering ... One gives a gift to a Tathagata's disciple who
is one perfected-this is the third offering ... One gives a gift to one
faring along for the realisation of the fruit of perfection-this is the
fourth offering . . . One gives a gift to a non-returner-this is the
fifth offering ... [255] One gives a gift to one faring along for the
realisation of the fruit of non-returning-this is the sixth offering
... One gives a gift to a once-returner-this is the seventh offering
... One gives a gift to one faring along for the realisation of the fruit
of once-returning-this is the eighth offering ... One gives a gift to
a stream-attainer-this is the ninth offering ... One gives a gift to
one faring along for the realisation of the fruit of stream-attainment
-this is the tenth offering ... One gives a. gift to one who is beyond
and without attachment to sense-pleasures3-this is the eleventh
offering .•. One gives a gift to an ordinary person of moral habit-this is the twelfth offering ... One gives a gift to an ordinary person of
poor moral habit-this is the thirteenth offering ... One gives a gift
to an animal-this is the fourteenth offering graded as to individuals.
1 pa/,ipuggalika dakkhirJ,d, the worth and merit of the offerings are reckoned
according to the worth and merit of the recipient.
2 pacukabuddha; he does not teach others.
3
baliirake kamesu vitariige, of which MA. v. 71 says kammavti.dikiriyavti.din
hi lokiyapancabhinne, in regard to the five mundane super-knowledges he is
a speaker on the deed and on the efficacy of the deed.
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AB to this, Ananda, when a gift has been given to an animal, it is
expected that the offering (yields) a hundredfold; 1 when a gift
has been given to an ordinary person of poor moral habit, it is to be
expected that the offering (yields) a thousandfold. When a gift has
been given to an ordinary person of moral habit, it is to be expected
that the offering (yields) a hundred thousandfold. When a gift2
has been given to one who is beyond and without attachment to
sense-pleasures, it is to be expected that the offering (yields) a
hundred thousandfold of crores. When a gift has been given to one
faring along for the realisation of the fruit of atream-attainment, 3
it is to be expected that the offering (yields) what is incalculable and
immeasurable. So what can be said of the stream-attainer 1 What
can be said of the one faring along for the realisation of the fruit of
once-returning ... of the once-returner ... of one faring along for
the realisation of the fruit of non-returning ... of the non-returnet
... of one faring along for the realisation of the fruit of perfection ...
of one perfected ... of a Tathagata's disciple who is one perfected
. . . of one enlightened for and by himself alone 1 So what can be
said of a Tathagata, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One 1
And there are these seven kinds of offerings to the Order, Ananda:
one gives a gift to both Orders with the Awakened One at the head'
- this is the first offering to the Order. 6 One gives a gift to both
Orders after the Awakened One has attained final nibbana6-this is
the second offering to the Order. One gives a gift to the Order of
monks-this is the third offering to the Order. One gives a gift
to the Order of nuns-this is the fourth offering to the Order. One
gives a gift, saying,' May so many monks and nuns [256] be specified
for me by the Order '- this is the fifth offering to the Order. One
A hundred advantages, according to MA. v. 71; cf. A. iii. 42.
From here to " So what can bo said of 11 stream-attainer ? " is quoted at
MA. i. 187 where this Discourse is called Dakkhirµi,viauddhiBUtta.
3 MA. v. 72 says even a lay-follower gone to the three Refuges is called one
faring a.long for the fruit of stream-attainment.
' Or Buddhapam1tkhe may mean with the Buddha facing them or before··
them. For MA. v. 73 says " on one side is the Order of monks, on the other
the Order of nuns, and the Teacher is sitting in the middle."
6 This explains why, if Ma.hii.pajapati gives a gift to the Order, the Lord will
be honoured as well as the Order. This is an offering unequalled by any
other, and neither the second nor any other reaches this highest offering,
MA. v. 73.
4 parinibbute.
Bu. explains that an image is placed on a chair before both
Orders, and having given everything first of all to the Teacher, it is then to be
given to both Orders.
1
2
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gives a gift, saying:' May so many monks be specified for me by the
Order '-this is the sixth offering to the Order. One gives a gift,
saying, ' May so many nuns be specified for me by the Order 'this is the seventh offering to the Order.
But, Ananda, in the distant future there will be those of the ariyan
clan, 1 the yellow robes around their necks, 2 who will be of bad
morality and evil character; and a gift will be given to the Order
specially for these of bad morality. But when I, Ananda, say that
an offering to the Order is incalculable and immeasurable I by no
means say that a gift graded as to individuals is of greater fruit than
an offering to the Order.
There are these four purifications of offerings, 3 Ananda. What
four 1 There is, Ananda, the offering purified by the giver but not
by the recipient. There is, Ananda, the offering purified by the
recipient but not by the giver. There is, Ananda, the offering purified neither by the giver nor the recipient. There is, Ananda, the
offering purified both by the giver and the recipient.
And what offering, Ananda, is purified by the giver but not by the
recipient 1 As to this, Ananda, the giver is of moral habit and
lovely character, the recipients are of poor morality and of evil
character. It is thus, Ananda, that an offering is purified by the
giver but not by the recipient.
And what offering, Ananda, is purified by the recipient but not
by the giver 1 As to this, Ananda, the giver is of poor morality and
evil character, the recipients are of moral habit and lovely character.
It is thus, Anan<la, that an offering ...
And what offering, Ananda, is purified neither by the giver nor
the recipient 1 As to this, Ananda, the giver is of poor morality and
evil character and the recipients are of poor morality and evil
character. It is thus, Ananda, that an offering ...
And what offering, Ananda, is purified both by the giver and the
recipient 1 As to this, Ananda, the giver is of moral habit and
lovely character and the recipients are of moral habit and lovely
[257] character. It is thus, Ananda, that an offering is purified
both by the giver and the recipient. These, Ananda, are the four
purifications in offerings."
Thus spoke the Lord; the Well-farer having spoken thus, the
Teacher further said:
1
2

gotrabhu, see G.S. iv. 247. Defined at Pug. 12, 13.
3 Of. A. ii. 80.
kasii:1;aka'l'),f,ha, as at Dhp. 307 = Iti. 43.
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Whoever, moral in habit, gives to the poor in moral habit
A gift rightfully acquired, the mind well pleased, 1
Firmly believing in the rich fruit of kammaThis is an offering purified by the giver.
Whoever, poor in moral habit, gives to those of moral habit
A gift unrightfully acquired, the mind not pleased,
Not believing in the rich fruit of kammaThis is an offering purified by the recipient.
Whoever, poor in moral habit, gives to the poor in moral habit
A gift unrightfully acquired, the mind not pleased,
Not believing in the rich fruit of kammaThis is an offei-ing purified by neither.
Whoever, moral in habit, gives to those of moral habit
A gift rightfully acquired, the mind well pleased,
Firmly believing in the rich fruit of kamma1 assert this gift to be of abundant fruit.
Whoever, without attachment, 2 gives to those without attachment
A gift rightfully acquired, the mind well pleased,
Firmly believing in the rich fruit of kamma1 assert this gift to be a gift abundant in gain.
Discourse on the Analysis of Offerings:
The Twelfth
Division on Analysis:
The Fourth
1 I.e. with the 'reaching.
Miln. 258 quotes this verse and mentions this
Sutta by name.
2
MA. v. 77 says this means a non-returner here, for an a.ra.ha.nt is wholly
without attachment, ekantavitariiga, therefore a. gift given by an arahant to an
ara.ha.nt is the chief of gifts. Because of his being without desire or attachment, a. deed done by an ara.ha.nt is neither skilled nor unskilled but remains
in the position of its doing.

V. THE DIVISION OF THE SIXFOLD
SENSE(-FIELD)
(Salayatana vagga)

143. DISCOURSE ON AN EXHORTATION

TO ANATHAPI~:PIKA
(Anathapif).wkovadasutta)
[258] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Savattlli in the Jeta Grove in Anathapif).«;lika's monastery. Now at
that time the householder AnathapiJ).Q.ika was a sick man, in pain,
grievously ill. And the householder Anathapif).wka summoned a
certain man and said to him: "Come you, my good man, approach
the Lord; having approached, in my name salute the Lord's feet with
your head and say to him: ' Revered sir, the householder AnathapiJJQ.ika is a sick man, in pain, grievously ill; he salutes the Lord's
feet with his head.' And then approach the venerable Sariputta;
having approached, in my name salut.e the venerable Sariputta's feet
with your head and say to him: 'Revered sir, the householder
Anathapi1:1<;lika ... salutes the venerable Sariputta's feet with his .
head.' And then say: 'Indeed, it would be good, revered sir, if the
venerable Sariputta, out of compassion, would approach the dwelling
of the householder AnathapiJ).Q.ika.' "
When that man had answered the householder AnathapiQwka in
assent, saying," Very well, reverend sir," 1 he approached the Lord;
having approachrd and greeted the Lord, he sat down at a respectful
distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance that man
spoke thus to the Lord:" Revered sir, the householder Anathapil)(Jika
is a sick man, in pain, grievously ill; he salutes the Lord's feet with
his head." And he then approached the venerable Sariputta;
having approached and greeted the venerable Sariputta, he sat
down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down at a respectful distance that man spoke thus to the venerable Sariputta:
"Revered sir, the householder AnathapiJ).c;lika is a sick man ... he
salutes the venerable Sariputta's feet with his head and speaks to
him thus: Indeed it would be good, revered sir, if the venerable
Sariputta, out of compassion, would approach the dwelling of the
householder Anathapir:i<Jilm."
The venerable Sii.riputta consented by becomin~ silent. Then··
····-· - ···1

bhante.
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the venerable Sariputta clothed himself and, taking his bowl and
robe, approached the dwelling of the householder Anathapil).Qika
with the venerable Ananda as his attendant; having approached,
[259] he sat down on the appointed seat. As he was sitting down
on the appointed seat the venerable Sariputta spoke thus to the
householder Anathaph,1c;l.ika: " I hope that you, householder, are
getting better, I hope you are keeping going, I hope the painful
feelings are lessening, not increasing, that a lessening in them is
apparent, not an increaser
·
"I am not getting better, revered Sariputta, I am not keeping
going; my painful feelings are increasing, not lessening; an increase
in them is apparent, not a lessening. Revered Sariputta,1 as a strong
man might cleave one's head with a sharp-edged sword, even so,
revered Sariputta, do exceedingly loud winds rend my head. I am
not better, revered Sariputta, I am not keeping going; my grievously
painful feelings are increasing, not lessening; an increase in them is
apparent, not a lessening. As, revered Sariputta, a strong man
might clamp a turban on one's head with a tight leather strap, even
so, revered Sariputta, do I have very bad headaches. I am not
better ... an increase in them is apparent, not a lessening. As,
revered Sariputta, a skilJed cattle-butcher or his apprentice might
cut through the stomach with a sharp butcher's knife, even so,
revered Sariputta, do very strong winds cut through my stomach.
I am not better ... an increase in them is apparent, not a lessening.
As, revered Sariputta, two strong men, having taken hold of a weaker
man by his limbs, might set fire to him, might make l1im sizzle up
over a charcoal pit, even so, revered Sariputta, there is a fierce heat
in my body. I am not better, revered Sariputta, I am not keeping
going; my painful feelings are increasing, not lessening; an increase ·
in them is apparent, not a lessening."
" Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: {you
must think), 'I will not grasp after vision and so will have no
consciousness dependent on vision.' This is how you must train
yourself, householder. Wherefore you, householder, must train
yourself thus: {you must think), ' I will not grasp after hearing .. .
smelling ... tasting ... body ... mind ... material shapes . . .
sounds ... smells ... tastes ... touches ... mental objects and so
will have no consciousness dependent on mental objects.' This is
how you must train yourself, householder ..
1

As at M. ii. 192-193.
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Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), 'I will not grasp after visual consciousness and so will have
no consciousness dependent on visual consciousness.' This is how
you must train yourself, householder. Wherefore you, householder,
must train yourself thus: (you must think), ' I will not grasp after
auditory . . . olfactory . . . gustatory . . . bodily . . . mental consciousness and so will have no consciousness dependent on mental
consciousness.' This is how you must train yourself, householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), ' I will not grasp after visual impact and so will have no
consciousness dependent on visual impact.' [260] This is how you
must train yourself, householder. Wherefore, you, householder,
must train yourself thus: (you must tl1ink), 'I will not grasp after
auditory ... olfactory ... gustatory ... bodily ... mental impact
and so will have no consciousness dependent on mental impact.'
This is how you must train yourself, householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), 'I will not grasp after feeling born of visual impact and so
·will have no consciousness dependent on feeling born of visual
impact.' This is how you must train yourself, householder. Wherefore, you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must think),
' I will not grasp after feeling born of auditory . . . olfactory . . .
gustatory ... bodily ... mental impact and so will have no consciousness dependent on feeling horn of mental impact.' This is how you
must train yourself, householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), ' I will not grasp after the element of extension and so will
have no consciousness dependent on the element of extension'
This is how you must train yourself, householder. Wherefore you,
householder, must train yourself thus: (you must think), ' I will
not grasp after the liquid element ... the clement of radiation ...
the element of motion ... the element of space ... the element ofconsciousness and so will have no consciousness dependent on the
clement of consciousness.' This is how you must train yourself,
householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), 'I will not grasp after material shape and so will have no
consciousness dependent on material shape.' This is how you must
train yourself, householder. Wherefore you, householder, must
train yourself thus: (you must think), ' I will not grasp after feeling
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... perception ... the habitual tendencies ... consciousness and so
will have no consciousness dependent on consciousness.' This is
bow you must train yourself, householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), ' I will not grasp after the plane of infinite ether and so will
have no consciousness dependent on the plane of infinite ether.'
This is how you must train yourself, householder. Wherefore you,
householder, must train yourself thus: (you must think), ' I will
not grasp after the plane of infinite consciousness ... the plane of
no-thing ... [261) the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception
and so will have no consciousness dependent on the plane of
neither-perception-nor-non-perception.' This is how you must train
yourself, householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), 'I will not grasp after this world and so will have no consciousness dependent on this world.' This is how you must train
yourself, householder. Wherefore you, householder, must train
yourself thus: (you must think), ' I will not grasp after a world
beyond and so will have no consciousness dependent on a world
beyond.' This is how you must train yourself, householder.
Wherefore you, householder, must train yourself thus: (you must
think), 'As I will not grasp after that which is here seen, heard,
sensed, cognised, sought after, pondered over with the mind, I will
have no consciousness dependent on it.' This is how you must
train yourself, householder."
When this had been said, the householder AnathapiQc;lika cried
and shed tears. Then the venerable Ananda spoke thus to the
householder Anathapi1,1<;lika: "Householder, are you holding on or
are you sinking, householder 1"
"I, revered Ananda, am not holding on, I am sinking. 1 Although
the Teacher and monks who were developing their mincls2 visited
1 It seems necessary here to omit the na of Chalmers' text.
For Aniithapir;i~ika was on the point of death and already failing or sinking. Otherwise
one could translate, "I am not holding on (but) I am not sinking." Or as,
"No, .Ananda, I am holding on, I am not sinking." But this appears to be
against the context and agn.inst grammatical usage, for the plain negative
answer, our" No," is never expressed by the word na, not.
2 manobhiivaniyo bhikkh1i..
Cf. manobhat'aniyo bhikkhu at A. iii. 317,
Vv. 34. 13; and the same expression, in the genitive plural, at A. v. 55,
S. iii. 1, which SA. iii. 249-250 explains by mana-i·a<µ,lhanaka. It is possible
that bhikkhu in the above ltl. passage should read bliikkk1t, the reference
then being to Sariputta.
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me for a long time, I have never yet heard reasoned talk such as
this."
" Reasoned talk such as this, householder, does not (usually)
occur for householders clad in white. 1 It is for those that have
gone forth, householder, that reasoned talk such as this (usually)
occurs."
" Well then, revered Sariputta, let there occur reasoned talk such
as this for householders clad in white. There are, revered Sariputta,
young men of family with but little dust in their eyes who, not
hearing rlltamma, nrc declining, but they could be learners of
dltam,ma.'' 2
And when the venerable Sa.riputta and the venerable Ananda
had exhorted the householder AnathapiI).~ka with this exhortation,
they rose from their seats and departed. Soon after the vener~ ble
Sariputta and the venerable [262] .A.nanda had departed, the
householder AnathapiQ.Q.ika at the breaking up of the body after
dying arose in the Tusita group (of devas). And when the night
was far spent the young d,eva3 Ana.thapir,1<pka, having illumined the
whole of the Jeta Grove with his radiant beauty, approached the
Lord; 4 having approached and greeted the Lord, he stood at a
respectful distance. As he was standing at a respectful distance,
the young deva AnathapiQ.~ka addressed the Lord in verses:
"This5 friendly Jeta Grove frequented by the Order of seers, 6
Dwelt in by the King under Dhamma, is the generator of my joy.
1 This should not be taken to point to any esoteric element in the giving of
the Teaching. Many passages could be adduced to show it was open to all
who wn.nted to hear it; see especially D. ii. 100 and S. iv. 314-310. But
as MA. v. 80 says, talk on giving was (usually) addressed to householders.
This is what they wanted to hear, so why should they receive a talk that did
not please them? Patibhd.ti is a S<'rni-tcchnical term; it might be translated ·
hero as " vouchsiifo " : a talk such ns this is not (usually) vouchsafed (by
monks) for householders: because it is not appropriate, since their mental
development is not as a rule sufficiently advanced for them to appreciate it . .
2 As at M. i. 108, Vin. i. 5, where these words form part of Brahmii Saha.mpati 's plea to the Buddha to teach dhamma. Brahma however says that there
arc beings, saUa, with but little dust in their eyes, instead of" young men of
family," kulaputtil; but it was of these that Aniithapir:u,likn. was thinking.
3 I think devaputta may sometimes be a young or new deva, one who has
just become a deva.
4 MA . v. 80 says ho wanted to speak praise of" my Jeta Grove," the Order
of monks, the Tathiigatu,, the ariyan Way, and Siiriputta.
6
As at S. i. 33. Seo notes at K.S. i. 46.
• .M A. v. 81 paraphrases" seers," isi, by monks, bhikkhtt.
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Dhamma, 3

Deed,1 knowledge, 2 and
the highest moral life 4By these are mortals purified, 5 not by clan nor wealth.
Accordingly the wise man, beholding his own goal,
Seeking Dhamma6 judiciously, is thus purified therein. 7
As Sariputta in wisdom, in morality and calm, 8
So let whatever monk has gone beyond be excellent in these."
Thus spoke the young deva Anathapii:i<Jika. The Lord was approving. And the young deva Anathapii:i<Jika thought: " The Lord
approves of me," and having greeted the Lord, then and there he
vanished keeping his right side towards him. Then the Lord
towards the end of that night addressed the monks, saying:
"Monks, when this night was far spent a certain young deva,
having illumined the whole of the Jeta Grove with his radiant
beauty, approached me; having approached and greeted me, ho
stood at a respectful distance. As he was standing at a respectful
distance, this young deva addressed me in verses:
'This friendly Jeta Grove ...
... be excellent in these.'
(263] Thus spoke that young deva, monks. Thinking, 'The Lord
approves of me,' and having greeted me, then and there he vanished
keeping his right side towards me."
When this had been said, the venerable Anan<la spoke thus to the
Lord: "Now, revered sir, could that have been the young deva
Anathapii:i~ka 1 Revered sir, the householder Anathapi1:1<;lika had
unwavering confidence in the venerable Sariputta."
1 "Here kamma is volition (striving) for the Way," r,u,ggacPlanri, ftf A. v. 8).
On cetana a.a kamma sec M. i. 391, A. iii. 415.
2 vijja is extra-sensory knowledge of the Way, maggapaiiiiii, or it is right
understanding and purpose (or thought), MA. v. 81.
3 The dhamma belonging to concentration, samadhipakkhikadhamma.
It
therefore seems as if dhamma here, as sometimes elsewhere, is being used
instead of citta or samadhi to represent the middle one of the three branches of
the training: sila, samiidhi (or, citta), pa1iiiii. Or it means, as recognised nt,
MA. v. 81, (right) endeavour, mindfulness and concentration.
4 "Tho life of one established in moral conduct is the highest,"
Or,
sila is (right) speech, action and mode of livelihood, MA. v. 81.
6 "Selves are purified by this eightfold Way," according to MA. v. 81
which, in its exegesis on vijjli., dhamma and sila, has presented the factors of
the Way.
8 Either the dhamma belonging to concentration, or the dhamma of tho
five khandhii on which the teaching of the four truths of nnguish centres.
7
In this ariyn.n Way, or in these four truths, MA . v. 81.
8 "is the best," MA. v. 81.
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"It is good, it is good, Ananda. All that could be obtained by
reasoning, Ananda, has been obtained by you. Ananda, that young
deva was Anathapir:idika, no other."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on an Exhortation to Anathapi1;1<;lika:
The First

144. DISCOURSE ON AN EXHORTATION

TO CHANNA
(Channovadasutta)
Taus have I heard: At one time1 the Lord was staying near Rajagaha
in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. Now at that
time the venerable Sariputta and the venerable Cunda the Great
and the venerable Channa were staying on Mount Vulture Peak.
At that time the venerable Channa was a 8ick man, in pain, grievously
ill. And the venerable Sariputta, emergi'lg from solitary meditation
towards evening, approached the venerable Cunda the Great; having
approached, he spoke thus to the venerable Cunda the Great: "Let..
us go on, reverend Cundn, and approach the venerable Channa so as
to ask about his illness. " 2
"Yes, reverend sir," the venerab]e Cunda the Great answered the
venerable Sariputta in assent. Then the venerable Sariputta and
the venerable Cunda the Great approached the venerable Channa;
having approached, they exchanged greetings with the venerable
Channa; (264] having conversed in a friendly and courteous way,
they sat down at a respectful distance. As they were sitting down
at a respectful distance, the venerable Sariputta spoke thus to the
venerable Channa: " I hope that you, reverend Channa, are getting
better, I hope you are keeping going, I hope the painful feelings are
lessening, not increasing, that a lessening in them is apparent, not
an increase 1"
This episode is also recorded at S. iv. 55 ff.
MA. v. 82 says he said this as attending to the sick had been praised by the
Lord (Vin. i. 302).
1

2
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"I am not getting better, reverend Sariputta, I am not keeping
going; my grievously painful feelings . . .1 • • • are increasing, not
lessening; an increase in them is apparent, not a lessening. I will
take a knife (to myself), I do not desire life." 2
"Do not let the venerable Channa take a knife (to himself). 1.'he
venerable Channa must go on living. We want the venerable
Channa to go on living. If the venerable Channa has no beneficial
foods, I will search for beneficial foods for the venerable Channa.
If the venerable Channa has no beneficial medicines, I will search
for beneficial medicines for the venerable Channa. If the venerable
Channa has no suitable attendant, I wi11 attend to the venerable
Channa. Do not let the venerable Channa take a knife (to himself).
The venerable Channa must go on living. We want the venerable
Channa to go on living."
" Reverend Sariputta, I am not without beneficial foods, I am not
without beneficial medicines, nor am I without a suitable attendant.
Moreover, reverend Sariputta, for a long time have I waited on3 the
Teacher with satisfaction' (to him), not with lack of satisfaction'
(to him). For this, reverend Sariputta, is suitable in a disciple,
that he should wait on the Teacher with satisfaction (to him), not
with lack of satisfaction (to him). ' Channa the monk will take a
knife (to himself) without incurring blame ' 5-remember this thus,
reverend Sariputta."
" We would question the venerable Channa on a particular matter
if the venerable Channa grants us the opportunity for setting forth
the question. " 6
"Ask, reverend Sariputta; having heard (you) we will know (what
to say)."
As at M. iii. 250, above, p. 310.
MA. v. 82 says that as he could not endure the deadly pains and thought of
ta.king a. knife (with which to stab himself or cut this throat ?), he was an
ordinary person, puthujjana.
a pariciryrµ;i, as a.t M. i. 497 (M.L.S. ii. 176).
4 maniipena . . . no amaniipena.
According to the Comys. (e.g. AA. iii.
287, SA i. 78) derived from appeti, to flow into, or appiiyati, to ma.kc full, to
satisfy.
6 anupamjjam . . . sattharn iiharissati, lit. he will take a.n irreproachable,
unbla.med knife, i.e. in the karmic sense. According to MA. v. 82 his deed
would be anupapatlika, non-rebirthing, appatisandhika, not re-linking (as to
consciousness). SA. ii. 371 reads anupamttika, not rolling on (in renewed
births).
11 As at JI. iii. 15.
1

2
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"Reverend Channa, do you regard the eye, visual consciousness,
the things cognisable by visual consciousness as ' This is mine, this
am I, [265] this is my self ' 1 Reverend Channa, do you regard
the ear, auditory consciousness ... the nose, olfactory consciousness
. . . the tongue, gustatory consciousness . . . the body, tactile
consciousness . . . the mind, mental consciousness, the things
cognisable by mental consciousness as 'This is mine, this am 1,·
this is my self' ?"
" Reverend Sariputta, I regard the eye, visual consciousness, the .
things cognisable by visual consciousness . . . the mind, mentaf
consciousness, the things cognisable by mental consciousness as
'This is not mine, this am I not, this is not my self.'"
" Reverend Channa, what do you see, what do you understand
there is in the eye, in visual consciousness, in the things cognisable
by visual consciousness ... in the mind, in mental consciousness,
in the things cognisable by mental consciousness that you regard
the eye, visual consciousness, the things cognisable by visual
consciousness ... the mind, mental consciousness, the things cognisable by mental consciousness as ' This is not mine, this am J not,
this is not my self' 1"
" It is because I see cessation,1 understand that there is cessation
in the eye, reverend Sariputta, in visual consciousness, in the things
cognisable by visual consciousness ... it is because I see cessation,
understand that there is cessation in the mind, reverend Sariputta,
in mental consciousness, in the things cognisablc by mental
consciousness, that I, reverend Sii.riputta, regard the eye, visual
consciousness, the things cognisable by visual consciousness ... the
mind, mental consciousness, [266] the things cognisable by mental.
consciousness as ' This is not mine, this am I not, this is not my
self.' "
When this had been said, the venerable Cunda the Great spoke
thus to the venerable Channa :2
" Wherefore, reverend Channa, tl1is teaching of the Lord should
always be attended to:' For 3 him who clings there is wavering; for
him who clings not there is no wavering; if there is no wavering
1 nirodl1a, explained at .MA. v. 82 = SA.ii. 372 as khayamyam, destruction
and waning.
2 SA. ii. 372 says that Siiriputta, knowing Channa to be at the puthujjana
stage, was silent and neither said " You are an average person " nor " You
are cankerless." Cunda spoke so as to test Channa.
:i This passnge rcc:urs at Ud. 81, UdA. 308, Netti, 65; rf. also S. ii. 67.
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there is impassibility ;1 if there is impassibility there is no yeaming ;2
if there is no yearning, 3 there is no coming and going;' if there is no
coming and going, there is no deceasing and uprising; if there is no
deceasing and uprising, there is no ' here ' itself nor ' yonder ' nor
' in between the two.' This is itself the end of anguish."
Then the venerable Sariputta and the venerable Cuncla the Great,
having exhorted the venerable Channa with this exhortation, rose
from their seats and departed. And not long after the departure
of the venerable Sariputta and the venerable Cunda the G-reat, the
venerable Channa took a knife (to himself). 6 Then the venerable
Sariputta approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down
at a respectful distance, the venerable Sariputta spoke thus to the
Lord: " Revered sir, a knife has been taken by the venerable Channa
to himself. What is his bourn, what his future state 1"
" Was it not face to face with you, Sar1putta, that the monk
Channa declared (his) blamelessness 1" 6
"There is, revered sir, a village of the Vajjis called Pubbajira. 7
There are families there who were friends of the venerable Channa,
families which sustained8 him, families to be visited." 9
" Indeed, Sariputta, these families were friends of the monk
Channa, families who sustained him, families to be visited. As far
as this, Sariputta, I do not say he was to be blamed. 10 But whoever,
Of body and mind, and in respect of the obstructions, MA. v. 83.
nati, as at M. i. 115. MA. v. 83, SA. ii. 372 say tarµia.
8 I .e. for becoming, MA. v. 82 =SA.ii. 372.
• agatigati, some vv.11. giving agatigati. The Comys. says" what is called
'coming,' agati, because of re-linking, what is called 'going,' gati, because of
decease, these are not." Of. iigati gati cuti upapaUi at D. i. 162, etc.
1

1

5 He cut his windpipe, but at that moment fell into the fear of dying.
Knowing he was a puthujjana, he hastily applied insight and, mastering the
8arhkhara, attained arahantship and final nibbiina. See K.S. iv. 33, n. 1.
7 S. iv. 59 reads Pubbavijjhana, v.l. Pubbavicira.
• anupat'(l,jjata.
8
suhajjakulclni. Suhajja would appear to be from Skrt. 8'Uhyati, to
satisfy, gladden; rejoice; sustain, support.
8 upavajjakulclni.
Comys. explain as families to be approached or visited,
upaaamkamitabbakulclni. According to O.P.D., s.v. anupavajja, it was
Sariputta who mistook upavajja for upaaarhkamitabba. He wondered
whether, MA. v. 83, as Channa. had these lay supporters he would have
attained final nibbana in the Lord's teaching. The Lord however said there
was no gregariousness (which was not allowed to monks) between Channa and
these families. Therefore there was no blame.

10

B<J-111pavajja.
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Sariputta, lays down this body and grasps after another body, of him
I say he is to be blamed. 1 The monk Channa did not do this; 2 the
monk Channa took the knife (to himself) without incurring blame."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Sariputta rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on an Exhortation to Channa:
The Second

145. DISCOURSE ON AN EXHORTATION

TO PU~~A
(Pmmovadasutta)

[267) Tnus have I heard: At one time 3 the Lord was staying near
Savatthi in the Jeta Grove in Anathapi:r:u;lika's monastery. Then
the venerable Pm:u.ia, 4 emerging from solitary meditation towards
evening, approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. As he was sitting down
at a respectful distance, the venerable Pu:r:wa spoke thus to the Lord:
"It would be good, revered sir, if the Lord would exhort me with
an exhortation in brief so that I, having heard dhamma from the
Lord, might abide alone, aloof, diligent, ardent, self-resolute."
"Well then, Pm:11:m, listen, attend carefully and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," the venerable Pu1.1Qa answered the Lord in·
assent. The Lord spoke th us:
"There are, Pmn1a, material shapes cognisable by the eye,
agreeable, pleasant, liked, enticing, connected with sensual pleasures,
alluring. If a monk delights in these, 6 welcomes them and persists
in cleaving to them, then, because he delights in them, welcomes
them and persists in cleaving to them, delight uprises in him. I say,
1

sa-upavajja.

tam Ghannassa bhikkhuno n' atthi,

lit. "this was not (there was not this)
for the monk Channa."
3 As at 8. iv. 60 ff., Divy. 37-39.
4 Verses at Thag. 70.
See ThagA. i. 167-169 and MA. v. 86-92.
6 That is, in both the eye and material shapes.
2
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Pm:u;1a, that from the uprising of delight is the uprising of anguish.
There are, Pu:r:n,m, sounds cognisable by the ear ... smells cognisable
by the nose ... tastes cognisable by the tongue ... touches cognisablc
by the body ... mental states cognisable by the mind ... I say,
Pul).I).a, that from the uprising of delight is the uprising of anguish.
And there are, Pm:ir.ia, material shapes cognisable by the eye .. .
sounds cognisable by the ear ... smells cognisable by the nose .. .
tastes cognisable by the tongue . . . touches cognisable by the
body ... mental states cognisable by the mind, agreeable, pleasant,
liked, connected with sensual pleasures, [268] alluring. If a. monk
does not delight in these, does not welcome them or persist in cleaving
to them, then, because-he does not delight in them, welcome them
or persist in cleaving to them, delight is stopped in him. I say,
PuIJ.r.ia, that from the stopping of delight is the stopping of anguish.
And in what district will you stay, Pul)t)a, now that you have been
exhorted by me with this exhortation in brief?"
"There is a district called Sunaparanta. 1 I will stay there,
revered sir, now that I have been exhorted by the Lord with this
exhortation in brief."
" Pur.iI).a, the people of Sunaparanta are fierce, the people of
Sunaparanta are rough. If the people of Sunaparanta revile 2 and
abuse you, PuQl).a, how will it be for you there, Pui:ii:ia 1"
" If the people of Sunaparanta revile and abuse me, revered sir,
it wiU be thus for me there: I will say, ' Goodly indeed are these
people of Sunaparanta, indeed very goodly are these people of
Sunaparanta in that they do not strike me a blow with their hands.'
It will be thus for me here, Lord, it will be thus for me here, Wellfarer. ''
" But if the people of Sunaparnata <lo strike you a blow with their
hands, PuIJ.r.ia, how will it be for you there, PUJJ.I,la 1"
" If the people of Sunaparanta strike me a blow with their hands,
revered sir, it will be thus for me there: I will say, 'Goodly indeed
are these people of Sunaparanta, indeed very goodly are these people
1 MA. v. 85 says he was a dweller in Sunf. pa1·1.mta, and ihl·rc were four
places there where he stayed. Two, howcv<'I', were not, suitable: the monast<·ry
in Samuddagiri was surrounded by magnetic rocks so it wn.s impossible t.o
pace up and down; and at Miltulagiri a huge flock of birds made o. noise <ln.y
and night.
2 Or, "curse."
Sec JJ.JJ. ii. 171, n. 3, also p. 200; also B.JJ. iii. 344 ( Vin.
iv. 300) where" revile" and ." abuse" are defined much as they arc at .MA.
v. 86.
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of Sunaparanta in that they do not strike me a blow with clods of
cartl1.' It will be thus for me here, Lord, it will be thus for me here,
Well-farer."
"But if the people of Sunaparanta do strike you a blow with
clods of earth, Pmma, how will it be for you there, Pm:u:ia ?"
" If the people of Sunaparnnta ... I will say, ' Goodly indeed are
these people .. . in that tll<'y do not strike me a blow with a
stick ' 1 • . • "
[269] " But if the people of Sunii.paranta do strike you a blow
with a stick ... ?"
" If the people of Sunaparanta. . . . ' ... in that they do not strike
me a blow with a knife ' . . . "
" But if the people of Sunaparanta do i,trike you a blow with a .
knife ... ?"
" If the people of Sunaparanta strike me a blow with a knife .. .
' ... in that they <lo not deprive me of life with a sharp knife' ... " ..
" But if the people of Sunaparanta <lo deprive you of life with a
sharp knife ... ?"
" If the people of Sunaparanta deprive me of life with a sharp
knife, revered sir, it will he thus for me there: I will say, 'There are
disciples of the Lord who, disgusted by the body and the lifeprinciple and ashamed of them, look about for a knife (with which to
kill themselves). 2 I have come upon this very knife without
having looked about for it.' It will he thus for me here, Lord, it
will be thus for me here, Well-farer."
" It is good, Pmwa, it is good. You will be able to live in the
district among the people of Sunaparanta possessed as you are of
this taming and calm. 3 Yon, Pm:il)n, now do that for which you
deem the time is right."
Then the venerable Pm)l)a., having rejoiced in what the Lord
had said and hnving given thanks for it, rose from his scat and
greeted the Lord keeping his right side towards him, packed away
his lodging and, taking his bowl and robe, set out on tour for the
Sunaparanta district. Walking on tour, he gradually arrived at the
Suniiparanta district. While he wns there the ,·enerable Pul)J).a··
stayed in the district among tl1e people of Sunapamnta. And
-------- .... ·-- -------------·· ··- --- --·· .. -------- ·- -) MA. v. 85 sn.ys n. four-handed stick or a clul, of twigs.
2
satthahiiraka, or an assassin. But see Piiriijilm III ( Vin. iii. 73) to which
MA. v. 85 refers.
3
damupasama. MA. v. 86 says that in this Sta. dama is kluinti, forbearance or patience, and upcuama has the same meaning.
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during the same rainy season the venerable Pmnia established as
many as five hundred lay-devotees, as many as five hundred female
lay-devotees, and he realised the three knowledges. Then after
a time the venerable PuJ).Q.a attained final nibbana. 1
A number of monks approached the Lord; having approached and
greeted the Lord, they sat down at a respectful distance. As they
were sitting down at a respectful distance, these monks spoke thus
to the Lord: " Revered sir, that [270] young man of family 2 named
Pul)J).a who was exhorted by the Lord with an exhortation in brief,
has died. What is his bourn, what his future state?"
" Clever, monks, was Pttl)l)a the young man of family; he followed
after dhamma according to the various parts of dliamma; and he did
not annoy me with questionings about dliamma. Pmma the young
man of family has gained final nibbana, monks."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
·
Discourse on an Exhortation to Pmnm:
The Third

146. DISCOURSE ON AN EXHORTATION

FROM NANDAKA
(Nandakovadasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Anathapil).<;l.ika's monastery. Then Mahapajapati the Gotamid with as many as five hundred nuns approached
the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord, she stood at a
respectful distance. As she was standing at a respectful distance,
Mahapajapati the Gotamid spoke thus to the Lord: "Revered sir,
MA. v. 92 says he attained final nibbana in the clement of nibbiina that
has no substrate for rebirth remaining. The people reverenced his body for
a. week and then, having collected sweet scented sticks, they cremated it,
took a.way the remains and built a cetiya.
2 I do not know why Pul)r;t.a is here referred to as kulapulla.
It is perhaps
to show he died young.
1
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let the Lord exhort the nuns; revered sir, let the Lord instruct th~nuns; revered sir, let the Lord make a talk on dltamma for tlie nuns."
Now at that time the monks who were elders used to exhort the
nuns in turn; but the venerable Nandaka1 did not want to exhort
the nuns in (his) turn. 2 So the Lord addressed the venerable
.Ananda, saying: "Ananda, whose turn is it today to exhort the
nuns by turn 1"
"It is Nandaka's turn, revered sir, to exhort _the nnns by turn;
but this venerable Nandaka, revered sir, does not want to exhort
the nuns in (his) turn." Then the Lord acl<lrcssed the venerable
Nandaka, saying:
" Exhort the nuns, Nandaka; instruct the nuns, Nandaka; do
you, brahman, 3 make a talk on dltarnma for the nuns."
"Yes, revered sir," [271] answered the venerable Nandaka in
assent to the Lord. He dressed in the early morning and, taking
his bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for almsfood. When he had
walked for almsfood in Savatthi, on returning from the alms-gathering after the meal he approached the King's Monastery 4 without a
companion. 5 Those nuns saw the venerable Nandalm coming in the
distance, and on seeing him they ma<le ready a seat and set out
water for (washing) the feet. The venerable Nandaka sat down
on the seat made ready and as he was sitting down he washed his
feet. And when those nuns had greeted the venerable Nandaka
they sat down at a respectful distance. The venerable Nandaka
spoke thus to those nuns as they were sitting down at a respectful
distance:
"Sisters, there will be a talk by way of putting questions. Those
who understand (each question) should say: 'We understand';
those who do not understand should say: 'We do not understand.'
- ------- --- ·-----··--- - ·-- ·- ·· - · --·-· -----·- · --·-- -- --- - -- - At A. i. 25 he is called foremost of thmm who exhort nuns. Verses at
'/'ha(]. 270-282. MA. v. 03-04 sn.ys tlu\t in a former life he had been head of
500 slaves n.nd 1\fo,hiipajiipati of 600 women slaves, and they were husband
,\nd wiff'. In t.l1is lift• the women were born as her companions and went forth
with her.
2 This was because in a previous birth he had been a king and they his·
concubines. He feared that anyone with recollection of former" habitations,,
would know this, and accuse him of wanting to sec his former companions again. ·
3
A term of high regard. The Buddha knew that only Nandaka could:·
liberate the nuns.
4 Riijakiiriima, built by Pa.sena<li to tho 1:1outh of the city, corresponding to
the Thiipiirii.ma (at Anuriidhapura), MA. v. 96. See Jci. ii. 15 and D.P.l'.N.
6
atladutiya, with oneself for companion, i.e. alone; are G.P.D.
1
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But if anyone has any doubt or perplexity I should be questioned
about it thus: ' How is this, revered sir ? What is the meaning of
that 1'"
"So far, revered sir, we are pleased and satisfied with the master
Nandaka in that the master Nandaka invites us."
" What do you think about this, sisters ? Is the eye permanent
or impermanent?"
" Impermanent, revered sir."
"But is what is impermanent, anguish or happiness?"
"Anguish, revered sir."
"Is it right to regard that which is impermanent, anguish and
liable to alteration as, ' This is mine, this am I, this is my self' r'
"No, revered sir."
" What do you think about this, sisters ? Is the ear ... the nose
... the tongue ... the body ... the mind permanent or impermanent 1 ... Is it right to [272] regard that which is impermanent,
anguish and liable to alteration as ' This is mine, this am I, this is
my self'?"
"No, revered eir. What is the reason for this? Already,
revered sir, by means of perfect intuitive wisdom it has been well
seen by us as it really is that 'These six internal sense-fields are
impermanent.' "
" It is good, sisters, it is good. For it is thus, sisters, that by
means of perfect intuitive wisdom this is seen by an ariyan disciple
as it really is. What do you think about this, sisters 1 Are material
shapes ... sounds ... smells ... tastes ... touches ... mental states
permanent or impermanent ? ... Is it right to regard that which is
impermanent, anguish and liable to alteration as ' This is mine, this
am I, this is my self' ?"
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 Already, revered
sir, by means of perfect intuitive wisdom it has been well seen by us
as it really is that 'These six external sense-fields are impermanent.' "
"It is good, sisters, it is good. For it is thus, sisters, that by
means of perfect intuitive wisdom this is seen by an ariyan disciple
as it really is. What do you think about this, sisters 1 Is visual
consciousness . . . [273] . . . auditory consciousness . . . olfactory
consciousness ... gustatory consciousness ... tactile consciousness
... mental consciousness permanent or impennanent ?"
"Impermanent, revered sir."
"But is what is impermanent, anguish or happiness?"
" Anguish, revered sir."
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" Is it right to regard that which is impermanent, anguish and
liable to alteration as 'This is mine, this am I, this is my self' ?"
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 Already, revered
sir, by means of perfect intuitive wisdom it has been well seen by us
as it really is that 'These six classes of consciousness are impermanent.' ,,
" It is good, sisters, it is good. For it is thus, sisters, that by
means of perfect intuitive wisdom this is seen by an ariyan disciple
as it really is. It is, sisters, like the oil for lighting an oil-lamp which ·
is impermanent and liable to alteration, and like the wick which is
impermanent and liable to alteration, and like the flame which is
impermanent and liable to alteration, and like the light which is ··
impermanent and liable to alteration. If anyone, sisters, were to
speak thus: ' The oil for lighting this oil-lamp is impermanent and
liable to alteration, and the wick ... and the flame is impermanent
and liable to alteration, but that which is the light- that is permanent, lasting, eternal, not liable to alteration,' speaking thus,
sisters, would he be speaking rightly 1"
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this? It is, revered
sir, that if the oil for lighting this oil-lamp be impermanent and
liable to alteration, and if the wick ... and if the flame be impermanent and liable to alteration, all the more is the light impermanent
and liable to alteration."
" Even so, sisters, if anyone should speak thus: ' These six internal
sense-fields are impermanent and liable to alteration, but whatever
pleasure or pain or neither pain nor pleasure I experience as a result
of these six internal sense-fields- that is permanent, lasting, eternal,
not liable to alteration,' speaking this, sisters, would he be speaking
rightly 1"
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 As a result of .
this or that condition, revered sir, these or those feelings arise.
[274] From the stopping of tl1is or that condition these or those feelings arc stopped."
" It is good, sisters, it is good. For it is thus, sisters, that by
means of perfect intuitive wisdom this is seen by an ariyan disciple
as it really is. It is, sisters, like the roots of a great, stable and pithy
tree . . . like the trunk ... the branches and foliage which arc impermanent and liable to alteration, and like the shade which is
impermanent and liable to alteration. If anyone, sisters, were to
speak thus: ' The roots ... the trunk ... the branches and foliage
of this great, stable and pithy tree are impermanent and liable to
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alteration, but that which is its shade- that is permanent, lasting,
eternal, not liable to alteration,' speaking thus, sisters, would he be
speaking rightly 1''
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 It is, revered
sir, that if the roots ... the trunk ... the foliage and branches of
this great, stable and pithy tree are impermanent and liable to alteration, all the more is the shade impermanent and liable to alteration."
" Even so, sisters, if anyone should speak thus: ' These six
external sense-fields are impermanent and liable to alteration, but
whatever pleasure or pain or neither pain nor pleasure I experience
as a result of these six external sense-fields- that is permanent:
lasting, eternal, not liable to alteration,' speaking thus, sisters,
would he be speaking rightly 1,,
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 As a result of
this or that condition, revered sir, these or those feelings arise.
From the stopping of this or that condition these or those feelings
are stopped.»
" It is good, sisters, it is good. For it is thus, sisters, that by
means of perfect intuitive wisdom this is seen by an ariyan disciple
as it really is. It is, sisters, as if a clever cattle-butcher or cattlebutcher's apprentice, having killed a cow, should dissect the cow
with a butcher's sharp knife without spoiling .the flesh within,
without spoiling the outer hide, and with the butcher's sharp knife
should cut, should cut around, should cut all around whatever
tendons, sinews and ligaments there are there within; [275] and
having cut, cut around, cut all around and removed the outer hide
and, having clothed that cow in that self-same hide again, should
then speak thus: ' This cow is conjoined with this hide as before.'
Speaking thus, sister8, would he be speaking rightly 1,,
"No, revered sir. What is the reason for this 1 Although,
revered sir, that clever cattle-butcher or cattle-butcher's apprentice,
having killed a cow ... having clothed that cow in that self-same
hide again, might then speak thus: ' This cow is conjoined with this
hide as before,' yet that cow is not conjoined with that hide."
"I have made this simile for you, sisters, so as to illustrate the
meaning. This is the meaning here: ' the flesh within,' sisters, is a
synonym for the six internal sense-fields. ' The outer hide,, sisters,
is a synonym for the six external sense-fields. ' The tendons,
sinews and ligaments within,' sisters, is a synonym for delight and
attachment. ' The butcher's sharp knife,' sisters, is a synonym
for the ariyan intuitive wisdom, the ariyan intuitive wisdom by which
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one cuts, cuts around and cuts all around the inner defilements,
the inner fetters and the inner bonds.
There arc, sisters, these seven links in awakening1 from the development and making much of wl1ich a monk, by the destruction of the
cankers, having here and now realised by his own super-knowledge
the freedom of mind and the freedom through intuitive wisdom that·
are cankerless, entering on them abides therein. What are the
seven 1 Herein, sisters, a monk develops the link in awakening ..
that is mindfulness and. is dependent on aloofness, dependent on
detachment, dependent on cessation, ending in abandoning; he
develops the link in awakening that is investigation into things
... that is energy ... that is rapture ... that is impassibility ...
that is concentration ... he develops the link in awakening that is
equanimity and is dependent on aloofness, dependent on detachment, dependent on cessation, ending in abandoning. These,
sisters, are the seven links in awakening from the development
and making much of which a monk . . . entering on them abides
therein."
[276] Then the venerable Nanda.Im, having exhorted the nuns
with this exhortation, dismissed them, saying: " Go, sisters, it is
time."
Then these nuns, having rejoiced in what the venerable Nandaka
had said and having given thanks, rose from their scats, greeted
the venerable Nandaka keeping their right sides towards him, and
approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the Lord,
they stood at a respectful distance. The Lord spoke thus to these
nuns as they were standing at a respectful distance: " Go, nuns, it is ··
time." Then these nuns, having greeted the Lord, departed keeping
their right sides towards him. Not long after these nuns had departed the Lord addressed the monks, saying:
"Monks, as on an Observance day, a fourteenth, there is neither
doubt nor perplexity among the populace as to whether the moon .
is not full 2 or whether the moon is full, for the moon is then not fu)l,
even so, monks, although these nuns were delighted with Nandaka's
teaching on dhamma, their aspirations were not fulfilled."
Then the Lord addressed the venerable Nandaka, saying: "Well
1
As at JI. iii. 88. They are spoken of hero according to MA. v. 96-97
because wisdom a.lone, without the seven links in a.wakening, is unable to cut
off the defilements.
2
'li:no chando, i.e. one day less than full; the fifteenth being the day of the
full moon.
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then, Nandaka, you may exhort these nuns with this same exhortation again tomorrow."
"Yes, revered sir," the venerable Nandaka answered the Lord in
assent.
Then the venerable Nandaka dressed in the early morning towards
the end of thnt night and, taking his bowl and robe, ent<>rc<l Savatthi
for almafood ... (as abm,e, p. 323 top. 327) ... [277] ... "Go, nuns,
it is time." Not long after these nuns had departed the Lord
addressed the monks, saying:
" Monks, as on an Observance day, a fifteenth, there is neither
doubt nor perplexity among the populace as to whether the moon
is not full or whether the moon is full, for the moon is then quite
full, even so, monks, these nuns were delighted with Nandalm's
teaching on dhamma and tl1eir aspirations were fulfilled. She who
is the last nun1 of these five hundred nuns is a stream-attainer, not
liable to the Downfall; she is assured, bound for self-awakening."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse on an Exhortation from Nandaka:
The Fourth

147. LESSER DISCOURSE ON AN EXHORTATION

TO RA.HULA
(Cii}arah ulovadasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time2 the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in AnathapiJ;1\iika's monastery. Then as the
Lord was in solitary meditation a reasoning arose in his mind thus:
" Mature now in Re.hula are the things 3 that bring freedom to
- - - -- --- ----------------------- - -·· --- - -·-·
. ----- Tho last of all in so far as excellent qualities, gur,ia, arc concerned is a
stream-attainer; the others arc once-returners, non-returners and those whose
cankers are destroyed, JI A. v. 07.
2 This Discourse also occurs at 8. iv. 105-J07.
3 dhamma.
Fifteen of them, i.e. the five indr·iyas, beginning with saddlui,
are each purified in three ways; or five faculties of perception, MA . v. 98.
1
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maturity. 1

Suppose I were to train Ra.hula further in the destruction of the cankers 1" And having dressed in the early morning the
Lord, taking his bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for almsfood.
When he haJ walked in Savatthi for almsfood, on returning from
the alms-gathering after the meal he addressed the venerableRahula, saying: " Take your piece of cloth for sitting on, 2 Ra.hula;
we will go to the Blind Men's Grove 3 [278] for the day-sojourn."
"Yes, revered sir," answered the venerable Ra.hula in assent to
the Lord and, taking his piece of cloth for sitting on, he fo1lowed
closely after the Lord. Now at that time various thousands of
devas were fo1lowing the LorJ, thinking: "Today the Lord will
train the venerable Ra.hula further in the destruction of the cankers."
Then the Lord plunged into the Blind Men's Grove and sat down on
a seat made ready at the root of a tree. And the venerable Ra.hula,
having greeted the Loni, sat down at a respectful distance. The
Lord spoke thus to the venerable Ra.hula as he was sitting down at a
respectful distance :
" What do you think about this, Ra.hula 1 Is the eye ... are
material shapes ... is visual consciousness ... [279] ... is impact
on the eye permanent or impermanent 1 ... Is the ear ... the nose
... the tongue ... the body ... the mind ... arc mental states ...
is mental consciousness ... is impact on the mind permanent or impermanent 1"
" Impermanent, revered sir."
"But is what is impermanent, anguish or happiness 1"
" Anguish, revered sir."
"But is it right to regard that which is impermanent, anguish,
liable to alteration as, ' This is mine, that am I, this is my self' 1"
" No, revered sir."
" What do you think about this, Ra.hula 1 Is that which arises
as feeling, perception, the habitual tendencies, consciousness because
of impact on the eye . . . the rar . . . the nose . . . the tongue . . .
the body ... the mind permanent or impermanent?"
"Impermanent, revered sir."
"But is what is impermanent, anguish or happiness?"
"Anguish, revered sir."
1
vim1tttiparipacaniyii. Mentioned at MA. iii. 126. These two scntenc<'R
arc quoted at DA. 60. The text should at least have a hyphen between
vimutti and paripiicaniya.
2 ni,<i'lida.na, defined at Vin. iii. 232; sec B.D. ii. 87, n. 2.
3
And/iavana. Sec B.D. ii. 36, n. 3.
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" And is it right to regard that which is impermanent, anguish,
liable to alteration as, 'This is mine, this am I, this is my self' 1"
"No, revered sir."
" Seeing thus, Ra.hula, the instructed disciple of the ariyans turns
away from the eye, he turns away from material shapes, he turns
away from visual consciousness, he turns away from impact on the
eye; and likewise he turns away from that which arises because of
impact on the eye as feeling, perception, the habitual tendencies,
consciousness. He turns away from the ear, he turns away from
sounds; he turns away from the nose, he turns away from smells;
he turns away from the tongue, he turns away from tastes; he turns
away from the body, he turns away from touches; he turns away
from the mind, he turns away from mental states, he turns away
from mental consciousness, he turns away from impact on the mind;
and likewise he turns away from that which [280] arises because of
impact on the mind as feeling, perception, the habitual tendencies,
consciousness. In turning away he is dispassionate; by dispassion
he is freed; in freedom is the knowledge that he is freed, and he
comprehends: Destroyed is birth, brought to a close the Brahmafaring, done is what was to be done, there is no more of being such
or so."
Thus spoke the Lord. The venerable Ra.hula rejoiced in what
the Lord had sa~d. While this exposition was being given the
venerable Ra.hula's mind was freed from the cankers without grasping. And to those various thousands of devas there arose the dustless, stainless vision of dltamma 1 that, ' whatever is liable to uprising
all that is liable to stopping.'
Lesser Discourse on an Exhortation to Ra.hula:
The Fifth
1 MA. v. 99 states that in the Exhortation to Upali and the Dighanakha
Butta this means the first Way; in the Brahmayu Butta the three fruits; but
here the four Wa.ys and the four fruits a.re to be understood, for some of these
devas were strea.m-a.tta.iners, some once-returners, non-returners and those
whose cankers were destroyed.

148. DISCOURSE ON THE SIX SIXES
(Chachakkasutta)
have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Savatthi
in the Jeta Grove in AnathapiQQika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying: "Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke
thus:
" I will teach you dllamma, monks, lovely in the beginning, lovely
in the middle, lovely at the ending. With the spirit and the letter
I will proclaim to you the Brahma-faring, utterly complete, quite
purified, that is to say the Six Sixes. Listen to it, attend careful1y
and I will speak."
" Yes, revered sir," these monks answered the Lord in assent.·
The Lord spoke thus:
"Six internal sense-fields are to be understood, six external sensefields are to be understood, six classes of consciousness are to be··
understood, six classes of sensory impingement are to be understood,
six classes of feeling are to be understood, six classes of craving are
to be understood.
When it is said, ' Six internal sense-fields are to be understood '
in reference to what is it said 1 It is in reference to the sense-field
of eye, the sense-field of ear, the sense-field of nose, the sense-field
of tongue, the sense-field of body, the sense-field of mind. When it is
said, ' Six internal sense-fields are to be understood ' it is said in
reference to this. This is the first Six.
[281] When it is said, 'Six external sense-fields are to be understood,' in reference to what is it said 1 It is in reference to the
sense-field of material shapes, the sense-field of sounds, the sensefield of smells, the sense-field of tastes, the sense-field of touches,
the sense-field of mental states. When it is said, 'Six external
sense-fields are to be understood,' it is said in reference to this ..
This is the second Six.
When it is said, ' Six classes of consciousness are to be understood,' in reference to what is it said 1 It is in reference to the visual ..
consciousness that arises because of eye and material shapes; the
auditory consciousneSB that arises because of ear and sounds; the
THUS
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olfactory consciousness that arises because of nose and smells; the
gustatory consciousness that arises because of tongue and t.astcs;
the bodily consciousness that arises because of body and touch('s;
the mental consciousness that arises because of mind and mental
8tates. When it is said, ' Six classes of consciousness arc to Le
understood,' it is sa.id in reference to this. This is the third Six.
W11en it is said, ' Six classes of (sense-)impingement arc to he
understood,' in reference to what is it said 1 It is in reference to
the visual consciousness that arises because of eye and material
shapes- the meeting of the three is sensory impingement ;1 the
auditory consciousness that arises because of ear and sounds-the
meeting of the three is sensory impingement; the olfactory r.onsciousness that arises because of nose and smells- the meeting of the three
is sensory impingement; the gustatory consciousness that arises
because of tongue and tastes- the meeting of the three is sensory
impingement; the bodily consciousness that arises because of body
and touches- the meeting of the three is sensory impingement;
the mental consciousness that arises because of mind and mental
states-the meeting of the three is sensory impingement. When it
is said, 'Six classes of sensory impingement are to be understood,'
it is said in reference to this. This is the fourth Six.
When it is said, 'Six classes of feeling are to be understood,' in
reference to what is it said 1 It is in reference to the visual consciousness that arises because of eye and material shapes-the meeting of the three is sensory impingement; conditioned by sensory
impingement is feeling; the auditory consciousness that arises
because of ear and sounds ... the olfactory consciousness that arises
because of nose and smells ... the gustatory consciousness that arises
because of tongue and tastes ... the bodily consciousness that arises
because of body and touches . . . the mental consciousness that
arises because of mind and mental states-the meeting of the three
is sensory impingement; conditioned by sensory impingement is
feeling. When it is said,' Six classes of feeling are to be understood,'
it is (282] said in reference to this. This is the fifth Six.
When it is said, 'Six classes of craving are to be understood,' in
reference to what is it said 1 It is in reference to the visual consciousness that arises because of eye and material shapes- the meeting of the three is sensory impingement, conditioned by sensory
impingement is feeling, conditioned by feeling is era ving; the
• Of. M. i. 111.
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auditory consciousness that arises because of car and sounds ...
the olfactory consciousness that arises because of nose and smells
. . . the gustatory consciousness that arises because of tongue and
tastes ... the bodily consciousness that arises because of body
and touches . . . the mental consciousness that arises because of
mind and mental states- the meeting of the three is sensory imping<·men t, conditioned by sensory impingement is feeling, conditioned by feeling is craving. When it is said, 'Six classes of
craving arc to be umlerstood,' it is said in reference to this. This
is the sixth Six.
If anyone should sa.y, 'Eye is self,' that is not fitting. 1 For the
arising of the eye is to be seen and its decaying. Since its arising and
decaying arc to be seen one would thus be brought to the stage of
saying: 'Self arises in me and passes away.' 2 Therefore if anyone
should say, ' Eye is self,' that is not fitting; in this way eye is not-self.
If anyone should say, ' Material shapes are self ' ... ' Visual consciousness is self' ... 'Impact on the eye is self' ... 'Feeling is .
self' [283] ... therefore if anyone should say, 'Feeling is self,' that
is not fitting; in this way eye is not-self, material shapes are not-self,
visual consciousness is not-self, impact on the eye is not-self, feeling
is not-self. If anyone should say,' Craving is self' that is not fitting.
For the arising of craving is to be seen and its decaying. Since its
arising and decaying are to be seen one would thus be brought to
the stage of saying:' Self arises in me and passes away.' Therefore
if anyone should say,' Craving is self,' that is not fitting; in this way
eye is not-self, material shapes are not-self, visual consciousness is
not-s<>lf, impact on the eye is not-self, feeling is not-self, craving is
not-self. If anyone should say, ' Ear is self' ... ' Nose is self' ...
' Tongue is self ' ... ' Body is self ' ... ' Mind is self ' ... ' Mental
states arc self ' . . . ' Mental consciousness is self ' ... ' Impact on
the mind is self,' that is not fitting ... in this way mind is not-self,
mental states are not-self, mental consciousness is not-self, impact
on the mind is not-self. If anyone should say, 'Feeling is self,'
that is not fitting. For the arising of feeling is to be seen and its
decaying. Since [284] its arising and decaying are to be seen one
would thus be brougllt to the stage of saying: ' Self arises in me and--·
passes away.' Therefore if anyone should say, 'Feeling is self,'
that is not fitting; in this way mind is not-self, mental states are not- --

- - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - -- -- - - na uppajjati, glossed n.s na y·ujjati at MA. v. 100.
2
veti, glossed as i:igacchat·i nirujjhati at MA. v. 100.

- - - ----··
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self, mental consciousness is not-self, impact on the mind is not-self,
feeling is not-self. If anyone should say, 'Craving is self,' that is
not fitting. For the arising of craving is to be seen and ... Therefore
if anyone should say,' Craving is self,' that is not fitting; in this way
mind is not-self, mental states arc not-self, mental consciousness is
not-self, impact on the mind is not-self, feeling is not-self, era ving is
not-self.
But this, monks, is the course leading to the arising of 'own body':
one says with regard to eye ... material shapes ... visual consciousness ... impact on the eye ... feeling ... craving ... ear ... nose
... tongue ... body ... mind ... mental states ... mental consciousness ... impact on the mind ... feeling ... craving that 'This is
mine, this am I, this is my self.'
And this, monks, is the course leading to the stopping of ' own
body': one says with regard to eye ... material shapes ... visual
consciousness . . . impact on the eye . . . feeling . . . era ving . . . ear
... nose ... tongue ... body ... mind ... mental states ... mental
consciousness ... impact on the mind ... feeling [285] ... era ving
that ' This is not mine, this am I not, this is not my self.'
Monks, visual consciousness arises because of eye and material
shapes, the meeting of the three is sensory impingement; an experience arises conditioned by sensory impingement that is pleasant or
painful or neither painful nor pleasant. He, being impinged on by
a pleasant feeling, delights, rejoices and persists in cleaving to it;
a tendency to attachment is latent in him. 1 Being impinged on by
a painful feeling, he grieves, mourns, laments, beats his breast and
falls into disillusion; a tendency to repugnance is latent in him.
Being impinged on by a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant,
he does not comprehend the origin nor the going down nor the
satisfaction nor the peril of that feeling nor the escape from it as
it really is; a tendency to ignorance is latent in him. That he, monks,
not getting rid of the tendency to attachment to a pleasant feeling,
not driving out the tendency to repugnance for a painful feeling,
not rooting out the tendency to ignorance concerning a feeling that
is neither painful nor pleasant, not getting rid of ignorance, not
making knowledge arise, should here and now be an end-maker of
anguish-this situation does not exist.
Monks, auditory consciousness arises because of ear and sounds
... mental consciousness arises because of mind and mental states,
1

For attachment, repugnance and ignorance, cf. M. i. 303 /.
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the meeting of the three is sensory impingement; an experience
arises ... (as ab<>Ve) ••• not getting rid of ignorance, not making
knowledge arise, should here and now be an end-maker of anguish
- this situation does not exist.
[286] Monks, visual consciousness arises because of eye and
material shapes ... auditory consciousness arises because of ear and
sounds ... olfactory consciousness arises because of nose and smells
... gustatory consciousness arises because of tongue and tastes ...
bodily consciousness arises because of body and touches ... mental
consciousness arises because of mind and mental state; the meeting
of the three is sensory impingement; an experience arises conditioned
by sensory impingement that is pleasant or painful or neither pleasant
nor painful. He, being impinged on by a pleasant feeling, does not
delight, rejoice or persist in cleaving to it; a ·tendency to attachment
is not latent in him. Being impinged on by a painful feeling, he
does not grieve, mourn, lament, beat his breast or fall into disillusion;
a tendency to repugnance is not latent in him. Being impinged on··
by a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant, he comprehends the
origin and the going down and the satisfaction and the peril of that
feeling and the escape as it really is, a tendency to ignorance is not
latent in him. That he, monks, by getting rid of any tendency to
attachment to a pleasant feeling, by driving out any tendency to
repugnance for a painful feeling, by rooting out any tendency to
ignorance concerning a feeling that is neither painful nor pleasant,
by getting rid of ignorance, by making knowledge arise, should here
and now be an end-maker of anguish- this situation exists.
Seeing this thus, monks, the instructed disciple of the ariyans
turns away from eye, turns away from material shapes, turns away
from visual consciousness, turns away from impact on the eye, turns
away from feeling, turns away from craving. He turns away from
ear, he turns away from sounds ... He turns away from nose, he
turns away from smells ... He turns away from tongue, he turns
away from tastes ... He turns away from body, he turns away .
from touches ... He turns away from mind, he turns away from
mental states, he turns away from mental consciousness, he turns .
away from impact on the mind, he turns away from feeling, he turns
away from craving. Turning away [287] he is dispassionate; by
dispassion he is freed; in freedom is the knowledge that he is freed,
and he comprehends: Destroyed is birth, brought to a close the
Brahma-faring, done is what was to be done, there is no more of
being such or so."
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Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said. And while this exposition was being giv('n the
minds of as many as sixty monks were free<l from the cankers without grasping. 1
Discourse on the Six Sixes:
The Sixth

149. DISCOURSE PERTAINING TO THE

GREAT SIXFOLD (SENSE-)FIELD
(Mahasa}a.yatanikasutta)2
THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Siivatthi
in the Jeta Grove in Ana.thapi:Qc;lika's monastery. While he was
there the Lord addressed the monks, saying:" Monks." "Revered
One," these monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lor<l spoke
thus: " I will teach you, monks, the great sixfold (sense-)field.
Listen to it, attend carefully and I will speak." "Yes, revered sir,"
the monks answered the Lord in assent. The Lord spoke thus:
"Monks, (anyone) not knowing, not seeing eye as it really is,
not knowing, not seeing material shapes ... visual consciousness
... impact on the eye as it really is, and not knowing, not seeing as
it really is the experience, whether pleasant, painful or neither
painful- nor pleasant, that arises conditioned by impact on the eye,
is attached to the eye, is attached to material shapes, is attached to
1 MA. v. 101 says that besides the sixty monks who became arahants when
the Buddha first gave this Discourse, on each occasion of its preaching by
Sariputta or Moggallana or eighty of the great Elders a like number attained
arahantship. Later, each time Maliyadeva, an Elder (see Mht,a. p. 262)
preached it at sixty different places in Ceylon, sixty monks attained arahantship. Once, after it had been preached by Tipi1&ka-Cil!a.niiga, a. thousand
monks did so.
2 Some MSS. read Sa!iiya.tanavibhaliga.sutta, Discourse on the Analysis of
the Sixfold Sense-field, but this is the title of M. Sta. No. 137; there is no
Cil!a-Sutta of this name, and maha with saµiyatanilca, as found in the first
paragraph above, appears to refer to the subject-matter rather than to the
Discourse itself, as in Sta. No. 136.
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visual consciousness, is attached to impact on the eye; and as for ·
that experience, whether pleasant, painful or neither painful nor·
pleasant, that arises conditioned by impact on the eye- to that too
is he attached. While he, observing the satisfaction, is attached,
bound and infatuated, the five groups of grasping go on to future
accumulation. 1 And his craving, which is connected with againbecoming, accompanied by attachment and delight, finding its
pleasure here and there, increases in him. And his physical
anxieties increase, [288] and mental anxieties increase, and physical
torments increase, and mental torments increase, and physical
fevers increase, and mental fevers increase. He experiences anguish
of body and anguish of mind.
Monks, (anyone) not knowing, not seeing ear as it really is ...
nose ... tongue ... body ... mind as it really is, not knowing, not
seeing mental states as they really are, not knowing, not seeing
mental consciousness as it really is, not knowing, not seeing impact
on th~ mind as it really is and not knowing, not seeing as it really is
the experience ... (as above) .. . and mental fevers increase. He
experiences anguish of body and anguish of mind.
But (anyone), monks, knowing and seeing eye as it reaJly is, ..
knowing and seeing material shapes ... visual consciousness . . .
impact on the eye as it really is, and knowing, seeing as it really is
the experience, whether pleasant, painful or neither painful nor
pleasant, that arises conditioned by impact on the eye, is not attached to the eye nor to material shapes nor to visual consciousness
nor to impact on the eye; and that experience, whether pleasant or
painful or neither painful nor pleasant, that arises conditioned by
impact on the eye- neither to that is he attached. While he,
observing the peril, is not attached, bound or infatuated, the five
groups of grasping go on to future diminution. 2 And his craving,
which is connected with again-becoming, accompanied by attachment and delight, finding its pleasure here and there, decreases in
him. And his physical anxieties decrease, and mental anxieties
decrease, and bodily torments . . . and mental torments . . . and
bodily fevers decrease, [289] and mental fevers decrease. He
experiences happiness of body and happiness of mind.
Whatever is the view of what really is, that is for him right view ;3
wpaoo,ya, piling up, consorva.tion-ka.rmic in nature.
apacaya, falling a.way.
3 MA . v. IO! says that the sophist, vita,:u!.avadin, ta.king his stand on this
Discourse, holds that the tra.neccndenta.l Way is fivefold.
1

2
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whatever is aspiration for what really is, that is for him right aspiration; whatever is endeavour for what really is, that is for him right
endeavour; whatever is mindfulness of what really is, that is for
him right mindfulness; whatever is concentration on what realJy is,
that is for him right concentration. And his past acts of body,
acts of speech and mode of livelihood have been well purified. So
does this ariyan eightfold Way go on to development and fulfilment
for him. While this ariyan eightfold Way is being developed by
him thus the four arousings of mindfulness also go on to development
and fulfilment, and the four right efforts . . . and the four bases of
psychic power ... and the five controlling faculties ... and the five
powers ... and the seven links in awakening go on to development
and fulfilment. And in him these two things occur simultaneously: 1
calm and insight. By superknowledge he understands those things
that should be understood by superknowledge; by superlmowledge
he gets rid of those things that should be got rid of by superknowledge; by superknowledge he develops those things that shot,1ld be
developed by superknowledge; by superknowledge he realises those
things that should be realised by superknowledge.
And what, monks, are the things that should be understood by
superknowledge 1 The five groups of grasping is the answer to
this, that is to say, grasping after material shape, grasping after
feeling, grasping after perception, grasping after the habitual tendencies, grasping after consciousness- these are the things that
should be understood by superknowledge. And what are the things,
monks, that should be got rid of by superknowledge 1 Ignorance
and the craving for becomings-these are the things that should be
got rid of by superknowledge. And what are the things, monks,
that should be developed by superknowledge 1 Calm and insight- •
these are the things that should be developed by superknowledge.
And what, [290] monks, are the things that should be realised by
superknowledge 1 Knowledge and freedom- these are the things
that should be realised by superknowledge.
And (anyone), monks, knowing and seeing ear as it really is ...
nose ... tongue ... body ... mind as it really is ... mental states
. . . mental consciousness . . . impact on the mind as it really is,
and knowing, seeing as it really is the experience, whether pleasant,
painful or neither painful nor pleasant, that arises conditioned
by impact on the mind, is not attached to the mind nor to mental
1

yuganandha ti ekakkhMJ,ikayugannadha, MA. v. 104.
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states nor to mental consciousness nor to impact on the mind; and
that experience, whether pleasant or painful or neither painful nor
pleasant, that arises conditioned by impact on the mind-neither is
he attached to that ... and his mental fevers decrease. He experiences happiness of body and happiness of mind.
Whatever is the view of what really is, that is for him right view
... And his past acts of body, acts of speech and mode of livelihood
have been well purified. So does this ariyan eightfold Way go on to
development and fulfilment for him .. . And what, monks, are the
things that should be realised by superknowlcdge 1 Knowledge
and freedom- these are the things that should be realised by
superknowledge."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, these monks rejoiced in what
the Lord had said.
Discourse pertaining to the Great Sixfold (Sense-)Field:
The Seventh

150. DISCOURSE TO THE PEOPLE OF

NAGARAVINDA
(Nagara vindeyyasutta)
THUS have I heard: At one time, the Lord, walking on tour among
the Kosalans together with a large Order of monks, arrived at the
brahman village of the Kosalans called Nagaravinda. The brahman
householders of Nagaravinda heard it said that" Indeed, the recluse
Gotama, gone forth from the Sakyan clan, and walking on tour
among the Kosalans together with a large Order of monks, [291] has
arrived at Nagaravinda. A lovely reputation concerning the recluse
Gotama has gone abroad thus: He is indeed the Lord, perfected one
... It is good to see perfected ones such as this." Then the brahman
householders of Nagaravinda approached the Lord; having
approached him, some exchanged greetings with the Lord and having
conversed in a friendly and courteous way, they sat down at a.
respectful distance; some, having saluted the Lord with joined
palms, sat down at a respectful distance; some, having informed.
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the Lord of their names and clans, sat down at a respectful distance;
some, becoming silent, sat down at a respectful distance. The
Lord spoke thus to the brahman householders of Nagaravinda as
they were sitting down at a respectful distance:
" If, householders, wanderers belonging to other sects should
question you thus: ' Householders, what kind of recluses and brahmans should not be revered, reverenced, esteemed or honoured 1'
you, householders, being questioned thus, could answer thus:
' Those recluses and brahmans who are not devoid of attachment,
not devoid of aversion, not devoid of confusion in regard to material
sqapes cognisable by the eye, whose minds are not inwardly tranquillised, who fare along now evenly, now unevenly1 in body, speech
and thought-recluses and brahmans such as these are not to be
revered, reverenced, esteemed or honoured. What is the reason
for this 1 It is that while2 we, who are not devoid of attachment,
not devoid of aversion, not devoid of confusion in regard to material
shapes cognisable by the eye, our minds not inwardly tranquillised,
fare along now evenly, now unevenly in body, speech and thought,
it is yet not seen by them that this even-faring of ours is the higher .
Therefore these worthy recluses and brahmans are not to be revered,
reverenced, esteemed or honoured. Those recluses and brahmans
who are not devoid of attachment ... confusion in regard to sounds
. . . smells ... tastes ... touches cognisable by the body ... mental
states cognisable by the mind, whose minds are not inwardly
tranquillised, who fare along now evenly, now unevenly in body,
speech and thought-recluses and brahmans such as these are not
to be revered ... or honoured. What is the reason for this 1 It is
that while we, who are not devoid of attachment, not devoid of
aversion, not devoid of confusion in regard to mental states cognisable by the mind, [292] our minds not inwardly tranquillised, fare
· along now evenly, now unevenly in body, speech and thought, it is
yet not seen by them that this even-faring of ours is the higher.
Therefore these worthy recluses and brahmans are not to be revered,
reverenced, esteemed or honoured.' If you, householders, are
questioned thus, you could answer those wanderers belonging to
other sects thus.
But if, householders, wanderers belonging to other sects should
question you thus: ' Householders, what kind of recluses and
1

aamaviaama; MA.

v. 105 says that at times they fa.re along evenly, at

times unevenly.
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brahmaus ·should be revered, reverenced, esteemed and honoured 1'
you, householders, being questioned thus, could answer thus:
' Those recluses and brahmans who are devoid of attachment,
aversion and confUBion in regard to material shapes cognisable by
the eye, whose minds are inwardly tranquillised, who fare the evenfaring1 in body, speech and thought-recluses and brahmans such
as these are to be revered ... and honoured. What is the reason
for this ? It is that while we, who are not devoid of attachment,.
aversion and confusion, our minds not inwardly tranquillised, fare
along now evenly, now unevenly in body, speech and thought, it is
yet seen by them that this even-faring of ours is the higher. Therefore these worthy recluses and brahmans are to be revered . . .
and honoured. Those worthy recluses and brahmans who arc
devoid of attachment ... a version ... confusion in regard to sounds
... smells ... tastes ... touches cognisable by the body ... mental
states cognisable by the mind, whose minds are inwardly tranquillised, who fare the even-faring in body, speech and thoughtrecluses and brahmans such as these arc to be revered ... and
honoured. What is the reason for this ? It is that while we, who
are not devoid of attachment ... a version ... confusion, our minds
not inwardly tranquillised, fare along now evenly, now unevenly
in body, speech and thought, it i'3 yet seen by them that this evenfaring of ours is the higher. Therefore these worthy recluses and
brahmans are to be revered, reverenced, esteemed and honoured.'
If you, householders, are questioned thus, you could answer those
wanderers belonging to other sects thus.
If, householders, wanderers belonging to other sects should·
question you thus:' But what grounds do the venerable ones2 have,
what is the authority by which you, venerable ones, should speak
thus: Certainly, those venerable ones [293] are either devoid of
attachment or are practising for the driving out of attachment,
they are either devoid of aversion or are practising for the driving
1
2

samacariyam caranti.
ke pan' ciyasmantanam cikarci, lit.: What are the venerable ones' grounds ?

Here too, in the same sentence, the wanderers appear to address the householders as ciyasmanto, although this form is both nom. and voe. pl. The
householders, on the other hand, appear to address the wanderers both as
civuso, "your reverences" (a. few lines lower down) and as a.yaamanto. The
question: What grounds do the venerable ones have . . . by which you,
venerable ones, should speak thus: yena tumhe <iyaamanto evam vadetha, is
balanced by the answer: These, your rovcrcnccs, are the grounds ... by which
we, venerable ones, speak thus, yena 1naya1h iiyasm·anto evam vadema.
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out of aversion; they are either devoid of confusion or are practising
for the driving out of confusion.' If you are questioned thus,
householders, you could answer these wanderers belonging to other
sects thus: ' Those venerable ones frequent remote lodgings in lonely
forest glades. But there are not there material shapes cognisable
by the eye, sounds cognisable by the ear, smells cognisable by the
nose, tastes cognisable by the tongue, touches cognisable by tlie
body1 such as having been seen, heard, smelt, tasted or touched over
and over again, could delight them. These, your reverences, are
the grounds, this is the authority by which we, venerable ones,
speak thus: Certainly, those venerable ones are either devoid of
attachment or are practising for the driving out of attachment;
tliey are either devoid of aversion or are practising for the driving
out of aversion; they are either devoid of confusion or are practising
for the driving out of confusion.' If you, householders, are
questioned thus, you could answer those wanderers belonging to
other sects thus."
When this had been said, the brahman householders of Nagaravinda spoke thus to the Lord: " It is excellent, good Gotama, it is
excellent, good Gotama. As, good Gotama, one might set upright
what had been upset ... May the revered Gotama accept us as laydisciples going for refuge from this day forth for as long as life lasts."
Discourse to the People of Nagaravinda:
The Eighth

151. DISCOURSE ON COMPLETE PURITY

FOR ALMS-GATHERING
(Pil)Qapataparisuddhisutta)
Tnus have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near Riijagaha
in the Bamboo Grove at the squirrels' feeding place. Then the
venerable Sariputta, emerging from solitary meditation towards
1 MA. v. 105 says the five strands of sense-pleasures as such are not meant
here, but women; and it quotes A. i. I, "I behold no other single thing that
more obsesses a man's mind than a woman."
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evening, approached the Lord; having approached and greeted the
Lord, he sat down at a respectful distance. The Lord spoke thus to
the venerable Sariputta as he was sitting down at a respectful distance: [294] " Your faculties · are very bright, Sariputta, your
complexion very pure, very clear. In which abiding are you,
Sariputta, now abiding in the fulness thereof 1"
"Abiding in (the concept of) emptiness do I, revered sir, now
abide in the fulness thereof. " 1
" It is good, Sariputta, it is good. You, Sii.riputta, are now indeed
abiding in fulness in the abiding of grea.t men. 2 For this is the
abiding of great men, Sariputta, that is to say (the concept of)
emptiness. Wherefore, Sii.riputta, if a monk should desire: ' May
I now abide in fulness in the abiding in (the concept of) emptiness,'
that monk should consider thus, Sii.riputta: ' On the road by which
I entered the village for almsfood or in the part in which I walked
for almsfood or on the road by which I left the village after (walking
for) almsfood-did I have there in my mind desire or attachment
or a version or confusion or sensory reaction in regard to material
shapes cognisable by the eye 1'
If, Siiriputta, a monk while considering knows thus: ' On the road
by which I entered the village and in the part ... I had there in my
mind desire ... or sensory reaction in regard to material shapes
cognisable by the eye '-that monk, Sariputta, should make an
effort to get rid of these evil unskilled states themselves.
But if, Sii.riputta, a monk while considering knows thus: ' On the
road by which I entered the village ... I had there in my mind no
desire or attachment or a version or confusion or sensory reaction
in regard to material shapes cognisable by the eye '-that monk,
Sariputta, with rapture and joy can forsake 3 these, training himself
day and night in states that are skilled.
And again, Sariputta, a monk should consider thus: ' On the road
by which I entered the village ... did I have there in my mind desire
or attachment or ... sensory reaction in regard to sounds cognisable
by the ear ... smells cognisabJe by the nose ... tastes cognisable
by the tongue ... touches cognisable by the body ... mental states
cognisable by the mind 1'
1

Of. Vin. ii. 304, and M. iii. 104.
This is the abiding of Buddhas, individual Buddha.a, Tathiigata.s and
great disciples, MA. v. 106.
3
vih<itabbam, from vijahati; but G.8. iii. 220 (A. iii. 307) translates it in
parallel passage as though derived from viharati.
2
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(295] If, Sariputta, a monk while considering knows thus: ' On
the road by which I entered the village ... I had there in my mind
desire ... or sensory reaction in regard to sounds cognisable by the
ear ... mental states cognisable by the mind '- that monk, Sariputta,
should make an effort t.o get rid of these evil unskilled states
themselves.
But if, Sariputta, a monk ... that monk, Sariputta, with rapture
and joy can forsake these, training himself night and day in states
that are skilled.
And again, Sariputta, a monk should consider thus: ' Arc the
five strands of sense-pleasures got rid of by me 1 ... Are the five
hindrances got rid of by me 1' If, Sariputta, a monk while considering knows thus: ' The five strands of sense-pleasures ... the five
hindrances have not been got rid of by me,' he should make an effort
to get rid of them. But if while considering he knows that they
have been got rid of, then, Sariputta, that monk with rapture and
joy can forsake them, training himself day and night in states that
are skilled.
And again, Sariputta, a monk should consider thus: ' Do I fully
understand the five groups of grasping 1' If while considering he
knows that he does not fully understand them, that monk, Sariputta,
should make an effort to understand them fully. But if, Sariputta, a monk (296] while considering knows that he does understand
them fully, then, Sariputta, that monk with rapture and joy can
forsake them, training himself day and night in states that are
skilled.
And again, Sariputta, a monk should consider thus: ' Are the
four applications of mindfulness developed by me 1 •.. Are the four
right efforts ... the four bases of psychic power ... the five controlling
faculties ... the five powers ... the seven links in awakening ...
is the ariyan eightfold Way developed by me 1' If, Sariputta,
while a monk is considering he knows in regard to each that it is not
developed by him, he should make an effort to develop it. But if,
Sariputta., a monk while considering knows that each is developed
by him ... [297] then, Sariputta, that monk with l'apture and joy
can forsake them, training himself day and night in states that are
skilled.
(The same wi,th calm and insight.)
And again, Sariputta, a monk should consider thus: ' Are knowledge and freedom realised by me 1' But if, Sariputta, a monk
while considering knows: ' Knowledge and freedom are not realised
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by me,' that monk, Sariputta, should mak~ an effort to realise
knowledge and freedom. But if, Sariputta, that monk while
considering knows: ' Knowledge and freedom are realised by me ' that monk, Sariputta, with rapture and joy can forsake them·,
training himself day and night in states that are skilled.
Sariputta, all those recluses and brahmanB in the distant past
who completely purified themselves for alma-gathering did so only
after having reflected over and over again in these ways. And,
Sii.riputta, all those recluses and brahmans in the distant future who
will completely purify themselves for alms-gathering will do so
only after having reflected over and over _again in these ways. And,
Sariputta, all those recluses and brahmans who at present completely purify themselves for alms-gathering do so only after having
reflected over and over again in these ways. Wherefore, Sariputta,
this is how you must train yourself:' I will completely purify myself·
for alma-gathering after having reflected over and over again.' This
is how you, Sariputta, must train yourself."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Sariputta rejoiced in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on Complete Purity for Alma-gathering:
The Ninth

152. DISCOURSE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THE SENSE-ORGANS 1
(lndriyabhavaniisutta)
[298] THUS have I heard: At one time the Lord was staying near
Kajangalii. in the Mukhelu Grove. 2 Then the brahmanyouth Uttara,
a pupil of Pii.riisariya,3 approached the Lord; having approached
1 One of the chief difficulties in this Discourse in the translation of the terms
indriya and bhavana. The term indriya might be rendered " controlling
faculties," a.a it appears to mean at Vin. i. 294 and which is apparently the
only other canonical passage where the compound indriyabhii:1:ana occurs as
such, although there is also a. M. context (iii. 81) where we find paiicannarh
indriyanarh bhiivananuyogarh, the practice of the development (or, ~inddevelopment) of the five controlling faculties: of faith, energy, mindfulness,
concentration and wisdom. Since, in these two pa.sea.gee, the indriyas a.re
associated at lea.et with some ( Vin. i. 294), if not all (M. iii. 81 /.) of the seven
groups of the bodhipakkhiyadhamma (things helpful to enlightenment), it may
be assumed that in such contexts indriya means controlling faculty. But on
the other hand, indriya can also mean sense-organ, and I believe that, from the
internal evidence of this Discourse, it ha.e this meaning here. One may usefully cf. S. v. 73 /. which is partially concerned with indriyasarhvara, control
of the sense-organs of eye, etc., for this is a. passage that states that whether
the material shapes that a monk sees a.re liked or disliked, he remains unmoved
(or, stands firm, #hit.a) in body and mind, hie mind inwardly well established,
81UJatJlhit.a, and freed. And this is presumably tantamount to the" equanimity
remains," upekha sa1,:,,thati, of our M. Sta..
Bhavana, the second pa.rt of the compound, means developing or producing,
with a strong secondary implication that such developing is done by the mind,
and is therefore a mind-development such as gives the ariya.n control over the
sense-data. he perceives so that, if he wish, he may abide not perceiving their
impurity, etc., but with equanimity in regard to their impingement on him.
He therefore trains his sense-organs not to respond in wrong ways to sensory
stimuli, and develops such control over them that he will remain unaffected
by them and indifferent as to whether he likes them, dislikes them or neither
dislikes nor likes. That the impingement of sense-data. is inevitable while a,
man is still alive is nowhere denied in the Pali canon; but response to them,
even noticing them may be stopped in deep meditation where all is stilled.
2
The Grove was full of trees of this name. Variant readings a.re: Mukhefuvana, Muiicelu-, Suvelu-, and VeJuvana.
3
On the possible identity with Pariipariya (verses at Thag. 72ff.) soc Pss.
Breth. p. 295, note; and DPPN., s.t1. Indriyabhivani Sutta. and Pa.rii.pariya
Thera.
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him, he exchanged greetings with the Lord, and when he had
conversed in a friendly and courteous way he sat down at a respectful
distance. The Lord spoke thus to the brahman youth Uttara, a
pupil of Parasariya, as he was sitting down at a respectful distance:
"Uttara, does Parasariya the brahman teach the development of
the sense-organs to his di~ciples f'
" Good Gotama, the brahman Parasariya teaches the development of the sense-organs to his disciples."
"But in what way, Uttara, does Parasariya the brahman teach
the development of the sense-organs to his disciples 1"
"As to this, good Gotama, one should not see material shapes
with the eye, one should not hear sounds with the ear. It is thus,
good Gotama, that the brahman Parasariya teaches the development of the sense-organs to his disciples."
" This being so, Uttara, then according to what Parasariya the.
brahman says a blind man must have his sense-organ developed, a
deaf man must have his sense-organ developed. For a blind man,
Uttara, does not see material shape with his eye, nor does a deaf
man hear a sound with his ear."
When this had been said, the brahman youth Uttara; a pupil of
Parasariya, sat silent, ashamed, his shoulders drooped, his face
downcast, brooding, speechless. Then the Lord, knowing that
Uttara, a pupil of Parasariya, was sitting silent, ashamed . . .
brooding, speechless, addressed the venerable Ananda, saying:
"Ananda, the brahman Parasariya teaches his disciples the development of the sense-organs in one way ;1 but in the discipline for an
ariyan the incomparable development of the sense-organs is otherwise. "1
" It is the right time for this, Lord, it is the right time for this,
Well-farer, that the Lord [299] should teach the incomparable
development of the sense-organs (as it is) in the discipline for an
ariyan. When the monks have heard the Lord, they will remember."
"WeJl than, Ananda, listen, attend carefully and I will speak."
"Yes, revered sir," the venerable Ananda answered the Lord in·
assent. The Lord spoke thus:
" And what, Ananda, is the incomparable development of the ·
sense-organs in the discipline for an ariyan 1 As to this, Ananda, ·
when a monk has seen a material shape with the eye there arises
what is liked, there arises what is disliked, there arises what is both
l

afinathd ... afifi.athd.
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disliked. 1

liked and
He comprehends thus: ' This that is liked is ·
arising in me, this that is disliked is arising, this that is both liked
and disliked is arising, and this that arises is because it is constructed, is gross. (But) this is the real, this the excellent, that is
to say equanimity.' So whether what is arising in him is liked,
disliked or both liked and disliked, it is (all the same) stopped in
him, and equanimity remains. 2 .A.nanda, it is as if a man with vision,
having opened his eyes should close them, or having closed them
should open them. Even so, Ananda, such is the speed, such the
swiftness, such the ease with which anything that has arisen,
whether it is liked, disliked or both liked and disliked, is (all the
same) stopped in him, and equanimity remains. In the discipline
for an ariyan, Ananda, this is called the incomparable development
of the sense-organs in regard to material shapes cognisable by
the eye.
And again, .A.nanda, when a monk has heard a sound with the ear
there arises what is liked, there arises what is disliked, there arises
what is both liked and disliked. He comprehends thus: . . . and
equanimity remains. Ananda, as a strong man can snap his fingers
with ease, even so, Ananda, such is the speed, such the swiftness,
such the ease with which anything that has arisen, whether it is
liked, disliked or both liked and disliked, is (all the same) stopped
in him, and equanimity remains. In the discipline for an ariyan,
Ananda, this is called the incomparable deve]opment of the senseorgans in regard to sounds cognisable by the ear.
And again, .A.nanda, when a monk has smelt a smell with the nose
there arises what is liked ... and equanimity remains. As, [300]
Ananda, the rain-drops slide off a lotus-leaf that is slightly on the
slant and do not remain, even so, Ananda, such is the speed . . .
with which anything that has arisen ... . is stopped in him, and
equanimity remains. In the discipline for an ariyan, Ananda, this
is called the incomparable development of the sense-organs in regard
to smells cognisable by the nose.
And again, .A.nanda, when a monk has tasted a flavour with the
tongue there arises what is liked ... and equanimity remains. As,
Ananda, when a fleck of mucus has collected on the tip of his tongue
a strong man can easily spit it out, even so, Ananda, such is the speed
... with which anything that has arisen ... is stopped in him, and
equanimity remains. In the discipline for an ariyan, .A.nanda, this
l

maniipiimaniipam.
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is called the incomparable development of the sense-organs in regard
to flavours cognisable by the tongue.
And again, Ananda, when a monk has felt a touch with the body -:
there arises what is liked ... and equanimity remains. As, Ananda,
a strong man can stretch out his bent arm or can bend back his
outstretched arm, even so, Anan<la, such is the speed ... with which
anything that has arisen ... is stopped in him, and equanimity
remains. In the discipline for an ariyan, Ananda, this is called the
incomparable development of the sense-organs in regard to touches
cognisablc by the body.
And again, Ananda, when a monk has cognised a mental state
with the mind there arises what is liked ... and equanimity remains.
It is, .A..nanda, as if a man might let two or three drops of water fall
into a red-hot iron vessel daily. Slow, .Ananda, would be the
falling of the drops of water, yet quickly would they be destroyed
and consumed. Even so, Ananda, such is the speed ... with which
anything that arises ... is stopped in him, and equanimity remains.
In the discipline for an ariyan, Ananda, this is called the incomparable
development of the sense-organs in regard to mental states cognisable
by the mind.
Even so, Ananda, is the incomparable development of the sense- ·
organs in the discipline for an ariyan.
.·
And what, Ananda, is a learner's course 1 As to this, Ananda,
when a monk has seen a material shape with the eye there arises
what is liked, there arises what is disliked, there arises what is both
liked and disliked. Because there has arisen what is liked, because
there has arisen what is disliked, because there has arisen what is
both liked and disliked, he is troubled about it, ashamed of it,
loathes it. [301] When he has heard a sound with the ear, smelt
a smell with the nose, tasted a flavour with the tongue, felt a touch
with the body, cognised a mental state with the mind there arises
what is liked, there arises what is disliked, there arises what is both
likeu and disliked. Because there has arisen what is liked, because
there has arisen what is disliked, because there has arisen what is
both liked and disliked, he is troubled about it, ashamed of it,
loathes it. Just so, Ananda, is a learner's course.
And what, Ananda, is the ariyan whose sense-organs are de-:
veloped 1 As to this, Ananda, when a monk has seen a material
shape with the eye ... heard a sound with the ear ... smelt a smell
with the nose ... tasted a flavour with the tongue ... felt a touch.with the body ... cognised a mental state with the mind there
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arises what is liked, there arises what is disliked, there arises what is
both liked and disliked. Ifhe desire thus:' May I abide not perceiving impurity in impurity,' 1 he abides there not perceiving impurity.
If he desire: 'May I abide perceiving impurity in purity,' he abides
there perceiving impurity. Ifhe desire:' May I abide not perceiving
impurity in impurity and in purity,' he abides there not perceiving
impurity. If he desire: ' May I abide perceiving impurity in purity
and impurity,' he abides there perceiving impurity. If he desire:
'May I, having avoided both impurity and purity, (302] abide in
equanimity, mindful and clearly conscious,' he abides there in
equanimity, mindful and clearly conscious. Even so, Ananda, if
the ariyan whose sense-organs are developed.
Thus, Ananda, there has been taught by me the incomparable
development of the sense-organs (as it is) in the discipline for an
ariyan, there has been taught a learner's course, there has been
taught the ariyan whose sense-organs are developed. Whatever,
Ananda, is to be done out of compassion by a teacher seeking the
welfare of his disciples and compassionate for them, that has been
done by me for you. These, Ananda, are the roots of trees, these
are empty places. Meditate, Ananda, do not be slothful, do not be
remorseful later. This is our instruction for you."
Thus spoke the Lord. Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced
in what the Lord had said.
Discourse on the Development of the Sense-organs:
The Tenth
Division of the Sixfold (Sense-)field :
The Fifth
TOLD ARE THE FINAL FIFTY
1 At Pis, ii. 212 this and the following are called ariyii iddhi.
tions that are given there are found also at MA. v. 108.
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Arahant, xiv, xvii, xxii, xxviii /.,
Abhidhamnia, xii, xiv, 25 n.
20 n., 143 n., 173 n., 305 n.; -ship,
Abiding (viluira), 164, 166 f., 163,
343 ; in comfort, 53, 180, 202; in
xxii/., xxx, 24 n., 47 n., 50 n., 61 n.,
ease, 55, 61,137,198; in emptiness,
170 n., 291 n., 318 n., 336 n. See
also Perfected one; Perfection
147, 343; in equanimity, 360; in
friendliness . . . equanimity, 191; Archery, 52
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of great men, 343
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Action: right, 117, 298; wrong, 117
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Activities (sankhan:i), 18; of body,
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control, 87; deliverance, 51 ;
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xxvi, 286 n., 295 ff.; view, 37;
Almsfood, 24 /., 103, 199 ff., 343;
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content with, 61, 86 f. See also
Requisites
326
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Ariyan(s), 264, 266 /., 269 /., 294,
Aloofness (viveka), 21 ff., 153 ff., 167,
301, 347 ff.; scoffers at, 223 f.
159 /., 327; happiness of, 281, 283 Army, fourfold, 218 /., 221
Analysis (viblianga), x, 233, 235 /., Ascetic practices (dhutanga), 91
238, 245 ff., 264, 271, 277 f., 286, Aspiration: (sankappa), 298, 327 f.,
293
338; (sankhara), 139 ff. See
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Anguish (dukkha), xi/., 3 ff., 10 ff.,
Assembly hall, 129, 163 /., 235
88, 161, 163, 211 ff., 230, 266 f.,
261, 272, 324 /., 320 f.; destruction Attachment: (asatti), 19; (raga),
of, xxxi, 88, 157, 202; end of, 318,
42 /., 63 /., 66, 158, 241 ff., 326,
334 f.; of animal birth, 214; of
337; control of, 68; with a. version,
body and mind, 337; of Niraya.,
confusion, 62, 123,182,292, 340ff.,·
211 ff., origin of, 107; root of, 44;
343 /. ; with repugnance, ignorance;·
threefold, 209 ff.; truths of, 295 ff.,
334/.
301, 314 n.; uprising, stopping of, Attainment (samapatti), 254
320; with annoyance, trouble, fret,
Attention, la.ck of proper (amanasi278 ff., 283 /. '
kara), 203 ff., 207
Animal(s), 302 f.; -birth xxiv, 72, Auspicious, the, 233 ff., 235 ff., 238 ff.,
213 /., 224; grass-, dung-eaters,
245 ff.
etc., 213 f.
Awakened One(s), 68 ff., 82 ff., 109,
Another mode (apara pariyaya),
162, 230, 286, 293, 303; with
261/.
Dhamma, etc., 301 /.
.
Approval, disapproval (apasiidana Awakening . (sambodha), 157, 159,
ussiidana), 278 ff., 283
202; happiness of, 153; seven
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links in (bojjhmiga), 25, 31, 123 J.,
127 ff., 327, 338, 344; thirty-seven
things helpful to (bodhipakkkiyadhamma), xii, xxix, 25 n., 26 n.
Becoming (bhai·a), 192, 280, 201, 298,
338; again-, xxii, 161, 168, 208,
298, 337; canker of, 88, 151;
fetter(s) of, 65, 270 /.; de-, 291
Beings (satta), 13, 223
Bhaddekaratta, xxvi f., 233 n., 245 n.
Bile, phlegm, pus, etc., 131, 288
Birth (jati): ended, xviii, xxii; last,
168, 208; with ageing and dying,
xxxi, 161, 272, 277, 293, 296 (defined); with dying, 230; destroyed is
birth, etc., 13, 37 /., 69, 81, 88,
151, 174, 291, 330, 334
Blame: without (anupamjja), 316,
319; to be blamed (sa-upavajja),
318 J.; -less(ness) (ctnavajja), 87,
180; (anupai-ajjata), 318
Bodhisatta, xviii, xxii /., xxv, 164 //.,
202; 'smother, 165 ff.
Body, xviii, 63, 124 /., 161, 180, 182,
321, 337; activity (sankhara) of,
114 n., 124 /., 130; consciousnessinformed, xiv, 68, 85, 89; a feeling
limited by, 291 f.; mindfulness of,
129 ff.; own (sakkciya), xi, 16 n.,
19, 51, 67, 334; unchastity (dutt•
huUa) of, 196
Boundless (appamii,:ui), 191 ff.
Bourn (gati), 210 /., 217, 294, 318,
322; bad, see Niraya; good, see
Heaven
Bowl: six words for, 282; and robe,
294
Brahma; -become, 240; -vihlira, xx,
191; -world, xxviii, 62, 138, 197 n.
Brahma-farer(s), 36 /., 89, 172, 201,
239 /., 272; affliction for, 159 ff.
Brahma-faring, 61, 85, 174, 180,
184 ff., 331; brought to a close
see Birth destroyed; fundamental
to, 238, 246 /.
Brahman(s) (and) householders, 221,
339 ff. See Nobles; Recluses and
brahmans
Breathing in, out, 124 ff., 130
Brief exhortations, statements, utterances, xv ff., xxv f., xxviii, 95,
101 ff., 239 /., 249, 272, 276, 293 /.,
319 / .. 322

Buddha(s), xxv ff., 174
Bull to be tamed, 270
Burden, shed, 65
Burn (jhiiyati), 196

n.,
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Calculation (gana~iil), 52
Calm (1ipasama), 321; ariyan, 292;
resolve for, 287,292; (samatlia.) and
insight, xxix, 338, 344. See a/,w
Tranquillity
Cankers (cisavii), xviii, xxviii, 88,
114 ff., 154; destroyed, 65, 82 ff.,
93, 123, 183, 267 n., 328 n., 330 n.;
destruction of, 62, 88, 138, 143,
327, 329; freed from, 70, 82 ff., 88,
151, 330, 336; three, 88, 161; -less,
115 ff., 327
Cause, deniers of, 121
Cemet.cry, 131 f.
Cessation: see Stopping
Charioteer of men, 264, 270 f.
Clinging (1tpadhi), 44 f., 292
Cloth(s): for sitting on, 329; pair of
(dussayuga), 300 f.
Cohesion, element of (iipodhiitu),
83 f., 106, 131, 287 /., 311
Cold, heat, hunger, etc., 137
Comfort, abiding in, 53, 180, 202
Companion (dutiya), 201
Compassion, 25, 51, 124, 161, 191,
198, 269, 309, 350
Comport oneself, 87
Conceit and boasting (maiiiiussat:a),
286,293
Concentration (samiidhi), xvi/., xxix,
81, 157, 159, 163 n., 203 .ff., 257 ff.,
314 n.; right, 119, 187 ff., 279,
298 /., 338; threefold, xxii, 207,
208 n.; wrong, 185 ff. See also
Awakening, 7 links in; l\foditation
Conditioned Genesis (pa#ccasamuppada ), xv, 105, 107
Consciousness (viiina,:ia), 50, 241 ff.,
272 ff., 289; -device, 16; element
of, 83 J., 106, 287, 311; evolving
(Jariu:attanika), 47; infinite, 80, 93,
142, 149 /., 268, 271, 200,312,317;
of what is external, 272 /.; six
classes, xxviii, 85, 203 /., 310 f.,
312,317, 324/., 330,331 /., 334/.,
336 ff. See also Material shape (as
khandha)
Consternation (chambhitattu), 203 ff.,
207
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Construct and think out, to (abhisankharoti abhisaii.cetayati), 291.
See Effccted . . .
Constructed (sa1ikhata), 18 /., 20 ff.,
290, 348; clement, l 06
Construction(s) (saitklu'ira), 17 /.,
20 ff., 108
Contention (vivada), 25 ff.
Cool, to become (sitibhavati), 291 J.
Course: Middle, xxvi, 278 /., 283;
learnl'r's, 110, 349; undefiled, 284;
wrong, right, 278, 279 n., 280,
282ff.
Covering up (as) with grass, 33, 36
Covetous, malevolent, harmful, 98 /.
Covetousne11s, 40 /., 53 /., 87, 98 /.,
125 /., 160, 292
Cow, 326; swerving~ 294
Craving (ta,.i/ui.), 41, 43 /., 69, 234 n.,
332 ff., 337 /.; six classes, 331 /.;
threefold, 298
Dead-ends (antii), 278 /.
Death (mara~ia), liable to, 226;
(rnaccu), 233 ff., 240
Deathless, -ness (amata), xiii, 61, 240
Decision: or the majority (yebhuyyasikci), 33; for specific depravity
(tassa.papiyyasikii), 35
Deeds (kamma), 3 ff., 8 ff., 14, 02, 68,
209 f., 212 ff., 223, 249, 254 ff.,
314; evil, 224 ff., 229, 267 /., 260
ff.; great analysis of, 256, 260 /.;
lovely, 260 /.; operative (blw.bba),
etc., 262
Defiled (sara~). 282 ff.
Defilements (kilesa, upakkilesa), xxii,
101, 327; of the mind, 205 ff.
Delight (nandi), 320, 320, 337
Deliverance (vimokkha), 24, 61; -s,
260 /., 270 r,.,
Denotation and connotation, 25 ff.
Departed, realm of the, 224
Dependence, to live in (upanissilya.
viharati), 61, 03
Desire (chanda), 66, 158, 241 ff.,
343 /. ; control of, 68; lack of
(atammay(itii), xv, 92 /., 260
Detachment (vir<iga), 11, 69, 156 J.,
159, 327
Deva(s), xxviii, 165 /., 168 .f., 180,
327 /., 245 ff., 313 /., 320 /.;
-greatness, 74; -happiness, 222;
-hearing, 62, 138; -messengers,
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xxv, 224 ff.; -putta, xxviii, 160 n.,
108, 245 n., 313 n.; -vision, xxi /.,
62, 138, 202 n., 220, 223, 257; of
Light, 102 /., 195 f.; of the Thirty.
Three, 246; various classes, 139 /.,
142
Demtils, 192 /., 195 ff., 224 ff.
Development (bhat:an<l), 123 /.; of
mind (cilia-), 194 /.; of senseorgans (indriya- ), 347 ff.
Dhamma, xiii/f., xxiv ff., 32/., 67, 82
ff., 185, 275, 285 /., 293 /., 301,
314, 322; ariyan, 230; as support,
60; born of, 81; disquisition on;·
xvii, 04, 110, 120 /., 197; -farer,
90 ff.; -faring, 215; -king, 313;
learners of, 313; -lord, 240; -mnstcr,
Hl8; speaker on, 91; talk on, 201.
235 /., 323; to hear, 29, 85, 313,
310; to teach, 24 /., 29, 38, 85, 89.
161, 172, 175 /., 230, 249, 269 /.,
278 If., 283, 286, 327, 330; trained,
untrained in, 234; vision of, 330;
wheel of, xiv, 81, 295 /., 290; and
discipline, 26 /., 30, 62, 86, 96 /.,
173; Further- (abhidhamma), 25.
See also Refuge
Dialect of the countryside (janapadanirutti), 278, 282, 284
Diligent, ardent, self-resolute, xxiii,
130f/., 173, 175/., 20lff., 319
Disciple (siit:aka), 159, 161, 269 J.,
350. See under Ariyan
Discipline, ~ho (t:inaya), 294, 347 ff.;
to (vinetij, 53 f.
Discourses, 159
Discriminates (vijanati), 289
Dislike and liking (aratirati), 137
.
Dispute (viv<ida), 31 ff.; six sources·
of, 32
Distress (duUhulla), 204.f., 207
Do one's time (k<ila1!1, karoti), 212 f.,
227 ff.
Doubt, 202 ff., 207. See also
Hindrances
Dying, time of (mara~kiila), 261 /.
Earth (pathavi), 148 /., 192, 195,
218 /. See also Elements; Extension
Effected and thought out (abhisank/1.ata abhisaiicetayita), It;I.
See Construct ...
Efficacies (iddhi), four, 217, 221.f.
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Effort (upakkama), 7 ff., 12 ff.;
(padh<ina), four right, 26, 31, 123,
338,344
Elation ('ubbilla), 204 J., 207
Elementals, four great (mahiibhii.t<i),
67, 83 n.
Elements (dhatu), xiv /.; four, 131;
six, 83 f., 106, 286 f., 293, 311;
various groups of, 106 /.
Elephant: to be tamed, 270; Treasure
of, 219
Emptiness (BUniiat<i), xviii, xxix,
147 ff., 164 ff., 343
Empty (BUnna), 48, 147 ff.; place(s),
51, 124, 130, 350
Endeavour: right, 116 ff., 187 ff.,
298, 314 n., 338; wrong, 186 ff.
Energy, 57, 157, 159; too much, too
little, 204 ff. See also Awakening,
7 links in
Equanimity, xiii, xxx, 11 ff., 28, 60,
124, 191, 208,265,268, 274f., 290,
346 n., 348 ff.; connected with
multiformity, etc., 268 /.; element
of, 106; six, 265, 267 J., 287. See
al.<Jo Awakening, seven links in;
Mc<litation(s), the four
Esc:apo (nissara,:ia), 17 ff., 64, 78 ff.
Bee also s,~tisfaction, etc.
'J<~tcrnal is self and the world,' etc.,
19/.
Ether (<ikiisa), 83 n.; plane of, 79, 93,
142, 148 ff., 268, 270, 290, 312.
See also Space
Even-faring, 216, 340 J.
Exalt oneself, to, 29, 89 ff.
Exhort, to, 323, 327 J.
Exhortatiou(s) (oviida), xxviii, 67,
313, 318, 319, 322, 327 /.
Expectation (<isa), 184 ff.
Exposition (uddesa), 233, 236 f.,
238 ff., 246 ff., 264, 271 f., 276,
278,286
Extension, element of (pathavidhat1t),
83 /., 105, 131, 287 J., 311
Eye, ear, etc., 84 J., 87, 102, 107,
158, 180, 241 ff., 264 ff., 272 /.,
281, 317, 324, 329 /., 331 ff.,
336 If., 340 ff., 343 J., 347 If.;
element of, 105
Eye of affection, 200 f.
Faculties (indriya), five, 26, 31, 123,
338, 344, 346 n.
Fair, the (subha), 270

I Faith (saddh<i), 56 /., 73, 86, 285;
endowed with, 130 ff.; lacking in,
I etc., 71
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Family: high, great, etc., 80 J., 222,
249, 252; low, 215, 249, 252;
families, 318
Fear(s), 104 /.; and dread, 137
Feeling(s) (vedan<i), 3 If., 53, 125 /.,
169, 180, 182, 212 J., 227 ff., 3ll,
332 ff.; limited by body, etc.,
291 f.; six classes, 331 /.; three,
22 J., 256, 289 ff., 325 J., 334,
337. See also Material Shape (as
khandha)

Fetters, 327; five, 123, 294; of
becoming, 66, 279 f.; of satisfaction, 273; three, 123
Fivefold pinion, 212, 227
Flood (ogha), crossing the, 60 f.
Followed, to be and not to be, 94 /f.
Food, xxix J.
:Fool and the wise, the, 104 /., 200 ff.
'lfor him who clings ... ,' 317
Forest: perception of, .14 7; -dweller,
etc., 91
Foul, the (asubha), 124
Freed (vimutta), 56, 69 /., 82 /f., 88,
156 /., 330, 334
Freedom (vimutti), xxix, xxxi, 60,
81, 88, 151, 157, 159, 163, 292,
328, 330, 336, 338 /., 344 J.; right,
wrong, ll9 /.; of mind, xvii, xx,
xxii, 62, 138, 143, 155, 191 ff.
(boundless, widespread), 208, 327;
through knowledge (vijj<i), 124,
129; through wisdom, xvii, 62,
138, 142, 327
}friendliness (mett<i), 124-, 191, 201;
meditation on, 284 n.; (mittavatci),
161
Friendly terms, 200 /.
Fruit (phala): · of Brahma-faring,
184 /j.; of ka.mma., 305
Fruition (vip<ika), 258 /., 267. See
Ripening
Future, 3 ff., 8 /., 15, 19, 21 ff.,
233 ff., 238 if., 246 ff.
Get rid of (pajahatha), 268 J.
Gift, giving, xxviii, xxx, 71 ff., 302 ff.
Giver (d<it<i), a, 261; (d<iyaka), 304 /.
Goal (attha), 55, 96, 238, 240, 246 /.,
278, 281 ff., 296 (highest); (nitth<i ),
55
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Going beyond (piirami), 81
Going forth, the (pabbajja), 173
Gradual training, etc., 52
Grasp, to, 23, 20 /., 50, 201, 310 ff.,
319
Grasping (upadana), xiii, xxviii ff.,
20 f., 23, 50, 84 f., 230; disturbed
by, 272, 275; five groups of, xiv,
66, 82 f., 158, 297, 337 f., 344;
without, 24, 50 f., 70, 82 ff.
Greed, aversion, confusion, 90 ff.
Grief, suffering, misery, despair (define,d,), 297
Group (ga,:i,a), 153
Habitations, former, 13, 62, 88 n., 138
Habitual tendencies (sa1ikhara), see
under Material Shape (as khandha)
'Had it not been •.. ', 49 f.
Hair of the head, etc., 131, 287
Happiness (sukha), 68, 222, 261 f.,
269 /., 324, 329; element of, 106;
four kinds, 153 f.; of body and
mind, 337; of heaven, 217 ff.; of
sense-pleasures, 278 f., 282 f.;
spiritual (niramisa), 22 f.; threefold, 216 /.; to judge, 278, 281
Harmful by nature (vihe!,liakajatika),
250
Heard much, 61, 91
Heat, condition of, 174 n.; with
cold, hunger, etc., 182
Heaven (sagga), 217, 222 /., 250 f.,
257 ff.; happinesses of, 217 ff.
Hells, 228 /.
Hindrances, five, xix, 13, 54, 64,
87 /., 181, 196 n., 344
Homelessness, to go forth into, 56 f.,
85, 174, 180, 285, 313
Horse: to be tamed, 270; Treasure of,
219
Householder(s), 160 /., 182, 313,
339 ff.; brahmans and, 221 (see
also Nobles); Treasure of, 220
Human: beings (manussa), differences between, 249 ff. ; form
(manussabhiUa), 249; status (manu.ssatta), xxiv f., 215, 222, 229, 250

'I am', 158
' I am naught of anyone ... ', 49
' I am the doer ', etc., 68, 85, 89
'I am, will (not) be\ etc., 293
'If this is', etc., 107
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Ignorance (avijia), 44, 107, 178, 292,
334 /., 338; canker of, 88, 151;
clement of, 106; tendency to,
334f.
Illness, liable to, 225
Impermanence, xxviii, xxx, 68, 125, ·
126 n., 266 ff., 291 n.; perception
of, 124
Impermanent, 46, 48, 68 /., 151, ..
260 ff., 291, 324 ff., 329 /.
Imperturbability (a,:iaiija), 39/., 47 /.,
51, 155 f.
Individuality (attabhava), 94, 100 f.
Indolent, 224 ff.
Insight (vipassanii), 202 n., 233 n.,
234 n., 338, 344
Insignificant (appamattaka), 212,215,
222. See Trifle
Intentness (anuyoga), 280, 282 /.
Investigate, to (upaparikkhati), 272
Investigating (vimarhsaka), 105
Jains, xi, 3 ff.
Jealousy (issa), 251
Jewel, Treasure of, 219
Joy (somana.ssa), 265; six, 205 /., 268,
287

f., 249 n., 314 n.;
fruit of, 305
Key (apapura,:i,a), 174
King, 209 /., 216 ff., 226; wheelrolling, 109, 217 ff. ; -dom, 192,
194f.
Knife, to take to oneself, 316 ff., 321
Know and see, to, 68, 82 ff., 105 ff.,
151, 176, 240, 258
Knowledge (iiti,:w,), 20, 60, 292, 330,
334; -and-vision, 0, 208; become,
240; false (micchci), 258 ff.; right,
wrong, 119 /.
Knowledge (vijja), 314, 334 /.,
338 /.; connected with, 134, 344;
freedom through, 124, 120; the
three, 322
Knowledge, profound (aniia), 37 /.,
55, 81 ff., 123, 161, 173, 269 /.

Kamma, 220, 223

Lay-devotees, -follower(s), 322; acceptance as, 57, 253, 342;
female, 322
Learners (sekha), 55; 's course, ll9,
349
Learning (auta), 139 ff.
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Legal questions (adhikara1J.0,), 33 ff.
Life-principle (jivita), 291 /., 321;
a feeling limited by, 291 /.
Life-span (ciyu), 250 /., 253, 290 n.,
291 n.
Light (cibha), 196; dems of, 192 /.,
105/.
Light-radiation, -manifestation, (obhasa), xxii, 202 ff.
Liked and disliked (manapcimanapa ),
347 ff.
Lion-posture, 53, 181
Liquid element, see Cohesion
Livelihood, wrong and right, 118, 298;
mode of, 338
Lodgings, 24 f., 103, 153, 246;
content with, 61; remote, 54, 87,
159 ff., 181, 342
Longing (abhijappii), 205 ff.
Lord (bhagavci), passim and 163
(plural), 286; epithets of, 240, 339;
who knows, sees, etc., 59 ff., 82 ff.,
129; 's own son, 81
Mahaggatd cetovimutti, xx f.
Malign One, the (Mara), 168
Man (purisa), 286 f.; bad, xiv, 70 ff.,
89 ff.; good, true, xiv /., 70 ff.,
89 ff., 209, 216; to be tamed, 264,
270/. ·
Market-town (nigama), 103, 147
Mastery (vasi), 81
Material shape (rupa), 47 ff., 164,
206 /., 270; appearance (classana)
of, 202 ff.; being too intent on,
205 ff.; element of, 105; perceptions of, 79, 93, 270; reflex image
of, 206; with four other khandhii,
17, 66 ff., 82 /., 158, 234 /., 236,
247, 275 /., 297, 311 ff., 330, 338;
with sound, smell, etc., 39, 41 ff.,
63, 84 ff., 87-, 102, 105, 107, 158,
180, 241 /., 264 ff., 273, 281, 287,
310, 319 /., 329 /., 331 ff., 336 /.,
340 ff., 343 f., 347 ff.
Material things (cimisa), 39 f., 81,
266 f., 295 n.
Matikil, xxvif., 241 n., 263 n., 271 n.
Medicines, see Requisites
Meditate, meditate absorbed, etc., 64
Meditation(s) (jh<ina), xxi /., xxxi,
63, 70 n.; emergence from, xviii;
fivefold, 207 n., 208 n.; plane(s) of,
xv, 18; the four, 13, 64 J.~ 61, 64,

78 /., 88, 92, 132 ff., 137, 165, 182
(two), 273 /., 281, 209
Memories and aspirations (sarasankappa), 130 ff., 178
Men: to arise among, 223; of family,
young, 313,322
Mental objects, states (clhammci),
53 /., 126, 181 /., 275 .f. See also
Material shape with sound, smell,
etc.
Mental ranges (manopavicarii), 263,
266, 286/.
Middle Course, xxvi, 278 /., 283
Mind (citta), 126, 130 ff., 182, 201,
340 /.; composed, etc., 182; defilements of, 205 /.; development
(bhavana) of, 194 J., 346 n.; onepointedness of, 176 /.; satisfied with,
etc., 147 ff., 155 f.; to steady, etc.,
155; with, without attachment,
etc., 62, 138; (cetas), 62, 78, 82,
150 f., 337; (manas), xvi; developing, 312. See also Eye, ear, etc.;
Freedom
Mindfulness (sati), 44, 54, 57, 87,
130, 285, 327; and clear consciousness, 54, f!.7, 164 /., 181; four
applications of, xix, xxx, 25, 31,
123 ff., 182, 299, 338, 344; of
body, 129 ff.; of breathing, 124 ff.;
right, 114 ff., 187 ff., 270, 298 /.,
314 n., 338; three arousings of,
xxvii, 263, 269 /.; wrong, 185 ff.
Moderation in eating, xix, xxx, 53,
66 /., 180, 218
Modes for creatures (sattapadci), 263,
265,268
Monks, passim; developing their •
minds, 312; elders, 191; elders,
newly ordained, 121, 183, 255,
303; not anywhere, 04, 143; of
Kosambi, 197 J.; Order of, 31 ff.,
122ff., 147,300,303; sixty, 70
Moon: full, 66, 70, 122, 327 /.; and
sun, 62, 137, 165, 168
Moral (silavci), 53, 180
Moral habit(s) (aila), 37, 81, 139 ff.,
157, 150, 163, 302 ff.; in formula,
(a), 53, 61, (b) 301 /.
Mother, father, 224 ff.; to deprive
of life, I 08; to respect, 224
Motion, element of (viiyodhiitu), 83 /.,
105, 131, 287 /., 311
Multiformity (nanatta), 268 f.
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Xame-and-shapc (namarii.pa), 67
Neither - perception - nor - non - perception, JS n., 40 /., 40 ff., 80, 03,
142, 150.f., 260,271,200,312
Nihhiina, xiif., xxiii, xxxi, 10, 17 11.,
20 11., 23, 24 n., 28 J., 51 n.., 55 f.,
83 n., 108 n., 157, 159, 182, 278 /.,
283, 291 ; attainers of, 123, 103,
294; final, 50,174,303,318 n., 322;
perfect, xii, 41; way to, 55 J. See
also Parinibbiina
~ohles: with brahmans, hom1choldcrs,
139, 222; with bmh mans, merchants, workers, 104
Xon-returner, 93 n., 302 /., 305 n.,
328 n., 330 n.
Nothing (na kiiici), 254
Xo-thing, plane of, 17, 40/., 48 /.,
so, 93, 142, 149 ff., 269, 271, 290,
312
Xovice, 172
~uns, xxviii, 154, 172, 303, 322 ff.;
Order of, 303
Obhasa, xxi /., 202 n.

Obligations (piltimokkha), 31, 53,
60/., 180
Observance day, 60, 65, 70, 122, 217,
327 f.
Offence (<ipatti), 27, 34 ff., 43, 60;
to confess an, 36
Offerings (dakkhirµi), 302 ff.; purifications of, 304
Old age, liable to, 225
Once-returners, 123, 302 f., 328 n.,
330 n.
Onslaught on creatures, et,e., 71, 73,
85 /., 95, 117, 166, 200, 216, 249,
257, 298, 301
Order(s): both, 303; of monk~, 31 ff.,
122 ff., 147, 300, 303; of nuns, 303;
offering to, 303 J. See also Refuge
Ordination (upasampada), 173, 294
Overlord (issara), 10, 14
Paccekabuddha(s), xvi, 111 ff., 302 /.
Parinibbana, xii J., xix, xxviii, 58,
174 n. See also Nibbana, final
Past (atita), 4 ff., 19 ff., 233 ff., 238 ff.,
246ff.
Peace (santi), 286 /., 203
Perception(s) (saiiii<i), 16 ff., 47 ff.,
80, 124, 147 //., 169, 170; and
feeling, 93, 271; assumption of,
04, 99; of diversity, 205 ff.; of
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material shapes, sensory reactions,
cl.c., 79, 03, 270; of sense-pleasures,
46 ff. See also Material shape (as
khandha)

Perfected ones, 55, 108 /., 119, 123,.
174, 302 /., 339. See also Arahant
l'erfoction (arahalla}, 55; fruit of,
302
Peril (ridinava), 267, 337. See also
Satisfaction
Permanent etc., l 03
Persons (puggala), four types, 257
Pith (s<im), 122, 162
Plane (<iyatana), 136 /., 266 /.
Pleasure and pain (sukhadukkha), 10,
14

Possible and impossible (f,hiin<iUhana),
105, 107 ff.
Potter, W2, 285
Powers (bal.a), five, 25, 31, 123, 338,

344
Present thing(s) (paccuppanna dhamma), 233 ff., 236 /., 242 /., 246 ff.
Psychic power (iddhi), 163; bases of,
25, 31, 123, 338, 344; forms of, 61,
137
Punishment(s) (kammak<ira~), 209/.,
216,226,229; (darµ!.a), 211, 224
Pupils (antevlisika), 159 ff.
Purity (patikkiila), 350
Purpose (sa.nkappa), wrong, right,
115 /. See Aspiration
Quarters (dit<i), eight, 270 /.
Radiation, element of (tejodluitu),
83 /., 105, 131, 287 /., 311
Raft, Parable of, xvii, xxix
Real (sanla), 48 /.; and excellent, 21,
348
Recluse, the (Gotama), 24 J., 28 /.,
41, 43 /., 254, 339
Recluse(s) and/or brahman(s), 3,
15 ff., 71, 73, 100, 104, 120, 152,
165, 168, 184 ff., 224, 230, 251 f.,
257 ff., 295, 299, 340 /., 345
· Reflex image (niniitla), 206
Refuge (threefold), 57, 253, 301, 342
Relinquishment (caga), 139 ff., 298;
rcsol ve for, 287, 202; to cultivate, .
286/., 293
Renunciation (nekkliamma), 106, 116,
153 /., 157, 176 ff., 281, 283, 298;
six joys, et,e., of, 265 ff.
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Requisites, 61, 90, ll8 /., 301 /.
Resolves (adhitfhana), four, 286/., 292
Restlessness and worry, 196. See
also Hindrances
Revere, reverence, etc., to, 61, 63, 252,
340/.
Right path (ii<iya), 182
Ripening (vipaka), 224 ff. See
Fruition
Robe-material, 24 /., 103, 153, 171 /.;
content with, 61. See also Requisites
·Robes, yellow (kiisciiia), 304
Rule (dhamma), 60; according to the,
60,294
Sage (muni), 233, 235 ff., 238 ff., 286,
293
Sankhara, 318 n. See under Activities, Constructions, Material shape
(as khandha: 'habitual tendencies '); as aspiration, purpose,
xvii, 139 ff.
Satisfaction (assiida), 272 /., 337;
with peril, escape, xiv, 24, 67 /.,
334
Satisfying things (pasiidaniya dhammii), ten, 61 /.
Schism, 108
Sects: other, xi, 154, 256, 340 ff.
Security (from the bonds), 55, 230
Seen, heard, sensed, etc., 82, 312
Self (atll}), xi/., 10, 12, 15 If., 19 ff.,
48, 67 ff., 84, 86, 98, 108, 200,
234 f., 236, 275 /., 333 /.; -awakening, happiness of, 281, 283; -mortification' (attakilamatha), 278 ff.,
283; -taming, xix, xxvi, xxxi;
-torment, etc., 71, 73; not-, 68 /.,
84, 333/.
Sense(s), x, xiii, xxx /.; -impingement
(phassa), 67, 107, 263/., 286/., 289,
331 /., 346 n.; -reactions, 93, 270,
343/.
Sense-fields, xiv f., xviii, xxviii /.,
24, 44 .f., 84 /., 105 ff., 150 ff., 241
n., 286 /.; six internal, six external,
263 /., 324 ff., 331; sixfold, 336
Sense-organs, xix, xxix /., 241 n.,
347 ff.; doors of, 53, 56 /., 180
Sense-pleasures (kama), 46, 63 /.,
95 /., ll5, 163 n., 157, 166, 170 /.,
176 ff., 196 n., 267, 298; canker <>f,
88, 161; element of, 106; five

strands, 30, 158, 180, 281 J., 344;
happiness of, 278 /., 282 / . ; perceptions of, 46 ff.; without
attachment to, 302 /.; with finemateriality, etc., 106. See also
Hindrances
Sign (nimitta), 154, 272 /.; -less, 150 /.
Similes, xix, 86, 97, 178, 189, 211,
217, 326. See Index II
Six things to be remembered, 36
Skill, unskill, 27 ff., 120, 252
Skilled, unskilled states of mind,
things, 4 ff., 12 /., 95 ff., ll9 f.,
161, 298 /., 343 /.
Sloth and torpor, 196, 203 ff., 207.
See also Hindrances
Solitude (ekatta), 147 ff.
Sorrow (domanassa), 265; six, 266 ff.,
287
Space, element of (cikiisadhcitu), 83 /.,
105, 287, 280, 3ll
Speak slowly, to, 278, 282, 284
Spears, to stab with, 211 /.
Speech: activity of, 28, ll6; right,
wrong, ll6.J., 298; lying, 71, 73,
86, 96 /., ll6, 257; secret (raho
viida), 278, 281 ff.; to break into,
201 ; vexatious, 278, 281, 283 /.;
way(s) of, 37, ll7
Stability (thita), 286, 293
Statement, four modes of (vohara), 82
Stone: ornamental, 246; small, 212,
222
Stopping (nirodha), 93, 163 n., 271,
317; liable to, 330
Stream-attainers, 123, 302, 328,
330 n.; -attainment, 296, 302 /.
Striving (padhcina), 7 ff.
Suffuse and pervade, to, xx, 140 /.,
191 /., 194 ff.
Suicide, xxviii. See Knife
Super-knowledge (abhiiiiia), xii, 25,
31, 62, 136, 138, 143, 156 /., 159,
174, 278 /., 283, 327, 338
Support (pa#sara,:ia), 69 /.
Supposition (maiiiiita), 203
Synonym, 44,326
Talk, inferior, 167
Ta.med (danta), 183; man to be
(purisadamma), 63, 264, 270 .f.;
ta.ming (dama), 321
Tastes (raaa), 213 /. See also Eye,
ear

Index of Topics
Tathiigata, xm, xix, xxiv /., xxvii,
14, 16 ff., 38, 44, 52 ff., 56, 81,
85, 108, 154, 162 /., 168, 180 ff.,
230, 240, 256, 260, 269 ff., 278 /.,
283, 294, 295, 302 /. ; arises in the
world, etc., 13, 160, 170
Teacher (acariya), affliction for, 159/.;
(satthii), 51, 150 //., 169, 184, 200,
230, 239 /., 255, 264, 269 /., 272,
285 /., 304, 312, 316, 350; with
Dhamma, Order, 32
' That being, this is ', 149 ff.
'There is not', 121
'There is (no) (result of) gift', etc.,
71, 73, 100, 114 /.
Thief, 209 ff., 216, 226
'This is (not) mine', etc., 68 /.,
288/., 317, 324/., 330,334
Thought (citta): arising of, 94, 98;
slackened (sa'l'.f!hita), 273 ff. See
Mind; (t'itakka), 157, 169
Train oneself, to (sikkha-ti), 25, 152,
286 /., 293, 310 ff., 345
Trainers (yoggiicariya), 264, 270 /.
Training (sikkh<i), 52, 57, 85; rule(s)
of, 53, 60 f., 180; to disa.vow, 43
Tranquillity (upasama), happiness of,
281, 283. See also Calm
Transcending, the (samatikkama),
268/.
Transgression (accaya), 293
Treasures, seven, xxiv, 217 ff.
Tree(s), roots of, 51, 54, 124, 130,
191 ff., 325 /., 329, 350
Trifle (appamattaka), 27 /., 32
Truth (sacca), 258 ff., 292; ariyan,
292; resolve for, 287, 292; to guard,
286 /., 293; -s, ariyan, 295 ff.
Tum a.way from (nibbindati), to, 69,
156 /., 159, 330, 335
Unaffected (avyaseka), 87
Unconstructed element (asankhatadhiitu ), 106
Undefiled (ara~), 277 /., 283 /.
Uniformity (ekatta), 268 f.
Untroubled (anavassuta), 269 /.
Unwavering confidence (aveccapasada), 301 /., 314
Uprisings (uppatti), 192, 193 n.
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Verdict: in the presence of, etc., 33 ff.
View(s) (dit,hi): ariyan, 37; assumption of, 94, 99; right, xiv, xvi, xxix,
107 /., 114 ff., 187 ff., 223, 257 ff.,
279, 298, 337; wrong, false, xiv,
15 n., 71, 114 fl., 185 ff., 224,
234 n., 257 ff.
Vigilance, xix, 53, 56 / .• 180 /.
Village, 103, 148, 173, 201, 343;
-field, 192, 194
Vina.ya, expert in, 91
Vision (cakkhu), 206 /., 223, 241 ff.,
310. See a~o Eye, ear, etc.
Wanderer (paribbiijaka), 254 ff.,
340 ff.
Wanting little, etc., 157, 159
Way, ix, xii, xv, xxiii/., 32, 58/., 65;
component of, 115 ff.; eightfold,
xvi /., xxix, 25, 31, 114 ff., 187,
279, 298, 314 n., 338 f., 344; fivefold, 337 n.; -follower, xiii, xvii,
59, 65; fourfold, 208 n.; -Shower,
xiii, 56, 59, 65; tenfold, xvii, xxix,
119
Welcome, a, 58
Wheel: of Dhamma, xiv, 81, 295 /.,
299; Treasure of the, 218 J.
' Wherefore, because of this ... ', 263,
268
Widespread (mahaggata), xx /., 191

ff.

Wisdom (panna), 47, 57, 68 /., 93,
115, 126, 139 fl., 157, 159, 163;
ariyan, 44, 292, 326; great, 244,
252 /.; kinds of, 77; not slothful
in, 286 /., 293; perfect, 266 ff.,
288 /., 324 /.; resolve for, 287,
292. See a~o Freedom
Wise(pa~ita), 104/.; man, 216Jf.
Woman (itthi), 109; Treasure of;
219/.
Wonderful and marvellous, 163 ff.,
171 ff.
World: overcome, 46 /. ; -syst.em,
109, 140 ff., 165, 169; this, beyond,
312; with devas, 104; 'is (not)
eternal', etc., 19 ff.
Worldly life (gehasita), 265 ff.
Wrathful (kodhana), 251
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IL-SIMILES
Bath-attendant, 132
Bird on the wing, 87
Black gum, etc., 57
Blind turtle, xxiv /., 214 /.
Broken rook, 40
Brahmans at sacrifice, 213
Bull's hide, 148
Cattle-butcher, 131, 310, 326
Dog and post, 19
Door-panel, 135
Drops of water, 349
Elephant in jungle, 199
Elephant-ta.ming, 178, 182
Elephant, untamed, ta.med, 182 /.
Elephants, horses, etc., ta.med, untamed, 176
Fathers and children, 221
Fleck of mucus, 348
Fletcher, 12
Flies on pingo, 193
Full moon, 327 /.
Gambler, 215, 222
Gem on pale cloth, 141
Gold ornament on pa.le cloth, 141
Goldsmith, 290
Groom and chariot, 137
Heat from two sticks, 289
Heavy stone, 134
House on fire, 104
Jewel on muslin, 168
Jewel on thread, 167

Man eating dainties, 40
Man fully clothed, 134
Man gripping quail, 204 /.
Man in love, 11
Man meeting murderers, 203
Man needing oil, milk, etc., 185 ff.
Man seeking treasure, 204
Man with embliomyrobalan, 140 /.
Man with vision, 348
Merchant trading, 19
Mille and water, 200 /.
Mountain-climbing, 177
Mountain-shadows, 210, 216

Oil, lamp, wick, 106, 292; with flame,
light, 325
Oil-lamps in house, 192 /.
Palm-tree, 41, 202
Pith, 240
Poisoned arrow, 4, 42
Poisoned goblet, 44
Poisonous snake, 45
Pool of water, 133
Provision-bag, 131
Rain-drops, 348
Roots, etc., of a tree, 325
Sere leaf, 40
Setting upright, etc., 57, 253, 342
Stick, wet and dry, 135
Streams and ocean, 134
Strong man, men, 310, 348, 349
Sun and shade, 21 ff.
Tank, 136
Thoroughbred, 52
Two houses, 223

Lotus-pond, 133
Man and own village, 39

Water-pot, empty, full, 135 /.
Way to Rii.jaga.ha, 56

III.-NAMES
Abhiradana, 183 n.
Abhiya. Ka.coana., 193 ff.
Aoira.va.ta., 175 .f.
Aggivessa.na., 175 ff.

Ajata.sa.ttu, 58
Akankheyyasutta, xvii
.Anand&, xiii, xv, xxviii, 30 ff., 49 ff.,
58 ff., .105 ff., 121, 147 ff., 153 ff.,
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104 ff., 235 ff. , 265 ff., 300 ff., 310,
312 ff., 347 ff.
Anathapir,iQika, xxviii, 309, 312 ff.;
's monastery, see under Sii.vattht
Anuruddhn., xix, 121, 100 ff., 200 ff.
Avici, 213 n., 227 n.
Bakkula, xviii, 170 ff.
Bakkulatheraccl,ariyabbhutasutta,
n.
Biilakalor,iakara, 199
Baliha.ra.r,ia, 24 n..
Bamboo Grove, 58, 63, 170, 175,
264; Eastern, 200
Bena.res, 296 /., 299
Bha.gga.va, 286
Bhagu, 199 /.
Bhafifias, the, 121
Bhiimija, 183 ff.
Bimbisiira, 68 n., 176 n.
Blind Men's Grove, 329
Brahmii(s), 104, 109, 120, 166,
295, 299; of world-systems,

ff.

174

183,
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Fivetools, carpenter, 100 ff.
Gar,iaka-Moggallana, 52 ff.
(}anges, 220
Gha~iiya, 163
Ghosita's monastery, 197
Gijjhakiit,a, lll
Godhika, xxviii n.
Gopaka-Moggalliina, 58 ff.
Cota.ma, 24 /., 52, 55 ff., 68 JJ.,
63 /., 253, 264, 285 /., 339
Great Forty (mahiicaUdrisa), 120 /.
Great Grove, see Vesiilr
Gulissiini, xviii
Hare, E. M., 202 n.
Himalaya, 212, 222
Isigili, xvi, llO ff.
Isipatana, 296 /., 299

169,
140

Brahma Sabampati, 313 n.
Brahmajalasuttanta, xi, xv, llO n.
Brahmdyu-sutta, 330 n.
Buddhaghosa., xxiii, xxvi
Buddhai-a'Y{l,sa, xxiii
Candana, demp1ttla, 246 ff.
Chalmers, Lord, 22 n., 36 n., 275 n.
Channa, xxviii, 315 ff.
Childers, R., 140 n ., 261 n.
Coral Tree (piiricchattaka), 246
Cu[ahatthapadopamasutta, xiv
Cii{,akammavibhanga Sutta, ix
Cunda the Great, 121, 315, 317 f.
Cunda, novice, 30 /.

Jayasena, xix, 175 ff., 183 /., 189
Jeta Grove, 313. See under Sa.vatthl
Jeyyasena., 183 n.
Jones, J. J., xviii n., xxi, xxxi,
59 n., 165 n.
Kacca(ya)na the Great, xxvi, 121,
230 /., 243 /., 272, 277
Kajangalii, 346
Ka}akhemaka, 162 /.
Kammassadhamma, 46
Kandarakasutta, xiv
Kapilavatthu, 152, 246, 247, 301
Kappina, 121
Kassapa, Buddha, 173 n., 246 n.
Kassa.pa the Great, 121
Kassa.pa the Unclothed, 170, 173 /.
Kimbila, 200 /.
King's mona.stery, 323
KomudJ, 122
Kosa.lane, 339
Kosambi, 197 /.
K osambiyasutta, 197 n.
Koi~hita, 121
K umdrapa:iihii, xxix
Kurus, 46
Kusinii.rii, 24

Dakkhirµi,visuddhisutta, 303 n.
Devada.ha, x, 3
Devadahavagga, xi
Devadatta, xxiv /., 227 n.
Dhammacakkappavattanasutta, xvi / .,
xxvi
Dha.mmapiila, xxiii
Dhiina.fijiini, xxviii
Dighanakha-sutta, 330 n.
Downfall (vinipata), the, 161, 215,
328

Levi, S., 248 n.
Licchavi, 38
Lomasakangiya, 245 ff.

Eastern Monastery, 52, 66
Ekavisajjakasutta, 88 n.

Magadha, 58 /., 63, 286
Miigandiya., xii n.
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M ahiicattarisaka Bmta, ix
M aMkammavibhanga Butta, ix
Mahapajapati, xxvili, 300 /., 322,
323 n.
M ahapaiiha, xxix
M ahasakulwlAyi-sutta, 172 n.
Mahasalayatanika Butta, ix Jj., xxviii

f.

M ahiisatipaUhanasut.tanta, 296 n.
M ahiiV<UJtu, xviii, xxiii, xxxii
Maliyadeva, 336 n.
Mara(s), xxxi, 46, 104, 109, 120,
134Jj., 165, 169, 295, 299
Migiira's m0ther, palace of, 52, 65,
70, 121, 147
Milinda., King, xxiv
Moggallana, 121, 295, 336 n.
Mukhelu Grove, 346
Musila, 20 n.
Nagaraka, 147
Nagaravinda, 339 JJ.
Nandaka, xxviii, 323 JJ.
Nandiya, 200 /.
Niit;aputta, Jain, 6, 29 JJ.
Neumann, E. K., xxvi, 35 n., 79 n.
Nigrodha's park, 245, 247
Nikii.yas, xvii, xxxii, 119 n.
Niraya Hell, xxili JJ., 72, 100 /.,
211, 215, 224, 250 Jj., 257 JJ.;
anguishes of, 211 JJ.; Great, 213,
227 JJ.; guardians of, 212 /., 224,
227,229
Nyanatiloka, 202 n.
Padumuttara, Buddha, 173 n.
Pajjota, 58
Pailca.kanga (Fivetools), 190 JJ.
Paiicattayaautta, xi
Pa1;u;lava. mountain, 111
Piiriisariya, 346 /.
Paaenadi, 248 n.
Patlhanakatha, 293 n.
Pavii,30
Potali's son, 254 JJ.
PotthapiidasuUa, 254 n.
Pubbajira, village, 318
Pukkusii.ti, 285 /., 293 /.
Pw;u;ia, xxvili, 319 JJ.
Ra.dhakrishnan, S., 15 n.
Rahula, xxvili, 328 Jj.
Ra.jagaha, 58, 110, 170, 175, 183,
237, 254, 285, 315, 342; way to, 56
Ra\\hapala, 221 n.

Reva.ta, 121
Rhys Davids, T. W., 15 n ,
Rhys Davida, Mrs., xix n., 248 n.
Sakka, 100, 246 n.
Sakyans, 3, 29, 147, 152, 245, 247,
285,300
Salayatanavor,r,a., x, xxvii
BalayatanavilltailgaBUtta, x /., 330 n.
Siimagii.ma, 29 /.
Sambhiita, 183 n.
Samiddhi, 237 /., 254 JJ.
Siiriputta, xiv /., xviii, xxvili, xxxi,
30 n., 95, 101 Jj., 121, 284 n.,
295 /., 309 /., 313 /., 315 Jj., 336 n.,
342 JJ. ; eulogy of, 77 JJ.
BatipaUhana1Jutta, xvii
Sii.vatthr, 15, 52, 65, 70, 77, 81, 89,
94, 104, 113, 121 /., 129, 139, 147,
163, 190, 209, 223, 233, 235,
245 /., 248, 263, 271, 277, 286,
309, 319, 322 /., 328 /., 331
Subha, Todeyya's son, 248 JJ.
Bubhasutta, 248 n.
Subhiiti, 277 n., 279 n., 284
Sumedhii, xxiv
Sunakkhatta, 38 JJ.
Sunii.paranta, 320 /.
Tapoda, 237
Tipit;aka-Ciilaniiga, 336 n.
Todeyya, 248 n., 249 n.
Tusita group, 164 /., 167, 313
Udayin, 255 J.
Ukkala, 120
Upalisutta, 254 n., 330 n.
Upananda, general, 63
Upoaatha, elephant, 219
Uttara, 346 /.
Valaha, horse, 219
Vaaaakiira, 59, 63 f., 70 n.
Vaaaas, the, 120
Vebhiira, 110 /.
Vepulla mountain; 111, 210 n.
Vesali, 37, 63
Vetarai;ii, 229 n.
Vibhangavagga, x, xxv
Vinaya-pi/aka, xii, xviii, 88 n.
Vulture Peak, 315
Watt, G., 140 n.
Wood of the Offerings, 24
Ya.ma, xxv, 224Jj., 229
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IV.-SOME PALI WORDS IN THE :NOTES
ajjhupekkliitar, 126
a·ii:iiadatthu 1tyyojaniyapa,tisarhyutta1µ,
yeva katharh kattil hoti, 154
anuggiihakii, 295
abhinibbatlayato aparini!thitabhiiviiya,
101
arat:ia, 277
aratiratisaho, 137
<ikasa, 83
· .1
<ikiisadhiitu, 83
iimake iimakamatte, 162
ama?µ/.a, 140
ayatana, 136
indriya, 346
1,pavajjakulani, 318
1tmmagga, 256
urnmujjamano ayoniso ummujjissati,
256
ekacchiga'{,a yuga, 214
obhiisa, 202
kuhana, 118
gaddiihanamattarµ,, 173
cara vddappamokkluiya, 30
cetaso anii.bhogo, 79
jhiiyati, 196
tayo satipatthiina, 263, 264
tividhcna samadhi, 207, 208

dhamma vijjiihhagiyii, 134
na ca kalam karoti ... 212
l niggayha niggayha, 162
nippesikata, 118
;__ nemittakalil, 118
I pavayha pavayha, 162
biilabhumi, 216
bhavabhava, 25
bhavana, 346
ma-tthena iiviiijeyya, 186
.manu,'lsiinarh yeva satarh manvssabliiltanarh, 240
mahiipatiii{i, 77
mucchati kamayati, 160
yathiikatharh dhiiresi, 245
yo saro so thassati, 162
lapanii, 118
vidhiivati, 270
sankhatarh etarh, 290
sankhiira, l 08, 139
sarhhirati, 234
samannagata, 59
sana, 173
sa~yika cetovimutti, 154
sarita, 270
hii.supaiiii<i, 77
j

